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ix

A few years back I wrote a book called Mountains Beyond Mountains. It has a 

subtitle: “The Quest of Dr. Paul Farmer, a Man Who Would Cure the World.” 

I don’t much like subtitles and I didn’t add this one willingly, but I suppose it’s 

accurate enough. My book is mostly about one person, Paul Farmer, and, as we 

all know, the old saw that one person can make a difference in this world really 

isn’t the whole truth. Paul Farmer never wanted me to imagine that he alone was 

responsible for the early work of Partners In Health. In fact, I think that if he’d 

been the writer, he would have given equal time to all the people involved in the 

early days—to Tom White, and Jim Yong Kim, and Fritz Lafontant, and Ophelia 

Dahl, and Loune Viaud, and Todd McCormack, and Haun Saussy, and the rest of 

a cast of at least dozens. But I have to add that I couldn’t have written a book like 

that, and I’m glad I didn’t try.

I traveled quite a lot with Paul Farmer, and some of those trips were, col-

lectively, like a harrowing of hell for me—to the famished, deforested Central 

Plateau of Haiti; to a periurban slum outside Lima, Peru, which, as the residents 

say, looks like the surface of the moon; to Moscow’s Central Prison, where what 

the doctors described as an “uncrowded cell” contained fifty patients coughing 

up drug-resistant TB bacilli. In those places, particularly, Paul Farmer showed 

me more reasons for despair than I’ve ever seen before, or indeed imagined. 

And yet it was the most exhilarating experience of my life. PIH was still pretty 

small then, back in 2000, and yet they were creating vivid proof that diseases 

which could be treated successfully in the developed world could also be treated 

successfully and economically in some of the poorest, most difficult settings 

imaginable. That was the moving thing for me. Seeing the proof.

Foreword

Seeing the Proof

Tracy Kidder
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We also went to less difficult places. Havana, Cuba, for instance. We spent 

most of our week there in the company of a world-class infectious-disease doctor 

named Jorge Pérez Ávila, who all by himself—by example, as it were—corrected 

some of the prejudices I brought with me to Cuba. Years of bad publicity had 

left me imagining the place as gray and rather colorless, puritanically Stalinist. 

One night we ended up in the bar of a fancy hotel, renovated with European 

money. There we were fed dinner by the manager, a Cuban woman named Ninfa, 

a patient of Jorge’s. At some point, Jorge turned to her and said, in words like 

these, “Ninfa. That is such a lovely name. But how did your parents know when 

you were born that you would be so beautiful?” Ninfa smiled, and turned to me. 

“Jorge has a very special way with all his female patients,” she said. “We all want 

to sleep with him.”

I began to sense that Cuba was a place where one might be able to have a pretty 

good time. I already knew that Paul Farmer’s idea of a really good time was to 

visit patients. In Cuba, he did what he often did in other places where he had 

no patients of his own: he borrowed some from other doctors. Anyway, visiting 

patients also was Jorge’s idea of rip-roaring fun, so that’s what they did, while I

tagged along. They visited Jorge’s patients, mostly women, most of whom were 

pregnant. And after a while I would say to Jorge, “Is this patient pregnant, too?” 

just to hear his answer, which was, invariably, “Yes, but it is not my pregnancy.”

I remember going on rounds with Paul and his students at the Brigham and 

Women’s Hospital in Boston many times—evenings that would stretch late into 

the night, nights that were always the oddest mix of the comical and serious, yet 

always a cheerful experience somehow, rounds at the Brigham with Dr. Farmer, 

maybe because every tool ever invented for repairing patients was right at hand.

I remember a fashion show that the TB patients at Zanmi Lasante in Haiti put 

on, to celebrate Paul’s birthday—I was sure that party would find its way into the 

book I was going to write, but it didn’t, perhaps because I was laughing so hard at 

one moment and felt so enchanted the next that I couldn’t take adequate notes. I

remember Mamito, the matriarch of Zanmi Lasante, scolding me for something 

Paul had done about fifteen years before—scolding me because Paul had asked 

me, really almost begged me, to intercede on his behalf and explain to her why we 

had gone on an eleven-hour hike. I remember long treks and conversations with 

the wonderful, hot-headed Ti Jean, who built God knows how many houses for 

the poorest of Zanmi Lasante’s patients. Ti Jean once carried me across a river. 

Another time he fed me and Paul a dinner of guinea fowl and Barbancourt rum. 

I miss him. He had a habit of telling Paul to shut up when Paul dared to interrupt 

one of his discourses—and the interesting thing about those moments was that 

Paul actually would shut up.

Then there were the christenings of patients’ newborn babies—in Peru, for 
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instance—with Paul in the role of godfather. This summer in Rwanda, I learned 

that this happens in Africa, too. And I found myself thinking, This is pretty cool, 

the guy has godchildren all over the world, more godchildren than a mafia don.

I remember quite vividly watching Paul testify in a grubby little courtroom 

in New York City—the INS was trying to deport a Haitian man with AIDS, and 

Paul was testifying to the effect that sending this man back to prisons in Haiti 

was tantamount to torture. The district attorney seemed like a pretty tough 

cookie, but after listening to Paul describe conditions in Haiti, she stopped put-

ting up any fight at all and started asking him questions that seemed calculated 

to injure her case. Periodically, as I recall, this prosecutor would exclaim, “Good 

God! I had no idea it was that bad!” And I also recall that, on the way to the 

courtroom, Paul started worrying that his necktie was too flamboyant to wear 

before a judge. He insisted I give him my much more conservative tie. I still have 

the fiery red one that he gave me in return, though I do not wear it.

Finally, there was a night in Moscow. A congenial dinner with a famous per-

sonage in public health. By day Paul had been arguing with him. The fight had 

to do with milk: Paul wanted Russian prisoners with TB to get a glass of milk 

each day, and the public health expert didn’t think this was necessary. I drank 

a therapeutic amount of Côtes du Rhône at dinner. Afterward, walking down a 

snowy Moscow street in the dark, I needled Paul a little. I may have recited a line 

I heard many times from people in the business of international health, which 

goes like this: “Doctors are very nice. They think the patient in front of them is 

the most important thing. But we care about something more important, which 

is the health of populations.” I repeated something like that and then said of our 

dinner companion, “He’s interested in public health.”

“I’m interested in public health, too!” said Paul. “But what is the public? Is it 

a family, a village, a city, a country? Who are these people to say what the public 

is?” He was smiling. I think he’d had a therapeutic dose of Côtes du Rhône, too. 

His tone was jocular, but by then I knew that jocularity was often the tone in 

which he disguised statements of great importance to him. And I’ve been turning 

that statement over in my mind ever since, The Moscow Statement, as it were.

Partners In Health doesn’t have all the answers as to how to go about fixing 

the dreadful poverty and disease that afflict billions of people today. I don’t think 

anyone in the organization ever said they did. And even if they did have all 

the answers, they couldn’t bring the terrifying pandemics of AIDS and TB and 

malaria under control all by themselves, any more than Paul Farmer could have 

created and nurtured Partners In Health all by himself. But they have shown 

the world that it is possible to control those diseases and to redress some of 

the underlying causes that have turned those diseases into pandemics. In some 

cases, with multidrug-resistant TB, for instance, they have given the world pre-
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cise prescriptions, and they have made it possible for poor countries to use those 

prescriptions—largely thanks to Jim Kim, who figured out how to drive down the 

prices of the necessary drugs by about 90 percent.

But what they have done above all, I think, is to present both a rebuke and a 

challenge to the United States and the other wealthy countries and to offer all 

of us a real kind of hope, hope backed up by fact. They have done this, I believe, 

by paying attention to the needs of individual patients, in Haiti, Peru, Russia, 

Boston, and now Africa. It has been individual patients, people just like you and 

me, who have taught them how to treat a family, a village, a city, a country, maybe 

the world.



1

“BAGAY KI PA SENP / STUFF THAT IS NOT SIMPLE”

People sometimes refer to Paul Edward Farmer, MD, born in 1959, as a hero, 

saint, madman, or genius. Any or all of these descriptions may hold—but the 

essential thing about him is that he listens to his patients.

In the earliest piece of writing collected here (“Bad Blood, Spoiled Milk,” from 

1988), the young Paul Farmer, anthropologist, epidemiologist, doctor to the poor, 

gives an informant the last word:

I consulted [Madame Gracia] regarding the ingredients of the herbal remedy for 

move san/lèt gate. Her response, and the tone in which it was delivered, brought me 

up short: “Surely you are collecting these leaves in order to better understand their 

power and improve their efficacy?” Had she added, “If you think we’ll be satisfied 

with a symbolic analysis of move san/lèt gate, you’re quite mistaken,” I would not 

have been more surprised.1

As if Madame Gracia were telling Paul: “Here’s the information you requested; 

do not file under ‘Folklore.’”

A similar scene of instruction occurs early in Tracy Kidder’s Mountains Beyond 

Mountains. A research project in rural Haiti had begun with the assumption 

that patients’ beliefs about how they contracted tuberculosis—did they think 

it was caused by microbes or by sorcery?—made a difference for compliance 

and outcomes. The results of the study, however, showed no relation between 

belief and the results of treatment; the main factor influencing cure rates was 

the availability of food and social support. This might have meant that culture 

Introduction

The Right to Claim Rights
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was irrelevant to practicing medicine in the Third World, a conclusion that this 

anthropologist-in-training was loath to adopt. Thinking that perhaps his own 

skills in eliciting tacit attitudes about sorcery were to blame for the discordant 

conclusions, Farmer began reinterviewing patients. Kidder describes him speak-

ing to “a sweet, rather elderly woman”:

When he had first interviewed her, about a year before, she’d taken mild offense 

at his questions about sorcery. She’d been one of the few to deny she believed in it. 

“Polo, chéri,” she had said, “I’m not stupid. I know tuberculosis comes from people 

coughing germs.” She’d taken all her medicines. She’d been cured.

But now, a year later, when he asked her again about sorcery, she said that of 

course she believed in it. “I know who sent me my sickness, and I’m going to get 

her back,” she told him.

“But if you believe that,” he cried, “why did you take your medicines?”

She looked at him. He remembered a small sympathetic smile. The smile, he 

thought, of an elder explaining something to a child—in fact, he was only twenty-

nine. “Chéri,” she said, “èske-w pa konprann bagay ki pa senp?” The Creole phrase 

pa senp means “not simple,” and implies that a thing is freighted with complexity, 

usually of a magical sort. So, in free translation, she said to Farmer, “Honey, are you 

incapable of complexity?”2

Both of these tales end with an abrupt change of focus, an epiphany. Part of 

the change is evidenced by a stylistic shift in which the remarks of the Haitian 

informant are translated into language that we are more likely to attribute to 

a graduate seminar than to dwellers in palm-frond huts with dirt floors. The 

shift in linguistic register mirrors a change in the tacit rules of the conversation 

between doctor and patient or between anthropologist and informant: the person 

conventionally assumed to be tongue-tied—the patient, the layperson, the primi-

tive—seizes authority over the discussion, redefining its subject and purpose.

At such moments, the reader has the sense of a new narrative opening. The 

future—like the futures to which the last pages of Old Goriot, Great Expectations,

or Crime and Punishment deliver their characters—will be different. Dr. Farmer 

learns from his patients. Their stories change the story he tells and the way he 

tells it.3

Medicine is both a formidably walled fortress of specializations and a stand-

ing rebuke to specialization. It is perhaps the one true humanistic discipline. 

Everything that impinges on the human species, from chemistry to psychology, 

from particle physics to marital discord, falls under its survey. When your case 

becomes serious, the general practitioner gives way to the cardiologist or the 

oncologist, who may send you to see a further, even more minutely focused, 

specialist; but an adequate explanation of what has gone wrong with you, as 

opposed to the remedies to be applied to its effects, may demand the talents of the 

geographer, the economist, the historian, the hydroelectric engineer, the novelist. 
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Your feelings of despair may interest both the researcher of neuronal networks, 

armed with sensors and magnetic-resonance imaging machines, and the chroni-

cler of the fading American auto industry, whose local subsidiary recently folded 

and left you with a mortgage to pay and only so many months of unemployment 

compensation. Case studies are never one-dimensional. The inherent multiplicity 

of medicine declares that things are “not simple,” while also showing that they 

are never without reason.

Complexity—the ability to negotiate among widely variant frames and scales 

of explanation—is a necessity in Paul Farmer’s chosen terrain. A given person’s 

disease is both a biological event with microscopic agents and a social event with 

human determinants, some of them (for example, trans-Atlantic slavery) reach-

ing back hundreds of years and involving millions of strangers in related patterns 

of action. Rudolf Virchow had in mind housing, diet, working conditions, and 

birthrates when, even in the pre-microbial era, he designated doctors “the natural 

attorneys of the poor.”4 In recent years, medical training has been broadened to 

include reflection on social and cultural factors of illness, not just clinical ones. 

Attention to such causes makes for better doctors and more perspicuous diagno-

ses. But the essential thing is to clarify the relations among biological, economic, 

social, cultural, and other determinants of disease, not to use one of these dimen-

sions as a cover for impotence in another. Much of Dr. Farmer’s effort has gone 

into a polite, persistent struggle against the “immodest claims of causality” that 

doom certain sick people to an epidemiological dungeon whose outlines precisely 

match their cultural dungeon.

We have a striking example from early analysis of the AIDS epidemic. 

Reporting, on June 24, 1983, on the basis of 1,641 HIV cases verified in the United 

States and Puerto Rico, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control observed: “Groups 

at highest risk of acquiring AIDS continue to be homosexual and bisexual men 

(71% of cases), intravenous drug users (17%), persons born in Haiti and now living 

in the United States (5%), and patients with hemophilia (1%). Six percent of the 

cases cannot be placed in one of the above risk groups.”5 Four risk groups and one 

“undetermined” group adding up, with suspicious neatness, to precisely 100 per-

cent, as if it were impossible for a person to be, for example, a bisexual intravenous 

drug user of Haitian origin: the CDC’s statistics show the usual flaws of rough-cut 

data gathering and do not begin to frame an explanation. Of the categories, one is 

definable genetically (absence of a clotting factor in the blood), two are definable 

by behavior (a history of engaging in certain sex acts or taking drugs in a certain 

way), and one is a matter of nationality. It makes no sense for the total of five such 

categories to amount to 100 percent, except as an artifact of the process by which 

the data were gathered. A more cynical and accurate description would have 

read: “In 71% of cases, the examining physician chose to check off the box marked 

‘homosexual man’; in 17%, the doctor marked ‘drug injector,’” and so forth.
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But despite these obvious flaws, the CDC’s report on an as yet little-understood 

disease could be—and was—read as an epistemological riddle. What do gay men, 

heroin addicts, Haitians, and hemophiliacs have in common? The answer might 

explain AIDS! And so, with biomedicine slow to deliver its suspect (the respon-

sible “agent”), the sciences of behavior leapt in to answer a poorly posed question 

with the tools of ethnography, rumor, and prejudice. Leaving hemophiliacs aside, 

and picking up the hint in the CDC report that the unknown agent was most 

likely transmitted through the blood, journalists, abetted by anthropologists, 

connected the dots in a fantastic shower of clichés: blood sacrifice, pederasty, 

barbarism, black magic. The Journal of the American Medical Association lent its 

professional majesty to the question, “Do necromantic zombiists transmit HTLV-

III/LAV during voodooistic rituals?”6 If this is medical anthropology, neither the 

medical personnel nor the social scientists did much honor to their professions 

by joining forces. To be sure, the disease was poorly understood, and a range of 

divergent hypotheses about its origin and transmission were, quite legitimately, 

being explored. And the gamut from blood to behavior to passports testifies once 

more to the inherent multidimensionality of medicine. But one would not have to 

be a Haitian to have felt at that moment that less interdisciplinarity, rather than 

more of it, would have been a good thing.

In those early years of the AIDS epidemic, Paul Farmer was a medical student 

at Harvard who spent most of his time helping out at a clinic in rural Haiti while 

also doing research for his doctorate in anthropology. He was in a good position, 

therefore, to replace bad interdisciplinarity with good. A sense for complex-

ity ought to enlarge medicine by prompting investigators to trace the effects of 

behavior, culture, and economy on disease sufferers. The interdisciplinary task 

of these investigators would be to account for the inputs of these factors to the 

organism, not to guess wildly at the implications of category labels. (The hapless 

speculators would have made less of a foolish impression, besides, if the connota-

tions of their categories—for example, that of “Haitian”—had been backed up 

with actual experience on the terrain: what does it imply, in terms of behavior 

and social networks, to be a Haitian immigrant in the United States?)

Farmer’s essay “The Exotic and the Mundane: Human Immunodeficiency 

Virus in Haiti” (1990) and his book AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geogra-

phy of Blame (1992) showed the reasons for the association between Haitians and 

HIV. It had nothing to do with voodoo rites, African bloodlines, or other excuses 

for projecting impurity onto a tiny Caribbean nation, and a great deal to do with 

poverty and the desperation that drove country people to the city and reduced 

them to selling their bodies to tourists and their blood to commercial agencies. 

The wish to blame AIDS on Haitian immigrants appeared to be the latest ratio-

nalization for a longstanding prejudice, and the explanation for those “immodest 

claims” was to be found in “the North American folk model of Haitians.”
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The reversal implicit in the phrase “folk model”—for once, the Haitian version 

of world history being able to frame the other as a mere ethnographic curios-

ity—must have given Farmer a bitter satisfaction. At issue, however, was not 

denouncing sloppy scholarship or staring down stereotypes, but demonstrating 

the ease with which statistics, history, and pathology could be overwhelmed by 

an account of disease that was both wrong and utterly “simple.” Of all the points 

of view recorded in AIDS and Accusation, the ones least often in accord with the 

findings of epidemiology are those of popular journalists, those amateur social 

scientists whose “knowledge base” often cannot tell rumor from well-established 

fact, yet who have tremendous powers of influence precisely because they tend to 

confirm what their public already believes.

Haitian villagers, on the other hand, gave accounts of disease history and 

transmission that seconded the conclusions of the virology labs. HIV crept along 

channels of inequality in the body politic. It took advantage of the many situa-

tions of sexual contact where one party had the edge and the other party had no 

choice: where one party was, typically, a U.S. tourist, a Haitian soldier or para-

military, a truck driver, or a local bigwig; and the other was, typically, a hand-

some young man or woman who had left the poverty of the countryside to seek 

a better life doing menial labor in town. Haitians, especially poor rural Haitians, 

were not to blame for HIV; if anything, it was another curse among many visited 

on them from outside. So said the virology; so said the country people. The 

nonsense shouted about AIDS and Haiti gave Paul Farmer early lessons in how 

to think, and how not to think, about the diseases of the poor. It wasn’t that rural 

Haitians’ theories of disease transmission were superior or that the witnesses 

were monotonously truthful. One had to know how to listen.

THE OUTCOME GAP

“Blaming the victim”—in this instance, casting the sufferer as the source of the 

disease—is a crude version of a strategy of despair that Farmer has repeatedly 

challenged in his career. Many of the essays included in this volume document 

and counter the temptation to make social science the cover for ineffective or 

nonexistent medical treatment. Sometimes the excuses for which slapdash eth-

nography substitutes are comically transparent. For example, before the Presi-

dent’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief, initiated in 2003, reversed standing 

priorities, officials of the U.S. Agency for International Development and the 

Department of the Treasury occasionally contended that distributing antiret-

roviral remedies to Africa and Asia would be irresponsible and futile because 

people in these regions lacked “the Western sense of time” and could not be 

taught to take their medications at regular intervals; the lack of paved roads 

and the absence of refrigeration (neither essential to delivering first-rate HIV
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care) were brought up as well.7 Past experiences of failure in tuberculosis control 

were mustered up, too, bolstered by reductive, anecdotal accounts of culture that 

blamed “noncompliance” with the prescribed regimen on the patients’ irrational 

beliefs or general fecklessness.8 Good medicine was not to be wasted on unde-

serving people—and rather than adapting to poverty and decrepit infrastructure, 

or addressing as yet unknown beliefs that might drive patients away from clinics 

that offered antiretroviral therapy, critics preferred to exile the sufferers to a for-

est of dubious sociological constructs.

Social medicine, according to Paul Farmer and the medical charity he founded 

in 1986, Partners In Health, does not consist of ordering up social science 

research that justifies medical inaction. Rather, it is directed at identifying the 

obstacles to care and removing them. Often, the most obvious obstacle is the 

price of drugs, and it is usually sufficient to prevent the topic of effective treat-

ment for poor people with maladies like HIV, cancer, or multidrug-resistant 

tuberculosis from ever coming up. To account for instances where drugs are 

within reach but beyond many sufferers’ budgets, a considerable literature exists 

on the problem of patient “compliance.” In the experience of PIH, the problem 

usually resides with the services offered, not the patients. When tuberculosis or 

HIV patients have to choose between buying pills and feeding their families, the 

result, more often than not, is missed appointments. When patients enrolled in a 

TB or AIDS program receive medicines along with food that can help to replace 

their lost incomes, compliance is no longer a problem, and cure rates rival those 

in the wealthiest, best-equipped settings. To this way of thinking, social medi-

cine does not just analyze the social factors that contribute to populations’ sus-

ceptibility to disease; it seizes on certain organizing principles of society (here, 

the market model for distribution of goods and services) and reworks them for 

the sake of medical efficacy.

In a series of medical journal articles in 2001 and 2002, Farmer and colleagues 

presented their model for treating HIV in settings of extreme poverty.9 The 

model—including free voluntary testing and counseling; provision of antiretro-

viral medications, food, and social services; and daily accompaniment by com-

munity health workers, all free to the patient—was patterned on programs that 

the same group had used in treating multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in Peru, 

Haiti, and Siberia.10 Writing in the Bulletin of the World Health Organization,

Farmer’s group reported on Haitian HIV sufferers who were being treated with 

antiretroviral medications:

The clinical response to therapy was favorable in 59 of the first 60 patients (over 

40 more were enrolled in 2001). We estimate that 48 of these patients were able to 

resume working and caring for their children. The weights of all but two patients 
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increased by more than 2 kg within the first 3 months of therapy. In a subset 

of 21 DOT-HAART [directly observed therapy with highly active antiretroviral 

therapy] patients whose viral loads were tested, 18 (86%) had no detectable virus in 

peripheral blood. This suggests that therapy was quite effective. Most studies based 

in the USA demonstrate viral suppression in only about 50% of patients after one 

year of treatment. . . .

The provision of life-saving care through the HIV Equity Initiative has had a 

favorable impact on staff morale. It is our belief that the stigma associated with 

AIDS has diminished as a result of dramatic responses to therapy. . . . A related 

consequence of introducing DOT-HAART is an increased use of the clinic’s free 

HIV testing and counseling services. . . . Thus the provision of AIDS treatment has 

strengthened AIDS prevention.11

Beyond the immediate public of specialists in medicine and public health, 

the articles were addressed to the various factions implicated in one way or 

another in the AIDS crisis—governments, nongovernmental organizations, 

international bodies, charitable foundations, activist groups—and in not too 

roundabout a way sought their support. As the authors pointed out, “the DOT-

HAART project described above is so small [1,350 patients diagnosed, approxi-

mately 150 of whom received antiretroviral therapy] that it would not merit 

attention in the public health literature if we could point to larger and better 

studies that respond aggressively to the growing challenge of HIV. Because we 

cannot, we hope that our experience might be instructive in other settings where 

HIV and poverty are the top-ranking threats to health.” That is a quiet way of 

stating that PIH’s efforts in the Central Plateau of Haiti were unique and ought 

to be emulated elsewhere.12

But how? And who would pay? Although no price tag was given (the authors 

acknowledged support from Partners In Health donors, hospitals, and founda-

tions), at several points the article referred to “objections to the treatment of AIDS 

with HAART, including those of unfeasibility and patients’ non-compliance.”

Our own attempts to obtain funding were often met with resistance on the grounds 

that the project would be unsustainable in a country as poor as Haiti. . . . We 

estimate that 75%–80% of project expenditures have been for medications. . . . Most 

regimens cost more than US$ 10,000 per year per person. . . . At such prices . . .

the implementation of HAART in a poor country, even with the DOT-HAART

approach to assure compliance, is considered in international medical and public 

health circles as neither sustainable nor cost-effective.13

The concluding section sharpened the ironies and all but implicated the very 

concept of “sustainability” wielded in those “international medical and public 

health circles” as a co-factor in the ongoing epidemic:
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If HIV reveals a lack of basic primary care services for the poor, an aggressive 

response to this comparatively new disease may help to solve a host of old problems. 

High drug costs and the need for sustained monitoring have led many observers to 

conclude that aggressive treatment of chronic disease is neither feasible nor sustain-

able in those communities where the demand for treatment is greatest. The result is 

a growing “outcome gap” between rich and poor even as diseases become treatable 

by means of new medical technologies among people who have access to them.14

That sounds like a challenge. Responses by fellow experts in the same issue 

of the journal mainly sidestepped it. They chose not to address the objection to 

the criterion of “sustainability,” or they simply repeated the words “neither fea-

sible nor sustainable”; and some, in their recommendations, loaded the potential 

programs that might follow the model of PIH’s pilot study with even greater 

financial and technological burdens. Anthony Mbewu was reluctant to general-

ize from the PIH study:

Farmer et al. provide a starting point, but many more clinical trials are needed 

to investigate the efficacy of antiretrovirals in prolonging life and improving the 

quality of life lived with AIDS in developing countries. . . . Initial diagnosis should 

include a CD4 count, as accurate diagnosis and appropriate selection of patients 

for treatment [are] crucial. Treatment of newly infected patients requires more 

research. . . . Even with the drastic reductions in price of ARVs, to US$ 350 per 

annum, they remain unaffordable for most developing countries. Even in an “upper 

middle” income country such as South Africa, per capita health care expenditure 

in the public sector is only US$ 88 per annum.15

Richard Feachem struck a note of pathos:

My dilemma is that the world is still a long way from being able to make antiretro-

viral drugs, even if they were free, effectively available to the majority of the people 

who are infected with HIV. I wish that the world was different. I wish that poor 

countries were not so poor. I wish that the health systems of poor countries were 

not so dysfunctional. I wish that rich countries were far more generous in their 

support for health sector activities in poor countries. Regrettably, none of this is 

the case in the real world in which we live. . . .

[The position that access to HAART is a human right] may be right in a moral 

sense, but it is not practical. To advocate the impossible is to put at risk the achieve-

ment of more limited objectives. . . . An international effort focused on establishing 

and sustaining a number of islands of learning and good practice is likely to make 

a greater contribution to the reduction of suffering and unnecessary death than 

spreading limited resources thinly across the low-income countries.

The approach that I recommend is very difficult for international agencies to 

adopt, for obvious political reasons. It is, however, an approach that the major 

foundations can take. . . . Let us make sure that the best is not seen as the enemy 

of the good.16
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Charles Gilks, Carla AbouZahr, and Tomris Türmen suggested that the out-

comes reported by PIH were the epidemiological equivalent of bonsai and should 

be viewed with clinical skepticism:

Farmer et al. present a remarkable achievement: the establishment of a care service 

for people with HIV/AIDS in a community of poor displaced people living in a 

remote rural area of Haiti. . . . If the claims of the authors are substantiated, such a 

model would have enormous potential for replication in other resource-poor set-

tings. If, on the other hand, the authors’ claims are exaggerated, the potential for 

doing more harm than good would be great. . . .

The authors’ main contention is that the concerns voiced about treating HIV-

positive people with HAART—namely high cost of drugs, lack of health system 

capacity to deliver them effectively, possibility of non-compliance, and risk of drug 

resistance—are ill-founded. If we are to be convinced that this is so, we need better 

evidence than that provided in this paper. . . .

By any evaluation criteria—whether cost-effectiveness, sustainability, feasibil-

ity, or absence of unintended negative consequences—this success story must be 

classified as non-proven. Yes, we know with exceptional circumstances, motiva-

tion, resources and generous research funding positive outcomes can be achieved, 

but replication is something else entirely. Yes, it is true that with huge inputs the 

miracle of anti-retroviral therapy will produce stunning successes. And certainly, 

acting when others have failed to do so is noble. However, for lack of appropriate 

design and scientific evaluation, important lessons that might have been applied in 

other settings simply cannot be drawn from this study.17

The discussion around providing antiretroviral therapy to penniless Haitians 

suggested that the Partners In Health initiative was, however “noble,” potentially 

capable of “doing more harm than good.” From the point of view of international 

aid institutions, the PIH model of treatment had many drawbacks. It would 

involve spending large amounts of money outside existing budgets and breaking 

down distinctions between medical, economic, and social forms of intervention. 

Moreover, it reversed the usual pattern of action in medical assistance programs. 

It sought, as the PIH doctors proudly put it, to “remove the onus of adherence 

from vulnerable patients and place it squarely on the providers.”18 Rather than 

waiting in their clinics for patients to come in and ask for treatment (and get the 

best treatment commensurate with their ability to pay), the doctors and their 

colleagues were being told to go out into the villages, find the people suffering 

from contagious diseases, and give them medication, food, and social support.

In addition, far from aiming at some “sustainable” future in which Haiti or 

Peru would carry the costs of epidemic illness, this plan recognized that the only 

way to make modern medicine happen in the poorest countries of the world was 

for the wealthy countries to pay for it. Without a doubt, the PIH clinicians and 

researchers were addressing the “outcome gap”: whether substantially or sym-
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bolically remained to be seen. For the time being, Richard Feachem’s predictions 

were borne out: PIH continued to depend on foundations for the greater part of 

its funding. Nonetheless, in 2002 the people of PIH had the satisfaction of seeing 

the World Health Organization adopt guidelines similar to theirs for treatment 

of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in settings of poverty, and then of observing 

the creation of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria. In

2003, the WHO declared the HIV epidemic a worldwide public health emergency 

and announced its intention to see three million people who were living in pov-

erty begin to receive antiretroviral therapies by 2005 (a goal reached sometime in 

2008 and amounting to 31 percent of the estimated need).19

But none of this amounted to a general recognition of HAART (or whatever 

approach sets the highest contemporary standard of care) as a human right. Only 

that position makes health care for the poor sustainable, as PIH understands 

“sustainable.” Foundations, like wealthy individuals with a hobby, can change 

their minds; religious or political groups can distort the medical agenda; indis-

pensable local allies can drop out of the picture; the epidemics can and will go 

on growing.20 What can argument, or even an excellent example, do in the face 

of the thesis (self-confirming by merely being pronounced) that “resources are 

limited” and “the world is like that”?

To put into context the faint praise (“acting when others have failed to do so 

is noble”) bestowed on Partners In Health by a trio of WHO analysts, it is useful 

to point out that in 2000, AIDS had already killed more people than any epi-

demic since the worldwide bubonic plague of the fourteenth century, and yet “the 

quasi-totality of AIDS assistance to the [most] heavily-burdened countries . . .

consisted of the promotion of education and condom distribution.”21 So inef-

fectual a response requires explanation. The reason cannot be medical, because 

the effectiveness of antiretroviral therapy was uncontroversial in the First World: 

thousands of men and women got up every day and went about their business 

thanks to the combination regimens devised in 1996, which turned AIDS into 

a manageable chronic disease. The justification for the “different standards of 

care—treatment for the affluent, no treatment for the poor”22 and the consequent 

“outcome gap”—was presented in the language of economics: resources were 

scarce; it was not “cost-effective” to allocate drugs purely on the basis of need; the 

rationing of AIDS care had to be planned for guaranteed success.

But for Farmer and his associates, the issues could not be left in that language: 

they had to be translated into a logically and politically more powerful idiom. 

That was the only way to break out of the self-confirming loop described in a 

2001 Lancet paper: “Funding for expansion of this pilot project [in central Haiti] 

was sought from a number of international agencies charged with responding 

to AIDS; all declined to support this effort on the grounds that the drug costs 

were too high to meet so-called sustainability criteria. Pharmaceutical com-
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panies were approached for contributions or concessional prices but referred 

us back to the same international agencies that had already termed the project 

unsustainable.”23

The language that came naturally to Partners In Health in describing this pre-

dicament was philosophical and moral. Abandoning the vast majority of AIDS 

sufferers to their fate had to be presented and constantly re-presented as a moral 

and political decision that inscribed in the flesh of millions of people the differ-

ential valuation of human lives that had currency “in the halls of power” (to use 

the customary Farmer shorthand). The horrible irony of tuberculosis—that “the 

advent of effective therapy seems only to have further entrenched [the] striking 

variation in disease distribution and outcomes” between rich and poor—had 

recurred for these new plagues. The fact that the poor were condemned to die of 

treatable diseases like AIDS and TB symptomatized the condition of “structural 

violence” (another piece of Farmer shorthand); it emanated from decisions that 

had to be framed as political and moral, not technological, arithmetic, or biologi-

cal.24 In the compound noun “social medicine,” the social analysis once more had 

to lead the medical application.

“A CERTAIN PERCENTAGE”

Early in Crime and Punishment, Raskolnikov, who has not yet advanced to 

ax murder, is wandering the boulevards of St. Petersburg and comes across a 

sixteen-year-old girl in a torn dress, drunk to the point of blacking out and 

already attracting the interest of a predatory-looking older man. Raskolnikov 

calls a policeman and attempts to send the girl home in a cab. His rescue plan 

fails, and as the girl, her would-be admirer, and the policeman move down the 

street, Raskolnikov consoles himself with the then-new science of statistics:

“Poor girl! . . . ,” he said, having looked at the now empty end of the bench. “She’ll 

come to her senses, cry a little, and then her mother will find out. . . . First she’ll hit 

her, then she’ll give her a whipping, badly and shamefully, and maybe even throw 

her out. . . . Then right away the hospital . . . well, and then . . . then the hospital 

again . . . wine . . . pot-houses . . . back to the hospital. . . . in two or three years 

she’ll be a wreck, so altogether she’ll have lived to be nineteen, or only eighteen 

years old. . . . Haven’t I seen the likes of her? And how did they come to it? Just the 

same way . . . that’s how. . . . Pah! And so what! They say that’s just how it ought 

to be. Every year, they say, a certain percentage has to go . . . somewhere . . . to 

the devil, it must be, so as to freshen up the rest and not interfere with them. A

percentage! Nice little words they have, really: so reassuring, so scientific. A certain 

percentage, they say, meaning there’s nothing to worry about. Now, if it was some 

other word . . . well, then maybe it would be more worrisome. . . . And what if 

[Raskolnikov’s sister] Dunechka somehow gets into the percentage! . . . If not that 

one, then some other?”25
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A few pages further on, an overheard conversation in a tavern sets Raskolnikov 

to thinking of the elimination of one aged money-lending woman as the spark 

to a vast operation of moral accounting: “Hundreds, maybe thousands of lives 

put right; dozens of families saved from destitution, from decay, from ruin, from 

depravity, from the venereal hospitals—all on her money. Kill her and take her 

money, so that afterwards with its help you can devote yourself to the service of 

all mankind and the common cause: what do you think, wouldn’t thousands of 

good deeds make up for one tiny little crime?”26

If not that one, then some other, Raskolnikov thinks about the girl on the way 

to a life of trouble; let that one bear the cost for many others, he thinks in the 

first intuition of what will become his own defining crime. In both cases, his 

thinking about the lives and fates of others is “simple”: a person is a data point, 

the consequences of his or her elimination are calculable in terms of benefit and 

loss.27 Only the thought of a particular person—his sister Dunechka—arrests 

(momentarily) his calculation.

The framers of health care budgets, especially in the age of AIDS, are in 

Raskolnikov’s world, although it must be said, to their credit, that they are not 

comfortable there. In what are known as “resource-poor settings,” the market—

that is, patients’ ability to pay—will supply neither prevention nor cure. In the 

experts’ jargon, prevention is “cost-effective” and treatment is considered not 

to be so, absent the ability to pay for it. If the goal is “to save the most years of 

life with the funding available,” prevention may look like a rational choice—

supposing that it works.28 But measures of the success of prevention will become 

available only in the long run and only in the aggregate (when that population’s 

rate of infection is observed to shrink in proportion to the progress of the disease 

elsewhere), and prevention does nothing for the people who have already been 

infected. To give priority to prevention is to sentence them to death—almost to 

urge them to get out of the way so that the serious business of prevention can 

start. And as Farmer has often observed, no one is suggesting that prevention be 

the dominant or only approach to AIDS in the wealthy countries of the world; 

the rationale of “cost-effectiveness” is applied selectively in keeping with politi-

cal and economic inequalities that are no secret to the people who suffer from 

them.

If availability of resources is the problem, the history of modern epidemics 

suggests another interpretation of the slogan “cost-effectiveness.” Multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis emerged because drugs were rationed improperly, ensuring 

not that patients were cured but rather that the bacilli invading them were vac-

cinated against first-line therapies. The history of the Ebola outbreak gives a more 

vivid illustration. The nuns in charge of a charity hospital in Sudan evaluated the 

funding available to them and determined that five hypodermic syringes were 

the maximum that could be supplied to their clinic each day. Rinsed occasionally 
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in a pan of warm water, those syringes passed through the skin of hundreds of 

patients. In short order, an unanticipated virus felled first the patients who had 

received injections, then their family members and others who had come into 

contact with them, and finally the medical personnel themselves. Similar causes 

were involved in the second outbreak of the epidemic in Zaïre.29 No one could 

deny that the staff of the charity hospital recognized the limitations placed on 

their resources—in this instance, syringes. They were responsible to their budget, 

but not to their patients, perhaps thinking that when medical care is provided as 

an act of charity, the relevant standard is that it be “better than nothing.” In this 

case, however, what they provided was a great deal worse. One would not have to 

be a visionary to see that it would have been better to ask for more syringes, even 

if the budget suffered.

The problem with the Sudanese incident is that it too easily becomes an exam-

ple of bad nursing rather than of bad priorities. And yet the nurses’ blunder is of 

the same cloth as the “prevention versus cure” debate and the reluctance of drug 

companies and international bureaucracies to expand access to a First World 

standard of care. All these arise from resource stinginess, which aggravates a 

public health shortfall, turning it from a problem into an emergency. Before 

2002, the World Health Organization and numerous governments were ready to 

spend money to show that they were concerned about tuberculosis, but they were 

not ready to spend enough money to cure the drug-resistant TB that was killing 

the patients and thereby rein in the epidemic in Russian prisons.30 “Managerial 

successes, clinical failures”: the title of one of Farmer’s short commentaries neatly 

frames, by symmetrical antithesis, his personal policy.31

One form of complexity with which Paul Farmer constantly has to grapple 

is that introduced by differences of scale. The doctor does everything possible 

for the patient; the administrator does everything possible for the program; and 

a sense for complexity is needed where one might conflict with the other. (The 

term “sustainable” marks very precisely one such area of conflict: it was because 

Farmer was intent on sustaining his patients that potential donors judged his 

program “unsustainable.”) Raskolnikov’s logic always threatens and must be kept 

at bay.

Readers of Tracy Kidder’s Mountains Beyond Mountains will remember the 

chapter about the medical evacuation of John, a small Haitian boy with a rare 

form of nasopharyngeal cancer. Serena Koenig, a Boston physician and Partners 

In Health volunteer, took an interest in John on one of her visits to Haiti and 

persuaded colleagues at Massachusetts General Hospital to waive the fees (some 

$100,000) for his treatment. But getting John to Boston was difficult: well over 

$20,000 had to be disbursed for John’s preliminary biopsy, an ambulance to take 

him down the mountain to the Port-au-Prince airport, and a Lear jet to get him 

to the States. To top it all off, the surgeons at Mass General found that his cancer 
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had spread to so many parts of his body that nothing could be done to save him. 

He died a few weeks later.

Could this be deemed both a managerial and a clinical failure? Administra-

tors at the PIH clinic in Haiti worried about the consequences before deciding to 

go ahead:

“What are we going to do if another kid like this comes to us? It’s not a one-time 

thing. We’re not going to close the hospital after this. It’s really tricky. The staff will 

be asking why did they spend this money. . . .”

“I’m looking at only one child,” Serena said.

“That’s the thing,” said Ti Fifi. “There are so many kids waiting for heart sur-

gery, and the staff is asking for more money. A medevac flight is not something you 

do in Haiti. . . . I am sure that people will say, If your child is sick go to Cange and 

they will fly him to Boston. In the central plateau, this is going to be an event.”32

The doctor’s focus on the “one child” collides with the program manager’s anxi-

ety about the infinite number of possible patients and the impossibility of treat-

ing them all equally. The group’s efforts to remedy inequalities in health care 

between Haiti and the United States, pursued uncompromisingly in this particu-

lar instance, might create in the minds of Haitians a feeling that John had been 

singled out for inequitably favorable treatment, while other people’s children had 

not. (In the end, these fears proved groundless, but Kidder does not explore the 

reasons: do they come down to good luck or to the extraordinary forbearance of 

the residents of Haiti’s Central Plateau?) The review committees that had turned 

down PIH’s requests for funding for the HIV Equity Project, had they been 

asked, would never have authorized John’s flight, even with free medical care 

awaiting him in Boston. Kidder writes: “A feeling lingered with me that the whole 

episode was like an object lesson in the difficulty of Farmer’s enterprise, perhaps 

in its ultimate futility.”33

Kidder’s narration of the episode brings out the awkward choices that PIH

faced. A lot could have been done with $20,000. Raskolnikov might have found 

it expedient to delay the ambulance and use the money originally earmarked 

for John toward the good of the greater number. But that would be adopting 

the manager’s position rather than that of the doctor, who quite rightly has the 

primary duty of advocating for her patient so long as the patient has a chance of 

being cured. And vetoing the child’s evacuation would certainly not be adopting 

the patient’s position. Raskolnikov might also have argued that, given the “per-

centage” of children that die from various causes every year in Haiti, withholding 

care from one more child would not add perceptibly to the catastrophe. If not this 

small boy, it would surely be another one; why single out this boy for a comfort-

able death? In Kidder’s account, the doctor’s perspective is the one that starts and 

ends with the plain bump-on-a-log of indelible fact: “‘What will I say if I’m asked 
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why we’re doing this?’ ‘That his mother brought him to us,’ said Farmer. ‘And 

we’re doing everything we can to help him.’”34

Complexity consists of maintaining the chance for the doctor to act as a 

doctor, proceeding as if there were only this one patient in the world. You don’t 

“scale up” from the individual patient to the program, any more than you apply 

precisely the same feelings to the love of another person and to the love of 

humanity.35 Pressures familiar in the world of medical insurers and “managed 

care”—pressures to contain costs, to maneuver the patient’s ration of care toward 

the statistical mean—operate a thousand times more stringently in the realm of 

grants and assistance programs among the poor. Ingenuity, an irrational degree 

of effort, and the kindness of strangers have so far kept the budget of Partners In

Health from being a restraint on the doctor’s sense of priorities. The far goal is to 

transform institutions to the point that “because his mother brought him to us” 

is an explanation that evokes no protest.

VIABILITY

Skepticism about Paul Farmer and Partners In Health is often expressed with two 

related words, “sustainability” and “viability.” Often while expressing admiration 

for the work of PIH, critics contend that the work is not sustainable, that it relies 

on the efforts of a small band of unreasonably decent people, that it cannot sur-

vive its founder, that it would evaporate were it not for an ever-increasing stream 

of charitable donations, that it creates an undesirable dependency of the Third 

World on the kindness of the First. The objection to dependency expresses itself 

in a curious variant of the metaphor of vitality. If maintaining PIH’s patients in a 

state of viability comes at the price of making its programs appear nonviable, the 

very viability of PIH, its ability to sustain itself and grow, relies, in these critics’ 

reading, on a kind of artificial life support doomed to collapse one day.

“Sustainability,” “viability”—words redolent of good intentions, of careful 

planning, of stewardship and long-term forethought. Their very modesty makes 

them attractive. Rather than promising immediate utopia, they point to means of 

carrying on somehow, with limited expectations. The violence they contain is, if 

anywhere, well under the surface. But philology can bring it out.

The term “viability,” originating in French, moved into English in the middle 

nineteenth century. The Oxford English Dictionary summarizes: “viability.

The quality or state of being viable; capacity for living; the ability to live under 

certain conditions. Also transf.: now esp. feasibility; ability to continue or be 

continued; the state of being financially sustainable. In common use from 

c.  1860.”36 A little narrative, familiar in its outlines, inhabits the sequence of 

meanings given here: the word is said to depart from a core meaning that 

is human in connotation (what could be more intimately associated with 
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humanness than “living”?) to extend its anthropomorphism to new and alien 

objects, such as defense policies, business plans, political programs.37 Just as 

the human infant emerges from its initial life-support system, the mother’s 

body, and begins to take air and nourishment from outside, eventually to stand 

autonomously on the ground of adulthood, so enterprises, policies, and so forth 

begin as uncertain projects needing investment or other inputs and eventually 

come to a self-sustaining maturity, or don’t. As the OED observes, the standard 

uses of the term today are those referring to the nonbiological contexts; there 

has been not just an extension but a migration of sense. Thus the OED inserts 

the tag “transf.,” indicating metaphorical transfer, between the biological and 

nonbiological contexts of use.

The word “sustainable” (a near-synonym of “viable”) is a migrant from the 

sphere of engineering and environmentalism to that of business, and thence to 

that of political economy. Buckminster Fuller is responsible for the major shift in 

the word’s meaning, through his speeches and activism on behalf of long-range 

planning and management of “Spaceship Earth.”38 With finite resources, how 

long could consumer societies prevail before consuming the very basis of their 

existence (air, water, food, raw materials)? Fuller’s vision of a future economy 

would maximize the utility of the minimal resources extracted from the environ-

ment. A business is termed sustainable when its sources of income are expected 

to durably exceed its outlays. When used by specialists in international econom-

ics, the term refers to a fantasy in which the costs of development (say, the build-

ing of a health care infrastructure) are borne by the beneficiaries, something that 

was certainly not the case for Europe during the Industrial Revolution and is 

unlikely to occur elsewhere.

“Viability” and its predecessor, the adjective “viable,” are words invented at a 

particular moment, having particular contexts of use and particular dimensions 

along which they extend themselves. The word viable first appears in the anony-

mous French translation of Castiglione’s Il Cortegiano (The Courtier) published 

at Lyons in 1537.39 At the textual juncture in question, Castiglione’s assembly of 

learned and courtly persons is debating whether women are suited for public 

office, and one speaker contends that women, being better equipped for natural 

survival than men, ought to have at least the equivalent privileges in social life. 

The reason, couched in the “four humors” medical language of the time, is that 

“temperate bodies are most perfect . . . woman, taken in herself, is temperate, or 

at least more nearly temperate than man, because the moisture she has in her is 

proportionate to her natural warmth, which in man more readily evaporates and 

is consumed because of excessive dryness. . . . And thus, since men dry out more 

than women in the act of procreation, it frequently happens that they are not as 

viable as women.”40 Reckless expenditure contrasted with reserve and internal 

balance: the “viability” here ascribed to women exhibits the properties that would 
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later, in a world with a different physics and a different economics, be designated 

by the word “self-sustaining.”

The French translator added a discrimination of meaning to Castiglione’s 

Italian, and a new word to the French language, for here the Italian text says 

“spesso interviene che sono meno vivaci che esse.” Vivace is a correctly formed 

word in Italian, and the cognate vivace already existed in French (it is found in 

Rabelais and Montaigne); but French vivace did not specify how “endowed with 

life” should be taken, whether it indicated a degree of intensity or a degree of 

duration.41 The context emphasizes longevity, not just liveliness; viable, it turns 

out, is the adjective that conveys a prediction of duration on the basis of preexist-

ing qualities.

The main distinction introduced into French by the word viable, the asserted 

distinction between mere life and durable, self-sustaining life, gives opportunity 

for a further distinction on the border between medicine and law—two bodies 

of knowledge that perch nervously over the definition of life. For certain French 

legal purposes, such as assigning paternity or assigning guilt in cases of infan-

ticide or abortion (turning out differently according to whether the child would 

have been expected to live), it is not enough that a child be born alive; it must be 

born both alive and viable, and the one condition does not entail the other.42

But the full meaning of the distinction between the French terms en vie (alive) 

and viable emerges in court cases centering, as if written by Balzac, around mul-

tiple deaths and disputed rights of succession to property. Here the Roman law, 

always touchy about family matters, provided guidance. “The child who comes 

dead into the world is not considered a child; it is not even a person,” writes 

Alexandre Duranton in 1844, backing himself up with Justinian in the Digests:

“Those who are born dead are deemed neither born, nor procreated.” They can 

be forgotten as far as property rights go. But what about the child that is born in 

a state between life and death? As Duranton argues: “The law requires not only 

that, in order to have the capacity to be someone’s successor, a child not be still-

born; the law demands that the child be born viable, that is, with the necessary 

conditions for living, with the aptitude for life; that its conformation be such that, 

on seeing it, no one will say: He was born for nothing but to die at the instant, 

and not for life.” Imagine two children, both of whom live for only an hour. The 

law will treat them differently according to whether or not they were suited and 

equipped for life, that is, “viable.”43

At this historical stage of French law, then, a judgment of “viability” consti-

tutes the child as a juridical person, not life per se.44 The decision is a legal one, 

but judges cannot make it; only a doctor is entitled to assign viability. In an 1871 

case judged by the civil tribunal of Narbonne, a father was required to prove 

“that the child was born, that it lived outside its mother’s body, however short its 

existence may have been, and that it therefore constituted a legal person capable 
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of receiving goods by way of inheritance and of transmitting goods in the same 

manner.” The testimony supplied by the father in this case, said the court, was 

inadequate because “he did not offer to prove that the child cried out, or even 

that it took a complete breath; he did not offer to prove that anyone’s hand felt a 

heartbeat through the child’s chest; he did not offer to prove that a mirror had 

been put before its mouth and been fogged by its breath”—all traditional means 

of ascertaining life. Against the father’s claim that the child was born viable, 

though admittedly not alive, the court contended that the only signs of life it had 

given were “convulsive movements” and an accidental influx of air into its non-

functioning lungs during the doctor’s attempt at resuscitation.45 “Convulsive,” 

“accidental”: the magistrate’s language makes the nonviable child out to be a 

machine or other arrangement of movable matter, not yet an animal, much less 

a member of our species.

The law is concerned with the doctor’s opinion of whether the child would 

have survived, not with his report on whether it did survive. The question is 

whether it had everything that was necessary for an autonomous existence out-

side its mother’s body, the touchstone of viability. The opinion that the child was 

“viable,” that is, “organized for life” and capable of living without external help, 

whether or not it actually goes on to live, pulls the switch that makes the child 

a possessor of legal rights and, in the cases just cited, an inheritor. Without this 

medical blessing, the child has bumped against the limits of the social world but 

has not been admitted to any role within it. Any social role, even the minimal 

one of inheritor, must be claimed; it does not follow from the nature of things, as 

Duranton says with emphasis.

Not just a matter of marking the alternative of life or death, the term “viabil-

ity” opens a place of judgment about what is and is not to be considered human. 

With the constellation of meanings it implies, it takes up from the Roman legal 

doctrine that excludes nonviable children from the status of humanity.46 One of 

the possibilities it opens is eugenics.

The uncertain status of the premature or incomplete child between viability 

and nonviability—particularly uncertain now that the means of prolonging life 

and substituting for vital functions are so much more advanced than they were in 

the 1870s—is a link between those scenarios in which a claim to property hinges 

on a judgment of viable personhood and the contemporary contexts in which 

the word “viability” is most often pronounced, namely, ecological predictions. 

For although the need to reverse damage done to the environment is well docu-

mented, and such actions are plainly in the interest of future generations, those 

future generations have no legal forum at which to present their case. Before he 

or she can inherit, as Duranton points out, a person must have judicial stand-

ing, and judicial standing goes only to those who exist at the time that a right is 

conferred—exist, that is, in the full sense of being both alive and viable.
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The distinction between vie and viabilité comes up for the purpose of resolv-

ing an uncertainty—Was the product of the birth a human child? Was it there-

fore eligible to inherit and transmit property?—and always under counterfactual 

conditions. Had the infant in question lived, would it have succumbed to external 

causes or to a consequence of its own malformation? No question of viability arises 

in the case of a child who lives. The word’s power derives not from the defined 

expertise of the doctor or the lawyer, but from the interchange of their two dis-

ciplines. The doctor answers a question of no medical relevance just because the 

law needs it answered. The question to which the term “viability” corresponds is 

not really about life and death but about transmission, inheriting, bequeathing. 

The people for whom such judgments make a difference are never the persons 

about whom the judgments are made. Those inheritors and experts appear in 

the story of viability or nonviability as specters with the power to shape a nar-

rative in which they have an interest, but of which they are not the objects. And, 

mirror-fashion, current predictions of the viability of the present forms of human 

culture, made by us, will have consequences not particularly for us, but for people 

who are not able to sit in on our discussions. The medical “viability” judgments 

come too late; the ecological ones come too early.

These scenes in which something not quite yet existent, or not quite up to 

the definition of living, knocks on the door and desires to be admitted can be 

recognized as well in the articulation among medicine, the economics of aid, 

and human rights that forms the complex, contradictory object of Paul Farmer’s 

efforts. In its medico-legal usage, as when an inheritance hangs on the status 

attributed to the dead child, the term “viable” stakes out the uneasy frontier 

between ways of life and “mere life,”47 between social and biological existence. 

That is, it describes its own hybrid field of meaning in performing the work it 

does. When the word moves into political vocabulary, it serves to predict an 

outcome and at the same time to assert the reality of the object of its predictions, 

to make something viable or nonviable. Chateaubriand, in 1833, wrote to the 

Dauphine about the July Monarchy: “Although the present monarchy does not 

seem viable, I fear that it will live beyond the limits one might predict for it.” 

Victor Hugo, in 1848: “It is because I long for the Republic that I long for it to be 

viable, that I desire it to be definitive.” George Sand, in 1870: “Be well advised that 

the Republic will be born again, and that nothing can forestall it; viable or not, it 

occupies every mind.”48

When we assess the viability of an animal species, an economic program, or 

a political entity, we are, as part of the implication of the word, imagining it as 

already dead or moribund and of retroactively questionable legal standing (recall 

that the child deemed not viable is considered not to have lost the status of a per-

son or inheritor, but never to have had it). Thus the word carries a certain verbal 

magic, reinforced by its association with the language of experts, the power to 
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say what would have been or what was going to be all along. “Viable” is never 

entirely in the present tense, or entirely in any one moment. Because it links two 

moments, it tells a story and creates a potential subject: the child, the patient, the 

Republic, all figures of frustrated possibility in need of something they cannot 

supply themselves. One such thing that must be supplied from outside, a neces-

sary but certainly insufficient condition, is a narrator willing to identify them as 

protagonists of a story, like Dr. Farmer defending his patients against the nar-

rative in which they were only features of a different protagonist, the unhealthy 

budget. (For that matter, he also defended his unhealthy budget, on the grounds 

not that bankruptcy was admirable but that in this situation a balanced exchange 

between Haitian sick people and international development agencies was both 

impossible and immoral.) It is a matter of asserting their lives against a model of 

viability from which they were peremptorily excluded.

SUBSTANTIVE RIGHTS AND UNIVERSAL OBLIGATIONS

The assignment of viability is the precondition for human status: those not yet in 

being, or no longer in being, lack a forum in which to be heard. That condition of 

being outside the reach of rights is one they share with many people currently in 

existence. Before he or she can possess any legal rights, a human being must have 

ongoing biological existence: this lesson, implicit in the legal history of the term 

“viable,” forms the basis of Paul Farmer’s uneasiness with the usual language of 

human rights as spoken in this country. A longstanding dispute, alluded to in 

“Rethinking Health and Human Rights” and “Making Human Rights Substantial” 

(chapters 21 and 25 in this volume), divides those who see the core human rights 

issue as protecting individual autonomy from the encroachment of the state and 

those who see it as securing economic and social rights. This division follows old 

Cold War precedent, with the socialist bureaucracies claiming to derive their 

authority from their provision of subsistence to the people, and the capitalist 

forms of organization claiming to derive it from the consent of the governed.

For Farmer, the culture of human rights harbors a disastrous tendency to 

forget the fact that human bodies need sustenance and medical care before they 

can claim the freedoms enshrined in the Bill of Rights or similar documents. The 

right to claim rights, it seems, is what “structural violence” denies the poor, and 

it does this by threatening to take away that indispensable infrastructure that is 

a body or to take away the food, clean water, and appropriate medication that 

underwrite the body’s survival. “It is when people are able to eat and be well that 

they have the chance to build democratic institutions,” Farmer notes. Substantive 

rights form the basis of legal rights; the human body is the indispensable infra-

structure supporting any legal or political claim. Not to get the sequence back-

ward: that is how to restore the meaning of the misused term “viability.”
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Conversely, it makes a great difference for Dr. Farmer’s patients and potential 

patients to maintain, as a medical expert might, that the right to claim rights, 

however moribund in the greater part of the world today, was not stillborn but 

has at least drawn enough breath in the course of human history to be registered 

as viable and thus to have legal heirs. What those heirs inherit is a claim on 

certain substantive rights, rights entailing a share in goods. A business, a church, 

or a charity may extend the same goods to people—food, first-rate medicine, 

housing, and even that much-trumpeted commodity hope—but it will be as an 

exchange or as a gift. Rights belong to the traffic that people have with states. The 

privatization of social services has notoriously created obstacles to medical care 

by subjecting patients to user fees and by withdrawing services once provided 

as a public good, but the primary harm done is to the contact between citizen 

and state, which is no longer based on a mutual claim of rights. Of course, in 

much of the world, and especially where the poor are at home, the state operates 

more commonly to take rights away from the people than to grant rights; but 

no other actor is under a universal obligation, however frequently breached, to 

provide for the common good. It is astonishing that Paul Farmer has seen the 

worst effects of predatory states both strong and weak—not to mention bandits, 

structural-adjustment programs, and drug lords—yet considers the protection of 

primordial rights to be the business of the state. Has the twentieth century, with 

its lynchings, pogroms, camps, gulags, exterminations, and bombings, passed 

him by?

Under the withering-away of the welfare state and the privatization of police 

power, little stands between “unaccommodated man” and brutal economic, envi-

ronmental, judicial, and viral conditions. Russia, Haiti, and Rwanda, three of 

the countries where PIH is most active, can illustrate the point. Kidder captures 

the ambiguous relation between Partners In Health initiatives and their political 

context in a bold simile:

In daylight, in an all but treeless, baked brown landscape, Zanmi Lasante [PIH’s 

Haitian sister organization] makes a dramatic appearance, like a fortress on its 

mountainside, a large complex of concrete buildings, half covered with tropical 

greenery. Inside the walls, the world turns leafy. Tall trees stand beside courtyards 

and walkways and walls, artful constructions of concrete and stone, which mount 

the forested hillside. . . . There is running water, and you can hear a big generator 

churning out electricity. The buildings have tiled floors and clean white walls and 

ceilings. [emphasis added]49

A fortress: in other words, a place where people can band together for protection; 

an enclave holding out against erosion, lawlessness, and disease. Zanmi Lasante 

appears as a rebuilding of the mission of government, an act of resistance to the 

abdication of state responsibility imposed on Haiti by external powers—in sum, 
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a replacement for the missing state. (By extending rights and imposing peace, 

the “fortress” could be said to pass two minimal tests of statehood.) There is 

something paradoxical—or “not simple”—about this quasi-fortress, this model 

for a welfare state, built with private donations. The ambition that directs it—to 

persuade states to get back into the business of guaranteeing substantive rights, 

central among them the right to health care—will, if successful, resolve that para-

dox in time. Perhaps the leafy fortress on the hill is analogous to the pinprick of 

immunization, a particle of privatization meant to enable the body to overcome 

the disease.
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In rereading the studies and essays collected in this book—some of them pub-

lished while I was still in graduate school, some of them quite recent and pub-

lished here for the first time, the majority from the years in between—I discern 

trends different from the ones I had expected, even hoped for. After more than 

two decades of writing for peers in anthropology and medicine, one hopes to be 

impressed by (or at least to note) a steady improvement in the quality of writing, 

or by ever more thorough exploration of the implications of findings, or by the 

depths of one’s insights. Do these chapters confirm progress? I hope any reader 

can observe, beyond the shifts of genre, discipline, and audience, the accretion 

of knowledge and experience that comes with simply sticking with certain topics 

for many years. I’ve tried to do that as both a physician and an anthropologist. 

When speaking to students, I can extol the advantages conferred by identifying 

important topics early on and sticking with them for a decade or two. I was lucky 

enough to happen on medical anthropology as an undergraduate biochemistry 

major bound for medical school, and this discovery has shaped my views on all 

the key topics reviewed in this book. At least, nearly a quarter-century of atten-

tion to a single set of topics should make one more credible as a student of (or 

spokesperson for) them.

It’s less obvious that the results of academic inquiry, when not linked to sub-

stantive programs, have much impact on the topics explored. I prefaced the 

second edition of another book, Infections and Inequalities, with an essay finished 

on July 11, 2000. One of the topics discussed in that book, and this one, was the 

overweening role of “cost-effectiveness analyses” in determining what constitutes 

a worthy investment in health and what does not. In that essay, I was not seeking 
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to impugn the logics that underpin cost-effectiveness analyses, but was rather 

seeking to offer a positivist critique of them by underlining, as a physician-

anthropologist might, all the considerations (whether framed in monetary terms 

or not) that might make such analyses more sound. Writing on the way to attend 

an international AIDS conference in Durban, South Africa, I conveyed my hope 

that the book “might serve a pragmatic end by calling into question these and 

other logics that promise a future in which health equity will play a shrinking 

role. Only by struggling for higher standards for the destitute sick will we avoid 

another unappealing role—that of academic Cassandras who prophesy the com-

ing plagues, but do little to avert them.”1

Looking back now over two decades of writing, I am forced to wonder whether I

have succeeded in avoiding the unappealing role of academic Cassandra. Students 

who find this reader helpful can trace the roots of these essays and studies and 

decide for themselves. Writing these brief introductions between Rwanda and Haiti 

and Harvard, I am not sure I can pin down my role, but I am happy to report some 

improvements since the somewhat discouraged preface to Infections and Inequali-

ties. Since that time, we’ve seen an enormous boom in programs to promote global 

health equity. New funding mechanisms have arisen to support AIDS treatment 

programs, flourishing in the very settings in which they were so recently deemed 

not cost-effective. These new resources and programs have strengthened health 

systems broadly and allowed us to expand our work from Haiti and Peru and other 

places mentioned in these chapters to Africa, which has been a great privilege.

We’d like to think that documenting some early work in Haiti has been help-

ful in this expansion of life-saving medical care. But there are other reasons to 

write. Biosocially complex phenomena such as the epidemics and the human 

rights debates discussed here are hard to understand, and descriptions of them 

sometimes meet with resistance. In order to demystify the process of comprehen-

sion, I have encouraged students to try to write about complexity, in the hope 

(often rewarded) that illumination will follow. “I think with my hands” is the way 

I’ve tried to convey my own enthusiasm for writing to my students, most of them 

physicians-in-training.

George Orwell once wrote an essay called “Why I Write,” and it’s been helpful 

to me in contemplating this reader. Orwell enumerates four motives for writing: 

“sheer egoism,” “aesthetic enthusiasm,” “historical impulse” (“desire to see things 

as they are, to find out true facts and store them up for the use of posterity”), 

and “political impulse” (“desire to push the world in a certain direction, to alter 

other people’s idea of the kind of society they should strive after”).2 I hope that 

the material published here is seen as falling under the latter two rubrics—that, 

and simply trying to figure things out. Physicians spend more time taking care 

of patients than writing, but anthropologists spend much of their time writing; 
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and for practitioners of the latter field, there’s no shortage of angst about how

we write. Clifford Geertz has examined anthropologists’ obsession with “being 

there” and has argued that many of the conventions of anthropological writing—

from the created tense, “the ethnographic present,” to frequent recourse to local 

terminology, explained or translated parenthetically—are to be understood as 

efforts to show what might be termed, in modern parlance, the ethnographer’s 

street cred.3 Or, to use a Haitian expression, which will not appear here in the 

original, “you have to know there to go there.”

I bought into this way of seeing the world as I devoured everything ever writ-

ten about Haiti. It’s a wonderful privilege to be awarded a doctoral degree for 

learning a language, obsessing about a culture, and reading anything one can 

find about the people and place in question. When I say “bought into,” I am not 

suggesting that I now reject this rite of passage (ethnographic fieldwork followed 

by writing for one’s peers). What I do hope is that my writings about other places 

I know less intimately—Russian prisons, Peruvian shantytowns, Rwandan settle-

ments, or Guatemalan villages haunted by violence—are also illuminated by the 

instruction I received both from my professors (at Duke and Harvard) and from 

my first informants (in rural Haiti). Certainly, the many people cited in these 

pages have been my teachers in the best sense of the word, and I am grateful to 

them all. Classroom and clinic and fieldwork have taught me about social process 

and theory. If there is any unifying thesis here, it’s that poverty, gender inequal-

ity, and racism—products of the heavy hand of history—powerfully constrain 

human agency. A decade ago I wrote, somewhat defensively perhaps, that “striv-

ing to understand a commonality of constraint is hardly tantamount to denying 

the salience of personal experience.”4

Another thing I notice in this reader, which moves from research on epidemic 

diseases in poor places to essays about poverty and rights more generally, is the 

heightened affective tone of the later essays. The reason for this is not some tem-

poral evolution in my writing or in the subjects that move me to conduct research 

and write; my subjects have remained constant since even before my first trip to 

Haiti, prior to medical school. What has changed is an ability to work more of 

these sentiments into my published work in journals and edited volumes. The 

strictures on such writing can be tight and reflect the priorities of the journals 

or volume editors as much as or more than the topic at hand. (I’ve been lucky 

enough to publish my own books, including three others with the University of 

California Press, in more or less the register I sought.)

For example, one study reprinted here was first published in American 

Ethnologist in 1988. Two years shy of either an MD or a PhD, I was proud of this 

piece, which I edited several times (along with Haun Saussy), trying to emulate 

the tone of that journal, prestigious among the few who read it. The research 
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was based on fairly straightforward participant-observation, informed by many 

interviews, all duly recorded and transcribed and translated. It took two years 

to research and write just this one paper about a fairly obscure “culture-bound 

disorder” that afflicted certain nursing mothers in rural Haiti, and the text, as 

published and in keeping with conventions in anthropology, was replete with 

words in Haitian and their glosses. I was at the stage of having to prove my seri-

ousness, and so I did, with documentation, methodology, and rewriting.

But early in the course of my youthful enthusiasm for research in rural Haiti, 

I was brought up short a number of times by my informants, as the jargon goes. 

Some of them wanted to know why I was spending so much time interviewing 

young women and herbalists and other local practitioners, rather than spending 

all my time improving the small clinic we had just built in the squatter settlement 

where I lived and worked (and where, almost twenty-five years later, I am writing 

these words). But how to insert the informants’ reproach into a scholarly jour-

nal without offending the sensibilities of its potential readers, who at the time 

loomed large in my imagination as a pool of scholarly judges who desperately 

needed to read my work, whether they knew it or not? (The pool, it turned out, 

was rather smaller than I believed.) In the end, I decided to include at least one of 

the sharper rebukes, from a woman I called Mme. Gracia. Along with thousands 

of others, she had been flooded out of a fertile valley by a hydroelectric dam and 

was now living in a dusty squatter settlement. I must have recorded her remarks 

in 1986 and written them up in 1987 for publication in 1988. Hers was the final 

word:

Mme. Gracia, a woman in her late sixties, insisted that I not forget recent history. 

She reminded me to attend to the larger context in which “malignant emotions” 

arose: “Move san is not something that was regularly seen before [the valley was 

flooded]. Some people died from it after the dam was finished. Now we are up here 

and we are poor. We have no livestock, no [sugarcane] mills. We suffer too many 

shocks (sezisman), too many problems. We are poor and we are weak, and that is 

why you see move san.”

Mme. Gracia was among those who chided me gently for paying attention to 

issues that were less pressing than the need for water, health care, and education. 

That was it for me. I knew Mme. Gracia was right.

Thanks to undergraduate studies, to graduate school, and to Haiti, I had a 

good sense for what sort of anthropology I wanted to pursue. Shortly before 

I began my first year as an official MD-PhD student, I read a book by George 

Marcus and Michael Fischer about the state of anthropology: they noted that 

“an interpretive anthropology fully accountable to its historical and political-

economy implications thus remains to be written.”5 That was precisely what 

I wanted to do and write, and the name of part 1 of this reader reflects this 
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ambition. I wanted to link “experience-near” writing to an understanding of the 

larger structural underpinnings of lived experience in the places where I work. 

Haitians, after all, told me again and again that it was their poverty that led or 

pushed them into this or that catastrophe. I could see that they were right—but 

what, as my teachers often asked, was the theoretical underpinning of such 

work?

The obsession with “contributing to theory” saturated not only seminars but 

also discussions among graduate students. (Such discussions did not occur over 

at the medical school, where the task at hand was cramming what was termed 

“factual information” into one’s head as fast as possible.) In graduate studies, 

it was all about theory—the more recondite, the better. There was, in the books 

we were reading at unsafe speeds, a good deal of distance, not to say a divorce, 

between what passed for empirical data, the fruit of ethnographic fieldwork, 

and the theoretical scaffolding on which this data, frequently in light doses, was 

hung. Also common, in the social sciences in general, was the feat of linking eth-

nographic information to one theory about society when the same information 

might as well have been advanced as support for another, completely discrepant 

theory. That was not the sort of anthropology I wanted to write.

The Haitians were training me to be skeptical about claims of causality (even 

as they advanced their own claims with great assurance), and I knew, before I

embarked on graduate studies, that I wanted to be a practicing physician and—to 

the initial disappointment of some of my teachers—an activist. But an excellent 

course in social theory, reaching back to Comte, Weber, and Marx, while paying 

respect to Frantz Fanon (this respect moved me deeply) en route to Habermas 

and other luminaries, convinced me that there was more than enough social 

theory to go around. In addition to being influenced by my Harvard mentors, 

I was drawn to the work of Sidney Mintz, for he had built up an interpretive 

anthropology accountable to history and political economy—even if a lot of the 

interpretive stuff was buried in obscure papers about Haitian market women 

or in riveting life histories. At the same time that I was writing “Bad Blood, 

Spoiled Milk,” which was based on ethnography, I was trying to write another 

paper about Haiti’s history and political economy. The two papers were published 

simultaneously, the latter in a Marxist anthropology journal. (Perhaps the words 

of one of my mentors still reverberate in my memory—“Sure, they’ll publish it, as 

long as you follow the party line”—since I did not object when Haun Saussy left 

the essay out of this reader.)6

Thanks to medical school and, especially, to Haiti, I also had a good sense of 

the kind of medicine I wanted to practice: infectious disease. The plagues I was 

seeing were both preventable and curable, I thought, as I turned reluctantly away 

from general surgery, another field that tempted me when I witnessed what the 

Haitians called “stupid deaths” from obstructed labor, gunshot wounds, injuries 
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from falling rocks or machetes, and peritonitis. By 1988, Haiti and Haitians had 

steered me in certain directions within both anthropology and medicine. I was 

and am grateful for it. Surrounded by epidemic disease, I decided that I would 

both study epidemics and do my best, working with others, to stop them or at 

least lessen the suffering caused by them.

NOTES
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Current discourse in medical anthropology is marked by an increasing appre-

ciation of the body as physical, social, and political artifact. Concepts such as 

somatization, which implies the making corporeal of nonbodily experience, are 

by now common coin, and there is considerable enthusiasm for the increasingly 

fine-grained analyses that appear in several new specialty journals. But others 

discern an overweening analytic urge that yields fragmentary knowledge resis-

tant to synthesis. Illness experiences are picked apart under the dissecting gaze 

not only of biomedicine but of anthropology as well, a discipline long parsed into 

such officially sanctioned subfields as “psychological” and “biological” anthro-

pologies. Appreciating the full weight of centuries of what has come to be called 

Cartesian dualism, Nancy Scheper-Hughes and Margaret Lock write forcefully of 

our “failure to conceptualize a ‘mindful’ causation of somatic states.”1 How might 

we gather up our fragmentary knowledge? Several of those seeking to reconcile 

the three bodies have turned, in the past few years, to emotion.

An illness widespread in rural Haiti speaks to this and several other dilemmas 

central to contemporary medical anthropology. To use the tropes now common 

in our field, move san is somatically experienced and caused by emotional dis-

tress. Move san—for which a literal English equivalent is “bad blood”—begins, 

report my informants, as a disorder of the blood. But it may rapidly spread 

throughout the body, so that the head, limbs, eyes, skin, and uterus may all be 

affected. It most frequently strikes adult women; some assert that only women 

are afflicted. Although considered pathological, move san is not an uncommon 

response to emotional upsets. The disorder is seen as requiring treatment, and 

this is commonly effected by locally prepared herbal medicines.

1

Bad Blood, Spoiled Milk

Bodily Fluids as Moral Barometers  

in Rural Haiti

(1988)
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The course and outcome of this illness, if it is untreated or unsuccessfully 

treated, are reported to be dismal: several of my informants speak of friends and 

relatives who have succumbed to move san. Those most vulnerable are pregnant 

women or nursing mothers; in such cases, chances are good that the malady 

will affect the quality of breast milk. Move san is the chief—and some say the 

only—cause of the lèt gate, or spoiled milk, syndrome: “bad blood” is held to 

make it impossible for a lactating mother to afford her infant “good milk.” It is 

thus a frequently cited motive for early weaning, which, in rural Haiti, often has 

disastrous effects on the infant’s health. The chief effects of move san, however, 

are judged to be manifest in the mother.

Although I first encountered the move san/lèt gate complex in 1984 while doing 

research on childrearing in peasant families, its significance as a perceived threat 

to health was not clear until research conducted during a 1985 census revealed a 77 

percent lifetime prevalence rate of move san (with or without lèt gate) in Do Kay, 

a small village in central Haiti and the site of most of the research reported here.

Move san has not been systematically studied, nor have thorough case studies 

been presented in the anthropological literature on Haiti.2 The disorder is of 

interest to medical (and psychological) anthropology for several reasons, many 

of them obvious. Those who suffer from move san/lèt gate cite it as a danger to the 

health of women already beset with intractable and unrelenting difficulties. Child 

health specialists from several traditions would maintain that move san, like 

all other motives for early weaning, constitutes a threat to the health of infants. 

The disorder joins a long and varied list of conditions in which women question 

their ability to breastfeed.3 But move san and lèt gate are more than ethnographic 

exotica or public health nuisances. The significance of the syndrome lies in the 

fact that social problems and their psychological sequelae usually are designated 

as the causes of the somatically experienced disorder. For this reason, the Haitian 

syndrome poses a challenge to overly simplistic interpretations of “folk illnesses.”

Following the suggestion of others who advise that indigenous illness catego-

ries first be studied “emically,” from within their cultural context, I will consider 

the move san/lèt gate complex to be an illness caused by malignant emotions—

anger born of interpersonal strife, shock, grief, chronic worry, and other affects 

perceived as potentially harmful. It is thus not possible to relegate move san to 

such categories as “psychological” or “somatic.” This stance, which avoids the 

strictures of a dogmatically “medicalized” anthropology, is reconsidered in the 

conclusions offered at the end of the paper.

THE RESEARCH SETTING

The Republic of Haiti occupies the western third of the island of Hispaniola. 

After the Dominican Republic, which borders it to the east, its nearest neigh-
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bors are Jamaica to the southwest and Cuba to the north and west. Haiti, 

born of a slave revolt that ended in 1804, is the hemisphere’s second-oldest 

independent nation. Its inhabitants are largely the descendants of the African 

slaves that made western Hispaniola France’s most lucrative colony. During the 

nineteenth century, the nascent peasantry, left to its own devices, developed 

richly syncretic linguistic, religious, and ethnomedical institutions. In 1982, 

Haiti’s population was conservatively estimated to be 5.1 million, or 345 persons 

per exploitable square kilometer. Despite the alarming density, 57 percent of the 

labor force is involved in small-scale agriculture. Some 74 percent of the coun-

try’s inhabitants are rural; many live in villages similar to the one described 

in this study. Estimates of per capita income usually put Haiti last among the 

countries of the Western Hemisphere, and this poverty is reflected in the health 

status of the nation: a life expectancy of forty-eight years and an infant mortal-

ity rate of 124 per 1,000.4

Do Kay stretches along an unpaved road that cuts through Haiti’s Central 

Plateau. A small village in great flux, it has been the locus of almost all “develop-

ment” efforts in the area. Consisting of 123 households in 1985, Do Kay had a total 

population of 677. Exactly one year later, a census by the same team revealed 11 

new households, bringing the number of inhabitants to 772. Some of the increase 

in population is due, it seems, to the construction, since 1980, of a church, a 

school, a clinic, and a community bakery and the initiation of a project to make 

pigs available to the rural poor.

The area has a curious and ironic history. Before 1956, there was no Do Kay; 

the village of Kay was situated in the fertile valley of the nation’s largest river. A

great many of the persons now living in Do Kay then lived in an area adjacent to 

Kay called Petit Fond. When the valley was flooded to build a hydroelectric dam, 

the majority of villagers were forced to move up into the hills on either side of 

the valley. Kay became divided into “Do” (those that resettled on the stony backs 

of the hills) and “Ba” (those that remained down near the new waterline). Most 

villagers received no compensation for their land, nor were they provided with 

water or electricity. For many, the years following the inundation of their lands 

were bitter. As deforestation and erosion whittled away at the hills, it became 

more and more difficult to wrest sustenance from them. And yet Do Kay is typi-

cal of many small Haitian villages in which the great majority make a living by 

tending small gardens and selling much of their produce. Marketing is largely the 

province of young to middle-aged women, many of whom are also responsible for 

growing their merchandise.

The majority of the houses comprise two rooms: a sal with chairs, and a cham

with straw mats or, occasionally, a bed. Although average household size in Do 

Kay is between five and six persons, it is not unusual to find more than ten shar-

ing these two rooms. Typically, dwellings are constructed of stones covered with 
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a cement-like mud, although wattle daubed with mud is not uncommon. There is 

still no electricity in the area, and none of the houses has running water.

Until recently, for their water supply, residents of Do Kay were forced to 

scramble down a steep hillside to a large spring 800 vertical feet below the level 

of the road. Although villagers seemed to know the dangers of drinking impure 

water, the temptation was to store water in large pots or calabash gourds. Infant 

deaths due to diarrheal disease were commonplace. A hydraulic pump now moves 

springwater up to three public fountains placed along the road and also to the 

school and other buildings run by the church.

There is no village center or “square,” although the school-church-clinic com-

plex may be beginning to take on this function. The clinic was inaugurated in 

1985 and began offering consultations with a Haitian doctor two days per week. 

Until March of that year, when the bakery opened, there were no retail shops or 

businesses, though a few commodities (canned milk, local colas, small quantities 

of grain) could be obtained from the handful of families known to “resell.”

Excluding the doctor, all the informants cited in this research were born and 

grew up in rural and agrarian Haiti. They are all, by their own criteria, extremely 

poor. This brief introduction is intended to situate the move san/lèt gate syn-

drome, primarily an affliction of women, against the background of the daily 

struggles of the remarkable women of Do Kay.

INTERVIEWING METHODS, CASE-FINDING, 

AND SURVEY RESULTS

The research on which this paper is based was conducted as part of a larger study 

of childrearing and nutrition in rural Haiti. When the study was initiated in 1985, 

I restricted in-depth interviewing to Do Kay. I had already lived in the village 

for over a year and knew many of its inhabitants. Other researchers working in 

Haiti have found familiarity with informants to be crucial to obtaining reliable 

data.5 Initial interviews indicated the modal weaning age to be eighteen months, 

and so I decided to interview the mothers or primary caretakers of all children 

eighteen months and younger. By September 1985, there were forty-seven such 

infants in Do Kay. Interviews with mothers were preceded by three lengthy “pre-

test” interviews with tried-and-true informants (such as Mme. Kado,6 introduced 

later) who had helped me in the past. Most mothers (or primary caretakers) were 

interviewed, in their homes, more than once in 1985.

Although the interviews were open-ended and followed no rigid format, sev-

eral issues were always addressed. Among these were move san and its relation 

to breastfeeding. As the significance of the disorder became manifest, I devoted 

more interview time to its characterization. Among my informants were three 
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women who claimed to be experiencing move san at the time of the initial inter-

view. These were considered “active cases.” Two of the three were attempting 

to breastfeed infants; these women were interviewed several times over twenty 

months.

For purposes of this preliminary discussion, it is necessary to indicate that 

a startlingly high percentage (thirty-six mothers, or 77 percent) of those inter-

viewed had experienced at least one identifiable episode of move san.7 Thirty-two 

of the thirty-six, or 89 percent, sought treatment in the professional or popular 

health sectors: three went to a biomedical practitioner; thirteen consulted only 

a dokte fey or other herbalist; sixteen sought treatment from more than one 

source (although recourse to an herbalist was almost always included in the quest 

for therapy). In the majority of cases, professional care was preceded and then 

supplemented by home health care.

The central problematic of this paper is not, however, move san as an isolated 

disorder, but rather the move san/lèt gate complex. Of the thirty-six women 

who had experienced at least one episode of move san, seventeen, or 47 percent, 

stated that they had been breastfeeding an infant during an episode. (Of the 

three women who remarked that they felt that their lives had been in danger, two 

were among this group.) Of the seventeen, fifteen sought treatment outside the 

home for (or, in two cases, to prevent) lèt gate. One woman who had not sought 

treatment outside the home was one of the three respondents who had move san/

lèt gate at the time of the 1985 survey; she was gathering the funds necessary to 

defray her treatment expenses. The other respondent was treated effectively at 

home, by her mother’s sister. Ten of the treatment regimens for move san/lèt gate

met with success; these women declared that they had been “cured” by the rem-

edies. The remaining six all weaned their children, citing lèt gate as the motive; 

only two of these six children were normal weight for age by the Gomez scale, a 

widely used measure of childhood malnutrition.

In all cases, the etiology of the lèt gate was held to be move san; in other words, 

their association, which was guaranteed by the methodology, was never labeled 

as chance by an informant.8 The etiology of move san itself was invariably seen to 

be a malignant emotion, most commonly caused by interpersonal strife. Of the 

thirty-six informants with a history of move san, twenty-four cited such strife as 

the cause of the disorder. Seventeen of these conflicts involved a spouse, partner, 

or family member (in descending order of importance: husband or mate, broth-

ers and sisters, parents and children); five involved vwasinay, or neighbors; and 

two involved near or total strangers. Of the remaining twelve informants with 

a history of move san, there were five related cases of shock (sezisman), and the 

other seven adduced a mixed bag of stressors, most related to chronic financial 

problems (for example, shame at being unable to feed children), all of which had 
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led to “too much bad emotion.” Distinctions between personal and social stress-

ors seem significant, but I have not yet discerned any clear pattern of course or 

outcome that might be related to such differentiation. No clear symptomatology 

for move san emerged from the preliminary readings of the interviews.

CASE HISTORIES

Given that move san is a common problem among the mothers of children under 

eighteen months of age in Do Kay, what is the natural history of the illness? What 

are the psychological concomitants of “bad blood”? Who is at risk? How long 

does it last? What are its symptoms? How is it treated? Why do some women find 

successful therapy, while others do not? These were among the questions that led 

me to elicit more psychologically detailed case histories from the three women 

afflicted with move san at the time this study was initiated. Because I knew little 

about the perceived course of the illness, it seemed imperative to follow the cases 

over long periods of time. Two of these histories are presented here, the first in 

detail because it is a good example of the common scenario in which the label 

move san is invoked. It is also prototypical9 in that it illustrates what appears to 

be the classical course of the disorder. The second case is one in which the move 

san/lèt gate syndrome was caused by “shock” (sezisman) or fright; though far less 

frequently invoked as precipitating the disorder, it was the second most common 

etiology given by my informants.

Case 1

Ti Malou Joseph, thirty years old, has had recurrent episodes of move san; each 

has been precipitated, she readily avers, by discord with the father of her children. 

She and her living children brought to a total of thirteen the number of persons 

sharing her parents’ two-room house. Although I have only indirect indicators 

of socioeconomic status, the Joseph family is considered one of the poorest in 

the village. The house is roofed with tin, but the floor is tamped dirt. Both of 

her parents are frequently ill, and Ti Malou and a younger sister are usually the 

major breadwinners for the family. To generate income, they engage in small-

scale gardening and the buying and reselling of produce and staples such as raw 

sugar. Often, Ti Malou lacks the (very small amount of) capital necessary to 

participate in the rural marketing network. Currently estranged from the father 

of her children, she is emblematic of the uncounted Haitian women who labor 

against increasingly dismal odds.

Ti Malou was interviewed several times. The first session took place late in the 

sixth month of her fourth pregnancy. When asked if she had ever suffered from 

move san, she replied that she had, asserting that she was experiencing it at that 

very moment. (Another informant, Mme. Kado, had hinted that I would find an 
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active case in Ti Malou.) When asked to describe “the problem,” she explained, 

“I think the problem is the result of fighting with the father of my children. He

hit me, a pregnant woman, and made life very difficult for me.” Several months 

after the birth of her child, and two months after being cured, Ti Malou had not 

significantly changed her ideas about etiology:

If you’re having troubles (nan kont) with someone, and they yell at you or strike 

you, you can become ill. My illness is the result of fighting with the father of my 

children. He struck me while I was pregnant and rendered my life very difficult. 

He struck me in the face. That’s what makes the blood rise up to my head and spoil 

the milk; this happened during my fifth month, and by five and a half months, my 

move san had already erupted [in bouton, small, raised blemishes] all over my body. 

The blood mixes with the milk; if it reaches the uterus, it will kill you rapidly.

As her pregnancy progressed, Ti Malou became more and more uncomfort-

able. She complained of severe lower-back pains (doulè senti), muscle cramps, 

headaches, dizziness, light-headedness (soulay), diarrhea, and crampy stomach 

pain. She endured a month or so of these symptoms, seeking no care outside the 

home or family friends. By the end of her seventh month, she was “unable to get 

out of bed.” In early July, she began experiencing tingling and then “numbness” 

in her legs. She fell one day “because I had no sensation in my left leg.” In mid-

July, a full month before her expected date of confinement, she began experienc-

ing what she described as “labor pains”:

It wasn’t my time, but something was happening. I thought they were labor pains 

(tranche). I began to worry about the fall (sò) I had taken. Madame Kado told me 

that I was carrying twins, and that one of them had been damaged when I fell. I

suspect now that it was not the fall that was responsible for the death of one of 

them. That might have left a mark on the child, but it wasn’t severe enough to kill 

her. I went to see the doctor [in Mirebalais, a nearby town], but he said that there 

was nothing wrong, and that the baby wasn’t due yet. He didn’t think there were 

twins.

Mme. Kado, an influential friend, had informed Ti Malou that her symptoms 

were “in large measure” due to move san; by the end of the pregnancy, her mother 

and other family members agreed. Herbal remedies, the therapy of choice, were 

interdicted during the pregnancy, because “the medicine is too strong for the 

baby.” During her final month of pregnancy, Ti Malou was in bed more often 

than not. Everyone agreed that she looked ill; more than one member of her fam-

ily remarked that she was “as white as a person with tuberculosis.”

When labor pains did begin, it was decided that she should go to the hospital 

to deliver rather than having the usual home birth attended by a midwife. There 

were bound to be complications, according to Mme. Kado. Late one evening, about 

a week after her “date,” Ti Malou and her mother left for the hospital in Hinche, 
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about an hour away. They paid for a space on one of the trucks that carries produce 

and its vendors from the Central Plateau to Port-au-Prince and back again.

Rumors drifted back to Do Kay throughout the next day, with many versions 

of the story of her labor and delivery. All agreed, however, that the process was 

bedeviled from the start. One of Ti Malou’s younger brothers followed them 

the next morning; he returned that evening, bearing bad news. His sister was 

“bleeding,” he said, and needed a transfusion. This she would not receive without 

prepayment. The news was greeted by Mme. Kado and other friends (myself 

included) with horror. The requisite fifteen dollars (more than a month’s income 

for many rural families) was collected in short order and dispatched with a kins-

woman of Ti Malou. The next day we heard nothing. Mme. Kado feared the worst 

and suggested that move san was also to blame for Ti Malou’s complications. On

the third day of her hospitalization, Ti Malou gave birth to twins: one, Jules, was 

alive and well; the other was stillborn.

Her subsequent case of lèt gate was seen both as a confirmation of the move 

san diagnosis, if anyone doubted it, and as a further indication of the severity of 

the episode. Most of her symptoms persisted, but she delayed a trip to the dokte 

fey, or herbalist, citing financial worries. Ti Malou’s father prepared a root-and-

leaf concoction, but her relief was short-lived. The family became concerned 

that her breast milk would “pass” into her head and make her “crazy” or kill her. 

(No one in the Joseph family other than Ti Malou mentioned the uterus.) Three 

weeks after Jules’s birth, he too broke out in bouton. He grew listless and stopped 

gaining weight.

Mme. Kado and others indicated that it was “scandalous” that Ti Malou had 

not yet attended to “their” illness properly. Mme. Kado recommended a midwife 

about an hour’s donkey ride from Do Kay; she was reputed to be adept at cur-

ing move san/lèt gate. Her rates were more reasonable than those of a dokte fey,

but her results were as good. Finally, Ti Malou did go in search of the indicated 

root-and-leaf remedy. (Such an interaction is depicted by the midwife later in 

this study; see “The Healer’s EM.”) Ti Malou also made a second visit to the doc-

tor while she was a ti nouris, as a mother is known for the first several weeks of 

nursing. Although the visit was only a few days before her trip to see the midwife, 

she again did not mention her disorder to the doctor. Her chief complaint, he 

reported, was a fungal infection in the infant’s throat.

Case 2

Alourdes Surpris is the twenty-three-year-old mother of one of the most mal-

nourished children in the village. At eleven months, her daughter Acephie 

weighed 5.7 kilograms; by the Gomez scale, she suffered from third-degree mal-

nutrition. Although at the time of this writing Acephie is less malnourished, 

developmental delays are evident. Surprisingly, the child would seem to be one 
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of those least at risk of nutritional disease: she lives with both parents in a three-

room house directly across the street from the school. Her father is a school-

teacher and nets a small, but regular salary; Alourdes works in the new day care 

center and has received several years of formal education. Although the couple 

was not married when the child, their first, was conceived, both reported wanting 

a child very much.

How did this unlikely candidate become malnourished? The cause was prob-

ably early weaning: “I weaned her at five months. When she was born, I breastfed 

her, but my milk dried up; I had to wean her right away.” Alourdes’s notion of why 

her milk “dried up” is quite specific:

I have had move san ever since a bolt of lightning struck my house and narrowly 

missed killing my husband and child. . . . It knocked us right out of bed. I was 

shocked (sezi) so much that I could never breastfeed again. I couldn’t concentrate, 

I couldn’t fall asleep. Whenever the baby cried, I’d jump. My heart was skipping. 

Even though I took a great deal of [herbal] medicine, my milk was never restored.

As noted earlier, five of the seventeen cases of lèt gate due to move san were 

caused by sezisman. Although further study is clearly necessary, it seems as if the 

course of move san is similar regardless of the source of the malignant emotion 

perceived to have caused it (for example, interpersonal strife, economic pressures, 

natural cataclysms). The healer I interviewed remarked that minor changes in 

the remedy are called for if the move san is caused by shock, though not all 

informants made such fine distinctions.

MOVE SAN/LÈT GATE AS “INTERPRETED DISORDER”

In a critique of methodologies grounded in an “empiricist theory of language,” 

Byron Good and Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good suggest that an analysis of indig-

enous illness categories should include both an investigation of the sociocultural 

construction of illness realities and the analysis of the “semantic networks” that 

link “key public symbols both to primary social values and to powerful personal 

affects.”10 To put it somewhat differently, a symptom may be thought of as a 

vehicle of meaning that connects two different kinds of referents—the tradition-

ally expected ones and the unexpected, “private” ones. As the first of several steps 

in the analysis of the move san/lèt gate complex, I will adopt a meaning-centered 

approach that encompasses both the more psychological as well as the more 

somatic components of a disorder that defies facile Cartesian classification. My 

task is not only to describe both shared and idiosyncratic meanings but also to 

answer some of the key questions listed at the outset: What is the natural history 

of the illness? How long does it last? What are its symptoms? How is it treated? 

Why do some women find successful therapy, while others do not? What sorts 
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of emotional upset are most frequently associated with the illness? What triggers 

these emotions? Who is at risk?

One means by which semantic networks may be evoked—and an understand-

ing of the construction of an illness experience approached—is through elicit-

ing informants’ explanatory models, or “EMs,” to use the accepted shorthand.11

Because such an approach takes informants’ discourse seriously, it entails literal 

and liberal quotation. It attaches narrators to narratives and recognizes discourse 

as context-dependent. Space restrictions limit our discussion to one case, that 

of Ti Malou. (As a matter of convenience, I often refer to her as “the patient.”) 

Although her case history, presented earlier, pointed out many facets of her EM, 

we have not examined in detail, much less contrasted, the discourses of the 

patient, her friends and family, and her healers. Those engaged in the clinical pro-

cess include at least a confidante (Mme. Kado), the patient’s mother, a midwife/

healer, and a physician. Each was interviewed at length at least twice during the 

illness episode.

My analysis is also meant to be mindful of three fundamental charges that 

have been leveled at interpretive medical anthropology. Much of the material 

published to date has been narrowly focused on “the doctor/patient relationship.” 

I thank my informants for making it clear that the doctor’s EM was far less rele-

vant to their own constructions than were the other EMs presented here. Further, 

slighting the individual psychological nature of the illness begs the entire ques-

tion of intracultural variation. Finally, study of EMs too often ignores the fact 

that they change over time. Not only are explanatory models reformulated and 

even re-created during the same illness episode; they also may be reshaped in 

different contexts at the same point in the episode. The cases presented here have 

been followed over twenty months. Interviews with older women added a greater 

time depth than my own recent involvement could afford. The concluding section 

examines in more detail the correctives that a multiply-situated discourse and its 

inferred connections can bring to interpretive exercises.

The Patient’s EM

Ti Malou’s EM might be described as “somatosocial.” Although she gave the move 

san/lèt gate complex a social etiology, Ti Malou tended to focus discussion of her 

illness on her shifting symptoms and on the pathophysiology and course of the 

illness. To cite an interview following her successful cure:

I’ve had it before; my life has been full of problems like this. The first thing I noticed 

was a bumpy rash [bouton] that erupted all over my body. After that, I felt terrible; 

I couldn’t sleep, I had no appetite, and I had diarrhea. I tried treating the diar-

rhea with clinic medicine, but it wasn’t until I took the herbal remedy [over three 

months later] that I was really free of it. I also had a terrible headache, and my jaw 

was stiff and difficult to move and my mouth was always full of water.
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Her selectivity is not to be mistaken for “lack of insight” or reluctance to confront 

“interpersonal” difficulties: when questioned, she unhesitatingly cited the social 

and psychological origins of her distress. But in her more unprompted discourse, 

she tended to dwell on her discomfort and her quest for treatment.

Another aspect of the treatment described most fully by Ti Malou was the 

necessity of separating blood from milk before therapy could be successfully 

initiated:

As soon as the child was born, I knew that the milk was no good. My father went 

in search of a medicine for me to drink. I did indeed drink it, but it had no effect, 

because my father did not know to separate the blood from the milk . . . before 

making me take the remedy. It was the midwife who began by separating blood and 

milk. Only when this was achieved did she start me on the remedy.

When asked what was wrong with her milk, Ti Malou responded that it had 

become “weak, watery” and had been “invaded by bad blood.” When asked quite 

pointedly what had caused her blood to go bad, she readily replied, “Emotion” 

(emansyon). Move san and lèt gate, it is clear, are embedded in social interactions. 

As noted, interpersonal strife is designated as the cause of most cases of move san. 

The household (menaj) is the context in which the majority of these cases occur. 

In Do Kay, at least, a woman’s husband or lover is not infrequently regarded as 

a potential agent of discord. So it was with Ti Malou. One striking aspect of the 

nature of the interaction between Ti Malou (and her friends and family) and the 

man who is held to have caused “all her problems” is the considerable comity that 

marks their every public exchange. This important point will be considered more 

fully later.

The Mother’s EM

In 1985, Jesula Joseph thought that she was approaching her fiftieth year, “but I

don’t pay much attention to things like that.” Indeed, more pressing dilemmas 

crowd her life: thirteen people to feed, more than half of them children; her own 

considerable health problems, which include deteriorating vision and chronic 

back pain; her sickly husband’s inability to work; a leaky roof and a rainy season; 

and two sick grandchildren. Ti Malou’s illness arose against a backdrop of unre-

mitting struggle. In our first session, conducted a week before I first interviewed 

her daughter, I thought I detected a resignation that bordered on lack of interest: 

“I don’t know. Sometimes when you’re pregnant it’s like that. Some women have 

a harder time bearing children. It’s God’s will. I don’t know. Maybe it is weakness 

(feblès).” Later in the same interview, when asked if she thought her daughter 

might have move san, she expressed doubt: “I think it is a difficult pregnancy, not 

move san.” A month later, she stated that a third-trimester fall had caused many 

of Ti Malou’s problems.
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A few days before Ti Malou’s confinement, however, her mother was confident 

that move san was at the root of her daughter’s symptoms. Mme. Joseph’s “lack 

of interest” dissipated as the family came to perceive Ti Malou’s problem as 

their greatest worry. Mme. Joseph’s comments remind us of the need to adopt a 

more process-oriented approach to the study of illness meanings. Five months 

and three interviews later, it had become clear to me that her central etiologic 

interpretations had been revised at least three times during that period. What 

was at first a difficult pregnancy (later exacerbated by a fall) came to be redefined 

as move san, and finally as the full diapason of move san/lèt gate triggered by a 

malevolent lover. Close attention to the temporal sequence of the revisions, as 

well as the changes in Ti Malou’s EM, led me to believe that the persuasive force 

of Mme. Joseph’s conceptions had been overshadowed by those of Mme. Kado’s 

EM, examined next.

A Confidante’s EM

Madame Anita Kado, a fifty-one-year-old widow, is the mother of nine children, 

seven of whom are living. She is a cook and an aide-de-camp to the priest who 

runs the school in Do Kay. She considers herself a resident of Mirebalais but has 

long spent most of her time in Kay. A presence there for over a decade, Mme. 

Kado now wields considerable influence. As the daughter of a midwife, she has 

a longstanding interest in health issues. She is clearly a member of what might 

be described as Ti Malou’s health management group.12 As far as I know, Mme. 

Kado was the first to suggest that Ti Malou’s difficulties were due to move san. By

the end of the pregnancy, everyone agreed that Ti Malou was suffering from the 

disorder and that it had to be treated as such.

Mme. Kado, always an excellent informant, had a good deal to say about 

move san. These quotations are from an interview that took place shortly after Ti

Malou’s effective treatment:

If you have an argument or a fight with someone, and if [that person] yells at you 

while you’re pregnant, when the child is born, it will have problems. If he doesn’t 

have diarrhea, the sickness will cause bouton to erupt all over him. This indicates 

that the milk is spoiled. The baby will continue to nurse, but the milk isn’t good 

for him and will give him diarrhea. It’s necessary to wean the baby temporarily. If

nothing is done about it, even the next child will be affected. A remedy is necessary. 

You must find a person who knows how to make the medicine, and get two or three 

doses—enough for about four days. The baby needs to start nursing again for the 

remedy to work properly. You don’t have to give the baby any medicine; he’ll take 

it from his mother’s breast, it will reach his blood and take away the bad milk he’s 

already consumed. When the diarrhea starts to go away, you know that the milk 

is starting to get back to normal. If the diarrhea persists, the milk is still spoiled.
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I asked her if babies ever died from lèt gate.

No, never. It’s the mother who can die. Ti Malou is a good case. If you’re not getting 

along with someone—perhaps you’ve said something bad to her, and she becomes 

angry with you or upset and starts to cry, she can have move san. With someone 

like Ti Malou, it was clear that she began to have move san after Luc hit her. But 

for some people, the first sign is after the baby is born, when you see the milk is 

no good. If the spoiled milk mixes with the mother’s blood and then reaches her 

uterus, she can die. The milk can go to her head and make her crazy; it can even 

give her diarrhea as it does the child. It begins to dominate her until it gives her a 

very serious illness. If that happens, she will surely die.

How can one be sure that a baby’s bouton and diarrhea are caused by move san? 

Mme. Kado’s response was characteristically confident and empiric:

Well, we knew the milk was no good: it was as clear as water. But to make sure, 

express some of the milk into a large spoon; if it’s thick and white, it’s probably not 

spoiled. Take the spoon and hold it over a flame. As it begins to boil, put a small 

twig in it. If the cream climbs up the stick, the milk is good. If it doesn’t make 

cream, it’s no good. But it’s usually not necessary to do this.

The worthlessness of “thin” or “watery” milk is a theme that recurs not only 

in Mme. Kado’s discourse but in that of most of my informants. Two women 

expressed breast milk into a cupped hand to demonstrate the patently inferior 

quality, in their eyes, of their milk. These adjectives were held in contradistinc-

tion to their antonyms: thick versus thin or watery, opaque white versus clear, 

strong versus weak, healthy versus unhealthy. The oppositions became a leitmotiv 

that ran through many of the interviews; as the healer’s explanations make clear 

in the following section, they extend analogically from the body physical to the 

body social.

Opinion was split as to the cause of the stillbirth in Ti Malou’s case, but the 

disorder was widely held to have complicated labor and delivery. Mme. Kado 

suggested that move san had been at the root of the problem:

The milk begins to build up early in the pregnancy; it is spread throughout the 

body, like the blood, but must never mix with blood. In the girl’s case, not only did 

the blood and milk mix, which made the milk turn (tounen), but I think it may have 

started to infiltrate the uterus (lanmè). This is very dangerous; she’s lucky to have 

escaped. The guy probably did this on purpose.

Although Ti Malou and her mother were willing to state that the problem was 

move san and that move san is caused by emotion, they were less willing to dis-

cuss in detail the nature of the discord that engendered the malignant sentiment. 

Mme. Kado, on the other hand, was full of theories:
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Certainly, it may have been only the emotion that turned the milk, and made it 

leave its place. But when the illness is so bad (rèd) that a baby dies, you begin to 

think that the bad person did more than yell at the woman. It’s usually the woman 

who is sick with simple move san.

When asked what she intended by her comment, Mme. Kado hinted that Ti

Malou’s former consort may have tried to “poison” her. Further, Mme. Kado 

confided that Ti Malou’s mother had similar suspicions. (On a subsequent inter-

view of the patient’s mother, I found that she had indeed come to believe that her 

daughter was the victim of maleficence.) When Mme. Kado was asked to fully 

explain what she meant by “poison,” it became clear that she was not speaking of 

a toxin. She illustrated with a personal scenario:

I had nine children, and I lost two. With the one who died when she was eleven days 

old, it seems as if it was a bad person (move moun) who did the damage [lit. “tempted 

it” (the fetus)] while I was still carrying the baby. This person gave me something, 

but I had no idea: I thought she was my close friend! She cooked for me, I cooked 

for her . . . she was always over at the house. And then she gives me a bit of joumon 

[a Haitian squash] during the very week that I gave birth. . . . On the seventh day 

[postpartum], things started going wrong. . . . I thought the baby was uninterested 

in nursing. She was not yet sick, but she was about to be. When I got up very early 

the next morning, her jaw was locked shut (machwa-l te sere). . . .  When she reached 

the eleventh day, at four o’clock in the morning—the same time that she fell ill—she 

died. And when she died, out came the bit of joumon, exactly as I had eaten it.

Mme. Kado reports that the “bad person” is still living in Mirebalais. When I

asked whether she still spoke to the perpetrator of the crime, she expressed sur-

prise at the question: “Do I still speak with her? Of course! With people like that, 

you never let on that you know they’re no good. If you do reveal that you know 

how bad they are, you’ll never have children.”

Mme. Kado’s anecdote raises more questions than it answers. Did Mme. Kado 

have move san after this event? “Not really,” she replied, “although I did take a 

leaf-and-root medicine to prevent my illness. I’m not very susceptible.” Why not? 

What factors render Ti Malou more susceptible to the disorder (or Mme. Kado 

less susceptible), or does the difference reside in the precipitating events? How 

often does move san involve malevolent poisoning or magic poisoning? Mme. 

Kado felt that “you don’t have to have a bad person trying to do something to you 

to have move san, but it happens like that sometimes.” Some of these questions 

will be addressed later in this study.

The Healer’s EM

Mme. Victor is known as a midwife who is knowledgeable about herbal remedies; 

she is not, however, a dokte fey. She does not know her age but looks to be at least 
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sixty. She lives several miles from Kay in a very modest two-room house. When I

interviewed her there, slightly more than two months after she had seen Ti Malou 

and cured her, she had just returned from delivering a baby. She remembered 

Ti Malou’s case vividly, although she had met her client only once before the 

therapy. I did not ask how much she charged to cure Ti Malou, but Mme. Kado 

had estimated that her fee was about five dollars.

Her notion of etiology was not too different from those detailed earlier, 

although she contended that move san is not exclusively a woman’s disorder:

Anyone can fall ill with move san; it happens mostly to women, but it can also 

happen to men. If you are deceived, cheated, cuckolded, ostracized, or frightened, 

you must beware of move san. It can happen in a short amount of time; within a 

week you’re very ill. The first thing you notice is an eruption of itchy bumps all over 

your body. Then you might have a headache, fever . . . your mouth becomes dry, 

you’re very jumpy . . . your blood turns into water, and you feel weak or stiff. . . . A

person with move san can sleep all day long. If you press on your nails, you note 

that there’s no blood under there, and you know then that it’s turned. Your eyes 

also turn white. If you’re poor enough, you’ll feel that you still have to go work in 

your garden, but if you let the sun cook your already watery blood, it will make it all 

worse. You become like a leaf: more and more withered. Soon you don’t even look 

human. . . . If the victim is a nursing mother, the milk’s as good as lost; it goes bad. 

You need the [herbal] remedy to make new milk. As soon as you’ve finished the 

first day or so of medicine, you can expect the milk to start coming down beauti-

fully, then the headache will go away, as will the body stiffness.

Mme. Victor’s discourse was rich in details, which is not surprising given 

her professional interest in the disorder. The theme of weak or watery blood is 

again linked to poverty, which is widely held to exacerbate move san. Botanical 

metaphors pepper her descriptions, which are also rich in herbal lore. Mme. 

Victor was quite willing to share her knowledge and even expressed a willingness 

to cull some of the scarcer ingredients. Her recipe was presented as a precise and 

somewhat ritualized regimen:

To make the remedy, you soak the roots of bwa lèt, the roots of kayimit, bwa jon, 

and coconut, and the leaves of sorosi and fey sezi. If the person with move san is a 

woman with a nursing baby and her milk has gone bad, you need to add the leaves 

and roots of bwa let and also to add one small spoonful of the spoiled milk to the 

bottle [that contains the remedy]. This is for the person to drink, and will separate 

the blood from the milk. . . . But there’s more to it than that: you must buy a piece 

of white soap and a coconut, a bit of coffee, a measure of black beans, and then 

you bring down the blood ( fe lèt la desann). You grill the coffee together with the 

black beans and seven grains of salt. When you’ve finished grilling, you grind it 

up in a mortar and put it in a pan, add water, and mix it up. From this you make 

a compress for both the brow and the back of the head, and keep it moist with the 
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concoction all day long. . . . You can also place an empty shallow basket on the 

person’s head and pour the medicine in the basket; it will run down over the head 

and body. Each time you dampen the compress, also rub down her arms and legs 

with the medicine. Do this for a week or so. Also put a grain of virgin salt [from a 

box that has not been used for cooking] in the palm of each hand. Place a grain of 

salt under each of [the patient’s] feet and stand on a palm leaf. She must stand still. 

This will make the milk return to its rightful place.

Mme. Victor mentioned that there were several variations on this theme, but 

that these were the “principal ingredients.” Some of these versions are designed 

to alleviate particular symptoms. (If swollen feet are part of the symptom cluster, 

Mme. Victor adds avocado-tree bark to the mixture.) A slightly different formula 

was indicated if the move san (or lèt gate) was caused by sezisman. Further, it is 

perfectly acceptable for someone suffering from move san to seek medical care 

from other practitioners, with the following caveat:

The medicine I’m telling you about is the best one for move san, and you’d better 

take it before you spend your money to go to the hospital, because hospital medi-

cines can’t make the milk go down. After this remedy has made the milk go down, 

then you can go to the doctor.

Although such herbal remedies are clearly the therapy of choice, there are atten-

dant risks:

Don’t put in too much of the ingredients. . . . If it’s too strong, or you give her too 

much of the medicine, it can make the person go crazy. But if she doesn’t take the 

medicine, the milk mixes with the blood, it rises to the head and that makes her 

crazy anyway. That’s why nursing mothers are more susceptible, and when you 

don’t see any milk, you’d better hurry and take the [herbal] medicine because you 

can be sure that the milk is going to her head and will kill her.

Further, the family of the sufferer must ensure that no repeated emotional 

shocks “interrupt the treatment. . . . The weak has to become strong.” Unlike Ti

Malou and Mme. Kado, Mme. Victor said nothing about the “infiltration of the 

uterus.” When asked about the case of Alourdes (our second case study), who fol-

lowed a similar regimen without results, Mme. Victor’s disapproval was evident:

If she weaned her baby, she has narrowly missed killing herself; it’s the baby who 

makes the medicine work correctly. The infant sucks out the bad milk and can then 

be given a purgative (lók). Then both mother and child get well together. But if she 

has move san and doesn’t take the right medicine, and the milk dries up within 

her and the child is weaned, she might look healed today, but she’ll be sick again 

tomorrow.

After interviewing two dokte fey and several women with a history of success-

fully treated move san/lèt gate, it became clear that the most constant ingredient 
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in the remedy for spoiled milk was bwa lèt. Literally “milk tree,” Sapium jamai-

cense exudes an opaque white sap when nicked or broken. Since Haitian ethno-

botany so strikingly recalls a more famous “milk tree,” I turn to Victor Turner’s 

analysis of Ndembu ritual. He reminds us to seek three classes of data when 

attempting to analyze the structure and properties of ritual symbols: “(1) exter-

nal form and observable characteristics; (2) interpretations offered by specialists 

and laymen; (3) significant contexts largely worked out by the anthropologist.”13

Observable characteristics as described by Mme. Victor seemed to typify those of 

other healers. The interpretations of “laymen,” who were all women, tended to be 

rather thin when compared to the explications offered by Mme. Victor. A typical 

lay response: “The bwa lèt separates the milk from the blood; it makes the milk 

come back to its place. It strengthens the milk, too, and makes it thick again. The 

nursing child draws the new milk down into the breast.”

The “significant contexts” slowly emerge with repeated interviewing. I attempted 

to answer basic enough questions: Why might two of our most vital constituents, 

blood and breast milk, be perceived as potential contaminants? Why would blood 

become a poison that can mix with breast milk and “climb” into the head or 

“descend” to the uterus with mortal effect? But before considering this illness in 

its symbolic register, let us explore the empirical meaning it holds for an “outside 

authority”—the village’s visiting doctor.

The Doctor’s EM

Dr. Jean Pierre is a thirty-five-year-old graduate of his country’s only medical 

school. He has been practicing in rural Haiti for almost five years, since the 

completion of his year-long residency in a small city in the south of Haiti. After 

moving to the Central Plateau, Jean worked exclusively in the nearby town of 

Mirebalais; more recently, he has been spending two days each week in the new 

clinic in Do Kay. I have worked with him for over four years and know that he is 

from a middle-class family from the country’s southern peninsula. Although he 

was raised by strict Catholic parents, attended parochial schools, and considered 

becoming a priest, he avows an interest in voodoo. His grand-uncle was a well-

known houngan, or voodoo priest, in the area where Jean was raised. Despite 

professed interest in the local religion, Jean more often seems bemused by his 

patients’ health beliefs.

Dr. Pierre saw Ti Malou twice: once in Mirebalais during her “false labor,” and 

again a month or so after her hospitalization. During both visits he spent no more 

than five minutes per session with Ti Malou. Although I did not tape-record our 

discussions of her case, I did make the following note at her first consultation:

Jean states that Ti Malou is in “false labor,” but that otherwise her pregnancy 

is progressing normally. He attributes most of her problems to folate deficiency, 
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although I informed him that she was receiving 1 mg/day of folate supplement. The 

backache is due, he says, to the normal loosening of pelvic ligaments; the leg prob-

lems are sciatica from the same cause. When asked about move san, he laughed 

and said, “Everyone has move san! Her blood is ‘bad’ because she needs more folate 

and iron. Besides, there’s nothing I can do about such disorders.” He said that she 

did not bring up the issue with him, but spoke only of her back pain, diarrhea, a 

numbness in her legs, and of course the “labor pains.”

Worth noting throughout these exchanges are, first, the degree to which the 

EMs of the patient, the mother, the confidante, and the local healer converge, 

and second, how little these have in common with the EM held by the doctor. Ti

Malou knew very well that, in the clinic, complaints of move san were more likely 

to elicit scorn than sympathy. Again we are reminded that discourse depends 

on a setting for much of its meaning; rather than being neutrally descriptive, it 

always interacts performatively with a setting of expectations and admitted inter-

pretations. The patient later insisted that her own etiologies were “too private” to 

discuss in front of the doctor. When I countered mildly that her disorder did not 

seem too private in Do Kay, she responded much as Jean had done: “There’s really 

nothing he can do, anyway.”

That the EMs of all those who accepted the reality of move san disorder should 

have so much in common ought not to surprise us. Move san is a “public health 

problem” in an unaccustomed sense: an illness with a public meaning. When a 

whole village knows the participants and follows the course of treatment, a case 

of move san/lèt gate serves as a stage on which social and psychological problems 

(mistreatment of pregnant or lactating women, for example) can be aired. The 

doctor refused to admit move san into the range of his competence, and the 

patient tacitly agreed to act as if the disorder had never occurred. Doctor and 

patient were not, therefore, speaking the same language.

Momentarily putting aside the doctor’s opinion of the disorder’s etiology and 

cure, we might sum up the villagers’ shared understanding of the move san/lèt 

gate complex as including the following points:

A “malignant” emotion can cause sickness. Such emotions include anger, 

fright, and shock. Women who contract the illness are more often per-

ceived as victims than as offenders.

Pregnant and lactating women are particularly susceptible to move san. 

They should therefore be protected from these malignant emotions.

If move san does occur in a pregnant or lactating mother, one common 

outcome is “spoiled milk.”

With or without lèt gate, move san is appropriately but not always success-

fully treated with an herbal remedy.
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Body fluids like milk and blood are perceived as especially sensitive to 

“malignant” emotions; disorders involving them can therefore be seen 

as “barometers” of disturbances in the social field.

This last point, bringing physiological, pharmacological, psychological, interper-

sonal, and moral forces to bear on the etiology of move san, ought to be singled 

out as just the sort of emphatically loaded cultural donnée that an anthropol-

ogy of suffering needs to examine. In this context, it is significant that Hazel 

Weidman wrote of a “blood paradigm” that seemed to underlie many of the 

health-related beliefs of her Haitian American informants.14

While a socially recognized disorder like move san in some regards resembles 

a code by which private messages are made public, this should not make us forget 

that a code can contain personal or regional “dialects,” “styles,” or “idioms.” In Ti

Malou’s case, we can see personal meaning at work: her illness seems to chart the 

history of her relationship with Luc, the father of her children. An uninformed 

observer might not notice the tension that exists between the former mates. But 

in Do Kay there are plenty of open secrets and forbidden subjects. I recall Mme. 

Kado’s response when I asked her if she still spoke to the woman she held respon-

sible for the death of one of her children: “Do I still speak with her? Of course! 

With people like that, you never let on that you know they’re no good. If you do 

reveal that you know how bad they are, you’ll never have children.” Illnesses, 

therefore, might speak louder than words in contexts such as those from which 

the move san disorder takes its meaning.

One hypothesis comes to mind for certain cases in which move san is intrac-

table or difficult to treat: the “illness” might in fact be “illness behavior,” a form 

of chronic somatization that is related to strong social pressures (as, for example, 

the pressure to avoid confronting those who wrong you). Somatization of dis-

tress is, in such cases, a form of metaphoric retaliation or resistance. Although 

somatization is clearly an important component of move san, there are sub-

stantial differences between the somatization depicted here and that described 

by Arthur Kleinman among the Chinese and Margaret Lock among Japanese 

women.15 Among Kleinman’s Hunanese patients, depression and psychosocial 

problems were either denied or taken to be the result, and not the cause, of 

pain. Etiologies were predominantly biologic, these being the culturally sanc-

tioned causes of illness. My informants, in contrast, almost always designated 

social problems and their psychological sequelae as the cause of their illness but 

thereafter focused on their abundant somatic symptoms. Among Lock’s Japanese 

informants, also women, we can see more similarities: somatization of distress is 

a form of women’s protest, but the social dynamics of distress, however obvious, 

are often treated as a forbidden subject. More research should show how similar 

these patterns are.
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Nonetheless, the model of “illness behavior” is inappropriate to many of the 

cases described by my informants. For a few, move san may be more of a coping 

style, an idiom of distress. For others, it recalls a more acute form of somatization 

similar to an acute stress syndrome. But if move san is in some way adaptive, 

“the work of culture,” why is the outcome occasionally so dismal? As Gananath 

Obeyesekere writes, “Work also implies failure; if mourning is successful work, 

melancholia is failure.”16 Where people are under severe nutritional, political, and 

interpersonal stress, attempts to replace direct confrontation with some “safer” 

alternative are bound to fail sometimes. Seen as “work,” acute move san may be 

successful, while the move san/lèt gate complex is frequently a failure.

Should move san and lèt gate be considered two different syndromes? If so, 

move san seems to be an “etiological category,” one that suggests much about 

the origins of the problem, with wide variation in presenting symptoms. Spoiled 

milk, on the other hand, is virtually pathognomonic for the move san/lèt gate 

syndrome when it is seen in a previously healthy woman who is not pregnant. Is

spoiled milk merely the symptom of bad blood in a pregnant or nursing mother? 

I believe that lèt gate is more than just a symptom of move san. Instead, let us 

suppose, as do my informants, that the two “run together”; it is widely believed 

that the added factor of milk complicates the course of the malady. It indicates, 

I suspect, the gravity of the initial offense, the malignancy of the emotion. It

recalibrates the barometer.

Further, this barometer gives readings on the larger atmosphere. Everyone in 

Do Kay shares a background of great material and political stress. Social interrela-

tions and psychological equilibrium are rendered more fragile under these condi-

tions. In much of rural Haiti, women are frequently called upon to perform the 

Herculean task of providing for children and other dependents. Too often, like Ti

Malou Joseph, they must do this alone. During pregnancy, and while a woman is 

a ti nouris, several strict rules are observed, all seeming to reflect a single concern: 

the protection of the woman. One must avoid, at all costs, startling or upsetting 

a pregnant or nursing mother. When this “taboo” is broken, move san as illness 

behavior is one means of articulating distress. Obeyesekere asserts that the “work 

of culture is the process whereby painful motives and affects such as those occur-

ring in depression are transformed into publicly accepted sets of meanings and 

symbols.”17 In his work in Sri Lanka, Obeyesekere sees the work of culture in the 

ample Buddhist lexicon of suffering and despair. But the work of culture is found 

not only in well-articulated ideology or flashy ritual. It is also present in a more 

subtle illness syndrome that may afford beleaguered women, and especially moth-

ers, a culturally sanctioned and relatively safe means of articulating displeasure 

with the behavior of consociates. It becomes, quite literally, an idiom in which 

many forms of misfortune—whether designated by outside observers as social, 

economic, psychological, or physical—are obliquely presented.
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Whether or not an organic basis is ever found for the move san/lèt gate com-

plex, it is clearly an illness rich in cultural and individual meaning. It is for this 

reason, too, that a more broadly conceived approach is now appropriate.

DISCUSSION: MODELS OF AN ILLNESS

A next step in the preliminary assessment of a heretofore undescribed indigenous 

illness category might be to apply to it several different varieties of cultural 

analysis, one after another, in an attempt to clarify the nature of the illness, 

and then compare the results. We shall bring three possible and complementary 

methods of explaining to bear on move san/lèt gate. The first is the meaning-

centered psychological and ethnomedical analysis outlined earlier. A number of 

the questions posed at the outset remain unanswered, suggesting, perhaps, the 

limitations of an interpretive approach. If it hopes to answer questions of relative 

risk and changing incidence, an interpretive approach not only must be based 

on a painstaking phenomenology of illness and grounded in epidemiology but 

also must incorporate the lessons of history and political economy. Further, a 

comparative exercise might yield insights not apparent if an “emic” stance alone 

is adopted. What follows is a pair of methodological sketches, the sole purpose 

of which is heuristic.

Move San/Lèt Gate as a Product of Economic Forces

Is the lèt gate syndrome the product of an economy that forces women away from 

breastfeeding? In 1975, an estimated 46.2 percent of Haitian women participated 

in the labor force, making them far more economically active than any of their 

Latin American counterparts. In the entire Third World, only Lesotho boasts a 

formal economy more dependent upon women.18

In their detailed study of infant feeding practices in a Haitian village they call 

“Kinanbwa,” Maria Alvarez and Gerald Murray note an alarming increase in 

the “spoiled milk syndrome.” Their rural informants “believed that it is possible 

for the milk of a lactating mother to gate, to spoil and turn it into a poisonous 

substance that may, instead of nourishing the child, harm or even kill it.” For this 

reason, women with lèt gate wean their children. As in Do Kay, “the most fre-

quent cause for this is the onset of violent negative emotional state in the female.” 

The authors attribute the “epidemic” to the gradually deteriorating economy 

of the village in which they worked: “It takes little imagination to perceive the 

manner in which this ‘illness’ provides precisely the cognitive rationale for turn-

ing to the increasingly early weaning that the worsening economic conditions 

in the village make practically desirable. The belief complex itself makes pos-

sible a behaviorally convenient symbolic metamorphosis of the meaning of early 

weaning. Traditionally, early weaning was seen as an injustice to the child. But 
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when a woman has lèt gate, her early weaning is interpreted as a service to the 

child.” Although Alvarez and Murray do not suggest a monistic economic model, 

favoring instead one that draws upon intimate familiarity with their informants, 

they do insist that “the epidemic of lèt gate which appears to have come over the 

village cannot be understood apart from the economic pressures which make 

early weaning desirable.”19

It is unlikely, however, that the model they propose will fully illuminate the 

Do Kay data. First, although the prevalence of move san/lèt gate would seem to 

be as high among my informants as among the Kinanbwa mothers, the lactating 

women of Do Kay, unlike those who spoke with Alvarez and Murray, do not 

wean their children when their milk spoils; rather, they seek to treat it. Ten out 

of sixteen did so effectively. Second, in Do Kay, the threat is seen as chiefly to the 

mother, not the infant. One of the chief differences between the two groups of 

women is the Kinanbwa women’s almost universal involvement in marketing, an 

activity that takes them to Port-au-Prince for much of the year. The women in Do 

Kay do far less marketing but still have a high incidence of lèt gate. More work 

is necessary to determine possible psychological and secondary “gains” derived 

from the move san/lèt gate label. Perhaps the course, rather than the incidence, of 

the illness is to some extent determined by the mother’s occupation. No pattern 

was discernible among my informants: the six women who weaned their infants 

were no more involved in marketing than were the ten who continued breastfeed-

ing after successful treatment.

During the past few years, a “critical medical anthropology” has taken shape. 

Although it seems to have no one agenda, a central criticism leveled against 

medical anthropology has been its failure to link local ills to the larger systems 

of domination that often influence or even generate them. Much psychological 

anthropology is vulnerable to the same critique. My own refresher course in 

political economy was taught by a more convincing teacher—one of my local 

informants. Mme. Gracia, a woman in her late sixties, insisted that I not forget 

recent history. She reminded me to attend to the larger context in which “malig-

nant emotions” arose:

Move san is not something that was regularly seen before [the valley was flooded]. 

Some people died from it after the dam was finished. Now we are up here and we 

are poor. We have no livestock, no [sugarcane] mills. We suffer too many shocks 

(sezisman), too many problems. We are poor and we are weak, and that is why you 

see move san.

For Mme. Gracia, as for many of my younger informants, move san was a 

channel through which broader experiences of suffering could be transmitted. 

That suffering is explicitly related to the humiliating frustrations of poverty, the 

ineffaceable pain of displacement. Mme. Gracia jogged my memory: seven of the 
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thirty-six mothers with a history of move san cited financial difficulties as the 

prime etiologic factor. Poverty was mentioned in most talk about suffering and 

misfortune. I do not believe that move san/lèt gate is a direct product of economic 

forces. But I do believe that the weight of material deprivation may change the 

incidence and course of the illness, and even serve as a causal factor in some 

instances. In many of the Do Kay cases, then, a modified version of Alvarez and 

Murray’s dictum holds true: the high incidence of lèt gate in Do Kay cannot be 

understood apart from the economic pressures that make emotional stability so 

elusive.

Move San as a Mental Disorder, American Style

One of the most consistently applied methods of examining a “new” disorder is to 

attempt to map it onto existing illness categories. This has become especially true 

if the disorder is labeled “psychological.” For example, Ari Kiev has declared that 

culture-bound disorders “are not new diagnostic entities; they are in fact similar 

to those already known in the West.” Each of the well-described culture-bound 

disorders, Kiev asserts, is actually an American psychiatric diagnosis in exotic 

clothing: latah is a hysterical disorder, susto and koro are anxiety disorders, 

shinkeishitsu is really obsessive-compulsive disorder, and so on.20 As much recent 

work by anthropologists has shown, there is good reason to believe such trans-

positions inaccurate.

False starts do not excuse us, however, from seeking a genuine dialogue with 

other, related disciplines. In referring to the American Psychiatric Association’s 

Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-III), we need not 

surrender our relativism, nor our attempts at autonomous theorizing. We can 

consider the textbook classifications as offering a comparative perspective, not 

an authoritative answer. In several circumstances, diagnoses from one nosology 

have served to illuminate diagnoses from another. In the spirit of such compari-

son, we will suspend skepticism and consider move san as a Haitian version of 

one of our own official labels. Further, the exercise is best conducted by clinically 

informed anthropologists with an understanding of indigenous categories, if 

only as a preemptive strike against those less aware of the slippery nature of cat-

egories and labels. With the growing hegemony of North American medicine in 

Haiti, it will not be long before DSM-III is aimed at move san with “therapeutic” 

intent.

For example, can move san be construed as a depressive disorder? Given the 

primacy of the “psychological” that is manifest in DSM-III criteria for Major 

Depressive Disorder (MDD), it is unlikely that any of my informants would 

be diagnosed as clinically depressed. If some of their somatic complaints were 

judged to be metaphoric expressions of sadness, however, several of them would 

meet MDD criteria. I am not sure that would be an appropriate or useful diagno-
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sis; in those who are currently afflicted with move san, the affective component 

is more suggestive of anxiety than depression. Of the several anxiety disorders 

listed in DSM-III, only Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD) would be a can-

didate diagnosis for move san. DSM-III stipulates that the essential feature of 

the new category GAD is “persistent anxiety of at least one month’s duration.” 

Certainly, anxiety of one brand or another was present among the vast majority 

of those women suffering from move san, but it did not have the overwhelm-

ing character of an “essential feature” and was often of short duration. Further, 

anxiety is almost as prevalent among those women with no history of move san. 

Raising children in rural Haiti has become an anxiety-generating venture.

Taking the somatization of depression among the Chinese for a model, can 

a case be made for the somatization of anxiety disorder among rural Haitian 

women? DSM-III certainly makes it easier to arrive at a diagnosis of GAD than 

one of MDD. To diagnose the former, “generalized, persistent anxiety” must be 

continuously present for at least one month. Unlike the criteria for MDD, how-

ever, which are imbued with a marked primacy of the mental, the anxious mood 

may be manifested in symptoms from any three of the following four categories: 

motor tension, autonomic hyperactivity, apprehensive expectation, and vigilance 

and scanning.21 Although a patient such as Ti Malou could be squeezed into a 

modified, “somatized” MDD category, a diagnosis of GAD might fit her more 

comfortably. At present, these diagnoses may not be entertained concurrently: 

DSM-III stipulates that a diagnosis of GAD may not be made when the criteria 

for MDD or any other Affective Disorder can be met. Since the publication of 

DSM-III, the hierarchical organization giving precedence to Affective Disorders 

has come under attack; Robert Spitzer and Janet Williams have reviewed the 

issues and propose a revision in which a “symptomatically more pervasive disor-

der preempts the diagnosis of a less pervasive disorder.”22

One problem with such a “lenient” approach to diagnosis might be that, 

although criteria can be met using the somatic symptoms, the resulting clinical 

picture is not strikingly anxious. This leads, of course, to a conundrum and 

underlines a major source of anthropology’s chronic vexation with psychiatry: 

none of the reported symptoms is specific to anxiety, and none of them allows us 

to distinguish “normal” from “pathologic” anxiety.

The APA classification holds that the essential feature of Adjustment Disorder 

is “a maladaptive reaction to an identifiable psychosocial stressor.” The maladap-

tive nature of the response is manifested by “impairment in social or occupa-

tional functioning or symptoms that are in excess of a normal and expected reac-

tion to the stressor.”23 If it falls to outsiders to decide what constitutes normal and 

abnormal reactions, these criteria are more easily met. Because appropriate social 

functioning for a ti nouris includes breastfeeding, and because bottle-feeding so 

often has adverse effects in settings such as rural Haiti, move san as a response to 
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a stressor might very well be considered maladaptive.24 Yet this diagnosis, even 

if embellished by tags such as “with Anxious Mood” or “with Mixed Emotional 

Features,” would have no real utility and would offer little in the way of improv-

ing our understanding of the disorder.

Just as it would be premature to exclude an organic basis, so too is it unreal-

istic to consider as psychogenic in origin any illness “for which there is positive 

evidence, or a strong presumption, that the symptoms are linked to psychological 

factors or conflicts.”25 All symptoms, once perceived, are linked to “psychological 

factors or conflicts,” even those symptoms that are positively valued. More useful 

in a preliminary examination of move san is the term “somatization” as used by 

Wayne Katon, Arthur Kleinman, and Gary Rosen;26 they include under that label 

not only physical symptoms that occur in the absence of organic findings but 

also the amplification of complaints caused by established pathology, such as a 

chronic illness. The definition eschews an unrealistic faith in the ability of clini-

cians to detect “underlying” organic findings or pathophysiologic mechanisms 

on a case-by-case basis. In over four years of intermittent clinical experience in 

Haiti, I have never seen anything resembling a complete diagnostic workup.

Psychological reductionism would have us miss the possibility of significant 

biological disruption; in addition to the medicalization of social problems (for 

example, neurasthenia in China, “heart distress” in Iran), can we afford to miss 

or misinterpret the physiologization of social and psychological problems? An

elegant psychoneuroendocrinologic model could be advanced to explain lèt gate 

(for example, neuromodulatory inhibition of oxytocin letdown or prolactin rise), 

as well as the more obvious symptoms of autonomic nervous system hyper-

arousal. And is our own relativism not called into question by our failure to 

entertain the possibility that move san might be just what it is said to be: a blood 

disorder caused by malignant emotions? Among my informants, the most com-

mon explanatory model seems to go beyond a somatosocial model—move san/lèt 

gate becomes a disorder of experience, without a great deal of Cartesian anguish 

as to whether it is more somatic than psychological. The disorder, and their view 

of it, calls into question the tenaciously dissecting gaze not only of psychiatry but 

of much medical anthropology as well.

CONCLUSION: MADAME GRACIA AND

THE ANTHROPOLOGY OF SUFFERING

Move san is an illness that has not yet been fully described in anthropological, 

medical, or psychiatric literature. How to begin? Anthony Marsella’s suggestion 

that research start from an emic determination of popular categories27 is accom-

plished by eliciting explanatory models from informants in order to clarify how 

the illness (often not neatly labeled “psychological” or “somatic” by the persons 
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who suffer from it) is culturally constructed. After this preliminary description, 

how should the illness be examined? I have presented several different ways 

of interpreting the data—some of them reductionist and functionalist, but all 

heuristically useful. The mapping of “exotic” disorders onto North American 

psychiatric-diagnostic frameworks instructs mainly through its inadequacies; it 

neither helps us understand the “folk” nosology nor gives any assurance that the 

familiar categories are being applied correctly. In the attempt to formalize imagi-

nary correspondences, an “unreal” illness is reinterpreted to fit the authoritative 

terms of a “real” one.

Considering move san/lèt gate as an interpreted disorder affords a privileged 

view not only of the disorder but of broader categories of affliction. Viewed as 

a cultural artifact, the most striking thing about move san disorder is the lurid 

extremity of its symbolism: two of the body’s most vital constituents, blood and 

milk, are turned to poisons. The powerful metaphors serve, it may be inferred, 

as a warning against the abuse of women, especially pregnant or nursing ones. 

Transgressions are discouraged by their publicly visible, and potentially dire, 

results. As somatic indices, “bad blood” and “spoiled milk” submit private prob-

lems to public scrutiny. The opposition of vital and lethal body fluids serves as a 

moral barometer.

Up to this point, the nonbodily factors appealed to by our analysis of the 

disorder have been largely interpersonal and village-scale. The investigation 

remains shallow, however, if the “moral barometers” are viewed in a controlled 

and limited context. A village is not a bell jar, and, as Mme. Gracia attests, the 

syndrome is related to the historical and economic changes affecting women’s 

increasingly difficult struggle for survival in rural Haiti. In their incisive evalua-

tion of contemporary anthropology, George Marcus and Michael Fischer reach a 

similar conclusion: “An interpretive anthropology fully accountable to its histori-

cal and political-economy implications thus remains to be written.”28 This is no 

less true of medical and psychological anthropology. It is inexcusable to limit our 

horizons to the ideally circumscribed village, culture, or case history and ignore 

the social origins of much—if not most—illness and distress. An interpretive 

anthropology of affliction, attuned to the ways in which history and its calculus 

of economic and symbolic power impinge on the local and the personal, might 

yield new understandings of culturally evolved responses to illness, fear, pain, 

hunger, and brutality.

It is often remarked that contemporary academic approaches attempt to under-

stand by dissection. We have this attitude to thank for much of our present-day 

rigor, and also for the specialization that renders accurate characterization of 

disorders like move san elusive. To diagnose such an affliction as somatic, psy-

chological, or even psychosomatic is still somewhat different from and, it may 

be contended, something far less than examining it as it is experienced and 
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interpreted. Perhaps what is necessary is a concerted and integrated effort, an 

anthropology that would seek underlying forms of suffering common to its many 

aspects (bodily, mental, economic, and so on). An anthropology of suffering 

would not stray far from the standard concerns of the ethnographer, for suffering 

strains cultural norms and brings them into sharp relief, as the Haitian material 

illustrates. Anthropologists are also in a position to discern epistemological and 

ontological differences (and similarities) between medicalized suffering and suf-

fering that is understood in religious terms.

This is not to be mistaken for yet another call for holism. Rather, it is a reminder 

of the need to connect personal illness meanings with larger political and social 

systems. One way to approach such a project is simply to attend more closely 

to the way in which illness (and other misfortune) is worked into the narrative 

renderings of broader experience. In a 1986 study of urban, working-class France, 

we found that concepts such as “coping mechanisms” or “illness behaviors” were 

useful but inadequate to explore illness as experienced and discussed by our 

informants, who were mostly Iberian immigrants.29 Pointed questions about 

specific episodes frequently elicited long and nonspecific narratives that seemed 

to address far larger, more existential questions of suffering. These narratives 

were typically couched in a sweeping “rhetoric of complaint,” highly context-

dependent and markedly performative. Illness episodes were commonly worked 

into this rhetoric in an attempt to make meaning out of a broader set of physi-

cal and social afflictions less easily classed as “psychological” or “physical” or 

“social” or “economic.” That illness was often conceived in broad terms of misfor-

tune meant that our subsequent analysis was reduced to a struggle, not entirely 

successful, for parsimony without reductionism.

Last come the moral dilemmas an anthropology of affliction must face. These 

are not new in our discipline, but they become particularly sharp when suffering 

forms both the subject and topic of research. Mme. Gracia made this painfully 

clear when I consulted her regarding the ingredients of the herbal remedy for 

move san/lèt gate. Her response, and the tone in which it was delivered, brought 

me up short: “Surely you are collecting these leaves in order to better understand 

their power and improve their efficacy?” Had she added, “If you think we’ll be 

satisfied with a symbolic analysis of move san/lèt gate, you’re quite mistaken,” I

would not have been more surprised.
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AIDS presents new challenges to medical anthropology. Some are theoretical and 

not substantially different from the challenges faced by other ethnographers who 

seek to study, comprehend, and describe new phenomena. Others involve the 

ethical dilemmas inherent both in the study of a terrible new affliction for which 

(at the time of this writing) we have only limited therapeutic recourse and in the 

deeply vexed question of how anthropologists might best contribute to the effort 

to prevent transmission of HIV. What follows is a processual ethnography of the 

advent of AIDS in Do Kay, a small village in Haiti’s Central Plateau. It is primar-

ily descriptive, and the theoretical questions posed relate to the description of a 

new illness. Its chief goal is to call attention to the problems inherent in studying 

cultural meaning while meaning is taking shape.

The need for a more processual approach to the study of illness representa-

tions is most dramatically illustrated when one is witness to the advent of a new 

disorder or one previously unknown to one’s host community. Some of the steps 

in this process of growing awareness are easily intuited. Before the arrival of the 

new malady, there exists no collective representation of the disorder; then comes 

a period of exposure, either to the illness or to rumor of it. With time and experi-

ence, disagreement and uncertainty about the nature of the disease may give way 

to a cultural model shared by the majority of a community.1

What determines whether or not consensus is reached? In studies of illness 

representations, medical anthropologists have usually asked, “To what degree 

is the model shared?” But when studying a truly novel disorder, a new set of 

questions pertains. How does cultural consensus emerge? How do illness repre-

sentations, and the realities they organize and constitute, come into being? How 
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are new representations related to existing structures? How does the suffering of 

particular human beings contribute to collective understandings, and how much 

of individual experience is not captured in cultural meaning?

My recent fieldwork in rural Haiti addresses these questions. Though primar-

ily a study of a cultural model, the following account is also the story of three 

individuals with AIDS, for their experience is what made AIDS matter in Do Kay. 

This account is distilled from a series of interviews dating from 1983–84 to 1990, 

which reveal not just the role of culture in structuring illness narratives—we 

already know a great deal about that—but also the ways in which those narratives 

are elaborated, how they change over time, how representations (also changing) 

are embedded in narratives, and the significance of these narratives to the experi-

ence of illness.

THE CHANGING SIGNIFICANCE OF AIDS

The Republic of Haiti’s role in the AIDS pandemic has been unique and unenvi-

able. Like many other countries in the Caribbean, it has been gravely affected by 

HIV. Based on the number of AIDS cases per 100,000 in the population, Haiti is 

among the twenty most affected nations. Many more Haitians have been exposed 

to the virus. Although no large, random surveys have been conducted, a series 

of epidemiological studies conducted between 1985 and 1987 indicate that fully 

9 percent of 2,152 “healthy urban adults” were seropositive for HIV.2 Haitian radio 

has recently reported that AIDS is the leading cause of death among Haitian 

adults between the ages of twenty and forty-nine. While some contest this assess-

ment, it is clear that HIV disease will mean great suffering in a nation that can ill 

afford yet another health burden.

For the inhabitants of Do Kay, the village in which most of the ethnographic 

material presented here was collected, the advent of a new and fatal disorder was, 

in the words of one person who lives there, “the last straw.”3 Early in 1987, the first 

case of AIDS was registered in Do Kay. Because we had already begun to investi-

gate local understandings of AIDS four years earlier, it was possible to document 

the subsequent elaboration of a fairly detailed and widely shared cultural model 

of AIDS. By conducting serial interviews with the same people, it was possible to 

document the rate at which consensus was achieved and the events that led to it.4

An important national event also occurred during the course of this study. In

1986, Haiti’s longstanding family dictatorship collapsed, which led to changes that 

were keenly felt in village Haiti. These changes also had a profound effect on the 

process of illness representation, for they altered substantially the ways in which ill-

ness and other kinds of misfortune were discussed. The following account attempts 

to illustrate the forces that were significant in defining a collective representation 

of AIDS and also to suggest how these forces were revealed to the ethnographer.
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1983–84: “A CITY SICKNESS”

In 1983, when my research began, the word “sida,”5 from the French acronym for 

syndrome d’immunodéficience acquise, was often heard in Port-au-Prince. The 

term had gained currency following speculation in the North American press 

about the association of this syndrome with Haiti. By early 1982, a number of 

Haitian immigrants had been seen in Florida and New York hospitals with infec-

tions characteristic of a new syndrome. Unlike other patients meeting diagnostic 

criteria for AIDS, the Haitians stated that they had not engaged in either homo-

sexual activity or intravenous drug use; most had never had a blood transfusion. 

The U.S. Centers for Disease Control (CDC) inferred that Haitians as a group 

were in some way at risk for AIDS. The popular press drew upon readily avail-

able images of squalor, voodoo, and boatloads of “disease-ridden” or “economic” 

refugees and began to paint Haitians as the principal cause of the American 

epidemic.6 As Dr. Robert Auguste of the Haitian Coalition on AIDS remarked in 

a Miami Times article in 1983, “In the annals of medicine, this categorization of a 

nationality as a ‘risk group’ is unique.”

The effects on Haiti of this association with AIDS were quickly felt and far-

reaching.7 Throughout the 1970s, as international memories of “Papa Doc” Duvalier 

began to fade, tourism had assumed increasing importance in Haiti’s economy. 

By 1980, it had become the country’s second largest source of foreign currency, 

generating employment for thousands living in and around Port-au-Prince. 

The effects of the AIDS scare were dramatic and prompt: the Haitian Bureau of 

Tourism estimated a decline from seventy-five thousand visitors in the winter of 

1981–82 to fewer than ten thousand the following year. Six hotels folded, and as 

many more declared themselves on the edge of bankruptcy. Several hotel owners 

were rumored to be planning a lawsuit against the CDC. Haitian government 

officials reacted in a manner reflecting the deep contradictions of the Haitian 

ruling class. Within months, one was hearing the classic mixture: antiracist 

nationalism, followed by local repression of those held responsible for “spreading 

AIDS.’’ These measures did nothing to counter the collapse of the nation’s tourist 

industry. As Elizabeth Abbott observed, “AIDS stamped Haiti’s international 

image as political repression and intense poverty never had.”8

As thousands of urban Haitians were left without jobs, the word “sida” took on 

specific connotations. Few city dwellers were unaware of the syndrome, though 

the majority of them could not have known individuals with AIDS. But the word 

“sida” was not yet well established in the rural Haitian lexicon. In interviews 

conducted in early 1984, only one of seventeen villagers mentioned sida as a pos-

sible cause of diarrhea. The term did not come up in unprompted discourse about 

tuberculosis, the most common infection among Haitians with AIDS, nor did it 

figure in talk about diarrhea or other disorders. When questioned, fifteen out of 
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twenty villagers said that they had heard of sida, and a dozen of them associated 

certain symptoms or stigmata with this label, although many of these attributes 

were not, in fact, commonly seen in Haitians with AIDS.

Most of the villagers who spoke of sida noted that they had heard of the disor-

der on the radio or during trips to the capital.9 There was considerable disagree-

ment as to what the chief characteristics of sida might be. In the 1983–84 inter-

views, seven out of twenty mentioned at least one or two of these three aspects of 

sida: the novelty of the disorder, its relation to diarrhea, and its association with 

homosexuality. Only five remarked that sida was lethal. Three thought that it was 

originally a disease of pigs; three were also of the opinion that, despite claims to 

the contrary made by the foreign press, sida had been brought to Haiti by North 

Americans. Two others asserted that “sida is the same thing as tuberculosis.”

In early 1984, Mme. Sylvain, a thirty-six-year-old market woman, offered the 

following commentary, which was similar to that of several of her neighbors:

Sida is a sickness they have in Port-au-Prince and in the United States. It gives 

you a diarrhea that starts very slowly but never stops until you’re completely dry. 

There’s no water left in your body. . . . Sida is a sickness that you see in men who 

sleep with other men.

She had little else to say about the syndrome, although Mme. Sylvain was seldom 

at a loss for words when sickness was the topic.10

These preliminary interviews demonstrated that in Do Kay, where illnesses 

were usually the topic of much discussion, sida was not. When one villager was 

asked if he and his associates were reluctant to speak about sida, he responded, 

“Why should that be? There is no one who says we can’t talk about sida. But it is 

nothing that we have seen here. It’s a city sickness (maladi lavil).” In the first year 

of my research, all talk about the disorder was prompted by questioning; no one 

offered illness stories or “therapeutic narratives” about sida. For the people of Do 

Kay, already bent under the unremitting burdens of poverty and sickness, there 

was little at stake regarding AIDS.

Before 1985, then, one would have been hard-pressed to delineate a collective 

representation of AIDS in this part of rural Haiti. Despite several individuals’ 

elaborate explanatory models, despite the savvy of market women like Mme. 

Sylvain, the lack of natural discourse about sida and the lack of agreement among 

informants about its core characteristics suggest that no cultural model of AIDS 

existed in the area around Do Kay during the 1983–84 period.

1985–86: MÉLANGE ADULTÈRE DE TOUT

During the course of 1985–86, relative silence concerning sida gave way to dis-

cussion of the new illness in the area surrounding Kay, and a more widely held 
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representation slowly began to emerge. Villagers began to recount illness stories, 

but they were invariably the tales of someone else, somewhere else—people who 

had died in Mirebalais, the nearest large market town, or in Port-au-Prince. 

There was rumor, too, of mistreatment of Haitians in far-off North America; one 

villager often spoke of a cousin in New York who had lost her job “because they 

said she was a Haitian and an AIDS carrier.”

Fully eighteen of twenty informants interviewed during this period referred 

directly to “blood” in our discussions of sida, and for many other residents of 

Do Kay as well, sida was a sickness of the blood. Perhaps the most commonly 

heard observation was that sida “dirties your blood” (li sal san ou). Villagers 

frequently alluded to “poor blood,” usually a gloss for anemia, as a prodrome 

of sida, and some referred to the dangers of blood transfusion. For example, 

when Ti Malou Joseph needed a unit of blood during an obstetrical intervention, 

several villagers observed that, given the “sickness going around” (maladi deyo 

a), a transfusion was tempting fate.11 For some, it was a question of exposing the 

transfusion recipient to a microbe (mikwob); for others, one of “mixing bloods 

that don’t go together,” causing reactions that eventually “degenerate into sida.”

Several informants began to speak of sida as a slow but irreversible process that 

was invariably fatal.

Others interviewed in the summer of 1985 stated that “bad blood” (move san),

a somatosocial disorder widespread among Haitian women, put one at risk for 

sida. As Mme. Mathieu put it, “You’re very weak when you have move san, and 

you can more easily catch sida.” Although two of the twenty villagers interviewed 

in 1985 felt that the new illness was a “very severe form of move san,” the rest of 

those who mentioned move san underlined distinctions between it and sida. 

The observations of Mme. Kado, a fifty-one-year-old woman who worked with 

the priest who had founded the school in Do Kay, were typical of the opinions 

garnered in late 1985:

[Sida] spoils your blood, makes you have so little blood that you become pale and 

dry. It first causes little blemishes (bouton) that rise all over your arms and legs. 

That tells you that the blood is bad and makes you think of a simple case of move 

san. But sida has no treatment; it’s not like move san. Anyone can get this, but it is 

most common in the city.

In much of Haiti, disvalued experiences—shocks, disappointments, anger, 

fright—may be embodied as disorders of the blood. The significance of this con-

ceptual framework led Hazel Weidman and her coworkers to speak of the “blood 

paradigm” underlying the health-related beliefs of their Haitian informants in 

Miami.12 Within this paradigm are found the causal links between the social 

field and alterations in the quality, consistency, and nature of blood. During 

much of the 1985–86 period, preexisting beliefs about blood lent form to vague 
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understandings of sida, which was coming to represent an irreversible pollu-

tion caused, depending on whom you asked, by blood transfusions, same-sex 

relations, weakness from overwork in the city, or travel to the United States. As

will be clear, however, the contributions of this paradigm to the emerging rep-

resentation waned with direct experience of the disorder, and the “tuberculosis 

paradigm” emerged as the more important of preexisting models.

The year 1985 also marked the debut of a preventive campaign conducted by 

the nation’s health authorities. There were songs about sida and numerous radio 

programs, all in Creole and targeted toward the peasantry. Less important were 

the many articles in the print media and the posters and billboards declaring 

sida to be a public menace to which all were vulnerable. Although villagers may 

have known more about the syndrome as a result of these public health efforts, it 

was not yet a compelling subject of everyday discourse, which was increasingly, if 

somewhat clandestinely, dedicated to discussion of national-level political events. 

The Duvalier dictatorship, in place for almost thirty years, was beginning to 

totter, and more and more rural Haitians joined the chorus calling for Duvalier’s 

removal.

After years of silence, the people of Do Kay joined in this chorus. Because 

peasants had long been excluded from direct participation in politics, the shift 

was a significant one and had an impact on the way that illness was discussed in 

rural Haiti. At first, talk of sida was simply submerged in all-important discus-

sions of national politics. When the syndrome was addressed, it seemed that it 

was often invoked to malign the regime or the United States. On New Year’s Day 

in 1986, several of my friends from Mirebalais joked that Duvalier was a masisi 

(homosexual) who had contracted the syndrome from one of his masisi min-

isters. Shortly after Duvalier’s departure, one market woman in her mid-fifties 

angrily denounced AIDS as part of “the American plan to enslave Haiti. . . . The 

United States has a traffic in Haitian blood. Duvalier used to sell them our blood 

for transfusions and experiments. One of these experiments was to make a new 

sickness.”13

Later it became clear that the fall of the Duvalier dictatorship had given a boost 

to stories about sida. To judge from trends observed in Do Kay and surrounding 

villages, rural Haitians began to feel that they could speak more candidly about 

misfortunes in general, and this alteration in the “rhetoric of complaint” may 

have had a determinant effect on what would prove to be enduring understand-

ings of sida.14

One of the first slogans to become popular shortly after Duvalier’s fall was 

babouket la tonbe. A literal English equivalent would be “the bridle has fallen off,” 

but the phrase would be better rendered as “the muzzle is off.” Although few in 

Do Kay began openly talking about politics until March, and a full year elapsed 

before the adventurous were wholeheartedly joined by a majority of the villagers, 
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the transformation seemed complete by the spring of 1987. In the villages of the 

area, transistor radios suddenly began to proliferate, or at least to surface. Some 

persons, men especially, spent entire days cradling their radios, switching from 

one news program to another. Community councils, drastically overhauled in 

other villages, were strengthened in the area around Do Kay; meetings that once 

drew a score or so now frequently drew well over a hundred people. New groups 

were formed and set to civic activities such as repairing roads and planting trees. 

All this was worked into the daily round of gardening and marketing, but the 

changes stood out nonetheless.

The subject of sida, however, was only temporarily submerged. In Port-au-

Prince, many knew people who had died or were ill with the syndrome. Hospitals 

and sanatoriums were faced with large numbers of moun sida, as persons with 

AIDS were labeled. Haitian researchers continued to document a large and grow-

ing epidemic. Government health officials conceded that sida was not a public 

relations issue but rather a major public health problem.

In Do Kay, sida was once again a regular topic of conversation. In the sum-

mer of 1986, questions I posed about the sickness triggered long and elaborate 

responses. Yet respondents expressed many discrepant ideas.

In natural discourse about sida, the number of references to blood declined. 

In interviews conducted late in 1986, only eleven of nineteen informants used the 

term when speaking at length about the new sickness. Public health campaigns 

may have contributed to this shift. The more one heard about it on the radio, the 

less it seemed to resemble other well-known disorders of the blood. The declin-

ing significance of the blood paradigm is suggested by a comment from a 1986 

interview with Tonton Sanon, a dokte fey (herbalist): “I’m wondering if it is really 

a sickness of the blood, because we know how to put blood in its place. There’s a 

part of it that is in the blood, yes, but it is not only in the blood, and it’s not blood 

that is the principal problem. The problem is in other systems.”

He was seconded by others who spoke as if the blood paradigm had been used 

to assess the nature of sida and found wanting. Interviews with other healers 

revealed a similar lack of accord about the new illness, although many allowed 

that sida was beyond their competence. “Truly it’s a sickness that is slippery 

(enpwenab),” observed Mme. Victor, a midwife known for her efficacious herbal 

remedies. “To this day, they’re struggling with it, but they haven’t yet found an 

herbal treatment for it.” A dokte fey predicted that “the herbal remedy that will 

heal sida has not yet reached us, but when it does, we’ll learn how to use it.”15

In summary, it seemed that during 1985 and 1986, when mention of sida began 

to stimulate more interest, villagers attempted to compare the disorder to other 

illnesses, especially those involving the blood. But sida failed to fit neatly into 

the existing blood paradigm. Lack of a perfect fit between the new disorder and 

the old framework posed no real problems, however, as clear and defensible 
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understandings of sida were not yet a necessity: no one from Do Kay had fallen 

ill with the syndrome.

1987: PROTOTYPES AND PROTOMODELS

In many ways, 1987 was the decisive year in the process leading to a shared 

understanding of AIDS. During the course of that year, a protomodel of illness 

causation rose to prominence, a model that proved influential in the elaboration 

of a more stable collective representation of sida. By the fall of that year, narra-

tives about sida were easily triggered, and it was clear that a consensus, albeit 

tenuous, had emerged.

Interviews conducted in 1987 and afterward revealed that the semantic net-

work in which sida was embedded had changed substantially since 1983–84. In

1987, the syndrome was mentioned by over half of those asked to cite possible 

causes of diarrhea in an adult. The majority also associated sida with tubercu-

losis. Furthermore, ideas about how the new disorder became manifest in the 

afflicted were more widely shared. Equally striking was the increasing frequency 

with which the social and political origins of illness, including sida, were men-

tioned. There are perhaps two primary reasons for this: first, the unmuzzling 

of the rural poor had led to a new rhetoric of complaint; and second, and most 

important, the syndrome had come to matter locally. Someone in Do Kay had 

fallen ill with sida.

Comparing early interviews to these later ones reveals the increasing impor-

tance of the shift in styles of complaining, which was triggered by the large-scale 

political changes that were occurring. Although interviewing style and methods 

were not altered, the narratives, whether relating a case of diarrhea or some 

other misfortune, became increasingly tinged with a new political sensibility. 

Yet “politicization of discourse” is an altogether unsatisfactory description of 

a far more complicated process. The stories told were superficially similar to 

those heard earlier, but how tellers gave shape and sense to their stories had 

changed. For example, in speaking of misfortune, informants’ attributions of 

blame seemed to be changing subtly. Narrative shifts similar to those in the fol-

lowing interview with Mme. Jolibois abound.

Mme. Jolibois, a young woman who supports her family by working a small 

patch of land, had traveled from the Kay area to a clinic in a nearby town in 

February 1984 because her infant son had a bad case of diarrhea. When she was 

asked in an interview that year what had caused the diarrhea, she answered, “I

don’t know what causes it. Microbes, perhaps, or gas from milk. Microbes, espe-

cially—they’re little bugs that can make children sick. Or it could be my milk. I

think he must be getting too old for milk.”

In May 1987, over three years after the first interview, she again went to the 
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clinic, a new one in Do Kay. This time, a nine-month-old daughter had severe 

diarrhea. When asked the same question, “What caused the diarrhea?” she 

responded, “It’s the bad water we have in [my village]. We have to drink it even 

when it’s muddy and full of microbes. It gives the babies diarrhea, and they die, 

and the government does nothing about it. It’s always promises without action 

(promet san bay).”

The methodologically minded reader might ask a series of important ques-

tions. Were the differences related to the severity of the episode? The sex of the 

child? Are contextual or performative factors important? Did the ethnographer 

have a closer rapport with the informant years later? Perhaps Mme. Jolibois was 

simply in a bad or accusatory mood? Such questions were slowly revealed to be 

secondary, however, as I began to note similar trends in the discourse of other 

villagers.

The collapse of the Duvalier regime also had a palpable effect on the way in 

which AIDS-related accusations were marshaled and used. Conspiracy theories 

abounded: the Duvalier regime had caused sida, asserted some. Others thought 

that, no, the Duvaliers were too stupid to create a sickness, despite a talent for 

creating zombies, but that they had allowed the people of their nation to be used 

as guinea pigs in an American plan to stem migration. Referring to the North 

American speculation that AIDS originated in Haiti, more than one villager was 

heard to remark, “Of course they say it’s from Haiti: whites say all bad diseases 

are from Haiti.”16 Indeed, accusations against the accusers were perhaps the most 

prevalent of these commentaries.

The illness of Manno Surpris was the second reason that the same villagers 

who were aware of but generally uninterested in sida in 1984 were universally 

interested in the syndrome less than three years later. In 1987, sida came to be 

a social drama that left few adults in Do Kay untouched.17 The impact of this 

change is suggested by the observations of a young schoolteacher, himself a native 

of the village in which we worked. He was interviewed several times between 

1983 and 1990. In a 1984 interview, he told us, “Yes, of course I’ve heard of [sida].

It’s caused by living in the city. It gives you diarrhea and can kill you. . . . We’ve 

never had any sida here. It’s a city sickness.” A long exchange recorded late in 1987 

clearly revealed that the man’s understanding of sida had changed substantially. 

He could now hold forth at great length about the disorder, especially since he 

could now refer to the death of Manno Surpris, his fellow schoolteacher: “It was 

sida that killed him; that’s what I’m trying to tell you. But they say it was a death 

sent to him. They sent a sida death to him . . . sida is caused by a tiny microbe. 

But not just anybody will catch the microbe that can cause sida.” Manno’s illness 

and death made a lasting contribution to the cultural model of sida that took 

shape in these years, and this contribution was not substantially lessened by the 

subsequent deaths from AIDS of two other villagers.
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Born in a small village in another part of the Central Plateau, Manno was the 

son of peasant farmers. After passing his primary school exams, he moved to 

Mirebalais, a large market town not far from his home village, and there he began 

his secondary school education. Several months thereafter, he left to complete his 

secondary education in the capital. As is often the case for rural children with 

such expectations, Manno did odd jobs in order to pay tuition at one of what 

many urban Haitians label “lottery schools” (so called because, as far as learning 

is concerned, “you take your chances”). In five years, Manno completed only two 

more grades. Concluding that he would never finish his high school degree, he 

moved back to Mirebalais and began searching for a job.

Manno moved to Do Kay in 1982, when he became a teacher at a large new 

school established there by a Haitian priest. He was then twenty-five years old, 

and his eighth-grade education was no impediment. An enthusiastic and hard-

working man, Manno came to be held in high esteem by the school administra-

tors. He was entrusted with a number of public tasks, including taking care of 

the village’s new water pump and the community pig project, both of which 

were administered by the priest who ran the school. Père Jacques later recalled: 

“I felt that he was good-natured and dependable. But most of all, he didn’t seem 

to be in much of a hurry to get back to Mirebalais on Friday afternoon. He really 

seemed to like working in the village.” Alourdes Monestime, also a teacher, was 

one reason that Manno enjoyed staying in Do Kay. In 1984, their daughter was 

born; a year later, they began building their own house not far from the school. A

second child was on the way.

I knew that Manno was not universally popular. He was a salaried teacher, and 

some of his other duties were remunerated, so he was sometimes confronted with 

the envy of the less fortunate. This jealousy was compounded because the villag-

ers considered him moun vini, a “newcomer” or “outsider.” It was obvious that 

at least one person resented Manno’s status: shortly after Baby Doc Duvalier’s 

departure in February 1986, Manno’s half-finished house was knocked down. 

Although these kinds of events were common throughout Haiti, this was the only 

such incident in the Kay area.

The significance of the sentiment against Manno was not clear to me until 

August, when he beat an adolescent schoolboy for some transgression in the 

pigsty. I was surprised by the intensity of the community’s reaction to the beat-

ing. The “facts” were quickly circulated by word of mouth. The schoolboy had 

inadvertently let several pigs escape. Upon discovering this, Manno attacked 

him with a length of rubber hose. The elderly man who had unofficially adopted 

the orphaned boy was not in the village, and a couple of local men were heard 

muttering about settling the score with Manno themselves. Someone sent word 

to the boy’s grandmother, who lived a couple of hours’ walk from Do Kay. A few 

schoolboys began carrying their own lengths of hose “for self-defense.” The crisis 
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was defused by Mme. Alexis, Père Jacques’s wife, who called for a meeting of the 

adults concerned (Manno, the boy’s grandmother, and the foster father at Do 

Kay). During this meeting, Manno apologized to the boy. With the apology, I

thought that the whole affair was closed.

After a day or two, I heard no more grumbling against Manno. Perhaps the 

grumbling ended because he had fallen ill. Beginning in early 1986, he had 

been bothered by intermittent diarrhea. Superficial skin infections recrudesced 

throughout the summer; the patches would clear up with treatment, only to 

appear again, usually on the scalp, neck, or face. By December, his decline was 

drastic, and he began to cough. In January 1987, Manno’s physician in Port-au-

Prince referred him to the public clinic for the test necessary to diagnose HIV

infection.

In the first week of February, while awaiting the results of an HIV antibody 

test, Manno revealed his fears about the disorder. “Most of all, I hope it’s not 

tuberculosis. But I’m afraid that’s what it is. I’m coughing. I’ve lost weight. . . .

I’m afraid I have tuberculosis, and I’ll never get better, never be able to work 

again. . . . People don’t want to be near you if you have tuberculosis.”

Manno did indeed have tuberculosis and initially responded well to the 

appropriate treatment; by March he no longer looked ill at all. However, the 

test had revealed that he also had antibodies to HIV, which suggested immune 

deficiency caused by the virus as the root of his health problems. On his next visit 

to the doctor, Alourdes went with him. She tested seronegative, and the doctor 

advised her to avoid unprotected sexual contact with Manno.

Although other villagers were not privy to the results of Manno’s test, they 

had other reasons for believing that his tuberculosis was “not simple,” as was 

often remarked. A rumor circulated around Do Kay, which was not dampened 

by Manno’s clinical improvement: he was the victim, it was whispered, of sorcery. 

Some angry or jealous rival had consulted a voodoo priest in order to have a mo, 

or dead person, “sent” against Manno.18 One of Manno’s former students told me 

of gossip to this effect: “I don’t believe it myself, but that’s what some people say,” 

the young man commented. “Some people can do it by themselves; others go to a 

bokor [a voodoo practitioner adept in the skills necessary to heal and to harm].” 

Having been exposed to dramatic descriptions in the ethnographic literature of 

“voodoo death” in Haiti and elsewhere, I was concerned about the possible effects 

of the rumor on Manno’s health.

In conversations during his first period of convalescence after the diagnosis, 

Manno shared with me the history of his sexual activity. For a thirty-year-old 

man carrying antibodies to HIV, his sexual history was strikingly sparse, espe-

cially when compared to those elicited from North Americans with AIDS or their 

HIV-seronegative, age-matched controls. Manno reported sexual contact with 

only four persons, all of them women. None of them was involved in prostitu-
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tion. Two of these women he met in Port-au-Prince, the third in Mirebalais, and 

the fourth was Alourdes, whom he had met in Do Kay in 1982. Since the begin-

ning of his involvement with Alourdes, about four years before, he said, he had 

slept with no one else. He denied ever having had sexual contact with a man or 

boy; he denied use of any narcotics (indeed, he had heard of neither heroin nor 

marijuana, although he was familiar with the Haitian word for “illicit drug”). 

He had received, however, “at least a dozen” intramuscular injections, usually of 

penicillin or injectable vitamins. Although many of these had been administered 

in the preceding months, several injections had been given years before. He had 

never received a transfusion; the intravenous fluids he had received in the past 

month had been administered with sterile needles.

Although disheartened by the lab results and fully aware of the usual course 

of the disease, Père Jacques spared no expense in treating Manno. Prescriptions 

were filled promptly, well-balanced meals were prepared and delivered, staff 

members of the clinic at Do Kay were encouraged to visit Manno regularly. His 

mother came from their home village; Alourdes’s sister came from a village near 

Do Kay. No one seemed afraid to touch him, although family members had been 

warned that Manno’s illness was “caused by a microbe.” By late February, Manno 

was going for walks and had put on twenty pounds. He had stopped cough-

ing completely and looked well. Père Jacques wondered whether Manno might 

return to teaching by the fall semester. Mme. Alexis was sure that he had been 

misdiagnosed, despite warnings from the staff doctor that his apparent recovery 

was in keeping with the course of the disease.

Manno did so well, in fact, that his neighbors and coworkers soon began to 

wonder why he had not returned to Do Kay. If no one seemed particularly leery 

of Manno, the same could not be said of Manno himself. He was frightened of 

something, or someone. His wife, when she returned to her teaching post, chose 

to stay at her mother’s house, almost an hour’s dusty walk from the school. When 

I asked Père Jacques why Manno was reluctant to return to Do Kay, he responded 

candidly:

I have heard that Manno believes that he is the victim of someone’s ill will. I hope 

you can at least see why this sort of accusation is dangerous. It doesn’t hurt anyone 

if you blame a microbe, but blaming someone else for your misfortunes leads to 

division and hatred. That’s why I’m so unhappy that Manno believes he’s been the 

victim of evil.

Père Jacques’s unhappiness may have resulted in a confrontation between him 

and Manno. In any case, when Manno left Mirebalais, his departure was surrep-

titious. “He should at least have come by before leaving Mirebalais,” Père Jacques 

complained, “but I haven’t seen him at all.”

Manno was indeed difficult to track down. In March, I traveled to Alourdes’s 
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mother’s house at least three times. Her son-in-law was never there: he was “in his 

own region, at his mother’s,” or he was “in Mirebalais for a couple of days.” These 

responses seemed fine to me, and I would have kept on believing them if one of 

my coworkers had not lived next door to Alourdes’s mother. Community health 

worker Christian Guerrier was also related to Alourdes: his father and her father 

were brothers. The day after my third futile visit, Christian explained to me what 

I had failed to understand:

There’s something you need to understand about Haitians, at least some of them. 

They believe that there are different kinds of medications for different kinds of 

illnesses. Some illnesses require several different kinds of medication. . . . Manno 

is not at his mother’s house. He is in Vieux-Fonds [a small village about two hours’ 

walk from Do Kay] being treated by a houngan [voodoo priest]. He believes that, 

because someone sent him the illness, it must be taken away.

Christian observed that Manno’s treatment might take a long time—“many days 

or weeks.” I would not see him until the houngan had finished treating him. 

Finally, Christian intimated that I might wish to confront Alourdes about her 

husband’s whereabouts, taking care not to let her know who had revealed the 

reason for his absences.

In a subsequent interview, Alourdes did not seem reluctant to impart more 

detailed information about Manno’s treatment. Alourdes had been among those 

interviewed about AIDS in 1984. At the time, she had opined that sida was “a 

form of diarrhea seen in homosexuals.” In 1987, again, she had no difficulty 

accepting a physiological origin for sida. But she also attributed her husband’s 

illness to sorcery:

Manno believes that they did this to him because they were jealous that he had 

three jobs—teaching, the pigsty, and the water pump. . . . The people who did this 

to him already know what they’ve done; they know what kind of illness they’ve 

sent. He won’t survive. There are people who know how to send a TB death (voye 

yon mo tebe) on someone; that person gets TB.

At first Alourdes was reluctant to name a perpetrator, but at last she told me:

Yes, you know the people who did this. One comes from my husband’s hometown; 

another comes from here; the third is even related to me, although he pretends 

that he is not. Two of them work inside the school complex. The one who comes 

from my husband’s region is at the head of it . . . he’s the master of the affair, he 

arranged it.

I knew that one of the schoolteachers, Fritz, was from the same town as 

Manno, so I asked if he was one of those who had bewitched her husband. 

Alourdes nodded and then quickly added that another teacher was the second 

member of the group. She adamantly refused to name the third. I discovered only 
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later that the triad was completed by her cousin, Christian’s sister—and Fritz’s 

fiancée.

Knowledge of the family’s suspicion of sorcery seemed to be widespread. 

Mme. Alexis brought up the subject on several occasions and continued to 

express her exasperation over “their persistent superstition”: “I know people 

believe that someone can send a tuberculous death, but how can they think 

such a thing when they know the diagnosis? I was sure that when the family 

received the [HIV antibody] tests they would abandon the notion that a person 

was responsible.”

A full month elapsed before I saw Manno again. In early May, I stopped by 

his wife’s mother’s house. The family owned two small houses, built side by side 

with a granary between them. One of them had been emptied for Manno and 

his family. When I reached the yard, I saw Manno lying inside the house in bed, 

but he jumped to his feet when I greeted him. “Manno, I never seem to see you.” 

His handshake was firm; he had put on at least another fifteen pounds. “Oh, you 

know, I just don’t seem to get down to Do Kay,” he responded.

If Manno’s medical condition had temporarily improved, his social dilemma 

had not. He and his family blamed close friends and relations for what they 

feared to be an inevitably fatal illness. He had abandoned his house and become 

estranged from Père Jacques, his and his wife’s employer. In late June, when 

Manno began to develop diarrhea and fever, I learned from Christian that the 

sick man and his family were increasingly obsessed not with the course of the 

disease but with its ultimate origin. But he was not yet willing to speak more 

candidly with me about his suspicions, and the course of the disease remained 

the chief focus of our discussions.

The subject was finally broached on a day during which Manno had an appoint-

ment with his physician in Port-au-Prince. I found Manno waiting for a jitney, 

and I offered to drive him to Mirebalais, where he could more easily catch a ride to 

Port-au-Prince. While on the road, I asked, “Tell me more about your illness—the 

sort of things we haven’t been able to talk about for lack of privacy.”

His response was direct: “I know that I am very sick, even though I don’t look 

it. They tell me there’s no cure. But I’m not sure of that. If you can find a cause, 

you can find a cure.”

When I asked, “What is the cause of your illness?” he unhesitatingly replied, 

“A microbe.” Silence followed this response.

I asked, “Why aren’t you staying in your house?”

“Well, my mother-in-law suggested that we move in with her until I was feel-

ing better.”

“But you’ve been feeling better for months now.”

“Yes,” he said after a pause. “That’s true.”

We had been through this already more than once, and I decided to press him. 
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“It has been suggested,” I remarked, “that you moved out of your house because 

you thought someone from Do Kay was trying to harm you.”

Manno weighed my question. I began to wonder if he might be short of breath, 

but he answered in a steady voice: “Perhaps that’s what they say, but that doesn’t 

mean it’s true. . . . Well, I don’t know if someone is trying to harm me, but I don’t 

know that someone isn’t. Maybe, maybe not.” Manno was clearly not in a mood 

to divulge more, but we agreed to continue the “frank discussion” the following 

week.

The summer of 1987 was a difficult period for keeping appointments. On

several occasions, political unrest paralyzed the major cities. Our meeting was 

canceled by a strike that shut down most roads. Manno missed at least two 

more appointments at the AIDS clinic, one because gunfire in the streets scared 

away the staff and patients. By late July, he had begun complaining again of 

diarrhea. And his neighbor, Christian, informed me that Manno was coughing 

again. Political problems prevented Manno from refilling his supply of one of 

the antituberculous drugs. By early August, he was vomiting and complained 

of “terrible headaches.”

By the third week in August, Manno was once more gravely ill. A group of 

young men from Do Kay, most of them my coworkers, asked me to drive them to 

Manno’s house “for a prayer meeting.” “We have heard,” one of them said, “that 

he and his wife are in spiritual danger.” We reached the house by 9 p.m. and found 

the family in bed. The children were asleep on their little mat on the floor, and 

their mother appeared to be sleeping there with them. Manno was in his bed, 

and he seemed somewhat embarrassed by our visit. When I asked him about 

his headaches, he described them as “no better, no worse.” One visitor initiated 

a couple of songs; a few Bible verses were recited. Another person prayed, asking 

the Almighty to send down his “spiritual medication.”

By the end of the month, Manno’s breathing had become labored. The pain-

killers no longer helped, and he had not been sleeping. He vomited after most 

meals and had lost a great deal of weight. In mid-September, Christian informed 

me that Manno was worse than ever.

We reached the house late in the afternoon. His mother was there, which I

took to be a bad sign. Also present were his brother and a cousin, neither of whom 

I had met before. When I arrived in the yard, I could hear Manno’s short, labored 

breathing. Christian and the others remained outside during the half-hour I was 

in the house. Manno had great difficulty speaking but seemed to be lucid. His 

eyes rolled a bit when he spoke, and he was as thin as he had been in January. 

I realized that Manno was dying, and my subsequent request seemed hollow. 

“Allow us to take Manno to the hospital,” I said to his wife’s father. “No, no—I’m 

in the middle of treating him with herbs,” he answered evenly but forcefully. “I’ll 

give him to you, but only after twenty-one or so days.”
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Manno died the next morning. I heard the news just before midday and went 

immediately to the house. A dozen or so friends and family were sitting quietly 

under the granary. Alourdes’s mother was wailing in the doorway of her house. 

I found Alourdes inside her mother’s front room, sitting on the bed. She looked 

more tired than grief-stricken. Her little boy was nursing. Manno had not slept 

the last night, said Alourdes, nor had she. He had asked for some cola and milk 

early in the morning but vomited it almost immediately. At about 10:30 or so, 

Manno had complained that he was almost out of breath. This must be due, he 

felt, to his short rations. So he asked his wife to prepare him a plantain. He was 

groaning. “A few minutes later, when I noticed he wasn’t groaning, I went back 

in. He had died while I was cooking the plantain.”

I sat in the room for a while, on the floor. Someone brought us chairs, and we 

continued to sit in silence. Finally I decided to leave in order to bring news of the 

death to Père Jacques, who was visiting a mission station on the far side of the 

reservoir. When I returned, Alourdes had commissioned a coffin to be made, and 

her father had gone off to make arrangements for the grave and the funeral, to be 

held the following day.

That evening, I went to the wake. There was a good deal of crying and little 

attempt at the sort of humor I had seen at the wakes of older rural Haitians. 

Alourdes wrote a note to Père Jacques concerning the funeral, but the priest 

had departed for Mirebalais. It was left to Gerard, the lay leader of the Do Kay 

mission and the principal of the school that had employed Manno, to conduct 

the sacraments. By the time Gerard and I returned the next morning, Manno 

had already been buried. There were no more than a dozen people milling about 

the yard. Gerard announced that he would offer his “ministrations at the time 

of death,” which meant, I soon discovered, that he would read from the Creole 

version of the Book of Common Prayer and hold forth on any lessons to be learned 

from the brief life of Manno Surpris. When Gerard stepped into the room in 

which Manno had died, he was followed only by Alourdes, carrying her son, and 

Manno’s mother.

I was very uncomfortable when Gerard called me into the house, where he 

was lecturing to his polite but distracted audience. Like Père Jacques, Gerard 

sought to enlist both moral and medical authority against the theory of baleful 

enchantment:

Man cannot hurt man. Manno never hurt anyone; on the contrary, one thing he 

was known for was his ready smile. So why would anyone wish to harm him? It is 

a very bad thing to accuse someone else of trying to harm him, a very heavy load. 

No, we all know what illness he had. He had sida.

He turned to me and added, “Didn’t he?” It was the first time I had heard 

Manno’s family publicly confronted with the word sida, though everyone in the 
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family knew of the diagnosis. Naming the illness did not disturb me, but I was 

afraid that Alourdes would think I had betrayed her confidence by discussing 

the subject with Gerard. At about this time, Alourdes’s father entered the room. 

Gerard might as well have spoken to a mahogany tree, for the man began whisper-

ing unabashedly about the latest signs of Fritz’s malevolence. It was never clear if 

Gerard understood that the family might agree that Manno had died of sida but 

simultaneously hold that someone—and Fritz’s name kept surfacing—had “sent 

the illness on him.” In any case, Gerard was not to be allowed to have the last word.

The Haitians I interviewed are not ignorant of the modes of transmission of 

infectious disease. On the contrary, their ideas of etiology and epidemiology 

reflect the incursion of the “North American ideology” of AIDS—that the disease 

is caused by a virus and is somehow related to homosexuality. These ideas were 

later subsumed, however, in uniquely Haitian beliefs about illness causation. 

Sorcery accusations did not surprise Père Jacques and Mme. Alexis, although the 

latter expressed dismay that such a “false idea” could be held concurrently with 

knowledge of “the real cause.” Although Père Jacques cast his analysis in terms 

of the familiar dichotomy of voodoo versus Christianity, my coworkers from Do 

Kay or surrounding villages spoke in less clear-cut terms. A series of oppositions, 

rather than one, came to guide many of our conversations: an illness might be 

caused by a “microbe” or by sorcery or by both. An intended victim might be 

“powerful” or “susceptible.” For example, some spoke of the night, years ago, 

when Manno had been knocked out of bed by a bolt of lightning. The shock, 

they said, had left him susceptible to a disease caused by a microbe and “sent by 

someone.” An illness as serious as sida might be treated by doctors, or voodoo 

priests, or herbalists, or prayer, or any combination of these. The extent to which 

Manno believed in each of these treatment modalities remains unclear. I believe 

he was glad to receive all of them.

The first case of sida to affect our village summoned up, as happened else-

where, the powers of explanation and prediction latent in shared models of dis-

ease. It seems that wherever AIDS strikes, accusation is never far behind.19 In the 

United States, blame and counter-blame played large roles in public discourse on 

AIDS risk groups. In at least one Haitian village, however, the calculus of blame 

was strikingly different from that seen in North America. Blame was directed not 

at the sick person, but at the person or persons seen as having caused, through 

envy or resentment, the victim to fall ill of a fatal disease.

Noticeably absent was the revulsion confronting AIDS patients in North 

America, in both clinical settings and home communities. In the United States, 

we read of employers summarily firing workers with AIDS; in rural Haiti, we 

encounter an employer angry because his employee with AIDS is avoiding him. 

In North America, AIDS becomes a reason for marking and excluding mem-

bers of groups associated with the virus (Haitians, intravenous drug users, male 
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homosexuals); in Do Kay, the sick man’s self-exile from social networks reflects 

his fear of further persecution, and his outsider status is seen as having triggered 

the “sent sickness,” not as resulting from it. North Americans with AIDS have 

left eloquent testimony to the meaning of the syndrome there: “You get fired, you 

get evicted from your apartment. You’re a leper. You die alone.”20 This summary 

is far from describing Manno’s experience, nor would it describe that of a young 

woman from Do Kay who died of AIDS several months after him.

Anita Joseph was the second villager to fall ill with sida. Anita once referred to 

herself as “a genuine resident of Kay,” but her name did not surface in the census 

of 1984. The following year, however, a study of villagers’ ties to Port-au-Prince 

and the United States revealed that Luc Joseph had a daughter in “the city.” She 

was, he reported, “married to a man who works in the airport.”

Less than two years later, Anita, gravely ill, was brought back to Do Kay by 

her father. Her husband had died some months previously, of a slow, wasting 

illness. Shortly after Anita’s return to Do Kay, I heard that she might have sida. 

The rumor was not surprising, as there was at that time a great deal of talk about 

Manno’s illness. Anita, people remarked, looked the way Manno had earlier that 

year. She had been in the city, and was sida not a city sickness?

More than one villager opined that Anita did not have sida, as she was “too 

innocent.” The logic behind this statement was radically different, however, from 

that underpinning similar statements made in North America. “Innocence” 

had nothing to do with such things as sexual practices (though some villagers 

believed that Anita had led a “free life”); rather, it underlined the assertion that 

a string of bad luck typically signifies that one is the victim of maji, sorcery. 

Sorcery is never random; it is sent by enemies. Most people make enemies by 

inspiring jealousy (often through inordinate accumulation) or by their own 

malevolent magic. Dogged by bad luck, Anita had never inspired the envy of 

anyone, and she was widely regarded as unwise in the ways of maji. Two persons 

who had earlier explained the role of sorcery in Manno’s illness queried rhe-

torically, “Who would send a sida death on this poor unfortunate child?” Since 

many believed that the sole case of sida known in the Kay area had been caused 

by sorcery, and since Anita was an unlikely victim of this form of malice, it stood 

to reason, some thought, that Anita could not possibly have sida.

Perhaps equally important to this interpretation was the course of Anita’s 

illness. She did not have skin infections or other dermatologic manifestations, as 

had Manno. Furthermore, as Manno began his final descent, Anita was recover-

ing her strength under a treatment regimen for tuberculosis. When Manno died, 

Anita was hard at work in Mirebalais. That Manno had initially shown a striking 

response to antituberculous medications (or some other concurrent intervention) 

seemed irrelevant to the widely shared assessment of Anita’s malady. To judge 

from the total absence of reference to Anita in interviews about sida conducted 
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in the autumn of 1987, it was widely assumed that she was not in fact ill with the 

new disorder.

Six months after the initiation of the antituberculous regimen, however, Anita 

declined precipitously. Her employer in Mirebalais sent her back to Do Kay. Anita 

had bitter words for the woman, stating that “they just use you up, and when they’re 

finished with you, they throw you in the garbage.” She also felt that she had made 

an error in returning to “the same kind of work that got me sick in the first place.” 

By early December, she could no longer walk to the Do Kay clinic; she weighed less 

than ninety pounds and suffered from intermittent diarrhea. Convinced that she 

was indeed taking her medications, her physicians were concerned about AIDS, 

especially when she recounted the story of her husband and his illness.21

Her deterioration clearly shook her father’s faith in the clinic, as well as her 

own, and they began spending significant sums on herbal treatments. As her 

father later reported, “I had already sold a small piece of land in order to buy 

treatments. I was spending left and right, with no results.” Since the treatment 

for tuberculosis was entirely free of charge, it was clear that Luc had spent his 

resources in the folk sector. He later informed me that he had consulted a voodoo 

priest but soon abandoned that tack, as he came to agree that his daughter was an 

unlikely victim of sorcery.

By the close of 1987, Anita was widely believed to be ill with sida, and this 

time the label stuck. The disorder was again a frequent topic of conversation, 

edged out of prominence only by national politics. The election-related violence 

of November 1987, in which Duvalierist thugs massacred people waiting in line to 

cast the first ballots of their lives, shocked villagers and led many to observe that 

“things simply can’t continue like this.” The unpleasant turn of national events 

was related in several ways to continued hard times for “the people.” The advent 

of sida was simply one manifestation of these trials.

Another concern was the predicted return of the big tonton makout, the mem-

bers of the Duvaliers’ security forces, who had fled Haiti after February 1986. 

Several people whispered that some of the cruelest of the makout, even those 

rumored dead, were bringing back new weapons. One twenty-three-year-old 

high school student from Do Kay informed me that one of the Duvaliers’ most 

notorious henchmen was returning from South America with “newly acquired 

knowledge.” In a manner revealing not his own cynicism but rather that of 

Duvalierism, the student continued:

They say he went [to South America] to study the science of bacteriology. He

learned how to create microbes and then traveled to [North] America to study 

germ warfare. . . . They can now put microbes into the water of troublesome places. 

They can disappear all the militant young men and at the same time attract more 

[international] aid in order to stop the epidemic.
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1988: NEW DISORDER, OLD PARADIGMS

In Do Kay, an increased concern with sida fit neatly into the almost apocalyptic 

winter of 1987–88. Manno was dead, and Anita was dying. Why was it, several 

villagers queried, that Do Kay alone of the villages in the area had people sick 

with sida? If the disorder was indeed novel, as most seemed to believe, why 

should it strike Do Kay first? Some cautioned that the mysterious deaths of two 

persons from nearby villages might not have been the result of “sent” tuberculo-

sis, as had been suspected: perhaps they had died, undiagnosed, from sida. Other 

questions were asked in more hushed tones: Were others, such as Dieudonné and 

Celhomme, also ill with the disorder? Was it really caused by a simple microbe, 

or was someone at the bottom of it all?

Rumors flew. Some said that Acéphie had contracted the disorder by sharing 

clothes with Germaine, a kinswoman from another village on the plateau. A voo-

doo priest in a neighboring village was reported to have signed a contract with a 

North American manufacturing firm that would authorize him to “load tear-gas 

grenades with mo sida.” Demonstrators who found themselves in a cloud of this 

brand of tear gas would later fall ill with a bona fide case of sida. One person with 

tuberculosis was cautioned not to cross any major paths, stand in a crossroads, or 

walk under a chicken roost, lest his malady “degenerate into sida.”

At the same time, I noted the parallel activities of the village representatives of 

community medicine. At the January 1988 meeting of the village health commit-

tee, there was talk of initiating a much-needed antituberculosis project, one that 

would also include the task of HIV education. The community health workers 

from Do Kay and surrounding villages held a second conference on sida, but 

these attempts at activism seemed mired in a widely shared resignation that cast 

the new disorder as a ruthless killer against which “doctors’ medication” could 

offer little comfort. The dispirited physicians seemed to feel that any assertions to 

the contrary were hollow, that there really was nothing they could do.

Anita’s death in mid-February coincided with an obvious dampening of dis-

cussion about the disorder. What had once seemed a sort of struggle for preemi-

nence between politics and sida, with the former eclipsing the latter whenever 

“the thing was hot,” now appeared to be more like a symbiotic relationship 

between the two. When the muzzle was off, it was off for everything; when it 

was reapplied with new force, those with the most to lose simply spoke less. Sida 

was discussed less and less as villagers, increasingly cowed by “the climate of 

insecurity,” stopped discussing national politics.

During the months following Anita’s death, there seemed to be a new con-

fidence and clarity in the commentaries offered by the villagers. It was widely 

agreed that she had died of sida, yet people remarked that her sickness was out-
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wardly different from that of Manno. It was almost universally accepted that sida 

was a “sent sickness” (that is, the result of sorcery), and yet few believed that Anita 

had been the victim of sorcery. How did the nascent representation accommodate 

the disparities offered by her sickness? As one of Anita’s aunts put it, “We don’t 

know whether or not they sent a sida death to [her lover], but we know that she did 

not have a death sent to her. She had it in her blood; she caught it from him.” Her 

father’s lack of success in his quest for magical therapy was seen as an indication 

not of the power of her enemies but of the virulence of her “natural” illness.

Anita’s aunt was reflecting the view of many in Do Kay who had come to 

understand that a person may contract sida in two ways:

You catch it by sleeping with a person with sida. You might not see that the person 

is sick, but the person nonetheless has it in the blood. The other way is if someone 

sends a mo sida. When Manno died, he didn’t have sida in the blood. They sent a 

mo sida to him, but it wasn’t in his blood.

The proof that Manno’s sida was “not simple” was that his wife did not have the 

disorder. “If it was in his blood, his wife would have it, and she did not,” observed 

one of Anita’s aunts. “She had a test, and she did not have it.”

By the end of Anita’s illness, these distinctions between causal mechanisms 

operating in Manno’s case and in hers became sharper and had a great influence 

on a rapidly evolving collective representation of sida. In the eyes of a majority of 

those interviewed in early 1988, Manno’s sickness had been sent to him by a jeal-

ous rival or a group of rivals. Anita had contracted sida through sexual contact 

with a person who had the syndrome. She was not the victim of sorcery. Indeed, 

this would have been a very unlikely fate for Anita Joseph. As villagers repeated 

many times, Anita had lost her mother, run away at fourteen, and been forced 

into a sexual union by poverty. Several people, including Anita’s uncle, added 

that they were all victims of the dam at Péligre, whose construction in 1956 had 

displaced and impoverished them.

Dieudonné Gracia was the third villager to fall ill with sida, and once again 

many features of the case were found to be compatible with the nascent model. 

He had spent two years in Port-au-Prince. Through a relative from Do Kay, he 

had found a position as “yard boy” for a well-to-do family. He worked opening 

gates, fetching heavy things from the car, and tending flowers in the cool heights 

of one of the city’s ostentatious suburbs. Dieudonné’s subsequent illness was 

seen by most as the result of an argument with a rival domestic, which led him 

to return to Do Kay in 1985. Two informants felt that his sida was the result of 

poison, an invisible “powder” laid in his path. But most villagers, including his 

family, came to agree that Dieudonné’s was another “sent sickness,” a suspicion 

later confirmed by a voodoo priest consulted by Boss Yonel, the young man’s 

father.
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Although Dieudonné had visited the clinic for recurrent diarrhea and weight 

loss in 1986 and early 1987, his cousin, a community health worker, felt that his 

illness had begun in August of 1987:

His gums began to hurt him, to bleed easily. He was coughing, and he had diarrhea 

that went on and on, and fever and vomiting. This was when he was first ill, when 

he was working in Savanette [a neighboring village]. It was on the way home from 

Savanette; he got to [another community health worker’s] house, and he thought 

it was a cold. He gave him cold medications, and I took care of him when he came 

home. He got better.

Dieudonné did seem to improve, which may explain why his illness was not 

attributed to sent sida until about the time of Anita’s death, when he was again 

coughing and complaining of shortness of breath (retoufman). By April, his night 

sweats led the physicians in Do Kay to suspect tuberculosis, but Boss Yonel was 

reluctant to believe that diagnosis. Physicians from another clinic offered the 

same opinion.

During the last week of September 1988, Boss Yonel took his son to see Tonton 

Meme, a well-known voodoo priest who lived in a neighboring village. Meme 

diagnosed sida and stated that it had been sent by “a man living in Port-au-

Prince, but from somewhere else.” This was seen as confirmation of the original 

reading of the illness. Tonton Meme explained that sida “is both natural and 

supernatural, because they know how to send it, and you can also catch it from 

a person who already has sida.” He spoke, too, of the protections he could offer 

against the sickness, of charms (gad and aret) that could “protect you against any 

kind of sickness that a person would send to you.”

In an interview shortly before his death, Dieudonné observed that “sida is a 

jealousy sickness.” When asked to explain more fully what he intended by his 

observation, he replied:

What I see is that poor people catch it more easily. They say the rich get sida; I don’t 

see that. But what I do see is that one poor person sends it to another poor person. 

It’s like the army, brothers shooting brothers. The little soldier (ti solda) is really 

one of us, one of the people. But he is made to do the bidding of the State, and so 

shoots his own brother when they yell, “Fire!” Perhaps they are at last coming to 

understand this.

Dieudonné was not calling for international peace and friendship across bor-

ders, but was alluding to the fact that since independence the Haitian army has 

been unleashed on no other enemy than the Haitian people. Brothers shooting 

brothers, indeed. Dieudonné’s optimism about people “coming to understand 

this” was based on the September coup d’état, which was initially viewed as 

“deliverance” from the bloody and now universally detested rule of the most 

recent in a series of military governments.
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Dieudonné’s diarrhea and cough worsened, and villagers compared his open 

sores to Manno’s dermatological problems. He died in October. His mother told 

me that she had been alerted well in advance: “A woman I know came to the 

clinic. . . . She was sitting with me and said, ‘Oh! Look how death is near you!’ 

(gadejan lamo a pre ou!) So I knew the week before.”

Although one dissenting opinion had it that “tuberculosis killed him because 

it circulated too long in his blood,” most agreed with Dieudonné’s cousin, who 

explained the relationship between tuberculosis and sent sida:

Tuberculosis and sida resemble each other greatly. They say that “TB is sida’s little 

brother,” because you can see them together. But if it’s a sent sida, then it’s really 

[sida] that leaves you weak and susceptible to TB. You can treat it, but you’ll die 

nonetheless. Sida is TB’s older brother, and it’s not easy to find treatment for it.

At this writing, villagers continue to talk about sida, although they still greatly 

fear it—as they do many other misfortunes.22 Based on statements like that of 

Dieudonné’s cousin and also on more structured interviews, the following points 

summarize the shared understanding of AIDS in a Haitian village in 1989:

Sida is a “new disease.”

Sida is strongly associated with skin infections, “drying up,” diarrhea, and 

especially tuberculosis.

Sida may occur both naturally (maladi bondje, “God’s illness”) and unnatu-

rally. Natural sida is caused by sexual contact with someone who “carries 

the germ.” Unnatural sida is “sent” by someone who willfully inflicts 

death upon the afflicted. The mechanism of malice is through expédition 

of a “dead [person],” in the same manner that tuberculosis may be sent.

Whether “God’s illness” or “sent,” sida may be held to be caused by a 

“microbe.”

Sida may be transmitted by contact with contaminated or “dirty” blood (but 

earlier associations with homosexuality and transfusion are rarely cited).

The term “sida” reverberates with associations drawn from the larger political-

economic context, associations with North American imperialism, a lack of class 

solidarity among the poor, and the corruption of the ruling elite.

For many living in Do Kay, there exist two related but distinguishable enti-

ties—“sida the infectious disease” and “sida caused by magic.” One may take pre-

ventive measures against each. Condoms are helpful against the former, useless 

against the latter. Certain charms (gad and aret) are widely believed to offer some 

protection against sida-caused-by-magic, but there is uncertainty about whether 

the charms will work in the event of exposure to sida-the-infectious-disease.

Whether this uncertainty is supplanted by consensus remains to be seen, but 
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the rapid rate of change in local understandings of sida appears to be a thing of 

the past. Although the current meanings will be contested and will change, the 

cultural model described here reflects the evolution of a high level of agreement 

among informants regarding the nature of the illness. And although significant 

“surface variation” in models may be elicited from individuals, even these dis-

crepant versions seem to be generated by a schema that includes the points just 

listed.23 In the absence of dramatic group experience, collective accord tends to 

be more stable and to shift more slowly than individual models, which are often 

more vulnerable to disputation and subject to rapid revision.

DISCUSSION

Tracing the emergence of sida as a collective representation illuminates our 

understanding of AIDS in rural Haiti. Recall that in 1984, when sida was a 

“city sickness,” the most frequent comments about it concerned the novelty of 

the disorder, its relation to diarrhea, and its association with homosexuality. 

The absence of illness stories regarding the malady calls into question the very 

notion of a cultural model of sida at that time. As of October 1988, however, 

there were many stories to tell. Manno’s remained the prototypical case, the 

standard against which other illnesses could be judged. When two other vil-

lagers succumbed to sida, their illnesses, though quite different in several ways 

from Manno’s, confirmed many of the tentatively held understandings that were 

elaborated in 1987.

While many of the ideas and associations were indeed new, the term “sida” 

and the syndrome with which it is associated came to be embedded in a series of 

distinctly Haitian ideas about illness. This “adoption” of a new illness category 

into an older interpretive framework is well documented. “As new medical terms 

become known in a society,” Byron Good has noted, “they find their way into 

existing semantic networks. Thus while new explanatory models may be intro-

duced, it is clear that changes in medical rationality seldom follow quickly.”24

The causal language used in reference to sida is in many respects similar 

to that employed when speaking of tuberculosis. For example, the new illness 

became linked to other diseases that are believed to be caused by malign magic. 

Just as it is possible to “send a chest death” (voye yon mo pwatrinè), so, too, it is 

possible to send an AIDS death to someone. The relation of these ideas to voodoo 

is unclear. Certainly, some of my informants readily ascribed both the ideas and 

the practice of sorcery to the realm of voodoo. But most of those interviewed 

made no such Manichean distinctions. Instead of adherence to a neatly defined 

“belief system,” we found almost universal acceptance of the possibility of “send-

ing sickness.” This was as true of virulently antivoodoo Protestants as it was of 

regulars of Tonton Meme’s temple.
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The scholarly literature on voodoo documents this form of illness causation. 

Alfred Métraux refers to the “sending of the dead” as “the most fearful practice 

in the black arts” and describes Haitian understandings of expédition: “Whoever 

has become the prey of one or more dead people sent against him begins to grow 

thin, spit blood and is soon dead. The laying on of this spell is always attended 

by fatal results unless it is diagnosed in time and a capable hun-gan succeeds in 

making the dead let go.”25

In Haiti, a fatal disease that causes one to “grow thin, spit blood” is tuberculo-

sis until proven otherwise. Once referred to as “little house illness,” in reference 

to the tuberculous person’s separate sleeping quarters, tuberculosis remains a 

leading cause of death among adults and is still greatly feared. Although some 

say that virtually any death can be sent, the people of Do Kay and surrounding 

villages agree that a mo pwatrinè (a tuberculous death) is the one most commonly 

“expedited.” In research concerning tuberculosis that was conducted before the 

advent of AIDS, a few informants asserted that only a mo pwatrinè can be sent. 

These same informants, when interviewed in 1988, all agreed that now there was 

a new “expeditable” death to be feared.

These two major causal schemes—magic and germ theory—are elaborately 

intertwined and subject to revision. For example, one person who was widely 

believed to have been the victim of a mo pwatrinè was considered to have “simple 

TB” after antituberculosis therapy led to her dramatic recovery. As another per-

son with tuberculosis put it, “If they had sent a mo pwatrinè to me, your medi-

cines wouldn’t be able to touch it.” For sida, conversely, some consider the sent 

version to be the less virulent form of the disease, since at least magical interven-

tion is possible. As of 1989, the “natural” form was universally and rapidly fatal.

The cultural discourse that emerged around sida developed largely through a 

shrinking set of intracultural variations in representations of the new disorder. 

Yet important variation remained even after a genuine cultural model of the 

illness had come into being. The relation of representation to illness stories was 

paramount in Do Kay, as stories were the matrix in which such representations 

took form. The fact that representations were necessarily embedded in narratives 

meant that rhetorical exigencies and performative factors could be shown to have 

determinant effects on shaping the cultural models.

The term “sida” has become a prominent part of everyday Haitian discourse 

about misfortune. It has been the topic of several nationally popular songs, all 

of which tend to affirm associations that are important to the Haitian cultural 

model of AIDS. This discourse reveals the semantic network in which the term 

is embedded, a network that has come to include such diverse associations as the 

endless suffering of the Haitian people, divine punishment, the corruption of the 

ruling class, and the ills of North American imperialism.
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These shifts in the rhetoric of complaint were brought into relief by the politi-

cal turmoil of the late 1980s. The collapse of the Duvalier dictatorship had a 

palpable effect on the way AIDS-related accusations were marshaled and used, 

further emphasizing the effects of performative factors on illness representations. 

One noted a shift in the target of recrimination, from a focus on racist North 

America—a rhetoric encouraged by the regime—to one suggesting the ill will 

of the Haitian rulers. For example, when the military government organized 

a carefully policed forum on the mechanics of army-run elections, the gather-

ing was widely referred to as a “forum sida,” a play on the official term “forum 

CEDHA” (the acronym designating the army’s proposed electoral machinery). 

The significance of conspiracy theories, some of which point to powerful makout

and their allies, has yet to decline. Although such expressions emanated from 

Port-au-Prince, it is possible that they have had a greater effect on the elaboration 

of rural illness realities than has the virus itself. Many areas of rural Haiti had 

registered no local cases of sida as of 1990; travel in northern and southern Haiti 

during that period nonetheless suggested to me that inhabitants of these regions 

were familiar with many of these expressions.

When framed as an illness caused by sorcery, sida stands for local, rather than 

large-scale, dissatisfaction. Several villagers referred to sida as a “jealousy sick-

ness,” an illness visited on one poor person by another, even poorer person. As

such, the disorder has come to connote an inability of poor Haitians to develop 

enduring class solidarity. Such observations often served as codas in the illness 

stories recounted in Do Kay, as when Dieudonné concluded a conversation with a 

deep sigh and the prediction that “Haiti will never change as long as poor people 

keep sending sickness on other poor people.” These associations are also impor-

tant in other parts of Haiti. The most recent pre-Lenten carnival was marred by 

a widespread rumor of a group of people who planned to spread sida by injecting 

revelers with HIV-infected serum. Some urban Haitians described the alleged 

planners as “poor people hurting their own brothers and sisters.”

It is possible to delineate several factors important to the crafting of this ill-

ness representation. Most significant, of course, has been the advent of the illness 

itself, with the suffering and pain it has introduced into the lives of particular 

individuals and their families. Sida’s debut in Do Kay prompted its residents to 

care about AIDS and created an urgent need to find a means of talking about the 

new affliction with one another. Thereafter, Manno’s illness served as a prototypi-

cal case, and, though the presentation and course of subsequent cases were much 

different, they did not quickly alter ideas about the etiology, symptomatology, 

and experience of sida.

When Manno’s affliction made sida matter to the people of Do Kay, what 

organizing principles did they use to make sense of a new kind of suffering? The 
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flurry of information that followed the arrival of AIDS in Haiti was important. 

Billboards, posters, and t-shirts all proclaimed AIDS to be a menace. But it was 

the radio that offered a largely nonliterate population a certain exposure to bio-

medical understandings of the syndrome, shaping at least the contours of a cul-

tural model of AIDS. Although the radio did not immediately stimulate strong 

interest in the disease in rural Haiti, it seems to have provided a vague grid—

associations with homosexuality, blood transfusions, “America”—upon which 

genuinely interested villagers would later evaluate their neighbors’ illnesses. In

this respect, the efforts of a local clinic to disseminate information about AIDS in 

church, at community council meetings, and at conferences for health workers, 

injectionists, and midwives supplemented the national media.

These sources of information seem far less significant, however, than the pre-

existing meaning structures into which sida so neatly fit. The blood paradigm, 

which posits causal links between the social field and alterations in the quality, 

consistency, and nature of blood, was invoked early on, before the virulence 

of sida became clear. Disorders of the blood are all considered dangerous and 

require intervention, but they are rarely refractory to treatment, unlike the new 

disorder. Sida also recalled tuberculosis in many ways. All three of the villagers 

who fell ill with sida eventually developed active tuberculosis. In addition, the 

new disorder is far more serious than “bad blood” and evokes significant fear. It

is not only disfiguring but also chronic, sapping the body’s strength over months 

or years. Given certain similarities in presentation, it is not surprising that the 

tuberculosis paradigm has been invoked in reference to sida. This longstand-

ing conceptual framework includes elaborate understandings of causality, most 

notably through sorcery, divination, and treatment. Finally, the microbe para-

digm, which has the official blessing of the local representatives of cosmopolitan 

medicine, has long endured alongside the other explanatory frameworks. It is 

widely accepted, with provisos, in rural Haiti.

These three frameworks—in which are embedded understandings of blood, 

tuberculosis, and microbes—have been worked into a “master paradigm” that 

links sickness to moral concerns and social relations. Writing of North America, 

Michael Taussig has observed that “behind every reified disease theory in our 

society lurks an organizing realm of moral concerns.”26 This is no less true in the 

Kay area, where sida has come to represent a “jealousy sickness” and a disease of 

the poor—victims’ moral readings of the sources of their suffering.

AIDS AND THE STUDY OF ILLNESS REPRESENTATIONS

Medical anthropology has by and large followed its parent discipline in studying 

illness representations in cultural, political, and historical contexts. When the 

illness under consideration is a new one, it is clear that our ethnography must be 
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not only alive to the importance of change but also accountable to history and 

political economy.27 AIDS, an illness that “moves along the fault lines of society,” 

demands nothing less.28

Such a mandate is no license to give short shrift to the lived experience of the 

afflicted, however. Indeed, by attending closely to the understandings of the ill 

and their families, we are led to precisely this conclusion. I think of the words of 

Manno, who said of his disorder, “They tell me there’s no cure. But I’m not sure 

of that. If you can find a cause, you can find a cure.” Manno’s search for a cause 

was the search for the enemies who had ensorcelled him, and it was guided by 

an assessment of his relations with those around him. Who was jealous of his 

relative success in the village?

Anita, even younger than Manno and a native of Do Kay, was not a victim of 

sorcery. In contrast to the etiologic theories advanced by Manno and his family, 

Anita felt that she had “caught it from a man in the city.” The rest of her analysis 

was much more sociological, however, as she added that the reason she had a 

lover at a young age was “because I had no mother.” She continued:

When she died, it was bad. My father was just sitting there. And when I saw how 

poor I was, and how hungry, and saw that it would never get any better, I had to 

go to the city. Back then I was so skinny. I was saving my life, I thought, by getting 

out of here.

Anita was equally clear about the cause of her family’s poverty: “My parents lost 

their land to the water,” she said, “and that is what makes us poor.” If there had 

been no dam, insisted Anita, her mother would not have sickened and died; if her 

mother had lived, Anita would never have gone to the city; had she not gone to 

Port-au-Prince, she would not have “caught it from a man in the city.”

Neither the dam nor the AIDS epidemic would have been as they are if Haiti 

had not been caught up in a network of relations that are political and economic 

as well as sexual. Dieudonné underlined this point on several occasions. Like 

Manno, he was a self-described victim of sorcery; but, like Anita, he tended to 

cast things in sociological terms. Dieudonné voiced what have been deemed 

“conspiracy theories” regarding the origins of AIDS. On more than one occa-

sion, he wondered whether sida might not have been “sent to Haiti by the United 

States. That’s why they were so quick to say that Haitians gave [the world] sida.”

When asked why the United States would wish such a pestilence on Haitians, 

Dieudonné had a ready answer: “They say there are too many Haitians over there 

now. They needed us to work for them, but now there are too many over there.” A

history of Haiti’s entanglement in this international network should inform any 

understanding of sida as “sent sickness.” The spread of HIV across national bor-

ders seems to have taken place within our lifetimes, but the conditions favoring 

the rapid, international spread of a predominantly sexually transmitted disorder 
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were established long ago and further heighten the need to historicize any under-

standing of this pandemic.

The path from dissensus to consensus has many forks, and also dead-ends: 

not all forks lead to high rates of interindividual agreement. Some steps in this 

process are intuitively obvious; others are not. There are two main reasons for a 

failure to reach consensus in representation. First, some disorders are “epidemio-

logically excluded” from the list of illnesses that people can care about: Is there a 

contemporary North American cultural model of yaws, for example, as there is 

in Haiti? Is there a Haitian model of anorexia nervosa? The second reason relates 

to the perceived severity of the disorder: some illnesses are banal and, though 

widely recognized, never generate enough collective concern to trigger illness 

stories. But a life-threatening illness quickly stimulated a critical mass of both 

local interest and interested parties, and the formation of illness stories seemed 

to follow naturally.

As time passed, these narratives became much more similarly structured. 

As Manno’s illness triggered a great deal of natural discourse about the new 

sickness, people began to recount the “same story,” and the illness of which they 

spoke came to have characteristics and features that varied less and less from 

informant to informant. This consensus was cobbled together toward the end 

of 1987, and subsequent events tended to inflect the nascent model of sida rather 

than remake it. Anita’s symptoms, though strikingly different from Manno’s, 

served largely to reinforce features of a model put into circulation by stories 

relating the details of Manno’s illness. It was for this reason that his experience 

may be termed “prototypical.”

We may conclude that a certain critical mass of community engagement is 

necessary before a new affliction engenders illness stories with moral bite. That 

effective illness stories have a moral, moving component has been observed by 

many who have studied them. Indeed, Laurie Price has argued that “affective 

propositions are so central to most of these illness narratives that it can be said 

that if cultural models of social roles drive the narratives, emotional propositions 

are the fuel that empower them.”29 These affectively laden commentaries, over 

the years, were the web in which were enmeshed new ideas, tentative suggestions, 

timid conclusions, and, finally, growing consensus about a new sickness.

This account has underlined the central role of illness stories in the emergence 

of a new cultural model. But one cannot easily fashion something out of nothing, 

at least not in the unforgiving harshness of rural Haiti. It was the intrusion of 

sida—and not of the ethnographer asking questions about sida—that triggered 

genuine illness stories. By offering a plot and characters, Manno’s illness served 

as a model for the etiology, symptomatology, and experience of sida. Perhaps the 

final tie to time was offered by the fact that this new illness was, clearly, mortal. 
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Each of these components—a critical mass of fearful concern, a prototypical 

case, employment in moving narratives—was a necessary part of the process 

described here. Paul Ricoeur puts it well: “time becomes human to the extent that 

it is articulated through a narrative mode, and narrative attains its full meaning 

when it becomes a condition of temporal existence.”30

NOTES

1. Several of the concepts in this article—cultural model, prototypical model, semantic network, 

social construction, and so on—have been used in different ways in medical anthropology. This 

study is informed by the critique of an “empiricist theory of language’’ offered in Good and Good, 

“Towards a Meaning-Centered Analysis of Popular Illness Categories,” and by work in cognitive 

anthropology, which has begun shifting its attention from the formal properties of illness models 

to their relation to natural discourse and thus to context and performance characteristics of illness 

representations (see Price, “Ecuadorian Illness Stories”). A focus on lived experience is crucial to this 

view, even in a study of the emergence of a collective representation. (For a forceful statement of such 

a position, see Kleinman and Kleinman, “Suffering and Its Professional Transformation.”) We can 

now make headway by merging these groups of concerns. One important “bridge concept” might be 

the cultural model, an idea formalized by cognitive anthropologists seeking to show how “cultural 

models frame experience, supplying interpretations of that experience and inferences about it, and 

goals for action” (Quinn and Holland, “Culture and Cognition,” p. 6).

2. Pape and Johnson, “Epidemiology of AIDS in the Caribbean.”

3. On the ecological and social history of Do Kay, see Farmer, “Bad Blood, Spoiled Milk” 

(included in this volume as chapter 1).

4. The processual ethnography of the changing understanding of AIDS in Do Kay is based on 

a large body of interviews, most of which are not cited here. As they all inform my understanding 

of the significance of the comments that are cited, it is necessary to detail here the methodology of 

the larger project, which was initiated in 1983. At least once during each of the subsequent six years, 

the same twenty villagers were interviewed regarding tuberculosis and AIDS; during three of those 

years, a third disorder (move san) was also discussed. The majority of these conversations were 

tape-recorded. In 1988, it was impossible for me to interview seven of the informants myself, but 

a research assistant was able to speak with them regarding tuberculosis and AIDS. All other taped 

exchanges were initiated by me and took place in a variety of settings, most often in the informants’ 

houses. Of the twenty adults, two have now died, and one has left Do Kay.

The interviews were open-ended and usually focused on specific “illness stories,” always includ-

ing discussion of the following topics regarding each of the three illnesses: its key features (including 

typical presentation, causes, course, and understandings of pathogenesis when relevant), appropri-

ate therapeutic interventions, its relation to other sicknesses common in the area, and questions of 

risk and vulnerability. In addition to these interviews, the research involved lengthy conversations 

with all villagers afflicted with tuberculosis and AIDS and the majority of those with move san. 

Members of victims’ families were also interviewed, as were other key actors in the events described 

here. These qualitative data were complemented by information from several structured surveys and 

an annual census, conducted by myself and other members of Proje Veye Sante, a locally directed 

public health initiative based in Do Kay. Since May 1983, I have spent an average of six months per 

year in Do Kay and have therefore witnessed the changes described here.

5. The French acronym is commonly rendered as S.I.D.A., SIDA, or Sida; sida is the Creole 
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orthography. I have adopted the latter here in order to reflect the substantial difference between the 

terms as used in different national and cultural settings.

6. See Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Opportunistic Infections and Kaposi’s 

Sarcoma among Haitians in the United States”; also Nachman and Dreyfuss, “Haitians and AIDS 

in South Florida.”

7. The anti-Haitian backlash may have been felt as keenly in New York, Miami, Boston, Mon-

treal, and other North American cities in which large numbers of Haitians reside; see Farmer, 

“AIDS and Accusation.” For a review of AIDS-related discrimination against Haitians, see Sabatier, 

Blaming Others.

8. Abbott, Haiti, p. 255.

9. Three of the five who had never heard the term were men who “never traveled to Port-

au-Prince.” Such homebodies are rare in the Central Plateau, where most inhabitants are highly 

involved in the marketing of produce.

10. In Haiti, market women are known for their up-to-date information. Their “frequent trips 

to neighboring cities and to Port-au-Prince make [them] aware of everything—not just the rise and 

fall of prices, but also national events, not only the genuine ones, but the false rumors that spread 

through the marketplaces” (Bastien, Le paysan haïtien et sa famille, p. 128).

11. It should be noted, however, that Ti Malou was widely believed to have move san, a common 

disorder that is treated by herbal medications and not transfusion; see Farmer, “Bad Blood, Spoiled 

Milk” (included in this volume as chapter 1). Some observed that when one is ill with move san, any 

intravenous solution can be dangerous.

12. Weidman, Miami Health Ecology Project Report; see also Laguerre, Afro-Caribbean Folk 

Medicine.

13. James Ferguson documents the role of the duvaliériste Luckner Cambronne in a trade in 

Haitian blood, which was used for medical experiments and for its antibody-rich serum (see Papa 

Doc, Baby Doc).

14. For a discussion of rhetorics of complaint and their relevance to illness representations, see 

Gaines and Farmer, “Visible Saints.” It has long been recognized that Haitians have complicated, 

multifactorial ideas about illness causation. A large body of ethnographic literature shows that rural 

Haitians often entertain explanatory frameworks that make room for “naturalistic” causation as 

well as lines of causality dominated by human agency. Particularly relevant is Coreil, “Traditional 

and Western Responses to an Anthrax Epidemic in Rural Haiti.”

15. For discussion of health care practitioners in rural Haiti, see Coreil, “Parallel Structures in 

Professional and Folk Health Care”; as well as Laguerre, Afro-Caribbean Folk Medicine.

16. As Renée Sabatier notes, “Syphilis was referred to by the Spanish as ‘the sickness of Hispan-

iola,’ believing it to have come from what is now Haiti when Columbus returned from his voyage to 

the Americas” (Blaming Others, p. 42).

17. The advent of AIDS to this village is more fully described in Farmer, “AIDS and Accusation.”

18. The term “expedition” is also used to describe this process, which requires the services of a 

houngan, or voodoo priest. In translating the term “voye yon mo sida,” I have used the less accurate 

“send a sida death” rather than the more cumbersome “send a dead person who has died from sida.”

19. For a discussion of folk representations invoked in the popular press and even by specialists, 

see Farmer, “The Exotic and the Mundane” (included in this volume as chapter 3).

20. Whitmore, Someone Was Here, p. 26.

21. Anita’s story has been told more fully in Farmer and Kleinman, “AIDS as Human Suffering.”

22. Things do not appear to have changed altogether. Ethnographic research conducted decades 

ago led Alfred Métraux to observe that “in everyday life the threat of charms, sorcery and spells 

makes it but one more care to be listed with drought and the price of coffee and bananas. Magic is at 
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least an evil against which man is not entirely powerless” (Voodoo in Haiti, p. 269). Laënnec Hurbon 

offers a similar insight when he notes that “spells are part of the daily struggle in a world already 

littered with traps” (Le barbare imaginaire, p. 260).

23. See Garro, “Explaining High Blood Pressure.”
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25. Métraux, Voodoo in Haiti, p. 274.
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28. This expression is borrowed from Bateson and Goldsby, Thinking AIDS. Shirley Lindenbaum 

used a similar image in her classic study of sorcery and the advent of kuru, another novel infectious 

disease, in rural Papua New Guinea: “A geography of fear tracks unequal relations” (Kuru Sorcery,

p. 146).

29. Price, “Ecuadorian Illness Stories,” p. 319.

30. Ricoeur, Time and Narrative, vol. 1, p. 52.
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Early in the pandemic of the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS), a 

number of Haitians fell ill with opportunistic infections characteristic of the new 

syndrome. Some of the ill Haitians lived in urban Haiti; others had emigrated 

to the United States or Canada. Unlike other patients who met the diagnostic 

criteria for AIDS, the Haitians diagnosed in the United States denied having 

participated in homosexual activity or intravenous drug use. Most had never had 

a blood transfusion. AIDS among Haitians was, in the words of many research-

ers, “a complete mystery.” Public health officials therefore inferred that Haitians 

per se were in some way at risk for AIDS, and it was suggested that unraveling 

“the Haiti connection” would lead researchers to the culprit. In the colorful prose 

that came to typify commentary on Haitians with AIDS, one reporter termed the 

incidence of AIDS in Haitians “a clue from the grave, as though a zombie, leaving 

a trail of unwinding gauze bandages and rotting flesh, had come to the hospital’s 

Grand Rounds to pronounce a curse.”1

The Haitian cases spurred the publication of a wide range of theories purport-

ing to explain the epidemiology and origins of AIDS. In December 1982, for 

example, a physician with the National Cancer Institute was widely quoted as 

follows: “We suspect that this may be an epidemic Haitian virus that was brought 

back to the homosexual population in the United States.”2 This theory, echoed 

by other scientists and in the popular press, had a considerable impact on Haiti 

itself, which once counted tourism as an important source of foreign currency. 

But it also affected Haitians everywhere, especially those living in the United 

States and Canada. Sander Gilman might not have been exaggerating when he 

wrote that “to be a Haitian and living in New York City meant that you were per-
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ceived as an AIDS ‘carrier.’”3 Many of the million or so Haitians living in North 

America argued that speculation about a Haitian origin of AIDS led to a wave of 

anti-Haitian discrimination, which in turn led to loss of jobs and housing.4

The link between AIDS and Haiti, strengthened in innumerable articles in the 

popular press, seemed to resonate with what might be termed a North American 

folk model of Haitians.5 One of the most persistently invoked associations related 

the occurrence of AIDS in Haitians to voodoo. Something that happened at 

these ritual fires, it was speculated, triggered AIDS in cult adherents, presumed 

to be the quasi-totality of Haitians. In the October 1983 issue of the Annals of 

Internal Medicine, Peter Moses and John Moses, two physicians affiliated with 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, related the details of a visit to Haiti 

and wrote, “It seems reasonable to consider voodoo practices a cause of the syn-

drome.”6 Why, precisely, would it be “reasonable” to consider voodoo practices 

a cause of the syndrome? Did existing knowledge of AIDS in Haiti make this 

hypothesis reasonable?

In 1986, the official organ of the American Medical Association published a 

consideration of these theories under the fey title “Night of the Living Dead II.” 

In it, the author asks, “Do necromantic zombiists transmit HTLV-III/LAV during 

voodooistic rituals?” Tellingly, he cites not the scientific literature on AIDS in 

Haiti, which by that time was substantial, but the popular press:

Even now, many Haitians are voodoo serviteurs and partake in its rituals (New 

York Times, 15 May 1985, pp. 1, 6). (Some are also members of secret societies such 

as Bizango or “impure” sects, called “cabrit thomazo,” which are suspected to use 

human blood itself in sacrificial worship.) As the HTLV-III/LAV virus is known to 

be stable in aqueous solution at room temperature for at least a week, lay Haitian 

voodooists may be unsuspectingly infected with AIDS by ingestion, inhalation, or 

dermal contact with contaminated ritual substances, as well as by sexual activity.7

In a heroic effort to accommodate all of the exotic furbelows available in the 

North American folk model of Haitians, another essay, written by two social 

scientists, depicts the following scene: “In frenzied trance, the priest lets blood: 

mammal’s [sic] throats are cut; typically, chicken’s [sic] heads are torn off their 

necks. The priest bites out the chicken’s tongue with his teeth and may suck on 

the bloody stump of the neck.” These sacrificial offerings, “infected with one of 

the Type C oncogenic retroviruses, which is closely related to HTLV,” are “repeat-

edly [sic] sacrificed in voodoo ceremonies, and their blood is directly ingested by 

priests and their assistants.” The authors complete the model with the assertion 

that “many voodoo priests are homosexual men” who are “certainly in a position 

to satisfy their sexual desires, especially in urban areas.”8

The following essay will review the epidemiology of AIDS and HIV in Haiti. 

What is known about transmission of HIV in Haiti? Does it remain a “mystery”? 
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That such questions remain critical is apparent from a February 1990 ruling from 

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), which banned all Haitians from 

donating blood. In response to this ruling, thousands of Haitians brought Miami 

traffic to a standstill as they protested in front of the local FDA headquarters, with 

shouts of “Racists!” The demonstrations culminated in a mammoth rally in New 

York City, where so many marchers—fifty thousand according to the police, more 

than twice that according to organizers—crossed the Brooklyn Bridge that it was 

closed to traffic: “The number of protesters—college students, factory workers 

and families with picnic baskets—surprised the Police Department, which had 

expected several thousand people.”9

What, exactly, had prompted the FDA ruling? The New York Times explained 

that the decision was based on what was known about HIV transmission in Haiti: 

“The Centers for Disease Control have stopped publicly specifying that Haitians 

are at risk for contracting AIDS, but the agency’s statistics still carry a category 

of ‘pattern II countries,’ where heterosexual transmission is the primary mode of 

infection. And these are defined by the World Health Organization as Haiti and 

sub-Saharan Africa.”10

In overviews of the world epidemiology of HIV/AIDS, it is usually remarked 

that three general types of epidemiological “patterns” currently exist. Pattern I, to 

use the terminology of the World Health Organization (WHO) Global Program on 

AIDS, is seen in North America and Europe. It is characterized by a preponderance 

of cases among gay and bisexual men, with variable attack rates among intravenous 

drug users. Haiti (and sometimes the entire Caribbean) is characterized, along with 

much of Africa, as reflecting Pattern II: “Pattern II is seen in the Caribbean and in 

large areas of sub-Saharan Africa, and differs [from Pattern I] in that heterosexual 

intercourse has been the dominant mode of HIV transmission from the start. 

Blood transfusion, the reuse of contaminated needles, and intravenous drug use 

contribute to a variable degree, but homosexuality generally plays a minor role in 

this pattern.”11 Pattern III countries are considered areas of low incidence of AIDS.

This essay suggests that the terminology used by the World Health Organi-

zation and many other agencies may not reflect the reality of the epidemic, espe-

cially with regard to Haiti and much of the rest of the Caribbean. In fact, careful 

epidemiological research has cast doubt on many early assumptions about the 

Haitian epidemic and its role in the larger epidemic to the north. I will further 

argue that the course of the American pandemic, including the epidemic in Haiti, 

has been determined to no small extent by structures long in place.

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE AIDS/HIV EPIDEMIC IN HAITI

Most chroniclers of the AIDS pandemic agree that awareness of the new syn-

drome began in 1980 in California. Several physicians in Los Angeles observed 
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that Pneumocystis carinii, a harmless parasite to those with intact immune 

defenses, had caused pneumonia (P.C.P.) in several young men who did not 

exhibit recognized states of immunodeficiency. The only epidemiological clue 

linking the cases was the sexual preference of the men. By June of 1981, the U.S. 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC), monitoring the distribution of drugs used to 

treat P.C.P., reported that “in the period October 1980–May 1981, 5 young men, 

all active homosexuals, were treated for biopsy-confirmed Pneumocystis carinii

pneumonia at 3 different hospitals in Los Angeles.”12 By the end of the summer, 

108 cases of Kaposi’s sarcoma and unexplained opportunistic infections had been 

reported to the CDC. The vast majority of cases were from California and New 

York. Of those afflicted, 107 were men; more than 90 percent of these men stated 

that they were gay and sexually active.

Alerted to the possibility of an epidemic, North American public health spe-

cialists reviewed available documentation and observed that unexpected cluster-

ings of Kaposi’s sarcoma and opportunistic infections had begun early in 1977. 

Haitian physicians began to see similarly puzzling cases of immunosuppression 

shortly thereafter. The first Haitian case of Kaposi’s sarcoma was detected in 

June 1979, when dermatologist Bernard Liautaud diagnosed the disorder in a 

twenty-eight-year-old woman from a city in western Haiti. She had been referred 

to the university hospital for worsening lower-extremity edema and nodular and 

papular lesions on her face, trunk, and extremities. Neither her demographic 

variables nor clinical presentation fit the standard description of patients with the 

sarcoma: before the AIDS pandemic, Kaposi’s had been described as a rare and 

slow-growing malignancy seen largely in elderly men of Eastern European and 

Mediterranean descent. The tumor behaved quite differently in Dr. Liautaud’s 

patient—it was aggressive and fatal.

When the presence of the cancer in a young Haitian man was confirmed later 

that year, Liautaud posed the following question: was Kaposi’s sarcoma of long-

standing and unappreciated importance in Haiti, or was the cancer new to the 

country? A survey of colleagues led him to conclude that Kaposi’s sarcoma was 

virtually unknown in Haiti. Liautaud and his coworkers reported their findings 

to an international medical conference held in Haiti in April 1982.13 Concurrent 

“outbreaks” of Kaposi’s reported in California and New York lent force to the 

idea that the tumor might be in some way related to an epidemic triggered by an 

infectious agent.14

Several cases of inexplicable opportunistic infection, first noted in February 

1980, were also described at the 1982 conference. These suggestions of immu-

nosuppression were strikingly similar to those termed “AIDS” in the North 

American medical literature. The conviction that something new and significant 

was afoot led to the formation, in May 1982, of the Haitian Study Group on 

Kaposi’s Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections (GHESKIO). The study group 
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comprised thirteen physicians and scientists who would eventually treat hun-

dreds of patients with AIDS and conduct important clinical and epidemiological 

research.

In May 1983, the Association Médicale Haïtienne sponsored a medical confer-

ence in Port-au-Prince. Research presented there left little doubt that in urban 

Haiti, at least, a new state of immunodeficiency was striking increasing numbers 

of young adults, especially men. In the Haitian medical community, few doubted 

that the patients were ill with AIDS as defined by the CDC. By the time of the 

conference, twenty cases of Kaposi’s sarcoma and more than sixty otherwise 

unexplained opportunistic infections had been recorded, as shown in table 3.1. 

Using CDC criteria, Haitian researchers diagnosed a total of sixty-one cases of 

AIDS between June 1979 and October 1982.

Despite the obvious parallel—in both Haiti and the United States, the sug-

gestion of a new, acquired, and epidemic immunosuppression—there were 

important disparities between the two epidemics. When compared to cases in 

the United States, a smaller proportion of the Haitians with AIDS had P.C.P., the 

most common opportunistic infection in North Americans with AIDS. Although 

the Haitian patients did have mycobacterial infections, their infection was almost 

exclusively tuberculosis; M. avium-intracellulare, an infection often found in 

North Americans with AIDS, was rare in Haiti. But oroesophageal candidiasis 

was extremely common in Haitians with AIDS, so much so that some have seen 

it as an early marker for AIDS.15 Data also showed disparities in time of survival 

after diagnosis: whereas mean survival after diagnosis was usually greater than 

a year in the United States, survival was less than six months in the majority of 

Haitian patients, and none survived more than twenty-four months. Despite 

these differences, most researchers were confident that the Haitian and North 

American epidemics were caused by the same organism.

The research presented in 1983 offered important epidemiologic clues to Haiti’s 

“role” in the larger pandemic. Although the Haitian researchers initially con-

cluded that “no segment of Haitian society appears to be free of opportunistic 

infections or Kaposi’s sarcoma,”16 AIDS did not strike randomly. Jean W. Pape 

and his coworkers found that 74 percent of all men with opportunistic infec-

tions lived in Port-au-Prince, home to approximately 17 percent of all Haitians. 

Curiously, 33 percent of all AIDS patients lived in a single suburb, Carrefour. This 

finding was underlined because several of the patients interviewed by Pape and 

other researchers reported that they had been remunerated for sex: “The preva-

lence rate of men with opportunistic infections in Carrefour was significantly 

higher than that of men in Port-au-Prince (p < 0.001 by the chi-square test). This 

is of interest since Carrefour, a suburb of Port-au-Prince, is recognized as the 

principal center of male and female prostitution in Haiti.”17

The investigations also revealed that only 13 percent of the remaining men 
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with opportunistic infections were from elsewhere in the country. An equal 

number had been living outside Haiti: two patients had resided in New York, 

one in Miami, one in Belgium, and one in the Bahamas. Five of twenty-one men 

interviewed by one of the GHESKIO clinicians stated that they were bisexual, 

as did two patients referred by other Haitian physicians. These seven men had 

all lived in Carrefour (four) or the United States (three). Three of them reported 

sexual contact with North American men in both Haiti and the United States, 

and two others had had sexual contact with Haitian men known to have opportu-

nistic infections.18 Furthermore, fully half of the allegedly heterosexual men had 

either lived or traveled outside Haiti.

Research presented at the 1983 meetings made it clear that none of the Haitians 

ill with the new syndrome had ever been to Africa.19 All denied sexual contact 

with persons from that continent; most, in fact, had never met an African. But 

10 to 15 percent of these patients had traveled to North America or Europe in 

the five years preceding the onset of their illness, and several more admitted to 

sexual contact with tourists.20 Other important demographic data offered by the 

GHESKIO team included high prevalence of venereal disease (71 percent) and 

histories of blood transfusion (20 percent) in these patients.

Also in 1983, members of the GHESKIO team surveyed the twenty-one der-

matologists and pathologists known to be practicing in Haiti and asked them to 

provide information regarding their experience with diagnosis and treatment 

of Kaposi’s sarcoma. More than a thousand biopsy specimens from the Hôpital 

Albert Schweitzer were also reviewed. The survey revealed that before June 1979 

only one case had been diagnosed in Haiti, in 1972, and it had afflicted a man in 

his sixth decade. The course of his illness was not known, but it had not aroused 

suspicions of immunodeficiency. GHESKIO concluded, as had Liautaud, that the 

new cases of Kaposi’s sarcoma represented an epidemic of recent onset.

Table 3.1 AIDS Cases Diagnosed by the Haitian Study Group on 

Kaposi’s Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections (GHESKIO), 1979–83

Number of Cases

Kaposi’s  

Sarcoma

Opportunistic  

Infection

1979 2 0

1980 2 5

1981 7 9

1982 5 35

1983 (January to May) 4 12

Source: Pape et al., “Characteristics of the Acquired Immunodeficiency Syn-

drome (AIDS) in Haiti.”
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In summary, those who attended the conference could draw several important 

conclusions based on the data presented at the meetings:

Haitians with AIDS were then largely men, although increasing numbers of 

women were reporting to the GHESKIO clinic.

The epicenter of the Haitian epidemic was the city of Carrefour, a center of 

prostitution bordering the south side of Port-au-Prince.

A large percentage of the early cases had been linked to homosexual contact, 

some of it with non-Haitians.

The rate of transfusion-associated transmission was higher in Haiti than in 

the United States.

Although the opportunistic infections often differed from those seen in North 

Americans with AIDS, the Haitian epidemic was manifestly related to that 

in the United States.

The microbial agent that led to AIDS was probably new to Haiti, since no one 

could report cases predating the North American epidemic.

Subsequent research, based on the development of assays for antibodies to the 

newly discovered HIV, also suggests that the virus was new to Haiti. Blood sam-

ples drawn from adults during the course of a 1977–79 outbreak of dengue fever 

were later tested for antibodies to HIV. The enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

(ELISA, whole virus) and radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) for antibody to 

the p25 and gpl20 antigens revealed that none of the 191 samples tested had anti-

bodies to HIV.21 The sole indication that AIDS existed in Haiti before 1979, when 

Dr. Liautaud had noted two cases of Kaposi’s sarcoma, was the autopsy record of 

a previously healthy twenty-year-old man who had died in 1978, two weeks after 

the sudden onset of generalized seizures. Postmortem studies at the Hôpital Albert 

Schweitzer revealed cerebral toxoplasmosis, an opportunistic infection common 

in persons with AIDS. “These data and studies from Africa,” conclude Warren 

Johnson and Jean Pape, “are consistent with the hypothesis that HIV most likely 

originated in that continent, came to the United States and Europe, and subse-

quently was introduced into Haiti by either tourists or returning Haitians.”22

The research conducted in the first years of the Haitian epidemic also addressed 

many of the questions raised by the speculations of North American researchers. 

Was AIDS caused by “an epidemic Haitian virus,” as some had postulated? Had 

overworked or undertrained Haitian physicians merely overlooked the disease, as 

others seemed to imply?23 Was AIDS caused by an African virus brought to the 

United States by Haitians?24 Was AIDS caused by an organism endemic among 

isolated, superstitious peasants who transmitted it through some bizarre voo-

doo practice? Some of the Haitian researchers felt that these questions had been 

answered by their research, which had been published in refereed, international 
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journals. Yet their contributions did little to dampen the apparently self-sustain-

ing “exotic theories” that continued to influence popular opinion in the United 

States and elsewhere.

HIV IN HAITI: THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PROBLEM

How far has HIV spread in Haiti? Given the natural history of HIV infection, 

this question is best answered not by the epidemiology of AIDS but through the 

study of HIV seroprevalence in asymptomatic populations. Researchers in Haiti 

have studied seroprevalence of HIV using both ELISA and RIPA (p25, gpl20). 

During 1986 and 1987, blood samples from several cohorts of healthy adults were 

analyzed for antibodies to HIV; table 3.2 summarizes the results. In a group 

of individuals working in hotels catering to tourists, HIV seroprevalence was 

12 percent. Among urban factory workers, 5 percent were found to have antibod-

ies to HIV. In both series, rates were comparable for men and women, which 

suggested to many that the high attack rate in Haitian men would slowly give 

way to a pattern like that seen in parts of Central Africa, where men and women 

are equally affected.

In a group of 502 mothers of children hospitalized with diarrhea, and in a 

group of 190 urban adults with low socioeconomic status, the seroprevalence 

rates were 12 percent and 13 percent, respectively (table 3.2). All of the 57 medical 

workers involved in the care of AIDS patients were seronegative, which corrobo-

rates data indicating that HIV is not easily spread by nonsexual contact. Overall, 

GHESKIO researchers found that approximately 9 percent of 912 healthy urban 

adults (in the urban categories listed in table 3.2, excluding pregnant women) 

were seropositive for HIV.

Additionally, a group of researchers based in Cité Soleil, a slum on the north-

ern fringes of Port-au-Prince, reported that 8.4 percent of 1,240 healthy women 

receiving prenatal care in 1986 were seropositive for HIV.25 In 1987, 9.9 percent of 

2,009 sexually active women in Cité Soleil were HIV-positive; in 1989, 10.5 percent 

of 1,074 similar women were found to have been exposed to HIV (seropositivity 

in Cité Soleil was confirmed by Western blot).26 In Gonaïves, the third-largest 

Haitian city, 9 percent of 1,795 patients reporting to a clinic that serves a predomi-

nantly low-income clientele tested seropositive in 1988.27 The highest rates were 

found in female Haitian prostitutes (53 percent),28 underlining for some their 

role in the transmission of HIV. Few observed that high rates of seroprevalence 

among prostitutes might simply reflect “occupational risk”—an increased likeli-

hood of coming into contact with a seropositive man—proving nothing about 

their role in spreading the virus.

Other investigations confirmed the high rates of seroprevalence among people 

living in or near the capital. Pape and coworkers also tested sera that had been 
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collected for other diagnostic procedures and reported that, of 1,037 adults phle-

botomized during the first six months of 1986 by three commercial laboratories 

in Port-au-Prince, 8 percent were seropositive for HIV antibodies.29 The health 

status of these persons is not known, but since none of the three laboratories 

performed HIV serology at the time of phlebotomy, the sera had not been col-

lected to diagnose HIV infection. These samples represent 10 percent of the total 

number of persons bled by the three laboratories during that period.

When all available data from seroprevalence studies of healthy urban adults 

are compiled, one is led to conclude that a substantial number of urban Haitians 

have been exposed to HIV. In contrast, in 1986–1987, the seroprevalence rate 

averaged 3 percent in rural areas. The seroprevalence rate was 3 percent among 97 

mothers of children hospitalized with dehydration; 4 percent of 245 unscreened 

rural blood donors had antibodies to HIV. In an area even more distant from 

urban centers, only 1 percent of 191 adults who came for immunizations were 

seropositive (see table 3.2).

What of seroprevalence among children? The GHESKIO team studied three 

groups of children: the offspring of a parent with AIDS; children hospitalized in 

Port-au-Prince with diarrheal disease; and healthy, age-matched controls from 

the same neighborhoods as the hospitalized children. Their findings, summa-

Table 3.2 HIV Seroprevalence among Healthy Adults in Haiti, 1986–87

N

Mean Age  

(Years) % HIV+

Urban Haiti (Port-au-Prince area)

Hotel workers 25 45 12.0

Factory workers 84 30 5.0

Pregnant women (1986) 1,240 29 8.4

Mothers of sick infants 502 29 12.0

Other adults:

 High socioeconomic status 54 35 0.0

 Low socioeconomic status 190 33 13.0

Medical workers 57 40 0.0

  Total 2,152 27 9.0

Rural Haiti (outside Port-au-Prince)

Mothers of sick infants 97 25 3.0

Pregnant women 117 27 3.0

Blood donors 245 32 4.0

Other adults (rural village) 191 29 1.0

  Total 650 30 3.0

Source: Pape and Johnson, “Epidemiology of AIDS in the Caribbean,” p. 35.
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rized in table 3.3, suggest that pediatric infection with HIV is perinatal: rates are 

highest in the children of parents with AIDS, especially among those less than 

one year old, when maternal antibodies may give false-positive antibody tests. 

Further, the children of a seropositive father and a seronegative mother were all 

seronegative, also strongly suggesting vertical (mother-to-infant) transmission.

It is especially disturbing that the rates of seropositivity were identical for 

the children of parents with AIDS and the children hospitalized with diarrhea: 

6.5  percent in both groups, three times greater than the rates documented in 

control samples. This finding implies that, in Port-au-Prince at least, pediatric 

infection with HIV may lead to significant morbidity (for example, diarrheal 

disease) even before pediatric AIDS can be diagnosed. The relative contribution 

of HIV compared to that of other pathogens is difficult to assess in Haiti, where 

infant death due to diarrheal disease has long been commonplace.

In summary, large numbers of Haitians have been exposed to HIV. The speed 

of spread has been great indeed: stored blood samples from 1977–79 were found 

to be free of HIV. Since then, most of the tested populations without a single 

seropositive adult have been small cohorts of rural Haitians. The only other 

completely seropositive results have been for a group of health care workers 

and a series of adults from relatively privileged backgrounds, which has led 

some observers to question the conclusion, advanced early in the epidemic, that 

Haitians from all economic backgrounds were equally vulnerable to AIDS. As

Johnson and Pape concluded, “Collectively, these data indicate that HIV infec-

tion is widespread and more prevalent in urban areas and in lower socioeconomic 

groups.”30 It is precisely this group of people—poor city dwellers—who were most 

at risk during the early years of the epidemic. They remain more vulnerable than 

their wealthy counterparts both to HIV infection and to virtually every other 

infectious disease known in Haiti.

Table 3.3 Prevalence of HIV Antibodies among Haitian Children, 1985–86

Children of a Parent 

with AIDS

Children Hospitalized 

with Diarrhea Controls

Age in Years N % HIV+ N % HIV+ N % HIV+

Younger than 1 96 28.0 260 8.0 119 3.0

1–4 252 3.0 52 2.0 41 2.0

4–10 218 2.0 5 0 7 0

Older than 10 43 0 0 — 0 —

 Total 609 6.5 317 6.5 167 2.0

Source: Pape and Johnson, “Epidemiology of AIDS in the Caribbean.”
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HAITI AND THE “ACCEPTED RISK FACTORS”

In Haiti, the epidemiological questions were the same as those posed in other 

nations that were the focus of the AIDS pandemic: Who is at risk for acquiring 

HIV infection? How is the virus transmitted? To what extent has it spread in 

groups engaging in “high-risk behaviors”? A good deal of evidence indicates that 

answers to these questions have changed through the years. The initial research 

had identified none of the “accepted risk factors”—homosexuality, bisexuality, 

intravenous drug use, a history of transfusion, and hemophilia—in the vast 

majority of Haitian Americans with AIDS.31 In Haiti, however, risk factors often 

were identified, although the specific factors deemed important have changed 

over the years.

Spurred by calls for careful research that could answer the questions raised 

at the 1983 conference, the GHESKIO investigators began to gather much more 

information from each new patient in an effort to identify activities or events that 

could have led to HIV exposure. Unfortunately, questions pertaining to sexual 

history were not standardized, and little effort was made to gather ethnographic 

data that might have complemented information garnered in the clinic. However, 

when Pape developed a standardized questionnaire, which he and the GHESKIO

physicians began to administer in July 1983, they discovered that they were able 

to identify “accepted risk factors” in the majority of cases. Data on the first 

thirty-four patients were presented at a conference in Washington the following 

summer (see table 3.4).

When comparing the GHESKIO data with reports concerning Haitian Ameri-

cans with AIDS, the most striking revelation was that fully 50 percent of the men 

interviewed in Haiti had a history of sexual relations with men. None of them, 

however, were exclusively homosexual: “The fact that all the male AIDS patients 

who have had sex with men are bisexual would also provide greater opportunity 

for heterosexual transmission of AIDS in Haiti. This also may contribute to the 

finding that 21 percent of our Haitian AIDS patients are women, as compared 

with only 7 percent in the United States.”32 Pape and his team also reported 

that half of the women patients had received a blood transfusion in the five 

years before the onset of symptoms, and the researchers observed that Haitian 

women are more likely to receive blood—often in the course of an obstetrical 

intervention—than are Haitian men.

Do these data, which clearly demonstrate “accepted risk factors” in a majority 

of those studied, suggest that transmission in Haiti was occurring through the 

same mechanisms that had been elucidated in the United States? To determine 

the significance of presumed risk factors, the researchers initiated a control study 

with an ambitious design: “Each of the most recent 36 AIDS patients was asked 

to provide three “healthy” persons to serve as controls. The controls included a 
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sibling of the same sex closest in age to the patient, a friend of the same sex who 

shared social activities, and a current or recent sexual partner.”33

Despite the audacity of this request, Pape’s patients complied by recruiting 

twenty siblings, twenty friends, and twenty sexual partners. It is interesting that 

all the patients—including the men who had histories of homosexual contact—

provided “current or recent sexual partners” of the opposite sex. Among the risk 

factors studied were blood transfusions, the use of parenteral medications, and 

frequency of “heterosexual promiscuity” (arbitrarily defined as more than twelve 

different partners during the six months preceding onset of their illness).

Early in the epidemic, researchers had noted another potential mode of trans-

mission of HIV: the use of contaminated needles. In Haiti, intramuscular injec-

tions may be given either by medical personnel or, in areas without access to 

medical facilities, by those known as “injectionists.” Disposable needles and 

syringes, not readily available in Haiti, are frequently reused without steriliza-

tion. Pape and colleagues found that, during the five-year period before the onset 

of AIDS symptoms, 83 percent of male and 88 percent of female AIDS patients 

had received parenteral medications.34 Although these figures are suggestive, 

more than 67 percent of the controls (seronegative siblings and friends) also 

reported having had injections in the preceding five years, implying that other 

factors were involved in HIV transmission.

Because homosexual contact was already a documented risk factor, research-

ers hypothesized that an additional factor might be the number of opposite-sex 

partners. The female siblings and friends had a mean of one sex partner per year 

during the five years preceding the study and an HIV seroprevalence rate of 

9 percent. Male siblings and friends, in contrast, had six or seven opposite-sex 

partners annually and a seroprevalence of 22 percent. Although the numbers 

are small and the sample was not random, these figures corroborate the initial 

impressions of those studying the epidemic: urban Haitian men seemed to have 

significantly more sexual partners than urban women did, suggesting a greater 

role for men in the spread of HIV. The predominantly male role would be further 

Table 3.4 Risk Factors in Thirty-Four Patients, 1983–84

Males  

(N = 26)

 Females  

(N = 8)

Bisexual contact 13 (50%) 0

Blood transfusion 3  (11%) 4 (50%)

IV drug abuse 1 (4%) 0

Spouse with AIDS 0 1  (12%)

None apparent 9 (35%) 3 (38%)

Source: Pape et al., “Risk Factors Associated with AIDS in Haiti.”
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amplified if the viral agent were more easily transmitted from male to female 

than from female to male.35

Based on the control study initiated in 1983, the GHESKIO team initially con-

cluded that “accepted risk factors” were present in more than two-thirds of the 

Haitians diagnosed with AIDS. This figure was compared to those published in 

reports from the United States, where only 6 percent of Haitian Americans with 

AIDS “were bisexual” and only 1 percent used intravenous drugs. As Pape and 

coworkers later observed, “the disparity in the data from the United States and 

Haiti may be attributable, in part, to a greater willingness of Haitians to provide 

reliable responses to personal questions in their native country and language.”36

The patterns that had emerged in the first control-study cohort were soon 

shown to be shifting. Indeed, the Haitian epidemic was changing. Most striking 

was the changing incidence of opportunistic infections versus Kaposi’s sarcoma 

in Haitians with AIDS; this shift in clinical features is illustrated in table 3.5. The 

percentage of AIDS patients with Kaposi’s decreased from 15 percent of the cases 

that occurred before and in 1984 to 5 percent of the cases in 1986–88.

Important shifts were also evident in the sex distribution of persons with 

AIDS in Haiti. An overwhelming majority of the early patients had been men, 

but the percentage of women among the GHESKIO patients was increasing with 

each passing year, as indicated in table 3.6.

In addition to the diminished sex differences in the incidence of AIDS, more 

and more patients were denying that their personal histories included “accepted 

risk factors.” Risk factors were noted in only 20 percent of the first Haitian cohort 

Table 3.5 AIDS Cases Diagnosed by the Haitian Study Group on 

Kaposi’s Sarcoma and Opportunistic Infections (GHESKIO), 1979–87

Kaposi’s 

Sarcoma

Opportunistic 

Infection Total

1979 2 0 2

1980 2 5 7

1981 7 9 16

1982 5 35 40

1983 8 53 61

1984 11 103 114

1985 8 136 144

1986 10 160 170

1987 8 159 167

 Total 61 660 721

Sources: Pape et al., “Characteristics of the Acquired Immunodeficiency 

Syndrome (AIDS) in Haiti”; Pape et al., “The Acquired Immunodeficiency Syn-

drome in Haiti”; Johnson and Pape, “AIDS in Haiti.”
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(before 1983) because, it was hypothesized, a standardized approach to these 

questions had not been applied. In a second cohort (1983–84), researchers identi-

fied risk factors in a majority of patients. Of the men, 50 percent had histories 

of sexual contact with both men and women. However, only 11 percent of the 

170 male and female patients who were diagnosed with AIDS in or after 1986 

reported bisexuality, blood transfusions, or intravenous drug use.

The changing significance of these risk factors was reflected in the control 

study, in which a total of 384 persons with AIDS (278 male and 106 female) have 

been evaluated, along with 174 of their heterosexual sex partners and 224 of their 

siblings and friends. Among the sex-matched siblings, none of whom had been 

transfused and all of whom denied bisexuality, 17 percent were seropositive. Sex 

differences in this group were not striking: 19 percent of the brothers were sero-

positive, as were 14 percent of the sisters. Among 108 of the patients’ sex-matched 

friends, none of the women screened were seropositive, whereas 26 percent of the 

men were. All but 5 percent of the male friends screened denied homosexuality 

or bisexuality; all of those who had same-sex sexual relations were seropositive. 

Blood transfusion seemed to be a less important mode of transmission as the 

epidemic progressed: 2 percent of male and 3 percent of female respondents had 

received transfusions during the preceding five years, and none of them were 

seropositive.

Finally, 55 percent of 174 regular sexual partners or spouses of AIDS patients 

had antibodies to HIV: 61 percent of male partners and 54 percent of female part-

ners. Only 3 percent and 6 percent of the male and female partners, respectively, 

had received a transfusion, and neither group reported bisexuality or intravenous 

drug use. Study of the regular sexual partners of Haitians with AIDS underlined 

the disturbing proposition that AIDS was becoming “just another” sexually 

transmitted disease, but still there were no data to suggest efficient female-to-

male transmission of HIV.

In summary, then, the relative number of Haitians with AIDS reporting a his-

tory of transfusion or same-sex contact has decreased markedly.37 The GHESKIO

clinic has seen a marked increase in the percentage of patients who have a spouse 

Table 3.6 Sex Distribution of Patients with AIDS in Urban Haiti

Female Patients  

(N)

Total Patients 

(N) % Female Patients

1979–82 10 65 15

1983–85 86 319 27

1986–88 144 458 31

Source: Marie-Marcelle Deschamps, personal communication to the author, 1989.
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or regular sexual partner with AIDS, a history of prostitution, or none of the 

accepted “risk factors.” When data from the various “phases” of the epidemic are 

considered together, it appears that “accepted risk factors” could be identified for 

only 20 percent of Haitians with AIDS at the outset of the epidemic. A couple of 

years later, risk factors were reported in a majority of Haitians with AIDS, but 

by 1986 the number of patients with these risk factors began to decrease. The 

shape of this curve, which hints at a rise and fall of the importance of bisexual 

contact, is in all probability an artifact of research design. It is far more likely that 

preliminary low rates of detection of bisexual contact (and perhaps transfusion) 

resulted from the stigmatization of homosexuality and from nonstandardized 

approaches to eliciting the data.38

A more probable curve would be one that reveals a high prevalence, among 

the first Haitians with AIDS, of “accepted risk factors”—that is, the “North 

American/European” risk factors identified by the CDC. Of all these factors, 

bisexual activity was by far the most significant in Haiti. With the passage of 

time, however, it has become increasingly clear that AIDS can be heterosexually 

transmitted, especially from men to women. By 1988, heterosexual transmission 

was presumed in 16 percent of patients who were female prostitutes or in those 

who had a spouse with AIDS; it is a probable source of infection in the patients 

who deny all other “accepted risk factors.” By 1986, as table 3.7 indicates, these 

patients represented more than 70 percent of Haitian AIDS cases. Additional 

evidence for heterosexual transmission of HIV is the finding that more than half 

of 139 Haitian prostitutes in the Port-au-Prince area were seropositive: the rate of 

seropositivity increased from 49 percent in 1985 to 66 percent in 1986.39

The data from Haiti do not offer strong support for efficient female-to-male 

transmission, although this route is clearly not trivial: if bisexuality is decreas-

ingly common and yet HIV seropositivity continues to increase among men, 

women are necessarily a source as well as a “sink” for infection. The conclusions 

we can draw from these studies are important: HIV is heterosexually transmit-

ted, but it is much more efficiently transmitted from male to female than vice 

Table 3.7 Risk Factors in 559 Haitian AIDS Patients

1983 

(N = 38) 

1984 

(N = 104)

1985 

(N = 132)

1986 

(N = 185)

1987 

(N = 100)

Total 

(N = 559)

Bisexual contact 50% 27% 8% 4% 1% 13%

Blood transfusion 23% 12% 8% 7% 10% 10%

Intravenous drug use 1% 1% 1% 0% 1% 1%

Heterosexual contact 5% 6% 14% 16% 15% 13%

Undetermined 21% 54% 69% 73% 73% 64%

Source: Pape and Johnson, “Epidemiology of AIDS in the Caribbean,” p. 37.
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versa. At this writing, heterosexual transmission is thought to account for the 

majority of Haitian AIDS cases, and cases associated with perinatal transmis-

sion are increasing at a rate greater than that of the epidemic in general. In

Haiti, AIDS is afflicting increasing numbers of women, and especially poor 

women.

AIDS IN THE CARIBBEAN: 

THE “WEST ATLANTIC PANDEMIC”

The history of the Haitian AIDS epidemic is brief and devastating. Less than two 

decades ago, HIV may not have been present in the country. Now, complications 

of HIV infection are among the leading causes of death in urban Haiti. How 

are other Caribbean islands affected? Is Haiti, as some believe, an AIDS-ridden 

pocket in an otherwise low-prevalence region? Answering these questions is no 

mean task, as Pape and Johnson explain:

First, in many countries there is no registry system for AIDS and it was only 

in 1984 that most nations started reporting cases to [the Pan American Health 

Organization]. Secondly, the widely used CDC case definition for AIDS is inap-

propriate for defining tropical AIDS and requires sophisticated laboratory support 

that is not readily available in most countries. In our experience in Haiti, the 

new CDC case definition for AIDS, which relies more on HIV testing and clini-

cal presentation, should increase the actual number of reported cases by at least 

30 percent.40

Given the extreme poverty of Haiti, it is ironic that Haitians with AIDS stand 

a better chance of an adequate medical workup than the citizens of several other 

Caribbean nations. Although Haiti has the weakest health infrastructure in the 

region, it has had the largest number of cases, received the greatest amount of 

international scrutiny as “the source of AIDS,” and sustained the most substan-

tial economic blows, relative to gross national product (GNP). Perhaps in part as 

a result of these negative forces, many Haitian physicians and researchers have 

been involved in the professional response to the epidemic. Haitians publish 

more HIV-related studies than researchers in other Caribbean countries, and the 

GHESKIO-run national laboratories are experienced in AIDS diagnosis.

With this in mind, what do we know about the contours of the Caribbean 

pandemic? All of what are termed “the Caribbean basin countries” have reported 

AIDS cases to the Pan American Health Organization (PAHO). Among the 

islands, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Trinidad and Tobago, and the Bahamas 

account for 82 percent of all cases reported to PAHO between the recognized 

onset of the epidemic and September 1987. Haiti reported the largest number 

of cases in the Caribbean region, which at first appears to lend credence to the 
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widely shared belief that citizens of the nation are somehow uniquely susceptible 

to AIDS. When the number of cases is standardized to reflect per capita caseload, 

however, the uniqueness of Haiti disappears: the attack rate is actually lower in 

Haiti than it is in several other countries in the region.41

During the twelve months preceding September 1987, the number of reported 

Caribbean cases doubled, with the largest rates of increase occurring in Barbados, 

Jamaica, Martinique, Guadeloupe, French Guiana, the U.S. Virgin Islands, and 

Grenada. The epidemic in the Dominican Republic continues to grow: although 

no cases were reported in 1983, 62 were reported in the subsequent two years. 

During 1986, the number of Dominican cases more than doubled, and as of the 

end of 1989, 856 cases had been reported to PAHO.

What has been the nature of HIV transmission in these countries? As noted 

earlier, many public health specialists speak of the entire Caribbean basin as 

an example of Pattern II, which differs from Pattern I “in that heterosexual 

intercourse has been the dominant mode of HIV transmission from the start . . .

[and] homosexuality generally plays a minor role in this pattern” (emphasis 

added).42 But the preceding review of the data from Haiti suggests that this WHO

terminology obscures more than it illuminates. First, although “the start” was 

never accurately documented, it seems clear that same-sex relations between men 

played a crucial role in the Haitian epidemic. Second, the WHO scheme under-

lines similarities between Haiti and Africa, comparisons that unfortunately tend 

to draw attention away from the history of the Caribbean pandemic, which is in 

fact much more intimately related to the North American epidemic. Third, the 

WHO scheme is static, whereas the Haitian epidemic has been rapidly chang-

ing. Data from other Caribbean countries indicate that the WHO terminology 

is equally inappropriate there and that the patterns seen in Haiti are similar to 

those in other countries in the region.

The data provided in table 3.8 suggest that homosexual contact has also played 

an important role in other Caribbean islands. “For these homosexuals,” Pape and 

Johnson write, in reference to gay men in Jamaica, the Dominican Republic, and 

Trinidad, “sexual contact with American homosexuals rather than promiscuity 

per se appeared to be associated with increased risk of infection.”43 An important 

study of Trinidad bolsters this conclusion. The first case of AIDS in the West 

Indies was reported in that country in February 1983. Since then, the number of 

cases has risen steadily, leaving Trinidad with one of the highest attack rates in 

the Americas. In a 1987 study, Courtenay Bartholomew and coworkers compared 

the epidemiological correlates of infection with two retroviruses: HTLV and HIV.

Infection with the former virus, thought to be long endemic in the Caribbean, 

was significantly associated with age, African descent, number of lifetime sexual 

partners, and duration of homosexuality. In sharp contrast, “age and race were 

not associated with HIV seropositivity. The major risk factor for HIV seropositiv-
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ity was homosexual contact with a partner from a foreign country, primarily the 

United States. Duration of homosexuality and number of lifetime partners were 

not significantly associated with HIV seropositivity.”44 The Haitian experience 

would suggest that Trinidad can expect the relative significance of sexual contact 

with a North American gay man to decrease, as other risk factors—most notably, 

high numbers of partners—become preeminent.45

A similar risk factor was observed in the Dominican Republic, where Haitians, 

long despised in this neighboring country, have come under even heavier fire 

as “AIDS carriers.” Yet studies reveal high seroprevalence among homosexual/

bisexual male prostitutes living in the tourist areas of the country: 10 percent 

in Santiago and 19 percent in Puerto Plata. “Tourists, and not Haitians, were 

the most likely source of virus transmission to Dominicans, because contact 

occurs frequently between tourists (e.g., male homosexuals) and Dominicans 

but rarely between Haitians and Dominicans.”46 Further, the epidemiology of 

HIV in the Dominican Republic may resemble that in Haiti even more than the 

Trinidadian epidemiology does. R. Ellen Koenig and coworkers underline the 

role of economically driven prostitution among young Dominican men who 

consider themselves heterosexual: “Persons who engage in homosexual acts only 

to earn money usually consider themselves heterosexual. This situation, public 

health workers have indicated, is particularly prevalent in the tourist areas with 

young adolescents. It could explain our finding of three positive serum samples 

in schoolchildren from Santo Domingo.”47

Together, these data suggest that many of the forces that have helped to shape 

the Haitian epidemic have been economic and historical: sufficient data now 

exist to support the assertion that economically motivated male prostitution, 

catering to a North American clientele, played a major role in the introduction 

of HIV to Haiti. Why might Haiti be particularly vulnerable to the commodi-

fication of sexuality? It is almost a cliché now to note that Haiti is the poorest 

country in the hemisphere, and one of the twenty-five poorest in the world. A per 

Table 3.8 HIV Seroprevalence among Caribbean Homosexuals and Bisexuals

Jamaica 

1986

Dominican Republic 

1985 Trinidad
a

N % HIV+ N % HIV+ N % HIV+

Homosexual/bisexual 125 10.0 46 17.0 106 40.0

Controls 4,000 0 306 2.6 983 0.2

Source: Pape and Johnson, “Epidemiology of AIDS in the Caribbean.”

a For Trinidad, information about the control group was gathered in 1982; figures for the homosexual/

bisexual group are from 1983–84.
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capita annual income of $315 in 1983 masks the fact that annual income hovered 

around $50 in the countryside. In a country as poor as Haiti, AIDS might be 

thought of as an occupational hazard for workers in the tourist industry. A

similar observation could be made concerning several other Caribbean nations.

Tourists’ attitudes toward Haiti throughout the first half of the twentieth 

century are nicely summarized by Frank Carpenter, whose guidebook to the 

Caribbean qualifies Haitian culture as “a deplorable and almost unbelievable 

mixture of barbaric customs and African traditions.”48 Later, in a slightly differ-

ent atmosphere, Haiti’s “exoticism” could be peddled as an attraction. Tourism 

began in 1949, when Port-au-Prince celebrated its bicentennial with the inau-

guration of the “Cité de l’Exposition,” a long stretch of modern buildings built 

on the reclaimed swampy waterfront of the capital. The country had approxi-

mately 20,000 visitors that year, and slightly fewer in 1950 and 1951. During the 

first half of the 1950s, approximately 250,000 tourists spent an average of three 

days and $105 in Haiti—bringing in approximately 25 percent of Haiti’s foreign 

currency.49

There was every sign that the gains in tourism would be steady, but political 

instability in 1957, followed by the tyrannical rule of François Duvalier, meant 

that North Americans avoided Haiti for several years.50 Duvalier attempted to 

court tourists and their dollars later in the 1960s, after he had silenced domestic 

opposition. In the same speech in which he welcomed U.S. vice president Nelson 

Rockefeller to Haiti and promoted the country as an ideal site for U.S. assembly 

plants, Duvalier proposed that “Haiti could be a great land of relaxation for the 

American middle class—it is close, beautiful, and politically stable.”51

By 1970, the annual number of visitors was close to 100,000; not counting 

brief layovers and “afternoon dockings,” the annual tally had risen to 143,538 

by 1979. Club Méditerranée opened its doors the following year.52 It seemed as 

if tourism had arrived. Indeed, it was predicted that the industry would soon 

supplant coffee and the offshore assembly plants as the capital’s chief source of 

foreign exchange. But the effects of the “AIDS scare” were dramatic and prompt: 

the Haitian Bureau of Tourism estimated a decline from 75,000 visitors in the 

winter of 1981–82 to fewer than 10,000 the following year. “Already suffering 

from an image problem, Haiti has been made an international pariah by AIDS,” 

concluded one 1983 report. “Boycotted by tourists and investors, it has lost mil-

lions of dollars and hundreds of jobs at a time when half the work force is jobless. 

Even exports are being shunned by some.”53

Tourism did bring something of lasting significance, however: institutional-

ized prostitution. And as Haiti became poorer, both men and women became 

cheaper. Although no quantitative studies of Haitian urban prostitution have 

been conducted, it is clear that a substantial sector of the trade catered to tourists, 
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and especially to North Americans. As one physician-author put it, “this country 

had—as far as promiscuity was concerned—replaced Cuba.”54

A portion of the tourist industry catered specifically to a gay clientele, and it 

was not long before interviews with Haitians suffering from AIDS revealed sex-

ual contact with gay men from North America. In a key paper published in 1984, 

Jean-Michel Guérin and coworkers from Haiti, North America, and Canada state 

that “17 percent of our patients had sexual contact with [North] American tour-

ists.”55 During the AMH-sponsored conference in 1983, one Haitian American 

researcher read aloud from the pages of the 1983 Spartacus International Gay 

Guide, in which Haiti was enthusiastically recommended to the gay tourist: 

handsome men with “a great ability to satisfy” are readily available, but “there 

is no free sex in Haiti, except with other gay tourists you may come across. Your 

partners will expect to be paid for their services but the charges are nominal.” 

Another advertisement, which ran in The Advocate (“The National Gay News 

Magazine”), assured the prospective tourist that Haiti is “a place where all your 

fantasies come true.”56

Of course, the existence of sexual tourism, some of it gay, does not prove that 

this commerce was in any way related to the Haitian AIDS epidemic. It does, 

however, symbolize the ties between Haiti and nearby North America—ties that 

did not find their way into early discussions of AIDS among Haitians. In fact, a 

review of even the scholarly literature on Haiti leaves one with the impression 

that the country is the most “isolated” or “insular” of Caribbean countries. In

an assessment resonant with the AIDS-related speculations of the U.S. medical 

community, the author of one standard text remarks that “Haiti in 1950 was in 

general what it had been in 1900: a preindustrial society inhabited by ignorant, 

diseased peasants oblivious to the outside world.”57

But a study of Haiti’s economy reveals that the nation has long been closely 

tied to the United States. In fact, Haiti plays an interesting role in the “West 

Atlantic system,” an economic network encompassing much of the Caribbean 

basin and centered in the United States. Haiti’s position in this network was 

secured during the U.S. military occupation of the country, which began in 1915: 

“The Occupation also secured a niche for Haiti in the emerging West Atlantic 

system. As the amount of cultivatable land continued to drop, peasants began 

to swell the ranks of the reserve armies of Port-au-Prince, North America, and 

neighboring Caribbean countries. When a pliant dictator could assure a favor-

able economic setting . . . the United States began installing, or helping local 

entrepreneurs to install, offshore assembly plants in Port-au-Prince.”58

By 1978, exports from offshore assembly operations had surpassed even coffee 

in importance. The World Bank and the U.S. Embassy estimate that as of 1980 

there were approximately 220 assembly plants employing some sixty thousand 
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persons. These factories were (and are) all located in the capital. “Assuming a 

dependency ratio of 4 to 1,” add Joseph Grunwald, Leslie Delatour, and Karl 

Voltaire, “this means that assembly operations supported about one-quarter of 

the population of Port-au-Prince in 1980.”59 The population of Port-au-Prince, a 

city approximately ten times larger than the country’s second-largest city, dou-

bled in size between 1970 and 1984. Many of the newcomers had been lured by 

the false promise of jobs in the tourist industry or the assembly plants. Kenneth 

Boodhoo remarks that in 1978, “unemployment remained (almost unbelievably) 

in the 70–80 percent range.”60

The Caribbean nations with high attack rates of AIDS are all part of the West 

Atlantic system. A relation between the degree of involvement in this network 

and the prevalence of AIDS is reflected in the following exercise. Excluding 

Puerto Rico, which is not an independent country, the five Caribbean basin 

nations with the largest numbers of cases by 1986 were the Dominican Republic, 

the Bahamas, Trinidad and Tobago, Mexico, and Haiti. In terms of trade, which 

five countries are the most dependent on the United States? Export indices offer a 

convenient marker of involvement in the West Atlantic system. In both 1983 and 

1977, the years for which data are available, the five countries with the greatest 

economic ties to the United States were precisely those with the largest numbers 

of AIDS cases. The country with the largest number of AIDS cases, Haiti, was 

also the country most dependent on U.S. exports. In the entire Caribbean basin, 

only Puerto Rico is more economically dependent on the United States, and 

only Puerto Rico has reported more cases of AIDS to the Pan American Health 

Organization.

To understand the West Atlantic AIDS pandemic, a historical understand-

ing of the worldwide spread of HIV is crucial. Jacques Leibowitch’s fascinating 

sketch of the history of a related virus is suggestive: “The map of HTLV in the 

New World is that of the African diaspora.”61 Because he refers to the massive 

dislocations of Africans through the slave trade, another way of stating this 

relationship would be that the map of HTLV in the New World is the map of 

European expansionist imperialism. An analogous observation holds for the 

even more recently recognized virus: the map of HIV in the New World reflects 

to an important extent the geography of North American neocolonialism. That 

these considerations are lineaments of the American epidemics is suggested 

by comparing Haiti with a neighboring island. In Haiti, several epidemiologi-

cal studies of asymptomatic city dwellers reveal HIV seroprevalence rates of 

approximately 9 percent. In 1986 in Cuba, only 0.01 percent of a million persons 

tested were found to have antibodies to HIV.62 Had the pandemic begun a few 

decades earlier, the epidemiology of HIV infection in the Caribbean might well 

be different. Havana might have been as much an epicenter of the pandemic as 

Carrefour.
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CONCLUSIONS

The occurrence of a “mysterious new disease” in Haitians resonated with an 

existing stock of imagery: haggard refugees, barbaric rituals, poverty, and hun-

ger. In her study of Haiti after Duvalier, North American journalist Amy Wilentz 

highlights the power of these images and the place of AIDS among them:

If Duvalier left it would be big news. Family in power for thirty years. Bloodthirsty 

dictatorship. Fall of the Tontons Macoutes. Beautiful wife flees with millions in 

jewels. Chaos in the streets. All this, added to the regular Haitian features, made the 

editors back in the world’s capitals salivate: Plenty amid poverty. (“Great.”) Voodoo’s 

hold on the peasantry. Voodoo’s hold on the elite? (“Maybe. How do we illustrate it, 

though? That’s my problem. You see?”) Voodoo and the Catholic Church. Just plain 

voodoo. (“Yeah, uh-huh. Good idea. Great pictures.”) Deforestation. (“Can we get 

art? I mean, face it. Tree stumps. Do they read?”) Drought? Boat People. (“Get me 

those bodies that washed up in Florida. Who took those pictures?”) A refrigerated 

suite in the palace where wife and friends store their furs. (“Yeah, but has anyone 

ever seen it?”) And now AIDS. The best.63

Whether for the popular press or for medical journals, AIDS in Haitians made 

great copy—but only when AIDS was linked to the exotic. Given the publication 

dates of the early reports on AIDS in Haiti, it is puzzling that “exotic theories” 

regarding Haitians have continued to receive so much play in the scientific and 

popular presses of North America. The persistence of these theories represents, 

in fact, a systematic misreading of existing epidemiological data. Careful study 

of the hypotheses surfacing in the scientific sector reveals that they are not very 

different from the popular semantic network that surrounds the label “Haitian.” 

Historical regard points out the importance of racism and voodoo to this asso-

ciative network. Even cannibalism, the most popular nineteenth-century smear, 

was resuscitated during discussions of Haiti’s role in the AIDS pandemic.

That these referents continue to play important roles in determining the 

boundaries and content of a North American semantic network about Haiti is 

evident in a popular 1990 novel. In Mile Zero, set in Key West in the not-so-

distant past, we learn that there is “some weird stuff going down in town,” and 

that “ever since the last boatload of Haitian refugees came in it’s been getting 

weirder.”64 The novel describes a boat full of Haitians who had perished in their 

efforts to escape the violent misery of their home country. In one scene, a police-

man appears on television, fielding questions from reporters: “There’s no proof 

of cannibalism on this boat. I don’t know where that rumor got started. These 

people died of exposure, starvation and drinking seawater. There will be an 

investigation. Yes, one survivor. No, I already told you, no signs of cannibalism 

have been exhibited on any bodies.”65

The one survivor is Voltaire Tincourette, a peasant who is taken off the boat, 
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clutching an amulet, and is dispatched to an Immigration and Naturalization 

Service detention camp on the edge of the Everglades. Voltaire hails from the 

southern mountains of Haiti: “Paysans up there have really been isolated, more 

African than Haitian,” announces the book’s protagonist. “Very superstitious 

people,” he adds, in response to his interlocutor’s whistled “Grande voodoo.”66

The Africa-Haiti connection is underlined by an omniscient narrator, who 

appears to be the Devil. He too is Haitian, and he offers the following warning: 

“Do you see the green monkey grinning in Africa, high in the tree? The green 

monkey has a secret he shares with me and withholds from you.”67 It seems that 

the reader is to infer that the monkey also shared, through unspecified routes, his 

secret with Voltaire.

Voltaire and another Haitian, Hippolyte, escape from the camp and flee on 

foot until Voltaire is struck by a car and killed. His autopsy is recalled in the 

context of other medical examinations of the inmates:

They found some men had yaws, a flesh-rotting disease the United Nations claims 

had been wiped out. They found something else, a lingering pneumonia which 

wastes a person away. The pneumonia is linked to a virus in Africa, started as a 

green monkey or something, nobody knows for certain, so it doesn’t have a name. 

Immigrant Haitians have the highest chance of developing it, except for homo-

sexuals. The doctors had no idea how many men in camp were homosexuals, they 

know to a man how many were recent arrivals from Haiti. They asked permission 

to run tests on blood from Voltaire’s body. He had the green monkey virus, they 

figured Hippolyte had it too.68

These excerpts offer a classic example of the network of meanings evoked, 

in the United States, at the mention of Haiti. The story of Voltaire is a more 

florid version of the pseudoscientific hypotheses of Alexander Moore and Ronald 

LeBaron,69 cited earlier, as well as many others. All these speculations resem-

ble one another; they do not resemble what is known about HIV and AIDS in 

Haiti and among Haitian Americans. It is precisely individuals like Voltaire 

Tincourette—“Paysans up there [who] have really been isolated”—who have not 

been exposed to HIV.

AIDS in Haiti is not so mysterious after all. It is, in some senses, rather mun-

dane. Much is made in the public health literature of the similarities between 

the Haitian and the African AIDS epidemics, but the Haitian epidemic is rep-

resentative of the Western Hemisphere. Indeed, the entire Caribbean pandemic 

is derivative of the North American and European pandemic, and it began in 

communities related to the “outside world,” most notably gay and bisexual men 

and others related to the tourist industry. With the exception of intravenous 

drug users and hemophiliacs, the North American and European pandemic has 

thus far been, to some extent, contained in the gay/bisexual population. In Haiti, 
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a host of forces conspired to decrease the efficacy of preventive programs, and 

HIV began to spread rapidly through the heterosexual population, especially to 

women and children.

The Haitian epidemic tells a changing story. The current chapters of this tale 

are about sexually active men, who transmit HIV to women far more efficiently 

than women can infect them. The chapters to come will be about their suffering, 

compounded by wretched poverty, and about the infected babies born to these 

women. But the ongoing story of AIDS in Haiti will always have a beginning. 

AIDS in Haiti is about proximity rather than distance. AIDS in Haiti is a tale of 

ties to the United States, rather than to Africa; it is a story of unemployment rates 

greater than 70 percent. AIDS in Haiti has more to do with tourism and trade in 

a dirt-poor country than with the bloody bodies of chickens sacrificed in voodoo 

rituals.
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Social scientists and physicians alike have long known that the socioeconomi-

cally disadvantaged have higher rates of disease than those not hampered by 

such constraints. But what are the mechanisms and processes that transform 

social factors into personal risk? How do forces as disparate as sexism, poverty, 

and political violence become embodied as individual pathology? These and 

related questions are key not only to medical anthropology but to social theory 

in general.

These questions are posed acutely in considering HIV infection, now that 

AIDS has become a leading cause of death among young adults throughout 

the world. As HIV advances, it is becoming clear that, in spite of a great deal 

of epidemiological and ethnographic research, we do not yet understand risk 

and how it is structured. Who is likely to become infected with HIV? A number 

of trends in the pandemic undermine the falsely reassuring—and inappropri-

ately stigmatizing—notion of discrete “risk groups” that might be identified by 

epidemiologists.

The increasing incidence of HIV disease among women is a case in point. In

a sobering 1992 report, the United Nations observed that “for most women, the 

major risk factor for HIV infection is being married. Each day a further three 

thousand women become infected, and five hundred infected women die. Most 

are between 15 and 35 years old.”1

It is not marriage itself that places women at risk, however. Throughout the 

world, most women with HIV infection are living in poverty. The study of the 

dynamics of HIV infection among poor women affords a means of examining 

the complex relationships among power, gender, and sexuality. To focus the 
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earlier questions: how, precisely, do social forces (such as poverty, sexism, and 

other forms of discrimination) translate into risk for infection with HIV?

Although many observers would agree that such social forces are the stron-

gest enhancers of risk for infection, the subject has been neglected in both the 

biomedical and anthropological literature on HIV disease, to the benefit of a 

narrowly behavioral and individualistic conception of risk.2 Take, for exam-

ple, a 1992 investigation of heterosexually transmitted HIV infection in what 

is described as “rural” Florida. The study, by Tedd Ellerbrock and colleagues, 

revealed that fully 5.1 percent of 1,082 women attending a public prenatal clinic 

in rural Florida had antibodies to HIV. What risk factors might account for such 

a high rate of infection? The researchers reported a statistically significant asso-

ciation between HIV infection and a history of using crack cocaine, having more 

than five sexual partners in a lifetime, or having more than two sexual partners 

per year of sexual activity. Also associated with seropositivity to HIV were his-

tories of exchanging sex for money or for drugs or having sexual intercourse 

with a “high-risk partner.” The study concludes that “in communities with a 

high seroprevalence of HIV, like this Florida community, a sizeable proportion 

of all women of reproductive age are at risk for infection through heterosexual 

transmission.”3

One might argue that these are not, in fact, the most significant conclusions 

to be drawn from such a study. In settings with an even higher seroprevalence of 

HIV, such as New York City, it is now clear that not all women of reproductive age 

are at increased risk for HIV infection: poor women, who are usually women of 

color, are the ones at high risk. But nowhere in Ellerbrock’s article does the word 

“poverty” appear, though the authors mention that, of the women who knew 

their incomes, more than 90 percent belonged to households earning less than 

$10,000 per year. Nowhere in the article do we see the word “racism,” though in 

Florida, as elsewhere, African American and Hispanic communities bear the 

brunt of the epidemic. The terms “sexism,” “despair,” and “powerlessness” are 

also absent from the discussion. And yet one might as easily argue that in the 

setting described here, Palm Beach County—a district more notable for its harsh 

juxtaposition of extreme wealth and poverty than for its “rurality”—women who 

are “at risk” of attending a public prenatal clinic are statistically at higher risk of 

acquiring HIV; they are mostly unemployed women of color who are more likely 

to have unstable sexual unions or to exchange sex for drugs or money.

How representative of the biomedical literature is this paper, which was pub-

lished in the New England Journal of Medicine? “To date,” note Nancy Krieger 

and coworkers in an important review of the epidemiological literature, “only a 

small fraction of epidemiological research in the United States has investigated 

the effects of racism on health.” They report a similar dearth of attention to the 

effects of sexism and class differences; studies that examine the conjoint influ-
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ence of these social forces are (as of 1997) nonexistent.4 Vicente Navarro, noting 

growing class differentials in mortality rates in the United States, has deplored 

the “deafening silence on this topic.” In a 1994 review of changes in mortality 

rates, Michael Marmot observes wryly that such trends are “of much interest 

to demographers but, judging by papers in the major medical journals, of little 

interest to doctors.”5

Why might this be so? Granted, canonical issues are pertinent in explaining 

the silence: most epidemiological and biomedical journals do not consider racism, 

sexism, and class differentials to be subjects of professional discussion. But signifi-

cant theoretical and methodological difficulties also impede investigation of these 

issues (as does, perhaps, a sense of helplessness about the practical implications 

of a careful examination). Some difficulties are perennial: how broadly must we 

cast the net in order to capture both the large-scale forces structuring risk and the 

precise mechanisms by which these forces affect the lives of individuals?

A nascent anthropology of infectious disease suggests that the net must be 

cast widely. In a 1997 review of this subject, Marcia Inhorn and Peter Brown 

argue that “any anthropological study that hopes to shed light on the etiology 

and transmission of infectious diseases must ultimately adopt both a macro-

sociological perspective . . . and a microsociological perspective.”6 A decade of 

research on AIDS among the Haitian poor leads me to agree, and to argue for a 

“responsible materialist” approach to a disease that has run along the fault lines 

of an international order linking “remote” Haitian villages to, say, cities in the 

United States.7

Many issues of individual agency are illuminated only by examining the 

gritty details of biography; life stories must be embedded in ethnography if their 

representative quality is to emerge.8 We must embed these local understandings, 

in turn, in the larger-scale historical system of which the fieldwork site is a part.9

This approach must thus be geographically broad and historically deep and 

must include critical rereadings of relevant data from epidemiology, history, and 

political economy. Only through such a broad approach will the role of “struc-

tural violence”—the degree to which a society (itself a problematic concept, as 

we shall see) is characterized by economic inequity, sexism, or racism—come 

into view.10

LINKING MICRO TO MACRO

After caring for dozens of poor Haitian women with HIV disease, I can testify 

to the deadly monotony in their stories: young women—or teenage girls—were 

drawn to Port-au-Prince by the lure of an escape from the harshest poverty; 

once in the city, each worked as a domestic; none managed to find the financial 

security that had proven so elusive in the countryside. The women I interviewed 
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were straightforward about the nonvoluntary aspect of their sexual activity: in 

their opinions, poverty had forced them into unfavorable unions.

Over the past several years, the medical staff of the clinic in Do Kay has 

diagnosed dozens of cases of HIV infection in people who have presented to 

the clinic with a broad range of complaints. With surprisingly few exceptions, 

however, those so diagnosed shared a number of risk factors, as the small-scale 

case-control study summarized in table 4.1 suggests. We began the study by 

interviewing the first seventeen women diagnosed with symptomatic HIV infec-

tion (most had full-blown AIDS) who were residents of Do Kay or its two neigh-

boring villages. Their responses to questions posed during a series of open-ended 

interviews were compared with those of seventeen age-matched, seronegative 

controls. In both groups, ages ranged from seventeen to thirty-seven, with a 

mean of about twenty-five years. None of these thirty-four women had a history 

of prostitution; none had used illicit drugs; only one, a member of the control 

group, had a history of transfusion. None of the women in either group had had 

more than six sexual partners. In fact, four of the afflicted women had had only 

one sexual partner. Although women in the study group had (on average) more 

sexual partners than those in the control group, the difference was not striking. 

Similarly, there was no clear difference between the two groups in education level 

or history of intramuscular injections.

The chief risk factors in this small study group seemed to involve not the num-

ber of partners in a lifetime, but rather the professions of these partners. Fourteen 

of the women with HIV disease had histories of sexual contact with soldiers or 

truck drivers. Two of these women each reported having only two sexual part-

ners, one a soldier and one a truck driver. Of those women diagnosed with HIV

disease, none had a history of sexual contact exclusively with peasants. Among 

the control group, only one woman had a truck driver as a regular partner; none 

reported contact with soldiers, and most had had sexual relations only with 

peasants from the region. Histories of extended residence in Port-au-Prince and 

work as a domestic were also strongly associated with a diagnosis of HIV disease.

Conjugal unions with nonpeasants—salaried soldiers and truck drivers, who 

are paid on a daily basis—reflect these women’s quest for some measure of 

economic security. In this manner, truck drivers and soldiers have served as a 

“bridge” for transmitting HIV to the rural population, just as North American 

tourists seem to have served as a bridge to the urban Haitian population.11 But 

just as North Americans are no longer important in the transmission of HIV in 

Haiti, truck drivers and soldiers will soon no longer be necessary components 

of the rural epidemic. Once introduced into a sexually active population, HIV

will work its way into those with no history of residence in the city, no history 

of contact with soldiers or truck drivers, and no history of work as a domestic.

The research presented here underlines the importance of social inequalities 
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of the most casual, everyday sort in determining who is most at risk for HIV

infection. In Haiti, HIV is sexually transmitted, and sexual unions are clearly 

made and unmade by economic pressures in a context of harsh poverty and steep 

inequality. Neither several years of participant-observation by the author nor a 

critical review of existing epidemiological data from urban Haiti and the rest of 

the Caribbean suggests that additional factors are involved in the transmission 

of HIV in Haiti. (Both popular and scientific literature in North America had 

hinted that “voodoo practices,” including animal sacrifice and ritualized sex, 

were implicated.)12

When ethnographic and clinical-epidemiological research are linked to un-

flinching social analysis, the contours of a rapidly changing epidemic—and the 

forces promoting HIV transmission—come into focus. Concluding that, in Haiti, 

“poverty and economic inequity serve as the most virulent co-factors in the 

spread of this disease,”13 we can identify seven other socially conditioned forces 

increasing the rates of HIV transmission among Haitian women:

Gender inequality, especially concerning control of land and other resources

Traditional patterns of sexual union, such as stable concubinage, or plasaj, in 

which sexually transmitted pathogens are much more likely to be shared 

among three or more persons

Emerging patterns of sexual union, such as serial monogamy

Prevalence of sexually transmitted diseases and other genital-tract infections 

(such as trichomoniasis or infections causing mucosal lesions) and, perhaps 

more significant, lack of access to treatment for them

Table 4.1 Case-Control Study of HIV Infection  

in Thirty-Four Rural Haitian Women

Patient Characteristics

Patients with  

HIV Disease  

(N = 17)

Control 

Group 

(N = 17)

Number of sexual partners 2.7 2.2

Partner of a truck driver 9.0 1.0

Partner of a soldier 7.0 0.0

Partner of a peasant only 0.0 15.0

Lived in Port-au-Prince 14.0 4.0

Worked as a servant 11.0 0.0

Years of education 4.8 4.0

Received a blood transfusion 0.0 1.0

Used illicit drugs 0.0 0.0

Received more than ten 

intramuscular injections

11.0 13.0
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Lack of timely response by public health authorities, a delay related not 

merely to lack of resources but to the persistence of a political crisis

Lack of culturally appropriate prevention tools

Political violence, much of it state-sponsored and directed at poor people14

Each of these forces plays a part in the lives of our patients, according to their 

own testimony. These are the “givens,” the structural violence of their country 

and, indeed, of the larger historical system in which it is ensnared.15 Of all the 

millions of persons on the losing end of the system, few are more trammeled by 

punitive constraints than Haitian women living in poverty. For poor Haitian 

women, often enough, the structures are more like strictures.

For reasons I explore in the remainder of this chapter, these are not factors regu-

larly discussed in the medical journals that publish epidemiological studies of HIV

infection. Yet there is ample reason to believe that similar factors help to determine 

the epidemiology of HIV infection in wealthier countries too, especially those 

characterized by high indices of economic disparity, such as the United States.16

One reason the biomedical press does not candidly discuss social forces may 

be related to the way AIDS research funds have been doled out. Quick to associate 

anthropology with studies of exotic animal sacrifice, say, or ritual scarification, 

those in control of funds ask anthropologists to perform “rapid ethnographic 

assessments” of settings with high rates of HIV transmission. And medical 

anthropologists have too often assented, restricting their inquiries to “delineating 

the cultural component” of illness. Because culture is merely that, a component, 

such research has been the object of legitimate critiques: “Medical anthropolo-

gists and sociologists have tended to elevate the cultural component into an omni-

bus explanation. The emphasis is on cultural determination. Even when social 

relations receive more than reflexive recognition, medical social scientists restrict 

the social relations to small “primary” group settings, such as the family, and fac-

tions at the micro unit. . . . Little or no attempt is made to encompass the totality 

of the larger society’s structure.”17

In my view, obscuring “the totality of the larger society’s structure” (including 

its place in international systems) is all too frequently the mission of anthropo-

logical assessments whose goal is to assign origins or vectors for disease in such 

“barbaric” practices as animal sacrifice and blood ritual. In the vast majority of 

settings in which anthropologists work, HIV is transmitted through much more 

mundane mechanisms.

Finally, such “exotic” practices are out of the ordinary, isolated, and to a large 

extent voluntary. By associating them with AIDS, do we not silently reassure our-

selves that the disease we study is equally voluntary, exceptional, and experience-

distant? If that is the profile of medical anthropology in the AIDS pandemic, 

Haiti has a lesson to teach it.
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ETHNOGRAPHY, SOCIAL THEORY, AND EPIDEMIOLOGY:

BRINGING IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIDS PREVENTION

If the chief forces promoting HIV transmission are powerful political and eco-

nomic currents, what meaningful interventions might be made on the local level? 

If one of the chief reasons poor women engage in sexual relations is to conceive 

a child, what are the chances of promoting condom use? In a setting of political 

upheaval and violence against community organizers, what hope is there of see-

ing projects through to fruition?

Two community-based organizations, one Haitian and one North American, 

have attempted to incorporate insights gained from ethnographic, epidemio-

logical, and clinical work in an AIDS prevention project in rural Haiti. In early 

1992, Partners In Health and Zanmi Lasante received funds from the World 

AIDS Foundation to inaugurate “Une Chance à Prendre” (UCAP), a comprehen-

sive, community-based response to a rapidly advancing epidemic. The project 

includes efforts to prevent the spread of HIV and other sexually transmitted 

pathogens, and it also introduces training programs for Haitian health work-

ers. A significant component of UCAP attempts to improve clinical care for 

those already infected with HIV and to enhance providers’ abilities to diagnose 

opportunistic infections (and other complications of HIV infection) in a timely 

fashion.

In spite of a very adverse political climate—a coup d’état took place months 

before the project was initiated, crippling the team’s ability to work outside the 

Zanmi Lasante catchment area—each of these aspects of UCAP was inaugurated, 

and most of them were completed as planned. I will focus here on one small proj-

ect within UCAP, as it demonstrates both the utility and the limits of culturally 

appropriate efforts to prevent HIV transmission among the poor.

Zanmi Lasante is the parent organization for a large and vibrant women’s 

health project, one that sponsors interventions ranging from women’s literacy 

to screening for cervical disease. A group of women involved in these efforts 

decided to create, in the context of UCAP, a series of AIDS prevention tools for 

women like themselves: poor, landless, and subject to discrimination at many 

levels. HIV-positive women also participated in the project, which has led, we 

believe, to the first prevention tools designed by and for poor Haitian women.

Because most rural Haitians do not read or write, and because UCAP had 

funds for a video recorder and portable generator, the women’s group settled on 

making a video. Basing their script on the life story of the first woman from Do 

Kay to die of AIDS, the women created Chache lavi, detwi lavi. This expression 

(literally rendered as “looking for life, destroying life”) is used whenever someone 

dies in the course of honest efforts to make a living—for example, when a market 

woman dies in a truck accident while transporting her produce to market. Many 
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people in rural Haiti feel the expression is apposite to the stories of young women 

who are infected with HIV in the course of their struggle to survive.

The half-hour program tells the story of Jocelyne, a young woman who loses 

her family land to a hydroelectric dam—and, shortly thereafter, her mother to 

tuberculosis. Soon she is responding to the overtures of a truck driver. Jocelyne 

hopes that, through him, she can pull her family out of poverty. After she gives 

birth to a child, she finds herself alone and again penniless. Jocelyne sees work in 

the city as her only hope of surviving, and the only chance for a brighter future 

for her daughter.

What happens to Jocelyne in the city is typical of the lot of poor women in 

Haiti. Her next sexual union is with a second truck driver, who promises to 

help her find a job. Soon Jocelyne is working as a servant for a pittance and, 

unbeknownst to her employer, becomes pregnant. She is fired abruptly when her 

pregnancy becomes evident, but the truck driver is no longer around to help. 

Her next—and final—liaison is with a soldier, with whom she conceives twins. 

Sick and beaten down by her experience, she returns to Do Kay. There she is 

diagnosed with AIDS.

Marie, one of the seropositive actors who has since died of AIDS, offered the 

following observations in an interview conducted as the video was being edited:

There are so many people who think that you get AIDS by being promiscuous (nan 

vilib), but through this story we are able to show what’s really happening in Haiti. 

People like Jocelyne are everywhere—there’s nothing for them, so they have to 

put themselves in peril to feed their children. Perhaps if she had known what was 

waiting for her, she could have taken precautions.

It is not clear, of course, that Jocelyne would have been able to alter her course 

had she been better informed, but the video has other merits as well. A Haitian 

nurse who directs a women’s clinic in Port-au-Prince commented after viewing 

the video:

The video really shakes you to your core, because it takes a hard look at the real cul-

prits in this epidemic. It’s so easy to say that poverty and oppression are to blame, 

and it’s true. But when you see how Jocelyne’s life is squashed at every turn by 

these forces. . . . It’s so commonplace, it’s banal—and yet why is this not part of our 

discussions of the disease? The video also helps to denounce a series of “myths”—

that you can stop AIDS by merely circulating condoms, that you can stop AIDS by 

educating people, that AIDS is a result of promiscuity, et cetera.

In spite of the many forces conspiring to make a video irrelevant among the 

Haitian poor—who have no electricity, much less televisions with VCRs—Chache 

lavi, detwi lavi is proving to be more durable than might have been expected. 

The video’s narrator has since become a skilled facilitator and has presented the 

group’s work in many settings, sometimes with the help of a portable generator 
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and projector. The video has twice been shown on national television (which has, 

admittedly, limited reach among those most at risk). Other community groups 

have petitioned Zanmi Lasante for help, as they would like to make AIDS preven-

tion videos, too.

UCAP has also been instructive in its failures. These have included fallout 

from the coup d’état (from expulsion of two project coordinators to threats from 

soldiers who quite correctly saw our work as “anti-military”); problems among 

the professional staff (burnout as a result of high patient load, a problem dramati-

cally worsened by the breakdown of the public health sector after the coup); and 

a lack of passion for some aspects of UCAP (for example, repetitive community 

meetings). There have also been worse-than-anticipated shortages of materials 

and unanticipated bureaucratic barriers that slowed down the training compo-

nent of the project.

What effects might such a modest project have had in the face of such over-

whelming odds? It is not possible to prove that Chache lavi, detwi lavi prevented a 

single case of HIV transmission. But it is possible to argue that tens of thousands 

of Haitians have encountered their first candid discussions of these issues in 

hearing the story of Jocelyne Gracia. It is possible to observe that the relation-

ship between AIDS and gender inequality has become, as a result of UCAP, the 

subject of sustained community discussion. It is possible to speculate that “people 

who can name the source of their problems may be better off than those who are 

uncomprehending or silent.”18

Although a realistic analysis should lead one to a more pessimistic assessment 

of the value of preventive efforts in a setting like Haiti, perhaps the last words 

should go to the women who made the video. Convinced that their efforts will 

not be in vain, members of the group repeatedly express the hope that women 

elsewhere can use the ideas presented in Chache lavi, detwi lavi to make their 

own AIDS prevention tools. To cite Marie again:

We’re telling this story to show how the circumstances of our lives have forced us 

to enter into bad situations like [Jocelyne’s]. As poor women, we are committed to 

sharing what we’ve learned with other women like ourselves, especially those who 

don’t have the means to create a video like this one.

CONCLUSION: 

POVERTY AND POWERLESSNESS AS CO-FACTORS

Poverty and powerlessness can serve as powerful co-factors in the spread of HIV.

An anthropology of infectious disease that is more than mere ethnography—one 

that plumbs social and political-economic analysis in an effort to discern the 

forces that structure risk—would certainly seem to buttress this assertion. Do 

these insights hold for infectious diseases other than HIV infection? Piecemeal 
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evidence would suggest that poverty and inequality (including gender-based 

discrimination) are significant risk enhancers for most sexually transmitted dis-

eases, including chlamydia, syphilis, gonorrhea, lymphogranuloma venereum, 

hepatitis, and syndromes such as pelvic inflammatory disease.19 Because human 

papilloma virus is similarly influenced by social forces, perhaps even cervical 

cancer can be said to be a disease of poverty—in some developing countries, 

it is the leading neoplasm in women.20 Surely a majority of parasitic diseases—

including amebic dysentery, malaria, schistosomiasis, trypanosomiasis, and 

onchocerciasis—are similarly disproportionately distributed among the poor.

Studies spanning time, geographical space, and cultural diversity all point to 

an important thesis: poverty and inequality put people at risk for infectious dis-

eases. With regard to certain diseases in specific settings, such as tuberculosis in 

the poor countries of the Southern Hemisphere, it may be that absolute poverty, 

with its attendant malnutrition and immunosuppression, is responsible for strik-

ing mortality differentials among those with reactivation disease.21 Regarding 

other diseases, such as HIV infection, it seems that multiple inequities are to 

blame: steep grades of inequity (gender-based, economic, environmental) seem 

to put the disempowered at risk of AIDS as a sexually transmitted disease. Social 

discrimination and the violation of human rights have also been strongly impli-

cated as risk factors for exposure to HIV.22

These tentative conclusions have a number of implications for further anthro-

pological research on infectious disease. When behavior is strongly constrained 

by social forces, it is not illuminating to lump these forces under the catch-all 

category of “behavioral factors.” As Jonathan Mann commented, “the study of 

the behavioral determinants of risk behavior, using standard concepts and clas-

sical methods, may have reached its limit.”23 A new research agenda would do 

more than stress the importance of socioeconomic status; surely this has been 

well enough established. It would also seek to explore the translation of large-

scale forces—here I have focused on poverty and gender, but other factors may be 

equally important—into risk for populations and for individual patients.

In order to exploit fully the fruits of basic research, we now need large-scale 

investigations that would allow us to understand both the dynamics of infec-

tious diseases within certain populations and the precise mechanisms by which 

social forces become embodied as risk for infection. The idea, here, would not 

be to “control” or “adjust” for socioeconomic status or race, but to study their 

effects on the distribution and course of infectious disease. Such research, based 

on prospective studies and sociocultural analysis, would attempt to ascribe 

relative weights to various social factors—a critical epidemiology that would link 

variations in incidence or prevalence (risk) to socioeconomic status and gender, 

including factors such as discrimination, sexism, and political upheaval.

These variables have always proven difficult to measure, and anthropologists 
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could help bring important contextual considerations to the center of the large-

scale epidemiological projects that will be necessary to bring these mechanisms 

into relief. Krieger and her coworkers—whose magisterial review of epidemio-

logical studies of the health effects of racism, sexism, and social class should be 

read by all medical anthropologists—outline an alternative research agenda for 

an epidemiology that would address such questions, underlining four key ele-

ments and assumptions:

Patterns of disease, whether in individual bodies or in populations, are the 

result of “a dynamic interplay between exposure and susceptibility.”

The processes of both exposure and susceptibility are themselves structured 

over time and “conditioned by history.”

The social forces and relations manifest in racism, sexism, and social class 

will influence, one way or another, the exposure and susceptibility of 

those whose lives are defined by these relations.

The mechanisms by which these social forces affect the health of populations 

include the shaping of exposure and susceptibility to both pathogens (and 

pathogenic processes) and protective factors, events, and processes; the 

degree of access to, and type of, health care; and the shaping of health 

research and health policies.24

Research would also examine the rate of disease progression in light of these 

and other factors, linking them to nutritional and immunological status. The 

explanatory power of models stemming from such research would be enhanced 

by their ability to account for variation over time and across geographical and 

cultural divides and would thus be informed by history and political economy. 

Although ethnography tends to bring life to the often arid studies of economists 

and historians, I am not convinced that maintaining disciplinary boundaries 

between economics, history, sociology, and anthropology is helpful. Immanuel 

Wallerstein pushes this line of thought even further: “The question before us 

today is whether there are any criteria which can be used to assert in a relatively 

clear and defensible way boundaries between the four presumed disciplines 

of anthropology, economics, political science, and sociology. World-systems 

analysis responds with an unequivocal ‘no’ to this question. All the presumed 

criteria—level of analysis, subject-matter, methods, theoretical assumptions—

either are no longer true in practice or, if sustained, are barriers to further 

knowledge rather than stimuli to its creation.”25

Such cross-disciplinary research has been inaugurated at times in the past, 

both in anthropology and in related fields. Indeed, exemplary studies were con-

ducted in the earlier part of this century, when, for example, Joseph Goldberger, 

G. A. Wheeler, and Edgar Sydenstricker examined the occurrence of pellagra, 
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whose etiology was then unknown, in seven cotton-mill villages in South 

Carolina.26 Although the received wisdom was that high rates of this disorder 

among the poor were due to “poor hygiene” (or, among blacks, to innate “racial 

weakness”), these researchers disproved these notions with a careful study that 

analyzed not merely household diets and finances but also how foodstuffs and 

income were obtained and how seasonal variation affected access to both. Their 

research suggested that income alone did not determine rates of pellagra in these 

towns; instead, susceptibility to pellagra was related to the degree of dependency 

on cash cropping for cotton, thus linking the disorder to the larger political 

economy. Because Goldberger—who later discovered that niacin deficiency was 

the etiologic factor in pellagra—called for changes in the southern economy that 

he believed would lower rates of pellagra among these groups, he was vilified by 

many of his contemporaries in the medical field.

Today, Goldberger’s work is regarded as exemplary public health research. 

But, as Krieger and coworkers write, “it is hard to imagine present U.S. epide-

miologic studies explicitly testing detailed hypotheses about the social produc-

tion and political economy of disease, as Goldberger and Sydenstricker once 

did.” And why should that be so? The authors speculate that there exists within 

epidemiology a certain reluctance “to discuss uncomfortable subjects or to tackle 

issues whose remedies could lie outside the bounds of traditional public health 

interventions.”27

While this is true, I doubt that this reluctance is in any way native to epi-

demiology. Nor is it the province of medicine, although it may be, as Sandra 

Gifford argues, that “greater control on the part of the medical profession over 

the diagnosis and treatment of risk . . . has diverted attention away from translat-

ing epidemiologic knowledge into population level interventions and has allowed 

the focus to be directed towards the medicalization of risk within individuals.”28

In anthropology, similarly, Peter Brown’s study of malaria control in Sardinia 

“emphasizes the need to understand the political economic variables which 

influence both the rates of disease and development.”29 Other researchers in the 

social sciences—including Brooke Grundfest Schoepf in anthropology, Meredeth 

Turshen in political science, and Randall Packard in history—have reached very 

similar conclusions in examining modern epidemics.30 And yet all deplore a 

recurrent tendency, noted in each of these fields, to divert attention from the 

obvious conclusions of investigations into the patterning of disease, similar to my 

critique of epidemiology at the outset of this chapter.

The obvious conclusion is that risk for most diseases is structured in large part 

by social—political and economic—forces. If the distribution of these diseases 

is to be altered, it will be done by social—political and economic—responses. 

It is only appropriate to recall that sound anthropological research on infec-

tious diseases is by no means among the most important task at hand for those 
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seeking to diminish the suffering of the destitute sick. Nor is it being called for 

by the sick themselves. For the mechanisms of the uneven distribution of the 

world’s resources—including the fruits of technology and science—are no longer 

obscure, if indeed they ever were. Sound research should be embedded in efforts 

to make available to the poor the resources and information already available 

to the more fortunate. If anything redeeming could have come from this latest 

plague, it might be that it has thrown into relief the vast disparity in resources 

available to people caught in the same web of social and economic relations.

Even the pessimists involved in the Haitian AIDS prevention efforts described 

earlier—those who doubt that educational efforts could have much of an effect 

on a rapidly advancing epidemic—share the women’s group’s hope that their 

example will inspire other women to organize their communities in order to 

promote a broader program of social justice. All the project participants agree 

that educational programs are not enough to prevent AIDS: poor women, no 

matter how dignified or well-informed, will remain at risk as long as they are 

not liberated from the myriad conditions, large-scale and local, that keep them 

dependent and vulnerable.
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LEARNING LESSONS

AIDS and Accusation, published in 1992, summarized a number of lessons gleaned 

from my fieldwork, research, and clinical practice. First, I learned that AIDS, 

although a new disease, is deeply embedded in social and economic structures 

long in place—and that poverty and inequality are the fault lines along which 

HIV spreads. Even when I wrote the book, those of us working with the disease 

saw that AIDS was likely to become a major killer of people living in poverty.

I also learned how medical errors, bad diagnoses, and confidently expressed 

but incorrect claims of causality could themselves cause great suffering. Some 

claims came from the popular press, but many, as the book documents, came 

from officially accredited speakers: scientific and medical authorities as well as 

political figures. Some authorities claimed, for example, that HIV came to the 

United States from Haiti—“the little Africa off the coast of Florida,” as the popu-

lar press calls it—despite the fact that data available at the time, which I review 

in the book, suggested the opposite. In AIDS and Accusation, I characterized the 

Haitian epidemic as a direct subepidemic, or offshoot, of the much larger U.S. 

pandemic—one that is quite unrelated to the epidemic in Africa. Technologies 

developed since that 1992 study have characterized the genetic subtypes, or 

clades, of HIV and corroborate the thesis laid out there: the Haitian epidemic is 

indeed caused by subtype B, the clade prevalent in the United States. AIDS did 

not come to Haiti from Africa, where other clades are prevalent; it came south 

with North American tourists. But the myth that AIDS came to the United States 

from Haiti persists in the popular press and, at times, in the popular imagination.

5

From Haiti to Rwanda

AIDS and Accusations

(2006)
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Similarly erroneous claims about the role of stigma, a traditional topic of 

anthropology and other social sciences, were also common. It’s true that AIDS 

was entangled with stigma in many ways. In rural Haiti, social responses were 

often tied to accusations of sorcery, a system of attitudes with deep roots in Haiti’s 

history as a slave colony. The modern-day accusations registered in rural Haiti 

were almost invariably embedded in local social inequalities. Accusing someone 

of sorcery is a way (maladaptive, perhaps) for the victim to transfer blame for 

misfortune to another person, the alleged perpetrator. But in the United States 

and other wealthy post-slavery societies of the Americas, the stigma of AIDS 

combined with inveterate racism to ensure that victims of the disease would 

always bear the blame for their own misfortune. Moreover, not only sufferers 

from HIV but all Haitians were branded as AIDS carriers. This variety of stigma 

cannot be reduced to a matter of personal concern, though I have heard hundreds 

of anecdotes of landlords and employers acting out of prejudice and fear, and 

I have no reason to doubt the veracity of these stories. Racism was central to 

the early international responses to AIDS, too, and remains a problem today, 

as AIDS takes its greatest toll on the continent of Africa, where the heritage of 

colonialism and racism weighs heavily.

In all these settings, however, accusation remained a constant, prompting the 

subtitle of the book: Haiti and the Geography of Blame. I learned that stigma, 

always socially constructed, works in different ways in different places and that 

the most important stigma in rural Haiti resulted from people’s belief, correct at 

the time, that AIDS was an inevitably fatal disease. Stigma would later be a major 

barrier to the introduction of proper AIDS care when, once again, poverty and 

a lack of access to even the most rudimentary medical care were far more likely 

to determine the efficacy of AIDS screening and prevention efforts than were 

purely clinical issues. In rural Africa, as in rural Haiti, stigma is less a barrier 

to providing AIDS care than it is the reflection and result of a complete lack of 

decent health care for the poor. Stigma is a symptom of this grotesque failure 

but is commonly used as an excuse for further inaction. How often do we read 

in the popular press that stigma, rather than poor-quality services, slows HIV

screening? Even today, a fundamental misunderstanding of stigma continues to 

hamper effective responses to the pandemic.

Among the other central lessons laid out in the book is that the mechanisms 

by which poverty and other social injustices, such as racism and gender inequal-

ity, hasten the advance of HIV and tuberculosis are knowable. The book thus 

closes with a call for an “anthropology of human suffering.” Social conditions 

shape not only epidemics themselves but also social responses to them. I dared to 

make a few predictions at the end of the book, fairly obvious ones, as they seemed 

at the time, and I can say without triumph that they have come true. Near the end 

of AIDS and Accusation, I wrote:
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If a disaster is to be averted in rural Haiti, vigorous and effective prevention cam-

paigns must be initiated at once. And although such efforts must begin, the pros-

pects of stopping the steady march of HIV are slim. AIDS is far more likely to join a 

host of other sexually transmitted diseases—including gonorrhea, syphilis, genital 

herpes, chlamydia, hepatitis B, lymphogranuloma venereum, and even cervical 

cancer—that have already become entrenched among the poor.

I take no pleasure in pointing out that a geographically broad and historically 

deep examination of the nascent pandemic in the 1980s showed that this disaster 

would occur unless vigorous and fundamentally structural interventions took 

place. Not until better treatment for these diseases was put in place and inte-

grated with AIDS prevention did the Haitian epidemic begin to come under 

control. As I write this, the Haitian epidemic is at last shrinking, a major victory 

for public health in one of the most poverty-stricken countries on the planet.

I’ve spent much of the past two decades studying these infectious killers. To be 

frank, however, I was never asked, in Haiti or in any of the other places in which 

we work, to do much in the way of studying suffering. In fact, I cannot remember 

a single such invitation from patients or their families. Instead, we were inun-

dated in Haiti and elsewhere with a different sort of request: to do something to 

allay the awful suffering associated with these infectious diseases and with the 

host of other problems—hunger, malaria, death during childbirth, mistreatment 

at the hands of the powerful or less impoverished—that people afflicted with the 

new disease, AIDS, had long faced.

Partners In Health, a nongovernmental organization seeking to put into prac-

tice the conviction that health care should be viewed as a human right, was 

born in the village of Do Kay and is rooted in the experiences and years of work 

described in AIDS and Accusation. To make a long story short—and these past 

two decades have felt very long—the years described in the processual ethnogra-

phy in the book led me to contemplate some hard choices. On the one hand, a life 

of careful scholarship requires all one’s attention, and no graduate student can 

afford to lose deep respect for careful scholarship; indeed, every graduate student 

has been the direct beneficiary of one or more mentors who have dedicated their 

lives to careful scholarship and teaching. On the other hand, one can choose a life 

of service and make common cause with people struggling under heavy burdens 

of poverty, AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other causes of “stupid deaths,” to 

use the Haitian term. At the time of the book’s publication, this latter choice 

seemed both geographically and pragmatically remote from a research university 

like Harvard, an institution that had already afforded me an excellent education 

and was now prepared to offer the promise of a rewarding teaching career.

I’ve called these choices “hard.” They do not have the gravity of those made 

each day by people living in poverty and facing the threat of disease and hunger 

and violence. But these decisions, mine and those of my coworkers, felt hard at 
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the time and still do. Anyone who has spanned the worlds of the rich (any First 

World university qualifies as such) and the poor (of which Haiti and Rwanda 

are extreme examples) knows exactly what I mean. Many young scholars face 

similar dilemmas upon returning from fieldwork—especially medical anthro-

pologists who, in their study, gaze down steep gradients of class and privilege. 

But not many scholars are also physicians, though other avenues of service are 

open to them.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

Partners In Health was, to some extent, born of the opportunity to study and 

reflect upon an emerging epidemic that collided with other catastrophes long 

in the making in central Haiti. My colleagues and I have worked there since the 

first months chronicled in AIDS and Accusation; we have also grown and had the 

privilege of caring for more than a million patients in places as far-flung as Peru, 

Siberia, Chiapas, Guatemala, inner-city Boston, and now rural Rwanda. Our 

choices about where to work were responses to a constant nagging voice, with a 

distinctly Haitian accent, as I hear it, that says, “Don’t just study our suffering—

do something to allay it.”

But, as my students ask, do what, exactly? This question is difficult but not 

impossible to answer. At the end of the period I described in that 1992 book, no 

effective antiretroviral therapies existed to treat AIDS. But much could be done 

to prevent HIV transmission, so we launched “culturally appropriate prevention 

campaigns,” which are described elsewhere.1 In addition, each of the opportunis-

tic infections that afflicted AIDS patients, often killing them, could be countered 

with therapies known to be effective. In Haiti, as in Africa, the main such infec-

tion is tuberculosis. So the response to the question “do what?” in that instance 

was to start an effective tuberculosis control program in rural Haiti. That’s pre-

cisely what we did. As a result, we saw cure rates go from less than 50 percent to 

close to universal cure among those for whom all social barriers to care—from 

hunger to user fees, lack of water, and lack of transportation—were removed.

Scholarship also had work to do in this area, since we encountered no shortage 

of silliness—again, immodest claims of causality—among people attempting to 

explain, without alluding to the concept of neglect, why so many people died 

in places like Haiti from an eminently treatable disease such as tuberculosis.2

The ranking explanation among Haitian and certain non-Haitian health profes-

sionals was that the peasants believed in sorcery and thus had no confidence 

in biomedicine. We learned, instead, that rural Haitians had no access to bio-

medicine and that they did just fine, regardless of their views on disease etiology, 

once we fixed the dysfunctional tuberculosis program. What needed to change 

was not the cultural beliefs of the patients but rather the quality of the tubercu-
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losis program—and with it, perhaps, the cultural beliefs of part of the medical 

community.

Even as I was completing AIDS and Accusation, my colleagues and I were 

publishing, in medical journals, our experiences of setting up a community-

based program to bring all tuberculosis patients to cure.3 A significant number of 

these tuberculosis patients were also infected with HIV, but we found that they, 

too, did well once they received treatment for their tuberculosis, enjoying cure 

rates almost as high as those for patients not co-infected with HIV. But eventu-

ally, even after their tuberculosis was declared cured, patients infected with HIV

would fall ill and die of other opportunistic infections or become ill again with 

tuberculosis. What could we do for them?

By 1995, ample evidence existed that antiretroviral “drug cocktails”—ARVs—

could transform the formerly fatal affliction of AIDS into a manageable chronic 

disease. But although these drugs rapidly transformed the epidemic in the United 

States, cutting mortality dramatically and almost wiping out mother-to-child 

transmission and thus pediatric AIDS, the drugs were nonexistent in the world 

of the poor, where AIDS was having its greatest impact. People knew that treat-

ment existed, but the drugs were unavailable to those who couldn’t pay top dollar 

for them. Although we were never swayed much by arguments that prevention 

alone was the only “sustainable” intervention in settings riven by poverty, we 

were unable to acquire ARVs until 1998. Too little, too late, we thought, but we 

pressed on.

When our small organization decided to import these medications to treat 

the sickest AIDS patients in central Haiti, the cost of the drugs exceeded $1,500 

per patient per year—even though we benefited from concessional prices and 

some donated medicines. This amount was and remains roughly six times the per 

capita income there. But while we, and many of our patients in Haiti, despaired 

about lagging behind, we soon discovered that Partners In Health was probably 

the first group working in the poorest parts of the world to introduce modern 

AIDS care as a public good—free of charge to the patient, as is tuberculosis care.4

We based our policy on a simple premise: these people are sick, we’re health care 

providers, and these medications are part of the same global economy that, after 

all, created Haiti as a slave colony to provide Europe with sugar, coffee, and other 

tropical produce. But we also reasoned that if AIDS had become the leading 

infectious cause of adult death in Haiti, it was also a public health challenge (to 

Haiti and to the rest of the world), and authorities needed to view prevention 

and treatment as a public good, not merely as commodities that only those with 

resources could purchase.

The introduction of antiretroviral therapy to a squatter settlement in rural 

Haiti—in a sense, the epilogue to the story told in AIDS and Accusation—

provoked radically different responses in different quarters. Rural Haitians 
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largely greeted our efforts with gratitude and even cheers, and the growing 

number of people within Partners In Health were confident that we were doing 

the right thing, even though paying for the drugs initially accounted for about 

90 percent of all program costs. But in circles often mistakenly called “the inter-

national community,” including some people with an avowed interest in the 

health of the poor, cheers were not forthcoming. These parties greeted the use of 

ARVs in places like rural Haiti or Africa with skepticism—deeming such projects 

wasteful and neither “sustainable” nor “cost-effective” in the paradigms of our 

day—and sometimes even derided the treatment programs as irresponsible. I am 

still struck, some twenty years after I learned to listen to patients and to people 

living in poverty, that such criticisms come not from the intended beneficiaries 

but rather from people with backgrounds more akin to mine. The critics at the 

time were professionals from North America or Europe or officials in poor coun-

tries who had been trained in the affluent world. They had accepted, as rural 

Haitians would not, the notion that the poor world would remain poor and that 

people so unfortunate as to be born there were out of luck when it came to receiv-

ing expensive but effective AIDS therapy.

This view changed as underfunded prevention strategies failed in much of the 

poor world, as new infections continued to multiply (in more or less the manner 

predicted in my book), and as AIDS mortality continued to climb. Many millions 

died unattended long after wealthy nations had shown that ARVs could suppress 

HIV in their patient populations; millions more are dying today wherever AIDS 

is prevalent but AIDS treatment is not. The need for urgent interventions is cer-

tainly evident to anyone who spends time in places like Haiti or Rwanda. Many 

others have tried to document “the race to treat AIDS,” as one writer termed the 

phenomenon, and I won’t try to do so here.5 But I will say that Partners In Health 

continued to share its experiences in integrating AIDS prevention and care with 

the medical and health policy “community” in articles and in countless presenta-

tions and conferences—it would be impossible to tally the number of conferences 

held during those long years of inaction.

Moreover, by 2001, the “we” of Partners In Health was growing quickly, in part 

because so few other groups were pursuing a social justice agenda in introducing 

the highest possible standard of care for people living with both AIDS and pov-

erty, and in part because the project was expanding rapidly—“scaling up”—in 

central Haiti. In every village we visited, we met people dying of AIDS, but we 

also met plenty of people anxious to serve as accompagnateurs who could help the 

afflicted by giving them their pills and social support each day.6 When effective 

therapy became available, stigma, the topic of much of AIDS and Accusation

and the factor that many policymakers believed was a barrier to effective care 

in Africa and Haiti, began to decline. Tens of thousands of people came to our 

clinics to be tested, knowing that they would receive care if we found them to 
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be sick. In scaling up the effort we had launched in Do Kay, we learned that one 

can deliver high-quality health care in rural central Haiti, which lacks both 

paved roads and electricity and whose public health system long ago faltered and 

collapsed.

Indeed, Haiti and Haitians, who suffered greatly from social responses to the 

new and then untreatable disease with which they were initially identified, can 

also claim to have led the charge against AIDS. They have launched some of the 

poor world’s first integrated prevention and care programs. Over the past few 

years, these efforts have not gone unnoticed. The policymakers who had earlier 

declared that prevention alone would have to suffice in settings as poor as Haiti 

had to modify their positions, not so much because the model developed in 

Haiti proved to be effective but because models that ignored treatment proved so 

utterly ineffective. In 2003, a new funding mechanism, the Global Fund to Fight 

AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, allowed Haiti to ramp up longstanding efforts 

to prevent new infections and to improve care for the sick; U.S. federal funds 

eventually followed. Even as some poor nations seemed ready to concede defeat 

in the struggle against AIDS, Haiti could point to real victories. Laurie Garrett, 

writing in the New York Times in July 2004, noted that “a new Global Fund report 

shows that of the 25 projects supported by the fund for more than a year, 80 per-

cent have already either achieved or even surpassed their five-year goals. As

chaotic as it is, Haiti surpassed its 2006 targets after only a year of Global Fund 

support.”7 A more detailed New York Times article, based on reporting from Do 

Kay, announced in its title “Rural Haitians Are Vanguard in AIDS Battle.”8

Here in Rwanda, in the rural reaches of the world’s poorest continent, some 

responses to the idea of integrating AIDS prevention and care were much the 

same as the global authorities’ initial responses to the idea of treating AIDS in 

Haiti. Once again, we heard claims that stigma would prevent Rwandans from 

coming to clinics to be tested, but these claims were not supported by data. In

Africa, as in Haiti, AIDS is stigmatized because it is a fatal wasting disease, but 

stigma did not prevent hundreds of Rwandans from seeking care once it was 

finally available. In Rwinkwavu, a town said to consist mostly of former exiles 

and people displaced by the 1994 genocide, hundreds have undergone screening 

for HIV infection in the past few months alone. Many of the people we found 

to be infected are now on proper therapy, again with the help of accompagna-

teurs. Indeed, veterans of the Haiti scale-up effort, which has long been led by 

a dynamic and experienced Haitian physician, came to rural Rwanda to help 

train accompagnateurs and nurses to build a similar project in the Rwandan 

countryside.

Haiti and Rwanda are about the same size, and both countries crowd more 

than eight million people into a mountainous area about the size of Maryland. 

Most inhabitants, in both places, are or have been peasant farmers. Haiti was 
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colonized by France, Rwanda by Belgium. However, when we began work in 

Rwanda, I quickly realized the lack of cultural similarities between rural Rwanda 

and rural Haiti—indeed, my Haitian colleagues needed translators to speak with 

the rural Rwandans, who spoke Kinyarwanda and not French. The similarities of 

note were of the structural sort: deep poverty, a history of postcolonial violence, 

and a similar burden of disease (with AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and hunger 

heading the list).

Although the Haitian epidemic is unrelated to the African pandemic in the 

direct ways that the popular press asserted in the 1980s, the two epidemics do 

have striking parallels. The first AIDS case in Rwanda was detected in 1983, while 

the first cases were properly documented in Haiti in 1981, at the same time as the 

first cases in the United States. Rates of infection are roughly the same in both 

places. Tuberculosis is also the ranking opportunistic infection in Rwanda. And 

here, as in Haiti, great local enthusiasm exists for scaling up an integrated AIDS 

prevention and care program.

Given my training in anthropology, I know better than to claim that I have 

any knowledge of Rwandan culture until I’m conversant in the language and 

have spent at least a couple of years here. But I’m already convinced that a 

“geographically broad and historically deep” approach to learning will teach us 

about the relationship between AIDS (and other epidemics) and heavy-handed 

colonialism, poverty, violence, and genocide. I’m convinced, too, that the more 

we learn, the more we will see how Rwanda fits into a transnational web of 

meaning and social process, as does Haiti. Granted, Haiti’s trials at the hands of 

the outside world have gone on nearly five times longer than those that Rwanda 

has endured; granted, too, Haiti’s indigenous population was exterminated com-

pletely after the Europeans arrived in 1492, and almost all Haitians today are 

the descendants of kidnapped Africans. But I’ve little doubt that significant 

connivance from the great powers was required to arm Rwanda prior to the 1994 

genocide; I’m confident that growing social inequality in a field of great social 

scarcity played a role in both the violence and the spread of HIV here. And in 

Rwanda, as in Haiti, poverty will constitute the most daunting barrier to the 

establishment of effective AIDS prevention and care.

GRAPPLING WITH THE NEW MYTHS AND

MYSTIFICATIONS ABOUT AIDS IN AFRICA

Here in rural Rwanda and in central Haiti, I still encounter little demand for 

book-length studies of AIDS or social responses to it. But that need is real, and 

I’m grateful to have had the chance, at least once, to spend several years working 

to unravel the complex skein of meaning and social process and epidemiology. 

Allow me to close these reflections by returning to the role of scholarship and by 
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considering some of the analytic challenges now facing those who will confront 

the so-called new AIDS—new because, as noted in AIDS and Accusation, the 

epidemic changes rapidly, as do social responses to it, as does, we now know, the 

virus itself. Once again, we need processual studies, and these studies must be 

properly biosocial because one of the reasons the epidemic in Africa is changing 

is that ARVs are at last becoming available here, where the need is greatest. I still 

believe that perhaps only anthropology has the scope to understand this complex 

disease, but ethnographic studies will be accurate only if anthropologists work 

with others who are familiar with the pathophysiology and epidemiology of 

AIDS and of other infectious pathogens. Ethnographic studies will be accurate 

only if they rest on a sound knowledge of history and political economy.

Many studies similar to AIDS and Accusation, with AIDS in Africa as their 

topic, have been published recently, but much remains to be done. Surely, enter-

prising graduate students in medical anthropology would find a rich subject in 

the myths and mystifications swirling around Africa today, during this period 

that should be the post-antibiotic era but isn’t yet. Across the continent, most of 

the people infected with HIV are not “living with AIDS,” to use the American 

catchphrase. They are dying of AIDS.

Yet Africans everywhere know that medications exist to treat AIDS and 

tuberculosis (and, indeed, malaria and each of the pathologies mentioned in 

this book). So we see in Africa, as in Haiti, accusations and blame, myths and 

mystifications. If Haitians have any rivals in their degree of subjection to racist 

and ridiculous commentaries, or to immodest claims of causality from experts 

who should know better, they exist here on this continent.

We can identify some of the most pernicious myths and half-truths, espe-

cially those serving to explain inaction. People say that the medications are too 

expensive, which is true. But is this statement the beginning of a conversation 

or the end of one? In Haiti and elsewhere, the introduction of generic ARVs has 

lowered the price of a three-drug cocktail from about $10,000 per patient per 

year (the U.S. price tag for branded pharmaceuticals) or $1,500 per patient per 

year (the concessional price we paid in 1998) to less than $150 per patient per year. 

And the prices are still dropping. Surely such a welcome and vertiginous drop 

should make economists and public health specialists who claim treatment is 

not cost-effective a little more humble. How can we make confident claims about 

cost-effectiveness when both the cost and the “effectiveness” of our interventions 

change so rapidly?

Even if we agree that AIDS care is a right, there are significant challenges. We 

need to understand that as long as these medications remain commodities on the 

open market, they will be available only to those who can afford them. Regardless 

of how low the costs go, there will always be some who cannot pay. For those 

interested in health as a human right, the sale of ARVs will always pose problems.
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Experts point out that the poorer parts of Africa lack the public health infra-

structure needed to treat AIDS. This statement too is true. But, again, is it the 

end of a discussion of the disastrous impact of divesting from public health, or is 

it the beginning of one about building or rebuilding such infrastructures in the 

places that need them most? In Haiti, we’ve shown that investing in integrated 

AIDS prevention and care can strengthen faltering public health systems and 

improve women’s health, tuberculosis and vaccination programs, and primary 

care.9 If recent statements about the lack of health care infrastructure are the 

beginning of a long-overdue conversation, we will soon realize that one of the 

most important components of such infrastructure—personnel—is readily avail-

able. Unemployment is high in the places that need AIDS treatment the most, 

and many people can be trained to be accompagnateurs or community health 

workers; their engagement will ensure that the quality of long-term care is sus-

tained and improved. An honest discussion about the “brain drain” that sucks 

trained medical personnel out of Africa to more affluent settings in Europe and 

North America would also be welcome.10

Meanwhile, some people complain that AIDS-related stigma in Africa is over-

whelming. This statement too is true. But, as we learned in Haiti, stigma is not 

often a barrier to actual AIDS treatment; rather, proper AIDS treatment, and 

indeed quality medical care for any affliction, is simply unavailable to the poor. 

Social barriers are, in truth, economic barriers, and these barriers will not be 

addressed by patient education or other attempts to change the patients rather 

than to change their social conditions. Empty clinics and testing centers sud-

denly fill up when user fees are dropped and quality services become available 

to the poor.

Poverty is also at the heart of many of the problems facing those who seek to 

prevent mother-to-child transmission of HIV. We were assured, frequently by 

“experts,” that the highest standard of care—ARVs during pregnancy and avoid-

ance of breastfeeding after parturition—is impossible in Africa not only for the 

obvious reason (that children who do not breastfeed are at risk of gastroenteritis 

if clean water is unavailable) but also because bottle-feeding will stigmatize moth-

ers. Our experience in rural Rwanda has already taught us that, as real as the 

challenges of clean water are, little evidence exists that stigma will undermine the 

success of ambitious programs that prevent babies from ingesting HIV-positive 

breast milk. In fact, we discovered quickly that some poor women borrowed their 

neighbors’ children or claimed to be infected with HIV in order to receive the 

meager assistance—powdered milk, a kerosene stove to boil water, and a modest 

stipend for school fees—that our “AIDS program” offers in the Rwinkwavu area. 

So much for AIDS stigma. The challenges to efforts to prevent mother-to-child 

transmission of HIV are, rather, of a different order: avoiding stockouts of for-

mula; reaching the poorest women; increasing access to reliably clean water.
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Debates about what is to be done in Africa rage on. Some authorities continue 

to tell us to focus solely on prevention in the poorest countries, as if treatment 

and prevention somehow contradict each other. In fact, plenty of evidence is 

emerging that good treatment can strengthen prevention efforts.11 Others have 

admonished us to focus solely on tuberculosis, which, unlike AIDS, is a cur-

able disease. But these two chronic infectious diseases are tightly intertwined 

in Africa, and we focus on only one at the peril of our patients and the pub-

lic at large. HIV-infected patients with tuberculosis will one day fall ill again, 

sometimes with a second case of tuberculosis (whether from relapse or from 

reinfection), and they will continue to expose those around them to this airborne 

disease, rendering tuberculosis control more and more difficult. This dynamic 

explains why rates of tuberculosis have skyrocketed across much of Africa during 

the past decade.

Other experts raise the specter of developing resistance to ARVs in Africa in 

order to slow down introduction of the medications. But any student of social 

behavior knows that this ploy is as wrongheaded as it is unethical. Throughout the 

world, people living with HIV want to stop dying of AIDS; their loved ones want 

them to survive. These families will sell their belongings to buy ARVs in a hap-

hazard, off-and-on way. Intermittent access to these drugs is one of the quickest 

ways to fan an epidemic of drug-resistant HIV, as we have learned in the United 

States and elsewhere. Again, removing AIDS care from the market and putting 

it into the public domain—a public good for public health—is the smartest and 

most humane way to slow the emergence of acquired drug resistance, a problem 

seen with almost every infectious disease for which a treatment is available. And 

if AIDS is not the ranking public health threat in much of Africa, what is?

I have described just a few of the major analytic challenges now before us, 

and few of them have been addressed in a properly biosocial fashion. If today 

one cannot easily argue that ARVs cannot be used in the poorest parts of the 

world—a major victory for the afflicted and those who stand in solidarity with 

them—confused debates nonetheless continue to waste precious time. We should 

brace ourselves for the next great wave of debate, which will undoubtedly focus 

on what the modern world owes the destitute sick. If AIDS care becomes a right 

rather than a commodity, some people believe we will open a Pandora’s box. 

Others, including me, believe that we have no more excuses for ignoring the 

growing inequality that has left hundreds of millions of people without any hope 

of surviving preventable and treatable illnesses. Those hundreds of millions are 

the same people who entered the new millennium without access to clean water, 

primary education, proper housing, and decent jobs. Taking on AIDS forcefully 

would allow us to start a “virtuous social cycle,” long overdue, that might begin 

with one disease but end with a lot less inhumanity directed toward others with 

whom we share this fragile planet.
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NOTES

1. We have described these programs in optimistic terms, probably in large part because obtain-

ing financing was so hard in the early days. See, for example, Farmer, “Ethnography, Social Analysis, 

and the Prevention of Sexually Transmitted HIV Infection among Poor Women in Haiti” (included 

in this volume as chapter 4). For a more critical review of these programs, see Farmer and Walton, 

“Condoms, Coups, and Ideology of Prevention.” Note that the latter essay, though published in 

2000, was written just as we were beginning to scale up ARV therapy in central Haiti, an effort that 

quickly led to improved prevention outcomes.

2. These “immodest claims of causality” regarding tuberculosis and AIDS care are the chief 

topic of Farmer, Infections and Inequalities.

3. See Farmer, Robin, et al., “Tuberculosis, Poverty, and ‘Compliance.’”

4. The concept of “public goods for public health” is explored in Kim, Shakow, Castro, et al., 

“Tuberculosis Control.”

5. For an engaging account of the spread of HIV to the poorest parts of the world and a descrip-

tion of attempts, including ours, to introduce proper AIDS care as a human right, see d’Adesky,

Moving Mountains.

6. Accompagnateurs are almost always neighbors of patients—some of them patients themselves—

who accept responsibility for supervising daily care and support for people suffering from AIDS or 

tuberculosis; they are trained by Partners In Health staff and are the cornerstone of our projects in 

Haiti, Peru, Boston, Rwanda, and elsewhere. This strategy for treating AIDS in areas now termed 

“resource-poor settings” is described in a number of papers in the medical literature. See, for example, 

Farmer, Léandre, Mukherjee, Claude, et al., “Community-Based Approaches to HIV Treatment in 

Resource-Poor Settings”; Farmer, Léandre, Mukherjee, Gupta, et al., “Community-Based Treatment 

of Advanced HIV Disease”; Behforouz, Farmer, and Mukherjee, “From Directly Observed Therapy 

to Accompagnateurs.”

7. Garrett, “Bragging in Bangkok.”

8. Dugger, “Rural Haitians Are Vanguard in AIDS Battle.”

9. See Walton et al., “Integrated HIV Prevention and Care Strengthens Primary Health Care” 

(included in this volume as chapter 13).

10. We’ve also sought to address this issue in considering the social barriers to proper care for 

AIDS and other epidemic diseases; see Walton, Farmer, and Dillingham, “Social and Cultural Fac-

tors in Tropical Medicine.” For more on burnout among African physicians in a Kenyan teaching 

hospital, which admits hundreds of patients dying of AIDS and tuberculosis but cannot care for 

them properly, see Raviola et al., “HIV, Disease Plague, Demoralization and ‘Burnout.’”

11. See, for example, Blower and Farmer, “Predicting the Public Health Impact of Antiretrovirals.”
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This part of the book groups a second set of (sometimes yeomanlike) studies and 

essays under the rubric “Anthropology amid Epidemics.” The first of these essays 

builds on lessons learned: that large-scale social forces are what drive forward 

epidemic diseases, and that this is just as true of what have been called “social 

diseases” (tuberculosis, for example, and what were once termed “venereal dis-

eases”) as it is of, say, dengue or typhus or even Ebola. Sometimes these largely 

economic considerations are referred to as structural forces. That structural 

forces are the motive power behind contagious disease is obvious to historians of 

medicine, to social scientists who study epidemics, and to those epidemiologists 

not blinkered by what they consider ever more refined methodologies, which 

too commonly move such large-scale socioeconomic forces out of consideration 

altogether in favor of mathematical modeling or genetic fingerprinting (useful 

components, often, of biosocial analysis).

The failure to contemplate social and economic aspects of epidemics stunts 

our understanding of them. Thus can tuberculosis, for many decades the leading 

infectious killer of young adults around the globe, have been considered a “con-

quered” disease when it stopped killing people in the wealthy world (and in that 

world alone), and an “emerging” one only when a series of complex forces (again, 

largely social) led in recent decades to a series of rather spectacular nosocomial 

outbreaks in the United States.

So how does an anthropologist (who happens to be a physician) practice 

anthropology amid epidemics? I hope that it will be clear from these chapters 

that my intent has always been to link sound analyses to improved interventions, 

whether these interventions were designed to improve cure rates in tuberculosis 

Introduction to Part 2
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programs in Haiti or to strengthen HIV prevention efforts there and elsewhere. 

The link between analysis and intervention is far and away the leading unex-

amined problem in public health. As analyses are desocialized, so too are inter-

ventions. Insofar as public health involves an educational component, analysis 

should be tightly allied with relevant interventions. But here is the conundrum: 

if structural forces, rather than cognitive considerations (patient knowledge of 

transmission, say), are what shape the broad outlines of epidemic disease, then 

why are so many of the interventions conceived by physicians and epidemiolo-

gists and public health specialists designed to instruct patients how to behave 

and even, at times, what to believe? The full weight of many old-school “hygiene 

programs,” which sought to alter behavior and belief and even culture, is felt in 

modern public health and indeed in many attempts to advance programs for 

social change.

The tough question is, Whose culture are we seeking to change? Looking back 

to my undergraduate training, I think I’d been warned about easy answers to 

this question by books like Tally’s Corner, which seemed to dissuade anyone from 

seeking to discern and then change the “unique culture” of urban black America: 

in this version of ethnography, culture was held to explain (to cause or account 

for) the creation and re-creation of an American underclass.1 If culture re-creates 

class, then reformers seeking to improve the lot of unemployed men of color 

should seek to change their culture rather than to change the society in which 

subaltern classes and culture emerge. This “culture of poverty” argument hinged 

on a claim of causality that sidestepped the obvious pressure of economic and 

social structures on “culture”—and the result is the classic stratagem of “blaming 

the victim,” as William Ryan noted in an important essay by the same name.2

One could discern the same tendency among those working in development 

assistance and international health: the causes of persistent or deepening poverty 

and growing inequality were structural and transregional, such as unfair trade 

agreements or poor labor conditions or unjust land tenure, whereas many of the 

proposed interventions were cognitive and local (“teach a man to fish,” and so 

on). I’ve spent a lot of time underlining this mismatch. The startling thing, to me, 

was that even when social scientists agree on claims of causality, they too often 

end up participating in programs that focus only on one small part of the puzzle. 

Thus anthropologists become experts on “culture,” as if the chief problem to be 

addressed were the locals’ culture. This gap between analysis and interventions 

is the reason that the term “myths and mystifications” appears in more than one 

of the chapters in this book.

But the converse view—that because poverty is the root cause of these epidem-

ics, poverty reduction should be our sole focus in public health—is not adequate 

either. I have termed this view the “Luddite trap.” It amounts to throwing one’s 

hands up in the face of an unbeatable (indeed, almost incomprehensible) “sea of 
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troubles.” If the cultural models are too narrow to lead to a solution, the Luddite 

problem is too big. Prescriptions exist for AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, typhoid, 

and the other ills described in this section; but no one has yet discovered (even 

with double-blind, controlled studies) an effective prescription for poverty. To

this day, leading macroeconomists cannot agree on the best remedy for poverty 

in Africa (or Haiti); by contrast, competent clinicians can usually agree on the 

proper treatment for every disease mentioned in this book and more.

Mindful of the skepticism with which my Haitian neighbors greeted ethno-

graphic research, during my first years as a physician I spent most of my time 

working with Partners In Health and seeing patients, writing field notes and con-

ducting interviews only in what little time was left. What struck me in consider-

ing—indeed, in combating—AIDS and tuberculosis and malaria was that success 

or failure in efforts to control these epidemics could be attributed, once again, to 

completely discrepant claims of causality on the part of the interveners. This was 

startling. Persistent tuberculosis could be attributed to persistent poverty (social 

limitations) or to ignorance about tuberculosis (cognitive limitations, which were 

curiously limited, in this view, to people living in poverty). But both hypotheses 

could not possibly be true, unless, by some miracle of predestination, poor people 

and only poor people suffered from the ignorance that caused tuberculosis. Yet 

too few seemed to be ready to address tuberculosis with more than a pedagogical 

solution.

The mismatch between the problem and the solutions proposed, even more 

striking as regards AIDS, was deeply troubling to me and to the growing number 

who worked with us in Partners In Health projects in Haiti and elsewhere. We 

were physicians and nurses and community health workers, primarily; none of 

us had been trained to deal with structural problems such as fair trade and labor 

markets (forget about undoing the legacy of slavery and colonialism). We were 

trained to take care of the sick and to focus our prevention efforts on vaccina-

tion campaigns—when we were lucky enough to have vaccines; there is none 

for AIDS, tuberculosis, or malaria—or on cognitive interventions designed to 

change what people understand or know about health and illness.

It’s the hypothesis of these chapters that in each of the epidemics examined, 

causation is more social than cognitive; it’s the conditions in which people live, 

rather than their cognitive limitations, that intensify risk. This is true whether 

examining an airborne pathogen, a sexually transmitted one, or a vector-borne 

disease such as malaria, though the dynamics of spread differ, as do the mecha-

nisms by which these diseases come to be embodied in flesh and blood, even 

when the outcome is the same: very different pathogens move, through paths of 

least resistance, into the bodies of the poor. The chapters in this section set out my 

understanding of epidemic disease as a phenomenon that is fundamentally bio-

social. By “biosocial,” I mean that disease is a composite event-process involving 
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some factors that can be identified and isolated in a laboratory, and some that are 

economic and social in nature: the disruption of stable families by migration in 

southern Africa, say, as well as brute forces such as food insecurity, landlessness, 

or the complex interplay between poverty and gender inequality.

Since the biosocial realm is a composite one, analysis will have to identify, 

among many possibilities, the best point at which intervention should take 

place. The “immodest claims of causality” I often critique here have the shared 

weakness of singling out one factor as the explanation, as if others can then be 

neglected. Our work with poor communities has taught us that neither medica-

tion, nor food support, nor accompaniment, nor prevention, nor public health 

education can provide a stand-alone answer to the problem of contagious dis-

ease. The good news: when comprehensive approaches to these epidemics are 

applied, they work. Pessimism regarding the design and outcomes of compre-

hensive programs then gives way to pessimism regarding our ability to muster 

resources, mobilize political will, and implement comprehensive programs. I’ve 

been working with Partners In Health long enough to see that, in certain times 

and places, optimism regarding these epidemics is warranted. Over the past two 

decades, in rural Haiti, overall HIV prevalence fell from 5 percent of the popula-

tion to 2.2 percent in 2008. Although much debate will surround discrepant 

claims regarding this decline, the retreat of the epidemic is both welcome and 

gratifying to all who have sought to meet this goal.

NOTES

1. Liebow, Tally’s Corner.

2. Ryan, Blaming the Victim.

news:when
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AIDS. Ebola. Flesh-eating bacteria. One of the most significant events of the past 

ten or fifteen years is the explosion of “emerging infectious diseases.” Some of 

these disorders—such as AIDS and Brazilian purpuric fever—can be regarded 

as genuinely new. Others were clinically identified some time ago but have newly 

identified etiologic agents or have again burst onto the scene in dramatic fashion. 

For example, the syndromes caused by Hantaan viruses have been known in 

Asia for centuries, but they now seem to be spreading beyond that continent 

as a result of ecological and economic transformations that increase contact 

between humans and rodents. The phenomenology of neuroborreliosis had been 

tackled long before the monikers “Lyme disease” and Borrelia burgdorferi were 

coined, and before suburban reforestation and golf courses complicated the equa-

tion by creating an environment agreeable to both ticks and affluent humans. 

Hemorrhagic fevers, including Ebola, were described long ago, and their etiologic 

agents were in many cases identified in previous decades. Still other diseases 

grouped under the “emerging” rubric are ancient and well-known foes that have 

changed, either in pathogenicity or distribution. Multidrug-resistant tuberculosis 

6

Rethinking “Emerging 
Infectious Diseases”

(1996, 1999)

However secure and well-regulated civilized life may become, bacteria, 

Protozoa, viruses, infected fleas, lice, ticks, mosquitoes, and bedbugs 

will always lurk in the shadows ready to pounce when neglect, poverty, 

famine, or war lets down the defenses. And even in normal times they 

prey on the weak, the very young and the very old, living along with us, 

in mysterious obscurity waiting their opportunities.

Hans Zinsser, Rats, Lice, and History

The microbe is nothing; the terrain, everything.

Louis Pasteur, 1822–95
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and invasive or necrotizing Group A streptococcal infection—the “flesh-eating 

bacteria” of the popular press—are cases in point.

Popularizing the concept of “emerging infectious diseases” has helped to mar-

shal a sense of urgency, notoriously difficult to arouse in large bureaucracies. 

Funds have been channeled, conferences convened, articles written, and a dedi-

cated journal founded. The research and action programs elaborated in response 

to the perceived emergence of new infections have, by and large, been sound.

But the concept also carries complex symbolic burdens—as do some of the 

diseases most commonly associated with it. Such burdens have certainly com-

plicated and, in some instances, hampered the laying down of new knowledge. 

If certain populations have long been afflicted by these disorders, why are the 

diseases considered “new” or “emerging”? Is it simply because they have come to 

affect more visible—read, more “valuable”—persons? This would seem to be an 

obvious question from the perspective of the Haitian or African poor.

In the emerging literature on emerging infectious diseases, some questions 

are posed while others are not. A subtle and flexible understanding of emerg-

ing infections would be grounded in critical and reflexive study of how our 

knowledge develops. Units of analysis and key terms would be scrutinized and 

regularly redefined. These processes would include periodic rethinking not only 

of methodologies and study design but also of the validity of causal inference, 

and they would allow reflection on the limits of human knowledge.

The study of such processes, loosely known as epistemology, often happens 

in retrospect. To their credit, however, many of the chief contributors to the 

growing literature on emerging infectious diseases, accustomed to debate about 

microbial nomenclature, have shown exceptional self-awareness in examining 

the epistemological issues surrounding their work. Many are also thoroughly 

familiar with the multifactorial nature of disease emergence. In a 1995 review, 

one of the prime movers in the field (a virologist) noted that the emergence of 

a newly recognized or novel disease is rarely a purely virological event without 

identifiable causative co-factors: “Responsible factors include ecological changes, 

such as those due to agricultural or economic development or to anomalies in the 

climate; human demographic changes and behavior; travel and commerce; tech-

nology and industry; microbial adaptation and change; and breakdown of public 

health measures.”1 Similarly, the Institute of Medicine’s influential report on 

emerging infections categorizes microbial threats not by type of agent, but rather 

according to major factors held to be related to their emergence: “human demo-

graphics and behavior; technology and industry; economic development and 

land use; international travel and commerce; microbial adaptation and change; 

and breakdown of public health measures.”2

Many students of emerging diseases thus distinguish between a host of phe-

nomena directly related to human actions—ranging from improved laboratory 
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techniques and scientific discovery to economic development, global warming, 

and failures of public health—and another set of phenomena, much less com-

mon and deriving more directly from changes in the microbes themselves. Even 

in cases of microbial mutations, however, we commonly find signs that human 

actions have played a large role in enhancing pathogenicity or increasing resis-

tance to antimicrobial agents. In one long list of emerging viral infections, for 

example, only the emergence of Rift Valley fever is attributed to a possible change 

in virulence or pathogenicity; and this cause is enumerated after social factors, 

for which better evidence exists.3

No need, then, to launch a campaign calling for a heightened awareness of 

sociogenesis, or “anthropogenesis,” of disease emergence. Ironically, perhaps, 

some of the bench scientists involved in the field are both more likely to refer to a 

broad range of social factors and less likely to make immodest claims of causality 

about any one of them than are behavioral scientists who study infectious diseases.

Yet a critical epistemology of emerging infectious diseases is still in the early 

stages of development. A key task of this endeavor is to take our existing con-

ceptual frameworks and ask, If we conceptualize disease in this way, what is 

obscured? What is brought into relief?

For example, a first step in understanding the epistemological dimension of 

disease emergence involves, as Irina Eckardt argues, developing “a certain sen-

sitivity to the terms we are used to.”4 When we think of “tropical diseases,” for 

instance, malaria comes quickly to mind. But not too long ago, malaria was a 

significant problem far from the tropics. Although there is imperfect overlap 

between malaria as currently defined and the malaria of the mid-nineteenth 

century, some medical historians agree with contemporary assessments that this 

illness “was the most important disease in the United States at the time.” In the 

Ohio River Valley, according to Daniel Drake’s 1850 study, thousands died in 

seasonal epidemics. A million-odd soldiers were afflicted with malaria during 

the U.S. Civil War. During the second decade of the twentieth century, when 

the population of the twelve southern states was about twenty-five million, the 

region saw an estimated one million cases of malaria per year. Malaria’s decline 

in this country was “due only in small part to measures aimed directly against 

it, but more to agricultural development and to other factors some of which are 

still not clear.”5

One responsible factor that is clear enough, if little discussed in the literature, 

is the reduction of poverty, including the development of improved housing, land 

drainage, mosquito repellents, nets, and electric fans—all of which have been (and 

remain) beyond the reach of those most at risk for malaria.6 In fact, many “tropi-

cal” diseases predominantly afflict the poor; the groups at risk for these diseases 

are typically bounded more by socioeconomic status than by latitude. In Haiti, for 

example, my patients with malaria are almost exclusively those living in poverty. 
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None have electricity; none take prophylaxis; many have lost kin to malaria. This 

aspect of disease emergence is thus obscured by an uncritical use of the term 

“tropical medicine,” which implies a geographic rather than a social topography.7

Any modern practitioner dealing with infectious disease knows this well, even 

if he or she sits in a travel clinic in New England. Those who come in for malaria 

prophylaxis and ask about appropriate vaccinations are students, professionals, 

and tourists. But when practitioners are called into the emergency room for an 

imported case of malaria, we usually see a very different patient shuddering on a 

damp gurney. In Boston, at least, the patient with malaria is likely to have been 

born in an endemic region—Haiti, say, or West Africa—and to be working as a 

laborer in the U.S. service economy. And that patient is also likely to tell us the 

diagnosis, for it will not be the first time that he or she has had malaria.

Similarly, the concept of “health transitions” is influential in what some have 

termed “the new public health” and also among sectors of the international 

financial institutions that typically control development efforts.8 The health tran-

sitions model suggests that nation-states, as they develop, go through predictable 

epidemiological transformations. Death due to infectious causes is gradually 

supplanted by death due to malignancies and complications of coronary artery 

disease; the latter deaths occur at a more advanced age, reflecting progress. 

Although it describes broad patterns now apparent throughout the world, the 

concept of national health transitions masks other realities, including morbidity 

and mortality differentials within nationalities, which show that health condi-

tions are often more tightly linked to local inequalities than to nationality.

For example, much was made of the fact that noncommunicable patholo-

gies such as coronary artery disease and malignancies caused the majority of 

all world deaths in 1990. A very different picture emerges, however, when we 

compare causes of death among the wealthiest fifth of the world’s population to 

the afflictions that kill the poorest fifth: although only 8 percent of deaths among 

the world’s wealthiest were caused by infections or by maternal and perinatal 

mortality, fully 56 percent of all deaths among the poorest were caused by those 

pathologies, with infectious diseases at the head of the list.9 How do the variables 

of class and race fit into such paradigms? In Harlem, where age-specific mortality 

in several groups is higher than in Bangladesh, leading causes of death are infec-

tious disease and violence.10

The units of analysis are similarly up for grabs. When Surgeon General David 

Satcher, writing of emerging infectious diseases, reminds us that “the health of 

the individual is best ensured by maintaining or improving the health of the 

entire community,”11 we should applaud his clear-sightedness. But we should also 

go on to ask, What constitutes “the entire community”? In a few instances—the 

1994 outbreak of cryptosporidiosis in Milwaukee, say—the answer might be part 

of a city.12 In other instances, “community” may mean a village or a group of pas-
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sengers on an airplane. But the most common unit of analysis referred to in public 

health, the nation-state, is not all that meaningful to organisms such as dengue 

virus, Vibrio cholera O139, HIV, penicillinase-producing Neisseria gonorrhoeae,

multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, and hepatitis B virus. Such organisms proudly 

disregard political boundaries, even though a certain degree of “turbulence” in 

their dynamics may be introduced at national borders. The dynamics of disease 

emergence are not captured in nation-by-nation analyses any more than the 

diseases are contained by national boundaries, which are themselves emerging 

entities. (Most of the world’s nations are, after all, twentieth-century creations, 

which might also give pause to those buying into the two-worlds myth.)

The limitations of these three important ways of viewing the health of 

populations—the concepts of tropical medicine, health transitions, and national 

health profiles—demonstrate that models and even assumptions about infec-

tious diseases need to be dynamic, systematic, and critical. That is, models with 

explanatory power must be able to track rapidly changing clinical, even molecu-

lar, phenomena and link them to the large-scale (frequently transnational) social 

forces that shape the contours of disease emergence. I refer here to questions 

less on the order of how pig-duck agriculture might be related to the antigenic 

shifts central to influenza pandemics and more on the order of the following: Are 

World Bank policies related to the spread of HIV, as some have claimed?13 What 

is the connection between international shipping practices and the spread of 

cholera from Asia to South America and elsewhere in the hemisphere?14 How is 

genocide in Rwanda related to cholera in Zaïre?15

The study of anything said to be “emerging” tends to be dynamic. But the 

very notion of emergence in heterogeneous populations poses analytical ques-

tions that are rarely tackled, even in modern epidemiology, which, as Anthony 

McMichael argues, “assigns a primary importance to studying interindividual 

variations in risk. By concentrating on these specific and presumed free-range 

individual behaviors, we thereby pay less attention to the underlying social-

historical influences on behavioral choices, patterns, and population health.”16

Systematic analyses of disease emergence are not hemmed in by political or 

administrative borders. New tools based on DNA analysis allow us to rethink 

comfortable conclusions regarding treatment for some but not for others. The 

notorious “W strain” of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, for example, spread 

quickly through New York City but then moved on to Atlanta, Miami, and 

Denver.17 Later data suggest that the W strain’s family tree has roots in Asia and 

Russia.18 If these are transnational pandemics, spread through sharing air, then 

surely responses must be transnational—although, thus far, such responses have 

been hobbled by short-sighted parochialism. Genetic subtyping of HIV leads to 

the same conclusions.

A critical (and self-critical) approach would ask how existing frameworks 
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might limit our ability to discern trends that are in fact related to the emergence 

of diseases. Not all social-production-of-disease theories are equally alive to 

the significance of how relative social and economic positioning—inequality—

affects the risk of infection. For example, neither poverty nor inequality appears 

as a “cause of emergence” in the self-described “catalog” of emerging infections 

compiled by the Institute of Medicine.

Further, a critical approach would push the limits of existing academic poli-

tesse in order to ask more difficult and rarely raised questions, questions that still 

need to be answered if we are to better understand disease emergence. Examples 

might include issues such as these: By what mechanisms have international 

changes in agriculture shaped recent outbreaks of Argentine and Bolivian hemor-

rhagic fever, and how do these mechanisms derive from international trade agree-

ments such as GATT and NAFTA? How might institutional racism be related to 

both urban crime and the epidemics of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis regis-

tered in New York prisons? Does privatization of health services buttress social 

inequalities, increasing risks for certain infections—and worsening outcomes—

among the poor of sub-Saharan Africa and Latin America? How do the colonial 

histories of Belgium and Germany, and the neocolonial histories of France and 

the United States, tie into genocide in Rwanda—which was itself related to an 

epidemic of cholera? We can productively pose similar questions about many of 

the diseases now held to be emerging, as a few examples will suggest.

EMERGING HOW AND TO WHAT EXTENT? 

THE CASE OF EBOLA

Hemorrhagic fevers have been known in Africa since well before the continent 

was dubbed “the white man’s grave” (an expression that, when used to refer to a 

region with such high rates of premature death, speaks volumes about the differ-

ential valuation of human lives). Ebola itself was isolated more than two decades 

ago.19 Its appearance in human hosts has at times been insidious but more often 

takes the form of explosive eruptions. In accounting for recent outbreaks, it 

is unnecessary to postulate a change in filovirus virulence through mutation. 

For filoviruses, the Institute of Medicine catalog lists a single “factor facilitat-

ing emergence”: “virus-infected monkeys shipped from developing countries via 

air.”20 Other factors can be easily identified, however. As with many infectious 

diseases, the distribution of Ebola outbreaks is tied to regional trade networks 

and other evolving social systems. And, as with many infectious diseases, Ebola 

explosions afflict—researchers aside—certain groups (people living in poverty, 

health care workers who serve the poor) while largely sparing others in close 

physical proximity.

Take, for example, the 1976 emergence of Ebola in Sudan. This epidemic was 
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anything but random, for it was amplified by substandard medical practices in 

a mission hospital. Richard Preston recounts the story in his best-seller The Hot 

Zone: “It hit the hospital like a bomb. It savaged patients and snaked like chain 

lightning out from the hospital through patients’ families. Apparently the medi-

cal staff had been giving patients injections with dirty needles.”21 Two months 

later, the better-known and more virulent outbreak in the region drained by 

Zaïre’s Ebola River gave the disease its name and its fame.

The story was almost identical in both instances. The nuns who ran the 

Yambuku Mission Hospital started their busy day, notes Preston in his dramatic 

account of the Sudanese outbreak, by laying out five hypodermic syringes. These 

were used on the hundreds of patients who each day sought care there. “The nuns 

and staff occasionally rinsed the needles in a pan of warm water after injection, 

to get the blood off the needle.” “The virus erupted simultaneously in fifty-five 

villages surrounding the hospital,” Preston writes. “First it killed people who had 

received injections, and then it moved through families, killing family members, 

particularly women, who in Africa prepare the dead for burial. It swept through 

Yambuku Hospital’s nursing staff, killing most of the nurses, and then it hit the 

Belgian nuns.”22

The 1976 Zaïre outbreak afflicted 318 persons. Although much speculation 

about respiratory spread arose at the time, it has not been conclusively demon-

strated as a cause of human cases. Most expert observers felt that the cases could 

be traced to failure to follow contact precautions, as well as improper sterilization 

of syringes and other paraphernalia—measures that, once taken, terminated the 

outbreak.23

It would be a grave error, however, to conclude that poor nursing practices 

were the cause of Ebola’s emergence. Such simplifications desocialize our under-

standing by masking the contributions of social inequalities to the shape of these 

epidemics. On closer scrutiny, such an “explanation” suggests that Ebola does 

not emerge randomly: in Mobutu’s Zaïre, one’s likelihood of coming into contact 

with, say, unsterile syringes was inversely proportional to one’s social status 

there. Local elites and sectors of the expatriate community with access to high-

quality biomedical services (namely, the European and American communities 

and not the Rwandan refugees) were quite unlikely to contract such a disease.

The changes involved in the disease’s visibility are equally embedded in social 

context. The “emergence” of Ebola has also been partly a question of our con-

sciousness. Modern communications, including print and broadcast media, have 

been crucial in the casting of Ebola—a minor player, statistically speaking, in 

Zaïre’s long list of fatal infections—as an emerging infectious disease.24 Through 

CNN and other television networks, names such as “Kikwit” became, however 

briefly, household words in parts of Europe and North America. Journalists and 

novelists wrote best-selling books about small but horrific plagues, which in turn 
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became profitable cinema. Thus, symbolically if not epidemiologically, Ebola 

spread like wildfire—as a danger potentially without limit. It emerged.

EMERGING FROM WHERE? THE CASE OF TUBERCULOSIS

Tuberculosis is considered another emerging disease, although in this case, 

“emerging” is synonymous with “reemerging.” Some attribute its recrudescence 

to the advent of HIV—the Institute of Medicine’s catalog lists “an increase in 

immunosuppressed populations” as the sole named factor facilitating the resur-

gence of tuberculosis25—and to the development of drug resistance. In a book 

subtitled How the Battle against Tuberculosis Was Won—and Lost, Frank Ryan 

states that “throughout the developed world, with the successful application 

of triple therapy and the enthusiastic promotion of prevention, the death rate 

from tuberculosis came tumbling down.”26 A 1998 piece in the Washington Post

observes that “the invention of antibiotics quickly tamed the epidemic and most 

Americans put it out of mind.”27

But can these claims of causality be taken seriously on the merits of the evi-

dence? To be sure, the discovery of effective antituberculous therapies has saved 

hundreds of thousands afflicted with the disease, primarily in developed coun-

tries. But deaths from tuberculosis—once the leading cause of mortality among 

young adults in Europe and North America—were already declining there well 

before the 1943 discovery of streptomycin. In the rest of the world, and in small 

pockets of the United States and Europe, tuberculosis remains undaunted by 

ostensibly effective drugs, which are used too late, inappropriately, or not at 

all. From our clinic in central Haiti, it is impossible not to regard the notion of 

“tuberculosis resurgence” as something of a cruel joke—or yet another reminder 

of the invisibility of the poor.

Not all U.S. specialists are deaf to the persistent hack of patients far away. “It

is sufficiently shameful,” writes Michael Iseman, “that 30 years after recogni-

tion of the capacity of triple-therapy . . .   to elicit 95%+ cure rates, tuberculosis 

prevalence rates for many nations remain unchanged.”28 Some estimate that over 

1.7 billion persons are currently infected with quiescent but viable Mycobacterium 

tuberculosis, and, failing dramatic shifts in local epidemiology, a global analysis 

does not project major decreases in the importance of tuberculosis as a cause of 

death. Tuberculosis has retreated in certain populations, maintained a steady 

state in others, and surged forth in still others, remaining, at this writing, the 

world’s leading infectious cause of preventable deaths.29

At mid-century, tuberculosis was still acknowledged as the great white plague. 

What explains this killer’s invisibility by the 1970s and 1980s? Again, one must 

look to the study of disease awareness—that is, of consciousness and publicity—

and its relation to power and wealth. “The neglect of tuberculosis as a major 
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public health priority over the past two decades is simply extraordinary,” wrote 

Christopher Murray in 1991. “Perhaps the most important contributor to this 

state of ignorance was the greatly reduced clinical and epidemiological impor-

tance of tuberculosis in the wealthy nations.”30

Perhaps more telling was the lack of official concern evinced over persistently 

high, then rising, rates of tuberculosis among U.S. citizens living in poverty. TB’s 

resurgence in the United States has occasioned more commentary than trends 

elsewhere, and it merits special scrutiny. The resurgence was initially signaled 

by an alteration in the trend of steady decline. Beginning in 1985, national data 

revealed a slowing of this downward trend: the decline was 0.2 percent in 1985, 

while 1986 saw a 2.6 percent increase in reported cases. In 1987, the decline was 

1.1 percent. This failure to improve was described by the term “excess cases,” but 

the true dimensions of the problem, concealed in national statistics, are revealed 

by breaking down the “excess cases” according to other variables.

For the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the salient vari-

ables are race, age, and geography. Basing an analysis on these variables reveals a 

much more disturbing pattern. During the years 1985–87, we find no mere “failure 

to decline,” but rather a sharp increase in tuberculosis case rates among certain 

people in certain places. For example, nationwide the case rate increased 6.8 per-

cent among blacks and 12.7 percent among Hispanics, although it decreased 

4.8 percent among non-Hispanic whites. The increases were largest among young 

adults of color. Among blacks and Hispanics in the age group twenty-five to forty-

four, increases in tuberculosis were reported at 17 and 27 percent, respectively.31

It is thus clear that some groups—ethnic minorities—account for the majority 

of excess cases in the United States. Dixie Snider, Louis Salinas, and Gloria Kelly 

estimate that 85 percent of cases among minorities can be defined as “excess,” 

and in 1987 the absolute number of cases among blacks exceeded that among 

non-Hispanic whites for the first time. But we find striking geographic focus as 

well. Two-thirds of tuberculosis cases among blacks were reported from nine 

states. Between 1980 and 1987, New York City experienced a 45 percent increase in 

the number of persons with tuberculosis, with the burden again borne by people 

of color: “Increases have been most pronounced in blacks (79 percent) and in 

Hispanics (115 percent), especially in the 25- to 44-year age group where increases 

of 152 percent in blacks and 216 percent in Hispanics have been observed.”32

In a sense, then, this “race-and-place” approach yields great insights. What at 

first appeared to be relatively insignificant changes in national data—a decline in 

the decline, as it were—were in fact significant focal outbreaks of a transmissible 

disease. But since race and place are largely proxies for poverty, a variable not 

recorded in national data on tuberculosis, there is still more to the story. For 

example, one study of welfare recipients in New York City found rates of tuber-

culosis that were seventy times the national average.33 Clearly, the “resurgence” of 
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tuberculosis has been felt largely by those who were already living with elevated 

tuberculosis risk. “Tuberculosis is not ‘resurgent,’” writes Katherine Ott, “to 

those who have been contending with and marginalized by it all their lives.”34

In the communities most affected by tuberculosis, the disease in fact has never 

disappeared. Ott continues: “The story ends up as ‘Tuberculosis is Back’ rather 

than, more appropriately, ‘Tuberculosis is Back in the News.’ It is not its return 

that is extraordinary, but that its decline was to a great extent an artifact of 

socially constructed definitions.”35

When complex push-pull forces move more poor people into the United States 

or reduce the standard of living of many people in the country, an increase in U.S. 

tuberculosis incidence is likely. A 1995 study of tuberculosis among foreign-born 

persons in the United States essentially credits immigration with the increased 

incidence of tuberculosis morbidity in this country. The authors observe that 

in some of the immigrants’ countries of origin, the annual rate of infection is 

as great as two hundred times that registered in the United States; they further 

observe that those sampled included many living in homeless shelters, prisons, 

and camps for migrant workers. But the study contains no discussion of poverty 

or inequality, even though these are, along with war and political disruption, 

leading reasons for both high rates of tuberculosis and immigration to the United 

States. “The major determinants of risk in the foreign-born population,” conclude 

the authors, “were the region of the world from which the person emigrated and 

the number of years in the United States.”36

Mycobacteria do not respect national boundaries. The fact that endemic areas 

are settings from which will come many future North American tuberculosis 

cases argues for a more systemic approach to treatment and prevention as well 

as to our understanding of TB’s reemergence. For this reason, at the very least, 

cooperation between industrialized nations and poor communities hard-hit by 

tuberculosis should be a new priority in tuberculosis control efforts in North 

America.

GOING WHERE? THE CASE OF HIV

To grasp the complexity of the issues—medical, social, and communicational—

that surround the emergence of a disease into public view, consider AIDS. In the 

early 1980s, health officials informed the public that AIDS had probably emerged 

from Haiti. This speculation proved incorrect, but not before doing significant 

damage to Haiti’s tourist industry and economy. The result: more desperate pov-

erty, and an even steeper slope of inequality and vulnerability to disease, includ-

ing AIDS. The label “AIDS vector” was also a heavy burden for the million or so 

Haitians living elsewhere in the Americas and certainly hampered public health 

efforts among them.37
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HIV disease has since become the most spectacularly studied infection in 

human history. But some questions have been much better studied than others, 

and among those too well studied are a number of utter dead ends. Nonetheless, 

error is worth studying, too. Careful investigation of the mechanisms used to 

propagate immodest claims is an important part of a critical epistemology of 

emerging infectious diseases. As regards Haiti and AIDS, these mechanisms 

included the “exoticization” of Haiti, the existence of influential folk models about 

Haitians and Africans, and the conflation of poverty and cultural difference. 

Critical epidemiological studies might well reveal such folk models and half-

baked cultural generalizations as unfortunate co-factors in the disease’s spread.

HIV may not have come from Haiti, but it certainly went to Haiti. A critical 

reexamination of the Caribbean AIDS pandemic reveals that the distribution of 

HIV disease does not follow the outlines of nation-states but rather matches the 

contours of a transnational socioeconomic order. Much of the spread of HIV in 

the 1970s and 1980s moved along international “fault lines,” tracking along steep 

gradients of inequality, which are also the paths of labor migration and sexual 

commerce.38

Also lacking, then, are considerations of the multiple dynamics of AIDS. In

an important overview of the pandemic’s first decade, Jonathan Mann, Daniel 

Tarantola, and Thomas Netter observe that its course “within and through global 

society is not being affected—in any serious manner—by the actions taken at 

the national or international level.”39 HIV has emerged, but where is it going? 

Why, how, and how fast? The Institute of Medicine catalog lists several factors 

facilitating the emergence of HIV: “urbanization; changes in lifestyles/mores; 

increased intravenous drug abuse; international travel; medical technology.”40

Much more could be said. HIV has spread across the globe, often wildly but never 

randomly. Like tuberculosis, HIV is entrenching itself in the ranks of the poor 

and marginalized.

Take, as an example, the rapid increase in AIDS incidence among women. In

a 1992 report, the United Nations observed that “for most women, the major risk 

factor for HIV infection is being married.”41 It is not marriage per se, however, 

that places young women at risk. Throughout the world, most women with HIV

infection, married or not, are living in poverty. The means by which confluent 

social forces—here, gender inequality and poverty—come to be embodied as risk 

for infection with this emerging pathogen have been neglected in biomedical, 

epidemiological, and even social science literature on AIDS. Fifteen years into 

an ever-emerging pandemic—in October 1994—editorialists writing in Lancet

could comment concerning a new study: “We are not aware of other investiga-

tors who have considered the influence of socioeconomic status on mortality in 

HIV-infected individuals.”42 Thus AIDS follows the general rule that the effects 

of certain types of social forces on health outcomes are less likely to be studied.
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Yet AIDS has always been a strikingly patterned pandemic. Despite the 

message of public health slogans—“AIDS Is for Everyone”—some groups are 

at high risk of HIV infection, whereas others clearly are shielded from risk. 

Furthermore, although the terminal events have been grimly similar across the 

board, the course of HIV disease has been highly variable. These disparities have 

sparked the search for hundreds of co-factors, from Mycoplasma and ulcerat-

ing genital lesions to voodoo rites and psychological predispositions. To date, 

not a single one of these associations has been convincingly shown to explain 

disparities in distribution or outcome of HIV disease. The best-demonstrated 

co-factors are social inequalities, which structure not only the contours of the 

AIDS pandemic but also the nature of the outcomes once an individual is sick 

with complications of HIV infection.43 And a “cure,” though eminently desir-

able, will not change the prognosis for the vast majority of AIDS sufferers. The 

advent of more effective antiviral agents promises to heighten those disparities 

even further: a three-drug regimen including a protease inhibitor costs $12,000 

to $16,000 a year.44 The formulators of health policy have already declared anti-

viral therapy to be “cost-ineffective” in the very regions in which HIV is most 

endemic.

TAKING A SECOND LOOK AT 

EMERGING INFECTIOUS DISEASES

Writing in 1934 of typhoid fever, the emerging infectious disease of the previ-

ous century, Hans Zinsser observed that “the appraisal of the appearance of a 

so-called ‘new’ disease is fraught with many pitfalls.”45 Even a cursory reading of 

the literature on emerging diseases makes it clear that the examples cited here—

Ebola, tuberculosis, HIV—are in no way unique in demanding contextualization 

through approaches offered by the social sciences. Ethnographic work can be a 

powerful corrective for tendencies to generate flimsy hypotheses and to rely on 

outmoded or inappropriate categories.46 For example, an anthropologist working 

in Haiti in the early 1980s would have quickly questioned the hypothesis that 

voodoo was somehow related to the occurrence of the new disease known as 

AIDS. The “risk groups” identified by slipshod epidemiological research would 

have been called into question by an intimate acquaintance with the emerging 

epidemic in Haiti and the nearby United States.

Such approaches also include the grounding of case histories and local epi-

demics in the larger biosocial systems in which they take shape—which calls, 

most of the time, for the exploration of social inequalities. Why, for example, 

were there ten thousand cases of diphtheria in Russia from 1990 to 1993? It is easy 

enough to answer, as did the CDC, that the excess cases were due to a failure to 

vaccinate.47 But only if we link this distal (and, in sum, technical) cause to the 
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much more complex socioeconomic transformations altering the region’s mor-

bidity and mortality patterns will we discover compelling explanations.48

An epidemiology that is narrowly focused on individual risk and short on 

critical contextualization will not reveal these deep transformations, nor will it 

connect them to disease emergence. “Modern epidemiology,” observes one of its 

leading contributors, is “oriented to explaining and quantifying the bobbing of 

corks on the surface waters, while largely disregarding the stronger undercur-

rents that determine where, on average, the cluster of corks ends up along the 

shoreline of risk.”49 Nor will standard journalism add much: “Amidst a flood 

of information,” complains one of the chief chroniclers of disease emergence, 

“analysis and context are evaporating. . . . Outbreaks of flesh-eating bacteria may 

command headlines, but local failures to fully vaccinate preschool children gar-

ner little attention unless there is an epidemic.”50

For understanding and eventually controlling emerging infectious diseases, 

the research questions identified by various blue-ribbon panels are incontest-

ably important; they are, no doubt, the primary issues raised by the epidemics 

in question.51 Yet there exists a series of corollary questions posed both by the 

diseases and by popular and scientific commentary about them. These questions 

pose, in turn, a series of research questions that are the exclusive province of 

neither social scientists nor bench scientists, neither clinicians nor epidemiolo-

gists. Indeed, we will need genuinely transdisciplinary collaboration to tackle the 

problems posed by emerging infectious diseases. As prolegomenon, four areas 

of corollary research, outlined in the following sections, are easily identified. In

each is heard the recurrent leitmotiv of inequality.

Emerging Infectious Diseases and Social Inequalities

Study of the reticulated links between social inequalities and emerging disease 

would not construe the poor simply as “sentinel chickens” or mineshaft canar-

ies. Instead it would ask, What are the precise mechanisms by which these dis-

eases come to afflict some bodies but not others? What propagative effects might 

inequality per se contribute?52 Similar queries were once major research questions 

for epidemiology and social medicine, but they have fallen out of favor, leaving 

a vacuum in which scholars and officials can easily stake immodest claims of 

causality.

Studies that examine the conjoint influence of social inequalities are virtually 

nonexistent; Nancy Krieger and colleagues, in a magisterial review, conclude 

that “the minimal research that simultaneously studies the health effects of rac-

ism, sexism, and social class ultimately stands as a sharp indictment of the nar-

row vision limiting much of the epidemiological research conducted within the 

United States.”53 And yet social inequalities shape not only the distribution of 

emerging diseases but also the health outcomes of those afflicted—a fact that is 
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often downplayed: “Although there are many similarities between our vulner-

ability to infectious diseases and that of our ancestors, there is one distinct differ-

ence: we have the benefit of extensive scientific knowledge,” wrote David Satcher 

in 1995.54 True enough, if one is willing to gloss over the all-important question 

of who “we” are. The persons most at risk for emerging infectious diseases gener-

ally do not, in fact, have much of the benefit of scientific knowledge. We live in a 

world where infections pass easily across borders—social and geographic—while 

resources, including cumulative scientific knowledge, are blocked at customs.

Emerging Infectious Diseases in Transnational Perspective

“Travel is a potent force in disease emergence and spread,” as Mary Wilson 

reminds us, and the “current volume, speed, and reach of travel are unprec-

edented.”55 Although the smallpox and measles epidemics accompanying the 

European colonization of the Americas were early and deadly reminders of the 

need for systemic understandings of microbial traffic, recent decades have seen 

a certain reification of the notion of the “catchment area.” A useful means of 

delimiting a sphere of action—a district, a county, a country—has been errone-

ously elevated to the status of explanatory principle whenever the geographic unit 

of analysis is other than that defined by the disease itself.

Almost all diseases held to be emerging—from increasing drug resistance 

to the great pandemics of HIV and cholera—stand as modern rebukes to the 

parochialism of this and other public health constructs, as those who study such 

diseases are well aware.56 Nevertheless, a critical sociology of liminality—of both 

the advancing, transnational edges of pandemics and the impress of human-

made administrative and political boundaries on disease emergence—has yet to 

be attempted. But this sort of pragmatic solidarity, even if born of self-interest, 

seems unlikely to occur without new and aggressive advocacy. “Unless there is 

a clear and substantial immediate local need,” noted a 1995 Lancet editorial, the 

“long-term implications of transnational disease spread are rarely addressed.”57

The study of borders qua borders means, increasingly, the study of social 

inequalities. Many political borders serve as semipermeable membranes, quite 

open to diseases and yet closed to the free movement of cures. Thus inequalities 

of access can be created or buttressed at borders, even when pathogens cannot be 

so contained.

Research questions might include, for example, the following: How does the 

interface between two very different types of health care systems affect the rate 

of advance of an emerging disease? What turbulence is introduced when the 

border in question lies between rich and poor nations? Writing of health issues at 

the U.S.-Mexican border, for example, David C. Warner observes: “It is unlikely 

that any other binational border has such variety in health status, entitlements, 

and utilization.”58 Among the infectious diseases registered at this border are 
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multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, rabies, dengue, and sexually transmitted dis-

eases, including HIV (said to result, in part, from “cross-border use of red-light 

districts”). As Russia’s epidemic of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis continues to 

grow, wealthy Scandinavia—and eventually other parts of Europe—will be hard-

pressed to argue that treatment of the disease is not “cost-effective” in Russia.

As increased air and sea travel changes our notion of shared borders, steep 

grades of transnational inequality become more significant. Methodologies and 

theories relevant to the study of borders and emerging infections can come from 

disciplines ranging from the social sciences to molecular biology; mapping the 

emergence of diseases is now more feasible with the use of DNA fingerprinting 

and other new technologies.59 Again, such investigations will pose difficult ques-

tions in a world where plasmids move freely but compassion is often grounded.

Emerging Infectious Diseases and the Dynamics of Change

As we elaborate lists of the factors that influence the careers of infectious dis-

eases, we need conceptual tools that will perforce be historically deep, geographi-

cally broad, and at the same time processual, incorporating concepts of change. 

Above all, these tools must allow us to incorporate complexity rather than merely 

dissect or dismiss it. As Richard Levins argues, “effective analysis of emerging 

diseases must recognize the study of complexity as perhaps the central general 

scientific problem of our time.”60

But the complexity of operators is convincing only when the variables on 

which it operates are well chosen. Can integrated mathematical modeling be 

linked to new ways of configuring systems, avoiding outmoded units of analysis 

such as the nation-state in favor of the more fluid biosocial networks through 

which most pathogens clearly move? Can our embrace of complexity also encom-

pass social complexities, including the unequal positioning of groups within 

larger populations? Such perspectives could be directed toward mapping the 

progress of diseases ranging from cholera to AIDS and would be suited to analy-

sis of more unorthodox research subjects—for example, the effects of World Bank 

projects and policies on diseases ranging from onchocerciasis to plague.

Emerging Infectious Diseases and Critical Epistemology

I have argued that when we ask, What qualifies as an emerging infectious dis-

ease? we should understand that we are also asking, What is meant by “emerg-

ing”? This is no trivial shift of topic. It leads to other questions: Why do some 

persons constitute “risk groups,” while others are “individuals at risk”? Why are 

some approaches and subjects considered appropriate for publication in influen-

tial journals, while others are dismissed out of hand? A critical nosology would 

explore the boundaries of polite and impolite discussion in science, interrogating 

the ways in which perceptions of a disease might contribute to its career. A trove 
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of complex, affect-laden issues—the attribution of blame to perceived vectors 

of infection, the identification of scapegoats and victims, the role of stigma—

though rarely discussed in academic medicine, are manifestly part and parcel of 

many of the epidemics in question.

Finally, why are some epidemics visible to those who fund research and 

services, while others are invisible? Certainly the degree to which multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis is seen as a threat varies with the degree to which the 

powerful—or, at least, the nonpoor—are deemed to be “at risk.” In its recent state-

ments on tuberculosis and emerging infections, the World Health Organization 

manifestly attempts to use fear of contagion to goad wealthy nations into invest-

ing in disease surveillance and control out of self-interest—an age-old public 

health ploy acknowledged as such in the Institute of Medicine report on emerg-

ing infections: “Diseases that appear not to threaten the United States directly 

rarely elicit the political support necessary to maintain control efforts.”61

The rhetoric of immediacy has been central to professional commentary on 

emerging infectious diseases, a strategy that is not without risk for those who 

have been silently suffering with these diseases, sometimes for generations. In

fact, differential valuation of human life runs throughout this commentary and 

throughout much of the policy designed to address epidemic disease. Critical 

reexamination of the impact of such differential valuation and its effect on the 

allocation of resources must figure in discussion of emerging infections. That it 

does not is a marker more of analytic failures than of editorial standards.

More than ten years ago, the sociologist of science Bruno Latour reviewed 

hundreds of articles appearing in several Pasteur-era French scientific reviews in 

order to constitute what he called an “anthropology of the sciences” (he objected 

to the term “epistemology”). Latour cast his net widely. “There is no essential 

difference between the human and social sciences and the exact or natural sci-

ences,” he wrote, “because there is no more science than there is society. I have 

spoken of the Pasteurians as they spoke of their microbes.”62 Here, perhaps, is a 

reason to engage in a proactive effort to explore themes usually relegated to the 

margins of scientific inquiry: those of us who describe the comings and goings of 

microbes—feints, parries, emergences, retreats—may one day be subjected to the 

scrutiny of future students of the subject.

But there are more compelling reasons to seek a sounder analytic grasp of 

disease emergence. The Pasteurians’ microbes remain the world’s leading cause 

of death.63 In an essay titled “The Conquest of Infectious Diseases: Who Are We 

Kidding?” two researchers from the CDC argue that “clinicians, microbiologists, 

and public health professionals must work together to prevent infectious diseases 

and to detect emerging diseases quickly.”64 Clearly such transdisciplinary work 

is necessary if we aspire to a sound analytic purchase on disease emergence—a

prerequisite of effective control measures.
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My intention is ecumenical and complementary. A critical framework would 

not aspire to supplant the methodologies of the many disciplines, from virol-

ogy to molecular epidemiology, that now concern themselves with emerging 

diseases. “The key task for medicine,” argued the pioneers Leon Eisenberg and 

Arthur Kleinman almost two decades ago, “is not to diminish the role of the 

biomedical sciences in the theory and practice of medicine but to supplement 

them with an equal application of the social sciences in order to provide both a 

more comprehensive understanding of disease and better care of the patient. The 

problem is not ‘too much science,’ but too narrow a view of the sciences relevant 

to medicine.”65
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“It seems almost incredible that during this century and the previous one, a 

single disease, tuberculosis, was responsible for the deaths of approximately a 

thousand million human beings.”1 So wrote Frank Ryan, looking back in the late 

twentieth century on the history of efforts to combat that disease. Almost simul-

taneously, a 1992 review of the world epidemiology of tuberculosis concluded 

that the disease remained the leading infectious cause of preventable deaths in 

the world.2

Even in some of the fortunate nations where TB mortality had steadily 

decreased throughout most of the twentieth century, these trends have been 

reversed. In the United States, the number of active TB cases reported dropped 

from over 84,000 in 1953 to 22,255 cases in 1984. Since 1984, however, “dramatic 

changes in TB morbidity trends have occurred, and these changes jeopardize the 

control of TB,” according to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 

(CDC). Between 1985 and 1991, an 18 percent increase in reported TB cases was 

registered—approximately 39,000 more cases than would have been expected if 

the downward trend had continued.3

This unsettling reversal has only become more pronounced since 1991. Why 

has the promise of the 1950s—when experts declared that TB would soon be a 

disease of the past—failed to come to fruition? Why, when effective chemotherapy 

exists, does TB remain a leading killer of young adults? Two factors are commonly 

cited to explain this setback: the advent of HIV, the virus that causes AIDS; 

and the emergence of TB strains resistant to multiple drugs (multidrug-resistant 

tuberculosis, or MDRTB). The impact of these two developments has been so great 

that several leaders in the field have begun to speak of “the new tuberculosis.”4

7
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Let us take each of these new developments in turn. Through two major 

mechanisms, HIV and TB exhibit a synergy that is particularly noxious to their 

human hosts. First, in patients who carry quiescent TB infection—perhaps 

1.7 billion persons, roughly a third of the world’s population, are thought to fall 

in this category—subsequent infection with HIV often means that the immune 

system’s ability to keep mycobacteria in check will be lost. In this subgroup of 

doubly infected persons, dormant TB “reactivates” as cell-mediated immunity 

wanes; in much of the world, reactivation TB heralds previously unsuspected 

HIV infection. TB may in fact be the world’s most common AIDS-associated 

opportunistic infection: in late 1992, one leading source observed that, of the 

11.8 million persons then estimated to be infected with HIV, 4.6 million of them 

were co-infected with Mycobacterium tuberculosis.5

The second mechanism of synergy follows naturally from these epidemio-

logical insights. Unlike many of the opportunistic infections afflicting those with 

AIDS, and unlike HIV infection itself, the tubercle bacillus may be transmitted 

without sustained or intimate contact. Viable bacilli are aerosolized by the cough-

ing TB patient; they may remain in the air for hours. Perfectly immunocompe-

tent persons may subsequently inhale these organisms and become infected. If

HIV-infected persons are much more likely to develop active pulmonary TB than 

are controls who are HIV-negative but PPD-positive (suggesting infection with 

M. tuberculosis), then it is obvious that the new disease will have an enormous 

impact on the old scourge.

Into this already grim scenario comes MDRTB, which develops when natu-

rally occurring mutants become favored during the course of intermittent or 

poorly conceived therapy. Individuals who have developed MDRTB in this way 

can then expose others, who suffer a primary infection with a resistant strain.6 In

cities throughout the world, the past decade brought reports of strains resistant 

to at least the first-line drugs isoniazid and rifampin. Significant U.S. outbreaks 

of MDRTB have been reported in homeless shelters, prisons, and medical facili-

ties from Washington, D.C., to Boston to San Francisco.

The city of New York has been hit particularly hard by MDRTB, in large part 

thanks to HIV, but also because the city allowed its TB infrastructure to crumble. 

In 1968, for example, some $40 million was spent annually to maintain New York 

City’s one thousand designated TB beds, its twenty-one “chest clinics,” and the 

staff of these facilities. Ten years later, the TB beds were gone, and annual fund-

ing for TB had been slashed by up to $17 million. Federal monies earmarked for 

TB control in New York City also decreased. In 1979, TB incidence for the city 

began to climb for the first time in decades, and it continued to do so until 1992.7

By 1991, fully a third of the city’s reported cases were resistant to at least one 

first-line drug; almost 20 percent were resistant to both isoniazid and rifampin.8

Although some believe the MDR strains to be less virulent than drug-
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susceptible isolates, the new strains are notoriously difficult to treat. The finest 

medical care in the world can offer no assurance of cure. In the largest cohort 

study to date, Marian Goble, Michael Iseman, and coworkers report their experi-

ence with 171 patients, all of whom were HIV-negative. TB isolates from this 

cohort were all resistant to isoniazid and rifampin; most were resistant to three 

or more first-line agents. These patients were treated with an average of over six 

drugs per person, had a mean hospital stay of over six months, and received, in 

certain cases, adjunctive surgery. Treatment lasted, on average, over four years. 

These heroic measures, which can cost more than $250,000 per patient, yielded 

an overall response rate of only 56 percent.9

The story is even worse for those patients who also have HIV disease. Among 

the HIV-infected who fall ill with drug-susceptible strains of TB, response to 

therapy is frequently excellent. When these patients do die, it is usually not from 

TB—unless they lack access to care. But HIV-positive patients who fall ill with 

drug-resistant strains of TB have done poorly. “Despite aggressive multidrug 

treatment,” concludes one review, “72 to 89% of more than 200 patients were dead 

in 4 to 19 weeks, with 38 to 70% of the deaths caused by tuberculosis.”10

Who is falling ill with these deadly strains of TB? In spite of the theoretical 

risk to the “general population,” the majority of U.S. cases to date have been reg-

istered among the inner-city poor, with significant outbreaks confined to prisons, 

homeless shelters, and public hospitals. This strikingly patterned occurrence of 

MDRTB speaks to some of the large-scale forces at work in the pandemic. The 

two factors central to the new TB—the development of drug-resistant strains 

and the advent of HIV—are ostensibly biological in nature, but are in fact best 

understood as sociomedical phenomena. Arguing that drug-resistant TB is a 

socially produced biological phenomenon should not be controversial, since it 

refers to the induction of resistance to chemotherapeutic agents recently created 

by humans. But the rapid spread of HIV among certain populations has also 

been shaped by social (political, economic, and cultural) processes—the same 

processes, in large part, that led to the emergence of MDRTB.

René Dubos, who began his career as a distinguished microbiologist but later 

turned to the contemplation of the patterns of TB and other epidemic diseases, 

underlined the social nature of TB almost half a century ago: “Tuberculosis is a 

social disease, and presents problems that transcend the conventional medical 

approach . . . its understanding demands that the impact of social and economic 

factors on the individual be considered as much as the mechanisms by which 

tubercle bacilli cause damage to the human body.”11

Anthropologists and other social scientists have long argued that tuberculosis 

will not be eradicated without attention to these fundamentally social forces. In

this sense, then, the arrival of MDRTB is a terrible vindication for the socio-

medical sciences. But there is less consensus among the social scientists than 
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meets the eye. Which social forces might be involved in the persistence of TB and 

the emergence of MDRTB? How might these forces be differentially weighted? 

By what mechanisms, precisely, do large-scale and impersonal forces come to 

be embodied as individual pathology? As epidemic disease? More to the point, 

what is the significance of such analyses to interventions to prevent and treat 

MDRTB?

Indeed, for researchers in a host of disciplines, the emergence of MDRTB

poses new challenges and also forcefully brings a number of old questions to the 

fore. In addition to those just raised are the inevitable and thorny “compliance” 

questions. “The word compliant,” notes Esther Sumartojo in a sophisticated 1993 

review of the topic, “has the unfortunate connotation that the patient is docile 

and subservient to the provider.”12 Even more unfortunately, the term exaggerates 

patient agency, for it suggests that all patients possess the ability to comply—or 

to refuse to comply—with antituberculous therapies. This makes no sense, if 

the World Health Organization is correct: as many as half of all cases of active 

TB are never even diagnosed.13 Experiences across boundaries of time and place 

have shown radical differences in the ability of different populations to comply 

with demanding therapies, whether they consist of admonitions to move to “con-

sumptive climes,” as in the past century, or exhortations to take a year’s worth of 

several drugs.

More can be said. The poor have no options but to be at risk for TB and are 

thus from the outset victims of “structural violence.”14 For many populations, 

the chances of acquiring infection, developing disease, and lacking access to care 

are structured by a series of forces that we can now identify. In South Africa, 

say, these forces include poverty and racism; in other settings, gender inequal-

ity conspires with poverty to lead to a higher incidence of TB in poor women.15

Throughout the United States, increased indices of economic inequity seem to 

favor epidemics in blighted inner cities, already ravaged by related epidemics 

of AIDS, injection drug use, homelessness, and racism. Overt political violence 

and war, themselves usually a reflection of structural violence, have well-known 

associations with increased rates of TB.

I would like to examine the relationship between structural violence and the 

emergence of drug-resistant TB by presenting data from Haiti, which currently 

serves, sadly, as a natural laboratory for the ill effects of such violence on the 

health of a population. Although TB has usually been termed the leading cause 

of death in autopsy series of Haitian adults between fifteen and fifty years of age,16

MDRTB has not yet been reported in Haiti. Indeed, in the only large study in 

which drug susceptibilities were tested, we read that “no significant resistance to 

drugs other than isoniazid was seen even though streptomycin and thiacetazone 

have been widely used.”17

But the hypotheses generated in this essay would lead us to predict that such 
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strains are present and that they will emerge first among the poor. The case of 

Robert David, examined in detail here, shows that this prediction has already 

come true.

CASE STUDY: ROBERT DAVID

In August of 1986, Robert David, then nineteen years old, noticed the onset of a 

nonproductive cough, night sweats, and intermittent fevers and chills that were 

more marked in the evenings. Like most impoverished peasant families, the 

Davids lived in fear of tuberculosis, in part because of its high mortality and in 

part because of its tendency to leave survivors—or surviving kin—saddled with 

unpayable debts.18 And so Robert attempted, at first, to self-treat with readily 

available herbal remedies. But when his cough gave way to dyspnea (shortness 

of breath) and marked weight loss, Robert’s parents brought him to a referral 

hospital in the city of Hinche, the district seat of Haiti’s Central Plateau. There 

Robert was diagnosed with pulmonary TB and placed on an unknown two-drug 

regimen that probably included isoniazid.

In order to receive care in this public facility, Robert had to commute from his 

home village. By truck, the trip took two hours; by donkey or on foot, it was an 

overnight trek. In spite of heroic efforts to keep appointments, which included 

a full day of waiting once inside the clinic, Robert did not respond promptly to 

treatment. In June 1987, he sought care in a large market town closer to his home 

village. He was then treated for eighteen months, initially with a three-drug regi-

men (isoniazid, ethambutol, streptomycin). During this second course of therapy, 

Robert recalled, he was told that he had organisms in his sputum on “several” 

occasions, but his regimen was never altered. Throughout this period, he had 

great difficulty acquiring his medications, even though family members made 

enormous financial sacrifices—including selling more than half their land—in 

order to buy the prescribed items.

Robert terminated one and one-half years of irregular treatment in December 

1988, but he continued to experience the same symptoms. In January of 1989, 

he had an episode of massive hemoptysis (coughing up blood) but essentially 

received no biomedical care for this life-threatening complication. “We didn’t 

have any money,” he responded, when asked why he did not seek care, “and the 

bleeding had stopped by the time we borrowed some.”

The other symptoms persisted. In May 1990, Robert traveled to Port-au-Prince, 

the capital city, where he was admitted to a sanatorium for six months of directly 

observed therapy with isoniazid, ethambutol, pyrazinamide, and rifampin. He

was discharged to complete a total of eight months of this regimen, followed 

by two more months of isoniazid and ethambutol. Because of political difficul-

ties—including but not limited to the destruction of a key pharmacy by a bomb—
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Robert was unable to obtain many of his medications. He did, however, feel 

“much better” for more than a year.

Robert returned to central Haiti, where he remained until June 1992, when 

most of his symptoms (cough, weight loss, night sweats) recurred. In September, 

he was again admitted to a Port-au-Prince sanatorium, where he received only 

thiazina, the combination of isoniazid and thiacetazone. His symptoms did not 

lessen substantially, and, again, Robert was often unable to acquire medication 

because of political disruptions in the capital.

These same political upheavals drove Robert back to the Central Plateau and, 

eventually, to the Clinique Bon Sauveur. When we first met him, in January 1993, 

Robert explained that he had been unable to obtain his medications because he 

had no money. He reported to the clinic seeking relief of his chronic cough, night 

sweats, and weight loss. A thin young man with minimally labored breathing, 

Robert then weighed 110 pounds. Physical examination revealed temporal wast-

ing, pale conjunctiva, and severe oropharyngeal candidiasis. His neck was supple 

with no cervical lymphadenopathy. Examination of his lungs revealed abolition 

of breath sounds at the left apex. The remainder of his exam was unremarkable. 

Laboratory studies included examination of his sputum, which was laden with 

acid-fast bacilli (AFB), signaling the presence of active pulmonary tuberculosis; 

and a rapid serologic test for HIV, which was negative. We could not perform 

mycobacterial cultures because we lacked regular electricity.

We found Robert to be a highly motivated young man who wished desperately 

to recover from his refractory TB. He had made every attempt, he told us, to 

comply with his physicians’ orders. MDRTB was raised as a possibility, although 

it had not been previously reported in Haiti. The only antituberculous drugs 

available in Haiti were isoniazid, thiacetazone, pyrazinamide, PAS, streptomycin, 

and rifampin, all of which were stocked at the Clinique Bon Sauveur. Observing 

that the patient developed floridly positive sputum on thiazina, we elected to give 

him a cocktail of all the other drugs, although we were aware that PAS was the 

only drug he had not yet received.

On February 9, 1994, then, Robert began this difficult regimen. The strepto-

mycin was stopped when he complained of a buzzing in his ears; this symptom 

abated shortly thereafter. In both March and May, Robert had negative sputum 

exams, but he continued to lose weight, and his pulmonary symptoms dimin-

ished only slightly. He attributed his nausea and abdominal pain to the enormous 

number of pills he was taking each day. A repeat HIV test was again negative.

In August, Robert’s sputum was again laden with AFB. A sputum specimen 

was collected for culture and sensitivity testing, which was performed in the 

United States. These isolates were found to be resistant to isoniazid, rifampin, 

ethambutol, streptomycin, and pyrazinamide. The isolate was sensitive to kana-

mycin, cycloserine, capreomycin, ethionamide, and ciprofloxacin. As none of 
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these latter drugs were readily available in Haiti, arrangements were made to 

import them, and Robert was eventually started on a four-drug regimen consist-

ing of cycloserine, kanamycin, ethionamide, and ciprofloxacin.

He showed marked clinical improvement—weight gain, decreased shortness 

of breath and coughing—within two months. His sputum became free of AFB

two months after initiation of this therapy and remained so for six months. In

August of 1994, however, Robert again began losing weight and coughing. He

continued his treatment, in spite of side effects including epigastric pain and, at 

one point, an abscess at an intramuscular injection site. Repeat tests showed that 

his MDRTB had recurred and, furthermore, had become resistant to kanamycin. 

The organism continued to destroy his lungs in spite of his religious compliance 

with a brutal regimen. In December 1995, Robert David died in his sister’s home.19

POVERTY AND MDRTB

Robert’s story is explored in some depth in the hope that the complex interplay 

of individual agency and structural violence—central to the emergence of drug 

resistance—is best illuminated by considering the gritty details of biography. 

How does his experience speak to the central thesis of this paper, that the emer-

gence of MDRTB (and of the “new” TB in general) is inextricably linked to 

structural violence? How representative of others’ experience of MDRTB was 

Robert’s story?

First, how does the biomedical literature explain the emergence of resistance? 

In an influential review published in the New England Journal of Medicine,

Iseman writes: “In the circumstances of monotherapy, erratic drug ingestion, 

omission of one or more of the prescribed agents, suboptimal dosage, poor drug 

absorption, or an insufficient number of active agents in a regimen, a susceptible 

strain of M. tuberculosis may become resistant to multiple drugs within a matter 

of months.”20 In this sentence, Iseman lists a host of risk factors for MDRTB;

each of these is inescapably a part of the lives of millions like Robert David—

poorly nourished adults who develop reactivation TB, which is treated (when it 

is treated) with a small number of erratically available drugs. There is, then, a 

“political economy of MDRTB.” That is, there are large-scale forces that make 

monotherapy and erratic drug ingestion much more likely in settings such as 

Haiti or Harlem, say, than in the affluent communities where MDRTB has not 

become a problem.

Like most patients with MDRTB, Robert had been previously treated for TB.

He was treated inappropriately—started on a two-drug regimen that he could ill 

afford. When he relapsed, he was not started on a regimen consisting of drugs 

that he had never received before. He was deemed “noncompliant”—but how 

useful is such a term in describing the experience of a young man whose family 
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was willing to sell all its land to treat him? Even while in a sanatorium, he was 

unable to purchase his medications, a problem worsened by the incessant politi-

cal violence of the period.

Robert David’s lamentable experience brings into relief the complicated rela-

tionship between individual agency and structural violence. In most settings 

where TB is prevalent, the degree to which patients are able to comply is sig-

nificantly limited by forces quite beyond their control. In reading the biomedical 

literature, one detects a certain delicacy in discussing this problem. In the largest 

Haitian series in which drug susceptibilities were examined, we read only that 

“primary drug resistance in Haiti has many probable causes, including the avail-

ability of isoniazid without prescription, past inclusion of isoniazid in cough 

remedies and a high default rate.”21 Nowhere do we read about the insurmount-

able barriers to effective biomedical care faced by the overwhelming majority of 

Haitians.

In theory, MDRTB can often be cured, at least in HIV-negative patients like 

Robert David. What do the experts recommend as therapy? Empirical five- or 

six-drug regimens, followed by multidrug regimens after sensitivity data, are 

available. The recommended duration of these therapies is eighteen to thirty-

six months. Careful monitoring of all drug levels is strongly advised, as are 

directly observed therapy, universal precautions for all those in close contact 

with patients, and the use of ultraviolet light to protect health care workers. But 

to whom are these recommendations addressed? Leaving aside the millions now 

dying from susceptible strains of TB, dying for lack of therapy, it must be pointed 

out that these recommendations for the treatment of MDRTB cannot possibly 

be addressed to those without access to laboratories, masks, electricity, and up 

to $250,000 worth of medical care. In other words, the recommendations are not 

relevant to precisely those persons most likely to acquire MDRTB.

Just as the poor are “at risk” of finding themselves likely to develop or acquire 

MDRTB, so too are they “at risk” of being unable to find adequate therapy for 

this disease. In places like Haiti, one sadly concludes, active MDRTB is likely to 

be fatal.

SOCIAL SCIENCE AND IMMODEST CLAIMS OF CAUSALITY

How have social scientists discussed the various forces that conspire to render 

certain groups susceptible to TB while shielding others? Let us examine a hand-

ful of studies of TB published in the sociomedical or anthropological press. Each 

was conducted in a poor country, and each makes certain claims of causality in 

attempting to explain both noncompliance and the persistence of TB as a major 

cause of mortality in the setting under study. Frequently, the former is held to 

explain the latter.
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In important research conducted in southern Haiti and published in Social 

Science and Medicine, Helen Wiese allots most of the discussion to the “health 

beliefs” of TB patients and their families, which are certainly a legitimate preoc-

cupation for an anthropologist. She further argues that the failure of a TB control 

program in the region was largely the result of “the clinic’s lack of knowledge 

about the local culture and consequent failure to operate within it.”22

One could more easily argue that TB control programs in Haiti have failed 

not because of cultural insensitivity but rather because of a lack of commitment 

to the destitute sick. In a study conducted in the Central Plateau, we interviewed 

one hundred TB patients regarding their own understanding of their illness, 

which most agreed was TB. Many patients felt that sorcery might have caused 

their illness. Because both the medical anthropological literature and the Haitian 

physicians queried predicted that these individuals who cited sorcery as a cause 

would be more likely than others to abandon antituberculous therapy, we fol-

lowed all these patients for more than eighteen months. We found that patients’ 

etiologic beliefs did not predict their compliance with chemotherapy.23 Similar 

disjunctions are reported elsewhere in the literature. For example, Arthur Rubel 

and Linda Garro reported high rates of compliance among migrant Mexican 

farmworkers with TB in California, who attributed their symptoms to disorders 

ranging from bronchitis to “folk illnesses” such as susto: “Interestingly, inter-

views with these patients show a continued denial of their diagnosis of tuber-

culosis despite faithful adherence to lengthy treatment regimens and extensive 

education by clinical staff members.”24

In Haiti’s Central Plateau, what did predict adherence to therapy? Among 

patients who were offered free and convenient care, compliance and outcome 

were strongly related only to whether or not patients had access to supplemental 

food and income. We were led to conclude that cultural, political, and economic 

factors, although inevitably important, cannot be of equal significance in all 

settings. Whereas cultural considerations, such as the nearly universal stigma 

attached to TB, may very well be of overriding significance in settings in industri-

alized countries, we would argue that they are commonly less so in Haiti, where 

so many factors (initial exposure to mycobacteria, reactivation of exogenous TB

infection, complications, access to therapy, length of convalescence, development 

of resistance, degree of tissue destruction, and, finally, mortality) are determined 

chiefly by economic forces.25

To take an example from South Africa, where blacks of all ethnic backgrounds 

have much higher rates of TB than whites, an anthropological study identified 

several reasons for the high default rate seen among Xhosa-speaking patients 

with TB. Chief among these were the “deep-seated mystical beliefs” of the people 

under study, including the understanding that TB may be caused by witchcraft 

and is thus best treated with the help of a diviner who can explain who caused 
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the sickness. The author listed several other reasons for noncompliance as well, 

from the side effects of the medications to the “carelessness” of certain patients, 

but nowhere was there any mention of the poverty of South African blacks or of 

apartheid and its effects on the delivery of services. Small wonder, then, that the 

investigator’s conclusions focus so exclusively on patients’ cognitive profiles: “As

an anthropologist it is therefore possible to plead that health care personnel who 

treat black patients with tuberculosis be aware that their patients’ perceptions 

of the disease may differ from their own, that the patient may already have con-

sulted a non-western practitioner, or that they are merely seeking time before they 

embark on a different strategy for seeking a solution for what troubles them.”26

One could argue instead that, for South African blacks, the proximate cause 

of increased rates of morbidity and mortality is not their “mystical beliefs” but 

rather lack of access to resources, as a 1990 study by a team of physicians con-

cluded: “Poverty remains the primary cause of the prevalence of many dis-

eases and widespread hunger and malnutrition among black South Africans. 

The role of apartheid in creating and maintaining this poverty has been well 

documented.”27

Even here, more rigorous social analysis is necessary, for TB is closely linked 

to a “racial capitalism” far older than apartheid itself. In an important study 

of TB in South Africa, historian Randall Packard shows that institutionalized 

apartheid does not in and of itself explain the skewed incidence of the disease. 

Indeed, these patterns were emerging well before the enactment of apartheid 

laws, which are merely decades old: “It is not enough to invoke apartheid, racial 

discrimination, and black poverty, for they themselves are symptoms of more 

fundamental political and economic transformations that have been associated 

with the rise of industrial capitalism in South Africa. Ultimately the answer to 

why TB remains such a serious problem in South Africa lies in understanding the 

history of these transformations.”28

Another study, set in Honduras and published in Medical Anthropology, 

begins with a telling vignette:

One day, in an important health center in Tegucigalpa, the capital city of Honduras, 

Central America, the general practitioner identified ten patients suffering from 

symptoms of tuberculosis. He asked them to go up to the laboratory, which was 

one floor above, then get the authorization for laboratory exams. Only five of them 

arrived at the laboratory; of those, only three brought the sputum sample the fol-

lowing day. Only one of them returned to pick up his result: it was negative. The 

results of the other two, who had given false addresses, were positive. They were 

suffering from tuberculosis. They were never located.29

A team of investigators then set off to interview some five hundred Hondurans 

to uncover the reasons for this noncompliance. The study began with the formu-
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lation of six hypotheses that might explain it. None of these hypotheses linked 

treatment failure to a failure of the public health system or to Honduran soci-

ety at large; none mentioned poverty or social inequality at all, although those 

surveyed, in contrast, correctly associated TB with “extreme poverty, filth, and 

malnutrition.”30

The researchers found the patients and the public to be full of strange “knowl-

edge, attitudes, and behaviors” as well as a “great lack of education about the 

disease.” When patients were interviewed, many “maintained a careful distance 

when speaking to the investigators, and seemed fearful and distrustful.” (They 

had, the author speculated, “feelings of isolation . . . accompanied by guilt.”) 

Above all, of course, the patients were noncompliant, “refus[ing] to accept [TB’s] 

existence, and attempt[ing] to remedy the symptoms with self-prescribed medi-

cations.” Some of the patients were downright refractory “and obstinately refused 

the visits of health personnel.” “Even when the patient can no longer ignore the 

evidence of his symptoms,” the author added, “he is willing to die rather than 

undergo treatment.”31

Fortunately, consultants like the author of the study were able to remedy the 

situation. They designed a flip-chart explaining “the measures that should be 

taken by the patient and his family” and had sputum cups “printed with attrac-

tive and clear illustrations.” Sadly enough, “the Ministry [of Health] had not yet 

improved its tuberculosis program services, and the necessary sample cups were 

not available in time,” nor were the flip-charts. But a series of radio spots, posters, 

and a pamphlet served to “clear up the patient’s immediate confusions about the 

disease.”32 The author seemed confident that Honduras—which in his account 

sounds more like Sweden than one of the poorest countries in Latin America—is 

well on its way to solving its TB problem.

Even in a more thoughtfully conceived investigation, with more robust data, 

the same circular logic is easily discerned. Working in Wardha District in cen-

tral India, Florie Barnhoorn and Hans Adriaanse compared fifty-two compliant 

patients with fifty noncompliant patients in an effort to determine what factors 

might be responsible for failure to take medications. They found that “three 

socioeconomic variables, i.e., the monthly income per capita in a family, the 

type of house in which a family lived, and the monthly family income” were 

the strongest predictors of compliance with antituberculous chemotherapy. 

“It is noteworthy,” the authors add, “that the highest ratings were followed by 

three additional socioeconomic variables, i.e., place of residence, fuel used, and 

education.”33

In this study, etiologic beliefs about TB did not have striking relevance to 

compliance. Although a number of “health beliefs” were felt to be strong predic-

tors of compliance, these “beliefs” sound much more like indirect socioeconomic 
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indicators: “Compliers also tended to clean their body, ate good foods, visited 

a Primary Health Centre, whereas noncompliers tended to isolate themselves 

and prayed to God for a cure.” Similarly, other items classified under “fam-

ily attitudes” include having someone to prepare meals and “eating breakfast 

regularly.”34

In essence, the researchers found that the only strong predictors of compli-

ance were fundamentally economic, not cognitive or cultural. However, their 

conclusions would seem otherwise: “Concerns with the determinants of [non-

compliance] might improve the care of tuberculosis patients by giving directions 

for educational interventions.” And although Barnhoorn and Adriaanse insist 

that socioeconomic obstacles to treatment do exist and are fundamental, these 

impediments become secondary in much of the discussion: “Before obstacles 

to a treatment regimen can be cleared away, patients have to develop health 

beliefs and social norms consistent with it.” When the investigators call for the 

patients to be “liberated,” it is not from the structural violence that creates and 

sustains a significant and growing TB epidemic among the world’s poor. Instead, 

they propose that “future health education programmes aimed at the public at 

large should be focused on the liberation of the masses from false thoughts and 

burdens.”35

In another paper published in Social Science and Medicine, a prominent 

anthropologist reported that, in one city in the Philippines, children’s respira-

tory symptoms are commonly attributed to piang, a folk illness best treated by 

traditional healers: “Such a lay diagnosis leads to long delays before tubercular 

children are brought to a physician.”36 If this claim is true, then little short of 

changing the culture could lead to a change in compliance. But other researchers, 

working in a nearby area, were able to double compliance with antituberculous 

medications merely by making drugs readily available and easy to take.37

In East Africa, another region characterized by extreme poverty, a weak 

medical infrastructure, and high rates of TB, one study claimed that “attribu-

tion of tuberculosis symptoms to witchcraft or other folk illnesses is associated 

with delays in seeking professional treatment as well as remarkably high rates of 

default once treatment has begun.”38 Similar claims are frequently made in Haiti, 

where we found no association, except in the minds of most physicians surveyed, 

between sorcery and TB outcomes—although even compliant patients frequently 

attributed their TB to sorcery.

It is inappropriate, of course, to generalize based on such a small number of 

papers. But a more thorough review of the sociomedical literature on compli-

ance with antituberculous therapy does little to gainsay the impressions made 

upon reading the articles cited here. Such research tends to be conducted in 

settings—called “cultures” in many of these studies—characterized by high rates 
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of tuberculosis and by extreme poverty, which a priori calls into question conclu-

sions regarding the impact of the patients’ culture on treatment failures. These 

patients do not share culture or language. What they share is tuberculosis and 

poverty. They also share, often enough, spectacularly bad TB services, such as 

those described by J. Frimodt-Möller, working in rural India: “The treatment 

began when a sufficient number of patients had been collected to justify sending 

out a drug-issue team the long distances. To begin with, there was an interval of 

2 months from the time the sputum was found positive until treatment began. 

Forty-seven patients died before the treatment could begin, 14 left the towns, 20 

refused treatment from the beginning, 26 stopped after the first or second drug 

issue, two preferred to take their own drugs.”39

Strenuous insistence on the causal role of culture or personality in explaining 

treatment failures runs the risk of conflating cultural (or psychological) dif-

ference with structural violence, leading to the immodest claims of causality 

evident in the studies described here. Throughout the world, those least likely to 

comply are those least able to comply. In theory, it would be necessary to ensure 

full and facile access to all persons before ascribing blame for the failure to 

complete treatment to patient-related shortcomings. And in none of the places 

in which this research was conducted is full and facile access ensured. On the 

contrary, these settings are crying out for measures to improve the quality of 

care, not the quality of the patients.40

Curiously, many of these studies take it as a matter of faith that educational 

interventions will have significant effects on rates of TB in a particular popula-

tion. But no one, as far as I know, has ever shown this to be true. Historical 

reviews, such as that by Thomas McKeown and R. G. Record, would suggest that, 

in England and Wales at least, death rates from TB have varied quite indepen-

dently of patients’—and healers’—understandings about the disease.41

In each of the sociomedical studies critiqued here, a well-intentioned effort 

to incorporate the patients’ points of view has served, paradoxically, to shift the 

blame onto the sick-poor by exaggerating their agency. In so doing, researchers 

have echoed the received wisdom of many physicians and other providers. Their 

explanations tend to focus on local actors—most notably, on patients—and local 

factors. “The most serious problem hampering tuberculosis treatment and con-

trol,” note three pulmonologists in a 1993 review, “is patient non-compliance with 

therapy.” There is no mention of any structural barriers to therapy. “Potential 

determinants of compliance,” they continue, “include personal characteristics 

of patients, features of the disease and/or treatment, and patients’ beliefs and 

attitudes.”42

Sociomedical research shows not merely the expected divorce between patients’ 

and healers’ etiologic conceptions of TB but also great dissensus regarding treat-

ment failure.43 D. A. Collando reported that when Mexican district health officials 
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were asked, “To what do you attribute the problematic nature of tuberculosis 

control in your jurisdiction?” those surveyed “overwhelmingly laid the blame at 

the door of their patients’ shortcomings: ‘poverty,’ ‘lack of education,’ ‘poor moti-

vation,’ ‘superstition,’ and ‘failure to comprehend the importance of compliance 

with treatment recommendations.’”44

A similar pattern was described in a San Francisco chest clinic, where in the 

1960s up to 34 percent of patients failed to keep their appointments. Again, the 

providers and the patients had very discrepant ideas about this failure. The physi-

cians and nurses tended to focus on the patients’ shortcomings—“the social and 

cultural characteristics of the user population”—while the patients listed struc-

tural barriers ranging from the inconvenience of the clinic’s hours and location 

and a “rigidity in taking patients in order of registration regardless of extenuating 

circumstances” to a failure to treat affected families as a unit, with adults and 

children seen on different days and by different physicians.45 Addressing these 

structural problems by moving the clinics to more convenient times and places, 

as well as “an improved attitude on the part of the professional staff,” led to a 

decrease in missed appointments from 34 percent to 6 percent after five years.46

Anthropologists and other social scientists have long complained that their 

perspectives have not been incorporated into TB control efforts. While it is true 

that physicians and their biomedical colleagues have been guilty of underplaying 

the significance of the social forces at work in the changing epidemiology of TB,

a review of the biomedical literature increasingly reveals a willingness to incor-

porate social factors into their explanations of why TB control has failed. Indeed, 

specialists from the CDC and from academic departments are all likely, these 

days, to speak of social and economic determinants. For example, the following 

assessment is by two TB specialists writing in the journal Seminars in Respiratory 

Infections: “Regaining control of epidemic tuberculosis will be difficult and will 

require effective approaches to hardcore issues also common to the AIDS epi-

demic: poverty, homelessness, and substance abuse.”47

Medical anthropologists have commonly been less willing to incorporate 

basic biomedical insights, including the following: untreated TB may have a case-

fatality rate of over 80 percent; in drug-susceptible TB, at least, over 95 percent 

can be cured with appropriate therapy. Nonetheless, drug-susceptible TB will kill 

millions in the coming years, and it will kill them slowly, allowing many of them 

to serve as culture media for the induction of resistant strains. The obscenity of 

late-twentieth-century TB lies precisely in this, and not in a failure to incorporate 

the concept of culture—or the opinions of anthropologists—in efforts to prevent 

or treat the disease.

These assertions are rooted in the hopeful belief that social science may well 

hold some of the keys to halting the spread of these new pandemics. But if we 

are to be other than academic Cassandras, we would do well to acknowledge 
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the largely structural causes of persistent TB and to take stock of why we have 

not had much influence in past attempts to prevent or treat it. In other words, 

the research tasks before us are more likely to be accomplished if we can avoid 

the traps of the past. When I examine my own field—similar exercises would be 

welcome in each of the sociomedical sciences—five such pitfalls come quickly to 

mind, discussed in the following sections.

Conflating Structural Violence with Cultural Difference

Each of the sociomedical sciences—medical anthropology, medical sociology, 

health economics, and so on—tends to stake out its own turf, a focus or emphasis 

to be regarded as the bailiwick of that particular subspecialty. Representatives 

of these fields then tend to claim that their disciplinary focus is of paramount 

importance in explaining the phenomenon under scrutiny—regardless of what 

that phenomenon happens to be. In medical anthropology, often enough, “cul-

ture” is held up as the determinant variable.

Surely these immodest claims of causality amount to inadequate phenom-

enology and are underpinned by inadequate social theory. Because culture is 

merely one of several potentially important factors, anthropologists and other 

researchers who cite cognitivist “cultural” explanations for the poor health of 

the poor have been the object of legitimate critiques: “Medical anthropologists 

and sociologists have tended to elevate the cultural component into an omnibus 

explanation. The emphasis is on cultural determination. Even when social rela-

tions receive more than reflexive recognition, medical social scientists restrict the 

social relations to small ‘primary’ group settings, such as the family, and factions 

at the micro unit. . . . Little or no attempt is made to encompass the totality of the 

larger society’s structure.”48

One side effect of such cognitivist approaches to culture is a conflation of 

structural violence and cultural difference. Related trends are easily discerned in 

medical psychology, where personality attributes—the turf of that field—are held 

to explain risk for such disorders as AIDS, alcoholism, and addiction to drugs.

Minimizing the Role of Poverty

Many anthropologists, regarding their turf as the “cultural piece,” have also 

tended to underplay economic barriers to effective care. Poverty has long been 

the chief risk factor for both acquiring and dying from TB; this was true long 

before MDR strains appeared. It was true when the likes of Lord Byron and 

Keats died from TB, for even then “the white plague” found the great majority 

of its victims among the poor. Dramatic shifts in local epidemiology aside, a 

global analysis does not suggest major decreases in the importance of tubercu-

losis as a cause of death. In fact, tuberculosis may be said to be an “emerging” 
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disease only with significant provisos.49 Tuberculosis has retreated in certain 

populations, maintained a steady state in others, and surged forth in still oth-

ers, remaining, at the time of this writing, the world’s leading infectious cause 

of preventable deaths.50 Thus tuberculosis has not really emerged so much as 

emerged from the ranks of the poor. One of the implications, clearly, is that one 

place for diseases to “hide” is among poor people, especially when the poor are 

socially and medically segregated from those whose deaths might be considered 

more significant.

Almost unexamined has been the relationship between the social reproduc-

tion of inequalities and the persistence of TB. Our failure to discern a political 

economy of risk both for the development of MDRTB and for suboptimal treat-

ment may be related to a desire to link our (perfectly legitimate) investigations of 

the shaping of personal experience by culture to (inaccurate) claims of causality.

Exaggerating Patient Agency

The praiseworthy effort to incorporate patients’ points of view can serve, at times, 

to obscure the very real constraints on agency experienced by most, but not all, 

patients with TB. Clinicians make their own immodest claims. One influential 

editorial in Chest declared “patient compliance” to be “the most serious remain-

ing problem in the control of tuberculosis in the United States.”51 Assumptions 

regarding human agency are readily discerned in most discussions of treat-

ment failures and noncompliance. In tuberculosis clinics throughout the world, 

patient-related factors top providers’ lists of reasons to explain treatment failures. 

These lists, as Sumartojo politely and accurately notes, reflect providers’ “obser-

vations and experience, but [they] exclude environmental, structural, and opera-

tional factors that are beyond the patient’s control.”52 Calls to change “lifestyle 

and behavior” are typically directed to precisely those persons whose agency is 

most constrained. The same exaggerations took place in earlier eras, as historian 

Barbara Rosenkrantz has observed in examining the elaborate treatment proto-

cols of the turn of the century: “The disease-oriented hygienic regimen dictated 

by bacteriologic research came to grief when a patient’s poverty made it unlikely 

that such advice would be followed.”53

Exaggeration of patient agency is particularly marked in the biomedical lit-

erature, in part because of medicine’s celebrated focus on individual patients, 

which is inevitably desocializing. But it is social science that has underlined 

the importance of contextualization, and so our failure to complement clini-

cians’ views with more robustly contextualized ones is all the more significant. A

similar critique of modern epidemiology was advanced by Anthony McMichael: 

“Epidemiology today, in developed countries, thus assigns a primary importance 

to studying interindividual variations in risk. By concentrating on these specific 
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and presumed free-range individual behaviors, we thereby pay less attention to 

the underlying social-historical influences on behavioral choices, patterns, and 

population health.”54

Romanticizing “Folk Healing”

A strong vein of commentary in medical anthropology depicts folk healing as 

somehow superior to biomedical therapies. Although these claims have been 

called into question by some within the field, they have since assumed impor-

tance far beyond the boundaries of anthropology.55 But nonbiomedical treat-

ments for active pulmonary or extrapulmonary TB have thus far proven to be 

spectacularly ineffective. They do not change case-fatality rates. If folk healing 

were so effective, the world’s wealthy would be monopolizing it. When the privi-

leged do use folk healing and other nonbiomedical modalities, it is as adjunctive 

therapy, typically for chronic illnesses refractory to biomedical intervention. (As

an aside, I cannot count the number of Haitian folk healers that I have personally 

treated for TB and malaria.) We live in an increasingly interconnected world. 

Robert David’s use of herbal remedies to treat tuberculosis is emblematic not of 

cultural integrity but of an unfair distribution of the world’s resources.

Persisting in Insularity

Medical anthropologists, like other subspecialists, are usually familiar with the 

arcane debates of our own field. Yet we are too frequently unwilling to learn the 

basics of infectious disease or epidemiology, even when they are related to our 

chosen arenas of intervention. This sectarian approach to research can be costly 

when examining pandemics with demonstrable relation to both biological and 

social forces. Why, for example, have anthropologists’ voices been drowned out in 

the AIDS pandemic? Perhaps because we too often and too loudly made immod-

est claims of causality: in the first years of the pandemic, the refrain at many of 

our professional meetings was that anthropology had “special knowledge” about 

the “cultural practices” then held to be related to the high incidence of AIDS in 

certain areas where we worked.56 Regarding Haiti, for example, there was much 

talk of the role of voodoo. Long after “exotic” cultural practices proved irrelevant 

to the spread of HIV, these red herrings continued to figure prominently in our 

professional meetings. Meanwhile, important multidisciplinary research faltered 

or was underpinned by slipshod social theory.

FUTURE RESEARCH ON MDRTB

The emergence of MDRTB is a terrible vindication for those who predicted that a 

social disease could not be eradicated without social responses. But this clairvoy-

ance is no occasion for celebration, nor is it a time for concern about the advance-
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ment of our own particular subspecialties. MDRTB is a biologically and socially 

complex development. To check it, we must understand the forces promoting and 

retarding its advance. How, more precisely, might anthropology (and the other 

social sciences) make meaningful contributions to efforts to control the new 

scourge of MDRTB?

Several research tasks come to mind. First, who better than social scientists 

to discern the precise mechanisms by which social forces (ranging from racism 

to political violence) promote or retard the transmission or recrudescence of 

TB? Since there are likely several mechanisms, it is incumbent on us to offer a 

hierarchy of factors and to understand how, in different settings, these might be 

differentially weighted. New research technologies, such as DNA fingerprinting 

techniques, promise new insight into transmission dynamics57 but also illumi-

nate new social problems that will demand innovative responses.

Second, ethnographic research will be important in identifying and, again, 

ranking the barriers preventing those afflicted with MDRTB from having access 

to the best care available. The best available care, regardless of the etiologic beliefs 

of the patient, seems to consist of multiple-drug regimens, accompanied by ade-

quate nutrition, for at least eighteen months, and probably longer. Adopting a 

patient-centered approach, though important, is insufficient: “The challenge to 

researchers is to acknowledge that adherence is influenced by a complex array of 

factors, many of which are beyond the patient’s control, and to begin identifying 

and describing these factors.”58

Third, social scientists should become more engaged in multidisciplinary 

research and trials. We have much to offer those who seek to design programs 

that increase access to optimal therapies. Comparative trials, not just of directly 

observed therapy but also of simpler, more dignified, and “user-friendly” regi-

mens, have yet to be widely initiated.

Fourth, research that exposes—and deplores—the precise mechanisms by 

which entrenched medical inequities are buttressed may help to redress these 

inequities. In so doing, we would no doubt also be exposing the real co-factors in 

this emerging epidemic of “social disease.”

These suggestions are more crassly utilitarian than those usually heard in 

calls for social science research, but it is clear that we should act quickly to make 

common cause with those on the side of the sick-poor, regardless of profession—

whether we are community health workers, or folk healers, or physicians, or 

bench scientists. Certainly, some of these will be stop-gap measures, but such 

measures matter a great deal to those sick with tuberculosis. “It is useful to 

remember,” remarks Rosenkrantz, “that a ‘social disease’ typically affects the 

socially marginal, who can ill afford to wait for the fundamental insights and 

social transformations that challenge the well-established associations of dis-

advantage and disease.”59
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A survey of the current literature reveals discordant views on the question of 

progress in the control of tuberculosis. On the one hand, optimistic observers 

point with understandable pride to advances in our understanding of mycobacte-

rial pathogenesis and to the elaboration of shorter but more effective treatment 

regimens. Recent years have seen a growing consensus that even six-month-long, 

multidrug regimens will lead to high cure rates if therapy is directly observed by 

medical personnel or health workers. The World Health Organization’s adoption 

of DOTS—directly observed therapy, short-course—has been hailed as a victory 

by experts from around the world.1 Indeed, the WHO claims that DOTS is “the 

most important public health breakthrough of the decade.”2 The cure for tuber-

culosis, in this view, has at last been discovered.

Pessimists, on the other hand, call attention to the widening gulf between the 

advances reported in the scholarly literature and the degree of effective control 

in those communities hardest hit by the disease. Some point to the increasing 

microbial resistance to our best drugs; some point to our lack of an effective 

vaccine. But deaths from tuberculosis, numbering in the millions, are the most 

compelling rebuke to optimism.

In fact, it is difficult to document any impact of the new treatment regimens 

on worldwide tuberculosis incidence: in the current decade, an estimated three 

hundred million people will become infected with tubercle bacilli; ninety million 

will develop active tuberculosis; and, if access to care does not become a global 
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What the social world has made,  

the social world, armed with knowledge, can undo.

Pierre Bourdieu, La misère du monde
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priority, thirty million will die.3 In projecting changes in the ranked order of 

the fifteen leading causes of death, Christopher Murray and Alan Lopez predict 

that tuberculosis alone will hold its unenviable place for the next thirty years; 

with the exception of HIV disease, all other infectious diseases are projected 

to drop in rank over the coming three decades. According to a baseline projec-

tion, tuberculosis will be the fourth leading cause of death overall in developing 

countries by the year 2020. Tuberculosis and HIV, which both afflict young adults 

disproportionately, are the only infectious diseases expected to cause more life 

years to be lost in 2020 than they cause now.4

Tuberculosis heads the list of diseases dreaded by Haitians, too. “Of all the 

health problems cited,” observes Helen Wiese, “one stands out from the others by 

virtue of its insidious onset, its tenacity, and its prevalence—pulmonary tuber-

culosis.”5 The prevalence of tuberculosis in Haiti is estimated to be the highest 

in the hemisphere. Little is known of the disease’s occurrence there during the 

nineteenth century, but in 1941 James Leyburn wrote that, in a series of seven 

hundred autopsies performed in the Port-au-Prince General Hospital, 26 percent 

of the deaths were due to tuberculosis.6 The United Nations reported that in Haiti 

in 1944 “tuberculosis was the most important cause of death among hospitalized 

patients.” Linking the high incidence of the disorder to poor sanitation and pov-

erty, the organization predicted that “for many years to come tuberculosis will, it 

is feared, continue to take a heavy toll of human lives in Haiti.”7

This prediction has come true. In 1965, the Pan American Health Organization 

estimated prevalence in Haiti at 3,862 per 100,000 inhabitants.8 Available data 

indicate that tuberculosis remains the leading cause of death among individu-

als between the ages of fifteen and forty-nine. Studies from the Hôpital Albert 

Schweitzer suggest that, in this age group, tuberculosis causes two to three times 

as many deaths as the next most common diagnosis.9

In recent years, the situation seems to have worsened. The high prevalence of 

tuberculosis has been further augmented by the advent of HIV. In sanatoriums 

in urban Haiti during the mid-1980s, some 45 percent of all tuberculosis patients 

reportedly were co-infected with HIV. In a later survey of over 7,300 ostensibly 

healthy adults living in a densely populated slum, 70 percent of those screened 

were tuberculin-positive, and more than 15 percent were HIV-positive. More 

alarming, community-based screening detected a prevalence of 2,281 active pul-

monary tuberculosis cases per 100,000 adults. One study conducted in rural 

regions found that 15 percent of patients diagnosed with tuberculosis disease were 

also infected with HIV. In another rural setting, at the Hôpital Albert Schweitzer, 

24 percent of all patients with tuberculosis were co-infected with HIV.10

Added to this noxious synergy is the emergence of resistance to first-line 

antituberculous drugs. There are very few published studies of drug resistance in 
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Haiti, in large part because it is difficult to culture Mycobacterium tuberculosis in 

settings with no reliable source of electricity. One of the few large series includ-

ing culture data revealed that 22 percent of isolates were resistant to at least one 

first-line drug.11

Although drug resistance presents a new and potentially significant problem, 

most studies of treatment failure agree that the problem is predominantly one of 

designing and implementing programs that are appropriate to the needs of the 

population to be served.12 In one large town in southern Haiti, fully 75 percent 

of all patients had abandoned treatment by six months after diagnosis, and over 

93 percent had abandoned treatment before the end of one year.13 Since short-

course therapy did not exist at the time of this study, we must assume that the 

majority of patients in this series were left with partially treated disease.

This essay will describe in some detail one community-based organization’s 

efforts to implement a tuberculosis control program that takes into account the 

crippling poverty that so often plays a central role in determining who does or 

does not benefit from interventions. In examining this program, I also want to 

oppose the “either-or” approach that has led some health advocates, tragically, to 

adopt a Luddite stance.14 This position holds that it is acceptable to defer tuber-

culosis treatment while the “root causes” of the disease are addressed through 

development projects. But health policy is not a zero-sum game. One of the 

lessons from rural Haiti is that effective tuberculosis-specific interventions are 

both urgent and inexpensive and should not be regarded as somehow detracting 

from the broader development efforts that might well serve to reduce tuberculosis 

incidence.

THE PROJE VEYE SANTE EXPERIENCE

Since it was founded in 1984, Proje Veye Sante has sought to serve the landless 

peasants and children of the Péligre basin of Haiti’s Central Plateau. The pro-

gram’s catchment area includes settlements scattered around a reservoir, which 

was created by a hydroelectric dam that flooded the basin in 1956. Sector 1 of the 

catchment area rings the lake; at the time of this study it encompassed approxi-

mately twenty-five thousand individuals, almost all of them peasants living in 

small villages. Sector 2, more loosely demarcated, consists of a large number of 

outlying villages and towns contiguous to Sector 1.

Although inhabitants of the villages in Sector 2 were offered the same clinical 

services available in Sector 1 (consultations with a physician, lab work, and all 

medication for about eighty cents), they were not served by community health 

workers; nor did they benefit from activities sponsored by Proje Veye Sante such 

as women’s health initiatives, vaccination campaigns, water protection efforts, 
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and adult literacy groups. These interventions, implemented by community health 

workers, had proven to be a powerful means of addressing malnutrition, diar-

rheal disease, measles, neonatal tetanus, malaria, and typhoid fever. Through the 

community activities, the health workers were able to identify the sick and refer 

them to the clinic, where, it should be noted, all antituberculous medications 

were free of charge. (Isoniazid, ethambutol, pyrazinamide, and streptomycin 

were then on formulary at the clinic.)15

Although Proje Veye Sante was effective in identifying patients with pul-

monary tuberculosis and getting them to the clinic, it became clear during the 

late 1980s that detection of new cases did not necessarily lead to cure, in spite 

of our policy of waiving even the eighty-cent fee for any patient diagnosed with 

tuberculosis. In December of 1988, following the deaths from tuberculosis of 

three HIV-negative patients, all in their forties, the staff of Proje Veye Sante met 

to reconsider how the care of these individuals had been managed. How had the 

staff failed to prevent these deaths?

Responses to this question varied. Some community health workers felt 

that tuberculosis patients who had poor outcomes were the most economically 

impoverished and thus the sickest. Others, including the physicians present, 

attributed poor compliance to widespread beliefs that tuberculosis was a disorder 

inflicted through sorcery, which led patients to abandon biomedical therapy. Still 

others hypothesized that patients lost interest in chemotherapy after ridding 

themselves of the symptoms that had caused them to seek medical advice.

Over the next two months, we devised a plan to improve services to patients 

with tuberculosis—and to test these discrepant hypotheses. Briefly, the new pro-

gram embraced the goals of finding cases, offering adequate chemotherapy, and 

providing close follow-up. Although contact screening and BCG vaccination for 

infants were included in the program, the staff of Proje Veye Sante was then most 

concerned with the care of smear-positive and coughing patients—believed by 

many to be the most important source of community exposure.

The new program was designed to be aggressive and community-based, 

relying heavily on community health workers for close follow-up. It was also 

designed to respond to patients’ appeals for nutritional assistance. All residents 

of Sector 1 diagnosed with pulmonary or extrapulmonary tuberculosis would be 

eligible to participate in a treatment program featuring—during the first month 

following diagnosis—daily visits from their village health worker. These patients 

would receive financial aid of thirty dollars per month for the first three months 

and would also be eligible for nutritional supplements.

Further, these patients were to receive a monthly reminder from their village 

health worker to attend clinic. Travel expenses (for example, renting a donkey) 

would be defrayed with a five-dollar honorarium when they came to the clinic. If

a Sector 1 patient did not attend, someone from the clinic—often a physician or 
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an auxiliary nurse—would visit the no-show’s house. A series of forms, including 

a detailed initial interview schedule and home-visit reports, regularized these 

arrangements and replaced the relatively limited forms used for other clinic 

patients.

During the initial enrollment period, between February of 1989 and Septem-

ber of 1990, fifty Sector 1 patients joined the program.16 Forty-eight of those 

identified had pulmonary tuberculosis. Seven individuals also had extrapulmo-

nary tuberculosis (for example, tuberculosis of the spine), and two had cervical 

lymphadenitis (“scrofula”) as their sole manifestation of tuberculosis. During the 

same period, the clinical staff diagnosed pulmonary tuberculosis in 213 patients 

from outside Sector 1. Many of these patients were from Sector 2, although a few 

had traveled even greater distances to seek care at the clinic; at least 168 of these 

individuals returned to the clinic for further care. The first fifty of these patients 

to be diagnosed formed the comparison group by which the efficacy of the new 

interventions would be judged. They were a “control group” only in the sense that 

they did not benefit from the community-based services and the financial aid; 

all Sector 2 patients continued to receive free care. To test hypotheses regarding 

patients’ beliefs and clinical outcomes, we interviewed all patients regarding their 

own explanatory models and their experience of tuberculosis.17

The mean age of our patients (forty-two years) and the sex ratio (both groups 

had significantly more women than men) did not vary significantly between 

the two groups.18 But indirect economic indicators (for example, years of school 

attended, ownership of a radio, access to a latrine, a tin roof rather than a 

thatched roof) suggested that patients from Sector 2 may have been slightly less 

poor than those from Sector 1. This is not surprising, as several of the villages 

in Sector 1 are squatter settlements dating from the year the valley was flooded.

Results

The following discussion explains the findings of the Proje Veye Sante study in 

some detail. These findings are summarized in table 8.1.

Mortality. One patient from the Sector 1 group died in the year following diag-

nosis, although she did not die from tuberculosis. Six patients from Sector 2 died, 

all, it seems, from tuberculosis; one of these was a young woman who was also 

seropositive for HIV.

Sputum Positivity. The clinical staff attempted to examine sputum for acid-

fast bacilli (AFB)19 whenever patients developed recrudescent symptoms as well 

as approximately six months after the start of antituberculous therapy. None 

of the patients from Sector 1 were sputum-positive at six months. One young 

woman did become sputum-positive during a pregnancy in the subsequent year; 
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Table 8.1 Characteristics of Tuberculosis in Sector 1 Patients versus Sector 2 Patients

Sector 1 

(N = 50)

Sector 2 

(N = 50)

All-cause mortality (18 months follow-up) 1.0 (2%) 6.0 (12%)

Sputum-positive for AFB after 6 months of treatment 0.0 9.0 (18%)

Persistent pulmonary symptoms after 1 year of treatment 3.0 (6%) 21.0 (42%)

Average weight gained/patient/year (lbs.) 9.8 1.9

Return to work after 1 year of treatment 46.0 (92%) 24.0 (48%)

Average number of clinic visits/patient/year 11.6 5.4

Average number of home visits/patient/year 32.0 2.0

HIV co-infection 2.0 (4%) 3.0 (6%)

Number denying the role of sorcery in their illness 6.0 (12%) 9.0 (18%)

One-year disease-free survival 50.0 (100%) 24.0 (48%)

we found that she was infected with HIV and may have been reinfected with a 

second strain of tuberculosis. Of the Sector 2 cohort, nine patients had acid-fast 

bacilli demonstrable in their sputum about six months after the initiation of 

therapy.

Persistent Pulmonary Symptoms. After a year of treatment, a thorough history 

and physical exam were used to screen for persistent pulmonary symptoms such 

as cough, shortness of breath (dyspnea), and coughing up blood (hemoptysis). 

Only three patients of the Sector 1 group reported such symptoms, and two of 

them had developed asthma during the course of their convalescence. Twenty 

patients in Sector 2, however, continued to complain of cough or other symp-

toms consistent with persistent or partially treated tuberculosis. One additional 

patient in this group was an asthmatic without radiographic or other evidence of 

persistent tuberculosis.

Weight Gained. Monitoring body weight revealed marked differences between 

the two sector groups in the amount of weight gained per patient per year. Cor-

recting for fluctuations associated with pregnancy, Sector 1 patients gained an 

average of nearly ten pounds during the first year of their treatment. Patients from 

Sector 2 had an average weight gain of about two pounds per person per year.

Return to Work. The vast majority of patients from both groups were peasant 

farmers or market women whose families relied on their ability to perform physi-

cal labor. It is especially notable, then, that one year after diagnosis, forty-six of 

the Sector 1 patients stated that they were able to return to their work activities. 

In Sector 2, fewer than half (twenty-four patients) were able to do so.
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Clinic Visits. As patients were given one month’s supply of medication with 

each visit, the staff of Proje Veye Sante strongly encouraged monthly clinic visits, 

which served as an indirect measure of a patient’s adherence to antituberculous 

therapy. In the Sector 1 group, the one-visit-per-month ideal was nearly achieved: 

these patients, who received a small sum for travel expenses, averaged 11.6 visits 

per year. In the control group, the average number of visits per year was 5.4.

Home Visits. Our treatment protocol at that time called for at least 30 grams of 

intramuscular streptomycin during the first two months of therapy, and com-

munity health workers were asked to administer these injections to the patients 

living in their area. Most patients from Sector 2 had their streptomycin adminis-

tered by local pikiris, or injectionists. (Some lived near licensed practical nurses 

and received this drug in other clinics.) This is perhaps the chief reason that the 

number of home visits by members of the Proje Veye Sante staff was far higher 

in the Sector 1 group than in the Sector 2 group: thirty-two visits in the former 

versus two visits in the latter.

HIV Seroprevalence. The rate of HIV seroprevalence was not substantially dif-

ferent between the two groups. Only two patients from Sector 1 showed serologic 

evidence of HIV infection; both had lived in urban Haiti for extended peri-

ods. One of these patients became smear-positive for acid-fast bacilli during a 

pregnancy that occurred over a year after she completed her initial course of 

therapy. She was treated with a new multidrug regimen and remained asymp-

tomatic some sixty months after her initial tuberculosis diagnosis. In the Sector 2 

group, similarly, three patients were seropositive for HIV; all had lived in greater 

Port-au-Prince.

Etiologic Conceptions about Tuberculosis. Previous ethnographic research had 

revealed extremely complex and changing ways of understanding and speaking 

about tuberculosis among rural Haitians.20 Open-ended interviews with patients 

from both sectors permitted us to delineate the dominant explanatory models 

used by members of both groups. Because several physicians, nurses, and com-

munity health workers had hypothesized that a belief in sorcery would lead to 

higher rates of noncompliance, we took some pains to address this issue with 

each patient. We learned that few from either group would deny the possibility 

of sorcery as an etiologic factor in their own illnesses, but we could discern no 

relationship between avowed adherence to such models and a patient’s degree 

of compliance with a biomedical regimen. The Proje Veye Sante effort demon-

strated the relative insignificance of patients’ understandings of etiology, when 

compared to access to financial aid—one marker of the primacy of economic 

considerations in impoverished settings.
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Cure Rate. In June 1991, forty-eight of the Sector 1 patients remained free of pul-

monary symptoms. Two patients with a persistent cough and/or dyspnea did not 

meet radiologic or clinical diagnostic criteria for tuberculosis (both had devel-

oped bronchospastic disease). Therefore, we judged that none had active pulmo-

nary tuberculosis, giving the participants a cure rate of 100 percent. One of these 

patients, as noted earlier, was co-infected with HIV but remained asymptomatic 

sixty months after her initial diagnosis of tuberculosis. We could not locate all 

the patients from Sector 2, but of the forty patients we examined at more than 

one year after diagnosis, only twenty-four could be declared free of active disease 

based on clinical, laboratory, and radiographic evaluation. (Six patients from 

this group had died during the course of this study.) Even if the four patients lost 

to follow-up had in fact been cured, that would have left twenty-six others dead 

or with signs and symptoms of persistent tuberculosis—a cure rate of, at best, 

48 percent.

Explaining Treatment Outcomes

In an important review of the significance of tuberculosis in developing countries, 

Christopher Murray, Karel Styblo, and Annik Rouillon estimate that 26 percent 

of avoidable adult deaths in these countries are due to tuberculosis, making it the 

greatest cause of avoidable death.21 The experience of Proje Veye Sante speaks to 

the discrepant explanations of this colossal failure, since the majority of these 

deaths occur in settings not unlike Haiti. Although our small numbers do not 

permit any sweeping conclusions, the project described here suggests that high 

cure rates are possible in settings of extreme poverty in which hospital-based care is 

unavailable even for the critically ill.

Even after so small a study, we can also advance other pragmatic conclusions. 

First, projects designed to treat tuberculosis among the very poor must include 

financial and nutritional assistance, for many of these patients develop reactiva-

tion tuberculosis in the setting of malnutrition or concurrent disease. The Proje 

Veye Sante antituberculosis initiative indicates that, in Haiti at least, hunger 

and poverty are the prime culprits in treatment failure, just as they are so often 

responsible for the reactivation of endogenous infection. The factors that govern 

treatment success or failure there—factors such as initial exposure to myco-

bacteria, reactivation of endogenous tuberculosis infection, complications, access 

to therapy, length of convalescence, development of drug resistance, degree of 

tissue destruction, and, finally, mortality—are determined chiefly by economic 

variables. Countries held in underdevelopment would do well to invest resources 

in programs that address patients’ nutritional needs while ensuring easy and 

reliable access to multidrug regimens.

In fact, these interventions may be more important than the choice of regi-
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men: although we initially used traditional antituberculous therapy, rather than 

the short-course multidrug regimens shown to be effective in recent studies, our 

results are as encouraging as those of Styblo and colleagues, who report a 90 per-

cent cure rate when a six-month course of INH and thiacetazone is preceded by 

two months of an in-hospital, strictly supervised three-drug regimen.22 Given 

the high costs of hospitalization, a program that includes financial or nutritional 

aid may be less expensive—and far more feasible—than the tuberculosis control 

programs now in place in many poor countries. Similarly, although directly 

observed therapy would seem to be almost always preferable to unobserved ther-

apy, our experience suggests that high cure rates can be achieved even in sparsely 

settled, difficult terrain where patients are unable to make daily trips to clinics 

or health posts.

Second, projects designed to prevent tuberculosis among the very poor must 

keep in mind a central maxim of tuberculosis control: treatment is prevention. 

Although the priorities of these projects may differ from those of projects designed 

for low-prevalence, high-income settings, identification and complete treatment 

of patients with active pulmonary tuberculosis should be the top priority of 

tuberculosis control in settings like rural Haiti. Similar conclusions have been 

advanced in a review of data from throughout the developing world.23 Experience 

among New York City’s poor might also lead to such conclusions, since in one 

review of patients diagnosed with tuberculosis at Harlem Hospital, only 11 percent 

could be shown to have completed therapy.24

The eradication of tuberculosis would require that we halt transmission and 

also prevent the reactivation of quiescent TB infection. We have the tools to do 

both: treatment of all active cases and, in the majority of quiescent cases, “chemo-

prophylaxis” with isoniazid. Until there are major redistributions in the current 

partition of the world’s wealth, however, chemoprophylaxis of contacts and of 

asymptomatic but infected patients who show a positive PPD test result has a 

limited role to play in poverty-stricken areas. Although a community may have 

a high level of tuberculosis infection—our own survey suggests that 70 percent 

of rural Haitian adults are PPD-positive—individuals with active pulmonary 

disease are those most likely to transmit the disease to others. They are also 

those most likely to die of tuberculosis. Ideally, however, resources available for 

tuberculosis control would be increased so that even chemoprophylaxis could be 

administered as directly observed therapy.

In a sense, the high cure rates we achieved also show that debates over whether 

to treat tuberculosis or to prevent it are essentially false debates, whose costs 

are borne, as usual, by the poor. Among those who argue (correctly) that in our 

time poverty is the ultimate cause of tuberculosis, some make a serious error by 

advocating that development efforts should take precedence over tuberculosis 
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treatment. As noted earlier, this Luddite trap remains a peril of modern tubercu-

losis control. We know how to treat tuberculosis, but development efforts often 

go awry. The people of the Péligre area know this well, for the hydroelectric dam 

that immiserated them, and so increased their tuberculosis risk, was billed as a 

development project.
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CONSUMPTION AS PUNISHMENT

The long and grim history of punishment records many inventive ways of mak-

ing prisoners suffer. The crudest of these are usually known as penal torture, a 

practice roundly condemned by all governments—and practiced, nonetheless, by 

many. This essay addresses the issue of tuberculosis as punishment.

Tuberculosis has a long history of association with prisons. In the pre-chemo-

therapeutic era, “consumption” was in many settings the major cause of prison 

mortality. In the mid-nineteenth century, for example, TB was estimated to have 

caused up to 80 percent of all U.S. prison deaths: in Boston, Philadelphia, and 

New York, in any case, about 10 percent of all prisoners died from the disease.1 In

our own post-antibiotic era, prisoners continue to endure TB risks well in excess 

of those faced by individuals outside prison walls. In most countries, rates of five 

to ten times the national average are not uncommon in prisons, and outbreaks 

can lead rapidly to TB rates more than a hundred times the national average.2

This is not to say that there’s nothing new under the sun. On the contrary, it’s 

easy to discern novel developments. We are living in a global economy with its 

own rapidly changing “geoculture,” a transnational social phenomenon that inter-

acts in novel ways with local cultures, themselves rapidly mutating.3 Alterations 

in telecommunications and a proliferation of regulations and laws are linked to 

all manner of human rights discourses, which are in turn linked both to emerging 

geoculture and to more established cultural traditions. The degree of global travel 

and trade is unprecedented.

In addition to these changes in society and in human behavior, there are 
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changes in Mycobacterium tuberculosis, the organism that causes TB. Multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis (MDRTB) is a relatively recent development, emerging 

only in the past two decades, a frightening concomitant of drug development. 

Unfortunately, the organism has mutated more quickly than our own ability 

to respond with new and effective drugs. MDRTB is exceedingly difficult to 

treat and carries a high case-fatality rate when not treated. It is also stubbornly 

entrenched in certain prisons.

This essay examines TB—and, particularly, MDRTB—in prisons during an 

era in which neither prison bars nor national boundaries confine the disease. 

Ours is an era in which treatment is available for the fortunate few; others, 

including most prisoners, are summarily informed that their affliction is incur-

able. Accordingly, I write both as a clinician specializing in the treatment of 

tuberculosis and as an anthropologist trying to comprehend the myths and mys-

tifications that hamper effective interventions.

KEY CONCEPTS: DOTS, RESISTANCE, AMPLIFICATION

To critically examine the problem at hand, it is necessary to define or explain 

certain terms and concepts. DOTS (directly observed therapy, short-course) is a 

mode of treatment delivery designed to prevent the development of drug resis-

tance by ensuring that every required dose is administered on schedule under 

observation. The term “MDRTB” implies resistance to at least isoniazid (INH)

and rifampin (RIF), the most powerful antituberculous drugs. When a patient 

infected with a TB strain resistant to INH and RIF is treated with a regimen 

based on these two first-line agents, he or she is unlikely to be cured. Although 

this may seem obvious, many experts have nonetheless advocated one-size-fits-

all empiric regimens based on first-line drugs—even in the middle of MDRTB

outbreaks. Such recommendations are made, often enough, because the second-

line drugs that might cure patients with MDRTB are deemed too expensive for 

use in precisely those countries or settings in which they are most needed. They 

are not “cost-effective,” in the confused jargon of our day.

Not only do INH/RIF-based regimens fail to cure patients with MDRTB, but 

they may also lead to iatrogenic worsening of an individual patient’s pattern of 

resistance. That is, the infecting strain is exposed to brief courses of drugs that 

cannot kill the microbe but that can induce further resistance, rendering even 

carefully designed subsequent regimens less effective. In our work, we’ve called 

this the “amplifier effect” of short-course chemotherapy.4 For DOTS to be effec-

tive, it must include the drugs that have a chance of killing the microbe.

But there are, of course, other ways to amplify the problem. TB is an airborne 

pathogen. It is coughed into the air in what are known as “droplet nuclei,” and 

these may be inhaled by anyone who shares air with an infectious person. The 
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number of droplet nuclei coughed into the air and the rate of ventilation (air 

changes per unit time) are key determinants of the risk of infection. Complex 

mathematical formulas describe transmission dynamics, but suffice it to say 

that overcrowded prisons with poor ventilation are particularly effective ampli-

fication systems for TB whenever prompt and effective therapy is unavailable. 

Adding HIV to the equation increases the likelihood that new infections will 

progress to active and contagious TB, further amplifying outbreaks and driving 

up mortality.

We also know that prisons are highly permeable institutions, with a great deal 

of interaction with surrounding communities (the “outside world”). This occurs 

not only through the guards and other employees but also because detention is 

frequently brief: in the United States, for example, about ten million people pass 

through prisons or jails each year. So what goes on inside these institutions is 

of great relevance to the public’s health, as we’ll see in examining data from the 

United States and Russia. It is for all these reasons that certain correctional facili-

ties have been felicitously termed “infectious prisons.”5

Another bit of terminology bears consideration. “Acquired MDRTB” occurs 

when TB patients do not or cannot adhere to therapy, and intermittent selec-

tive pressures allow naturally occurring, drug-resistant mutants to become the 

dominant infecting strain. “Primary MDRTB” occurs when others are initially 

infected with MDR strains and fall ill. When poorly conceived regimens fur-

ther amplify preexisting resistance, primary MDRTB may be misdiagnosed as 

acquired MDRTB. This distinction is critical in prisons, as we shall see.

Other generalities about TB in prisons are bandied about, but a review of 

the literature reveals many discrepant claims about the nature of the prison-

tuberculosis association.6 For example, while one study argues that prisons are 

“particularly difficult environments” in which to treat TB and that prisoner edu-

cation is “often hopeless,” another more hopefully concludes that, “with on-site 

services and confined patients, [correctional institutions] are well suited for pub-

lic health interventions, health professional education and epidemiologic study.”7

And although the literature seems to show that TB treatment outcomes among 

prisoners are frequently poor, there’s little agreement as to why. Few if any stud-

ies have examined the contribution of endemic drug resistance to poor clinical 

outcomes in prisons. Some commentators argue that poor treatment outcomes 

are the result of the structural constraints of working within underfunded prison 

systems; others seem to blame the prisoners, focusing on alleged psychological 

or even “cultural” traits. Still others refer to the fragility of the patient-doctor 

relationship when the latter works for the system that is punishing the former. 

Because generalizations are hazardous, allow me to turn to tuberculosis in the 

prisons of two countries, the United States and Russia.
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TAKING A CLOSER LOOK:

THE UNITED STATES AND RUSSIA

The United States and Russia hold world records in many prison statistics, taking 

the prize, most notably, for the highest per capita rates of imprisonment in the 

world. For years, the United States was the world leader in detention, but Russia 

has recently edged ahead. Of every 100,000 U.S. citizens, 619 are in prison; 690 

per 100,000 Russians are incarcerated. For the sake of comparison, note that in 

many European countries fewer than 100 per 100,000 citizens are in prison.8

What do we know about epidemics of MDRTB in U.S. prisons? Several of 

what are termed “nosocomial outbreaks” began in prisons, not hospitals. Take 

the largest U.S. outbreak, which began in New York City in 1989. Fully 80 percent 

of all index cases could be traced to jails and prisons.9 The Centers for Disease 

Control (CDC) had sounded the alarm even before the New York MDRTB epi-

demic, reporting the steady and dramatic rise in TB incidence within prisons. 

In the New York state correctional system, for example, average annual TB inci-

dence went from 15.4 per 100,000 inmates in 1976–78 to 105.5 per 100,000 in 

1986.10 Much of the rise was associated with HIV, but TB transmission within 

prison walls was clearly affecting HIV-negative inmates, wardens, visitors, and 

surrounding communities: there were at least eleven prison outbreaks between 

1985 and 1989.11

These warnings went largely unheeded, as did guidelines to prevent transmis-

sion within prisons and jails.12 By 1991, the Rikers Island jail, which during the 

1980s experienced a threefold increase in census, had one of the highest TB case 

rates in the nation: 400 to 500 cases per 100,000 population.13 The record shows a 

dozen more prison epidemics, many with fatalities, between December 1990 and 

December 1992. By the time the dust settled, it was clear that a strain of M. tuber-

culosis resistant to all five first-line drugs was implicated in most of the deaths. 

In the New York prison system, for example, MDRTB was diagnosed in at least 

thirty-three inmates, of whom 84 percent died of the disease; one correctional 

officer was fatally afflicted.14

The prison epidemics were amplified, certainly, by HIV: at the time of the 

outbreaks, New York inmates were already saddled with the nation’s highest 

reported rates of HIV infection.15 But the explosion of TB in prisons was even 

more intimately tied to government policies, most notably those of the Reagan 

and Bush administrations. In addition to dismantling the country’s TB infra-

structure—budgets had been slashed throughout the 1970s as well—the govern-

ment declared a “War on Drugs” in 1982, which became, in large part, a war on 

drug users and petty traffickers rather than on those who ran or financed the 

drug trade. Rates of drug-related arrests and imprisonment skyrocketed during 
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the first decade of the program. In 1980, there were approximately ten thou-

sand new commitments for drug offenses; in 1990, there were over a hundred 

thousand. The inequalities of U.S. society were mirrored in sentencing: by 1990, 

some 7.9 percent of all African American adults were interned or on probation 

or parole.16 As noted, these trends reflect changes in policy rather than changes 

in behavior.

By 1990, some 2.35 percent of the U.S. adult population—4.3 million men and 

women—were in prison or jail or were on probation or parole. This was a 63 per-

cent increase over 1984, and it left most U.S. detention facilities filled well beyond 

the capacity for which they had been designed. Prisons without proper ventila-

tion were soon crammed with inmates who had high baseline rates of infection 

with both HIV and M. tuberculosis. “Expansion of physical facilities has not kept 

pace with the doubling of prison and jail populations in the past decade,” observe 

Robert Greifinger, Nancy Heywood, and Jordan Glaser in a 1993 review, “nor did 

it contemplate the risk of transmission of airborne disease.”17

Yet the connection between the War on Drugs and drug-resistant tubercu-

losis was reported early on by those working in the correctional system.18 Just 

as detention facilities were not designed to warehouse such large numbers of 

prisoners, so too was the prison medical system ill prepared to manage the 

resulting TB crisis. A lack of TB diagnostic capabilities was further compounded 

by HIV co-infection, which was associated with atypical presentations of active 

TB.19 More critically, overburdened providers could not track adherence to anti-

TB therapy, and the resulting inconsistent treatment led to increased rates of 

acquired resistance to first-line drugs. In the sardine-can atmosphere of 1980s 

prisons, MDRTB transmission soon led to high rates of primary MDRTB infec-

tion in a vulnerable and captive population.

HIV and prison are thus two reasons for the predominance of males in U.S. 

tuberculosis case rates: more than 70 percent of the new “excess” TB cases were 

diagnosed among men, most of them poor blacks and Latinos living in cities.20

Among urban African American males, for example, rates of TB jumped over 

1500 percent between 1985 and 1990.21 Many of those afflicted shared the social 

space of prisons, jails, homeless shelters, drug treatment programs, and pub-

lic hospitals. Molecular epidemiology subsequently showed that TB outbreaks 

linked such institutions together, the mutant strains working their way rapidly 

across the nation.22

There was little public outcry until prison wardens and health professionals 

began to fall ill. Then, as Laurie Garrett describes, “panic broke out.”23 Articles 

began to appear in newspapers and other print media.24 “This publicity caused 

such alarm in one upstate New York community,” write the authors of one 

review, “that its hospitals refused to care for inmates, even in life threatening 

emergencies.”25 With unions of health care workers and prison employees press-
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ing for protection, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and other 

regulatory bodies laid down guidelines designed to contain nosocomial and 

institutional transmission; court-ordered caps on the number of inmates were 

issued to several of the key prisons and jails.26 Several detention facilities were 

upgraded; others were built to permit respiratory isolation.

These tardy interventions were, in the end, effective. But what was the cost of 

the delay? The MDRTB outbreaks, to an important extent the result of imprudent 

cost-cutting and ill-advised public policy, led to a massive outlay of public mon-

ies, especially in New York City. In addition to treatment costs, the upgrading of 

hospitals and detention facilities cost big money: a new Rikers Island facility cost 

$113 million. In a helpful review, Garrett puts it well: “When all the costs of the 

1989–94 MDR-TB epidemic were totaled, it was clear that more than $1 billion 

was spent to rein in the mutant mycobacteria. Saving perhaps $200 million in 

budget cuts during the 1980s eventually cost America an enormous sum, not only 

in direct funds but also in lost productivity and, of course, human lives.”27

The MDRTB misadventures also led many professionals to reevaluate the 

War on Drugs, widely regarded as totally ineffectual by both medical and juris-

prudence communities. “Prisons are terrible institutions,” observed Dr. Robert 

Cohen, whose experience as medical director of the Rikers Island facility for-

ever changed his views on prisons and on drug policy. “The problem of drug 

abuse is much better approached with a medical model than with a crime-and-

punishment model.”28

Crime-and-punishment models bring us to Russia. There the story is even 

more grim. In 1990, TB incidence in Moscow was 27 per 100,000 population; by 

1993, it had almost doubled, to 50 per 100,000. The situation is worse in Siberia, 

where incidence went from 43 to 94 per 100,000 during the same period.29

And the degradation continues. International health officials announced at 

a March 24, 1998, news conference in Copenhagen that TB incidence had risen 

another 50 percent in Russia between 1994 and 1996. “We have never seen such an 

increase before,” commented Arata Kochi, director of the World Health Organi-

zation’s Global Tuberculosis Programme. About a quarter of a million cases were 

announced in 1996, and officials further warned that these infections respected 

no borders: half of all Danish cases from that year were diagnosed in immigrants 

from the Baltic states or elsewhere in the former Soviet Union.30

Russia’s increase in TB rates cannot be attributed to HIV or to ill-conceived 

drug policy. The collapse of the public health system, a part of the broader social 

disruption registered in Russia, is the heart of the problem; and prisons, it tran-

spires, are central both to the amplification of the TB problem and to the mor-

tality trends. “In the Russian Federation,” notes one review, “there is evidence 

from tuberculosis control programs in the community that a high proportion of 

patients have served time in prisons, and that having been in jail is a major risk 
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factor for the development of multidrug resistant strains of M. tuberculosis.” The 

same report pegs tuberculosis death rates as high as 24 percent, with the disease 

causing from 50 to 80 percent of all prison deaths.31 The problem is not denied by 

prison officials. As one of them remarked, “The three major problems facing our 

correctional system are funding, overcrowding, and tuberculosis. Simply being 

in prison is one of Russia’s biggest risk factors for TB.”32

With so many TB deaths in prison and with such a high rate of imprison-

ment, it is less surprising to learn that tuberculosis has become the single leading 

contributor to increased mortality among young Russian men. Why are these 

patients dying from an eminently treatable disease? Although HIV has only 

recently been introduced to the formula, it remains, at this writing, a potential 

contributor to the problem. Some Russian patients die because they have no 

access to therapy; others die because they have access to the wrong kind of 

therapy. As in the U.S. outbreaks, many of these prisoners have MDRTB, but in 

Russia many are being prescribed the very medications to which their infecting 

strains are already resistant. Still others, it is said, are dispirited enough to give 

up. Poor conditions in Russian jails and prisons led to prison riots in 1992, but 

these were harshly repressed. Conditions continue to worsen.

Overcrowding in Russian prisons is now far worse than in U.S. facilities. To

combat overcrowding in U.S. prisons, legislation was passed to ensure that each 

prisoner was allotted 80 square feet of space. In Russia, the space allotment was 

increased recently from 27 to 43 square feet.33 But site visits to prisons and jails 

reveal this actual parameter to be far below 27—especially in pre-trial detention 

centers, where some three hundred thousand people currently languish. And 

more and more of those detained have or develop active tuberculosis. In these 

conditions, even brief pre-trial detainment may amount to intense bombardment 

with viable TB bacilli. With the average duration of pre-trial detention now up to 

ten months, one journalist has observed that, in these crowded holding centers, 

“a death sentence stalks people who have not yet been convicted of a crime.”34

Pre-trial detention, certainly, is more Kafka-esque than Dostoyevskian. For 

example, Dima Shagina was arrested as a teenager, along with three other boys, 

for stealing a car. Since that time, he has been in Matrosskaya Tishina, a jail in 

central Moscow. Built for two thousand prisoners, it currently holds five thou-

sand—no small number of them with active tuberculosis. It took almost three 

years for Shagina’s case to come to trial, by which time he too was sick with active 

tuberculosis. His mother hopes that his next stop will be a TB penal colony—she 

“hopes” this because many tuberculosis patients die in Matrosskaya Tishina. 

Moscow’s chief of corrections reports that seventy detainees died in that city in 

the first nine months of 1996—a majority of them from tuberculosis.35

What are the TB penal colonies like? Russia counts some forty-five such colo-

nies; they house almost seventy-one thousand prisoners—half of them under 
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twenty-five years of age. We recently spent a day in a colony located in a town 

of about thirty thousand inhabitants, about 100 kilometers east of Moscow. 

After our trip through well-tended fields and thick forests of birch and fir, the 

colony’s dreary barracks seemed depressing and overcrowded: prisoners with TB

were allotted 4 square meters per person. But the facility was clean, the guards 

and correctional officials were cooperative, and the prisoners did not appear 

malnourished.

The medical director explained that of 909 prisoners, well over 800 suffered 

from active tuberculosis. Their mean age was forty and falling, even though teen-

agers were sent to another facility. The prison had been designed, she explained, 

for patients who had already received the “intensive phase” of treatment and 

who, smear-negative, were slated to complete therapy in the colony. In recent 

years, however, patients arrived with nothing more than a diagnosis; they were 

transferred, smear-positive, from the facility where they’d been diagnosed. To

tend to these sick prisoners, she had an ancillary staff of forty-three, most of them 

from the community and several of them prisoners themselves. HIV was not yet 

a problem, although hepatitis B and syphilis were endemic among the prisoners. 

“Our medical capacity,” she warned, “is altogether inadequate.”

Asked about TB outcomes, the medical director was very forthcoming: cure 

rates were low. Why? She denied that prisoners showed widespread reluctance to 

be treated: “On the contrary, the patients are very interested in treatment. They 

want to recover—especially the younger ones. A very small percentage of them 

refuse treatment, and usually do so because of some extenuating circumstance 

or misunderstanding. For example, some patients with liver disease are under 

the impression that they cannot tolerate the drugs. With a minimal amount of 

explanation, they too accept TB therapy.” Furthermore, all patients, she insisted, 

received directly observed therapy.

The explanation for low cure rates lay elsewhere: “We know how to manage 

the cases,” she explained wearily, “even the drug-resistant ones. But we don’t have 

the resources.” An annual medication budget of 14,000 rubles—not much more 

than $2,000—meant an irregular supply of first-line drugs and no supply what-

soever of second-line drugs, even though many patients, especially those infected 

in prison, were known to have drug-resistant disease.36 Although no survey of 

drug susceptibility had ever been conducted, the medical director estimated that 

half of all prisoners had drug-resistant TB.

Just how low are the cure rates? The colony’s general plan is to treat patients 

with active TB and then transfer them back to regular prisons. But fewer than 

one hundred prisoners were transferred last year, reported the chief warden. Far 

more common is another scenario: the prisoners remain in the colony until they 

are released from prison, still with the active disease. The warden informed us 

that of thirty prisoners slated for release that month, twenty-seven were known to 
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have active, infectious TB. “We can’t really cure them,” added the doctor, “so we 

do our best to keep them alive.”

Post-release care is not under the jurisdiction of the correctional system, and 

there is little coordination between the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of 

Health. “They’re released, and many have not finished therapy,” continued the 

prison doctor. “We send them out with prescriptions, rather than the medica-

tions. By law, they have a right to the medications for free. But that’s on paper. In

reality, we know that the medications are no longer available for free. Sometimes 

they are not available at all.” Asked about transmission to family members, she 

replied, “We have no statistics, but we fear the worst. We certainly have cases in 

which a father comes here as a convict, and we later meet his son—also a convict, 

and also with active TB.”

Concern about this state of affairs was visible in the prisoners’ faces. Take, for 

example, the case of Viktor, a thirty-two-year-old man arrested in Eastern Siberia 

in 1988. He is now only four months away from the end of an eleven-year sentence 

for fraud. He was diagnosed with TB while working in the TB infirmary, a job he 

earned for good behavior. He was treated but relapsed later in the course of his 

sentence. He is now slated to return to his wife and children in Siberia, but he’s 

still sick. “Of course I’m worried I won’t be better by the time my sentence is up,” 

he said, “and that I will give my illness to my family.”

The double jeopardy faced by Russian detainees is not lost on those working 

on their behalf. One penal reform activist observed that “sometimes, the prison 

officers and medical staff are doing the best they can, and the inmates understand 

that poor conditions are not the fault of the prison staff but rather of the whole 

criminal justice system.”37 A former dissident, also now a prisoners’ rights activ-

ist, agrees, but his assessment is even more dour: “During my six years in Soviet 

prisons, I lived through many horrors.” But “it is certain,” he adds, “that condi-

tions in normal jails were not this bad even under Stalin.”38

In summary, the collapse of the Soviet Union, with its infamous gulags and 

“psychiatric prisons,” has led to a worsening of TB care for prisoners, even as it 

has increased their risk of contracting the disease. The cost of this degradation is 

in some ways incalculable, and not merely in terms of human lives. The failure of 

the safety net and a blatant disregard for human dignity fuel a growing cynicism 

in Russia, weakening chances for the development of a truly open society.

WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?

There is no doubt, then, that MDRTB in prisons—a subset of the problem of 

tuberculosis in prisons—is a significant public health problem and also a pecu-

liarly modern human rights challenge. How have the public health and human 

rights communities responded? It is not hyperbole to argue that much commen-
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tary on the problem reveals both a lack of vision and an ignorance of MDRTB

management. Many international health experts throw their hands up, as if the 

ongoing spread of MDRTB and the mounting death toll were reflections of a force 

majeure, beyond the scope of human intervention. Although there is evidence 

to the contrary, one of the most commonly heard excuses is that MDRTB is 

simply untreatable.39 Since drug stockouts are a major problem, it’s also argued 

that drugs are “unavailable” or “too expensive.” But is it really a question of drug 

distribution, when Coca-Cola and McDonald’s have introduced their products 

into the far reaches of Siberia without much difficulty?

Other excuses abound. Here are some heard in Peru, the United States, 

Geneva, and Russia: the patients refuse treatment; they’re noncompliant; they 

hide drugs in their mouths and spit them out later; they falsify lab results. Some 

complain that prisoners with TB are simply “too antisocial to be treated.” It’s 

also been argued that “prison culture” in Russia undermines efforts to treat. 

When these excuses are heard from the very persons responsible for addressing 

tuberculosis in prisons, one fears that hunches and impressions and prejudices 

are being elevated to the level of public policy. Indeed, segregation of tuberculosis 

patients and permanent isolation have been proposed as “solutions,” with little 

objection from human rights activists. This is surprising, since cohorting is tan-

tamount to endorsing differential standards of therapy: those already bearing a 

disproportionate risk of assaults on their rights are in essence being abused even 

further.

What about those who propose action on behalf of prisoners with tuberculo-

sis? Even in these circles, we’re offered long lists of pitfalls. For example, Hernán 

Reyes and Rudi Coninx report on the Red Cross experience in six Ethiopian 

prisons, in which a TB program was abandoned because of a high default rate—

62 percent of patients in the Addis Ababa prison defaulted. And these partially 

treated prisoners were unlikely, adds the report, to receive therapy elsewhere: 

“the national tuberculosis program for the general population was unable to pro-

vide treatment.”40 The situation in Russia is depicted as singularly discouraging: 

there, even laboratory results must be regarded with suspicion, since “wealthy 

prisoners” may “put pressure on laboratory technicians to find bacilli in negative 

sputum samples” in order to have access to antituberculous drugs that can be 

sold in the prison black market.41

Recognizing the gravity of the situation, the International Committee of the 

Red Cross, working with the World Health Organization, called a meeting last 

year in Baku, Azerbaijan, where an estimated seven hundred prisoners were 

sick with TB. Many of them, it is clear, have MDRTB. Disturbingly, 89 percent 

of the patients whose sputum did not convert after they received first-line drugs 

were found to have MDRTB. Furthermore, fully 24 percent of all consecutive 

patients initiating therapy were found to have MDRTB. It is not clear from the 
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report what therapy was offered to these prisoners, but the Baku Declaration, 

issued at this meeting, called on “governments, ministries of justice and interior 

and state security and health to work together towards providing prisoners with 

adequate health care and the means to cure tuberculosis, and Prison health 

service to implement DOTS.”42 Unfortunately, this strategy will not work well 

in the Baku prisons: if 24 percent of all comers already have MDRTB, DOTS

will not afford a “means to cure tuberculosis.” Empiric short-course regimens 

of first-line drugs are the wrong prescription for what ails a substantial fraction 

of these prisoners.

A robust human rights discourse must be underpinned by technically correct 

recommendations. So what, then, is to be done? Alexander Paterson, a British 

prison commissioner in the 1930s, put it well: “Men are sent to prison as punish-

ment, not for punishment.”43 Paterson’s aphorism reminds us that we’re faced 

with an enormous challenge: to identify prisoners with tuberculosis, to remove 

them from conditions in which treatment is unrealistic, and to initiate effective 

therapy. In so doing, we will halt the ongoing transmission of this disease, reduc-

ing the risk of making detention tantamount to a sentence of tuberculosis. And 

we will also respond, at last, to the mandate of protecting the public’s health.

Enacting this plan of action requires a great deal of collaboration and goodwill, 

and it requires important resources. Surveillance of drug resistance is critical, 

for this alone helps to steer the choice of empiric regimens, when and if empiric 

regimens are warranted. New field tools for rapid detection of resistance to INH

and RIF are becoming available and should be deployed where they are most 

needed. Once patients with MDRTB are identified, further testing is necessary 

to design treatment regimens, and technical assistance will be critical to ensure 

good outcomes. It is difficult to abort prison TB epidemics through effective 

therapy, but it is possible with no more than the existing tools. This has been 

proven in the United States, a country hardly known for progressive prison poli-

cies: only after the situation got totally out of hand were ample resources made 

available, but flow they did. Ironically, some prison health experts now deplore a 

lack of funding for TB outside U.S. prisons.44

Above all, we must avoid the temptation to throw our hands up, for that is 

the stance that has led us to the current impasse in Russia and elsewhere. In fact, 

some years of engagement with this problem leads me to conclude that the biggest 

pitfall of all may be resignation—not that of the prisoners but rather our own. It’s 

for this reason that we cannot find, either in the published literature or in public 

health circles, a blueprint for action that would help us respond effectively to the 

problem of drug-resistant tuberculosis in prisons. Nowhere can we find recom-

mendations arguing that prisoners, precisely because they are wards of the state, 

must be protected from undue risk of infection. Nowhere can we find recom-

mendations arguing that prisoners have the right to top-of-the-line therapy in 
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part because they are prisoners. Instead, calls for effective therapy for MDRTB

are often dismissed as “utopian,” “unrealistic,” “pie in the sky.”

No matter how utopian universal TB care may sound, it is clear that the 

problem will not improve without it. Most prison officials in Russia and Central 

Europe insist that they would like to see this problem brought under control. 

Many prison physicians are competent and, indeed, compassionate advocates 

for prisoners sick with TB. Furthermore, many of the prisoners are afraid of TB

and are more than willing to undergo rigorous treatment. Finally, the proposi-

tions now before us—more directly observed therapy with short-course empiric 

regimens—simply will not work wherever MDRTB is already a problem.

Prison medicine is most legitimate when it is humane. Medical interventions 

are most powerful when they are effective. Human rights arguments are most 

powerful if we believe that all humans are equally valuable. When we do believe 

this, we are less likely to shrug off second-rate interventions, attending instead to 

remediating the inequalities that are each day brought more clearly into view by 

a globalizing economy.

CONCLUSION: ON AGENCY AND CONSTRAINT

Allow me to conclude by returning to the concept of tuberculosis as punishment. 

“Contracting tuberculosis in prison,” asserts one report, “is most certainly not 

part of a prisoner’s sentence.”45 But in many places, as we have seen, it most 

certainly is. As long as prison serves as amplifier, as long as effective treatment 

is not ensured, tuberculosis is part of the punishment—a package deal of new 

corporality. In his history of French penology, Michel Foucault charts a “dis-

placement of the very object of the punitive operation” from the body of the 

offender to his “soul” or “psyche.”46 Does tuberculosis as punishment signal a 

return to a sort of laissez-faire penal torture, a reembodiment of discipline? Does 

the state’s apparent impotence before the problem mean that no one is to blame 

for ongoing, fatal outbreaks of drug-resistant tuberculosis in prisons? That such 

outbreaks are accidents? Freakish natural events, a sort of microbial El Niño?

The state, in all its forms, has always arrogated the power to punish. In all 

societies, government reserves the right to strip those deemed miscreant of their 

agency; in some societies, including certain self-declared democracies, it reserves 

the right to kill criminals. But even prisoners on death row are regarded as 

having certain rights, including freedom from undue risk of disease. The U.S. 

Supreme Court has in recent times reminded us that “deliberate indifference to 

the serious medical needs of prisoners constitutes the unnecessary and wanton 

infliction of pain proscribed by the Eighth Amendment.”47

For what it’s worth, then, allowing prisoners to die of tuberculosis is illegal 

in the United States. While many of those who died in U.S. prison outbreaks 
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were the voiceless poor, it did not take long for prisoners’ rights groups to see 

that many detainees had been exposed, through poor planning and careless-

ness, to unnecessary risks. In 1982, in Lareau v. Manson, a group of pre-trial 

detainees and inmates brought suit against Connecticut’s Hartford Community 

Correctional Center for exposing them to tuberculosis and other transmissible 

pathogens. A district circuit court ruled that failure to screen detainees for com-

municable diseases not only violates the Eighth Amendment’s due process clause 

protecting pre-trial detainees but also constitutes “cruel and unusual punish-

ment” for all inmates.48 The ruling was subsequently upheld by a federal circuit 

court. In 1992, a group of inmates in Pennsylvania argued that the prison’s lack 

of an adequate TB control strategy violated the rights guaranteed them under the 

Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. A federal district court ruled in their favor, 

mandating the prompt implementation of an effective TB control program.49

Greifinger, Heywood, and Glaser have reviewed a large number of similar 

cases, and many other cases have been filed since their review appeared.50 The 

point is simply this: since history reveals our persistent inability to protect pris-

oners on principle, we must entrap ourselves into decency through public policy. 

The call for better policy is not an argument against human rights discourse. On

the contrary, it is an argument to gird such discourse with the power to enforce.

Ironically, perhaps, it is the globalizing economy that brings into relief the 

flabby relativism of the public health realpolitik that leaves us with a double stan-

dard of therapy—prompt, effective MDRTB treatment for those with resources, 

and no treatment at all for prisoners and the poor with MDRTB. The unaccept-

ability of such double standards was foreseen by the architects of health inter-

nationalism. Signed into effect on July 22, 1946, the Constitution of the World 

Health Organization warned that “unequal development in different countries in 

the promotion of health and control of disease, especially communicable disease, 

is a common danger.” The only good news, for those ardently opposed to such 

double standards, is that transnational TB epidemics will at least remind the 

affluent few that no one is really safe if these epidemics are not brought under 

control.
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BACK WITH A VENGEANCE?

The World Health Organization recently announced that in 1999 alone nearly 

two million persons died of tuberculosis.1 Not since the turn of the century, when 

tuberculosis was the leading cause of young adult deaths in most U.S. cities, has 

the disease claimed so many lives. Tuberculosis, we are told, has returned “with a 

vengeance.”2 In the language of the day, it is an “emerging infectious disease.” In

scientific publications and in the popular press, the refrain is the same: tubercu-

losis, once vanquished, is now resurging to trouble us once again.

Yet tuberculosis has been with us all along; only from a highly particular point 

of view can it be seen as an emerging, or even “reemerging,” disease. “Thinking in 

terms of a returned tuberculosis,” objects Katherine Ott, “obscures the unabated 

high incidence of tuberculosis worldwide over the decades.”3 Those who experi-

ence tuberculosis as an ongoing concern are the world’s poor, whose voices have 

systematically been silenced. Yet they deserve a hearing, if for no other reason 

than that the poor infected with the tubercle bacillus are legion. Some estimate 

that as many as two billion persons—a third of the world’s population—are cur-

rently infected with quiescent but viable Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This figure 

corroborates another: tuberculosis remains, at this writing, the world’s leading 

infectious cause of preventable deaths in adults.4

10

The Consumption of the Poor

Tuberculosis in the Twenty-First Century

(2000)

Are you unaware that vast numbers of your fellow men suffer or perish 

from need of the things that you have to excess, and that you required 

the explicit and unanimous consent of the whole human race for you to 

appropriate from the common subsistence anything besides that required 

for your own?

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Discourse on the Origin of Inequality
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Tuberculosis is thus two things at once: a completely curable disease and the 

leading cause of young adult deaths in much of the world. As we enter a new cen-

tury, it is instructive to compare our circumstances to the situation that prevailed 

at the end of the nineteenth century. At that time, Robert Koch had recently iden-

tified the tubercle bacillus, but no effective treatment existed. “Consumption” 

was the leading cause of death and the most feared of diseases. “During the late 

nineteenth century,” notes Frank Ryan, “there was a growing fear that the disease 

might destroy European civilization.”5

Although its victims during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries included 

members of all classes, TB has always disproportionately affected the poor. For 

example, English mortuary registers from the 1830s reveal that although tuber-

culosis deaths were common, they were increasingly so at the lower end of the 

social ladder: “The proportion of ‘consumptive cases’ in ‘gentlemen, tradesmen 

and laborers’ was 16, 28, and 30 percent respectively.”6 The affluent could “take 

the cure” in a number of ways—they could travel to different climes or enjoy 

protein-rich diets—but case-fatality rates were high among all those with “gal-

loping consumption.”

With the advent of improved sanitary conditions and the development of 

food and trade surpluses, tuberculosis incidence declined in the industrializing 

nations, particularly in those communities and classes that enjoyed the great-

est benefits of these transformations. Still, the infection remained widespread 

yet patterned in its distribution. In 1900, annual death rates from tuberculosis 

for white Americans approached 200 per 100,000 population. “Among black 

Americans,” adds historian Barbara Rosenkrantz, “the figure was 400 deaths per 

100,000, approximately the same level recorded in the middle of the 19th century 

for the population as a whole.”7 Black Americans were enjoying the fruits of 

medical progress with a fifty-year lag.

Technology has often been presented as the remedy for social ills, and the 

development of effective tuberculosis chemotherapy was hailed as the beginning 

of the end of the disease. But the poor remained much more likely to become 

infected and ill with M. tuberculosis. When they were sick with complications 

of tuberculosis, they were more likely to receive substandard therapy—or no 

therapy at all. In the years after the Second World War, those with access to the 

new antituberculous medications could expect to be cured of their disease. Who 

had access to streptomycin and PAS (para-aminosalicylic acid, one of the first 

antituberculous drugs) in the late 1940s? Fortunate citizens of the United States 

and a handful of European nations, all with well-established and encouraging 

trends in tuberculosis incidence that predated effective chemotherapy. Thus risk, 

though never evenly shared, became increasingly polarized.

By mid-century, tuberculosis was still acknowledged as a problem in certain 

quarters, but it was becoming less and less of a concern. One historian has argued 
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that “TB had all but disappeared from public view by the 1960s.”8 The reasons for 

this invisibility stem in part from the decreasing absolute incidence in wealthy 

nations and in part from persistent patterns of differential susceptibility. Writing 

in 1952, René Dubos and Jean Dubos observed that “while the disease is now only 

a minor problem in certain parts of the United States, extremely high rates still 

prevail in the colored population.” Nor were poor outcomes distributed merely by 

race. Within racial categories, differential risk remained the rule. Among whites, 

these authors noted, the case-fatality rate was “almost seven times higher among 

unskilled laborers than among professional persons.”9 Ironically, then, the advent 

of effective therapy seems to have further entrenched this striking variation in dis-

ease distribution and outcomes. Inequalities operated both locally and globally: 

the “TB outcome gap” between rich and poor grew, and so too did the outcome 

gap between rich countries and poor countries.

In short, the “forgotten plague” was forgotten in large part because it ceased to 

bother the wealthy. In fact, if tuberculosis is reexamined from the point of view 

of those living in poverty, a radically different picture emerges. In the twentieth 

century, at least, tuberculosis has not really emerged so much as reemerged from 

the ranks of the poor.10 One place for diseases like tuberculosis to “hide” is among 

poor people, especially when the poor are socially and medically segregated from 

those whose deaths might be considered more significant. Who are these throw-

away people? I propose to rethink these issues by drawing on life histories of 

people afflicted with tuberculosis and by seeking to ground their experience in 

the political economy of this plague.

For more than a decade, I have worked as both ethnographer of and physician 

to populations bearing excess burdens of tuberculosis. In central Haiti, where I

have worked since 1983, I have conducted hundreds of open-ended interviews 

with people afflicted with tuberculosis, not only hearing their stories but also 

coming to understand their own complex views of disease causation. In Peru, 

I have served as medical director of an effort to treat one of the most dreaded 

forms of the disease—multidrug-resistant tuberculosis (MDRTB). In the pro-

cess, I have learned a great deal about how social inequalities come to have 

pathogenic effects. In the United States, where tuberculosis is a rare disease, I

have been privileged to meet those for whom it is far from rare: poor people 

of color and those newly arrived from areas in which tuberculosis remains 

endemic. More recently, my work in tuberculosis has taken me to jails and pris-

ons in these countries and to others in Russia, Azerbaijan, and Latvia.11

PWATRINÈ IN CENTRAL HAITI: JEAN DUBUISSON

Jean Dubuisson, who has never been sure of his age, lives in a small village in 

Haiti’s Central Plateau, where he farms a tiny plot of land. He shares a two-room 
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hut with his wife, Marie, and their three surviving children. All his life, recounts 

Jean, he has “known nothing but trouble.” His parents lost their land to the 

Péligre hydroelectric dam, which flooded the valley where they lived—a loss that 

plunged their large family into misery. Long before Jean became ill, he and Marie 

were having a hard time feeding their own children: two of them died before 

their fifth birthdays, and that was before the cost of living became intolerable.

And so it was a bad day when, sometime in 1990, Jean began coughing. For a 

couple of weeks, he simply ignored his persistent hack, which was followed by an 

intermittent fever. There was no clinic or dispensary in his home village, and the 

costs of going to the closest clinic (in a nearby town) are prohibitive enough to keep 

men like Jean shivering on the dirt floors of their huts. But then he began having 

night sweats. Night sweats are bad under any conditions, but they are particularly 

burdensome when you have only one sheet and often sleep in your clothes.

Marie insisted that it was time to seek professional treatment for Jean’s illness. 

But it was already late September, Jean argued, and school would be starting 

soon. There would be tuition to pay, books and notebooks to buy, school uni-

forms to sew for the children. Jean did not seek medical care; instead he drank 

herbal teas as empiric remedies for the grip, a term similar to “cold” in North 

American usage.

Jean’s slow decline continued over the course of several months, during which 

he lost a good deal of weight. The next event, in the story told by Jean and Marie, 

was when he began to cough up blood, in late December of 1990. This is common 

in rural Haiti, and most people living there do not believe that the grip can cause 

it. Instead, Jean and his family concluded that he was pwatrinè—stricken with 

tuberculosis—and they knew that he had two options: to travel to a clinic or to 

seek care from a voodoo priest. These were not mutually exclusive options, but, 

as Jean had no enemies, he concluded that his tuberculosis was due to “natural 

causes” rather than to sorcery. Emaciated and anemic, he went to the clinic clos-

est to his home village.

At the clinic, he paid two dollars for multivitamins and the following advice: 

eat well, drink clean water, sleep in an open room and away from others, and go 

to a hospital. Jean and Marie recounted this counsel without a hint of sarcasm, 

but nonetheless evinced a keen appreciation of its total lack of relevance. In

order to follow these instructions, the family would have had to sell off its chick-

ens and its pig, and perhaps even what little land they had left. They hesitated, 

understandably.

Two months later, however, a second, massive episode of hemoptysis sent them 

to a church-affiliated hospital not far from Port-au-Prince. There Jean, still cough-

ing, was admitted to an open ward. We were unable to review his records, but we 

know that he stayed for a full two weeks before being referred to a sanatorium. 

During his stay, Jean was charged four dollars per day for his bed; at the time, the 
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per capita income in rural Haiti was about two hundred dollars per year. When 

the hospital’s staff wrote prescriptions for him, he was required to pay for each 

medication before it was administered. Thus, although Jean could not tell us what 

therapies he received while an in-patient, he knew that he actually received less 

than half of the medicine prescribed. Furthermore, the only meals he ate in the 

hospital were those prepared by Marie: most Haitian hospitals do not serve food.

Jean continued to lose weight, and he simply discharged himself from the 

hospital when the family ran out of money and livestock. He did not go to the 

sanatorium. Needless to say, the cough persisted, as did the night sweats and 

fever. “We were lucky, though,” added Jean. “I stopped coughing up blood.”

After reaching home, Jean, bedridden, was visited by a cousin who lived in 

Bois Joli, a small village served by Proje Veye Sante, a Haitian organization that 

was then sponsoring a comprehensive tuberculosis treatment project.12 The pro-

gram, which included financial aid and regular visits from community health 

workers, had been designed for people like Jean Dubuisson and for a country 

like Haiti—that is, it was designed for poor and hungry people with tuberculosis 

who receive shabby treatment wherever they go. Unfortunately, the project then 

served the permanent residents of only sixteen villages and was based in a village 

over two hours from Jean’s house. “Several [villagers] had benefited from it,” 

recalled Jean’s cousin, “so I suggested that he move to Bois Joli, so then he would 

be eligible for this assistance.”

Marie Dubuisson “took down the house” and moved her husband and children 

to Bois Joli. “We didn’t have a tin roof or good land,” she added philosophically, “so 

it wasn’t as bad as it might have been. And Jean needed the treatment.” The skeletal 

man with sunken eyes and severe anemia began therapy in May of 1991. Jean 

gained eighteen pounds in his first three months of treatment. His oldest daughter 

was found to have tuberculosis of the lymph nodes, and she too was treated.

Jean was cured of his tuberculosis, but this cure, in many respects, came too 

late. Although he is now free of active disease, his left lung was almost completely 

destroyed. He grows short of breath after only minimal exertion. Marie now does 

most of the household’s manual labor, depending on her daughter (who was also 

cured) for assistance in carrying water and hoeing. “I have a hard time climbing 

hills,” Jean reports, surveying the steep valley before him. “And that’s a bad thing 

when you’re trying to get by up in the hills.”

MDRTB AND FUJISHOCK IN URBAN PERU: 

CORINA BAYONA

Corina Bayona was born in 1942 in Huánuco, in Peru’s Central Sierra. Like most 

of the region’s poorer peasants, her parents found it increasingly difficult to 

wrest a living from the unforgiving countryside. When Corina married Carlos 
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Valdivia, both had dreams of escaping the harshness of rural life. A son, Jaime, 

was born before Corina was twenty.

In 1974, the three of them emigrated to Carabayllo, the new and sprawling 

slum north of Lima, one of Latin America’s most rapidly growing cities. The 

edges of the settlement consisted of “invasiones”—dry and dusty slopes dotted 

with ramshackle shelters built first of straw and cardboard and plastic, and then 

rebuilt in dun-colored brick years later, when the squatters no longer feared that 

they would be removed by force. To settlers and to visitors alike, the steep and 

treeless fringes of Carabayllo looked like the surface of the moon.

Soon Corina, Carlos, and Jaime moved into a one-room house. During the 

1970s and 1980s, Corina worked as a maid in a schoolteacher’s house; Carlos 

worked as a night watchman in the industrial area south of Lima. Their house 

eventually had electricity, if no running water, and Corina and Carlos were able 

to send Jaime to high school. Carlos recalls this time as relatively secure, despite 

the political violence that often struck the city. Unemployment was high in 

Carabayllo, although not as high as it would later become, and they were lucky to 

have two jobs, especially since their son’s new wife and baby precipitously added 

two more mouths to feed in the mid-1980s.

At some point in 1989, Corina began coughing. Initially, she attempted to treat 

herself with herbal remedies, primarily because she was unable to visit the clinic. 

Although a public health post was based nearby, it was closed during the hours 

that Corina was in Carabayllo. What Corina lacked most was time: it took her 

more than two hours on public buses to commute to work each day. When her 

cough worsened, she finally went to the post, where a doctor raised the possibility 

of tuberculosis. A smear of her sputum revealed the tubercle bacillus, and she 

began standard antituberculous therapy.

In August of 1990, shortly after Alberto Fujimori was elected president of 

Peru, the urban poor underwent what they later termed fujishock—the rapid 

implementation of one of the most draconian structural adjustment policies in 

the hemisphere. Inflation spiraled, and public services, including health care, 

were trimmed back sharply.13 Soon Carlos was out of work.

Implemented in 1990 under pressure from the World Bank, the International 

Monetary Fund, the United Nations, and other multilateral agencies, the “shock 

therapy” administered for Peru’s inflationary crisis created an economic reces-

sion by imposing a number of new economic policies: the government ended 

price supports for fuel and food, devalued the currency, and imposed a 14 percent 

sales tax on all domestic purchases. Another key component of the reform plan 

involved privatization of state industries; by 1997, these reforms had expanded 

to encompass the health sector. Whatever the long-term budgetary advantages 

reaped by this drastic and sudden overhaul of the Peruvian economy, the poor 

have continued to bear the brunt of these reforms. Just one year after fujishock 
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was implemented, the number of people officially classified as “poor” increased 

from seven to twelve million, while a signal decrease in social funding hobbled 

the state’s ability to support this burgeoning number of impoverished citizens. 

Although their numbers later decreased as Peru’s economy rebounded, these 

policies had already taken their toll on the Peruvian poor.

In the midst of all these problems, Corina began coughing again. More spu-

tum was collected for a smear, which was positive, and for culture. When Carlos 

later returned for the culture results, however, he was informed that the specimen 

had been misplaced. In April of 1991, after more delays and worsening symptoms, 

Corina was formally diagnosed with relapsed pulmonary tuberculosis. Given the 

health post’s inconvenient hours and long waits—and also, as one of her doctors 

noted, the significant stigma associated with tuberculosis—she began receiving 

treatment at a private clinic.

What Corina gained in privacy and convenience she lost in increased costs. As

was not uncommon in those months after fujishock, the family’s meager savings 

were soon expended; Corina was unable to complete her treatment. As her hus-

band recalls it, they could afford to buy only two of the four drugs prescribed.14

Corina became sicker and soon could no longer work. When she next sought 

care, this time in a public health center in Carabayllo, physicians there discovered 

that she did not respond to standard therapy. When her condition worsened still 

further, in April of 1991, she was advised to seek care in a hospital.

Corina first presented to a private university teaching hospital, but she could 

not afford to purchase the medications and supplies prescribed. She was referred 

to the public facility not far away. At the private hospital, Corina had been told 

that she would have to pay for supplies; at the public facility, where supplies were 

extremely scarce, she was told that she must bring her own—including syringes, 

gloves, and gauze. Further, Corina had the ill fortune to arrive at this hospital 

just before the national health workers’ strike, which was called in response to 

the new government’s massive cuts in public spending. During the strike, most 

ambulatory treatment was simply suspended; Corina received, in essence, no 

care for her tuberculosis during this time.

In August of 1991, shortly after the strike ended, Corina returned for her medi-

cations. A physician roundly upbraided her: “Señora, it’s your own fault that you 

did not complete your treatment. Why didn’t you come before?” Brusquely, he 

sent her to yet another facility, complaining that she was not from his hospital’s 

catchment area. This third hospital, though close to the Valdivia household, was 

not highly regarded, and Corina complained that there too she received a cool 

welcome. She was summarily referred back to the local health post for her care.

Dr. Raúl García, director of the Peruvian community-based organization 

Socios En Salud, had just initiated a health survey of Carabayllo. He met Corina 

in the course of inquiring about drug-resistant tuberculosis in the area. She was, 
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he recalls, scarred by her interactions with the health care system. “Every time 

she went to the hospital, the physicians were mean or impolite to her. They had 

labeled her as noncompliant.” Thus branded, Corina “felt attacked.” “She was 

filled with fear,” continued Dr. García. “She resolved not to return to seek care at 

the health center.”

Carlos Valdivia was troubled by this resolution, for Corina continued to dete-

riorate. She coughed incessantly and became short of breath, even at rest. Her

son, still living at home, worried for his mother. “You should go back to the 

health center,” he pleaded, “so that they will cure you.” But soon Jaime began 

to cough as well. “He didn’t want to go either,” recalled Dr. García, “because 

he didn’t want to be treated the way they had treated his mother.” Eventually 

Jaime sought treatment at the local post, but he too failed to respond to standard 

therapy.

For the next three years, Corina and Jaime lived with active pulmonary tuber-

culosis. Their household, wracked by coughing, was increasingly tense. Jaime’s 

wife left, leaving behind their two infants, and Carlos began to drink. Late in 

the summer of 1994, Corina began to cough up blood. When at last she sought 

care for this condition, it was documented that her infecting strain had become 

resistant to all first-line antituberculous drugs except ethambutol. For reasons 

that remain unclear, the doctors then prescribed those very same medications 

for her again. Corina of course failed to respond to these agents—and, worse, she 

had a life-threatening reaction to one of them in November. Shortly thereafter, 

she was advised to give up completely on her “futile” efforts to treat her disease.

But Corina and her family were not so easily dissuaded. Upon inquiring, they 

learned that other drugs were available but that the public health system could 

not provide them free of charge. Among the drugs prescribed by a pulmonologist 

were two new agents, ciprofloxacin and ethionamide, with an estimated cost of 

500 soles a month—eight times her husband’s income when he’d been fortunate 

enough to have a job.

Carlos Valdivia, seeing his family dying before him, each month searched 

high and low for 500 soles for his wife and for his son, because by then it had 

become clear that Jaime also had drug-resistant tuberculosis. Sometimes Carlos 

succeeded; often he did not. “What unemployed person in Carabayllo could find 

1000 soles a month?” reflected Carlos sadly. His son died in December of 1995, 

leaving behind the two small children.

Corina, finding herself the primary caretaker for her grandchildren, found 

new reasons to fight for survival. Dr. García recalls her saying, “I thought that 

I’d lived long enough until I had these two children to take care of. All I ask is 

for God to let me live in order to care for them.” Through the efforts of a local 

community-based organization, Corina eventually received therapy with a mul-

tidrug regimen designed for resistant tuberculosis disease. The medications were 
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provided for free, but she soon had another adverse reaction: bruises erupted on 

her legs. A pulmonologist advised her to stop taking all of her medications and 

recommended another culture of her sputum.

In February 1996, one week before Corina died, Carlos went to the health post 

with yet another sputum sample. The plan, he knew, was to find other medica-

tions that his wife might be able to take. Suddenly, however, Corina became 

severely short of breath. Carlos took her to the clinic, and an auxiliary nurse 

subsequently tried to place her in two different hospitals. In the emergency room 

of the teaching hospital, the staff informed Corina: “We have nothing we can do 

for you; your case is too chronic.” After that, Corina stated that she would not 

return to the local public hospital, to which she had been again referred. “I would 

rather wait for the end at home than go back there,” she said. She did not have 

long to wait.

FROM HARLEM TO VIETNAM AND BACK: CALVIN LOACH

Calvin Loach was born in New York City in 1951. His parents were both from the 

Carolinas. Shortly before Calvin’s birth, they had emigrated to the city hoping 

to find steady work and respite from the racism that had so limited their eco-

nomic opportunities in the South. New York, they found, was not much better. 

As Calvin and his two sisters were growing up, their father toiled in a series of 

unrewarding and short-lived jobs; later, and for many years, their mother worked 

in the medical records department of a Brooklyn hospital.

Calvin attended public high school, where his academic performance was 

fairly unremarkable, and graduated in 1969. There was talk, at the time, of his 

attending a local community college, but Calvin never completed an application. 

In the second month of his second job, at age nineteen, he was drafted into the 

U.S. Army.

Calvin spoke rarely about his tour of duty in Vietnam. He saw active combat 

in April 1971 and was part of a platoon that sustained heavy fire and loss of life. 

Calvin was not wounded by gunfire, but during a march in rough terrain he 

sustained a penetrating wound to the sole of his right foot. This injury soon 

became infected, eventually requiring surgery and intravenous antibiotics. It

subsequently became the source of many problems for him.

Another problem stemming from Calvin’s tour of duty concerned heroin. 

In one telling, the former soldier linked the use of opiates to the chronic pain 

that resulted from his injury; in another account, his regular use of heroin pre-

ceded this injury by several months. In any case, it was in Vietnam, and not in 

New York, that Calvin first used the drug, which was inexpensive, readily avail-

able, and (according to many) widely used by the increasingly demoralized U.S. 

soldiers.
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In 1972, Calvin returned to New York City, where he lived with his mother 

and one of his sisters; his father had returned to North Carolina. Although he 

did drink and smoke, sometimes heavily, Calvin initially did not use heroin in 

the United States; upon returning, he knew no one else who was involved with 

the drug. It was during a visit to Boston, where his mother’s cousins owned 

part of a convenience store, that Calvin was reintroduced to heroin and also to 

cocaine. From the late 1970s until 1992, Calvin used heroin, sometimes steadily 

and sometimes intermittently.

Most social histories obtained from his medical records suggested that Calvin 

never had a steady job after Vietnam, but a more thorough interview, by a social 

worker at a Boston-area Veterans Administration hospital, documented over 

three years of full-time employment in a furniture warehouse. At the time, 

Calvin was living with a woman who had previously worked for his cousins. His 

girlfriend told another social worker that Calvin had turned again to heroin after 

he lost this job in 1982. This girlfriend strongly discouraged his drug use, and it 

led her to leave him.

In 1991, Calvin was hospitalized for an episode of staphylococcal endocarditis, 

which permanently damaged one of his heart valves. During this hospitalization, 

Calvin’s old foot injury became increasingly painful and began to drain pus. 

He was diagnosed with osteomyelitis (infection of the bone) and received two 

months of therapy for the infection.

It was during this hospital stay, which lasted almost a month, that Calvin 

developed a dislike for the hospital milieu. The feeling, it seems, was mutual: 

medical records describe Calvin as “difficult” and, in one instance, “verbally 

abusive.” The word “noncompliant” is found throughout his records, although it 

is not entirely clear why, since Calvin was well on his way to completing difficult 

therapy for endocarditis and osteomyelitis, and in the previous year he had used 

an antihypertensive medication with regularity.

By the time Calvin was referred for expert management of his addiction, he 

had already spent a month withdrawing from narcotics, without the help of opi-

ates or benzodiazepines. By his account, he did not use heroin again, although he 

later received methadone.

Some months later, in the spring of 1992, Calvin began to cough. As a heavy 

smoker, he initially attributed the cough to bronchitis, which he’d had intermit-

tently for years. He was reluctant to return to the VA clinic. When he began 

to experience fevers and drenching sweats, Calvin was sure that he had AIDS; 

this made him even less enthusiastic about seeking medical care. These symp-

toms eventually drove him to the emergency room, however, and there he was 

promptly diagnosed not with AIDS but with pulmonary tuberculosis.

Calvin initially responded to a three-drug regimen, which he took for sev-

eral weeks. He felt that one drug—it’s not clear which one, though it was not 
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isoniazid—made him itch, and so he stopped taking it. Cultures later revealed 

that his infecting strain was resistant to isoniazid. Thus, although public health 

officials believed that Calvin was taking two effective agents, he was actually 

taking only one. It is difficult to know, in retrospect, how much of the incorrect 

treatment Calvin received was physician-directed. It is clear that he reported his 

distressing itch to his private physician and was instructed to “take pyridoxine 

with isoniazid”—even though it had been demonstrated by then that his strain 

of TB was resistant to isoniazid. Calvin also received conflicting information 

regarding the interaction of methadone with his antituberculous drugs: the 

public health nurse, who seemed more concerned and better informed than his 

doctor, worried about such an interaction; his internist dismissed this possibility.

About six months into therapy, Calvin noted that his cough was worsen-

ing. A chest radiograph suggested relapse, although sputum studies, urged by a 

tuberculosis outreach worker, did not reveal the tubercle bacillus in his lungs. His 

internist then added another drug to Calvin’s regimen. Although his laboratory 

results were reviewed, his documented resistance to isoniazid must have been 

missed again, because the drug was continued.

Calvin felt better, but his improvement was short-lived. By December 1992, 

reported the tuberculosis outreach worker, Calvin “felt as sick as he had ever 

been.” He continued to take his medications but did not return to either the pub-

lic health clinic or the VA clinic. In January, quite possibly with active pulmonary 

disease, Calvin “took off,” by bus or by train, for New York City.

Calvin’s internist, an affable but busy man, subsequently attributed his patient’s 

poor response to “his HIV infection.” When reminded that, in fact, multiple 

serologies had revealed Calvin to be HIV-negative, the physician recalled that 

his patient’s infecting strain of M. tuberculosis was “mildly resistant.” He further 

ventured that Calvin, “notoriously noncompliant,” was just “not with the pro-

gram.” In any case, Calvin’s doctor never heard from him again. When New York 

public health authorities created a central information bank about tuberculosis 

patients, Calvin Loach’s name was not among those listed.

MAKING SENSE OF MISERY: 

FROM ETHNOGRAPHY TO POLITICAL ECONOMY

Jean, Corina, and Calvin all had unfavorable outcomes. At what point in the 

trajectories of their lives were their fates sealed? Were their experiences typical of 

what it’s like to have tuberculosis at the end of the twentieth century?

Dr. García, who met Corina near the end of her life, remarked that her expe-

rience revealed to him “the significance of external factors and their effects 

on the lives of poor people. These factors determined whether Corina lived or 

died.” Critical perspectives on tuberculosis must link ethnography to political 
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economy and ask how large-scale social forces become manifest in the morbidity 

of unequally positioned individuals in increasingly interconnected populations. 

Poverty, social inequality, economic policy, war, discrimination along lines of 

race and gender and class, medical incompetence—which forces were significant 

in structuring the risks faced by Jean, Corina, and Calvin, as well as their poor 

outcomes?

Take the cases one by one. Much could be said about Jean’s experience in rural 

Haiti. Looking at ethnographic literature reveals that much has been said, but 

most anthropologists have focused on “voodoo” and sorcery accusations. After a 

decade of living in the same region, I was accustomed to ferreting out accusations 

of sorcery and had previously spent some years trying to make sense of them. 

And that, paradoxically, is the primary function of such accusations: to make 

sense of suffering. But the causes of that suffering are less often commented upon.

As Haiti produces few nonagricultural products, it is safe to say that Jean is 

a member of its only truly productive class: the rural peasantry. But member-

ship in that class brought certain “birthrights.” For example, Jean is, de facto, a 

member of the poorest class in the hemisphere. From the day he was born, he was 

guaranteed the “right” not to attend school, to have no access to electricity or safe 

drinking water, and to have little access to medical care. Jean was also guaranteed 

no role whatsoever in the running of the country he and those like him were 

supporting. He was born, as the Haitians say, with a baboukèt, a muzzle, on his 

mouth. In fact, Jean fared better than many Haitian peasants, since tuberculosis 

is the leading cause of death in his age group. But delays in therapy meant perma-

nent damage to Jean’s lungs, forever compromising his ability to feed his family—

a precarious enough enterprise in contemporary Haiti, even for the hardy.

Corina similarly typifies the experience of Latin Americans living with multi-

drug-resistant tuberculosis. Although she may have been originally infected 

with a drug-resistant strain of M. tuberculosis, it is equally probable that her 

disease became resistant during the course of intermittent and poorly conceived 

therapy. Her son, Jaime, however, was likely to have been infected with a drug-

resistant strain from the beginning. How common are such experiences in Peru? 

The country has been praised for its greatly improved tuberculosis control pro-

gram, which has systematized the diagnosis and treatment of the disease, made 

first-line medications more widely available, and instituted directly observed 

therapy.15 But Corina did not fit into the prevailing algorithm, which does not 

take account of increasing drug resistance on the part of the bacillus; subsidized 

retreatment schemes, while available, are inadequate for patients like her.

Indeed, while attention is focused on the detection and control of susceptible 

tuberculosis disease, cases such as Corina’s will inevitably take on greater epi-

demiological significance. Corina was sick and infectious for at least six years, 

as Jaime’s tragic death reveals. She worked during most of those years, taking 
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crowded buses across Lima twice a day. At this writing, hundreds of cases of 

highly resistant tuberculosis have been documented in northern Lima; only a few 

of these patients are receiving appropriate therapy. All of them may be presumed 

to be infectious.

What of Calvin’s experience in the United States, a country vastly more 

wealthy than Peru (although Peru itself boasts a per capita income ten times 

higher than that of rural Haiti)? Calvin was probably registered as one of the 

thousands of “excess cases”16 reported to the U.S. Centers for Disease Control 

in 1991. As an African American and an injection drug user, he fits the bill: the 

brunt of the recent epidemic has been borne by U.S. citizens living in poverty, 

many of them people of color, as a review by David McBride makes clear.17

Nor was Calvin’s clinical course atypical of the lot of the U.S. poor with 

tuberculosis. Although his fate is unknown, he clearly received inappropriate 

care and was “lost to follow-up.” This is much less common in Massachusetts 

than in New York, where dismantling of the tuberculosis control program had 

made it difficult to ensure successful completion of therapy. In 1989, for example, 

fewer than 50 percent of New York tuberculosis patients who began treatment 

could be declared cured.18 In one study conducted in Harlem Hospital, almost 

90 percent of patients did not complete therapy for their disease.19 An overview 

from the New York City Department of Health painted a grim picture: “By 1992, 

the situation in New York City looked bleak. The number of cases of tuberculosis 

had nearly tripled in 15 years. In central Harlem, the case rate of 222 per 100,000 

people exceeded that of many Third World countries. Outbreaks of multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis had been documented in more than half a dozen hospitals, 

with case fatality rates greater than 80 percent, and health care workers were 

becoming ill and dying of this disease.”20

Did Calvin also have multidrug-resistant tuberculosis? Although resistance 

to more than one drug was never documented, Calvin was put at high risk of 

developing resistance and of infecting others when his physician continued to 

give him a medication to which the strain was resistant and later added a single 

drug to an already failing regimen—a well-known recipe for generating drug 

resistance. In reviewing the histories of patients with drug-resistant tuberculo-

sis who had been referred to a leading hospital in Colorado, Artin Mahmoudi 

and Michael Iseman discovered an average of 3.9 physician-directed errors per 

patient.21

Medical errors are readily discerned in the other cases as well, and this mis-

management is linked to the patients’ poverty. Jean saw a nurse and two physi-

cians and spent two weeks (along with all his family’s savings) in a hospital 

before receiving effective antituberculous therapy elsewhere. Furthermore, the 

long duration of his active disease, including his time on an open ward, helps to 

explain why transmission continues apace in settings like Haiti. Corina’s initial 
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sputum sample was lost, and her providers mistook drug resistance for non-

compliance. When she was at last correctly diagnosed, she was prescribed an 

inadequate regimen, which she took when she could afford it—a good way to 

engender resistance to even second-line drugs.

In all these cases, the patients were blamed for their failure to respond to ther-

apy. In every case, the patients’ agency—their ability to comply with costly and 

difficult regimens—was exaggerated. Certainly patients may be noncompliant. 

But how relevant is such a notion in the case of Jean Dubuisson? Biomedical 

practitioners told him to eat well. He “refused.” They told him to drink clean 

water, and yet he persisted in drinking from the only stream near his village. He

was instructed to sleep in an open room and away from others, and here again he 

was “noncompliant,” as he built no such addition on to his two-room hut. Most 

important, he was instructed to go to a hospital. Jean was “grossly negligent” and 

dragged his feet for months.

Can we, in good conscience, blame our patients for a failure to make new 

technologies available? Is the locus of blame to be found in the hearts and minds 

of the sick? Can we claim that personal motivation or cultural beliefs will deter-

mine the efficacy of medical interventions, when we can readily document that 

economic and logistical barriers to access continue to play a major role in the 

delivery of health care?

A broad view of tuberculosis brings into relief the political, cultural, and 

economic barriers to effective tuberculosis treatment (and chemoprophylaxis). 

Such a view reveals “compliance” to be an analytically flimsy, even vacuous, 

concept in countries such as Haiti, where the poor are systematically put at risk 

of tuberculosis and then denied access to adequate care. Richard Horton writes of 

the “institutional inertia” impeding effective tuberculosis control, identifying not 

patients but rather national governments, science policymakers, the market, and 

national health infrastructures as the chief impediments.22 Yet all too often, the 

notion of patient noncompliance is used as a means of explaining away program 

failure. Patient-dependent failure should be a “diagnosis of exclusion”—invoked 

only after poor program design and lack of access are excluded.

One can also exaggerate the effects of medical mismanagement, which does 

not by itself explain skewed rates of tuberculosis distribution. Physician-directed 

errors do not create poverty or social inequalities, and it is along these lines that 

rates of tuberculosis vary. Other questions raised by these cases are harder to 

answer but nonetheless worth considering. For example, did Peru’s structural 

adjustment plan increase Corina’s risk of a tuberculosis death? Corina was driven 

from the Peruvian Central Sierra by the collapse of the agrarian order and other 

complex economic transformations. But once in Carabayllo, she and her family 

were subjected to a new set of vagaries: they were beset no longer by drought and 

storm but rather by equally uncontrollable, and even less predictable, shifts in eco-
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nomic policy. Decisions made in far-off World Bank headquarters, for example, 

led to significant changes in the employment structure of Lima and to massive 

fluctuations in the price of key commodities. Corina soon found herself the maid 

to a woman who would eventually become only slightly less poor than she was—

fujishock took its toll on schoolteachers, too. When Corina became ill with drug-

resistant tuberculosis, she and her family were in essence helpless to combat it.

In Calvin’s experience, what role did racism play? He wondered more than 

once about its contribution to his care. In the VA hospital, he felt punished 

because of his history of drug use, and he was irritated by the predominantly 

white staff’s relative tolerance of alcoholism—the ranking substance-abuse prob-

lem of most of the other patients, who were largely white. But the more important 

effects of racial discrimination may have been those that led to his becoming 

infected with tuberculosis in the first place. As a black Vietnam veteran living 

in the inner city and injecting drugs, Calvin was certainly in a high-risk group. 

Furthermore, conscription for this war was to some extent distributed by the very 

same forces that had driven his parents out of the Jim Crow South, as the army 

ranks were disproportionately filled with young African Americans. And among 

the troops, those with the grimmest prospects back home seemed to be those 

most likely to use heroin or opium.

FROM ETHNOGRAPHY TO SOCIAL HISTORY

Reflecting on tuberculosis mortality in the world today brings a troubling ques-

tion to the fore: does TB’s association with poverty damn it to irrelevance in the 

eyes of the powerful, who, after all, control funding for everything from treat-

ment to research? In August 1994, an official of the International Union against 

Tuberculosis and Lung Disease seemed to say as much. “You never hear about TB

in North America,” he commented to a journalist, “because of who gets it these 

days: immigrants, natives, poor people and AIDS patients for the most part.”23

It would appear that diseases predominantly afflicting the poor are unlikely to 

garner funding—unless they begin to “emerge” into the consciousness and space 

of the nonpoor.

A look back over past professional commentary on the differential distribu-

tion of tuberculosis reveals that this neglect was not always the case. A huge 

literature documents the pernicious synergy between poverty and tuberculosis. 

During its first 150 or so years, the United States, like Europe, counted tuberculo-

sis as its number one killer. Lemuel Shattuck’s Report of the Sanitary Commission 

of Massachusetts, 1850, named “consumption” as the leading cause of U.S. deaths, 

and this remained true even in the latter part of the century, when rates began 

to fall sharply.24 But tuberculosis rates differed variably between the sexes, and 

reliably along lines of race and class.
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Perhaps not surprisingly, given TB’s importance, differences in mortality and 

susceptibility among various social groups occasioned much comment. In fact, 

according to historian Georgina Feldberg, “concern about differential suscepti-

bility dominated American discussions of tuberculosis from the mid-nineteenth 

century onward.” But interpretations of these differences, continues Feldberg, 

depended on the social perspectives of the commentators: “As each generation 

attempted to make sense of this preferential, or differential, susceptibility, the 

explanations they offered reflected and reinforced their uncertainties about a 

changing scientific and social order.”25

For example, “Southerners commonly believed that blacks suffered from a dis-

tinctive form of consumption, known as ‘negro consumption.’”26 Susceptibility, 

in this view, was genetically determined. This construct not only demonstrated 

a vested interest in an agrarian, slave-holding social order but also reflected, to 

some extent, prevailing medical views. An 1844 editorial in the Boston Medical 

and Surgical Journal asserted that the “reality of hereditary influence on the 

production of phthisis [as tuberculosis was then known] is so universally admit-

ted, that it would seem a sort of scientific heresy to doubt it.”27 Feldberg summa-

rizes these views: “The hereditarian/environmental debate persisted as Northern 

commentators regularly attributed excessive mortality to the ‘general insalu-

brity of the sections of the city inhabited by [blacks], the crowded conditions of 

their dwellings, insufficient nourishment, and the other influences of poverty,’ 

while Southerners more typically cited the ‘habitual improvidence’ of the black 

races.”28

Similar theories abounded in discussions of why such great numbers of Native 

Americans died of tuberculosis. Although solid evidence from Peru documents 

TB’s pre-Columbian existence in the hemisphere, there is less evidence of tuber-

culosis among the native population in North America before the arrival of 

the Europeans, and there is little doubt that rates increased dramatically after 

contact. But TB’s rise among the native peoples was so clearly linked to a rapid 

decline in their standard of living that hereditary arguments were widely seen as 

less compelling.29

The belief that tuberculosis was hereditary was dealt a near-lethal blow by 

Robert Koch’s discovery of the tubercle bacillus in 1882. “One has been accus-

tomed until now to regard tuberculosis as the outcome of social misery,” Koch 

wrote, “and to hope by relief of distress to diminish the disease. But in the future 

struggle against this dreadful plague of the human race one will no longer have to 

contend with an indefinite something, but with an actual parasite.”30

Paradoxically, perhaps, but fortuitously, the idea of tuberculosis as “the out-

come of social misery” was not undermined by the discovery of its etiology. 

In the latter part of the century, persistent poverty and rising inequality were 

increasingly believed to contribute to differential mortality. One prominent phy-
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sician “venture[d] to assert that the necessary privations of poverty on the one 

hand, and the absurd excesses of wealth on the other, tend more to the forma-

tion of tubercles in children than all other causes combined.”31 By 1900, observe 

Dubos and Dubos, “it had become obvious that tuberculosis was most prevalent 

and most destructive in the poorest elements of the population, and that healthy 

living could mitigate its harmful effects. Reformers could attack the disease from 

two directions, by improving the individual life of man and by correcting social 

evils.”32 Both of these approaches, never neatly demarcated, were advocated by 

public health officials, most of whom were physicians.

Many in the nascent antituberculosis movement, which in the earlier part of 

the twentieth century was linked to the establishment of sanatoriums, believed 

that education was the key to curing the disease. One side effect of this belief was 

a habit of infantilizing the sufferers. Reformers wrote of “careless consumptives” 

who needed above all to be trained. As one classic statement of this view would 

have it: “People are now infected by consumption through ignorance on the part of 

those who give and receive infection. Each man whose habits have been corrected, 

even by a short residence in the sanatorium will neither do nor willingly permit to 

be done by others acts which before would have seemed perfectly natural.”33

But other medical reformers continued to argue that “tuberculosis is closely 

associated with all the social problems of housing, food, wages, rest, clothing, 

and insurance and can in no way be separated from them.”34 Feldberg, whose 

excellent work has restored to the historical score the voices of physicians whose 

understanding of tuberculosis was firmly biosocial, points out that “well into the 

twentieth century, American physicians held fast to an etiology that included 

microbes but also found room for malnutrition, unemployment, crowding, the 

living conditions in slums, and other social ills.” As one example, she cites a 1921 

publication by pathologist Allen Krause, director of the Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity tuberculosis laboratories: “The solution of the tuberculosis problem is 

partly dependent on the removal of other evils and inequalities which constitute, 

no doubt, a more fundamental problem than does tuberculosis itself.”35

Hybrids of these positions also emerged. Barbara Rosenkrantz writes of Ellen N.

LaMotte’s The Tuberculosis Nurse (A Handbook for Practical Workers in the Tuber-

culosis Campaign), published in 1915:

LaMotte assembled facts showing that tuberculosis was principally a disease of 

the poor, afflicting both those who were “financially handicapped and so unable 

to control their environment,” and “those who are mentally and morally poor, and 

lack intelligence, will power, and self control.” Her conclusion that “People of this 

sort . . . constitute almost the entire problem—otherwise the situation would be so 

simple that the word problem would not apply” conflicted uncomfortably with her 

intention of encouraging nurses to go forth and help the poor to defend themselves 

against tuberculosis.36
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The increased susceptibility of the African American population continued 

to engender racial speculations. John Bessner Huber’s popular 1906 text derided 

discriminatory “phthisophobia” but argued that “the negro’s small lung capacity, 

as compared with that of the white, and his deficient brain capacity render him 

less resistant to the disease when once acquired.” Huber concluded by warning 

that “unless the hygienic and moral surroundings of the race are improved there 

is danger of its extinction.”37 In a 1926 paper called “Vital Capacity of the Negro 

Race,” two Alabama physicians published their findings (based on research con-

ducted on prisoners and children) that “low vital capacity is a racial characteris-

tic, and that vital capacity standards applied to white people cannot be directly 

applied to the negro race.”38

When anatomic considerations could not be invoked, commentators specu-

lated about the “bizarre beliefs” of the afflicted. In seeking to explain the persis-

tence of tuberculosis among the urban poor, Edward Livingston Trudeau wrote 

of “the blind love of ‘the average proletarian . . . for the chorus of city life.’”39

High rates of tuberculosis among immigrants were commonly blamed on their 

“lifestyles” and lack of cleanliness.40 It was widely argued that “superstition” and 

“conjuring” were to some extent responsible for poor health outcomes among 

African Americans, views that were echoed even among black professionals. For 

example, a survey entitled “Superstition and Health,” conducted in 1926 by the 

National Urban League, cites a young black physician practicing in New York: 

“Ignorance, cherished superstitions and false knowledge often govern Negroes 

in illnesses and hamper recoveries. Young Negroes show patriarchal obeisance 

to the aged—the aged are, in a large measure, fatalists. They are willing to leave 

all to whatever their fate may be, the fatalism that has cursed the Orient for 

centuries. This fatalism exasperates the physician, for it ties his hands and tends 

to nullify his efforts.”41

Strong associations between tuberculosis and race and class did not weaken 

as the century progressed, but calling attention to such associations did not 

typically lead to compassionate responses. Changing conceptions of tuberculosis 

transmission—due in part to the frenetic campaign against spitting in public 

places—led many to regard with hostility and fear those who were popularly 

held to have high rates of tuberculosis, such as black people and foreigners.42 In a 

1923 address to a state medical society, one physician observed that “tuberculosis 

continues to be a serious problem with [Negroes], and because of their asso-

ciation with whites . . . as cooks, nurses, maids, [and] laundresses,” black people 

represented a “menace to whites.”43 Such interpretations were common well into 

the 1960s. “In the South,” McBride points out, “segregationists attempted to turn 

blacks’ excessive tuberculosis mortality rates into justification for keeping white 

and black youths from attending integrated schools.”44

Racial differentials, tightly tied to class divisions, became further entrenched 
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as effective therapies were developed (see table 10.1). Although tuberculosis con-

tinued to decline among all U.S. citizens, rates among blacks remained relatively 

high, particularly among young black adults, for whom tuberculosis remained 

the leading cause of death even during the Second World War. A 1946 study 

by Jacob Yerushalmy found that, although tuberculosis mortality in relation to 

overall mortality in whites declined substantially in the period 1900–1940, no 

such encouraging progress was reported for nonwhites.45 In fact, not only was 

mortality from tuberculosis among nonwhites not declining as rapidly as overall 

mortality, but in 1938 a three-decade downward trend was reversed, and by 1943 

the tuberculosis death ratios surpassed those from 1930. Deaths were highly con-

centrated in the large industrial cities to which blacks had been drawn through-

out the first decades of the century: “From 1938 to 1939 black TB mortality rose 

in New York City from 949 deaths to 1,036. In numerous other major cities, 

blacks were more than one-half of those dead from TB in 1939. That year blacks 

suffered 50 percent of the TB deaths in Baltimore; 58 percent in New Orleans; 

72 in Washington, D.C.; 78 in Birmingham; 78 in Atlanta; and 79 in Memphis. 

Nationally, blacks suffered 5,925 deaths or 32 percent of the TB deaths reported in 

the nation’s 46 largest cities.”46

In 1946, one prominent Harlem physician took city, state, and federal author-

ities to task for ignoring the tuberculosis problem among African Americans, 

which during the war years had claimed thousands of lives: “Here is a conta-

gious disease killing people in the low income brackets at an outrageous rate, 

yet health authorities don’t get excited. Several days ago, a plane flew experts 

from Boston to Texas because of 5 children ill with infantile paralysis—not a 

death but just becoming ill. They wanted to protect the other children. We in 

Harlem want protection too, not from just a paralyzed limb but from death 

itself.”47

Table 10.1 Leading Causes of Death by Age and Race, United States, 1940  

(per 100,000 population)

 Nonwhites, Ages 25–34 Whites, Ages 25–34

Cause of Death  Rate Cause of Death Rate 

1.  Tuberculosis 196.3 Tuberculosis 40.0 

2. Major cardiovascular-renal diseases 120.6 Major cardiovascular-renal diseases 39.3 

3. Homicide 75.2 Other accidents (nonvehicular) 25.3

4. Influenza and pneumonia 57.6 Motor vehicle accidents 24.4

5. Other accidents (nonvehicular) 44.1 Malignant neoplasms 16.3

Source: Grove and Hetzel, Vital Statistics Rates in the United States, 1940–1960.
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But afflicted communities had never been less likely to be construed as such. 

With the development of effective therapy, which began in 1943, energies turned 

increasingly toward treatment of the individual case. “At the national meetings 

of public health officials and TB experts,” recounts McBride, “this optimistic and 

narrow concept of public health, which focused on the patient and not groups at 

risk or conditions and social behaviors that created this risk, prevailed.”48 By the 

late 1950s, tuberculosis was regarded as a disease well on its way to being eradi-

cated, and little interest remained in attacking the disease at its roots.

If individuals, and not the conditions endured by entire communities or 

classes, are increasingly seen as the sole repositories of risk, has there at least 

been a corresponding decrease in the differential risk so well described for the 

pre-antibiotic era? On the contrary, inequalities of risk seem to be increasing. For 

example, tuberculosis rates have dropped substantially among Native Ameri-

cans, but less rapidly than among other groups. J. M. Michael and M. A. Michael, 

in reviewing the health status of contemporary Native Americans, report, as 

do others, increased morbidity and decreased life expectancy.49 And although 

tuberculosis plays a small role in these grim figures, it takes on a new significance 

if disparities of risk become the focus. In looking at age-adjusted mortality rates, 

1987 tuberculosis deaths among Native Americans exceeded those among “all 

races” by 400 percent. Thus tuberculosis still tops the list of disorders dispropor-

tionately killing Native Americans.

The story is similar for other minorities in the United States, where “the 

decrease [in tuberculosis] has been considerably greater among whites than non-

whites. As a result, the ratio of the annual risk of tuberculosis among nonwhites 

to the risk among whites has risen from 2.9 in 1953 to 5.3 in 1987.”50 Increasing 

inequalities of risk belie the claim of a “national problem” of excess cases; they 

reveal, rather, a scenario in which longstanding inequalities of risk are now being 

further accentuated.

Similarly desocialized readings of tuberculosis continue to hold sway today. 

The reasons for treatment failures and for TB’s persistence are often sought in 

the psychological traits of individual “defaulters” or in the cultural attributes 

of groups held to be “at risk.” And yet in no instance has it been clearly dem-

onstrated that rates of tuberculosis vary by beliefs or by psychological makeup. 

In no instance have educational interventions for those deemed “at risk” been 

shown to inflect trends in tuberculosis incidence. The occurrence of tuberculosis 

has varied primarily with economic development; tuberculosis case-fatality rates 

have varied with ready access to effective therapy. Pierre Chaulet puts it well: as 

an “index of poverty, [tuberculosis] underlines inequalities of income and in the 

distribution of wealth. . . . In a world both off-track and ‘deregulated,’ TB persists 

and spreads, striking always the poor.”51
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MODEST INTERVENTIONS AND PRAGMATIC SOLIDARITY

As a new century opens, we are challenged not only to explain the uneven 

distribution of tuberculosis but also to explain poor therapeutic outcomes in 

a time when effective treatments have existed for decades. Between 1943, when 

Selman Waksman and coworkers discovered streptomycin, and the late 1970s, 

over a dozen drugs with demonstrable effectiveness against tuberculosis were 

developed. New diagnostic methods, including immune-fluorescence staining 

and new culture methods, are equally impressive. In fact, in 1997 the U.S. Food 

and Drug Administration approved a test that can identify and amplify myco-

bacterial gene sequences in a matter of minutes. Now in the pipeline are tools 

that might identify resistant strains in less than twenty-four hours. We have the 

scientific knowledge—but the hard truth is that the “we” in question does not 

include the vast majority of the two million people who died from tuberculosis in 

1999. We must acknowledge that our guilt surpasses that of earlier generations, 

who lacked our resources: Michael Iseman, one of the world’s leading authorities 

on tuberculosis, is right to use the word “shameful” in describing our failure to 

touch tuberculosis prevalence in much of the world.52

Looking to the future, it is difficult to muster optimism. The arrival of strains 

of M. tuberculosis resistant to all first-line and many second-line drugs is surely 

a harbinger of pan-resistant strains to come. And HIV looms: ever-increasing 

numbers of co-infected individuals, most of them poor, promise millions of 

cases of reactivation tuberculosis. These “excess cases” will in turn infect tens 

of millions. The failure to curb tuberculosis prior to these truly novel problems 

slammed shut a window of opportunity.

Although tuberculosis is inextricably tied to poverty and inequality, experi-

ence shows that modest interventions have effected dramatic changes in out-

come. In Haiti, we showed that listening to people with tuberculosis meant 

listening to stories not only of sorcery but of hunger and bad harvests and leaky 

roofs and dirt floors. We discovered that attending to these problems during the 

course of treatment could double cure rates.53 We knew that merely listening to 

such stories could be termed solidarity, but we came to believe that pragmatic 

solidarity is what the afflicted were demanding.

Pragmatic solidarity means increased funding for tuberculosis control and 

treatment. It means making therapy available in a systematic and committed 

way. For example, we now know that short-course, multidrug regimens can 

lead to excellent outcomes in even the most miserable settings. Even in settings 

of relative affluence, the impact of modest interventions can be substantial. In

San Francisco, one project addressed poor attendance at tuberculosis clinics by 

moving the clinics to the times and places desired by the patients and by replac-

ing staff who placed the blame for poor outcomes on the patients.54 In New York, 
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where the chances of compliance among injection drug users with tuberculosis 

were wearily dismissed as hopeless, one clinic more than trebled rates of comple-

tion. Much of the success was due to directly observed therapy, but a compre-

hensive, convenient, and user-friendly approach clearly had an impact, too.55

Especially critical—and important to underline when confronted with claims 

that treating susceptible disease will somehow make MDRTB go away—were 

efforts in New York to speed the rate at which resistant strains were identified 

and treated with antibiotics to which they had demonstrated susceptibility.56

Pragmatic solidarity means preventing the emergence of drug resistance when-

ever possible, but it also means treating people like Corina Valdivia. Currently, a 

massive pandemic of MDRTB in Russia and other countries of the former Soviet 

Union is becoming even more massive—with minimal public comment and even 

less public action.57 Problems of this dimension call for public subsidies of costly 

second-line drugs as well as for the development of new drugs.58

In identifying the microbiological cause of consumption, Koch had hoped to 

end the era in which tuberculosis could be addressed only “by relief of distress.” 

But tuberculosis remains, at this writing, “the outcome of social misery.” If it 

is true, as Feldberg argues, that “scientific professionalism . . . fundamentally 

eroded the therapeutic impulse to social reform,”59 surely it would be an error to 

divorce efforts to confront tuberculosis from broader efforts to confront social 

misery. We still have something to learn from the analysis of those who did not 

have our tools at their disposal. In 1923, pathologist Allen Krause made the fol-

lowing observation: “More or less poverty in a community will mean more or less 

tuberculosis, so will more or less crowding and improper housing, more or less 

unhygienic occupations and industry.”60 This statement remains as true today as 

it was seventy-five years ago.

At the same time, it is necessary to avoid “public health nihilism.”61 Even 

if we lack the formulas necessary to “cure” poverty and social inequalities, 

we do have at our disposal the cure for almost all cases of tuberculosis. Those 

who remain committed to addressing tuberculosis by championing increased 

access to effective drugs must resist restricting their field of analysis of the 

tuberculosis problem. We are told to choose, in Haiti and in much of Africa, 

between treating tuberculosis and treating malnutrition. We are told to choose, 

in Peru, between treating those with susceptible and resistant strains. We are 

told to choose, in Harlem, between more funding for tuberculosis and more 

funding for affordable housing. Calls for more ambitious interventions are 

trumped by a peculiarly bounded utilitarianism: such interventions, we are told, 

are not “cost-effective.” The inadequacies, the multiple ironies, of such analyses 

are not lost on the poor. In Peru, for example, it is impossible to ignore that a 

much-praised tuberculosis program is funded in part by the World Bank, one 

of the institutions that mandated the structural adjustment program that led to 
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increased suffering—and perhaps increased tuberculosis risk—for the Peruvian 

poor.

It is possible, of course, to exaggerate the significance of any one policy change. 

To cite Dr. García again: “If there had not been fujishock, it would have been some-

thing else. In Peru, there’s always something beating down the poor.” Although 

Dubos and Dubos mistakenly identify tuberculosis with a time—the nineteenth 

century—rather than with the inhumane conditions faced by billions on this 

planet, on another score they are right: “It is only through gross errors in social 

organization, and mismanagement of individual life, that tuberculosis could reach 

the catastrophic levels that prevailed in Europe and North America during the 

nineteenth century, and that still prevail in Asia and much of Latin America 

today.”62

As decision-making power—about social organization and about individual 

life—comes to be increasingly concentrated in the hands of a very few, we must 

ask: Who gets to determine the boundaries of analysis? Who is to determine 

what is “cost-effective” and what is not? As a global economy is “restructured,” 

is there no room for alternative strategies of development—alternative visions 

of providing health care to the poor? Increasingly, it is the pharmaceutical and 

insurance and health care industries, and also international agencies (including, 

most prominently, financial institutions), that determine who will have access 

to effective medical care. But the power of technological advancement stems not 

merely from the wonders of science. It stems, too, from the power of moral per-

suasion. We can call for certain measures not because they are “cost-effective”—

the current and unchallenged mantra—but because they are the best we can do 

for the sick.

A focus on complex epidemics—including not only tuberculosis but also 

HIV—offers a stinging rebuke to the “cost-effectiveness” argument advanced 

in public policy debates. At least four sets of reasons—one clinical, one epide-

miological, one analytic, and one moral—lead us to conclude that ignoring these 

plagues is an unacceptable strategy. The clinical reasons are straightforward—we 

have effective therapies to cure even drug-resistant strains of tuberculosis, and 

the anti-HIV armamentarium is expanding rapidly. People like Jean, Corina, and 

Calvin exist, and they matter. Cost-effectiveness arguments against treating such 

maladies are also epidemiologically flawed: in this era of increasing global travel, 

“local” epidemics rarely remain local for very long.

The oft-heard insistence that it is too expensive to treat MDRTB in poor 

countries is additionally a failure of social analysis in at least two ways. First, 

the hypothesis that we lack sufficient means to cure all tuberculosis cases, every-

where, is unsupported by data. In fact, the degree of accumulated world wealth is 

altogether unprecedented. Second, such a head-in-the-sand approach represents 

a failure of ethnographic analysis. As we have seen, and as social scientists who 
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study the therapeutic itineraries of tuberculosis patients know, a slow death from 

the disease is not quietly accepted by the young adults who are its chief victims. 

Thanks to increased access to information, patients and their loved ones know 

that MDRTB can be treated with second-line drugs, just as AIDS patients in 

many poor countries now know about the existence of effective antiviral thera-

pies. In middle-income countries such as Peru, which are in reality inegalitarian 

settings where wealth and poverty are in close juxtaposition, second-line antitu-

berculous drugs are in fact already available—for sale at exorbitant prices.

Finally, arguments against treating disease in settings of poverty are morally 

unsound. Through analytic chicanery—the claim that the world is composed of 

discretely bounded nation-states, some rich, some poor—we are asked to swal-

low what is, ultimately, a story of growing inequality and our willingness to 

countenance it. But careful systemic analysis of pandemic disease leads us to see 

links, not disjunctures. When these failures of analysis are pointed out, the real 

reason that MDRTB and HIV are treatable in the United States and “untreatable” 

in Peru or Haiti comes into view. Opposition to the aggressive treatment of such 

afflictions in developing countries may be justified as “sensible” or “pragmatic,” 

but, as a policy, it is tantamount to the differential valuation of human life, since 

those advocating it, regardless of their nationality, would never accept such a 

death sentence for themselves. It is because the afflicted tend to be poor, and also 

from marginalized and stigmatized groups more generally—and thus less valu-

able—that such policies appear reasonable.

Addressing these issues may get at the heart of the meaning of tuberculosis as 

we begin the twenty-first century. If tuberculosis could once be termed “the first 

penalty that capitalistic society had to pay for the ruthless exploitation of labor,”63

what does it mean now? Is it perpetually the lot of the poor to pay this penance?
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This essay examines social medicine as a necessarily interdisciplinary enterprise. 

It draws on examples from clinical practice in the area of infectious diseases and 

also from my work as an anthropologist seeking to understand the ways in which 

culture determines how health problems are construed as solvable or intractable. 

But this is neither a clinical review nor an ethnographic study; instead, I want to 

address a couple of vexing medical problems from a sociology-of-science point of 

view.1 That is, I will look at the rise of antibiotic-resistant microbes—indisputably 

a biological process with social roots—and then examine critically a number of 

claims that have been staked in the medical and public health literature.

Any social scientist examining the production and dissemination of knowl-

edge about tuberculosis—a classic “social disease,” with deep roots in Europe—

would agree that we need the tools wielded by sociologists of science if we are 

to understand complex biosocial phenomena such as the emergence of drug 

resistance. These tools encourage us to take a step back and ask: What are the 

epistemological frameworks driving clinical and public health practice as well 

11

Social Medicine and the Challenge 
of Biosocial Research

(2000)

The sociology of knowledge must concern itself with whatever passes 

for “knowledge” in a society, regardless of the ultimate validity or 

invalidity (by whatever criteria) of such “knowledge.” And in so far 

as all human “knowledge” is developed, transmitted and maintained 

in social situations, the sociology of knowledge must seek to understand 

the processes by which this is done in such a way that a taken-for-granted 

“reality” congeals for the man in the street. In other words, we contend 

that the sociology of knowledge is concerned with the analysis of the social 

construction of reality.

Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, 
The Social Construction of Reality
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as basic science research? What frameworks drive health policy? What are the 

historical underpinnings of these frameworks and how are they institutional-

ized? We need the contextualizing tools of sociology and anthropology if we 

are to understand what is happening right now with tuberculosis. Although the 

disease has plagued humanity for centuries, it is now changing rapidly on an 

epidemiological and a molecular level.

Social medicine, informed by a properly biosocial perspective, is well placed to 

understand complex and rapidly changing epidemics. The Department of Social 

Medicine at Harvard Medical School has long been interdisciplinary and trans-

disciplinary. In this department are surgeons, historians, philosophers, inter-

nists, and anthropologists; qualitative and quantitative methods are welcome. 

Many of the faculty are trained in medicine as well as in social science. In this 

setting, anthropologists and other social scientists are encouraged to study the 

development of scientific knowledge and policy as socially constructed entities.2

In fact, anthropology in itself is considered a “basic science” at Harvard Medical 

School, a fact that amuses some on the other side of the Charles River, where the 

Faculty of Arts and Sciences is found.

Anthropologists are famous for adopting their tribes. Many have noted, and 

not in a flattering manner, the “my-tribe syndrome” in anthropology: every 

social event or process is compared to its analogue within the culture of the 

“tribe” with whom the anthropologist has done long-term fieldwork. I have spent 

over fifteen years working in rural Haiti as an anthropologist and as a physician, 

so my “tribe” was for years the Haitian peasantry. But in more recent years I

began to study another tribe, one based in the world’s capitals—Geneva, London, 

New York, Washington. It is hard to discern the social outlines of this tribe, at 

least initially. But those who set international “health policy” have a great deal 

in common. Although this tribe speaks many different languages, it has shared, 

elaborate representations of what it is trying to do; and so its members come to 

learn a common language and complex culture, which may best be described as 

transnational. In other words, I try, never taking off my doctor hat, to look at 

international health policy as an anthropologist might. Needless to say, this is not 

always welcome. This is not unlike what a historian of science does or tries to do, 

with the difference being that I am something of an ethnographer of science, or 

the lack of science, in the international health arena. Obviously I am engaged in 

a specific way, since, when considering the health problems of the poor, I am also 

a clinician who treats the disease in question.

I should therefore like to examine a specific problem, tuberculosis, in three 

ways. First, I will follow others in examining “problem choice.” Why did this 

problem present itself to me personally and to our group, which is very much an 

interdisciplinary group? Why do so many who are ill with tuberculosis die of this 

perfectly treatable disease? I will then address the emergence of drug-resistant 
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tuberculosis as a problem that is itself resistant to disciplinary perspectives: no 

single discipline can hope to unravel the dynamics of what is fundamentally a 

socially induced molecular change. Finally, I want to look at some solutions in 

a very pragmatic and perhaps almost prosaic sense. In so doing, I hope to show 

that the production, content, and dispersal of “scientific knowledge” about this 

disease is shaped by ideology and by a series of hegemonic (and thus often unex-

amined) ideologies tied tightly to neoliberal economics.

PROBLEM CHOICE IN RESEARCH

Tuberculosis is as compelling a research topic now as it was over one hundred 

years ago, when it was one of the classic diseases studied by social medicine. 

Indeed, tuberculosis and “venereal” diseases were long called “social diseases.” 

Well over a century after the work of Rudolf Virchow—considered by many to be 

the father of social medicine—tuberculosis and a sexually transmitted pathogen, 

HIV, are the leading infectious causes of adult deaths in the world today.3 Then, as 

now, poverty and social inequalities sculpted the contours of a global pandemic. 

But there is something new under the sun: the development of antibiotics that, 

if used promptly and correctly, cure almost every case of tuberculosis. There are 

also treatments that can transform AIDS from an inevitably lethal condition to a 

chronic but treatable disease. The late-twentieth-century development of antibi-

otics also underscores the need, in contemporary twenty-first-century epidemics, 

for a properly biosocial analysis.

In rural Haiti, where I have worked since 1983, tuberculosis is still probably 

the single leading infectious cause of adult deaths, one hundred and ten years 

after Robert Koch’s famous discovery of the tubercle bacillus. It is therefore very 

interesting, from the perspective of a sociologist of science, to hear tuberculosis 

termed an “emerging” infectious disease or a “reemerging” disease. Tuberculosis 

never went away. Some people escaped it, that is all. The mortality rates globally 

have not shifted that significantly, although of course there have been massive 

local shifts. Only from a highly particularistic point of view—that of the wealthy 

nations—could one speak of tuberculosis as a disease that disappeared and then 

came back.

Haiti is known to some of you as the poorest country in the Americas. With 

a gross national product of about four hundred dollars per person per year, all of 

Haiti is poor. The area where I work is poor even by Haitian standards, a rocky 

hilltop farmed by people who were displaced by a hydroelectric dam built in 1956. 

One of the diseases that has most plagued this displaced community is tubercu-

losis in all its forms. Most patients have pulmonary tuberculosis, a disease that 

can be diagnosed and treated expeditiously and cheaply. Pulmonary TB is the 

contagious form of the disease. Extrapulmonary tuberculosis, however, is harder 

to diagnose and sometimes harder to treat. But it is often just as lethal.
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Let us look at an instructive case, that of a young woman who came to the 

Clinique Bon Sauveur in central Haiti. She had been sick for many months with 

weight loss, shortness of breath, and, later, fever. Her hair fell out, and she eventu-

ally became so fatigued she could hardly stand. She had almost given up her quest 

for medical care. International health policy offers a set of very clear guidelines 

as to how to diagnose a case of tuberculosis. Most important, according to inter-

national guidelines, the patient must have what is called in the jargon a “positive 

smear.” (Some programs require three positive smears.) Specifically, microscopic 

examination of the patient’s sputum, dyed with special stains, must show evidence 

of the microbe. One reason I bring up this specific test is that it is only marginally 

different from the one developed by Koch over a century ago.4 Perhaps, one may 

imagine, this is because the technology did not need to be improved. But this is 

not at all the case. In fact, the Ziehl-Neelsen smear is an insensitive and nonspe-

cific test; it is not easy to perform and could use a great deal of improvement. Nor 

have new antituberculous agents been developed in over thirty years.5

The absence of new tests, new diagnostics, and new therapies for tuberculosis 

is not related to the overall need for better tests, nor could it be related to the 

global burden of disease. Here we see how “problem choice” in research may be 

related to the perceived purchasing power of the afflicted.6 Although research and 

development institutions are quite willing to provide funding for projects such as 

the hydroelectric dam mentioned earlier, funding for research into the diagnosis 

and treatment of tuberculosis is pitifully limited.7 These again are the sorts of 

ironies that make the modern tuberculosis epidemic interesting from a sociologi-

cal perspective as well as from local, medical, or even ethnographic perspectives.

Other questions arise: How good are the guidelines, how good are the diag-

nostics, and how good are the therapeutics for patients like this young woman in 

Haiti? How well is she served by existing policy? The answer is, not very well at 

all. This patient, it turned out, had extrapulmonary tuberculosis, undetectable by 

smear microscopy of the sputum. According to certain international guidelines, 

she therefore did not have tuberculosis. I am overstating this, of course, but 

tuberculosis programs in poor countries are instructed to restrict diagnostic 

testing to smear microscopy of the sputum on the grounds that it will detect the 

majority of infectious cases. Yet the young woman responded immediately and 

spectacularly to empiric tuberculosis therapy. Existing guidelines and algorithms 

designed to diagnose and treat tuberculosis did not serve her well. The justifica-

tion for restricting “problem choice” to the identification of smear-positive pul-

monary tuberculosis is that this approach is inexpensive and that the pulmonary 

patients are the ones who infect others. But, as we shall see in examining a form 

of pulmonary (infectious) tuberculosis that is difficult and expensive to treat, the 

public health mandate is not the mandate most honored in international public 

health. Rather, the most important mandate is to decrease expenditures in set-

tings in which “cost recovery” cannot occur.
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POLICY, EVIDENCE, AND

MULTIDRUG-RESISTANT TUBERCULOSIS

The case I present next is also a transnational case. A dam and certain health 

policies are transnational phenomena in that they are developed in one place 

(Washington, say, or Geneva) and implemented in another, very different setting 

(for example, rural Haiti). But what happens when the double standards are chal-

lenged because a single person, afflicted with hard-to-treat tuberculosis, moves 

from a place in which low-cost cure is the rule to one in which the sky is the 

limit, in terms of medical costs? In 1994, a relief worker returned to the United 

States from Peru with what appeared to be active tuberculosis. This American 

did, in fact, have disseminated tuberculosis. He was admitted to a Harvard teach-

ing hospital, where he was treated with four powerful antituberculous agents: 

rifampin, isoniazid, ethambutol, and pyrazinamide. These are termed “first-line” 

antituberculous drugs. They are powerful, they are off-patent, and they are very 

inexpensive. Like the diagnostic stains just mentioned, this treatment regimen 

has not changed in a long time; all these drugs are thirty to fifty years old. But 

this patient died shortly thereafter, and cultures of his sputum and his blood 

revealed a strain of Mycobacterium tuberculosis resistant to those four drugs. In

other words, this U.S. citizen died in Boston of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis 

(MDRTB) acquired in Peru.

What is to be done next in such a situation? A tuberculosis specialist might 

suggest “active case-finding”—that is, tracing the close contacts of the patient 

who died in order to see if other deaths might be averted through rapid case 

detection and treatment. But the patient had come directly from Peru, and the 

public health authorities in Massachusetts were not about to do international 

case-finding. Nonetheless, just a few years after some in Massachusetts judged 

such measures heroic and beyond the scope of their obligations, it was reported 

that more than 60 percent of Massachusetts tuberculosis patients were foreign-

born.8 Transnational epidemics are common; transnational solutions, less so.

What do we know about tuberculosis in Peru? I mentioned earlier that I had 

turned my attention from the tribe based in rural Haiti to the tribe based in cities 

like Geneva, Paris, and Boston. The World Health Organization’s TB Treatment 

Observer, a representative artifact of that tribe’s culture, offers the following epi-

demiological forecast: it is raining MDRTB over Colombia, but in Peru “tuber-

culosis is being defeated by a model DOTS program.”9 DOTS means “directly 

observed therapy, short-course.” DOTS is the treatment and management strat-

egy favored by international tuberculosis experts, and it is effective at diagnosing 

and treating cases of smear-positive pulmonary tuberculosis caused by strains of 

M. tuberculosis that are susceptible to all first-line drugs. But what about extra-

pulmonary tuberculosis, as in the first case I presented, that of the young woman 
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in Haiti? What about tuberculosis caused by drug-resistant strains? The forecast 

for such patients is much less favorable, to say the least.

When my colleagues and I arrived in Peru, we found little to confirm the 

sunny picture reported in the WHO’s publication. The man who died in Boston 

had been working in an urban slum in northern Lima. Rates of tuberculosis 

among young adults were as high in the slums of Lima as in Haiti or even in 

sub-Saharan Africa.10 Furthermore, some of the patients who had been treated 

with DOTS were still sick with active, infectious pulmonary tuberculosis. When 

we took sputum samples from these patients and grew them in the lab (again, 

more or less the same way it was done one hundred years ago) and then tested 

these isolates for susceptibility to first-line drugs, 93.8 percent of the 160 cases 

tested were shown to have multidrug-resistant tuberculosis.11 Multidrug-resistant 

tuberculosis is defined by convention as any strain of M. tuberculosis resistant to 

at least the two most powerful first-line drugs, isoniazid and rifampin.

What will happen next, if hundreds of patients living in a crowded slum 

are sick with untreated MDRTB? In an editorial in the European Journal of 

Public Health, we argued, tongue in cheek, that we expect MDRTB will spread 

because we believe it to be an infectious, airborne disease.12 As one might expect 

from looking at the Peruvian households we investigated, what happens inside 

them is that everyone becomes infected; many people become sick and die (see 

figure 11.1).13 We also argued that current recommendations—which call for treat-

ing all patients with first-line drugs only—need to be updated, as the organism 

has been “updated” genetically.14 The idea of a transnational epidemic and the 

need for transdisciplinary and innovative interventions based on epidemiology 

should not have been shocking, but they were in fact received as heresy by some 

in international health circles. As mentioned earlier, what drives forward many 

policies and algorithms is less the imperative of protecting the majority and more 

a desire to reduce expenditures. MDRTB makes this point more clearly than any 

other disease—unlike extrapulmonary TB, it is contagious and is not treatable 

with standardized, first-line regimens.

Let me return to a sociology-of-science perspective and examine some rather 

emphatic statements regarding drug-resistant tuberculosis from the architects of 

international tuberculosis policy. I would like to “unpack” some of these state-

ments: for example, the assertion that “DOTS is our only available hope for 

preventing a plague of incurable drug-resistant tuberculosis from worsening to 

terrifying and unimaginable proportions.”15 This is strong language. It singles out 

one particular intervention not only as the best but as the only rational treatment. 

In Haiti, DOTS is exactly the strategy that we use, because it is very effective 

wherever rates of drug resistance are low. The cure rates among patients with 

smear-positive pulmonary tuberculosis are well over 95 percent in the catchment 

area around the clinic where we work.16 Mine is therefore not a critique of a partic-
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ular intervention; rather, it is a step back to look for second-order objectification, 

and the ideology and hegemony that underpin it, in international health policy.17

DOTS is effective, as I just said, where rates of drug resistance are low. But in 

many environments, drug resistance is a persistent concern. The short-course 

chemotherapy (SCC) that is integral to DOTS is based on isoniazid and rifampin. 

But, by definition, someone who has MDRTB is sick with strains resistant to 

those drugs. It logically follows that if drug resistance is high and only DOTS is 

used, cure rates are going to be low.

In the former Soviet Union, we see ample evidence of this. A remarkable 

study, not yet commented upon by sociologists of knowledge (to say nothing of 

ethicists), shows that there is, in a certain Russian oblast, a 5 percent cure rate of 
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Figure 11.1. A schematic representation of seventeen Peruvian household clusters that 
include patients with MDRTB. Bubbles with numbers denote TB sufferers examined in 
the course of the study who had failed to respond to at least one first-line drug. Letters 
denote individuals not directly examined but whose stories were relayed to the investi-
gators by their relatives; in most cases, drug resistance in these individuals could not 
be confirmed. Crosses mark patients who died, most of them before the study began: 
only one patient (167) began treatment too late for recovery. Based on data from Becerra-
Valdivia, “Epidemiology of Tuberculosis in the Northern Shantytowns of Lima, Peru.”
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documented MDRTB when SCC is used.18 This is interesting because it means 

that the culture results and susceptibility data were available prior to (or during) 

therapy, and yet SCC was given anyway. Even more interesting, the laboratory 

results were reported in a U.S. publication, since this was a transnational project 

to show that DOTS was the cure for Russia’s TB problem.19 Although data and 

good sense both indicate that one would not want to use SCC for patients who are 

resistant to the two main drugs in the treatment regimen, this is precisely what 

happens when DOTS is pushed as the sole TB treatment strategy. A 5 percent 

cure rate means that most of the remaining patients either died or remained 

sick—and infectious. Using this particular strategy, blessed by the international 

health community for all patients, may have been termed a managerial success, 

but it also meant clinical failure.20 For most people—patients, family members, 

doctors, nurses, and others—managerial success is not the ultimate goal of clini-

cal practice. Clinical success is.

Other emphatic statements made by international experts suggest that this 

ostensibly arcane debate is indeed a subject worthy of the attention of sociolo-

gists and historians of science: for example, “DOTS makes it virtually impossible 

to cause patients to develop incurable forms of tuberculosis that are becoming 

more common.”21 Another interesting claim: “Other treatment strategies are 

actually causing multidrug-resistant tuberculosis and may be doing more harm 

than good.”22 With regard to the first claim, it is simply false, as we know from 

empirical research and experience. DOTS can sometimes “amplify” preexisting 

resistance. In that regard, it is no different from “other treatment strategies.” A

second round of SCC for those who fail the first course—again, strongly recom-

mended by international health experts—can further amplify drug resistance. 

This is not a mere theoretical model. We know patients who present with drug-

resistant disease, receive DOTS, acquire more resistance to more drugs, and then 

get the officially recommended retreatment regimen, only to pick up resistance 

to a fourth or fifth drug.

Many infectious-disease clinicians would predict this outcome. But it is not 

that clinicians deserve praise in this realm; they have their own sorry history 

of dealing with tuberculosis, a failure that is already the subject of a good deal 

of commentary. It is simply that clinical concerns are not driving these policies 

forward; managers and health economists are. Nor is protection of public health 

the paramount concern. It is, rather, the reduction of public health expenditures 

that figures prominently in the era of “cost-effectiveness.”

Neoliberal ideology is shaping not only the dissemination of knowledge—

through the promotion of officially condoned treatment strategies for tuber-

culosis—but also the very construction of our categories of evidence. Take the 

example of smear microscopy, discussed earlier, as a gauge of cure. MDRTB is 

only transiently suppressed in many patients said to be cured by DOTS, and they 
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relapse as soon as therapy stops, or shortly thereafter. On official records in the 

DOTS system, even patients who are smear-negative but culture-positive—that 

is, with viable mycobacteria in their sputum—were labeled as cured. In Peru, 

some of those who became our own patients, sick with MDRTB after completing 

DOTS, figure among the published percentages “cured” by DOTS.23 Thus are 

categories of knowledge, and results also, sculpted by what can only be described 

as zealous application of a particular management strategy.

Let us consider this problem of evidence categories at the level of the family. 

Valeria, who suffers from MDRTB, comes from what is called a “TB family.” 

Eight of her close relatives (six siblings and two brothers-in-law) either have 

MDRTB or have died from it (see figure 11.2). Following an initial and ineffective 
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round of therapy, Valeria even changed her name in order to obtain treatment 

again, after being told that she was a “problem patient.” Her husband, Chalo, 

who had been caring for her, became ill with cough and weight loss. When acid-

fast bacilli were found in his sputum, many assumed that he would also have 

MDRTB. In order to avoid amplification of resistance, and, more important, in 

order to cure him, it would have been wise to initiate therapy as if he did have 

MDRTB, awaiting confirmation by laboratory testing. He was, however, given 

the same empiric DOTS regimen, because that was what the public health com-

munity insisted should be done for all newly diagnosed patients. In Peru, all new 

smear-positive cases received the same treatment, regardless of their history of 

exposure to drug-resistant strains of M. tuberculosis.

Managerially, this is certainly an easier strategy than considering the subtle-

ties of each case. But in this simple strategy, clinical outcomes and other data are 

dismissed as irrelevant when an algorithm is elevated to the level of hegemonic 

discourse. Every month Chalo would go in and have his smear checked, and he 

would still be positive—not surprising considering that he had MDRTB and was 

receiving a treatment that could not cure it.

Also to no one’s surprise, Chalo wanted to stop the treatment that could not 

cure him. When he said that he was no longer going to take first-line antituber-

culous drugs, he was forced to sign a document that read: “I am not going to 

take my therapy any more because it makes me feel sick, nauseated, and I am 

withdrawing from treatment.” This twist in the story is relevant on several levels. 

Obviously the experience is relevant on the level of human suffering. (Both his 

own medical care and the possibility of transmitting the disease to his children 

may profitably be discussed at this level.) It is important on the level of policy. It is 

also important on the level of recording data. A patient with a piece of paper like 

this in his file is considered to be, like Valeria, a “problem patient.”

But there are two ways to fall ill with MDRTB. One is to acquire it through 

inappropriate treatment—usually attributed to the “noncompliance” of the prob-

lem patients—and this was the framework at play in this case. This is termed 

“secondary” or “acquired MDRTB.” But another possibility is to be infected with 

a drug-resistant strain: this is called “primary MDRTB.” Now, this young man 

will, of course, never be counted as having primary MDRTB. By definition—as 

the piece of paper in his file shows—Chalo is a treatment “defaulter,” a problem 

patient who has acquired MDRTB through noncompliance. But we have evi-

dence that this was not the case. When we tested the strain causing his sickness, 

we found DNA “fingerprints” similar to those of the strains that were causing 

sickness among other members of the family (figure 11.3). This evidence strongly 

supports our contention that this patient became ill with primary MDRTB by 

being in close contact with his wife and eight in-laws, all sick with the same 

strains of the disease.
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I would call this a biosocial analysis, as it moves from sociology and political 

economy to the molecular level. Such analysis is possible when a transdisci-

plinary, multidisciplinary team (composed of clinicians, anthropologists, epi-

demiologists, and bench scientists doing the molecular epidemiology) collects 

and analyzes the data in all its richness and complexity. The shortcomings of 

both the policies and the therapies might otherwise not have been apparent. It

now appears that conventional epidemiology quite significantly underestimates 

the levels of epidemic transmission of MDRTB, as gauged by using molecular 

diagnostics. The last thing that we would want to be, in the sociology of science, 

is Luddites who reject new technologies (in this case, molecular diagnostics). 
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Figure 11.3. This schematic depicts the same family shown in figure 11.2. Tests for 
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They come in handy when we are attempting to understand such a complex set 

of biosocial processes. And the broader the net is cast, the more likely that our 

analyses will lead us back to the political economics of international health.

THE IDEOLOGY OF COST-EFFECTIVENESS

Let me return to my tribe. The specific public health strategies described here, 

such as insisting on DOTS as the sole intervention, are commonly guided by 

larger epistemological frameworks with ideologies behind them. We would like 

to know what these frameworks and ideologies might be. What are the compet-

ing agendas here? The most common response to this question is that there is a 

struggle between clinical and public health approaches to the problem of tuber-

culosis. The public health approach would necessarily be focused on preventing 

transmission above all, which is the reason that extrapulmonary tuberculosis 

tends to be ignored in the public health literature. But, as the example from 

Peru suggests, prevention of transmission is not always the primary concern of 

those arguing that DOTS will suffice for MDRTB. Reducing costs is the primary 

concern in certain circles. This is stated quite explicitly by the WHO: “In many 

high TB prevalence countries, second-line drugs are prohibitively expensive and 

unavailable. . . . Multidrug-resistant TB is therefore often untreatable.”24 Some 

very interesting hypotheses underpin these assertions. Let us look at one of the 

central assertions, that MDRTB is an untreatable disease in a “resource-poor 

setting.” (“Resource-poor,” by the way, is the latest euphemism for settings of 

poverty.)

Is MDRTB really untreatable in poor countries? A group of concerned people, 

some of them slum-dwellers and patients themselves, have tried to answer the 

question by building a coalition to respond to the problem of MDRTB. In Peru, 

youths from the barrio were trained as outreach workers in a new program 

of directly observed therapy (DOT). It was not the DOTS approach, since the 

standard short-course chemotherapy was not prescribed for those ill from strains 

of M. tuberculosis resistant to SCC. When the correct drugs were used for these 

MDRTB patients, what cure rates were obtained? Far from being zero, as had 

been suggested by officialdom, the cure rates of the “incurable” chronic MDRTB

patients exceeded 80 percent.25 Furthermore, despite the predictions of skep-

tics, the majority of patients did not abandon therapy because of side effects: 

only 7 percent of the first cohort of seventy-four patients abandoned the difficult 

and prolonged therapy. In later cohorts, the percentage of patients who dropped 

out decreased further, as patients became aware that effective therapy for drug-

resistant disease was, in fact, accessible. Through this small-scale project alone, 

multiple hypotheses presented as facts by powerful organizations in the interna-

tional health policy arena were cast in doubt.
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Considering the high cure rates among our patients, we believed that ours 

was a good intervention, and we thought that perhaps we would get a pat on the 

back for it. It was appreciated by the patients whose lives were saved and by their 

loved ones. It certainly had a large impact on the community, training people 

who were otherwise unemployed and making use of local resources. It restored 

faith in the broader public health agenda, a faith that had been undermined for 

many who had watched their neighbors die of tuberculosis while listening to the 

media claim that the tuberculosis program in Peru was the best in the world. But 

for years we did not receive unstinting praise for this effort and for years did not 

get the public health approbation needed to “scale up” this approach and serve 

other populations.

So our group spent a lot of time thinking about why so many were saying 

that MDRTB (and HIV as well—another story) cannot be treated in settings of 

poverty. We even took to calling what we were doing “DOTS-Plus” in an effort 

to win approval from the international TB community, which seemed to be 

obdurately focused on advancing a single agenda for tuberculosis treatment. We 

started studying all the objections. First, it was supposed to be too expensive. 

But the second-line drugs had also been off-patent for decades. Pooled procure-

ment and other innovations could and did drop drug prices dramatically.26 We 

looked at other claims regarding epidemics elsewhere in the world. For example, 

it was argued that DOTS alone had sufficed to turn around the MDRTB epi-

demic in New York City. This was not true. Careful reanalysis of the epidemic 

there showed that more than a single strategy was used; there had been multiple 

interventions, and people with MDRTB were treated with the right drugs.27

Fewer than half of the New York patients received DOTS before the epidemic 

began to decline. And it would of course have been considered unethical to give 

Americans drugs to which their infecting strains were resistant.

DOTS was supposedly sufficient in resource-poor settings. But in the former 

Soviet Union, newly declared as a resource-poor area, DOTS does not give high 

cure rates, even in projects supervised by the international experts of the tuber-

culosis world. In the past decade, rates of tuberculosis rose sharply in Russia as 

cure rates fell. During the first five years after the collapse of the Soviet Union, 

it was easy to blame the Russians, and many international tuberculosis experts 

were happy to do so. But in more recent years it has been harder to attribute 

failure to Russian TB experts because DOTS programs, in partnership with the 

international organizations, have also had low cure rates. This is in large part the 

result of drug resistance.

Another objection to DOTS-Plus was that it was too difficult technically. But 

we did it in Peru and Haiti, and if you can do something in Haiti, I think you 

can make the argument that it can be done just about anywhere. Finally, what 

about the argument that DOTS-Plus is not cost-effective? The idea that treat-
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ing MDRTB in resource-poor settings is not cost-effective obviously depends 

wholly on two things: cost and efficacy or effectiveness. We had documented 

that repeated empiric regimens—that is, getting the same medicines again and 

again—were both ineffective and costly. These treatments were also a source of 

acquired drug resistance, both by changing the genetics of the microbe and by 

changing the host, the human, whose lungs were damaged badly by ineffectively 

treated tuberculosis. These patients were not cured but did continue to transmit 

increasingly resistant strains to others.

Allow me to reexamine the problem from the point of view of what is boldly 

called “management science.” Take the example of one second-line drug manufac-

tured by a giant pharmaceutical company. On a given day, this drug in a Boston 

teaching hospital costs thirty dollars a gram. In Peru, it is twenty-one dollars. 

In France shortly thereafter, it is sold for less than seven dollars per gram. Same 

company, same drug: how can this be considered rational drug pricing? Since TB

is a disease that has not affected many people in affluent settings, there is no vocal 

lobby agitating around it. There are no organized patient groups. This in itself is 

sobering, since TB is the world's leading infectious killer. But the patients are poor 

and marginalized and therefore do not constitute an effective lobby. What would 

happen if one tried to organize a task-force solution and make common cause 

with the World Health Organization, Médecins Sans Frontières, and other inter-

national groups? Would the prices drop? We began organizing such a coalition to 

negotiate for lower prices with pharmaceutical companies selling both generic and 

“branded” medications. It took a few years to get the right people on board, but we 

were together able to drop the prices quite significantly in the space of one year.28

Drug-resistant tuberculosis is not a problem that can be ignored much longer 

in Europe, because the largest epidemics reach into Europe. After the collapse 

of the Soviet Union, life expectancy began to drop, especially for men. In recent 

years, deaths from cardiovascular disease have started to decline again, and the 

mortality crisis in general has started to improve. But tuberculosis remains a 

problem in Russia. Tuberculosis continued to increase in incidence and preva-

lence every year for the last ten years of the twentieth century, until it reached 

levels five times those seen elsewhere in Western Europe and three times the 

levels registered in the former Soviet Union.29 This is a fairly recent epidemic. It

is prison-seated, just as the New York MDRTB epidemic once was. It affects a 

patient population similar to those we treated in New York: young adults, mostly 

men. In the prisons of the former Soviet Union, the mean age of tuberculosis 

patients is twenty-nine and dropping. Their crimes are typically crimes against 

property—petty larceny, for example—and related to the social upheaval occur-

ring throughout the region. The big difference is that the Russian epidemic is 

so much larger than the one in the urban United States. Most prisoners with 

tuberculosis who have drug-susceptibility tests performed on their sputum are 
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revealed to be sick with drug-resistant disease. Therefore this is not only an epi-

demic of tuberculosis in Europe—it is also an epidemic of drug-resistant tuber-

culosis. MDRTB cannot be wished away.

PUBLIC HEALTH AND

THE SOCIOLOGY OF MANAGING INEQUALITY

To understand the state of the socially constructed universe at any 

given time, or its change over time, one must understand the social 

organization that permits the definers to do their defining. Put a little 

crudely, it is essential to keep pushing questions about the historically 

available conceptualizations of reality from the abstract “What?” to 

the socially concrete “Says who?”

Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann, 
The Social Construction of Reality

The sociology of science often shows us how knowledge held to be scientific 

arises instead from unacknowledged ideological frameworks. Like other forms 

of knowledge, science is socially constructed: everything from research problem 

choice to the interpretation of data is influenced by the factors that influence 

other human affairs. What is true of the natural sciences is even more so for 

those arenas of inquiry termed “social sciences.” Clinical medicine sits between 

the basic sciences and the social sciences. Lewis Thomas once called medicine 

“the youngest science.”30 Only recently has the scientific method made its way 

into what had long been deemed an art. Public health, for all its obsession with 

quantification, is similarly vulnerable to distortion.

I have attempted to apply a sociology-of-knowledge approach to recent claims 

about how best to understand, and to manage, a new variation on an old disease. 

Tuberculosis has long been a scourge of the poor, but a number of fundamentally 

biosocial events have changed the stakes in recent years. First, the advent of 

effective therapy changed mortality rates for those who had access to diagnosis 

and care, removing tuberculosis from the list of potentially fatal infections for 

the affluent even as it remained the leading infectious cause of adult deaths in the 

poor world. The advent of antibiotics led, as it did with other infectious patho-

gens, to the emergence of drug-resistant strains. Then came HIV, which changed 

the stakes further: co-infection with HIV often awakens quiescent infection with 

M. tuberculosis. Clearly, biosocial events such as these—which reflect the ever-

changing interplay between the large-scale social forces that shape the distribu-

tion and outcome of disease and also genetic changes in the microbes—are not 

readily understood without interdisciplinary research. Nor are the health and 

research policies that reflect and aggravate growing social inequalities. Even as 

tuberculosis and AIDS top the list of infectious pathogens causing millions of 
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deaths annually, there are no new antituberculous drugs and too few plans to 

move anti-HIV drugs to places in which they are needed most.

The examples I use here are meant not to impugn the architects of global 

tuberculosis control policies but rather to show how ideological templates come 

to sculpt these policies and how they play out in the poor communities where 

tuberculosis takes its toll. Why would policies ignore drug-resistant and extra-

pulmonary tuberculosis? I argued here that the recent debates about difficult-

to-treat chronic infectious diseases are less about competing agendas between 

medicine and public health and more about the struggle to reduce expenditures 

on the health of the poor. Indeed, it is an unchallenged truism that “we are living 

in a time of limited resources” and thus must “make hard choices.” It is rarely 

remarked, in response to such confident claims, that resources are less limited 

now than ever before in human history. As science and technology become domi-

nant forces in medicine and public health, they are improving outcomes for the 

fortunate few. For the others, we are reduced to managing inequality.

The leading calculus of these times, at least in international public health, 

is “cost-effectiveness.” Presented as scientific and “evidence-based,” the cost-

effectiveness approach attempts to gauge the health impact of particular expen-

ditures and, increasingly, to reserve public investments in health in poor com-

munities for interventions that are deemed affordable. The World Bank and other 

international institutions have promoted certain approaches and interventions as 

“excellent investments,” frequently using economic arguments to justify health 

outlays.

The idea that such discourses and tools for analysis might themselves be more 

ideological than evidence-based is one that is met with a good deal of resistance 

in international health circles. Too often, complex therapies, whether for infec-

tious diseases, for malignancies, or for mental illness, are not considered cost-

effective in an era in which money is worshipped so ardently that it is difficult to 

attack market logic without being called misguided or irresponsible.

The revolution that occurred in physics over a century ago is at last happen-

ing in medicine and, to some extent, in public health. But there was no social 

revolution to accompany the scientific one. As a result, we now live in a world in 

which several different standards of care may be advocated for the same disease. 

For those with chronic infectious diseases, including tuberculosis and AIDS, 

these standards include excellent treatment for some, ineffective treatment for 

others, and no treatment for most. Ironically, perhaps, the reality that hundreds 

of millions live without any access to effective therapy at all serves to justify the 

setting of double standards, with the excuse that any care is an improvement 

over current conditions. But the use of scientific language and “evidence-based 

approaches” to public health cannot mask the fact that managing inequality has 

been our approach to the great plagues of our times.
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NOTES

1. Taking a sociology-of-science approach to this problem offers a unique opportunity to 

examine the ideologies driving knowledge production and dispersal. As many philosophers have 

argued, knowledge, including scientific knowledge, cannot be created in an ideological void. The 

perspectives of people involved in all facets of knowledge production—from research to funding to 

policy—influence what becomes a part of accepted scholarly knowledge. For useful edited volumes 

that discuss studies of the link between scientific knowledge production and ideology, see Meja and 

Stehr, The Sociology of Knowledge; and Meja and Stehr, Knowledge and Politics.

2. I use the term “socially constructed” following Berger and Luckmann, The Social Construc-

tion of Reality.

3. Farmer, Infections and Inequalities. For a short review of Rudolf Virchow’s extensive contri-

butions to the field of social medicine, see Eisenberg, “Rudolf Ludwig Karl Virchow, Where Are You

Now That We Need You?”

4. Robert Koch discovered the tubercle bacillus in 1882. “One has been accustomed until now to 

regard tuberculosis as the outcome of social misery,” Koch wrote, “and to hope by relief of distress 

to diminish the disease. But in the future struggle against this dreadful plague of the human race 

one will no longer have to contend with an indefinite something, but with an actual parasite” (cited 

in Feldberg, Disease and Class, p. 439).

5. Associated Press, “Experimental Drug Gives Researchers Optimism for New Treatment for TB.”

6. Between 1975 and 1996, 1,233 new chemical entities were registered. Of that number, only 

eleven were medications to treat tropical diseases such as tuberculosis and malaria. For more on 

this, see Pfeifer, “Public-Private Partnership Attacks Tuberculosis—Aim Is to Spur Development 

of New Drugs.”

7. Tuberculosis funding by the National Institutes of Health—an institution at the forefront of 

research efforts in the United States and, with a total budget in excess of $23 billion, the major funder 

of domestic medical research—reached only $87 million this year, despite the disease’s standing as 

the second leading infectious cause of adult deaths worldwide. This $87 million is nonetheless a 

marked increase from the $3 million allocated to TB-related research in 1989. Since 1999, funding for 

TB research has risen, although it is still far from adequate, considering the disease burden. Much of 

this increased funding has been led by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, which has invested 

over $200 million in TB and malaria research since its inception. For more details, see Shadid, 

“Fighting Scourges with Funds.”

8. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Reported Tuberculosis in the United States, 1999.

The national rate stood at 41.6 percent in 1998, an increase of more than 10 percent since 1993, with 

six states reporting greater than 70 percent of cases occurring among the foreign-born (Talbot et al., 

“Tuberculosis among Foreign-Born Persons in the United States, 1993–1998”).

9. See the illustration caption in issue 2 of the World Health Organization Global Tuberculosis 

Programme’s TB Treatment Observer (1997).

10. Prevalence of TB is estimated at about 300 per 100,000 population for the district (Farmer, 

Bayona, Becerra, Furin, et al., “The Dilemma of MDR-TB in the Global Era”). In the hardest-hit 

regions of Africa, estimates fall between approximately 300 and 550 cases per 100,000 population 

(World Health Organization, Global Tuberculosis Control).

11. Becerra et al., “Using Treatment Failure under Effective Directly Observed Short-Course 

Chemotherapy Programs to Identify Patients with Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis.”

12. Farmer and Kim, “Resurgent TB in Russia.”

13. Becerra-Valdivia, “Epidemiology of Tuberculosis in the Northern Shantytowns of Lima, 

Peru.”
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14. Farmer, Bayona, Becerra, Furin, et al., “The Dilemma of MDR-TB in the Global Era.”

15. World Health Organization Global Tuberculosis Programme, WHO Report on the Tubercu-

losis Epidemic, 1995.

16. Farmer, Robin, et al., “Tuberculosis, Poverty, and ‘Compliance.’”

17. “Legitimation as a process is best described as a ‘second-order’ objectification of meaning. 

Legitimation produces new meanings that serve to integrate the meanings already attached to 

disparate institutional processes. The function of legitimation is to make objectively available and 

subjectively plausible the ‘first-order’ objectifications that have been institutionalized” (Berger and 

Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality, p. 110).

18. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Primary Multidrug-Resistant Tuberculosis—

Ivanovo Oblast, Russia, 1999.”

19. Using First World diagnostics and Third World therapeutics is, unfortunately, not uncom-

mon in medical research and is also not limited to MDRTB studies. Research universities and 

development agencies now have global reach, and, just as epidemics are transnational, so too, 

increasingly, is research. But although the pathogens readily cross borders, the fruits of research are 

often delayed in customs. For example, it will not go unnoticed that it proved easy enough to use 

First World diagnostics in the contentious HIV study conducted in Uganda by Thomas Quinn and 

colleagues in 2000—for example, sophisticated assays of viral load were available—even though 

antiretroviral therapy was deemed unfeasible, too difficult, or “cost-ineffective” (Quinn et al., “Viral 

Load and Heterosexual Transmission of Human Immunodeficiency Virus Type 1”). In defending 

their decision not to treat HIV-infected study participants, Quinn and colleagues write: “Most 

important, neither we nor the Ugandan government had, or currently have, the clinical capacity to 

manage antiretroviral treatment, including side effects and compliance” (Gray et al., “The Ethics of 
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In the July 2001 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine, Kemal Tahaoǧlu 

and coworkers report on their experience in treating a cohort of patients infected 

with strains of Mycobacterium tuberculosis that are resistant to powerful anti-

tuberculosis drugs. Tuberculosis caused by strains that are resistant to at least 

isoniazid and rifampin is, by convention, termed “multidrug-resistant tuber-

culosis.”1 The authors of this report work in a referral center in Turkey that has 

available a full complement of clinical, laboratory, and surgical services, includ-

ing multidrug treatment regimens given for eighteen to twenty-four months, 

resources for the management of side effects, adjuvant surgery when necessary, 

and full financial and nutritional support. Tahaoǧlu and coworkers show that 

with a high standard of care, the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis 

can have excellent results, especially among younger patients without serious 

coexisting conditions.

This study is important for several reasons. It has already been documented 

that multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is a pandemic. Drug-resistant cases of 

tuberculosis have been reported in every country surveyed.2 M. tuberculosis is 

an airborne pathogen, and persons with active pulmonary tuberculosis caused 

by a multidrug-resistant strain can transmit the disease to others as long as 

they are alive and coughing. For the hundreds of thousands who are sick with 

multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, the Tahaoǧlu report should come as welcome 

news. Throughout the world, most patients with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis 

are like the majority of those in the Turkish study: young and middle-aged adults 

who are not infected with the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and who do 

not have serious coexisting conditions. Almost none of these patients, however, 

are receiving effective therapy, and most remain infectious.

12
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Some Journal readers may be surprised to learn that the great majority of 

patients with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis throughout the world are not re-

ceiving effective therapy. The need for such therapy in “resource-poor settings”—

the latest euphemism for poverty—is disputed in international tuberculosis 

control circles, where it is argued that multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is too 

expensive and too difficult to treat. The authors of the current study take note of 

the debate about “whether to consider multidrug-resistant tuberculosis treatable 

or untreatable, given the often limited resources available.” Some have claimed 

that multidrug-resistant tuberculosis can be treated with a short course of che-

motherapy (that is, treatment based on isoniazid and rifampin, the very drugs to 

which multidrug-resistant strains of M. tuberculosis are, by definition, resistant). 

It was not until last year that this misconception was put to rest. In a six-country 

study, the cure rates among patients with laboratory-documented, multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis were well under 50 percent in most settings.3 In a study 

in Ivanovo Oblast, in Russia, only 5 percent of patients with multidrug-resistant 

tuberculosis were cured by short-course chemotherapy.4

It is not surprising that patients infected with multidrug-resistant strains of 

M. tuberculosis are not cured by treatment with the drugs to which the strains 

are resistant. Moreover, delays in establishing the diagnosis and initiating effec-

tive therapy are associated with poor outcomes, even when patients do finally 

receive effective therapy. In accordance with the current public health conven-

tion, all patients in Turkey who have smear-positive pulmonary tuberculosis 

receive empirical short-course chemotherapy based on isoniazid and rifampin. 

In the Tahaoǧlu study, drug-susceptibility testing was performed on specimens 

obtained from patients at the outset of therapy, and the results were then ignored. 

The delay in initiating effective therapy might have been reduced if the results of 

these tests had been taken into account.

It is not standard practice in North America or in Europe to perform such 

laboratory tests and then disregard the results. Why would such a procedure be 

followed? In most resource-poor settings, all patients receive empirical, stan-

dardized short-course chemotherapy, and it is assumed that drug-susceptibility 

testing is not available. Turkey is not a resource-poor country but geopolitically 

a part of Europe. At the facility described in this report, although it is perhaps 

not as handsomely equipped as a referral center in the United States, doctors 

have far more resources at hand than do the beleaguered doctors trying to battle 

tuberculosis in Latin America, the former Soviet Union, and other regions where 

multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is a major problem. The Tahaoǧlu report shows 

that multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is treatable, at least where there are centers 

of excellence to deal with the problem.

What about countries where there are no centers of excellence? In a squatter 

settlement in Haiti and in a slum in Peru, my colleagues and I have obtained sim-
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ilar cure rates in treating patients with chronic multidrug-resistant tuberculosis.5

Many communicable diseases can now be cured. Others, although still incurable, 

can be suppressed effectively with therapy. That patients with multidrug-resistant 

tuberculosis are going untreated raises the general question of the standards of 

care for patients with chronic infectious diseases who have the misfortune to 

live in impoverished countries. The assumption that these diseases are treatable 

in some places and not in others is widely accepted. A lack of infrastructure is 

commonly cited as the justification for lower standards of care in some countries, 

but the real issue is cost. It has been argued that the high cost of “second-line” 

antituberculosis medications makes the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuber-

culosis problematic in poor countries. However, the prices of these medications, 

which have long been off-patent, are exorbitant because there has not been a 

concerted effort to treat patients who have tuberculosis and who live in poverty.6

The destitute sick generate no perceptible demand in the medical marketplace.

The most important question facing modern medicine involves human rights. 

We are witnessing a growing “outcome gap.” Some populations have access to 

increasingly effective interventions; others are left out in the cold. The more 

effective the treatment, the greater the injustice meted out to those who do not 

have access to care.

The question of global injustice applies directly to AIDS, which has recently 

overtaken tuberculosis as the world’s leading infectious cause of death among 

adults. Over the past five years, deaths from AIDS in the United States have 

dropped sharply, as have admissions related to HIV infection in U.S. hospi-

tals, because of widespread use of highly active therapy against the virus. But 

these advances, like those in the treatment of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, 

have served only a tiny minority of persons throughout the world who could 

benefit from them. For most HIV-infected persons, these lifesaving drugs are 

unavailable. We hear all kinds of excuses. Efforts to treat AIDS and multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis in areas such as Africa and Haiti, which lack a health care 

infrastructure, are dismissed as “unsustainable” or “not appropriate technol-

ogy.” Antiviral therapy and complex antituberculosis treatments are considered 

impermissible where market conditions do not support the sale of such medical 

services, clear evidence of economic imperatives trumping medical concerns.

In too many policy discussions, the argument that treatment is not cost-

effective is largely a means of ending unwelcome discussions about the desti-

tute sick. A high-ranking official in the U.S. Department of the Treasury once 

objected to a strategy that would make anti-HIV drugs available on the continent 

where they are most needed. He is quoted as saying that Africans lack the neces-

sary “concept of time,” implying that the drugs would be ineffective because of 

the required schedule of administration.7 Despite the absence of data that sup-

port these claims—and much experience to the contrary—they are persuasive 
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within the elite circles where decisions are made that affect the health and fate of 

millions of the world’s sick.

Prevention is, of course, always preferable to treatment. But epidemics of 

treatable infectious diseases should remind us that although science has revo-

lutionized medicine, we still need a plan for ensuring equal access to care. As

study after study shows the power of effective therapies to alter the course of 

infectious disease, we should be increasingly reluctant to reserve these therapies 

for the affluent, low-incidence regions of the world where most medical resources 

are concentrated. Excellence without equity looms as the chief human rights 

dilemma of health care in the twenty-first century.
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The Declaration of Alma-Ata, signed by World Health Organization member states 

in 1978, constitutes a major milestone in the contemporary primary health care 

movement. The goal was lofty—“health care for all by the year 2000”—and close 

attention was paid to the specific means by which that goal might be reached.1 The 

plans that emerged from the meeting—from improved vaccination coverage to 

decreased malnutrition—were deemed feasible by the signatories. Yet these objec-

tives have not been met in many of the very countries where such victories were 

most needed. Worse, the promotion of health care as a right provoked violent reac-

tions in some settings. Writing from Guatemala, where community health work-

ers had been targeted for government repression and worse, Kris Heggenhougen 

surveyed the fates of local community health activists and asked, simply enough, 

“Will primary health care efforts be allowed to succeed?”2 Thus, although many 

countries were able to meet certain goals set in Alma-Ata, many more were not; 

some of the poorest countries, in fact, experienced worsening health indices. As

the year 2000 approached, the Alma-Ata slogan became the butt of ridicule in 

international health circles. The slogan contained a typographical error, went the 

joke: the rallying cry was in fact “health care for all by the year 3000.”

If we afford ourselves another millennium in which to remediate growing 

inequalities of access to something as basic as primary health care, we are cer-

tain to see a growing gap in health outcomes. New and improved diagnos-

tics and therapeutics mean longer lives for those who have access to modern 
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medicine; not so for the world’s poor. The United Nations Food and Agriculture 

Organization recently reported that more than 840 million people in more than 

thirty countries are going hungry, while in many industrialized nations obesity 

ranks among the leading causes of morbidity and mortality.3 Such ironies are 

not lost on those living and working in what are now termed “resource-poor 

settings.” They are asked to do more and more with less and less. This “mis-

sion impossible” has led to deep discouragement within the primary health 

care movement. Self-described pragmatists have argued that we must lower 

our expectations and that only interventions deemed “cost-effective” should be 

encouraged.4 Health care systems falter where they are most needed, and it is 

clear that the world’s poorest billion inhabitants are far from obtaining even the 

most basic primary health care.

Into this grim situation comes a series of transformed or newly described patho-

gens. Most malaria infections are now resistant to chloroquine, and drug-resistant 

tuberculosis is on the rise throughout the world; the most frightening newly 

described pathogen is HIV.5 Each of these three diseases can be managed with 

multidrug regimens, but an effective vaccine exists for none of them. AIDS, espe-

cially, has spawned a number of questionable public health clichés—for example, 

“education is the only vaccine.” Despite two decades of experience using informa-

tion and education as the primary tools in HIV prevention, there have been, until 

very recently, no careful studies of the efficacy of these interventions. One review 

of information and education campaigns concluded that, “somewhat surprisingly, 

towards the end of the second decade of the AIDS pandemic, we still have no good 

evidence that primary prevention works.”6 There is increasing agreement that these 

tools, though of great importance, are of limited efficacy in precisely those settings 

where they are most needed—settings where social vulnerability, and not cognitive 

deficits or ignorance, is the primary determinant of risk for HIV infection.7

A dispirited international health movement, the advent of new and complex 

epidemics, and struggles over the scant resources dedicated to improving the 

health of the poor have led to great debate about AIDS. One major UN-affiliated 

organization last year canceled a program to provide breast milk supplements 

to HIV-positive mothers, arguing that it was neither cost-effective nor feasible, 

given the lack of potable water with which to prepare the supplements. A high-

ranking UNICEF official asserted that, in impoverished settings, “provision of 

infant formula was creating dependence.”8 Unbelievably, continued reliance on 

HIV-positive breast milk was deemed the “realistic” approach for women and 

infants living with poverty and HIV.9

The debate about universal provision of highly active antiretroviral therapy, 

sometimes termed “HAART,” has been even more contentious. Many public 

health experts contend that these drugs—the only agents shown to prolong 

survival among patients with advanced HIV disease10—are too expensive and 
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complex for patients in resource-poor settings. A 2002 paper argued that preven-

tion was “28 times more cost-effective than HAART,”11 as if these were mutually 

exclusive and competing activities. Still others have insisted that AIDS care will 

draw resources away from primary health care. Such views tend to remove AIDS 

treatment from the priority list.

Drawing on our experience in one of the poorest parts of rural Haiti, we have 

found, in contrast, that improving HIV care can in fact strengthen primary health 

care goals. In what has been described as the world’s third hungriest nation, we 

launched a small pilot project that integrated AIDS care with robust prevention 

efforts.12 In seeking to scale up this effort, we discovered that such projects are 

replicable and may enhance rather than take away resources from primary health 

care. This essay describes the “minimum basic package” of integrated HIV preven-

tion and care in the hope that others may find this approach useful, now that novel 

funding mechanisms, including the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, 

and Malaria (GFATM) and the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief 

(PEPFAR), make it possible to tackle the world’s leading infectious killers.

SETTING

Haiti is Latin America’s oldest independent nation, born of a slave revolt that 

began in 1791. More than 95 percent of its population is descended from African 

slaves, and its history has been characterized by ongoing political strife. Haiti, 

far and away the most impoverished nation in the Western Hemisphere, is, not 

coincidentally, the country with the region’s largest burden of HIV. The World 

Health Organization estimates that more than 6 percent of the adult population 

is already infected with HIV.13 AIDS is believed to be the reason that life expec-

tancy is dropping in Haiti, with the WHO estimating average life expectancy at 

43.8 years.14 With a population of 8.3 million, Haiti accounts for only 25 percent of 

the Caribbean population but has more than 60 percent of the HIV/AIDS cases.15

The introduction of HIV to Haiti occurred more than twenty-five years ago, 

and Haiti’s is considered a mature epidemic. Some have termed it “generalized,” 

because it has long been difficult to identify anything resembling discrete risk 

groups; as a further indication of the disease’s spread into the general popula-

tion, young women now account for half of all HIV cases.16 Poverty and gender 

inequality are the leading co-factors for the dissemination of HIV in Haiti, and 

precisely these forces render existing prevention methods less effective.17

The history of the Haitian HIV epidemic, which began in the early 1980s in 

urban Haiti and was linked to the larger epidemic in North America, has been 

reviewed elsewhere.18 During subsequent years, HIV worked its way along major 

trading routes into the rural regions, where most Haitians live. It is important to 

note that many prevention efforts were launched in the difficult years between 
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the introduction of the virus and the advent of effective therapy. Although these 

efforts met with a measure of success, much of the transmission was occurring 

in urban Haiti, wracked during the past two decades by political violence and 

growing poverty.

The Central Plateau is one of the poorest parts of Haiti. With over 550,000 

inhabitants, most of them living in villages and small towns, the Central Plateau 

lacks potable water, paved roads, and electricity; the region also lacks basic health 

infrastructure.19 In 1988, working in a clinic in Cange, a squatter settlement in the 

lower Central Plateau, the Partners In Health/Zanmi Lasante team introduced 

what is now termed “voluntary counseling and testing.” Although serologic tests 

were and remain free to patients, few, at the outset, came to us asking to be tested. 

Pregnant women, among others, were unlikely to accept voluntary counseling 

and testing. The great majority of tests performed had been recommended by cli-

nicians seeking to confirm a presumptive diagnosis of advanced HIV disease. As

a result, the majority of all tests performed between 1988 and 1995 were positive.

When in-patient capacity was added to the ambulatory clinic in Cange, the 

proportion of HIV-associated admissions, whether for bacterial pneumonia, 

tuberculosis, or acute or chronic enteropathy, continued to rise. One survey of all 

in-patients conducted in the early 1990s, a time of great social upheaval in Haiti, 

revealed that more than 40 percent were seropositive.20 The majority of these 

patients were returning from the urban slums of Haiti’s capital, Port-au-Prince. 

The clinic’s overwhelmed medical staff did its best to manage opportunistic 

infections, but morale was then at an all-time low.21 There were simply too few 

tools to stave off death. AIDS had become the leading infectious cause of young 

adult mortality in rural Haiti.

A handful of errors and discoveries made during these difficult years led, 

however, to the establishment of one of the world’s first community-based AIDS 

care programs. The first discovery was that voluntary counseling and testing 

remained unappealing in the absence of effective therapy.

The second discovery concerned the nature of presenting opportunistic 

infections. During 1993–95, a careful study of two hundred consecutive HIV

diagnoses revealed that nearly half of these patients were judged by clinicians to 

have active tuberculosis (figure 13.1).22 Most patients treated for HIV-associated 

tuberculosis with directly observed, short-course chemotherapy for tuberculosis 

(DOTS) showed marked clinical improvement when clinical care was associated 

with social support.23 Although diagnoses were made in clinics, village health 

workers called accompagnateurs provided the great majority of all tuberculosis 

care. Most of the accompagnateurs were local residents caring for their own 

neighbors and receiving a modest stipend to do so. Patients were given medica-

tions and follow-up care free of charge. In addition, families affected by tubercu-

losis were eligible for social services.24
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A third discovery was made near the end of 1995, when the Cange facility 

became Haiti’s first clinic to introduce AZT for the prevention of mother-to-

child transmission of HIV. Rates of voluntary counseling and testing in the 

prenatal clinic skyrocketed from around 30 percent to over 90 percent in the 

course of the ensuing year. For the first time, the great majority of HIV serologies 

performed were negative.

A decade of experience with a successful community-based tuberculosis pro-

gram, later termed DOTS (directly observed treatment with short-course chemo-

therapy), and the substantial overlap between the AIDS and tuberculosis epidem-

ics led our Haiti team to decide in 1998 to deliver AIDS care via the same model 

used to treat tuberculosis: “DOTS” became “DOT-HAART” as village health 

workers used antiretroviral therapy rather than, or in addition to, antituberculous 

drugs. From 1999 to 2002, the team relied on clinical algorithms—CD4 counts 

and viral loads were unavailable—to identify AIDS patients who would not sur-

vive long without antiretroviral therapy.25 During the early years of the program, 

there was a significant rise in demand for voluntary counseling and testing, itself 
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temporally associated with a large number of equally dramatic clinical responses 

to antiretroviral therapy. We noted that the “Lazarus effect,” as it became known 

locally, led to a sharp decline in AIDS-related stigma.

A corollary lesson was that AIDS prevention and AIDS care go hand in hand. 

The rate-limiting factors from 1999 to 2002 were always the same: an inability to 

find funding for staff and for antiretrovirals.

Other lessons emerged in the course of implementing this program in scores 

of villages. To improve AIDS care, the team was not only serving HIV-affected 

families but also increasing its ability to identify and treat patients with other dis-

eases, most notably tuberculosis and sexually transmitted infections.26 Expanding 

capacity for prevention of mother-to-child transmission enhanced the quality 

not only of prenatal care but of all women’s health services. Introducing com-

prehensive AIDS care improved staff morale and increased the flow of essential 

medications and vaccines to treat and prevent other infections. In other words, 

improving AIDS prevention and care led in at least one part of central Haiti to a 

dramatic improvement in the quality of primary health care in general.

Could this exercise be replicated elsewhere? Working with the accompagna-

teurs, the program directors attempted to identify the essential elements of the 

project, those without which we could not deliver integrated HIV prevention and 

care that would, at the same time, strengthen public health capacity. This list 

outlines the six program elements we identified as the “basic minimum package” 

for a complex health intervention:

Training and capacity-building for voluntary counseling and testing

Training and capacity-building for staging (whether with clinical or 

laboratory criteria) and clinical management

Community-based care delivered by village health workers

Training of village health workers in side-effect management and referral

Program capacity for diagnosis and care of tuberculosis and sexually trans-

mitted diseases

Program capacity for prenatal care and women’s health

In addition, we designated four functions as central to program success, refer-

ring to them as “pillars” propping up primary health care:

HIV prevention and care

Tuberculosis diagnosis and case-holding

Case-finding and treatment of sexually transmitted diseases

Women’s health services

The sum of these interventions was deemed a public good and thus was sup-

ported by donor funds and by Haiti’s Ministry of Health. Because each of these 
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components of care was delivered in large part by village health workers, local 

training became critical to the effort. Approximately thirty essential medica-

tions were judged necessary for the program to succeed, as were a small num-

ber of laboratory tests—important components of primary health care even in 

resource-poor settings.

FROM PILOT PROJECT TO SCALE-UP:

BUILDING ON THE FOUR PILLARS

Having identified the key lessons we had learned during the first three years of 

operations, from 1999 to 2002, and noting the synergy between AIDS services 

and primary health care, we addressed the next question: could these lessons be 

applied elsewhere in the region? In 2002, when Haiti’s application to the Global 

Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria received a high rating in the first 

round of proposals,27 the Partners In Health/Zanmi Lasante team decided to 

replicate the Cange program of prevention and care elsewhere in Haiti. In addi-

tion to the “four pillars,” our approach included a careful assessment of the social 

conditions of patients and their families, as basic social services could be offered 

as part of the minimum package of services for AIDS and TB patients. Since cases 

were to be found and care delivered largely by village health workers, scale-up of 

training efforts would also be necessary.

In August 2002, we performed a needs assessment for the town of Lascahobas, 

a commune of over 55,000 inhabitants abutting Haiti’s border with the Domini-

can Republic. Unlike Cange, which is a small and recently settled squatter encamp-

ment of landless peasants, Lascahobas is a large and long-established town with a 

central square, a market, a public high school, a police station, a courthouse, and 

a large number of churches. The town is predominantly an agricultural market 

center, without industry or tourism. Trade occurs across the Dominican border, 

and there is daily traffic between Lascahobas and Port-au-Prince, three to four 

hours to the south and west. In some ways, Cange and Lascahobas are strikingly 

different settings, but both places are saddled with a large burden of tuberculosis, 

AIDS, and primary health care problems.

Our preliminary assessment found the Lascahobas public clinic to be nearly 

empty in the morning and closed by noon. We found a demoralized staff (there 

were no doctors) with very little in the way of tools. As for HIV prevention 

and care, no services were being offered at all: the absence of serologic tests 

meant that even voluntary counseling and testing and prevention of mother-

to-child transmission were unavailable. On paper, at least, diagnosis and care of 

tuberculosis were provided free of charge to patients. But in the year preceding 

scale-up, only nine cases of tuberculosis had been diagnosed in Lascahobas, 

and roughly half of these were lost to follow-up. Incidence data from the Cange 
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region would have predicted closer to 180 patients each year presenting with 

active tuberculosis.28

METHODS

Ours is a retrospective observational study and relies on a number of quan-

titative and qualitative methodologies, ranging from participant-observation 

to active case-finding; this report also relies on the monitoring of key health 

indices during the first fourteen months of operations in Lascahobas. The health 

indices that we followed include the number of diagnoses of tuberculosis, HIV

infection, and sexually transmitted infections; the number of prenatal visits; 

and detailed encounter reporting by services (pediatrics, women’s health, and 

so on) within the ambulatory clinic. Reports of services were compiled daily 

by local staff trained to use computers and basic spreadsheet software; some 

learned how to use Epi-Info. We submitted monthly distillations of information 

to Haiti’s Ministry of Health, which provided oversight of the project and also 

basic clinical operations. Partners In Health/Zanmi Lasante staff worked closely 

with Ministry of Health staff to deliver the basic minimum package described 

earlier. These services were provided free to patients, with most fees defrayed 

by the GFATM; other expenditures were covered by Partners In Health and the 

Ministry of Health.

RESULTS

Our experience in central Haiti suggests that scale-up of community-based care 

for advanced HIV disease is feasible. Less than a year after the four pillars were 

implemented, Lascahobas’s health center had been radically transformed by what 

was ostensibly an “AIDS project.” Introducing all four pillars meant introduc-

ing thirty new essential drugs to the formulary, establishing a small laboratory, 

training and paying stipends for community heath workers, and complementing 

Ministry of Health personnel with staff trained by Partners In Health/Zanmi 

Lasante.

The impact of these efforts was profound. Hundreds of people living with 

HIV came forward for evaluation and care; within a year, over 120 patients were 

receiving supervised therapy with ARVs (DOT-HAART). In Lascahobas, as in 

Cange, almost all prenatal care came to include voluntary counseling and HIV

testing. Algorithmic management of sexually transmitted infections was intro-

duced. Aggressive HIV prevention efforts took place within the clinic, in area 

churches and schools, and in the villages served by the accompagnateurs. Within 

fourteen months after we initiated scale-up, more than 200 tuberculosis patients 

had been identified and began receiving DOTS. A small in-patient unit was built. 
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In April 2003, rural Haiti’s second AIDS clinic, with equipment comparable to 

that available in Cange, was dedicated in a ceremony that drew hundreds of 

local well-wishers. The naysayers who had argued that stigma would prevent the 

success of such a clinic were proven wrong, as the AIDS clinic is the most active 

part of what is now one of rural Haiti’s busiest health centers.

We can quantify many of the trends documented during the first fourteen 

months of the scale-up, including those services central to primary health care. 

The pace of voluntary counseling and testing uptake, shown in figure 13.2, has 

been striking. Voluntary counseling and testing have long been available in 

Cange, but prior to August 2002 HIV testing was not available in the commune 

of Lascahobas. Only a year after scale-up began, almost two thousand serologic 

tests were being performed there each month. Concordantly, the number of HIV-

positive serologies has also increased, as shown in figure 13.3.

Figure 13.4 illustrates the dramatic rise in ambulatory visits to the Lascahobas 

primary health clinic since the four pillars were implemented; staff there now 

routinely see more than 300 patients per day. Tuberculosis diagnoses also display 

a rapid rise (see figure 13.5), peaking in December 2002, demonstrating the “first 

pass effect” of tuberculosis case-finding in endemic regions that previously had 

limited or no access to care. Routine screening for all symptomatic patients, with 
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Figure 13.2. Voluntary counseling and testing uptake in Cange and Lascahobas, 
July 2002 through September 2003.
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Figure 13.3. HIV case detection (number of HIV-positive serologies) in Lascahobas, 
July 2002 through December 2003.
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Figure 13.4. Ambulatory patient visits to the primary health clinic in Lascahobas, 
July 2002 through November 2003.
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Figure 13.5. Tuberculosis case detection in Lascahobas, July 2002 through November 
2003. The peak in December 2002 represents the “first pass effect” of case-finding in 
regions that previously had little or no access to care.

Figure 13.6. Prenatal care visits to the clinic in Lascahobas, July 2002 through 
December 2003.
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smear microscopy and chest radiography, is now central to the services offered 

in Lascahobas.

Prenatal care, not offered in the clinic prior to scale-up, has seen a similarly 

dramatic rise (see figure 13.6) since our program of HIV prevention and care has 

been integrated into the primary health services offered in the town. Even vac-

cinations, ostensibly unrelated to HIV prevention and care, have become more 

readily available through the Lascahobas clinic: figure 13.7 shows the secular 

trend in vaccinations performed in the course of clinic operations.

Less easily quantified results include, as in Cange, improved staff morale and 

greater community participation. Both are indispensable to the success of pri-

mary health care. The lessons of scale-up have shown us that improving AIDS 

care, far from diverting resources, has in fact strengthened primary health care 

throughout Haiti’s lower Central Plateau.

EPIDEMIC DISEASE AND PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

In April 2003, with monies from the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, 

and Malaria, the Partners In Health/Zanmi Lasante team set out to replicate 
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this experience in three other large towns across rural Haiti. In each setting, the 

Partners In Health/Zanmi Lasante team chose to work with understaffed and 

underfunded public clinics, believing that such public-private partnerships are 

central to rebuilding dilapidated and neglected public health infrastructure. In

each setting, we integrated the “four pillars” of such a program: linking qual-

ity HIV care, including antiretroviral therapy for those with advanced disease, 

to HIV prevention efforts; aggressive case-finding and supervised treatment of 

tuberculosis, the leading opportunistic infection in Haiti; aggressive case-finding 

and algorithmic treatment of all sexually transmitted infections; and improv-

ing women’s health services. In each setting, although we have relied on village 

health workers, rather than physicians or nurses, to provide the bulk of care, 

we have recruited and retained a large number of young physicians and nurses 

happy to work in the rural reaches of their country as long as they have access to 

the tools of their trade.

With a modicum of technical and financial assistance, implementing the 

four pillars is within the reach of many institutions, including ministries of 

health and nongovernmental organizations now operating in the heavily HIV-

burdened regions of Africa and Latin America. Our own experience leads us 

to believe that each of these pillars is a necessary component of a robust AIDS 

prevention and care program. Just as AIDS prevention is hampered by a lack of 

AIDS care, so too will such a program fail if tuberculosis is the leading oppor-

tunistic infection but does not figure in the planning of those designing AIDS 

interventions. Similarly, a prenatal care program that offers only voluntary 

counseling and testing and prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV

but is unable to treat mothers with advanced HIV disease will soon find itself 

attending to many young HIV-negative orphans, and many pregnant women 

will decline testing in the absence of treatment. Because untreated sexually 

transmitted infections can enhance transmission of HIV,29 it is also important 

that AIDS programs be prepared to diagnose, treat, and prevent all sexually 

transmitted infections.

Lessons learned in attempting to respond to another chronic infectious dis-

ease afflicting the poor disproportionately, tuberculosis, offer insights regarding 

the synergy between AIDS programs and primary health care. These lessons 

include, first, the integration of prevention and care activities. The prevention 

of tuberculosis is no longer based on sequestering people for years in sanatori-

ums; rather, prevention is based on prompt diagnosis and ambulatory treatment, 

because an effectively treated patient is no longer infectious.30 This insight has 

relevance even for a sexually transmitted pathogen: in rural Haiti, we soon dis-

covered that improving HIV care helped to destigmatize what had been consid-

ered a fatal and “untreatable” disease—untreatable because of the poverty of the 
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patients. Since the introduction of antiretroviral therapy and community-based 

care to central Haiti, we have seen an enormous increase in demand for voluntary 

counseling and testing. Now, of course, the majority of these tests are negative, 

affording health care workers a chance to do a better job of preventing new 

infections. Research from Uganda suggests that the risk of transmission between 

serodiscordant couples varies with viral load.31 It is not unreasonable to argue 

that those with undetectable viral loads—again, effectively treated patients—are 

less infectious.32 In our programs, people receiving antiretroviral therapy have 

daily contact with an accompagnateur and monthly contact with clinic staff. Such 

exchanges afford all involved, including those living with HIV, a chance to work 

harder on secondary prevention.

A second lesson from tuberculosis control concerns the delivery of care. Evi-

dence from around the globe suggests that the most successful tuberculosis treat-

ment outcomes are seen when supervised community-based care is offered to 

patients.33 In parts of rural Haiti, accompagnateurs began supervising therapy 

for tuberculosis in 1988 and soon saw the end of deaths from that disease. A

decade later, the accompagnateurs added antiretrovirals (along with other thera-

pies for chronic disease) to their armamentarium, providing essentially the same 

services for a different disease. Village health workers also serve as a vital link 

between village and clinic and help attend to the pressing social problems that 

the majority of our patients face. Although this approach was pioneered in rural 

Haiti, it was exported successfully to a slum in Peru34 and more recently to poor 

neighborhoods in Siberia and in Boston. Our experience in very different settings 

permits us to argue that this model may be adapted widely. Accompagnateurs

can serve as the chief purveyors of primary health care services in resource-poor 

settings.35

Third, AIDS prevention and care must be seen as a “public good.”36 Tubercu-

losis is again paradigmatic: an airborne disease, it has long been considered a 

public health responsibility. Throughout the world, the most successful tuber-

culosis control programs, regardless of funding, are public ones, which provide 

services to all those who might benefit from them, regardless of social standing 

or ability to pay. AIDS prevention and care should be considered a public good 

for many reasons, the most important being that HIV kills more young adults 

than any other single pathogen. Many of the countries most beleaguered by 

AIDS no longer have the capacity, financial or infrastructural, to confront this 

pandemic with public funds. But the answer in these instances is not to further 

privatize these efforts; the answer is to reinforce or rebuild public infrastructures 

and to do what it takes to make sure that populations in need have access to both 

prevention and treatment.37 In a place like rural Haiti, this means that the cost of 

care cannot be borne by the patients. Slowing the pandemic, and stopping sense-
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less deaths, requires that public-private partnerships make resources available in 

the poorest and most heavily burdened regions. Such transfers of wealth are not 

only possible but necessary if we are to break the cycle of poverty and disease. 

This was the spirit in which primary health care was advanced in 1978 as a central 

goal of public health.

Fourth, and perhaps most significant, good AIDS prevention and care pro-

grams do not drain resources away from primary health care. On the contrary, 

our experience in central Haiti suggests just the opposite. Writing of this experi-

ence, Joia Mukherjee notes that “providing a comprehensive HIV treatment 

program has necessitated revitalizing the public health infrastructure, and 

improving the delivery of essentials, such as vaccinations, sanitation, and clean 

water.”38 To the degree that public health goals prove to support, rather than 

exclude, each other, the rhetoric of “limited resources” and “cost-efficiency” begs 

for reexamination.
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For the past two decades, AIDS experts—clinicians, epidemiologists, policymak-

ers, activists, and scientists—have gathered every two years to confer about what 

is now the world’s leading infectious cause of death among young adults. This 

year, the International AIDS Society is hosting the meeting in Toronto from 

August 13 through 18. The last time the conference was held in Canada, in 1996, 

its theme was “One World, One Hope.” But it was evident to conferees from the 

poorer reaches of the world that the price tag of the era’s great hope—combina-

tion antiretroviral therapy—rendered it out of their reach. Indeed, some African 

participants that year made a banner reading “One World, No Hope.”

Today, the global picture is quite different. The claims that have been made 

for the efficacy of antiretroviral therapy have proved to be well founded: in the 

United States, such therapy has prolonged life by an estimated thirteen years1—a

success rate that would compare favorably with that of almost any treatment for 

cancer or complications of coronary artery disease. In addition, a number of les-

sons, with implications for policy and action, have emerged from efforts that are 

well under way in the developing world. During the past decade, we have gleaned 

these lessons from our work in setting global AIDS policies at the World Health 

Organization in Geneva and in implementing integrated programs for AIDS 

prevention and care in places such as rural Haiti and Rwanda. As vastly different 

as these places may be, they are part of one world, and we believe that ambitious 

policy goals, adequate funding, and knowledge about implementation can move 

us toward the elusive goal of shared hope.

The first lesson is that charging for AIDS prevention and care will pose insur-

mountable problems for people living in poverty, since there will always be those 

14

AIDS in 2006—
Moving toward One World, One Hope?
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Jim Yong Kim and Paul Farmer
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unable to pay even modest amounts for services or medications, whether generic 

or branded. Like efforts to battle airborne tuberculosis, such services should be 

seen as a public good for public health. Policymakers and public health officials, 

especially in heavily burdened regions, should adopt universal-access plans and 

waive fees for HIV care. Initially, this approach will require sustained donor 

contributions, but many African countries have recently set targets for increased 

national investments in health, a pledge that could render ambitious programs 

sustainable in the long run.

As local investments increase, the price of AIDS care is decreasing. The devel-

opment of generic medications means that antiretroviral therapy can now cost 

less than fifty cents per day, and costs continue to decrease to affordable levels for 

public health officials in developing countries. All antiretroviral medications—

first-line, second-line, and third-line—must be made available at such prices. 

Manufacturers of generic drugs in China, India, and other developing countries 

stand ready to provide the full range of drugs. Whether through negotiated 

agreements or use of the full flexibilities of the Agreement on Trade-Related 

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, full access to all available antiretroviral 

drugs must quickly become the standard in all countries.

Second, the effective scale-up of pilot projects will require the strengthening 

and even rebuilding of health care systems, including those charged with deliver-

ing primary care. In the past, the lack of a health care infrastructure has been a 

barrier to antiretroviral therapy; we must now marshal AIDS resources, which 

are at last considerable, to rebuild public health systems in sub-Saharan Africa 

and other HIV-burdened regions. These efforts will not weaken efforts to address 

other problems—malaria and other diseases of poverty, maternal mortality, and 

insufficient vaccination coverage—if they are planned deliberately with the pub-

lic sector in mind.2 Only the public sector, not nongovernmental organizations, 

can offer health care as a right.

Third, a lack of trained health care personnel, most notably doctors, is invoked 

as a reason for the failure to treat AIDS in poor countries. The lack is real, and 

the brain drain continues. But one reason doctors flee Africa is that they lack the 

tools of their trade. AIDS funding offers us a chance not only to recruit physi-

cians and nurses to underserved regions but also to train community health care 

workers to supervise care, for AIDS and many other diseases, within their home 

villages and neighborhoods. Such training should be undertaken even in places 

where physicians are abundant, since community-based, closely supervised care 

represents the highest standard of care for chronic disease,3 whether in the First 

World or the Third. And community health care workers must be compensated 

for their labor if these programs are to be sustainable.

Fourth, extreme poverty makes it difficult for many patients to comply with 

antiretroviral therapy. Indeed, poverty is far and away the greatest barrier to the 
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scale-up of treatment and prevention programs. Our experience in Haiti and 

Rwanda has shown us that it is possible to remove many of the social and eco-

nomic barriers to adherence, but only with what are sometimes termed “wrap-

around services”: food supplements for the hungry, help with transportation to 

clinics, child care, and housing. In many rural regions of Africa, hunger is the 

major coexisting condition in patients with AIDS or tuberculosis, and these 

consumptive diseases cannot be treated effectively without food supplementa-

tion.4 Coordination among initiatives such as the President’s Emergency Plan for 

AIDS Relief, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, and the 

World Food Program of the United Nations can help in the short term; fair trade 

agreements and support of African farmers will help in the long run.

Fifth, investments in efforts to combat the global epidemics of AIDS and 

tuberculosis are much more generous than they were five years ago, but funding 

must be increased and sustained if we are to slow these increasingly complex 

epidemics. One of the most ominous recent developments is the advent of highly 

drug-resistant strains of both causative pathogens. “Extensively drug-resistant 

tuberculosis” has been reported in the United States, Eastern Europe, Asia, South 

Africa, and elsewhere; in each of these settings, the copresence of HIV has ampli-

fied local epidemics of these almost untreatable strains. Drug-resistant malaria 

is now common worldwide, extensively drug-resistant HIV disease will surely 

follow, and massive efforts to diagnose and treat these diseases ethically and 

effectively will be needed. We have already learned a great deal about how best to 

expand access to second-line antituberculous drugs while increasing control over 

their use;5 these lessons must be applied in the struggles against AIDS, malaria, 

and other infectious pathogens. The most effective way to slow the inevitable rise 

of drug resistance is to insist on supervised, community-based care.

Finally, there is a need for a renewed basic science commitment to vaccine 

development, more reliable diagnostics (the hundred-year-old tests widely used 

to diagnose tuberculosis are neither specific nor sensitive), and new classes of 

therapeutics. The research-based pharmaceutical industry has a critical role to 

play in drug development, even if the overall goal is a segmented market, with 

higher prices in developed countries and generic production with affordable 

prices in developing countries.

There has been a heartening increase in basic science investments for tubercu-

losis and malaria; funding for HIV research at the National Institutes of Health 

remains robust. Yet the fruits of such research will not arrive in time for those 

now living with, and dying from, AIDS and tuberculosis. New tools to prevent, 

diagnose, and treat the diseases of poverty will be added to the stockpile of other 

potentially lifesaving products that do not reach the poorest people, unless we 

develop an equity plan to provide them. Right now, our focus must be on improv-

ing access to the therapies that are available in high-income countries. The past 
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few years have shown us that we can make these services available to millions, 

even in the poorest reaches of the world.

The unglamorous and difficult process of increasing access to prevention and 

care needs to be our primary focus if we are to move toward the lofty goal of 

equitably distributed medical services in a world riven by inequality. Without 

such goals, the slogan “One World, One Hope” will remain nothing more than 

a dream.
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Part 3, “Structural Violence,” stems from an abiding interest in (possibly an 

obsession with) the ways in which epic poverty and inequality, with their deep 

histories, become embodied and experienced as violence. With Haiti in mind, 

it’s easy to see that socioeconomic processes, such as the entrenchment of chattel 

slavery in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the violent responses to it, 

are still experienced as violence by those most affected, well after the lash is gone. 

Thus would the Haitians cited in these pages assure me that Haiti’s everyday 

travails during the late twentieth century were the direct result of previous ones. 

Similar explanatory frameworks are common elsewhere, as I later discovered 

during visits to other places in Latin America. Returning to social theory, it 

was clear enough that, romantic notions about “resistance” aside, severe poverty 

constrained personal and collective agency and was experienced as violent and 

grossly unfair: the lash wasn’t gone so much as transformed.

This understanding remains conceptual bedrock for me two decades after my 

first foray into writing for academic publications and university presses. But it 

wasn’t easy to write and teach about such insights: how could the violence of pov-

Introduction to Part 3

Paul Farmer

To talk of the twentieth-century atrocities is in one way misleading. It 

is a myth that barbarism is unique to the twentieth century: the whole 

of human history includes wars, massacres, and every kind of torture 

and cruelty: there are grounds for thinking that over much of the world 

the changes of the last hundred years or so may have been towards a 

psychological climate more humane than at any previous time.

But it is still right that much of twentieth-century history has been 

a very unpleasant surprise. Technology has made a difference. The 

decisions of a few people can mean horror and death for hundreds 

of thousands, even millions, of other people.

Jonathan Glover, Humanity
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erty be compared, say, to that of war or slavery? In the early nineties, taking a cue 

from liberation theology, I began to write about “structural violence.” Some years 

later, I was lucky enough to deliver the Sidney Mintz Lecture, “An Anthropology 

of Structural Violence,” which is included in this reader (chapter 17). My remarks 

appeared in Current Anthropology, where the format required brief commen-

tary from luminaries in the field.1 These comments were generally encouraging, 

although one of my favorite sociologists argued that structural violence, which 

almost a decade previously had found its way into the title of a book I edited, was 

not a very useful construct. In graduate school, those would have been fighting 

words; but I thought, upon reading these critiques, “Hey, it’s only a theoretical 

construct! We’ll come up with some others.”

That said, I haven’t yet found a better phrase to convey the impact, through 

processes of embodiment and other mechanisms, of social disparities and pov-

erty. Although the discussion of the Mintz Lecture took place in a specialized 

academic journal, all the participants took it seriously as more than an academic 

issue. I knew that many wars of ideas—not the shallow “culture wars” we read 

about in the United States, as described by Todd Gitlin and many others, but 

rather (and again) claims of causality about violence and suffering—were mat-

ters of life and death. It’s a shame that we attribute to Henry Kissinger the clever 

aphorism about academic feuds being so bitter because the stakes are so low. It’s 

not always true.

For example, claims of causality regarding the roots of Haiti’s intransigent 

poverty and violence determine the movement of hundreds of millions of dollars’ 

worth of capital, termed “aid”—which very often goes to the wrong recipients or 

the wrong projects. Claims of causality about why AIDS was, in the 1980s and 

1990s, a major scourge in Haiti led to funding for some prevention efforts and not 

others. To claim that poverty, gender inequality, and the collapse of the agrarian 

economy were the chief co-factors in the epidemic, as I have here, was to watch 

funding opportunities disappear: who wants to fund efforts to lessen structural 

violence as an AIDS prevention method? (Answer: no foundation yet known.) 

Who wants to take on labor migration in southern Africa when it’s easier, and 

cheaper, to pretend that the problem is cognitive rather than social and eco-

nomic? If the problem of risk is in the heads and cultures of far-off peoples, let’s 

invest in changing their “knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and practices”—already 

called “KABP” in aid circles—rather than investing in labor practices that do not 

dissolve families and promote anomie. (Weber would be turning in his grave if 

he knew that anomie was rarely, if ever, considered in modern risk assessment, to 

say nothing of epidemiology.)

We once did a study of rates of sexually transmitted infections among preg-

nant women in rural Haiti and found that having such an infection was most 

strongly associated with three factors: being unemployed, having spent time in 
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the city as a domestic servant, or being the sexual partner of a landless peasant 

seeking work across the border—in other words, increasingly typical conditions 

of young women in poverty.2 But in the rapidly expanding world of global health, 

it’s more fashionable to argue that risk resides largely in poor people’s ignorance 

about such matters as the modes of transmission of various plagues.

How could shaky claims of causality be made with such confidence? One 

mechanism that allows this is desocialization: that is, erasing history and politi-

cal economy and any notions of deep culture and cosmology (these latter also 

rooted, at the very least, in history and political economy). It’s perfectly fine to 

strip affect from journal articles when the topic is the outcome of laboratory 

research (even though we know from studies such as those by Bruno Latour 

and Steve Woolgar that laboratory work itself is also shaped, often fundamen-

tally, by social forces).3 But the desocialization is extreme in much sociomedical 

literature, and with untoward effect. I found a paper in a pediatric journal that 

explored child survival in Rwanda just prior to the 1994 genocide, though pub-

lished some time after it, and neither genocide nor political violence was men-

tioned at all, except obliquely, in the acknowledgements, when it was lamented 

that many of the authors’ Rwandan coworkers had been killed.

Similarly desocialized are most studies of drug-resistant infections, a mat-

ter with which I’ve been occupied for two decades. You’d think that it would 

be difficult to credit studies of widespread drug resistance, which has emerged 

only since humans introduced antibiotics less than a century ago, that are not

biosocial. What could be less “natural” or more biosocial than an epidemic of, 

say, drug-resistant tuberculosis spreading from prisons to the civilian popula-

tion? Yet it is very difficult to receive substantial funding for properly biosocial 

research on this topic and much easier to find subsidies for desocialized research 

that does not broach such messy topics as social inequalities and access to medi-

cal care, prison conditions, or prescribers’ views on wise antibiotic use. (Studies 

of the views of those who need their services are more common.) To invoke “the 

political economy of drug-resistant disease” makes it likely that your NIH grant 

won’t even be reviewed, much less funded.

Desocialized understandings of social phenomena—I take it that epidemics 

are by definition social phenomena—are a major source of error and a significant 

reason for poorly prioritized investments in clinical medicine, public health, 

and attempts to intervene in the cycle of poverty and disease. I’ve written about 

“immodest claims of causality” in most of my books and in some of the essays 

included here. Most of these claims are immodest because they are not supported 

by knowledge of the history and political economy of the places in which epidem-

ics progress or recede.

Structural violence under a purported rule of law requires justification, and 

so its maintenance leaves both normative code and a paper trail. Concerning 
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slavery, for example, we need only review the Code Noir (France’s rulebook for 

the traffic in human beings; all slaving nations, including mine, had one) and the 

meticulous records kept by the slave traders and their customers. Concerning 

more recent genocidal sprees in Guatemala, we can find handbooks and public 

statements by military officials; a huge cache of documentation of police and mil-

itary activities is just now proving useful in prosecuting some of those involved 

in killing civilians. The same is true in Rwanda, where the mass media, especially 

the radio, played a prescriptive role.

It’s a long way from slavery and genocide to formal acceptance of “the way the 

world is” (this expression often precedes a call for impunity or for the erasure 

of history). But it’s difficult to imagine how widespread apathy regarding the 

short lives lived by some could reign without some sort of rationalization that is 

regarded as compelling. In our day, these rationalizations tend to be economic 

or pseudoeconomic, rather than religious or racial: actions deemed “reasonable” 

in polite circles must these days bear a stamp of approval such as “cost-effective,” 

“sustainable,” “transparent,” or “measurable.” All of these terms are used in inter-

national circles and enjoy enormous prestige in what some are now calling “audit 

cultures.” “Procedures for assessment have social consequences, locking up time, 

personnel and resources, as well as locking into the morality of public manage-

ment,” Marilyn Strathern writes, discerning in this practice “the contours of a 

distinct cultural artifact.”4 It’s not wise to say you’re against accountability and 

measurement, but we didn’t need the collapse of Wall Street finance to show us 

that “procedures for assessment” are not the exact science that the paladins of 

audits would suggest. The great majority of resources needed for such procedures 

are of course controlled by those who control other resources, so the ground rules 

of contemporary audit culture are related, at the very least, to the audit cultures 

of previous epochs, including colonialism.

In addition to crude similarities, it is clear that some interventions in pub-

lic health are legitimated simply because of alleged quantification. I believe 

it’s for this reason that modern audit culture rarely questions the veracity of 

cost-effectiveness analysis—as if either cost or effectiveness were easy to assess 

and quantify. As Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann observe in The Social 

Construction of Reality, “legitimation justifies the institutional order by giving 

a normative dignity to its practical imperatives.” Cost-effectiveness analyses are 

too seldom challenged, in part because they benefit from a normative dignity 

they too rarely merit. Berger and Luckmann also remind us that “to understand 

the state of the socially constructed universe at any given time, or its change over 

time, one must understand the social organization that permits the definers to do 

their defining. Put a little crudely, it is essential to keep pushing questions about 

the historically available conceptualizations of reality from the abstract ‘What?’ 

to the socially concrete ‘Says who?’”5
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Says who, indeed. It might not be a huge leap to argue that, in part because of 

desocialization and legitimation, audit cultures may become intimately related 

to what Michel Foucault termed “biopower.” He wrote: “One might say that the 

ancient right to take life or let live was replaced by a power to foster life or disallow

it to the point of death.”6 Biopower as such is difficult to discern when you’re in 

the middle of events, as opposed to looking back as a historian, but imagine what 

a properly biosocial critique of cost-effectiveness analysis might reveal about 

power over approval or rejection of life-saving interventions.

The ways in which human life may be differentially valued, with some lives 

worth more than others, serve to introduce other topics in this section, includ-

ing the relationship between different kinds of violence. Although the everyday 

indignities of structural violence do not usually involve weapons in the conven-

tional sense, it’s important to note the connection between structural violence 

and war or other forms of mass violence, such as genocide. This connection 

strikes me as undeniable and in need of investigation. It’s important here to think 

about myths and mystifications, since we all live in a world in which it’s accept-

able, or accepted, to think up devious ways in which massive military expendi-

tures might be considered normal or even necessary. It’s in this context that land 

mines are made to look innocuous or even to mimic toys (the topic of chapter 20). 

Look at the U.S. military budget and at the justifications for wars we’ve seen just 

in the past few years, decades after we were warned about the “military-industrial 

complex” by no less a radical than Dwight Eisenhower. Eisenhower observed that 

the growth of this complex (which has its own, often arcane, audit culture) was 

sure to lead to a warping of collective priorities. He pointed out that “every gun 

that is made, every warship launched, every rocket fired signifies, in the final 

sense, a theft from those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and not 

clothed. This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is spending the sweat 

of its laborers, the genius of its scientists, the hope of its children.”7
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AIDS was first recognized as a distinct physical syndrome in the summer of 1981, 

when physicians in California and New York noted clusterings of unusual infec-

tions and cancers in their patients. All of these patients were young, gay men, a 

group not previously known to have such opportunistic infections. In August, a 

mere two months after the first cases were reported in men, the same syndrome 

was identified in a woman.1 Within a year, AIDS cases were registered among 

men and women who injected drugs, among hemophiliacs and some of their 

sexual partners, and among women and men from poor countries, including 

Haiti, who seemed to share none of the risk factors seen in the other patients.

Since that time, both AIDS and commentary on it have swept the globe. Never 

before has a single sickness been the subject of such intense and sustained scru-

tiny. Given the intensity of public awareness and fear of AIDS, it is not surprising 

that so many myths and misunderstandings about this illness have thrived and 

even proliferated. Though surely there is a compelling interest in getting the facts 

15

Women, Poverty, and AIDS
(1996)

These days, whenever someone says the word “women” to me, my mind 

goes blank. What “women”? What is this “women” thing you’re talking 

about? Does that mean me? Does that mean my mother, my roommates, 

the white woman next door, the checkout clerk at the supermarket, my 

aunts in Korea, half the world’s population?

JeeYeun Lee, “Beyond Bean Counting”

Macroeconomic conditions operating in a context of pervasive gender 

inequality have different effects upon the lives of women in different 

regional, class, and family circumstances. Different circumstances also 

produce different negotiating strengths among women as well as different 

HIV risks.

Brooke Schoepf, “Gender, Development, and AIDS”
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right and developing appropriate responses on the basis of accurate research, 

fantasies and junk science have often dominated public discussions of AIDS.

The initial misunderstanding—that AIDS was a disease of men—can be 

attributed, perhaps, to historical accident: the new disease was first characterized 

in the technologically advanced United States, where it did, initially at least, 

primarily afflict men.2 But from the outset of the world pandemic it was apparent 

that women were also vulnerable to AIDS, and, within a year or two, data began 

to suggest that women were at least as likely as men to become infected.

Evidently, however, AIDS cases involving women did not count for much. In

1985, a cover story in Discover, a popular science magazine, dismissed the idea of 

a major epidemic in women. The story claimed that because the “rugged vagina,” 

in contrast to the “vulnerable anus,” was designed for the wear and tear of inter-

course and birthing, it was unlikely that large numbers of women would ever be 

infected through heterosexual intercourse. AIDS, we were informed, “is now—

and is likely to remain—largely the fatal price one can pay for anal intercourse.”3

Such mistaken verdicts were slowly called into question. By late 1986, it was 

becoming clear that AIDS incidence was declining among gay men even as it 

was climbing among those classified as the “heterosexual exposure group.”4

“Suddenly,” proclaimed the cover of U.S. News and World Report in January 1987, 

“the disease of them is the disease of us.” The accompanying illustration depicted 

the “us” in question as a white, yuppie couple.5 (The image was epidemiologi-

cally inaccurate as far as HIV was concerned—white, yuppie couples were not 

those falling ill with heterosexually acquired HIV infection—but was probably 

accurate in its depiction of which “us” concerned the editors of the magazine.)

In her study of the gradual evolution of U.S. AIDS discourse, Paula Treichler 

discerns a “diversification” of commentary about women and AIDS in the spring 

of 1987.6 Nonetheless, one still heard voices maintaining that women would never 

constitute a significant proportion of AIDS victims. The Myth of Heterosexual 

AIDS, released in 1990 by a commercial publisher with strong ties to the conser-

vative movement, typifies that sort of thinking: “Among the great wide percent-

age of the nation the media calls ‘the general population,’ that section the media 

and the public health authorities has [sic] tried desperately to terrify, there is 

no epidemic. AIDS will pick off a person here and there in this group, but the 

original infected partner will be one of the two groups in which the disease is 

epidemic. Most heterosexuals will continue to have more to fear from bathtub 

drowning than from AIDS.”7

The irony here is not one of false predictions. Even as such projections were 

being written, millions of women—whose partners were neither bisexual men 

nor intravenous drug users—had already been “picked off” by HIV. Even in 

the United States, where the epidemic among women had initially been closely 

linked to injection drug use, the proportion of women reported to have been 
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exposed by a partner whose risk was not specified—in other words, not an inject-

ing drug user—quintupled between 1983–84 and 1989–90. In the five years pre-

ceding the publication of The Myth of Heterosexual AIDS, the percentage increase 

in annual AIDS incidence was greater among the “heterosexually acquired” 

exposure group than in any other.8 By 1991, AIDS was the leading killer of young 

women in most large U.S. cities.9

The mismatch between reality and representation led Paula Treichler to pose 

the following question in 1988: “Given the intense concern with the human body 

that any conceptualization of AIDS entails, how can we account for the striking 

silence, until very recently, on the topic of women in AIDS discourse (includ-

ing biomedical journals, mainstream news publications, public health literature, 

women’s magazines, and the gay and feminist press)?”10 In other words, why did 

many continue to think of AIDS as a disease of men? More poignantly, perhaps, 

why were the voices of women with AIDS absent from scientific and popular 

commentary a full decade into the pandemic?11

One explanation is that the majority of women with AIDS had been robbed 

of their voices long before HIV appeared to further complicate their lives. In

settings of entrenched elitism, they have been poor. In settings of entrenched 

racism, they have been women of color. In settings of entrenched sexism, they 

have been, of course, women.

If it is finally recognized that AIDS poses enormous threats to poor women, 

this wisdom comes too late. Throughout the world, millions of women are already 

sick with complications of HIV infection. In the United States and in Latin 

America, the epidemics among women are increasing at a rate much higher than 

those registered among other groups: AIDS is already the leading cause of death 

among young African American women living in the United States.12 In Mexico, 

the male:female ratio of HIV infection went from 25:1 in 1984 to 4:1 in 1990. In São 

Paulo, Brazil, seroprevalence among pregnant women increased sixfold in only 

three years.13

Similarly disturbing trends are reported elsewhere in the world, particularly 

in developing countries, where 90 percent of all adults and 98 percent of all 

children infected with HIV live.14 In many sub-Saharan African nations, there 

are already more new infections among women than among men. In 1992, the 

United Nations Development Programme estimated that “each day a further 

three thousand women become infected, and five hundred infected women die. 

Most are between 15 and 35 years old.”15 The World Health Organization has 

predicted that, during the course of the 365 days of the year 2000, between six 

and eight million women will become infected with HIV.16

Once we begin to see the extent of these problems, further questions emerge. 

By what mechanisms did most seropositive women come to be infected with 

HIV? If not all women are at high risk, which groups of women are most likely 
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to be exposed to the virus? How is women’s risk similar in vastly different set-

tings? How is it different? Has scholarly research—whether clinical investigation, 

epidemiology, or social science—kept pace with the advancing AIDS pandemic? 

Finally, what effects have persistent misunderstandings about women and AIDS 

had on the allocation of resources designed to prevent, detect, or treat the com-

plications of HIV infection?

To answer these questions, we begin by examining the experience of three 

women living with HIV. These women are from very different backgrounds: 

“Darlene” is an African American woman from Harlem; “Guylène” is the daughter 

of poor peasants from rural Haiti; “Lata” was living in a rural Indian village when, 

at the age of fifteen, she was sold into prostitution in Bombay. Their stories, similar 

in some ways and different in others, speak to many of the questions raised here.

DARLENE

Darlene Johnson was born in Central Harlem in 1955, one of three children of a 

woman who was chronically homeless, leaving her husband and children for long 

periods of time. Darlene remembers her parents having terrible fights in which 

her father hit her mother and her mother “cried for days.” When Darlene was five, 

her mother sent her to Alabama to live with her maternal grandmother.

Darlene was shuttled back to New York City when she was eleven and was 

left in the care of her brother, who was ten years older. Darlene’s brother, angry 

that this new burden narrowed his own life chances, beat her frequently. With 

no other means of support, Darlene lived with her abusive brother until after 

eleventh grade, when she married a “hardworking man.” The couple soon had 

two children. “No welfare,” she says. “We never did it, not even when things were 

hard.”

Things were often hard. The couple had many problems. Chief among them 

was their mutual passion, not for each other, but for heroin: “I didn’t love him,” 

she recalls. “He beat me, sometimes in front of the kids. It was drugs.” After six 

years of abuse, Darlene found a way to leave. She and her children went to live 

with her estranged father.

A short while after moving in with her father, Darlene met her second hus-

band. This marriage was for love. Her husband, also a heroin user, worked. They 

had two sons. Her two older children also loved this man, and things were look-

ing up. Although she used heroin, Darlene insists that it didn’t interfere with 

taking care of her children: “It just made things smooth,” she says.

In 1987, her stepbrother, also a heroin user, was diagnosed with AIDS. “He

just died,” Darlene states; no mess, no fuss. Everyone in the family was stunned. 

Shortly thereafter, Darlene’s stepfather had a fatal heart attack. An autopsy dis-

closed that he too had been HIV-infected.
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Darlene grieved but was determined to keep her family together. Then her 

husband began to have high fevers and night sweats. He refused to go to the 

doctor, but Darlene knew it must be AIDS. By this time, she was tortured by the 

memory of all the times that she, her husband, and her stepbrother had shared 

needles. Darlene was tested and learned that she was indeed HIV-positive.

Her husband died two months later. Alone with four children, Darlene was 

heartbroken: she had lost her husband, her stepbrother, and her stepfather in a 

single year. Two women who were her baby’s godparents and who had also shared 

needles became ill, and they too died.

Darlene was not only heartbroken. She was also broke, forced to add the 

constant struggle to make ends meet to the struggle to overcome her grief. Her

children kept her going. She suspected that her youngest son, sick from birth with 

one thing or another, was also infected. His first serious bout with pneumonia 

made everything clear: “I didn’t know he had it till they took my baby to the 

hospital.” At this time, Darlene was, by her own account, in a state of shock. “Too 

many close people” had died.

Darlene decided to set up her home to care for her son. She didn’t want to 

abandon him in the hospital, and so she learned to do everything she could for 

him. When her older children began to act up, cutting school and hanging out 

in the streets, Darlene tried to get them help, to no avail. There was nothing for 

them. The counselors in their schools couldn’t be trusted not to divulge informa-

tion about her illness and that of her son.

Soon the children were completely out of hand. By this time, the baby stared 

at Darlene as if he didn’t know who she was. Crack, she explains, came to be the 

only way she could find to ease her pain. But, as always, there was a price to pay. 

She began to lose patience with her children. She yelled often; she didn’t cook 

regular meals for them. She was relieved when they were away. Darlene felt she 

had nothing but pain:

This social worker was telling everybody I had the virus. . . . The police came look-

ing for me when my little son ran away, he ran away with my big son; my big son 

brought him home. When I came downstairs, the cops jumped all the way down 

the stairs. “Oh, you supposed to be in the hospital ’cause you got AIDS.” Everybody 

on the street was looking at me. . . . [The social worker] told my kids’ friends, their 

parents. A little boy was up in the fire escape, he said, “Oh, look—there’s David’s 

mother; she got AIDS.”

Darlene concluded that her children were suffering and neglected. She felt 

there was no family; everyone had died. So she turned to the Department of 

Social Services and asked that her three oldest children be placed in foster care 

while she tried to care for the youngest, now dying of AIDS. “I just didn’t want to 

live anymore, and I didn’t want the kids to be running in the street, to be hungry.”
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The children were placed in separate homes. The oldest was sent to a home in 

the Bronx, but he ran away to live with a friend of Darlene’s who wanted him and 

who was willing to support him. Darlene also wanted the child to be with her 

friend, but she knew city authorities would never grant custody to this woman, 

so she said nothing. Darlene’s daughter was placed with a woman Darlene knew 

to be a drug user: “They put my daughter in a house where they sell drugs, 

crack. My daughter watches this lady’s kids.” Darlene is powerless to change the 

placement.

Her third child was placed in New Jersey with a family that Darlene likes. He

is well cared for, and she expects the family to adopt him when she dies. She is 

grateful for them and wants the adoption to happen. She attends family therapy 

sessions with this family. This son, she feels, will be all right.

Having given her children to foster care, and now left alone with her young-

est, Darlene found it painful to care for him. The little boy suffered terribly, she 

recalls. His stomach became more and more distended, and he stopped respond-

ing to her. Finally, one night as he lay in bed with her, he stopped breathing. This 

death “took me out completely,” Darlene says. “He was three years old. It took 

him six months to die.” Now six people in her life had died in a single year.

Darlene gave in to crack completely and hit rock bottom. She lived on the 

streets for three months but was desperate “not to die that way.” The children 

counted on seeing her. She went into the hospital to detoxify from crack and 

enrolled in a methadone program. Once in the program, she saw a doctor. All 

during the year of deaths, she had never gone to a doctor for herself. She thinks 

she must have been very depressed.

Darlene, too, has been diagnosed with AIDS, but mostly she worries about 

her two oldest children. She could have used some help with them when all the 

deaths began. Darlene sees the two children who live near her every day. She 

visits the son who lives in New Jersey every week. She says she’ll see them this 

way until she dies. She only hopes she doesn’t linger.17

GUYLÈNE

Guylène Adrien was born in Savanette, a dusty village in the middle of Haiti’s 

infertile Central Plateau. Like other families in the region, the Adriens fed their 

children by working a small plot of land and selling produce in regional markets. 

Like other families, the Adriens were poor, but Guylène recalls that they “had 

enough to get by.”

She was the third of four children, a small family by Haitian standards. It

was to become smaller still: Guylène’s younger sister died in adolescence of cere-

bral malaria. Guylène’s oldest sister is said to be somewhere in the Dominican 

Republic, where she has been living, if she is living, for over a dozen years. 
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Guylène’s other surviving sister lives with her mother and two children, working 

the family plot of land for ever-diminishing returns.

Guylène recounts her own conjugal history in the sad voice reserved for ret-

rospection. When she was a teenager—“perhaps fourteen or fifteen”—a family 

acquaintance, Occident Dorzin, took to dropping by to visit. A fairly successful 

peasant farmer, Dorzin had two or three small plots of land in the area. In the 

course of these visits, he made it clear to Guylène that he was attracted to her. 

“But he was already married, and I was a child. When he placed his hand on my 

arm, I slapped him and swore at him and hid in the garden.”

Dorzin was not so easily dissuaded, however, and eventually approached 

Guylène’s father to ask for her hand—not in marriage, but in plasaj, a potentially 

stable form of union widespread in rural Haiti. Before she was sixteen, Guylène 

moved with Dorzin, a man twenty years her senior, to a village about an hour 

away from her parents. She was soon pregnant. Dorzin’s wife, who was signifi-

cantly older than Guylène, was not at all pleased, and friction between the two 

women eventually led to dissolution of the newer union. In the interim, however, 

Guylène gave birth to two children, a girl and then a boy.

After the break with Dorzin, Guylène and her nursing son returned to her 

father’s house. She remained in Savanette for five months, passing through the 

village of Do Kay on her way to the market in Domond or to visit her daughter, 

who remained in Dorzin’s care. It was during these travels that she met a young 

man named Osner, who worked intermittently in Port-au-Prince, the capital 

city, as a laborer or a mechanic. One day he simply struck up a conversation with 

Guylène as she visited a friend in Do Kay. “Less than a month later,” she recalls, 

“Osner sent his father to speak to my father. My father agreed.” Leaving her tod-

dler son in her parents’ household, Guylène set off to try conjugal life a second 

time, this time in Do Kay.

The subsequent months were difficult. Guylène’s father died later that year, 

and her son, cared for largely by her sister, was frequently ill. Guylène was already 

pregnant with her third child, and she and Osner lacked almost everything that 

might have made their new life together easier. Osner did not have steady work 

in Port-au-Prince, though he was occasionally able to find part-time jobs as a 

mechanic.

After the baby was born, in 1985, they decided to move to the city: Osner 

would find work in a garage, and Guylène would become involved in the mar-

ketplace. Failing that, she could always work as a maid. In the interim, Osner’s 

mother would care for the baby, as Do Kay was safer for an infant than was 

Port-au-Prince.

Osner and Guylène spent almost three years in the city. These were hard times. 

Political violence was resurgent, especially in their neighborhood of Cité Soleil, 

a vast and notorious slum on the northern fringes of the city. The couple was 
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often short of work: he worked only irregularly as a mechanic; she split her time 

between jobs as a maid and selling fried food on the wharf in Cité Soleil. Guylène 

much preferred the latter:

Whenever I had a little money, I worked for myself selling, trying to make [my 

business] last as long as I could. When we were broke, I worked in ladies’ houses. . . .

If the work is good, and they pay you well, or the person is not too bad, treats you 

well, you might stay there as long as six or seven months. But if the person treats 

you poorly, you won’t even stay a month. Perhaps you only go for a single day and 

then you quit. . . . Rich women often hate poor women, so I always had trouble 

working for them.

When asked what she meant by decent pay, Guylène stated that the equivalent of 

twenty dollars a month was passable, as long as you were able to eat something 

at work.

In 1987 (Darlene Johnson’s year of losses), three “unhappy occurrences” came 

to pass in quick succession in Guylène’s life. A neighbor was shot and killed 

during one of the military’s regular nighttime incursions into the slum; bullets 

pierced the thin walls of Guylène and Osner’s house. A few weeks later, Guylène 

received word that her son had died abruptly. The cause of death was never clear. 

And, finally, Osner became gravely ill. It started, Guylène recalls, with weight loss 

and a persistent cough.

Osner returned to the clinic in Do Kay a number of times in the course of 

his illness, which began with pulmonary tuberculosis. In the case of a young 

man returning from Port-au-Prince with tuberculosis, it was routine practice 

to consider HIV infection in the differential diagnosis, and it was suggested as 

a possibility at that time. In the clinic, Osner reported a lifetime total of seven 

sexual partners, including Guylène. With one exception, each of these unions 

had been monogamous, if short-lived.

When Osner did not respond, except transiently, to biomedical interven-

tions, many in the village began to raise the possibility of AIDS. At his death in 

September 1988, it was widely believed that he had died from the new disease. His 

doctors concurred.

Guylène subsequently returned to Savanette, to a cousin’s house. She tried 

selling produce in local markets, but she could not even support herself, much 

less the child she had left in the care of Osner’s mother. She was humiliated, she 

says, by having to ask her mother-in-law for financial assistance, even though she 

informed the older woman that she was pregnant with Osner’s child. Finally, a 

full year after Osner’s death, the fetus “frozen in her womb” (as she put it) began 

to develop. It was, she insisted, Osner’s baby. (Others identified a man from her 

hometown of Savanette as the child’s father.) She had the baby, a girl, in Novem-

ber of 1989. Osner’s mother always referred to the child as her granddaughter.
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A month after her confinement, Guylène returned to Savanette with the baby. 

She was unemployed; her mother and sister were barely making ends meet. 

Guylène and others in the household frequently went hungry. Believing herself 

to be a burden, Guylène finally went to the coastal town of Saint-Marc, where 

she had cousins. She worked as a servant in their house until the baby became 

ill; Guylène, too, felt exhausted. Since medical care was readily available only in 

Do Kay, she returned again to the home of Osner’s mother. Guylène and Osner’s 

first child had already started school there, and Osner’s mother allowed that she 

could always find food for two more.

By early June 1992, Guylène was ill: she had lost weight and become amenor-

rheic. Later that month, a doctor at the clinic heard her story with some alarm. 

Yes, Guylène acknowledged, she had heard of AIDS; some had even claimed that 

Osner had died from it, but she knew that was not true. After reviewing Osner’s 

chart, the physician encouraged her to be tested for HIV. She was leaving for Port-

au-Prince, Guylène informed him, but would return for the results. The child’s 

physical exam was unremarkable except for pallor and a slightly enlarged liver. 

The baby was treated, empirically, for worms and also for anemia and sent home.

The next day, Guylène returned to Port-au-Prince. She worked a few days 

as a maid but found the conditions intolerable. She tried selling cigarettes and 

candy, but she remained hungry and fatigued. The city was in the throes of its 

worst economic depression in recent decades. “I was ready to try anything,” she 

remembers.

Shortly thereafter, Guylène’s fourth baby died quite suddenly of cardiac fail-

ure, presumed secondary to HIV cardiomyopathy. Although the child had never 

been tested for antibodies to the virus, Guylène’s test had come back positive a 

few days prior to the tragedy.

Guylène was informed of her positive serology on the day following her return; 

she listened impassively as a physician went through the possible significance of 

the test and made plans to repeat it. Careful physical examination and history 

suggested that Guylène had not yet had a serious opportunistic infection. Her 

only manifestations of HIV infection at that time were severe anemia, amenor-

rhea, weight loss, occasional fevers, and some swelling of her lymph nodes.

Guylène began visiting the clinic regularly following confirmation of her 

positive HIV serology. Her doctors spoke with her regularly—“too often,” she 

once remarked—about HIV infection and its implications. She was placed on 

prophylactic isoniazid, an iron supplement and multivitamins, and also a pro-

tein supplement. Guylène did not return to Port-au-Prince; instead, she rented a 

house with the financial aid she received through an AIDS treatment program 

based in the village.

Although Guylène experienced significant improvement in less than a month, 

she remained depressed and withdrawn. A young man named René had been vis-
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iting her, but Guylène discouraged him, and he disappeared—“he went to Santo 

Domingo, I think, because I never heard from him again.” In mid-November, 

however, Guylène responded to the advances of a soldier stationed in Péligre. 

A native of a large town near the Dominican border, with a wife and two chil-

dren there, the soldier had been in the region for only about a month. Although 

residents of Péligre reported that he had a regular partner in that village as well, 

Guylène insists that she was his only partner in the region:

He saw me here, at home. He saw me only a couple of times, spoke to me only a 

couple of times, before announcing that he cared for me. After that, he came to visit 

me often. I didn’t think much of it until he started staying over. I got pregnant at 

about the time they announced that he was being transferred back to [his home-

town]. He said he’d be back, but I never saw or heard from him again.

Because Guylène’s physicians had gone to some trouble to advise her against 

unprotected sexual intercourse, they were anxious to know how conversations 

about this subject may have figured in her decision to conceive another child, if 

indeed the pregnancy was the result of a decision. That Guylène understood what 

it meant to be an asymptomatic carrier of HIV seemed clear from a metaphor she 

used to describe herself: “You can be walking around big and pretty, and you’ve 

got a problem inside. When you see a house that’s well built, inside it’s still got 

ugly rocks, mud, sand—all the ugly, hidden things. What’s nice on the outside 

might not be nice on the inside.”

Guylène understands, too, that her child might well be infected with HIV. But 

she is impatient with questions, tired of talking about sadness and death: “Will 

the baby be sick? Sure, he could be sick. People are never not sick. I’m sick . . . he 

might be sick too. It’s in God’s hands.”

Now Guylène draws near to the close of her fifth pregnancy, which may well 

culminate in another death. Two of her children are dead; two others have long 

looked to a father or grandmother for most of their parenting. Guylène’s own 

sisters are dead, missing, or beaten into submission by the hardness of Haiti. Few 

of her nephews and nieces have survived into adulthood. Guylène assures her 

physicians that she is without symptoms, but she seems inhabited by a persistent 

lassitude.18

LATA

When Lata first entered the world somewhere in rural Maharastra, in a small 

thatched hut lit only by lanterns, her mother began weeping—tears not of joy 

but of shame that she had brought yet another daughter into the world. “God 

must not have been very happy with me that day,” she said. Lata does not know 

what month she was born into her untouchable Harijan family with two sisters 
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and three brothers, but the year was 1967. Her father farmed a very small plot in 

Solapur, a small agricultural village. As Lata remembers it, her mother did nearly 

all of the remaining work:

So much of my childhood is a blur to me. I remember when my father would return 

home he would beat my mother for her cooking or because one of us was crying. 

And if he had drunk too much, he would beat my sister and me, the whole time my 

mother running around to prepare better food or make us quiet so father could eat. 

It seems every day passed like this, the only difference being that father got meaner 

as he grew older.

Never permitted to attend school, Lata by the age of six was tilling and weed-

ing with her father. “Years passed like this,” she remarks, examining her hands 

as if for traces of blisters. Her two elder sisters were married at the ages of fifteen 

and sixteen, and both weddings came at a heavy price to Lata’s family. One sister’s 

dowry totaled 10,000 rupees—almost twice her father’s earnings for that year. 

Predictably, both marriages forced the family to turn to the local moneylender, 

a man who maintained interest rates as high as 25 percent—compounded quar-

terly. Lata’s father, already faced with selling off more of his tiny plot in order to 

service his debt, lived in fear of another wedding.

Lack of rainfall during the 1982 monsoon season brought a poor harvest, leav-

ing the family in the worst financial state it had ever experienced. “My father was 

drinking more every day,” Lata says. “Sometimes I recall him not even going out 

to the fields, yet forcing us to go, and beating us more than he ever had. I know he 

was worried about my getting married, and when he was drunk he would curse 

my mother, blaming her for bringing him yet another daughter.”

In this context, the arrival of a man who would take Lata from the despair of 

her village life was regarded as a godsend. Like so many other dalals (“middle-

men,” many of whom are women) who come from Bombay, Prasant had for some 

years been making a “decent” living in the flesh trade. As he worked a route from 

the villages of southern Maharastra to the bordellos of Bombay, his scheme was 

identical in almost every settlement. Upon arrival in a village, Prasant would 

seek out a local moneylender and, often with the help of a small bribe, extract 

information about area families with young daughters and heavy debt. Prasant, 

like other dalals, then approached the male heads of families, claiming to have 

work for their daughters as servants or seamstresses in Bombay. In Lata’s case, 

her father was told that she would be given work as a dishwasher:

After [Prasant] arrived, my father took my mother aside and told her that jobs were 

available in Bombay, and this man would give him 11,000 rupees as a payment 

for me washing dishes and housecleaning. He said I would be able to mail money 

home every month and allowed to visit Solapur after six months of work. Not for 

one moment did anyone suspect or question what he told us.
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Desperate, hungry, facing the most acute poverty his family had ever experi-

enced, Lata’s father saw opportunity and relief in his daughter’s departure. A few 

hours after he and Prasant spoke, Lata was told to pack her two cotton saris, her 

bangles, and sandals. She would leave for Bombay in the morning.

A frail and frightened fifteen-year-old, Lata had difficulty holding back tears 

as she waved goodbye. Her father’s gaze was stoic, while tears streamed down her 

mother’s face. It was the last time she would ever see her parents.

She remembers nothing of her trip to Bombay, although it was her first train 

ride. Her inability to recollect, she suspects, was the result of a drug she had been 

given. The next memory she has is of a taxi in Bombay. Lata was entering the city’s 

red-light district. Barely awake, she was brought to Number 27, Falkland Road, 

where Prasant sold her to a pimp for 15,000 rupees—about five hundred dollars. 

His tidy profit of 4,000 rupees was more than enough to carry him through the 

month.

Lata had arrived in the Kamathipura district of Bombay, and she was about 

to become one of its thirty thousand sex workers. She remembers regaining 

complete consciousness in a “cage”—a cramped room full of girls putting on 

makeup, oiling their hair, and tightening their petticoats and blouses. Lata had 

no comprehension of where she was:

I saw all of these girls wearing nothing but colored blouses, makeup, and skirts, 

and asked the madam, “What is this?” She told me it was a place for working girls. 

I still didn’t understand, frightened by the very clothes these women wore. Sapna, 

the madam, told me I would be staying with her and ordered me to put on clothes 

that lay on the floor for me and then stand outside. I began crying and told her I

couldn’t stay. She slapped me hard, and I remember I couldn’t stop crying. I told 

her to let me go, and she looked me straight in the eye and said, “You want to leave, 

fine. Give me 15,000 rupees and you’re free. Until then, get dressed and start paying 

back your kurja.”

Lata’s kurja was her debt, the mechanism by which she was indeed trapped as 

if in a cage. She did not join the other girls on the street that day, nor the day after. 

She slept and lay in the corner of the room, pretending to be ill, eating the food 

she was given, and listening to the other girls call out to customers on Falkland 

Road. She watched the parade of men and girls in and out of the adjacent room, 

furnished only with a bed. On Lata’s third day in Bombay, Sapna’s patience had 

been exhausted: she ordered one of her managers to “break Lata in.”

No matter how many years pass, Lata says she always has trouble recounting 

this part of her story. Arun, a manager whose main responsibility was to bring in 

new customers, also had the duty of making sure the girls were bringing in enough 

money and “working” hard. As one madam put it, “There are times when they 

won’t listen to us, so the managers and pimps keep the girls in line.” Lata recalls:
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I had been sitting in the same corner for days, pretending I was not feeling well, 

frightened, and wishing Sapna would let me go. Finally Arun came to me and 

pulled me by my ear, telling me to put on the clothes and stand outside. I was a 

fifteen-year-old village girl and didn’t even know what sex was, let alone prostitu-

tion. How could I understand what was going on? He took me to the room with the 

bed and closed the door and forced me to have sex with him. Afterwards, he said, 

“Now do you understand?” and laughed and told me to get to work. I remember 

being silent while the other girls stared at me when I came out. I’m sure they knew 

what he did. And for the first time I began to accept that there was no way out—I

was here to stay.

That day, Lata, clad in a purple blouse and pink petticoat, nervously joined the 

thousands of prostitutes of Bombay’s red-light districts. It was her first night on 

the streets and the beginning of a long and painful career.

Unlike most other girls, who stand in front of the cages, beckoning to passing 

men, Lata stood quietly, receiving no business during her first three days out. The 

days were long: bathing at around 10 in the morning, out on Falkland Road by 

11, lunch at 4 p.m., and back on the street until 2 or 3 a.m., with dinner if she was 

lucky. On an average day, a Bombay prostitute may see four to five customers a 

day. Times may vary, but generally late evening is when they are busiest. Early in 

the afternoon of her fourth day, Lata was finally approached:

An Arab man came, and after seeing me spoke with the madam for some time and 

wanted to take me to the Taj Hotel for three days. I saw him give her many hundred 

rupee notes, and then he took me into his taxi and to the hotel. I was terrified of 

being alone with him; you have to remember that he was my first customer and I

had no idea what to do. The first night we slept in separate beds, and the next day 

he took me to sari and jewelry shops, buying me clothes and gold. When he would 

go out in the day, he would lock me in the room. But the more he bought, the more 

scared I became of what he would expect. On the second night, he told me to dress 

in all of the clothes he bought for me. Frightened as I was, I knew that I had no 

choice. At that moment, I remember saying to myself, “This is now my life,” truly 

accepting it for the first time. . . . No longer willing to fight him or my own self, I

had sex with him.

Upon her return to Falkland Road, Lata settled into the routine of a Bombay 

prostitute. Slowly, she came to know the stories of the girls in her brothel and oth-

ers nearby. Although they hailed from many villages and even from Nepal, most 

had similar experiences. Like the others, she gave half of her daily earnings to 

the madam as repayment for her kurja. Yet Lata knew that she, and all girls sold 

into prostitution, had little hope of ever buying her freedom; her initial debt of 

15,000 rupees was accruing interest at a rate of 20 to 25 percent a month. If a pimp 

brought a customer to her, she owed him 25 percent. And in most areas, police 

regularly extorted money from sex workers with the threat of jail. With an aver-
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age of four or five customers per day, each paying about 20 to 30 rupees, she could 

be left with as little as 20 rupees to cover food, clothing, and other basic needs.

At this writing, Lata has been in Bombay for thirteen years. She is a well-

known figure at Number 27, Falkland Road, a small brothel sandwiched between 

a tea stall and a large pink building brimming with Nepali girls. Proudly wearing 

her gold bangles, her hair always neatly oiled and braided, Lata is now a respected 

“veteran” of the red-light community. At twenty-eight years of age, she continues 

to see an average of four or five customers a day.

Rumor of AIDS did not reach the red-light district of Bombay until 1989 or 

so—surely well after the virus itself had arrived. “Back then, I and other people 

on Falkland Road started to know about AIDS, but we did not take it seriously. 

Then the Indian Health Organization people came and gave us free condoms.”

In 1991, Lata became one of the first sex workers to volunteer as an AIDS peer 

educator, and she pushes her fellow prostitutes to demand that their clients use 

condoms: “I tell the girls, it’s your life. If he refuses to wear one, send him away. 

And even if he offers you one million for sex without a condom, you don’t do it. 

But I know this is hard. There are too many hungry girls. Too many scared girls. 

And the madams are always watching, putting on pressure.”

Preventive messages came too late for Lata, who now knows that she is in-

fected with HIV. She continues to work as both an AIDS outreach worker and a 

prostitute.19

SEX, DRUGS, AND STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE

The stories of Darlene, Guylène, and Lata—recounted in detail in order to bring 

into relief the forces constraining their options—reveal both differences and 

commonalities. But how locally representative is each woman’s history?

Darlene Johnson’s tragic experiences are all too commonplace among African 

American women. Because she was a heroin user, a habit clearly tied to a poverty 

structured by racism, her chances of avoiding HIV were slim, even if she had 

wanted to quit using prior to her diagnosis. In 1987, the year that Darlene’s world 

was burst asunder by AIDS, only 338,365 treatment slots were available to the 

nation’s estimated four million addicts, and most of these programs predomi-

nantly served men; as a pregnant woman, Darlene would have found it next to 

impossible to find treatment for her addiction.20 Writing about women of color 

who are addicted and live in poverty, Janet Mitchell and coworkers point out 

that “access to care and services has traditionally been marginal for women with 

any one of these three criteria. Any two of these . . . essentially put women in the 

extremely limited access category. Women with all three of these characteristics 

fall into the no access category.”21

In the United States, HIV has moved, almost unimpeded, through poor com-
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munities of color. By 1991, African Americans, who constitute approximately 

12 percent of the U.S. population, accounted for 30 percent of all reported AIDS 

cases. During the 1980s, the cumulative incidence of AIDS was more than eleven 

times higher for black women than for white women. Although many early cases 

were among those who injected drugs, the epidemic is fast expanding among 

women with no such history. As noted earlier, AIDS is the leading cause of death 

among African American women between the ages of twenty-five and forty-

four; for Latinas in this age group, it is now the third leading cause of death.22

When the first multicenter study of AIDS among U.S. women was funded, almost 

78 percent of over thirteen hundred patients recruited were women of color.23

Understanding the strikingly patterned U.S. epidemic is less a matter of 

knowing one’s geography and more a matter of understanding a limited num-

ber of events and processes—the “synergism of plagues” discussed by Rodrick 

Wallace—that range from unemployment to the destruction of housing by fires.24

“Urban poverty in the United States has created the perfect machinery for the 

continued propagation of HIV,” writes Robert Fullilove. “Inner city poor neigh-

borhoods often shelter a vigorous drug trade, numerous opportunities for strang-

ers to engage in drug-mediated, unprotected sex, and numerous locations where 

these and other risk behaviors go virtually unchallenged.”25 Darlene’s lamentable 

experience is all too typical.

In Haiti, similarly, young women are driven into domestic service and unfa-

vorable unions by poverty; like Guylène, they have little choice about their 

acceptance of risk.26 Indeed, their testimony calls into question facile notions of 

“consensual sex.”

Lata’s painful experience also exemplifies that of hundreds of thousands of 

poor girls in India, Nepal, and elsewhere. It has been estimated that up to 50 per-

cent of Bombay’s prostitutes were recruited through trickery or abduction.27

Although no real population-based surveys have yet been conducted, it is highly 

likely that most of India’s prostitutes have high rates of HIV infection. In the late 

1980s, some seven hundred sex workers were arrested and forcibly taken to the 

city of Madras, where 70 percent of them were found to have antibodies to HIV.

Many of these women were jailed or subjected to other forms of harassment, 

including having their names publicly listed.28

In short, the experiences of Darlene, Guylène, and Lata are all too typical. One 

clear lesson is that both the immediate and systemic causes of increased risk need 

to be elucidated. For example, heroin use—and needle sharing—put Darlene at 

increased risk of HIV infection. Sex work—or, rather, unprotected sex work—put 

Lata at risk of HIV infection. But in Harlem and Bombay, it seems fair to assert 

that the decisions these women made were linked to their impoverishment and 

their subordinate status as women. Furthermore, it is important to remember that 
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Darlene and Guylène and Lata were born into poverty. Their attempts to escape 

poverty were long bets that failed—and AIDS was the form their failure took.

The stories recounted here force a difficult question: how many girls are, from 

birth, at inordinate risk of AIDS or some other dreadful destiny? “For some 

women,” explains the founder of an AIDS support group for women, “HIV is 

the first major disaster in their lives. For many more, AIDS is just one more 

problem on top of many others.”29 In fact, those in the former category—women 

for whom HIV is an altogether unprecedented misfortune—are in the minority. 

Attentiveness to the life stories of women with AIDS usually reveals that their ill-

ness is the latest in a string of tragedies. “For poor women,” observes anthropolo-

gist Martha Ward, “AIDS is just another problem they are blamed for and have 

to take responsibility for. They ask, ‘How am I going to take care of my family?’ 

‘I have to put food on the table now.’ ‘You think AIDS is a problem! Let me tell 

you—I got real problems!’”30

Millions of women living in similar circumstances—but with very different 

psychological profiles and cultural backgrounds—can expect to meet similar 

fates. Their sickness may be thought of as a result of structural violence: nei-

ther nature nor pure individual will is at fault; rather, historically given (and 

often economically driven) processes and forces conspire to constrain individual 

agency.31 Structural violence is visited on all those whose social status denies 

them access to the fruits of scientific and social advances.

If meaningful responses to AIDS are to be presented, the differential politi-

cal economy of risk must be revealed. Structural violence means that some 

women are, from the outset, at high risk of HIV infection, while other women 

are shielded from risk. Reflecting on the experiences detailed here and adopting 

this point of view—that we can describe a political economy of risk and that this 

exercise helps to explain where the AIDS pandemic is moving and how quickly—

we begin to see why similar stories are legion in sub-Saharan Africa and India 

and fast becoming commonplace in Thailand and other parts of Asia. The expe-

riences recounted here may be considered textbook cases of vulnerability, but 

their moral is deciphered only if we clearly understand that these women have 

been rendered vulnerable to AIDS through social processes—that is, through 

the economic, political, and cultural forces that shape the dynamics of HIV

transmission. Anthropologist Brooke Schoepf, writing from Zaïre, explains how 

AIDS has “transformed many women’s survival strategies into death strategies”:

Women, who often lack access to cash, credit, land or jobs, engage in “off-the-

books” activities in the informal sector. Some exchange sex for the means of sub-

sistence. Others enter sex work at the behest of their families, to obtain cash to 

purchase land or building materials, to pay a brother’s school fees, or to settle a 

debt. Still others supplement meager incomes with occasional resort to sex with 
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multiple partners. Married or not, the deepening economic crisis propels many to 

seek “spare tires” or “shock absorbers” to make ends meet.32

Taken together, the dynamics of HIV infection among women and the 

responses to its advance reveal much about the complex relationship between 

power/powerlessness and sexuality. All sexually active women share biological 

risk to some extent, but the AIDS pandemic among women is clearly patterned 

along social, not biological, lines. And many questions remain unanswered. For 

example, by what mechanisms, precisely, do social forces (such as poverty, sex-

ism, and other forms of discrimination) become embodied as personal risk? 

What role does inequality per se play in promoting HIV transmission?

Like all societies characterized by extreme inequality or structural violence, 

the linked societies of Darlene, Guylène, and Lata require other kinds of violence 

in order to maintain the status quo, which is so unbearable for the majority. In

the United States, the enormous number of African Americans in prisons reflects 

this violence, as do death squads in Haiti and police brutality in Bombay. Other 

forms of structural violence are more strikingly gendered: for instance, a political 

economy favoring the import of poor Nepali girls to the economic powerhouse 

that is India.

HIV and direct violence against women are intimately linked. Among sex 

workers, risk of assault and risk of HIV are both highest among the poorest 

prostitutes.33 Many of the estimated four million U.S. women who are assaulted 

by their male partners are precisely those at heightened risk for HIV. As Sally 

Zierler points out, “This figure, awful as it is, obscures the fact that some women 

are more at risk than others. For like HIV’s distribution, partner violence against 

women follows social divisions marked by class position, and race/ethnicity, cre-

ating strata of extreme vulnerability to violence victimization.”34

In an era of widespread and instantaneous communication, symbolic violence 

is also used to accomplish these ends: structural violence requires its apologists, 

witting or unwitting. We now turn to the role played by researchers and other 

opinion shapers in buttressing the myths and mystifications related to the topic 

of women and AIDS.

WOMEN AND AIDS: MYTHS AND MYSTIFICATIONS

Throughout the world, the majority of women with HIV infection are poor. 

They are denied access not merely to resources and services but also to symbolic 

capital. In her thoughtful examination of the gendering of American AIDS dis-

course, Paula Treichler asks, “Why were women so unprepared? And why do they 

continue to take it so quietly?” She responds to her own question with a candor 

that is all too rare:
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As evidence of AIDS in women mounted, speculations linked the disease to prosti-

tutes, intravenous drug users, and women in the Third World (primarily Haiti and 

countries in central Africa). It was not that these three groups were synonymous 

but, rather, that their differentness of race, class, or national origin made specula-

tion about transmission possible—unlike middle-class American feminists, for 

example. American feminists also by this point had considerable access to public 

forums from which to protest ways in which they were represented, while these 

other groups of women were, for all practical purposes, silenced categorically so 

far as public or biomedical discourse was concerned.35

This silencing refers to the absence of the voices of poor women in public 

forums ranging from conferences to published material. But they have not, in 

fact, been silent—they have simply been unheard. In rural Haiti, for example, a 

group of poor women committed to preventing AIDS worked together in 1991 

to generate a list of common myths about women and AIDS. The document 

prepared by the group made reference to the following myths:

AIDS is a disease of men. The data are overwhelming: AIDS was never a 

disease of men. Given transmission dynamics, AIDS may in fact become 

a disease afflicting predominantly women.

“Heterosexual AIDS” won’t happen. Heterosexual AIDS has already hap-

pened. Indeed, in many parts of the world, AIDS is the leading cause 

of death among young women.

Women’s promiscuity causes AIDS. Most women with AIDS do not have 

multiple sexual partners; they have never used i.v. drugs; they have not 

received tainted blood transfusions. Their major risk factor is being poor. 

For others, the risk is being married and unable to control not only their 

husbands but also what jobs their husbands have to perform to make a 

living.

Women are AIDS vectors. Women are too often perceived as agents of trans-

mission who infect men and innocent babies. Prostitutes have been par-

ticularly hard hit by such propaganda, but prostitutes are far more 

vulnerable to infection than to infecting: AIDS is an occupational risk 

of commercial sex work, especially in settings in which sex workers can-

not safely demand that clients use condoms.36

Condoms are the panacea. Gender inequality calls into question the utility 

of condoms in settings in which women’s ability to insist on “safe sex” 

is undermined by a host of less easily confronted forces. Furthermore, 

many HIV-positive women choose to conceive children, which means 

that barrier methods that prevent conception are not the answer for many. 

Woman-controlled viricidal preventive strategies are necessary, if wom-

en’s wishes are to be respected.
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While these were the myths deemed salient in rural Haiti, other, related mys-

tifications are to be found in every setting in which poor women must now 

add HIV to a long list of quotidian threats. In the United States, Martha Ward 

complains of “urban folklore” about mothers with AIDS: “‘Those women’ have 

food stamps. They buy alcohol or luxury items. They have infected their innocent 

babies. They should use birth control, get abortions, get a job, finish school, use 

condoms, and say ‘no’ to drugs.”37

What many of the dominant myths and mystifications have in common is an 

exaggeration of personal agency, typically through highlighting certain psycho-

logical or cultural attributes, even though it is not at all clear that these attributes 

are in any way related to women’s risk for HIV infection. Condoms are a classic 

case in point. Several studies have revealed that most U.S. women at high risk 

of HIV infection are already aware that condoms can prevent transmission, but 

many of these women are unable to insist that condoms be used. Although most 

acknowledge the link between poverty and low rates of condom use, few stud-

ies have carefully explored the association. A study conducted among African 

American women in Los Angeles showed that couples in which the woman 

depended on her male partner for rent money were less likely to use condoms 

than couples in which the woman had more financial independence.38

There is nothing wrong with underlining personal agency, but there is some-

thing unfair about using personal agency as a basis for assigning blame while 

simultaneously denying those who are being blamed the opportunity to exert 

agency in their lives. “A patronage that simultaneously grants ‘victims’ power-

lessness and then assigns them blame for that powerlessness is nothing new,” 

argues Jan Grover. “It is therefore important to make connections between the 

construction of AIDS victimhood and similar constructions of the poor, who 

also suffer the triple curse of objectification, institutionalized powerlessness, and 

blame for their condition.”39

The objectification of “the poor” is, of course, a risk run by any who use the 

term, but striving to understand a person’s material constraints is hardly tanta-

mount to a refusal to recognize the salience of personal experience. Recognizing 

a commonality of constraint—in addition to, say, a commonality of psychology 

or of culture—is an important part of unraveling the nature of risk. Indeed, 

failure to see individual risk in its larger context of social and economic determi-

nants is often synonymous with intense focus on personal psychology or “deviant 

subcultures.”

Among the myriad mystifications important in obscuring the nature of wom-

en’s risk, three are recurrent. One is the focus on local factors and local actors 

to the exclusion of broader analyses that would implicate powerful forces and 

powerful actors outside the field of view. A second is the conflation of structural 
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violence and cultural difference. A third, centrally related to the others, is the 

absence of serious considerations of social class.40 These are not infrequently 

the mechanisms by which personal agency is exaggerated in both scholarly and 

popular commentary. To cite Brooke Schoepf again: “the structure of the wider 

political economy establishes the situations and restricts the options that people 

can choose as a means of survival. A focus on ‘subcultures,’ as on individual 

behaviors, tends to obscure the underlying causes of social interaction.”41

These expedient erasures and exaggerations are buttressed, rather than chal-

lenged or exposed, by research published in a host of key journals. For example, 

a review of the ever-enlarging epidemiological literature reveals that although 

racism, sexism, and powerlessness go unmentioned, we usually do find mention 

of culture. Take a study conducted by Adeline Nyamathi and coworkers in the 

Los Angeles area among 1,173 women between the ages of eighteen and seventy-

five. Half were African Americans; half were designated as Latinas and described 

as either “high-acculturated” or “low-acculturated.” Recruited through homeless 

shelters or drug treatment programs, all of these women had histories of using 

drugs, being the sexual partner of an injecting drug user, being homeless, or hav-

ing a sexually transmitted disease (STD). Some had histories of sex work; some 

had multiple sexual partners. A survey of these women revealed that “African-

American and Latina women were equally knowledgeable about AIDS symp-

tomatology; the etiologic agent of AIDS; and behaviors known to reduce risk of 

HIV infection, such as using condoms and cleaning works used by intravenous 

drug users.”42 Greater differences existed concerning how much the women knew 

about modes of transmission, but the women tended to overestimate transmis-

sibility, not to underestimate it.

In a sense, then, what the researchers found was that ignorance about HIV

was not really the issue for these women. What put them at risk for HIV was 

something other than cognitive deficits. But the researchers’ interpretation of 

their findings, published in the influential American Journal of Public Health,

was not in keeping with the data: “These findings suggest the need for culturally 

sensitive education programs that cover common problems relating to drug use 

and unprotected sex and, in addition, offer sessions for women of different ethnic 

groups to address problematic areas of concern.”43 Was this truly a key implica-

tion of the research? By the researchers’ own standards, these women were by and 

large fully aware that HIV could be transmitted through injection drug use and 

unprotected sex. Moreover, the more often women had used drugs or had mul-

tiple sexual partners, the more likely they were to perceive themselves, correctly, 

as being at increased risk of HIV infection.

By insisting that “culturally sensitive education programs” have a large role to 

play in protecting poor women from AIDS, the authors are asserting, all evidence 
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to the contrary, that ignorance of the facts is centrally related to high HIV risk 

and that, consequently, the way to diminish risk is through increasing knowl-

edge. Through this cognitivist legerdemain, we have expediently moved the locus 

of the problem—and thus the interventions—away from certain features of an 

inegalitarian society and toward the women deemed “at risk.” The problem is 

inherent in the women; therefore the interventions should be designed to change 

the women.

The cost of all this desocialization might well be significant, for cognitivist, 

behaviorist, or culturist assumptions often privilege effects over cause. Immodest 

claims of causality, and even undue focus on the psychological or cultural pecu-

liarities of those with AIDS, are not only incorrect emphases; they also serve to 

expediently deflect attention away from the real engines of the AIDS pandemic. 

Thus when the éminences grises of STD control examine the possibilities for 

effective AIDS control in developing countries, their list of interventions ranges 

from public lectures to “long-term psychotherapy for HIV-positive individuals” 

and “group therapy for commercial sex workers.”44

Similar themes are widely echoed in a society known for its obsession with 

individualism. It is not surprising, then, to hear the same exaggerations of agency 

even from those most committed to preventing AIDS. Often, we hear about a 

certain community’s “denial” of risk or about the epidemic of “low self-esteem” 

among those living with HIV infection. These cultural and psychological factors 

are then granted etiologic power: rather than being understood as effects, they 

are construed as the source of increased risk.

Sadly, if predictably, the same calculus of causality can be found in the com-

ments of those afflicted by AIDS. The founder of one group for women living with 

HIV put it this way: “Low self-esteem is a significant ‘co-factor’ that led many 

women to be at risk of acquiring HIV.”45 Surely there are co-factors for “low self-

esteem”—and poverty, otherwise known in post-welfare America as hunger and 

homelessness, is the obvious leader among them. Other variations on this theme 

of inequality, including racism and sexism, are also high on the list.

Such immodest claims of causality serve to deflect attention away from 

structural violence. No wonder U.S. Republicans and their friends among the 

Democrats have had so little difficulty promoting the same hypotheses. In the 

recently promulgated “Personal Responsibility Act,” recipients of Aid to Families 

with Dependent Children (AFDC) are called to work a minimum of thirty-

five hours per week in a designated “work slot.” Since these women, unlike the 

authors of the act, have more than a passing knowledge of math, they know that 

with a median disbursement of $366 per month and an hourly wage in such 

“slots” of well under $3, they will be unable to assemble the funds necessary to 

provide day care, let alone health care and safe housing, for their children. Even 

in cities with modest costs of living, a single mother of two children would need 
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an hourly wage of $10 in order to cross the poverty line.46 We are left to surmise 

that these women’s infants and toddlers will prepare their own formula and 

meals. As Valerie Polakow, who interviewed scores of single American moth-

ers, bitterly states, this experience should give these babies an early lesson in 

the importance of personal responsibility. “As . . . rhetoric against won’t-work 

mothers and promiscuous teens escalates,” concludes Polakow, “it advances the 

pernicious idea that poverty is a private affair, that destitution and homelessness 

are simply products of bad personal choices.”47

From typhoid to tuberculosis and AIDS, blaming the victim is a recurrent 

theme in the history of epidemic disease.48 In case after case, analysis can lead 

researchers to focus on the patients’ shortcomings (failure to drink pure water, 

failure to use condoms, ignorance about public health and hygiene) or on the 

conditions that structure people’s risk (lack of access to potable water, lack of 

economic opportunities for women, unfair distribution of the world’s resources). 

The results are not indifferent. One of the chief benefits of choosing to see illness 

in global-systemic terms is that it encourages physicians (and others concerned 

to protect or promote health) to make common cause with people who are both 

poor and sick. In addition, analyses that resolutely embed personal experience 

in the larger social fields in which such experience takes on its meaning have 

far more explanatory power in examining epidemics of infectious disease—par-

ticularly those such as AIDS, which move along the fault lines of our interlinked 

societies.

In conclusion, the most frequently encountered and easily circulated theories 

about women and AIDS are far more likely to include punitive images of women 

as purveyors of infection—prostitutes, for example, or mothers who “contami-

nate” their innocent offspring—than to include images of homelessness, barriers 

to medical care, a social service network that doesn’t work, and an absence of 

jobs and housing. Dominant readings are likely to suggest that women with 

AIDS have had large numbers of sexual partners, but are less likely to show how 

girls like Lata are abducted into the flesh trade and are even less likely to reveal 

how political and structural violence—for example, the increasing landlessness 

among the rural poor and the gearing of economies to favor export—come to be 

important in the AIDS pandemic today.

For women most at risk of HIV infection, life choices are limited by rac-

ism, sexism, political violence, and grinding poverty. It is a wonder, then, that 

discussions of AIDS so rarely focus on these issues. Complex indeed are the 

mechanisms by which such structural violence can be effaced and the appar-

ent significance of personal choice (or cultural difference) inflated. But when 

dominant myths about women and AIDS are contrasted with the experiences of 

Darlene and Guylène and Lata, we are forced to call into question many of these 

understandings.
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WHAT NOW?

In rural Haiti in 1991, a group of poor women, some of them living with HIV,

met to consider AIDS and its effects on their communities. They agreed that 

although many were infected with HIV through means well beyond their own 

control, not enough had been done to educate the people in the region. How 

could they join forces to make up for this deficiency? It was out of the question to 

use written materials in a setting of nearly universal illiteracy, and the military 

government had just taken control of many of the area’s radio stations. In the 

end, these women—who had never had electricity in their homes and had never 

owned televisions—decided to produce a videotape that told a story very similar 

to Guylène’s. They then worked with Partners In Health to acquire a portable 

generator, a video projector, and a screen. Condom demonstrations and com-

munity discussion accompanied each showing of the video.49

Proud of their success, the women subsequently spoke of their experience at a 

number of meetings and conferences held in rural Haiti. In one of these confer-

ences, a Haitian physician (herself not unsympathetic to the trials of the women 

who had made the video) listened to a presentation by one of the women and saw 

the video. During the discussion, the doctor faced the project participant, who 

had proudly introduced herself as a malerez, a “poor woman,” and asked, “So 

what? In other words, if we are manifestly failing to prevent HIV transmission in 

this region, what is the significance of your project?”

The malerez lost no time in answering: “Doctor, when all around you liars are 

the only cocks crowing, telling the truth is a victory.”

Telling the truth about the nature of women’s risk would be no mean feat in 

the current climate.

A second, and related, set of tasks concerns prevention. Making condoms 

readily available is an altogether insufficient response. Getting the right message 

across remains a priority, now and in the future, as HIV is unlikely to be eradi-

cated soon. Adolescents everywhere in the world simply must learn about STDs 

before becoming sexually active. Universal HIV education needs to become part 

of growing up, which might also help to attenuate AIDS-related stigma. Clearly, 

such efforts will need to be different in different settings, but the universal final-

ity and obstinacy of AIDS have changed the way we think about sexuality and 

sexism. Teens throughout the world need to learn about the relationship between 

HIV transmission and social forces such as poverty and gender inequality.

A third set of activities might be targeted toward specific groups of those at 

risk for HIV infection. In northern Tanzania, for example, improving the quality 

and accessibility of treatment for STDs reduced the incidence of HIV by 42 per-

cent.50 Injecting drug users need ready access to drug treatment programs, but we 
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know that needle-exchange efforts can decrease the incidence of new infections 

even in the absence of adequate clinical treatment.51

Stopping prostitution will require addressing poverty, gender inequality, and 

racism, but in the absence of serious societal programs aimed at doing that, pub-

lic health authorities can make a priority of protecting, rather than punishing, 

sex workers.52 Commercial sex workers have benefited from high-quality medical 

care, especially when it is provided with their well-being—rather than that of 

their clients—in mind. “It is important,” one advocate emphasizes, “that a full 

range of health care services, including health care for their children and not just 

STD services, be made more accessible—and more acceptable—to prostitutes.”53

Attacking AIDS-related stigma will require attacking the stigmatization of sex 

workers, gays, and other scapegoated groups.

For women already living with HIV disease, improved clinical services are 

critical. This means, among other things, educating health care professionals 

about women and AIDS.54 HIV infection is underrecognized in women, with 

many cases diagnosed during pregnancy—or at autopsy. When AIDS case defini-

tions were changed to include, among other conditions, invasive cervical cancer, 

the number of AIDS diagnoses in U.S. women doubled in a single year.55

Improving services further implies the removal of barriers that currently pre-

vent poor women, regardless of their HIV status, from obtaining much-needed 

resources. These resources range from access to certain medications to safe 

housing. Although data are incomplete, the 1996 HIV Epidemiologic Research 

Study conducted in the urban United States indicates that in one large cohort of 

women, the majority of patients with advanced HIV disease were not receiving 

Pneumocystis prophylaxis, to say nothing of antiretroviral therapy. In the same 

cohort, most women did not have housing security; almost 20 percent stated that 

they had “no safe place to live.”56 Given that HIV-positive Americans face AIDS-

related discrimination ranging from insults to loss of jobs and housing, the tasks 

before us in this country are indeed challenging, if less so than the tasks facing 

those who would change the frightful conditions endured by poor women liv-

ing in poor countries. Scrupulous attention to these matters could, in principle, 

prolong the lives of millions of women already infected.57

Finally, it is important to recall that women are also affected by AIDS in indi-

rect ways, for it is women who bear the brunt of caring for the sick, regardless of 

age or gender.58 For this reason, improving the quality of care for all people living 

with AIDS will improve the lives of the women who care for them.

Through these three sets of tasks alone—that is, setting the record straight, 

rethinking prevention activities, and improving the array of services available to 

women and to all persons with AIDS—much can be done to strengthen the hand 

of women living in poverty. With perseverance and commitment, such measures 
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might eventually result in the slowing of the rate of HIV transmission to poor 

women.

As important as these AIDS-focused activities are, they largely attack the 

symptoms of a deeper malaise. Endeavors focused on AIDS, though crucial, must 

be linked to efforts to empower poor women. The much-abused term “empower” 

is not meant vaguely here; it is not a matter of self-esteem or even parliamentary 

representation. Those choosing to make common cause with poor women must 

seek to give them control over their own lives. Control of lives is related to 

the control of land, systems of production, and the formal political and legal 

structures in which lives are enmeshed. In each of these arenas, poor people are 

already laboring at a vast disadvantage; poor women’s voices are almost unheard.

The occurrence of HIV in wealthy countries, where even those living in pov-

erty control more resources than women like Guylène and Lata do, reminds us 

that HIV tracks along steep gradients of power. In many settings, HIV risks are 

enhanced not so much by poverty in and of itself but by inequality. Increasingly, 

what people with AIDS share are not personal or psychological attributes. They 

do not share culture or language or a certain racial identity. They do not share 

sexual preference or an absolute income bracket. What they share, rather, is a 

social position—the bottom rung of the ladder in inegalitarian societies. Writing 

from Bombay, Sarthak Das underlines similarities in the experience of the 

untouchable castes of India and poor people of color in U.S. cities: “We need only 

replace the categories of ‘Black’ and ‘Hispanic’ with the low caste, untouchable 

titles of Harijan and Sudra in order to observe a parallel epidemiological pattern 

on the subcontinent.”59

This is why efforts to promote pragmatic solidarity must engage not only 

local inequalities but also global ones. The trials of women like Guylène and Lata 

pose challenges to women—and, of course, to all people of goodwill—in the rich 

countries. Can we somehow lessen the huge and growing disparities that char-

acterize our world? Within rich countries, the struggles of women like Darlene 

Johnson are even more of a rebuke, challenging facile notions of sisterhood and 

solidarity. Unlike Guylène and Lata, Darlene lives within a mile of a world-class 

medical center. At key points in her experience, however, that center might as 

well have been half a world away. Without insurance, Darlene did not have ready 

access to it.

The rapidly growing literature on women and AIDS is well stocked with 

pieties about solidarity, but the progress of this disease among women seems 

to take particular advantage of the lack of solidarity among the members of an 

AIDS-affected society. Very often, when solidarity fails, the reasons are less about 

color and more about class. A working-class lesbian writes that “HIV makes a 

mockery of pretend unity and sisterhood.” Those most affected, she points out, 

are women of color and poor white women, many of whom are “struggling with 
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long histories of shooting drugs or fucking men for the money to get those drugs. 

These are not the women usually identified as the women the feminist movement 

or the lesbian movement most value and try to organize to create a progressive 

political agenda.”60 Guylène reserved some of her harshest commentary for the 

women for whom she worked as a servant: “Rich women often hate poor women, 

so I always had trouble working for them.” In Bombay, not only are the madams, 

of course, women, but so are many of the dalals who abduct teenage girls from 

their home villages.

One of the contributors to Listen Up, a collection of feminist essays, observes: 

“Many feminists seem to find the issues of class the most difficult to address; we 

are always faced with the fundamental inequalities inherent in late-twentieth-

century multinational capitalism and our unavoidable implication in its struc-

tures.”61 Whose interests are served by writing of one group of women with AIDS 

while ignoring millions of others because of nationality? Clearly, HIV cares little 

for national boundaries. If inequality is an important co-factor in this pandemic, 

then stopping AIDS will require a more ambitious agenda, one that calls for the 

fundamental transformation of our world. What is at stake in these tasks is well 

expressed by Brooke Schoepf: “Unless the underlying struggles of millions to 

survive in the midst of poverty, powerlessness, and hopelessness are addressed, 

and the meanings of AIDS understood in the context of gender relations, HIV

will continue to spread.”62
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Everyone knows that suffering, violence, and misery exist. How to define them? 

Given that each person’s pain has for him or her a degree of reality that the 

pain of others can surely never approach, is widespread agreement on the subject 

possible? And yet people do agree, as often as not, on what constitutes extreme 

suffering: premature and painful illnesses, say, as well as torture and rape. More 

insidious assaults on dignity, such as institutionalized racism and gender inequal-

ity, are also acknowledged by most to cause great and unjust injury.

So suffering is a fact. Now a number of corollary questions come to the fore. 

Whenever we talk about medicine or policy, a “hierarchy of suffering” begins to 

take shape, for it is impossible to relieve every case at once. Can we identify the 

worst assaults? Those individuals most at risk of great suffering? Among persons 
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Growth of GNP or of industrial incomes can, of course, be very important 

as means to expanding the freedoms enjoyed by the members of the society. 

But freedoms depend also on other determinants, such as social and 

economic arrangements (for example, facilities for education and health 

care) as well as political and civil rights (for example, the liberty to 

participate in public discussion and scrutiny).
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Where do people earn the Per Capita Income? More than one poor 
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In our countries, numbers live better than people. How many 

people prosper in times of prosperity? How many people find their 

lives developed by development?

Eduardo Galeano, “Those Little Numbers and People”
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whose suffering is not fatal, who is most at risk of sustaining permanent and 

disabling damage? Are victims of certain “event” assaults, such as torture or rape, 

more likely to experience later sequelae than persons who endure sustained and 

insidious suffering, such as the pain born of deep poverty or racism? Are certain 

forms of insidious discrimination demonstrably more noxious than others?

Anthropologists and others who adopt these as research questions study both 

individual experience and the larger social matrix in which it is embedded in 

order to see how various social processes and events come to be translated into 

personal distress and disease. By what mechanisms, precisely, do social forces 

ranging from poverty to racism become embodied as individual experience?1 This 

has been the focus of most of my own research in Haiti, where political and eco-

nomic forces have structured risk for AIDS, tuberculosis, and, indeed, most other 

infectious and parasitic diseases. Social forces at work there have also structured 

risk for most forms of extreme suffering, from hunger to torture and rape.

Working in contemporary Haiti, where in recent decades political violence 

has been added to the worst poverty in the hemisphere, one learns a great deal 

about suffering. In fact, the country has long constituted a sort of living labora-

tory for the study of affliction, no matter how it is defined. The biggest problem, of 

course, is unimaginable poverty, as a long succession of dictatorial governments 

have been more engaged in pillaging than in protecting the rights of workers, 

even on paper. As Eduardo Galeano noted in 1973, at the height of the Duvalier 

dictatorship, “The wages Haiti requires by law belong in the department of sci-

ence fiction: actual wages on coffee plantations vary from $.07 to $.15 a day.”2

When international health and population experts devised a “human suffering 

index” in 1991, by examining several measures of human welfare ranging from 

life expectancy to political freedom, 27 of 141 countries were characterized by 

“extreme human suffering.”3 Only one of them, Haiti, was located in the Western 

Hemisphere. In only three countries on earth was suffering judged to be more 

extreme than that endured in Haiti; each of these three countries was in the 

midst of an internationally recognized civil war.

Suffering is certainly a recurrent and expected condition in Haiti’s Central 

Plateau, where everyday life has felt, often enough, like war. “You get up in the 

morning,” observed one young widow with four children, “and it’s the fight for 

food and wood and water.” If initially struck by the austere beauty of the region’s 

steep mountains and clement weather, long-term visitors come to see the Central 

Plateau in much the same manner as its inhabitants do: a chalky and arid land 

hostile to the best efforts of the peasant farmers who live here. Landlessness is 

widespread and so, consequently, is hunger. All the standard measures reveal 

how tenuous is the peasantry’s hold on survival. Life expectancy at birth is less 

than fifty years, in large part because as many as two of every ten infants die 

before their first birthday.
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Against that background of generalized suffering, the specific experiences of 

patients recorded in my case histories are inscribed. The stories of two Haitian 

sufferers in particular, Acéphie Joseph and Chouchou Louis, seem to me to con-

vey more effectively than statistics or graphs the affliction and powerlessness 

that fill the days of the world’s poor.4 Since any example begs the question of its 

relevance, I will argue at the outset that the stories of Acéphie and Chouchou are 

anything but “anecdotal.” In the eyes of the epidemiologist as well as the political 

analyst, they suffered and died in exemplary fashion. Millions of people living in 

similar circumstances can expect to meet similar fates. What these victims, past 

and present, share are not personal or psychological attributes. They do not share 

culture or language or a certain race. What they share, rather, is the experience of 

occupying the bottom rung of the social ladder in inegalitarian societies.

ACÉPHIE’S STORY

Acéphie Joseph died of AIDS in 1991. She was from an impoverished family of 

“water refugees” who had lost their home and land years earlier when their val-

ley was flooded by a hydroelectric dam. Acéphie attended primary school in a 

banana-thatched and open shelter in which children and young adults received 

the rudiments of literacy in Kay. “She was the nicest of the Joseph sisters,” 

recalled one of her classmates. “And she was as pretty as she was nice.”

Acéphie’s beauty—she was tall and fine-featured, with enormous dark eyes—

and her vulnerability may have sealed her fate as early as 1984. Though still in 

primary school then, she was already nineteen years old; it was time for her to 

help generate income for her family, which was sinking deeper and deeper into 

poverty. Acéphie began to help her mother by carrying produce to a local market 

on Friday mornings. On foot or with a donkey, it took over an hour and a half 

to reach the market, and the road led right through Péligre, site of the dam and 

a military barracks. The soldiers liked to watch the parade of women on Friday 

mornings. Sometimes they taxed them, literally, with haphazardly imposed fines; 

sometimes they levied a toll of flirtatious banter.

Such flirtation is seldom rejected, at least openly. In rural Haiti, entrenched 

poverty made the soldiers—the region’s only salaried men—ever so much more 

attractive. Hunger was a near-daily occurrence for the Joseph family; the times 

were as bad as those right after the flooding of the valley. And so when Acéphie’s 

good looks caught the eye of Captain Jacques Honorat, a native of Belladère, 

formerly stationed in Port-au-Prince, she returned his gaze.

Acéphie knew, as did everyone in the area, that Honorat had a wife and chil-

dren. He was known, in fact, to have more than one regular partner. But Acéphie 

was taken in by his persistence, and when he went to speak to her parents, a 

long-term liaison was, from the outset, a serious possibility:
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What would you have me do? I could tell that the old people were uncomfortable, 

worried; but they didn’t say no. They didn’t tell me to stay away from him. I wish 

they had, but how could they have known? . . . I knew it was a bad idea then, but 

I just didn’t know why. I never dreamed he would give me a bad illness, never! I

looked around and saw how poor we all were, how the old people were finished . . .

What would you have me do? It was a way out, that’s how I saw it.

Acéphie and Honorat were sexual partners only briefly—for less than a month, 

according to Acéphie. Shortly thereafter, Honorat fell ill with unexplained fevers 

and kept to the company of his wife in Péligre. As Acéphie was looking for a 

moun prensipal—a “main man”—she tried to forget about the soldier. Still, it was 

shocking to hear, a few months after they parted, that he was dead.

Acéphie was at a crucial juncture in her life. Returning to school was out of 

the question. After some casting about, she went to Mirebalais, the nearest town, 

and began a course in what she euphemistically termed a “cooking school.” The 

school—really just an ambitious woman’s courtyard—prepared poor girls like 

Acéphie for their inevitable turn as servants in the city. Indeed, becoming a maid 

was fast developing into one of the rare growth industries in Haiti, and, as much 

as Acéphie’s proud mother hated to think of her daughter reduced to servitude, 

she could offer no viable alternative.

And so Acéphie, twenty-two years old, went off to Port-au-Prince, where she 

found a job as a housekeeper for a middle-class Haitian woman who worked for 

the U.S. embassy. Acéphie’s looks and manners kept her out of the backyard, the 

traditional milieu of Haitian servants. She was designated as the maid who, in 

addition to cleaning, answered the door and the phone. Although Acéphie was 

not paid well—she received thirty dollars each month—she recalled the gnawing 

hunger in her home village and managed to save a bit of money for her parents 

and siblings.

Still looking for a moun prensipal, Acéphie began seeing Blanco Nerette, a 

young man with origins similar to her own: Blanco’s parents were also “water 

refugees,” and Acéphie had known him when they were both attending the paro-

chial school in Kay. Blanco had done well for himself, by Kay standards: he 

chauffeured a small bus between the Central Plateau and the capital. In a setting 

in which the unemployment rate was greater than 60 percent, he could command 

considerable respect, and he turned his attentions to Acéphie. They planned to 

marry, she later recalled, and started pooling their resources.

Acéphie remained at the “embassy woman’s” house for more than three years, 

staying until she discovered that she was pregnant. As soon as she told Blanco, 

she could see him becoming skittish. Nor was her employer pleased: it is con-

sidered unsightly to have a pregnant servant. And so Acéphie returned to Kay, 

where she had a difficult pregnancy. Blanco came to see her once or twice. They 

had a disagreement, and then she heard nothing more from him. Following the 
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birth of her daughter, Acéphie was sapped by repeated infections. A regular visi-

tor to our clinic, she was soon diagnosed with AIDS.

Within months of her daughter’s birth, Acéphie’s life was consumed with 

managing her own drenching night sweats and debilitating diarrhea while 

attempting to care for the child. “We both need diapers now,” she remarked 

bitterly, toward the end of her life. As political violence hampered her doctors’ 

ability to open the clinic, Acéphie was faced each day not only with diarrhea 

but also with a persistent lassitude. As she became more and more gaunt, some 

villagers suggested that Acéphie was the victim of sorcery. Others recalled her 

liaison with the soldier and her work as a servant in the city, by then widely 

considered to be risk factors for AIDS. Acéphie herself knew that she had AIDS, 

although she was more apt to refer to herself as suffering from a disorder brought 

on by her work as a servant: “All that ironing, and then opening a refrigerator.” 

She died far from refrigerators or other amenities as her family and caregivers 

stood by helplessly.

But this is not simply the story of Acéphie and her daughter, also infected with 

the virus. There is also Jacques Honorat’s first wife, who each year grows thinner. 

After Honorat’s death, she found herself desperate, with no means of feeding her 

five hungry children, two of whom were also ill. Her subsequent union was again 

with a soldier. Honorat had at least two other partners, both of them poor peasant 

women, in the Central Plateau. One is HIV-positive and has two sickly children. 

And there is Blanco, still a handsome young man, apparently in good health, 

plying the roads from Mirebalais to Port-au-Prince. Who knows if he carries the 

virus? As a chauffeur, he has plenty of girlfriends.

Nor is this simply the story of those infected with HIV. The pain felt by 

Acéphie’s mother and twin brother was manifestly intense. But few understood 

her father’s anguish. Shortly after Acéphie’s death, he hanged himself with a 

length of rope.

CHOUCHOU’S STORY

Chouchou Louis, a young man from the same rural area, died in 1992. He grew 

up not far from Kay, in another small village in the steep and infertile highlands 

of Haiti’s Central Plateau. He attended primary school for a couple of years but 

was forced to drop out when his mother died. Then, in his early teens, Chouchou 

joined his father and an older sister in tending their hillside garden. In short, 

there was nothing remarkable about Chouchou’s childhood. It was brief and 

harsh, like most in rural Haiti.

Throughout the 1980s, church activities formed Chouchou’s sole distraction. 

These were hard years for the Haitian poor, beaten down by a family dictator-

ship well into its third decade. The Duvaliers, father and son, ruled through 
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violence, largely directed at people whose conditions of existence were similar to 

those of Chouchou Louis. Although many tried to flee, often by boat, U.S. policy 

maintained that Haitian asylum-seekers were “economic refugees.” As part of a 

1981 agreement between the administrations of Ronald Reagan and Jean-Claude 

Duvalier (known as “Baby Doc”), refugees seized by the U.S. Coast Guard on 

the high seas were summarily returned to Haiti. During the first ten years of 

the accord, approximately twenty-three thousand Haitians applied for political 

asylum in the United States. Eight applications were approved.

A growing Haitian pro-democracy movement led to the flight of Duvalier 

in February 1986. Chouchou Louis, who must have been about twenty years old 

when “Baby Doc” fell, shortly thereafter acquired a small radio. “All he did,” 

recalled his wife, years later, “was work the land, listen to the radio, and go to 

church.” On the radio, Chouchou heard about the people who took over after 

Duvalier fled. Like many in rural Haiti, Chouchou was distressed to hear that 

power had been handed to the military, led by hardened duvaliéristes. It was this 

army that the U.S. government termed “Haiti’s best bet for democracy.” (Hardly 

a disinterested judgment: the United States had created the modern Haitian 

army in 1916.) In the eighteen months following Duvalier’s departure, more than 

$200 million in U.S. aid passed through the hands of the junta.

In early 1989, Chouchou moved in with Chantal Brisé, who was pregnant. 

They were living together when Father Jean-Bertrand Aristide—by then con-

sidered the leader of the pro-democracy movement—declared his candidacy for 

the presidency in the internationally monitored elections of 1990. In December 

of that year, almost 70 percent of the voters chose Father Aristide from a field 

of nearly a dozen presidential candidates. No run-off election was required—

Aristide won this plurality in the first round.

Like most rural Haitians, Chouchou and Chantal welcomed Aristide’s elec-

tion with great joy. For the first time, the poor—Haiti’s overwhelming major-

ity, formerly silent—felt they had someone representing their interests in the 

presidential palace. This is why the subsequent military coup d’état of September 

1991 stirred great anger in the countryside, where most Haitians live. Anger was 

soon followed by sadness, then fear, as the country’s repressive machinery, which 

had been held at bay during the seven months of Aristide’s tenure, was speedily 

reactivated under the patronage of the army.

One day during the month after the coup, Chouchou was sitting in a truck 

en route to the town of Hinche. Chouchou offered for the consideration of his 

fellow passengers what Haitians call a pwen, a pointed remark intended to say 

something other than what it literally means. As they bounced along, he began 

complaining about the conditions of the roads, observing that, “if things were as 

they should be, these roads would have been repaired already.” One eyewitness 

later told me that at no point in the commentary was Aristide’s name invoked. 
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But his fellow passengers recognized Chouchou’s observations as veiled language 

deploring the coup. Unfortunately for Chouchou, one of the passengers was an 

out-of-uniform soldier. At the next checkpoint, the soldier had him seized and 

dragged from the truck. There, a group of soldiers and their lackeys—their atta-

chés, to use the epithet then in favor—immediately began beating Chouchou, in 

front of the other passengers; they continued to beat him as they brought him to 

the military barracks in Hinche. A scar on his right temple was a souvenir of his 

several days’ stay there.

In rural Haiti, any scrape with the law (that is, the military) led to a certain 

blacklisting. For men like Chouchou, staying out of jail involved keeping the 

local attachés happy, and he did this by avoiding his home village. But Chouchou 

lived in fear of a second arrest, his wife later told me, and his fears proved to be 

well founded.

On January 22, 1992, Chouchou was visiting his sister when he was arrested by 

two attachés. No reason was given for the arrest, and Chouchou’s sister regarded 

as ominous the seizure of the young man’s watch and radio. He was roughly 

marched to the nearest military checkpoint, where he was tortured by soldiers 

and the attachés. One area resident later told us that the prisoner’s screams made 

her children weep with terror.

On January 25, Chouchou was dumped in a ditch to die. The army scarcely 

took the trouble to circulate the canard that he had stolen some bananas. (The 

Haitian press, by then thoroughly muzzled, did not even broadcast this false ver-

sion of events; fatal beatings in the countryside did not count as news.) Relatives 

carried Chouchou back to Chantal and their daughter under the cover of night. 

By early on the morning of January 26, when I arrived, Chouchou was scarcely 

recognizable. His face, especially his left temple, was deformed, swollen, and 

lacerated; his right temple was also scarred. His mouth was a coagulated pool 

of dark blood. Lower down, his neck was peculiarly swollen, his throat collared 

with bruises left by a gun butt. His chest and sides were badly bruised, and he had 

several fractured ribs. His genitals had been mutilated.

That was his front side; presumably, the brunt of the beatings had come from 

behind. Chouchou’s back and thighs were striped with deep lash marks. His 

buttocks were macerated, the skin flayed down to the exposed gluteal muscles. 

Already some of these wounds appeared to be infected.

Chouchou coughed up more than a liter of blood in his agonal moments. 

Although I am not a forensic pathologist, my guess is that the proximate cause 

of his death was pulmonary hemorrhage. Given his respiratory difficulties and 

the amount of blood he coughed up, it is likely that the beatings caused him to 

bleed, slowly at first, then catastrophically, into his lungs. His head injuries had 

not robbed him of his faculties, although it might have been better for him had 

they done so. It took Chouchou three days to die.
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EXPLAINING VERSUS MAKING SENSE OF SUFFERING

Are these stories of suffering emblematic of something other than two tragic and 

premature deaths? If so, how representative is either of these experiences? Little 

about Acéphie’s story is unique; it brings to the foreground many of the forces 

restricting not only her options but those of most Haitian women. What about 

the murder of Chouchou Louis? International human rights groups estimate that 

more than three thousand Haitians were killed in the year after the September 

1991 coup that overthrew Haiti’s first democratically elected government and 

forced its president, Father Jean Bertrand Aristide, into exile. Almost all were 

civilians who, like Chouchou, fell into the hands of the military or paramilitary 

forces. The vast majority of victims were poor peasants, like Chouchou, or urban 

slum dwellers. But note that the figures just cited are conservative estimates; I can 

testify that no journalist or human rights observer ever came to count the body 

of Chouchou Louis.5

Thus the agony of Acéphie and Chouchou was, in a sense, “modal” suf-

fering. In Haiti, AIDS and political violence are two leading causes of death 

among young adults. These afflictions are not the result of accident or a force 

majeure; they are the consequence, direct or indirect, of human agency. When 

the Artibonite Valley was flooded, depriving families like the Josephs of their 

land, a human decision was behind it; when the Haitian army was endowed with 

money and unfettered power, human decisions were behind that, too. In fact, 

some of the same decision makers may have been involved in both cases.

If bureaucrats and soldiers seemed to have unconstrained sway over the lives 

of the rural poor, the agency of Acéphie and Chouchou was, correspondingly, 

curbed at every turn. Their grim biographies suggest that the social and eco-

nomic forces that have helped to shape the AIDS epidemic are, in every sense, the 

same forces that led to Chouchou’s death and to the larger repression by which 

it was eclipsed. What’s more, both of these individuals were “at risk” of such a 

fate long before they met the soldiers who altered their destinies. They were both, 

from the outset, victims of structural violence. The term is apt because such suf-

fering is “structured” by processes and forces that conspire—whether through 

routine, ritual, or, more commonly, the hard surfaces of economics and politics—

to constrain agency.6 For many, including most of my patients and informants, 

choices both large and small are limited by racism, sexism, political violence, and

grinding poverty.

While certain kinds of suffering are readily observable—and the subject of 

countless films, novels, and poems—structural violence all too frequently defeats 

those who would describe it. There are at least three reasons. First, the “exoticiza-

tion” of suffering as lurid as that endured by Acéphie and Chouchou distances 

it. The suffering of individuals whose lives and struggles recall our own tends to 
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move us; the suffering of those who are “remote,” whether because of geography 

or culture, is usually less affecting.

Second, the sheer weight of the suffering makes it all the more difficult to 

render: “Knowledge of suffering cannot be conveyed in pure facts and figures, 

reportings that objectify the suffering of countless persons. The horror of suffer-

ing is not only its immensity but the faces of the anonymous victims who have 

little voice, let alone rights, in history.”7

Third, the dynamics and distribution of suffering are still poorly understood. 

Physicians, when fortunate, can alleviate the suffering of the sick. But explaining 

its distribution requires many minds and resources. Case studies of individuals 

reveal suffering, telling us what happens to one or many people; but to explain 

suffering, one must embed individual biography in the larger matrix of culture, 

history, and political economy.

In short, it is one thing to make sense of extreme suffering—a universal activ-

ity, surely—and quite another to explain it. Life experiences such as those of 

Acéphie and Chouchou, and of other Haitians living in poverty who share simi-

lar social conditions, must be embedded in ethnography if we are to understand 

their representativeness. These local understandings must be embedded, in turn, 

in the historical system of which Haiti is a part.8 The weakness of such analyses 

is, of course, their great distance from personal experience. But the social and 

economic forces that dictate life choices in Haiti’s Central Plateau affect many 

millions of individuals, and it is in the context of these global forces that the 

suffering of individuals acquires its own appropriate context.

Similar insights are central to liberation theology, which preoccupies itself 

with the suffering of the poor. In The Praxis of Suffering, Rebecca Chopp states, 

“In a variety of forms, liberation theology speaks with those who, through their 

suffering, call into question the meaning and truth of human history.”9 Unlike 

most previous theologies, unlike much modern philosophy, liberation theology 

attempts to use social analysis both to explain and to deplore human suffering. 

Its key texts draw our attention not merely to the suffering of the wretched of the 

earth but also to the forces that promote that suffering. Theologian Leonardo 

Boff, commenting on one of these texts, observes that it “moves immediately to 

the structural analysis of these forces and denounces the systems, structures, and 

mechanisms that ‘create a situation where the rich get richer at the expense of the 

poor, who get even poorer.’”10

Put simply, few liberation theologians reflect on suffering without attempting 

to understand the mechanisms that produce it. Theirs is a theology that under-

lines connections. Robert McAfee Brown has these connections, and also the 

poor, in mind when, paraphrasing the Uruguayan Jesuit Juan Luis Segundo, he 

observes that “the world that is satisfying to us is the same world that is utterly 

devastating to them.”11
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MAKING SENSE OF STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE

Events of massive, public suffering defy quantitative analysis. How can 

one really understand statistics citing the death of six million Jews or 

graphs of third-world starvation? Do numbers really reveal the agony, 

the interruption, the questions that these victims put to the meaning 

and nature of our individual lives and life as a whole?

Rebecca Chopp, The Praxis of Suffering

My apologies to chance for calling it necessity

My apologies to necessity if I’m mistaken, after all.

Please, don’t be angry, happiness, that I take you as my due.

May my dead be patient with the way my memories fade.

My apologies to time for all the world I overlook each second.

Wisława Szymborska, “Under One Small Star”

How might we discern the nature of structural violence and explore its contribu-

tion to human suffering? Can we devise an analytic model, one with explanatory 

and predictive power, for understanding suffering in a global context? This task, 

though daunting, is both urgent and feasible if we are to protect and promote 

human rights.

Our cursory examination of AIDS and political violence in Haiti suggests that 

such an analysis must, first, be geographically broad. The world as we know it is 

becoming increasingly interconnected. A corollary of this fact is that extreme 

suffering—especially when on a grand scale, as in genocide—is seldom divorced 

from the actions of the powerful.12 The analysis must also be historically deep:

not merely deep enough to remind us of events and decisions such as those that 

deprived Acéphie’s parents of their land and founded the Haitian military, but 

deep enough to recall that modern-day Haitians are the descendants of a people 

kidnapped from Africa in order to provide our forebears with sugar, sago, coffee, 

and cotton.13

Social factors including gender, ethnicity (“race”), and socioeconomic status 

may each play a role in rendering individuals and groups vulnerable to extreme 

human suffering. But in most settings these factors by themselves have limited 

explanatory power. To discern a political economy of brutality, simultaneous

consideration of various social “axes” is imperative. Furthermore, such social 

factors are differentially weighted in different settings and in different times, as 

even a brief consideration of their contributions to extreme suffering suggests.

In an essay entitled “Mortality as an Indicator of Economic Success and 

Failure,” Amartya Sen reminds us of the need to move beyond “the cold and 

often inarticulate statistics of low incomes” to look at the various ways in which 

agency—what he terms the “capabilities of each person”—is constrained. He

writes: “There is, of course, plenty of [poverty] in the world in which we live. But 
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more awful is the fact that so many people—including children from disadvan-

taged backgrounds—are forced to lead miserable and precarious lives and to die 

prematurely. That predicament relates in general to low incomes, but not just to 

that. It also reflects inadequate public health provisions and nutritional support, 

deficiency of social security arrangements, and the absence of social responsibil-

ity and of caring governance.”14

To understand the relationship between structural violence and human rights, 

we must avoid reductionistic analyses. Sen is understandably concerned to avoid 

economic reductionism, an occupational hazard in his field. But numerous other 

analytic traps can also hinder the quest for a sound analytic purchase on the 

dynamics of human suffering.

The Axis of Gender

Acéphie Joseph and Chouchou Louis shared a similar social status, and each died 

after contact with the Haitian military. Gender helps to explain why Acéphie died 

of AIDS and Chouchou from torture. Gender inequality helps to explain why 

the suffering of Acéphie is much more commonplace than that of Chouchou. 

Throughout the world, women are confronted with sexism, an ideology that situ-

ates them as inferior to men. In 1974, when a group of feminist anthropologists 

surveyed the status of women living in disparate settings, they could agree that, 

in every society studied, men dominated political, legal, and economic institu-

tions to varying degrees; in no culture was the status of women genuinely equal, 

much less superior, to that of men.15

This power differential has meant that women’s rights are violated in innu-

merable ways. Although male victims are clearly preponderant in studies of 

torture, females almost exclusively endure the much more common crimes of 

domestic violence and rape. In the United States alone, the number of such 

aggressions is staggering. Taking into account sexual assaults by both intimates 

and strangers, “one in four women has been the victim of a completed rape 

and one in four women has been physically battered, according to the results 

of recent community-based studies.”16 In many societies, crimes of domestic 

violence and rape are not even discussed and are thus invisible.

In most settings, however, gender alone does not define risk for such assaults 

on dignity. It is poor women who are least well defended against these assaults.17

This is true not only of domestic violence and rape but also of AIDS and its dis-

tribution, as anthropologist Martha Ward points out: “The collection of statistics 

by ethnicity rather than by socio-economic status obscures the fact that the 

majority of women with AIDS in the United States are poor. Women are at risk 

for HIV not because they are African-American or speak Spanish; women are at 

risk because poverty is the primary and determining condition of their lives.”18

Similarly, only women can experience maternal mortality, a cause of anguish 
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around the world. More than half a million women die each year in childbirth, 

but not all women face a high risk of this fate. In fact, according to analyses of 

1995 statistics, 99.8 percent of these deaths occurred in developing countries.19

Recent reported maternal mortality rates for Haiti vary, depending on the source, 

with numbers ranging from 523 deaths per 100,000 live births to the much higher 

rates of 1,100 and even as high as 1,400 deaths per 100,000 live births. Needless 

to say, these deaths are registered almost entirely among the poor.20 Gender bias, 

as Sen points out, “is a general problem that applies even in Europe and North 

America in a variety of fields (such as division of family chores, the provision of 

support for higher training, and so on), but in poorer countries, the disadvantage 

of women may even apply to the basic fields of health care, nutritional support, 

and elementary education.”21

The Axis of “Race” or Ethnicity

The idea of “race,” which most anthropologists and demographers consider to be 

a biologically insignificant term, has enormous social currency. Racial classifica-

tions have been used to deprive many groups of basic rights and therefore have 

an important place in considerations of human inequality and suffering. The 

history of Rwanda and Burundi shows that once-minor ethnic categories—Hutu 

and Tutsi share language and culture and kinship systems—were lent weight and 

social meaning by colonial administrators who divided and conquered, deepen-

ing social inequalities and then fueling nascent ethnic rivalry. In South Africa, 

one of the clearest examples of the long-term effects of racism, epidemiologists 

report that the infant mortality rate among blacks may be as much as ten times 

higher than that of whites. For black people in South Africa, the proximate 

cause of increased rates of morbidity and mortality is lack of access to resources: 

“Poverty remains the primary cause of the prevalence of many diseases and wide-

spread hunger and malnutrition among black South Africans.”22 The dismantling 

of the apartheid regime has not yet brought the dismantling of the structures of 

oppression and inequality in South Africa, and persistent social inequality is no 

doubt the primary reason that HIV has spread so rapidly in sub-Saharan Africa’s 

wealthiest nation.23

Significant mortality differentials between blacks and whites are also reg-

istered in the United States, which shares with South Africa the distinction of 

being one of the two industrialized countries failing to record mortality data by 

socioeconomic status. In 1988 in the United States, life expectancy at birth was 

75.5 years for whites, 69.5 years for blacks. In the following decade, although U.S. 

life expectancies increased across the board, the gap between whites and blacks 

widened by another 0.6 years.24 While these racial differentials in mortality have 

provoked a certain amount of discussion, public health expert Vicente Navarro 

recently pointed to the “deafening silence” on the topic of class differentials in 
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mortality in the United States, where “race is used as a substitute for class.” But in 

1986, on “one of the few occasions that the U.S. government collected information 

on mortality rates (for heart and cerebrovascular disease) by class, the results 

showed that, by whatever indicators of class one might choose (level of education, 

income, or occupation), mortality rates are related to social class.”25

Indeed, where the major causes of death (heart disease and cerebrovascular 

disease) are concerned, class standing is a clearer indicator than racial clas-

sification. “The growing mortality differentials between whites and blacks,” 

Navarro concludes, “cannot be understood by looking only at race; they are 

part and parcel of larger mortality differentials—class differentials.”26 Sociologist 

William Julius Wilson makes a similar point in his landmark study The Declining 

Significance of Race, where he argues that “trained and educated blacks, like 

trained and educated whites, will continue to enjoy the advantages and privileges 

of their class status.”27 Although new studies show that race differentials persist 

even among the privileged, it is important to emphasize that it is the African 

American poor—and an analysis of the mechanisms of their impoverishment—

who are being left out. At the same time, U.S. national aggregate income data 

that do not consider differential mortality by race and place completely miss 

the fact that African American men in Harlem have shorter life expectancies 

than Bangladeshi men.28 Again, as Sen remarks, race-based differences in life 

expectancy have policy implications, and these in turn are related to social and 

economic rights:

If the relative deprivation of blacks transcends income differentials so robustly, the 

remedying of this inequality has to involve policy matters that go well beyond just 

creating income opportunities for the black population. It is necessary to address 

such matters as public health services, educational facilities, hazards of urban 

life, and other social and economic parameters that influence survival chances. 

The picture of mortality differentials presents an entry into the problem of racial 

inequality in the United States that would be wholly missed if our economic analy-

sis were to be confined only to traditional economic variables.29

Other Axes of Oppression

Any distinguishing characteristic, whether social or biological, can serve as a 

pretext for discrimination and thus as a cause of suffering. Refugee or immi-

grant status is one that readily comes to mind, when thinking of the poor and 

the powerless. Sexual preference is another obvious example; homosexuality is 

stigmatized to varying degrees in many settings. “Gay bashing,” like other forms 

of violent criminal victimization, is sure to have long-term effects. But crimes 

against gay men and women are again felt largely among the poor.

Questions about the relationship between homophobia and mortality patterns 
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have come to the fore during the AIDS pandemic. In regard to HIV disease, 

homophobia may lead to adverse outcomes if it “drives underground” people 

who would otherwise stand to benefit from preventive campaigns. But gay com-

munities, at least middle-class ones in affluent nations, have been singularly 

effective in organizing a response to AIDS, and those most closely integrated into 

these communities are among the most informed consumers of AIDS-related 

messages in the world.30

Homophobia may be said to hasten the development of AIDS if it denies 

services to those already infected with HIV. But this phenomenon has not been 

widely observed in the United States, where an “AIDS deficit”—fewer cases than 

predicted—has been noted among gay men, though not in other groups dis-

proportionately afflicted with HIV disease in the early years of the epidemic: 

injection drug users, inner-city people of color, and persons originally from poor 

countries in sub-Saharan Africa or the Caribbean.31 Nor have those engaged in 

sex work benefited from the AIDS deficit. However, males involved in prostitu-

tion are almost universally poor, and it may be their poverty, rather than their 

sexual preference, that puts them at risk of HIV infection. Many men involved in 

homosexual prostitution, particularly minority adolescents, do not necessarily 

identify themselves as gay.

None of this is to deny the ill effects of homophobia, even in a country as 

wealthy as the United States. The point is rather to call for more fine-grained, more 

systemic analyses of power and privilege in discussions about who is likely to have 

their rights violated and in what ways. We did not need the AIDS pandemic to 

teach us this. In his novel Maurice, E.M. Forster explores both English class poli-

tics and the affective experience of Maurice, an upper-middle-class man who falls 

in love with Clive, an aristocrat with the expected political ambitions. Maurice’s 

liberation, it would seem, comes from his relationship with Alec, a servant on 

Clive’s family estate. In a postscript to the book, Forster deplores the persecution 

of gays in England, predicting that “police prosecutions will continue and Clive 

on the bench will continue to sentence Alec on the dock. Maurice may get off.”32

The Conflation of Structural Violence and Cultural Difference

Awareness of cultural differences has long complicated discussion of human suf-

fering. Some anthropologists have argued that what outside observers construe 

as obvious assaults on dignity may in fact be longstanding cultural institutions 

highly valued by a society. Often-cited examples range from female circumcision 

in the Sudan to headhunting in the Philippines. Such discussions invariably 

appeal to the concept of cultural relativism, which has a long and checkered his-

tory in anthropology. Is every culture a law unto itself and answerable to nothing 

other than itself? In recent decades, confidence in reflexive cultural relativism 
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faltered as anthropologists turned their attention to “complex societies” char-

acterized by extremely inegalitarian social structures. Many found themselves 

unwilling to condone social inequity merely because it was buttressed by cultural 

beliefs, no matter how ancient or picturesque. Citizens of the former colonies also 

questioned cultural relativism as part of a broader critique of anthropology: for 

them, it appeared to be a mechanism for rationalizing and perpetuating inequali-

ties between First and Third Worlds.33

But this question has not yet eroded a tendency, evident in many of the social 

sciences but perhaps particularly in anthropology, to confuse structural violence 

with cultural difference. In far too many ethnographies, poverty and inequal-

ity, the end results of a long historical process, are conflated with “otherness.” 

Typically, such myopia comes down not to motives but rather, as Talal Asad has 

suggested, to our “mode of perceiving and objectifying alien societies.”34 Part 

of the problem may be the ways in which the term “culture” is used. “The idea 

of culture,” explains Roy Wagner approvingly in a book on the subject, “places 

the researcher in a position of equality with his subjects: each ‘belongs to a cul-

ture.’”35 The tragedy, of course, is that this equality, however comforting to the 

researcher, is entirely illusory. Anthropology has usually “studied down” steep 

gradients of power.

Such illusions provide an important means of sustaining other misreadings—

most notably, the conflation of poverty and cultural difference—for they suggest 

that the anthropologist and “his” subject, being from different cultures, are of

different worlds and of different times.36 These sorts of misreadings, innocent 

enough when kept among scholars, are finding a more insidious utility within 

elite culture as it becomes increasingly transnational. Concepts of cultural rela-

tivism, and even arguments to reinstate the dignity of different cultures and 

“races,” have been easily adopted and turned to profit by some of the very agencies 

that perpetuate extreme suffering.37 The abuse of the concept of cultural specific-

ity is particularly insidious in discussions of suffering in general and of human 

rights abuses specifically: cultural difference, verging on cultural determinism, 

is one of several forms of essentialism used to explain away assaults on dignity 

and suffering. Practices including torture are said to be “part of their culture” or 

“in their nature”—“their” designating either the victims, or the perpetrators, or 

both, as may be expedient.38

Such analytic vices are rarely questioned, even though systemic studies of 

extreme suffering indicate that the concept of culture should enjoy only an 

exceedingly limited role in explaining the distribution of misery. The role of 

cultural boundary lines in enabling, perpetuating, justifying, and interpreting 

suffering is subordinate to (though well integrated with) the national and inter-

national mechanisms that create and deepen inequalities. “Culture” does not 

explain suffering; it may at worst furnish an alibi.39
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STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE AND EXTREME SUFFERING

At night I listen to their phantoms

shouting in my ear

shaking me out of lethargy

issuing me commands

I think of their tattered lives

of their feverish hands

reaching out to seize ours.

It’s not that they’re begging

they’re demanding

they’ve earned the right to order us

to break up our sleep

to come awake

to shake off once and for all

this lassitude.

Claribel Alegría, “Nocturnal Visits”

Clearly, no single axis can fully define increased risk for extreme human suffer-

ing. Efforts to attribute explanatory efficacy to one variable lead to immodest 

claims of causality, for wealth and power have often protected individual women, 

gays, and ethnic minorities from the suffering and adverse outcomes associated 

with assaults on dignity. Similarly, poverty can efface the “protective” effects of 

status based on gender, race, or sexual orientation. Leonardo Boff and Clodovis 

Boff, liberation theologians writing from Brazil, insist on the primacy of the 

economic:

We have to observe that the socioeconomically oppressed (the poor) do not simply 

exist alongside other oppressed groups, such as blacks, indigenous peoples, women—

to take the three major categories in the Third World. No, the “class-oppressed”—

the socioeconomically poor—are the infrastructural expression of the process of 

oppression. The other groups represent “superstructural” expressions of oppression 

and because of this are deeply conditioned by the infrastructural. It is one thing to 

be a black taxi-driver, quite another to be a black football idol; it is one thing to be a 

woman working as a domestic servant, quite another to be the first lady of the land; 

it is one thing to be an Amerindian thrown off your land, quite another to be an 

Amerindian owning your own farm.40

This is not to deny that sexism or racism has serious negative consequences, 

even in the wealthy countries of North America and Europe. The point is simply 

to call for more honest discussions of who is likely to suffer and in what ways.

The capacity to suffer is, clearly, a part of being human. But not all suffering 

is equivalent, in spite of pernicious and often self-serving identity politics that 

suggest otherwise. Physicians practice triage and referral daily. What suffering 
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needs to be taken care of first and with what resources? It is possible to speak of 

extreme human suffering, and an inordinate share of this sort of pain is currently 

endured by those living in poverty. Take, for example, illness and premature 

death, the leading cause of extreme suffering in many places in the world. In a 

striking departure from previous, staid reports, the World Health Organization 

now acknowledges that poverty is the world’s greatest killer: “Poverty wields its 

destructive influence at every stage of human life, from the moment of concep-

tion to the grave. It conspires with the most deadly and painful diseases to bring 

a wretched existence to all those who suffer from it.”41

Today, the world’s poor are the chief victims of structural violence—a violence 

that has thus far defied the analysis of many who seek to understand the nature 

and distribution of extreme suffering. Why might this be so? One answer is 

that the poor are not only more likely to suffer; they are also less likely to have 

their suffering noticed, as Chilean theologian Pablo Richard, noting the fall of 

the Berlin Wall, has warned: “We are aware that another gigantic wall is being 

constructed in the Third World, to hide the reality of the poor majorities. A wall 

between the rich and poor is being built, so that poverty does not annoy the 

powerful and the poor are obliged to die in the silence of history.”42

The task at hand, if this silence is to be broken, is to identify the forces conspir-

ing to promote suffering, with the understanding that these are differentially 

weighted in different settings. If we do this, we stand a chance of discerning the 

causes of extreme suffering and also the forces that put some at risk for human 

rights abuses, while others are shielded from risk. No honest assessment of the 

current state of human rights can omit an analysis of structural violence.

NOTES

1. The embodiment paradigm, for which we are to some extent indebted to Maurice Merleau-

Ponty (see, for example, Phénoménologie de la perception), has been used widely in medical anthro-

pology. For a helpful review, see Csordas, “Embodiment as a Paradigm for Anthropology”; and 

Csordas, Embodiment and Experience.

2. Galeano, Open Veins of Latin America, p. 112. It’s worth noting that people with miserable 

jobs are nonetheless considered fortunate in a country where unemployment is estimated, by the 

omniscient CIA, at 70 percent (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency, “Haiti” [World Factbook 2001]). It’s 

no wonder that the CIA is interested in the matter: Haiti was, until quite recently, one of the world’s 

leading assemblers of U.S. goods. On the conditions of Haitian workers in U.S.-owned offshore 

assembly plants, see Kernaghan, Haiti after the Coup. Of course, U.S. industries are not alone in 

exploiting cheap Haitian labor.

3. In addition to standard indices of well-being and development, the human suffering index 

takes into account such factors as access to clean drinking water, daily caloric intake, religious and 

political freedom, respect for civil rights, and degree of gender inequality.

4. I tell the stories of Acéphie Joseph and Chouchou Louis in more detail in Farmer, The Uses 

of Haiti, pp. 244–82.
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5. For an overview of the human rights situation after the 1991 coup led by General Raoul 

Cédras, see Americas Watch and National Coalition for Haitian Refugees, Silencing a People; and 

O’Neill, “The Roots of Human Rights Violations in Haiti.” For a review of these and other reports, 

see Farmer, The Uses of Haiti. See also Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, Report on the 

Situation of Human Rights in Haiti, 1995; United Nations Commission on Human Rights, Situation 

of Human Rights in Haiti; Human Rights Watch/Americas, Jesuit Refugee Service, and National 

Coalition for Haitian Refugees, Fugitives from Injustice.

Toward the end of the coup, which led to thousands of outright murders, the army and para-

military began a campaign of politically motivated rape. One survey terms this campaign “argu-

ably the greatest crime against womankind in the Caribbean since slavery” (Rey, “Junta, Rape, 

and Religion in Haiti,” p. 74). See also Human Rights Watch/Americas and National Coalition for 

Haitian Refugees, Terror Prevails in Haiti. It was during these years that our clinic received its first 

rape victims; see Farmer, “Haiti’s Lost Years.” One of my patients went on to testify about politically 

motivated rapes in a hearing on this topic held by the Organization of American States.

6. Some would argue that the relationship between individual agency and supraindividual 

structures forms the central problematic of contemporary social theory. I have tried, in this discus-

sion, to avoid what Pierre Bourdieu has termed “the absurd opposition between individual and 

society,” and here acknowledge the influence of Bourdieu, who has contributed enormously to the 

debate on structure and agency. For a concise statement of his (often revised) views on this subject, 

see Bourdieu, In Other Words. That a supple and fundamentally nondeterministic model of agency 

would have such a deterministic—and pessimistic—“feel” is largely a reflection of my topic, suffer-

ing, and my “fieldwork site,” which is Haiti.

The relationship between agency and human rights is traced by Michael Ignatieff, among others: 

“We know from historical experience that when human beings have defensible rights—when their 

agency as individuals is protected and enhanced—they are less likely to be abused and oppressed. 

On these grounds, we count the diffusion of human rights instruments as progress even if there 

remains an unconscionable gap between the instruments and the actual practices of states charged 

to comply with them” (Human Rights as Politics and Idolatry, p. 4).

7. Chopp, The Praxis of Suffering, p. 2.

8. I have made this argument at greater length elsewhere; see Farmer, AIDS and Accusation,

chap. 22.

9. Chopp, The Praxis of Suffering, p. 2. See also the works of Gustavo Gutiérrez (for example, A

Theology of Liberation; and The Power of the Poor in History), who has written a great deal about the 

meaning of suffering in the twentieth century. For an anthropological study of liberation theology 

in social context, see Burdick, Looking for God in Brazil. Also see Lancaster, Thanks to God and the 

Revolution.

10. Boff, Faith on the Edge, p. 20.

11. Brown, Liberation Theology, p. 44.

12. The political economy of genocide is explored in Simpson, The Splendid Blond Beast. See 

also Aly, Chroust, and Pross, Cleansing the Fatherland. On the transnational political economy 

of human rights abuses, see Chomsky and Herman, After the Cataclysm; Chomsky and Herman, 

The Washington Connection and Third World Fascism. When Mike Davis explores “late Victorian 

holocausts,” which led to some fifty million deaths, he concludes that “we are not dealing, in other 

words, with ‘lands of famine’ becalmed in stagnant backwaters of world history, but with the fate 

of tropical humanity at the precise moment (1870–1914) when its labor and products were being 

dynamically conscripted into a London-centered world economy. Millions died, not outside the 

‘modern world system,’ but in the very process of being forcibly incorporated into its economic and 

political structures” (Late Victorian Holocausts, p. 9).
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13. For historical background on Haiti, see James, The Black Jacobins; Mintz, “The Caribbean 

Region”; Trouillot, Haiti, State against Nation.

14. Sen, “Mortality as an Indicator of Economic Success and Failure,” p. 2.

15. Rosaldo and Lamphere, Woman, Culture, and Society. For differing views, see Leacock, 

Myths of Male Dominance.

16. Koss, Koss, and Woodruff, “Deleterious Effects of Criminal Victimization on Women’s 

Health and Medical Utilization,” p. 342. From November 1995 to May 1996, the National Institute of 

Justice and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention jointly conducted a national telephone 

survey that confirmed the high rates of assault against U.S. women (Tjaden and Thoennes, Preva-

lence, Incidence, and Consequences of Violence against Women). See also Bachman and Saltzman, 

Violence against Women.

17. It is important to note, however, that in many societies upper-class or upper-caste women are 

also subject to laws that virtually efface marital rape. The study by Mary Koss, Paul Koss, and Joy 

Woodruff includes this crime with other forms of criminal victimization, but such information is 

collected only through community-based surveys (“Deleterious Effects of Criminal Victimization 

on Women’s Health and Medical Utilization”).

18. Ward, “A Different Disease,” p. 414.

19. A recent joint report by the WHO, UNICEF, and UNFPA on estimated maternal mortal-

ity for 1995 notes that of the 515,000 estimated maternal deaths worldwide, only 0.2 percent, or 

1,200, occurred in industrialized countries. The lifetime risk of maternal death for women in such 

countries is calculated at 1:4,085, whereas for women in developing nations, the risk is much higher, 

at 1:61. In fact, for the subgroup of countries characterized as “least developed”—of which Haiti is 

one—the estimated risk of maternal death is, tragically, even higher, at 1:16 (World Health Organiza-

tion, United Nations Children’s Fund, and United Nations Population Fund, Maternal Mortality in 

1995, p. 48).

20. The maternal mortality rate (MMR) of 523 deaths is for the year 2000 and is based on reports 

from the national health authority to PAHO; see Pan American Health Organization, “Country 

Health Profile: Haiti, 2001.” The much higher rate of 1,100 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births 

is reported in World Health Organization, United Nations Children’s Fund, and United Nations 

Population Fund, Maternal Mortality in 1995, p. 44. These numbers are likely to be even higher if one 

measures maternal mortality at the community level. The only community-based survey done in 

Haiti, conducted in 1985 around the town of Jacmel in southern Haiti, found that maternal mortal-

ity was 1,400 per 100,000 live births (Jean-Louis, “Diagnostic de l’état de santé en Haïti”). During 

that same period, “official” statistics reported much lower rates for Haiti, ranging from an MMR of 

230 for the years 1980–87 (United Nations Development Programme, Human Development Report 

1990) and an MMR of 340 for 1980–85 to a higher estimate in the years that followed, 1987–92, of 

600 maternal deaths per 100,000 live births (World Bank, Social Indicators of Development, 1994,

p. 148). For additional maternal mortality data from that period, see World Health Organization, 

“Maternal Mortality.”

21. Sen, “Mortality as an Indicator of Economic Success and Failure,” p. 13. For an in-depth 

discussion of the population-based impact of gender bias in poor countries, see Sen’s classic essay, 

“Missing Women.”

Sen summarizes the potential impact of public action in poor regions by examining Kerala state:

Kerala’s experience suggests that “gender bias” against females can be radically changed 

by public action—involving both the government and the public itself—especially through 

female education, opportunities for women to have responsible jobs, women’s legal rights on 

property, and by enlightened egalitarian politics. Correspondingly, the problem of “missing 

women” can also be largely solved through social policy and political radicalism. Women’s 
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movements can play a very important part in bringing about this type of change, and in 

making the political process in poor countries pay serious attention to the deep inequalities 

from which women suffer. It is also interesting to note, in this context, that the narrowly eco-

nomic variables, such as GNP or GDP per head, on which so much of standard development 

economics concentrates, give a very misleading picture of economic and social progress 

(“Mortality as an Indicator of Economic Success and Failure,” p. 15).

22. Nightingale et al., “Apartheid Medicine,” p. 2098; emphasis added. For a more in-depth 

account and a more complicated view of the mechanisms by which apartheid and the South African 

economy are related to disease causation, see Packard, White Plague, Black Labor.

23. Although HIV is said to have recently “taken off” among South Africa’s black population, it 

has been, from the beginning, an epidemic disproportionately affecting black people in that country. 

South African data indicate that in 1994, when seventeen white women were diagnosed with AIDS, 

almost fifteen hundred black women—nearly one hundred times as many—had the disease (Repub-

lic of South Africa, Department of National Health, Health Trends in South Africa, 1994, p. 67).

Even after the dismantling of the apartheid system, HIV continues to disproportionately affect 

black South Africans; see Lurie et al., “Circular Migration and Sexual Networking in Rural Kwa-

zulu/Natal.” As Audrey Chapman and Leonard Rubenstein note in a report for the American Asso-

ciation for the Advancement of Science and Physicians for Human Rights, “the epidemiology of 

the HIV/AIDS epidemic . . . demonstrates the link between poverty, low status and vulnerability to 
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The ethnographically visible, central Haiti, September 2000: Most hospitals in the 

region are empty. This is not because of a local lack of treatable pathology; rather, 

patients have no money to pay for care. But one hospital—situated in a squatter 

settlement just 8 kilometers from a hydroelectric dam that decades ago flooded a 

fertile valley—is crowded. Medicines and laboratory studies are free. Every bed is 

filled, and the courtyard in front of the clinic is mobbed with patients waiting to 

be seen. Over a hundred slept on the grounds last night and are now struggling to 

smooth out wrinkles in hand-me-down dresses or pants or shirts; hats are being 

adjusted, and some people are massaging painful cricks in the neck. The queue 

of those waiting to have a new medical record created is long, snaking toward the 

infectious-disease clinic I am hoping to reach. First, however, it is better to scan 

the crowd for those who should be seen immediately.

Less ethnographically visible is the fact that Haiti is now under democratic 

rule. For the first time in almost two centuries, democratic elections are planned 

and could result in a historic precedent: President René Préval, elected some 

years earlier, could actually survive his presidency to transfer power to another 

democratically elected president. (In 2001, Préval succeeded in being the first and 

so far only president in Haitian history to serve out his mandate, not a day more, 

not a day less.)

To local eyes, this victory for democratic process is overwhelmed by the depri-

vation inscribed into the very seams of Haitian society. For the rural poor, most 

of them peasants, poverty means erosion and lower crop yields; it means hunger 

and sickness. And every morning the crowd in front of the clinic seems to grow.

To foreign eyes, the Haitian story has become a confused skein of tragedies, 
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most of them seen as local. Poverty, crime, accidents, disease, death—and more 

often than not their causes—are also seen as problems locally derived. The trans-

national tale of slavery, debt, and turmoil is lost in Haiti’s vivid poverty, the 

understanding of which seems to defeat the analyses of journalists and even 

many anthropologists, focused as we are on the ethnographically visible, what is 

there in front of us.

Making my way through this crowd has become a daily chore, and triage—

seeking out the sickest—a ritual in the years since I became medical director of 

the clinic. Now the morning sun angles into the courtyard, but the patients are 

shaded by tall ficus trees, planted there years before. The clinic and hospital were 

built into the hillside over the previous fifteen years, but the dense foliage gives 

the impression that the buildings have been there for decades.

I see two patients on makeshift stretchers; both are being examined by aux-

iliary nurses armed with stethoscopes and blood-pressure cuffs. Perhaps this 

morning it will take less than an hour to cross the 600 or so yards that separate 

me from another crowd of patients, those already diagnosed with tuberculosis or 

AIDS. These are the patients I am hoping to see, but it is also my duty to see to the 

larger crowd, which promises, on this warm Wednesday morning, to overwhelm 

the small Haitian medical staff.

A young woman takes my arm in a common enough gesture in rural Haiti. 

“Look at this, doctor.” She lifts a left breast mass. The tumor is not at all like the 

ones I was taught to search for during my medical training in Boston. This lesion 

started as an occult lump, perhaps, but by this September day it has almost com-

pletely replaced the normal breast. It is a “fungating mass,” in medical jargon, 

and clear yellow fluid weeps down the front of a light blue dress. Flies are drawn 

to the diseased tissue, and the woman waves them away mechanically. On either 

side of her, a man and a woman help her with this task—not kin, simply other 

patients waiting in line.

“Good morning,” I say, although I know that she is expecting me to say next 

to nothing and wants to be the speaker. She lifts the tumor toward me and begins 

talking rapidly.

“It’s hard and painful,” she says. “Touch it and see how hard it is.” Instead, I lift 

my hand to her axilla and find large, hard lymph nodes there—likely advanced 

and metastatic cancer—and I interrupt her as politely as I can. If only this were 

a neglected infection, I think. Not impossible, only very unlikely. I need to know 

how long this woman has been ill.

But the woman, whose name is Anite, will have none of it. She is going to tell 

the story properly, and I will have to listen. We are surrounded by hundreds, 

and at least forty can hear every word of the exchange. I move to pull her from 

the line, but she wants to talk in front of her fellow sufferers. For years I have 

studied and written about these peculiarly Haitian modes of declaiming about 
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one’s travails, learning how such jeremiads are crafted for a host of situations 

and audiences. There is so much to complain about. Now I have time only to see 

patients as a physician and precious little time for interviewing them. Although 

I miss this part of my work, and I want to hear Anite’s story, I want even more to 

attend to her illness. And to do that properly will require a surgeon, unless she 

has come with a diagnosis made elsewhere.

I look away from the tumor. She carries, in addition to a hat and a small 

bundle of oddments, a white vinyl purse. Please, I think, let there be useful 

information in there. Surely she has seen other doctors for a disease process that 

is, at a minimum, months along?

I interrupt again to ask her where she has come from and if she has sought care 

elsewhere. We do not have a surgeon on staff just now. We have been promised, 

according to a weary functionary at the Ministry of Health, that the Cuban 

government will soon be sending us a surgeon and a pediatrician. But for this 

woman, Anite, time has run out.

“I was about to tell you that, doctor.” She had let go of my arm to lift the mass, 

but now she grips it again. “I am from near Jérémie,” she says, referring to a small 

city on the tip of Haiti’s southern peninsula—about as far from our clinic as one 

could be and still be in Haiti. To reach us, Anite must have passed through Port-

au-Prince, with its private clinics, surgeons, and oncologists.

“I first noticed a lump in my breast after falling down. I was carrying a basket 

of millet on my head. It was not heavy, but it was large, and I had packed it 

poorly, perhaps. The path was steep, but it had not rained on that day, so I don’t 

know why I fell. It makes you wonder, though.” At least a dozen heads in line 

nod in assent, and some of Anite’s fellow patients make noises encouraging her 

to continue.

“How long ago was that?” I ask again.

“I went to many clinics,” she says in front of dozens of people she has met only 

that morning or perhaps the night before. “I went to fourteen clinics.” Again, 

many nod assent. The woman to her left says, “Adjè!”—meaning something along 

the lines of “You poor thing!”—and lifts a finger to her cheek. This crowd response 

seems to please Anite, who continues her narrative with gathering tempo. She 

still has not let me know how long she has been ill.

“Fourteen clinics,” I respond. “What did they say was wrong with you? Did 

you have an operation or a biopsy?” The mass is now large and has completely 

destroyed the normal architecture of her breast; it is impossible to tell if she has 

had a procedure, as there is no skin left to scar.

“No,” replies Anite. “Many told me I needed an operation, but the specialist 

who could do this was in the city, and it costs seven hundred dollars to see him. 

In any case, I had learned in a dream that it was not necessary to go to the city.” 

(“The city” means Port-au-Prince, Haiti’s capital.)
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More of the crowd turns to listen; the shape of the line changes subtly, begin-

ning to resemble more of a circle. I think uncomfortably of the privacy of a U.S. 

examination room and of the fact that in that country I have never seen a breast 

mass consume so much flesh without ever being biopsied. But I have seen many 

in Haiti, and almost all have proven malignant.

Anite continues her narrative. She repeats that on the day of the fall, she dis-

covered the mass. It was “small and hard,” she reports. “An abscess, I thought, for 

I was breastfeeding and had an infection while breastfeeding once before.” This 

is about as clinical as the story is to get, for Anite returns to the real tale. She hurt 

her back in the fall. How was she to care for her children and for her mother, who 

was sick and lived with her? “They all depend on me. There was no time.”

And so the mass grew slowly “and worked its way under my arm.” I give up 

trying to establish chronology. I know it had to be months or even years ago that 

she first discovered this “small” mass. She had gone to clinic after clinic, she says, 

“spending our very last little money. No one told me what I had. I took many 

pills.”

“What kind of pills?” I ask.

Anite continues. “Pills. I don’t know what kind.” She had given biomedicine its 

proper shot, she seems to say, but it had failed her. Perhaps her illness had more 

mysterious origins? “Maybe someone sent this my way,” she suggests. “But I’m a 

poor woman—why would someone wish me ill?”

“Unlikely,” an older man in line chimes in. “It’s God’s sickness.” Anite had 

assumed as much—“God’s sickness” being shorthand for natural illness rather 

than illness associated with sorcery—but she had gone to a local temple, a houm-

for, to make sure. “The reason I went was because I’d had a dream. The mass was 

growing, and there were three other small masses growing under my arm. I had 

a dream in which a voice told me to stop taking medicines and to travel far away 

for treatment of this illness.”

She had gone to a voodoo priest for help in interpreting this dream. Each of 

the lumps had significance, said the priest. They represented “the three myster-

ies,” and to be cured she would have to travel to a clinic where doctors “worked 

with both hands” (this term suggesting that they would have to understand both 

natural and supernatural illness).

The story would have been absurd if it were not so painful. I know, and once 

knew more, about some of the cultural referents; I am familiar with the style of 

illness narrative dictating some of the contours of her story and the responses of 

those in line. But Anite has, I am almost sure, metastatic breast cancer. What she 

needs is surgery and chemotherapy if she is lucky (to my knowledge, there is no 

radiation therapy in Haiti at this time). She does not need, I think, to tell her story 

publicly for at least the fifteenth time.

But Anite seems to gather strength from the now-rapt crowd, all with their 
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own stories to tell the harried doctors and nurses once they get into the clinic. 

The semicircle continues to grow. Some of the patients are straining, I can tell, for 

a chance to tell their own stories, but no one interrupts Anite. “In order to cure 

this illness, he told me, I would have to travel far north and east.”

It has taken Anite over a week to reach our clinic. A diagnosis of metastatic 

breast cancer is later confirmed.

I am privileged to be presenting this lecture in honor of Sidney Mintz, some-

one whose work I very much admire. I will be talking about Haiti and about 

tuberculosis and AIDS. I’m not sure I would know how not to talk about these 

diseases, which each day claim almost fifteen thousand lives worldwide, most of 

them adults in their prime. I hope less to take on grand theory than to ask how 

the concept of structural violence might come to figure in work in anthropol-

ogy and other disciplines seeking to understand modern social life. Standing 

on the shoulders of those who have studied slavery, racism, and other forms of 

institutionalized violence, a growing number of anthropologists now devote their 

attention to structural violence.

Just as everyone seems to have his or her own definitions of “structure” and 

“violence,” so too does the term “structural violence” cause epistemological jitters 

in our ranks. It dates back at least to 1969, to Johan Galtung as well as the Latin 

American liberation theologians.1 The latter used the term broadly to describe 

“sinful” social structures characterized by poverty and steep grades of social 

inequality, including racism and gender inequality. Structural violence is violence 

exerted systematically—that is, indirectly—by everyone who belongs to a certain 

social order: hence the discomfort these ideas provoke in a moral economy still 

geared to pinning praise or blame on individual actors. In short, the concept of 

structural violence is intended to inform the study of the social machinery of 

oppression. Oppression is a result of many conditions, not the least of which reside 

in consciousness. We will therefore need to examine, as well, the roles played by 

the erasure of historical memory and other forms of desocialization as enabling 

conditions of structures that are both “sinful” and ostensibly “nobody’s fault.”

The degree to which people can fight back against such infernal machinery—

or its symbolic props—has been the subject of much discussion in anthropology. 

We have written about “the weapons of the weak,” to use James Scott’s term,2 and 

many texts have celebrated various forms of “resistance” to the dominant social 

order and its supports, symbolic and material. Romanticism aside, the impact 

of extreme poverty and social marginalization is profound in many of the set-

tings in which anthropologists work. These settings include not only the growing 

slums and shrinking villages of the Third World (or whatever it is called these 

days) but also, frequently, the cities of the United States. In some of these places, 

there really are social spaces of spirited resistance.
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Often, however, the impact of such resistance is less than we make it out to 

be, especially when we contemplate the most desperate struggles and attempt in 

any serious way to keep a body count. One way of putting it is that the degree to 

which agency is constrained is correlated inversely, if not always neatly, with the 

ability to resist marginalization and other forms of oppression. We already have, 

for example, good ethnographic accounts of how young working-class “lads” in 

England resist, or do not resist, “learning to labor.”3 We have solid accounts of 

how women in industrialized countries—Japan and the United States—contest 

the meanings and experience of menopause.4 We have in-depth reports on “social 

suffering” in France, India, the United States, Brazil, even highland Guatemala.5

But because ethnographic work relies on conversations with the living—or on 

the records left by the literate—we are still not getting the entire picture. An

anthropology that tallies the body count must of course look at the dead and those 

left for dead. Such inquiry seeks to understand how suffering is muted or elided 

altogether. It explores the complicity necessary to erase history and cover up the 

clear links between the dead and near-dead and those who are the winners in the 

struggle for survival.

Bringing these links—whether they are termed social, biological, or symbolic—

into view is a key task for an anthropology of structural violence. I will argue 

here that keeping the material in focus is one way to avoid undue romanticism 

in accomplishing this task. An honest account of who wins, who loses, and what 

weapons are used is an important safeguard against the romantic illusions of 

those who, like us, are usually shielded from the sharp edges of structural vio-

lence. I find it helpful to think of the “materiality of the social,” a term that under-

lines my conviction that social life in general and structural violence in particular 

will not be understood without a deeply materialist approach to whatever surfaces 

in the participant-observer’s field of vision—the ethnographically visible.

By “materialist,” I do not mean “economic” as if economic structures were 

not socially constructed. I do not mean “biological” as if biology were like-

wise somehow immune from social construction. I am not trying to establish a 

bedrock category of reality or engage worn-out or false debates—for example, 

trying to persuade old-school materialists that social life matters or to convince 

hard-line culturalists that the material (from the body to modes of economic 

production) is the very stuff of social construction. To push the metaphor, any 

social project requires construction materials, while the building process is 

itself inevitably social and thus cultural. The adverse outcomes associated with 

structural violence—death, injury, illness, subjugation, stigmatization, and even 

psychological terror—come to have their “final common pathway” in the mate-

rial. Structural violence is embodied as adverse events if what we study, as 

anthropologists, is the experience of people who live in poverty or are mar-

ginalized by racism, gender inequality, or a noxious mix of all of the above. 
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The adverse events to be discussed here include epidemic disease, violations of 

human rights, and genocide.

Such an approach fits easily within the historically attested project of modern 

anthropology. This was true from the discipline’s beginnings, and I will argue 

that it remains so today. In a chapter entitled “What Anthropology Is About,” 

our clan ancestor Alfred Kroeber underlined the importance of “anthropology, 

biology, history.” “In practice,” he wrote in 1923, “anthropology is mostly clas-

sified as being both a biological science and a social science. . . . Such a situa-

tion of double participation is unusual among the sciences.”6 Unusual then, it is 

even more so now, when specialization and subspecialization have yielded great 

rewards in the biological sciences. The rewards are less evident, alas, within the 

social sciences, where increasing specialization has often brought with it the era-

sure of history and political economy. The erosion of social awareness is readily 

detected in modern psychology, epidemiology, and many branches of sociology. 

Desocialization is evident even in anthropology, held by many to be the most 

radically contextualizing of the social sciences.7 Complex biosocial phenomena 

are the focus of most anthropological inquiries, and yet the integration of history, 

political economy, and biology remains lacking in contemporary anthropology 

or sociology.8

An anthropology of structural violence necessarily draws on history and biol-

ogy, just as it necessarily draws on political economy. To tally body counts cor-

rectly requires epidemiology, forensic and clinical medicine, and demography. 

The erasure of these broad bodies of knowledge may be seen as the central prob-

lematic of a robust anthropology of structural violence. If we set for ourselves the 

cheerful task of coming to understand pestilence, death, and destruction, let us 

look at how the erasure of history—indeed, of temporality itself—and of biology 

comes to hobble an honest assessment of social life. I focus my attention on Haiti.

CREATING DESERTS, ERASING HISTORY

Tacitus is credited with the aphorism “They created a desert and called it peace.”9

Erasing history is perhaps the most common explanatory sleight-of-hand relied 

upon by the architects of structural violence. Erasure or distortion of history is 

part of the process of desocialization necessary for the emergence of hegemonic 

accounts of what happened and why. Haiti, as Sidney Mintz has shown, serves 

as the most painful example of this erasure and why it matters. And there are 

certain times, such as now, in which exploring the historical roots of a problem 

is not a popular process. There is not always much support for laying bare the 

fretwork of entrenched structures that promise more misery. Referring to the 

attitudes that prevailed after the events of September 11, 2001, English novelist 

John le Carré observed, “It’s as if we have entered a new, Orwellian world . . .
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Suggesting there is a historical context for the recent atrocities is by implication 

to make excuses for them. Anyone who is with us doesn’t do that. Anyone who 

does, is against us.”10

It is possible, of course, merely to deny history, but people are not that easily 

fooled—at least not all of them all of the time. The erasure of history is subtle and 

incremental and depends upon the erasure of links across time and space. We 

know, too, that forgetting is also a natural—indeed, biological—process. Time 

heals all wounds, including those which, never properly drained, are waiting to 

burst open again, to the “surprise” of those who have forgotten.

Getting a good accounting of an event is always a challenge for the ethnog-

rapher who remains committed to the quest for—let’s say it—the truth. Anthro-

pological inquiry often starts with current events and the ethnographically vis-

ible. When we study the social impact of a hydroelectric dam, of terrorism, or 

of a new epidemic, we run a great risk of partial blindness. Erasures, in these 

instances, prove expedient to the powerful, whose agency is usually unfettered. 

Imbalances of power cannot be erased without distortion of meaning. Without a 

historically deep and geographically broad analysis, one that takes into account 

political economy, we see only the residue of meaning. We see the puddles, per-

haps, but not the rainstorms and certainly not the gathering thunderclouds.

Both parts of this explanatory duty—the geographically broad and the his-

torically deep—are critical. Those who look only to the past to explain the eth-

nographically visible will miss the webs of living power that enmesh witnessed 

misery. Some of the links that must be made visible are the living links. The 

latter-day critique of the conduct of ethnographic fieldwork within the confines 

of the British Empire has served as the classic example in anthropology. The 

African anthropology of E. E. Evans-Pritchard and many others has been sub-

jected to exercises that attempt to restore these elided links.11 Indeed, Johannes 

Fabian has argued that “denial of coevalness” remains a major problem in 

anthropology.12

Those who look only to powerful present-day actors to explain misery will fail 

to see how inequality is structured and legitimated over time. Which construc-

tion materials were used, and when, and why, and how? Our attempts to freeze 

social process in an “ethnographic present” have in the end only complicated our 

task. “By some strange sleight of hand,” Mintz has noted, “one anthropological 

monograph after another whisks out of view any signs of the present and how 

it came to be. This vanishing act imposes burdens on those who feel the need 

to perform it: those of us who do not ought to have been thinking much more 

soberly about what anthropologists should study.”13

Richly socialized accounts take time and space. They are longer than sound 

bites, more than factoids. They still emerge in certain forms—books, say, or long 

documentary films—but are rare in the media that command popular attention. 
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Popular media adore the quick fix: best of all is a one-phrase explanation, such 

as “Islam made them do it” or “The clash of cultures is inevitable” or “They 

envy our good fortune.” The works of anthropologists are long in part because 

the more we know about something, the less easy it is to dismiss any twist of 

interpretation, any ostensibly arcane historical detail, as irrelevant. How can we 

be sure of its irrelevance? If our epistemic sense of relevance filters something 

out, is that appropriate, or is it rather an occasion for critiquing our filters? 

Relevance depends on what we are looking for, and the richer our knowledge of 

the material, the more competing hypotheses we will derive from it. The burden 

of significance becomes overwhelming as links between apparently disparate acts 

and distant places are revealed. And the stakes are high, surely, when it is a matter 

of life and death.

Allow me to offer, through two vignettes from the 1780s, separated in space 

but not in time, an example of linked, coeval processes. The first concerns French 

cuisine and fashion—still celebrated—and the other a less well-known export 

item, French enslavement of Africans. I am quoting from a cultural history of the 

soon-to-be ancien régime:

Hair powder (a mixture of starch and perfumed powders) had been in use through-

out the century, but now you could not be in fashion unless you wore towers of 

hair piled up nearly three feet high and generously supplemented with cushions 

and hair pieces. This edifice was adorned with curls, a hat, ostrich feathers and 

jewels, but to be really modish you had to wear a headdress de circonstance. Thus, 

when Admiral d’Estaing won his battle over the English fleet, ladies wore an entire 

ship, almost a foot high and dangling a jeweled anchor in the back; they adorned 

themselves with flowers which drew water from flat bottles concealed deep within 

the structure, or with a mechanical jeweled bird which suddenly started to trill.14

This truly over-the-top haberdashery was to be found on the heads of the well-

to-do, but even the growing upper middle class was able to partake in such 

excess well before France was said to have a middle class. “French cuisine,” we 

read in the same book, by Olivier Bernier, “continued to progress in less exalted 

circles. The first modern cookbook was published in 1779. Entitled La cuisinière 

bourgeoise, it achieved instant and lasting popularity.” Bernier reports that “if 

you were reasonably prosperous and wanted to give a dinner for fifteen in the 

summer, La cuisinière bourgeoise advised the following menu”:

One large roast beef to be placed in the center of the table

first service

Two soups:

Cucumber soup

Green pea soup with croutons
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Four appetizers:

Fried mutton feet

Veal roast in pastry

Small pâtés

Melons

second service

Boiled leg of mutton

Roast veal marinated in cream

Duckling with peas

Squab with herbs

Two chickens with little white onions

Rabbit steaks with cucumbers

third service

Replace the roast beef in the center by a large brioche

Four roasts:

One small turkey

One capon

Four partridges

Six squabs roasted like quails

Two green salads

fourth service

Apricot tartlets

Scrambled eggs

Vine-leaf fritters

Cookies

Small white beans in cream

Artichokes with butter sauce

fifth service: dessert

A large bowl of fresh fruit to be placed in the center of the table

Four compotes:

Peaches

Prunes

Pears

Green grapes

Four plates of ice cream

One plate of cream cheese

One plate of pastries

“Of course,” continues Bernier, “not everybody ate every dish. Most people would 

choose one, or at most two, offerings from any given service, and the quantities 
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eaten of anything were very small. Even so, fifteen middle-class people, who 

probably spent some three or four hours over their meal, could hardly have left 

the table hungry.”15

Nor were they thirsty, not for spirits. If half the guests were women with min-

iature men-o’-war in their hair, the providential hostess would want to prevent 

shipwrecks around the table. So what of the drink? Bernier notes:

No wines are mentioned in our menu because a variety of open bottles were set 

up on the sideboard. You would turn to one of the servants and ask for whatever 

you wanted to drink, white, red, or rosé, as often as your glass was empty. In great 

houses it was the custom for each guest to bring his own servant, who stood behind 

him throughout the meal and attended to his wants. La cuisinière bourgeoise aimed 

at a more modest milieu: it recommended having seven servants to pass the food 

and wine, six of whom were probably hired for the day.16

If the tone of Bernier’s book is a bit flip, the ethnographic detail is meant to be 

accurate. The hairdos did have frigates in them, and the French had reason to 

incorporate ships into their adornment: much of their bounty and wealth then 

came from a special kind of naval trade.

It is hard to deny—with the subsequent French Revolution to prove it—that 

most people in eighteenth-century France lived in poverty; the less fortunate 

classes were also increasingly aware of the excesses of the ancien régime. But 

how could local agriculture have sustained such luxury? It didn’t, of course. We 

need to travel back to France’s most important colony. It is estimated that by the 

late eighteenth century two-thirds of all of Europe’s tropical produce and a great 

deal of French wealth came from Haiti alone.17 Indeed, although Bernier does 

not mention slavery until page 181 of the book I’ve just cited, he does spell out 

the cause-and-effect relationship between the accumulation of merchant capital 

through the triangular trade and the launch of powdered frigates into the salons 

of Paris, Bordeaux, and Versailles:

French products went everywhere, but very few objects of foreign make came into 

France. The bulk of trade was in foodstuffs, tobacco and colonial products: sugar, 

spices, rice, tea, coffee. This allowed a number of businessmen, most from Bordeaux, 

to cash in on a highly profitable item of trade, referred to as le bois d’ébène (ebony 

wood): black slaves. Many French shipowners took part in the infamous triangular 

exchange of slaves, sugar and rum, and prospered. The city of Bordeaux was virtu-

ally rebuilt from scratch in the late eighteenth century and still looks glorious today. 

It was paid for in human flesh.18

Where, precisely, was all of this “ebony” going? According to Herbert Klein, 

approximately half of the slaves who crossed the Atlantic at this time were bound 

for a single slave colony, Saint-Domingue (as Haiti was then called):
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By the late 1780s Saint-Domingue planters were recognized as the most efficient 

and productive sugar producers in the world. The slave population stood at 460,000 

people, which was not only the largest of any island but represented close to half of 

the one million slaves then being held in all the Caribbean colonies. The exports 

of the island represented two-thirds of the total value of all French West Indian 

exports, and alone [were] greater than the combined exports from the British 

and Spanish Antilles. In any one year well over 600 vessels visited the ports of the 

island to carry its sugar, coffee, cotton, indigo, and cacao to European consumers.19

Six hundred vessels a year to take deliveries from that “efficient” colony—

no wonder the ladies wore ships perched on their heads. This is significantly 

more harbor traffic than occurs today, even though the population of the island, 

descended from the slaves, is about twenty times as numerous. The colony’s 

exemplary “efficiency” is, of course, disputed. Few of the slaves left accounts 

of their experience, but some European visitors wrote down their impressions. 

Among them was Médéric Louis Élie Moreau de Saint-Méry, who saw in the 

colony another face of the machinery of structural violence:

In St. Domingue everything takes on an air of opulence that dazzles Europeans. 

That throng of slaves who await the orders and even the lifted finger of a lone 

individual, confers grandeur on him who commands them. To have four times 

as many servants as one needs marks the grandiloquence of a wealthy man. As

for the ladies, their main talent is to surround themselves with a useless cohort of 

maidservants. Since the supreme happiness for a European is to be waited on, he 

even rents slaves until able to possess them in his own right.20

That the French slave colony was a hellish place was evident enough to French 

and other European visitors: few Frenchmen who had a choice left their comfort-

able European homes, though many were indirect beneficiaries of the colonial 

system. But justifications of slavery were well accepted by most Europeans, even 

at the height of the Enlightenment, and misgivings were not often expressed.21

After the revolution that ended in 1803 made Haiti Latin America’s first indepen-

dent republic, some of the former slaves were able to commit their thoughts to 

paper. A fully socialized cultural history of fashion and cuisine in late-eighteenth-

century France would benefit from cross-referencing a Haitian memoir from 

1814. Speaking of his former French masters, Pompée-Valentin Vastey asks:

Have they not hung up men with heads downward, drowned them in sacks, cruci-

fied them on planks, buried them alive, crushed them in mortars? Have they not 

forced them to eat shit? And, after having flayed them with the lash, have they 

not cast them alive to be devoured by worms, or onto anthills, or lashed them to 

stakes in the swamp to be devoured by mosquitoes? Have they not thrown them 

into boiling cauldrons of cane syrup? Have they not put men and women inside 
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barrels studded with spikes and rolled them down mountainsides into the abyss? 

Have they not consigned these miserable blacks to man-eating dogs until the latter, 

sated by human flesh, left the mangled victims to be finished off with bayonet and 

dagger?22

“MODERN” HAITI: 

RESOCIALIZING HISTORY AND BIOLOGY

Two hundred years later, I had the good fortune to go to Haiti. There I learned 

a good deal about the selective erasure of history and the force, sometimes less 

readily hidden, of biology. though within Haiti these erasures had scarcely taken 

place. In Haiti, the past was present—in proverbs; in the very language spoken, 

itself a product of the slave colony; and in popular Haitian readings of its present-

day misfortune. In Haiti, structural violence continues to play itself out in the 

daily lives and deaths of the part of the population living in poverty. People know 

about the body count because they bury their kin.

Mintz and others have pointed out that Haiti has long constituted a sort of 

living laboratory for the study of affliction, no matter how it is defined.23 Helen 

Wiese observed a generation ago that “life for the Haitian peasant of today is 

abject misery and a rank familiarity with death.”24 The biggest problem, of course, 

is unimaginable poverty. While the dictatorships may be gone, the transnational 

political and economic structures that maintained them are still in place and still 

inflicting their harm.

An ethnographic study of modern Haiti may or may not discuss the ways in 

which West Africans were moved to Haiti. (Haiti’s first victims, however, were 

the natives of the island, perhaps eight million strong in 1492 and completely 

gone by the time the French and Spanish struggled over the island in the late 

seventeenth century—eight million people, almost completely forgotten through 

the selective erasure of history and biology.) Such a study may or may not discuss 

tuberculosis, smallpox, measles, or yellow fever. A modern ethnographer may 

not mention that the former colony was forced to repay a “debt” to the French, 

supposedly incurred by the loss of the world’s most profitable slave plantations. 

But these facts need to be included and their sequelae addressed: their absence 

makes a fully socialized accounting of the present nearly unthinkable. Allow me 

to sum up the post-independence history of Haiti.

The Haitian revolution began in 1791. France’s refusal to accept the loss of so 

“efficient” and profitable a colony led, ultimately, to the expedition of the largest 

armada ever to cross the Atlantic. After the 1803 Battle of Vertières, in which 

Napoleon’s troops were defeated, Haiti declared itself an independent nation. But 

its infrastructure lay in ruins: some estimate that more than half of the island’s 

population perished in the war. The land was still fertile, if less so than when the 
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Europeans began monocropping it, and so the new republic’s leadership, desper-

ate to revive the economy, fought to restore the plantations without overt slavery. 

It was a losing battle, as Mintz has written: “An entire nation turned its back upon 

the system of large estates, worked by forced labor.”25

Even if there were other ways of growing these products—and coffee, unlike 

sugar, was clearly a product that could be grown on small homesteads—who 

would buy them? The Europeans and the only other republic in the Western 

Hemisphere, the United States, were the only likely customers, and they mostly 

followed a French-led embargo on Haiti. How many people in France remember 

that in order to obtain diplomatic recognition, Haiti was required to indemnify 

France to the tune of 150 million francs, with payments to the government of 

Charles X beginning in 1825? One hundred fifty million francs in reparations 

to the slave owners—a social and economic fact redolent with meaning then 

and today and one with grave material consequences for the Haitians.26 One 

scholarly history, written by Haitian anthropologist Jean Price-Mars, discusses 

these reparations in this way: “From a country whose expenditures and receipts 

were, until then, balanced, the incompetence and frivolity of the men in power 

had made a nation burdened with debts and entangled in a web of impossible 

financial obligations.”27

This set the tone for the new century: trade concessions for European and U.S. 

partners and indirect taxes for the peasants who grew the produce, their backs 

bent under the weight of a hostile world. Especially hostile was the United States, 

the slave-owning republic to the north: “The United States blocked Haiti’s invita-

tion to the famous Western Hemisphere Panama Conference of 1825 and refused 

to recognize Haitian independence until 1862. This isolation was imposed on 

Haiti by a frightened white world, and Haiti became a test case, first for those 

arguing about emancipation and then, after the end of slavery, for those arguing 

about the capacity of blacks for self-government.”28

In the years following independence, the United States and allied European 

powers helped France orchestrate a diplomatic quarantine of Haiti, and the new 

republic soon became the outcast of the international community. In 1824 Senator 

Robert Hayne of South Carolina declared, “Our policy with regard to Hayti is 

plain. We never can acknowledge her independence. . . . The peace and safety of a 

large portion of our union forbids us even to discuss [it].”29

But the isolation was largely diplomatic and rhetorical, as those who remem-

ber the broad outlines of gunboat diplomacy recall. The United States was 

increasingly present as a trading partner and policeman, leading to a number 

of famous run-ins with the Haitians—famous, I mean, in Haiti, though largely 

forgotten, of course, in the United States.30 Continuous U.S. naval presence led, 

eventually, to an armed occupation of Haiti in 1915. This occupation, another 

chapter of U.S. history now almost completely forgotten by the occupiers, was to 
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last twenty years. Although the rationale for our military occupation is debated, 

“control of the customs houses,” observed President Woodrow Wilson, “consti-

tuted the essence of this whole affair.”

Since 1915, at the latest, the United States has been the dominant force in 

Haitian politics. The modern Haitian army was created, in 1916, by an act of the 

U.S. Congress. From the time of troop withdrawal in 1934 until 1990, no Haitian 

administration has risen to power without the blessing of the U.S. government. 

This resulted in a string of military and paramilitary governments leading in 1957 

to the Duvalier regime, which was, in terms of dollar support, a major recipient 

of U.S. largesse.31 Indeed, there have been no major political discontinuities until 

perhaps 1990, with the result that the template of “colony”—a slave colony—

continued to shape life in Haiti. Just as the wealthy were socialized for excess, the 

Haitian poor were socialized for scarcity. Management of time, affection, food, 

water, and family crises (including illness) all fit into this ancient framework of 

too much and too little.

This is the framework I had in mind when I began studying specific infectious 

diseases—one old, one new—in rural Haiti. In anthropology, a version of this 

framework has been called “world-systems theory,”32 but it is not really theory-

driven. It is an approach that is committed to ethnographically embedding evi-

dence within the historically given social and economic structures that shape life 

so dramatically on the edge of life and death. These structures are transnational, 

and therefore not even their modern vestiges are really ethnographically visible. 

Many anthropologists have used this framework in an attempt to depict the 

social machinery of oppression by bringing connections into relief.33

Regardless of our specific research questions, we have struggled to define 

these social and economic structures, to understand how they work. For want 

of a better word, I have often used the term “neoliberal economics” to refer to 

the prevailing (at times contradictory) constellation of ideas about trade and 

development and governance that has been internalized by many in the affluent 

market societies. Neoliberalism is the ideology promoted by the victors of the 

struggles mentioned earlier. The dominance of a competition-driven market 

is said to be at the heart of this model, but in truth this ideology is indebted to 

and helps to replicate inequalities of power. It is an ideology that has little to 

say about the social and economic inequalities that distort real economies and 

instead reveals yet another means by which these economies can be further 

exploited. Neoliberal thought is central to modern development efforts, the goal 

of which is less to repair poverty and social inequalities than to manage them. 

Its opponents include some of those left behind by development, whose deep 

disaffection is rooted in the erased experience I have tried to summarize. Work 

throughout Latin America has convinced me that the disaffection is also associ-
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ated with a set of ideas not too different, interestingly, from that expressed by the 

late Pierre Bourdieu:

Scientific rationalism—the rationalism of the mathematical models which inspire 

the policy of the IMF or the World Bank, that of the great law firms, great juridical 

multinationals which impose the traditions of American law on the whole planet, 

that of rational-action theories, etc.—is both the expression and the justification of 

a Western arrogance, which leads [some] people to act as if they had the monopoly 

of reason and could set themselves up as world policemen, in other words as self-

appointed holders of the monopoly of legitimate violence, capable of applying the 

force of arms in the service of universal justice.34

As someone who believes deeply in the promise and progress of science, I

would point out that it is the ideology springing from market economies that is 

critiqued by most opponents of neoliberal thought. It is not affluence or moder-

nity itself, still less a certain “way of life,” that is under attack. Haitians living 

in poverty have ample reason to be wary of neoliberal nostrums, for theirs is 

an embodied understanding of modern inequality. Over the past decade, Haiti 

has undergone something of an economic devolution. Gross national product 

has declined; so has life expectancy. What are the causes of all this present-day 

misery? There is slavery, of course, and racism is central to slavery, and this is one 

reason that recent meetings in Durban, South Africa, focused on both. Allow me 

to quote from a draft of the document signed there by representatives of more 

than 150 countries:35

The world conference acknowledges and profoundly regrets the massive human 

sufferings and the tragic plight of millions of men, women and children caused by 

slavery, slave trade, trans-Atlantic slave trade, apartheid, colonialism and geno-

cide and calls upon states concerned to honor the memory of the victims of past 

tragedies and affirms that wherever and whenever these occurred they must be 

condemned and their reoccurrence prevented.

The world conference regrets that these practices and structures, political, socio-

economic and cultural, have led to racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and 

related intolerance.

The world conference recognizes that these historical injustices have undeni-

ably contributed to poverty, underdevelopment, marginalization, social exclusion, 

economic disparities, instability and insecurity that affect many people in different 

parts of the world, in particular in developing countries.

The world conference recognizes the need to develop programs for the social 

and economic development of these societies and the diaspora within the frame-

work of a new partnership based on the spirit of solidarity and mutual respect in 

the following areas: debt relief, poverty eradication, building or strengthening 

democratic institutions, promotion of foreign direct investment, market access.
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Imagine what it is like for poor villagers to hear (I say “hear,” because most 

cannot read) these words in Haiti, a country still stinging not only from the 

reparations paid to its former masters but from a series of sanctions that continue 

to this day. “Mutual respect” would be nice, but “solidarity” has rarely taken 

practical form. As Sidney Mintz once wrote, “If ever there were a society that 

ought to have ended up totally annihilated, materially and spiritually, by the 

trials of ‘modernization,’ it is Haiti.”36 If ever there were a society screaming out 

for precisely the sort of reparations recommended by “the international com-

munity,” it is Haiti. Here war has created a desert, though no one can call it peace.

How on earth could one rebuild such a broken place? Haiti has no roads to 

speak of and poor telecommunications. Agriculture has faltered, perhaps irrepa-

rably, and no industry promises to replace it. There are, of course, great polemics 

regarding the methods of “grassroots” development and production for export 

and equally high sentiment regarding “foreign aid.” The concept of “microcredit” 

has generated, fittingly enough, a cottage industry. But how does microcredit 

function in a failing economy? The poorest are those least likely to profit from 

credit in the odd event that it is extended to them.

The public health infrastructure is of special concern to me. In the past 

decade, I have witnessed two related processes in central Haiti: the collapse of 

the public health sector and the overwhelming of the hospital of which I am 

the medical director. Even if our hospital were uninterested in seeking foreign 

aid in the conventional sense, we would desperately be awaiting the rebuilding 

of the Haitian health system. The “international community” promised to help 

rebuild Haiti in 1994, when a $500 million aid package was proposed. But the 

international community is large enough—“diverse enough” would probably 

be the wording it would choose—to talk out of both sides of its mouth. We have 

read the Durban Declaration, which calls for reparations to postslavery societies. 

We agree that this hemisphere’s poorest country is also and not coincidentally its 

largest postslavery society. Cuba would be the second-largest postslavery society. 

Guess which two Western Hemisphere republics are under an aid embargo? Does 

anyone think that Haitians, at least the ones I live among, do not see the continu-

ity between the current and previous embargoes?

“What embargo?” one may well ask. “Imposed on Haiti? By whom?” Since 

the Haitian elections of 2000, the U.S. government has used its influence with 

international lending institutions such as the Inter-American Development Bank 

to withhold already approved loans earmarked for development and improv-

ing health, education, and water quality in Haiti. And direct aid from the U.S. 

government now bypasses the formal national structures (such as the Ministries 

of Health and Education) and is distributed solely to nongovernmental agencies.

What is the justification for such an embargo, given all our promises? Are 

there credible claims, for example, that Jean-Bertrand Aristide, as unpopular 
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in Washington, D.C., as he is popular in rural Haiti, did not win the presiden-

tial elections of November 2000 fair and square? No, the complaints this time 

are about the legislative elections that took place in May 2000, months before 

Aristide was reelected by the usual landslide, and in dispute were all of eight 

senatorial seats. The argument is that since vote counting was supposedly not 

done correctly, there should have been runoff elections. So, presto! official aid to 

Haiti is frozen. Those of us who study the patterns of giving to other countries 

may already be a bit suspicious as to the real motives behind such action. In

a recently published editorial, Larry Birns and Michael McCarthy put it well: 

“Where else in the world does [Washington] deny sending crucial aid to a fam-

ished neighbor in spite of its underdeveloped political system? Haitians are well 

aware of Washington’s game and are likening its freezing of desperately needed 

funds to the U.S. embargo imposed on Haiti after their 1804 revolution made the 

island the world’s first black republic.”37

We seemed to have no trouble running hundreds of millions through the 

Duvalier dictatorship. We were unstintingly generous to the post-Duvalier mili-

tary, whose spectacular exploits included burning down Aristide’s packed church 

during mass. Looking elsewhere to see whether rigorous adherence to certain 

electoral procedures, in general, determines the level of aid, we might consider 

Pakistan, which until recently was under a similar embargo but with real jus-

tification, since General Pervez Musharraf came to power in a military coup.38

“My personal objective when I got here in August,” U.S. ambassador Wendy 

Chamberlin said in an interview, “was to work very hard to improve Pakistani-

American relations, with the aim that at the end of my three years here we could 

lift American sanctions on Pakistan. I could never have dreamed that we’d have 

accomplished so much of it in my first three months.” Any U.S. reservations 

about Pakistan’s military government were quickly forgotten as of September 11.39

How does this hypocrisy play itself out among the poor? Take as an example 

Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) Loan No. 1009/SF-HA, “Reorganiza-

tion of the National Health System.” On July 21, 1998, the Haitian government 

and the IDB signed a $22.5 million loan for phase 1 of a project to decentralize and 

reorganize the Haitian health care system. The need to improve the health care 

system was and remains urgent: there are 1.2 doctors, 1.3 nurses, and 0.04 dentists 

per 10,000 Haitians; 40 percent of the population is without access to any form 

of primary health care. HIV and tuberculosis rates are by far the highest in the 

hemisphere, as are rates of infant, juvenile, and maternal mortality. To use the 

bank’s jargon, the project was to target 80 percent of the population for access 

to primary health care through the construction of low-cost clinics and local 

health dispensaries, the training of community health agents, and the purchase 

of medical equipment and essential medicines.

To be judged successful by its own criteria, the project would need to produce 
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a drop in the infant mortality rate from 74 to 50 deaths per 1,000 live births, a 

drop in the juvenile mortality rate from 131 to 110 deaths per 1,000 births, a drop 

in the birth rate from 4.6 to 4, and a drop in the general mortality rate attribut-

able to the lack of proper health care from 10.7 to 9.7 per 1,000. These were not 

overly ambitious goals. Most who evaluated the project thought it feasible and 

well designed. The signing took place several years ago.

Ratification of the loan agreement was initially held up by Haiti’s famously 

obstructionist 46th Legislature, whose goal was clear enough within Haiti—to 

paralyze all social services, including health care, in order to undermine every 

effort of the executive branch (even then associated with Aristide) to improve the 

living conditions of the poor majority that had elected him by a landslide in 1990 

and in short order would do so again.

In October 2000, after the installation of the more representative 47th Legis-

lature, the new parliament voted immediately to ratify the health project along 

with three other vital IDB loan agreements. Nevertheless, by early March 2001, 

the IDB had not yet disbursed the loan, though it announced that it fully intended 

to work with the new Aristide government and to finance projects already in the 

pipeline. It demanded, however, that a number of conditions be met, requiring 

the poorest nation in the hemisphere to pay back millions of dollars of outstand-

ing debts racked up by the previous U.S.-supported dictatorships, as well as 

“credit commissions” and interest on undisbursed funds. For example, as of 

March 31, 2001, Haiti already owed the IDB $185,239.75 as a “commission fee” on 

a loan it had never received. The total amount of fees owed on five development 

loans from the IDB was $2,311,422. Whereas in the nineteenth century Haiti had 

had to pay “reparations” to slave owners, at the start of the twenty-first century a 

different sort of extortion is being practiced to ensure that Haiti will not become 

too independent.

The health loan has still not been disbursed, and thus the embargo on inter-

national aid to Haiti continues, even though the Haitian government has fol-

lowed all the stipulations set down for resolving the disputed elections. In the 

meantime, the courtyard around our hospital remains overflowing—that is, the 

ethnographically visible part.

These details about loans and such may seem pedestrian to an academic audi-

ence. They certainly would hold no great interest for me were it not for their 

direct and profound impact on the bodies of the vulnerable.40 Trust me, they are 

of life-and-death significance.

For those reluctant to trust a physician-anthropologist on this score, one has 

only to consider the case of Anite, dying of metastatic breast cancer. She inhabits 

a world in which it is possible to visit fourteen clinics without receiving a diag-

nosis or even palliative care. The contours of this world, a world in which her 

options and even her dreams are constrained sharply, have been shaped by the 
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historical and economic processes described here. Bourdieu used the term “habi-

tus” as a “structured and structuring” principle. Structural violence is structured 

and stricturing. It constricts the agency of its victims. It tightens a physical noose 

around their necks, and this garroting determines the way in which resources—

food, medicine, even affection—are allocated and experienced. Socialization for 

scarcity is informed by a complex web of events and processes stretching far back 

in time and across continents. The Haitians have a proverb: Grangou se mizè; vant 

plen se traka (Hunger is misery; a full belly means trouble).

CREATING MIRAGES, ERASING BIOLOGY

Clearly, history and its erasure are often embodied as bad health outcomes. 

This is especially true among the vulnerable. The people who choke our clinic 

courtyard, instead of other, emptier clinics in which “users’ fees” keep away 

the poor, may think of this as temporary. That will be up to decision makers in 

Washington, not in Port-au-Prince or in central Haiti. Structural violence takes 

on new forms in every era. As far as wages and work conditions go, we have heard 

of “the race to the bottom,” and the stewards of the globalizing economy make 

sure that political compliance is rewarded with the table scraps of today’s menu, 

a good deal less sumptuous than that described by La cuisinière bourgeoise.

If we cannot study structural violence without understanding history, the 

same can be said for understanding biology. How does structural violence take 

its toll? Sometimes with bombs or even airplanes turned into bombs or with 

bullets. However spectacular, terrorism and retaliatory bombardments are but 

minor players in terms of the body count. Structural violence, at the root of much 

terrorism and bombardment, is much more likely to wither bodies slowly, very 

often through infectious diseases.

There is a sense, within anthropology, that its medical subfield is somehow 

pedestrian. This is a mistake. I say this not because of wounded amour propre

but because I am convinced that a robust medical anthropology could be critical 

to our understanding of how structural violence comes to harvest its victims. 

Tuberculosis and AIDS cause millions of premature deaths every year. These two 

pathogens are, in fact, the leading infectious causes of adult deaths in the world 

today. Everyone interested in structural violence should have a particular interest 

in these diseases and in the social structures that perpetuate them.

An anthropological understanding needs to be, as Kroeber suggests, both 

biological and social. Let me illustrate with the better-known of the two diseases. 

Tuberculosis was long called “the white plague,” and it is widely believed that 

it arose with the Industrial Revolution and then faded. As historian Katherine 

Ott reminds us, however, “tuberculosis is not ‘resurgent’ to those who have been 

contending with and marginalized by it all their lives.”41 A third of the world’s 
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population is infected with the causative organism. We can expect eight to ten 

million cases a year, with two to three million deaths.

How would a critical anthropology look at tuberculosis? Unfortunately, much 

of the work to date has been focused on the “cultural beliefs,” as they are termed, 

of the victims of tuberculosis. In Haiti, for example, anthropologists have has-

tened to note that the locals often regard tuberculosis as a disease sent by sorcery. 

I took up this question of folk belief some decades later and discovered that many 

of the terms used in late-twentieth-century Haiti came right out of the slave plan-

tations.42 In the Central Plateau, ethnographic research conducted in the 1980s 

revealed that the majority of those afflicted saw tuberculosis as “sent” to them by 

sorcery. A decade later, after an effective tuberculosis treatment program was put 

in place, Didi Bertrand and others reported that tuberculosis was increasingly 

seen as an airborne infectious disease. More to the point, it was seen as treatable, 

and the stigma associated with it was clearly on the wane.

This indissociable trio of anthropology, history, and biology is just as readily 

evident when we look closely at the world’s most recent plague and the complex 

trajectory of its causative agent—a virus, in this case. Since the syndrome was 

first described, AIDS has also been termed a “social disease” and has been stud-

ied by social scientists, including anthropologists. Theses and books have been 

written. One scholar wrote, early on, of an “epidemic of signification.”43 When 

AIDS was first recognized, in the early 1980s, it was soon apparent that it was 

an infectious disease, even though other, more exotic interpretations abounded 

at the time. Well before Luc Montagnier discovered HIV in 1983, many believed 

that the etiologic agent was a never-before-described virus, and people wanted 

to know, as they so often do, where this new sickness came from. During those 

years, the hypotheses circulating in the United States suggested that HIV came 

to the United States from Haiti. Newspaper articles, television reports, and even 

scholarly publications confidently posited a scenario in which Haitian profes-

sionals who had fled the Duvalier regime ended up in western Africa and later 

brought the new virus back to Haiti, which introduced it to the Americas. AIDS 

was said to proliferate in Haiti because of strange practices involving voodoo 

blood rituals and animal sacrifice.

These theories are ethnographically absurd, but they are wrong in other ways, 

too. First, they happened to be incorrect epidemiologically. AIDS in Haiti had 

nothing to do with voodoo or Africa. Second, they had an adverse effect on 

Haiti—the tourism industry collapsed in the mid-1980s in large part as a result of 

rumors about HIV—and an adverse effect on Haitians living in North America 

and Europe. The perception in the minds of many Americans that “Haitian” was 

almost synonymous with “HIV-infected” has been well documented.44

How, then, was HIV introduced to the island nation of Haiti? An intracellular 

organism must necessarily cross water in a human host. It was clear from the 
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outset that HIV did not come to Haiti from Africa. None of the first Haitians 

diagnosed with the new syndrome had ever been to Africa; most had never met 

an African. But many did have histories of sexual contact with North Americans. 

In a 1984 paper published in a scholarly journal, Haitian physician Jean Guérin 

and colleagues revealed that 17 percent of their patients reported a history of 

sexual contact with tourists from North America.45 These exchanges involved 

the exchange of money, too, and so “sexual tourism”—which inevitably takes 

place across steep grades of economic inequality—was a critical first step in the 

introduction of HIV to Haiti. In fact, the viral subtype (“clade”) seen in Haiti is a 

reflection of the fact that the Haitian AIDS epidemic is a subepidemic of the one 

already existing in the United States.46

There is more, of course, to the “hidden history” of AIDS in Haiti. By the time 

HIV was circulating in the Americas, Haiti was economically dependent not 

on France, as in previous centuries, but on the United States. From the time of 

the U.S. military occupation through the Duvalier dictatorships (1957–86), the 

United States had come to occupy the role of chief arbiter of Haitian affairs. After 

the withdrawal of troops in 1934, U.S. influence in Haiti grew rather than waned. 

U.S.-Haitian agribusiness projects may have failed, deepening social inequalities 

throughout Haiti as the rural peasantry became poorer, but U.S.-Haitian ties did 

not. Haiti became a leading recipient of U.S. “aid,” and the United States and the 

“international financial institutions” were the Duvalier family’s most reliable 

source of foreign currency. Haiti became, in turn, the ninth-largest assembler of 

U.S. goods in the world and bought almost all its imports from the United States. 

Tourism and offshore assembly replaced coffee and other agricultural products 

as the chief sources of foreign revenue in Haiti.

Haiti is the extreme example of a general pattern. If one uses trade data for 

Caribbean basin countries to assess the degree of their dependency on the United 

States at the time HIV appeared in the region, one sees that the five countries 

with the tightest ties to the United States were the five countries with the highest 

HIV prevalence. Cuba is the only country in the region not linked closely to the 

United States. Not coincidentally, Cuba was and remains the country with the 

lowest prevalence of HIV in the Americas. It was possible to conclude an earlier 

book on the subject by asserting that “AIDS in Haiti is about proximity rather 

than distance. AIDS in Haiti is a tale of ties to the United States, rather than to 

Africa; it is a story of unemployment rates greater than 70 percent. AIDS in Haiti 

has far more to do with the pursuit of trade and tourism in a dirt-poor country 

than with, to cite Alfred Métraux again, ‘dark saturnalia celebrated by “blood-

maddened, sex-maddened, god-maddened” negroes.’”47

But this was merely the beginning of a biosocial story of the virus. The Haitian 

men who had been the partners of North Americans were by and large poor men; 

they were trading sex for money. The Haitians in turn transmitted HIV to their 
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wives and girlfriends. Through affective and economic connections, HIV rapidly 

became entrenched in Haiti’s urban slums and then spread to smaller cities, 

towns, and, finally, villages like the one in which I work. Haiti is now the most 

HIV-affected country in the Americas, but the introduction and spread of the 

new virus have a history—a biosocial history that some would like to hide away.

Like many anthropologists, I was not always careful to avoid stripping away 

the social from the material. But HIV, though hastened forward by many social 

forces, is as material as any other microbe. Once in the body, its impact is pro-

found both biologically and socially. As cell-mediated immunity is destroyed, 

poor people living with HIV are felled more often than not by tuberculosis. Last 

year, HIV was said to surpass tuberculosis as the leading infectious cause of 

adult deaths, but in truth these two epidemics are tightly linked. Further, merely 

looking at the impact of HIV on life expectancy in certain sub-Saharan African 

nations lets us know that this virus has had, in the span of a single generation, a 

profound effect on kinship structure.

All this is both interesting and horrible. What might have been done to avert 

the deaths caused by these two pathogens? What might be done right now? One 

would think that the tuberculosis question, at least, could be solved. Because 

there is no nonhuman host, simply detecting and treating promptly all active 

cases would eventually result in an end to deaths from this disease. Money and 

political will are what are missing—which brings us back to structural violence 

and its supporting hegemonies: the materiality of the social.

AIDS, one could argue, is thornier. There is no cure, but current therapies 

have had a profound impact on mortality among favored populations in the 

United States and Europe. The trick is to get therapy to those who need it most. 

Although this will require significant resources, the projected cost over the next 

few years is less than the monies allocated in a single day for rescuing the U.S. 

airline industry.48 But the supporting hegemonies have already decreed AIDS 

an unmanageable problem. The justifications can be byzantine. For example, a 

high-ranking official within the U.S. Department of the Treasury (who wisely 

declined to be named) has argued that Africans have “a different concept of 

time” and would therefore be unable to take their medications on schedule; 

hence, no investment in AIDS therapy for Africa. The head of the U.S. Agency for 

International Development later identified a lack of wristwatches as the primary 

stumbling block.49 Cheap wristwatches are not unheard of, but, as I have said, 

the primary problem is a matter of political will. Others have underlined, more 

honestly, the high costs of medications or the lack of health care infrastructure in 

the countries hit hardest by HIV. Still others point to fear of acquiring resistance 

to antiretroviral medications. The list is familiar to those interested in tubercu-

losis and other treatable, chronic diseases that disproportionately strike the poor.

The distribution of AIDS and tuberculosis—like that of slavery in earlier 
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times—is historically given and economically driven. What common features 

underpin the afflictions of past and present centuries? Social inequalities are at 

the heart of structural violence. Racism of one form or another, gender inequal-

ity, and, above all, brute poverty in the face of affluence are linked to social 

plans and programs ranging from slavery to the current quest for unbridled 

growth. These conditions are the cause and result of displacements, wars both 

declared and undeclared, and the seething, submerged hatreds that make the 

irruption of Schadenfreude a shock to those who can afford to ignore, for the 

most part, the historical underpinnings of today’s conflicts. Racism and related 

sentiments—disregard, even hatred, for the poor—underlie the current lack of 

resolve to address these and other problems squarely. It is not sufficient to change 

attitudes, but attitudes do make other things happen.

Structural violence is the natural expression of a political and economic order 

that seems as old as slavery. This social web of exploitation, in its many differ-

ing historical forms, has long been global, or almost so, in its reach. And this 

economic order has been crowned with success: more and more people can wear 

hairdos with frigates in them or the modern equivalent if they so choose. Indeed, 

one could argue that structural violence now comes with symbolic props far 

more powerful—indeed, far more convincing—than anything we might serve 

up to counter them; examples include the discounting of any divergent voice as 

“unrealistic” or “utopian,” the dismal end of the socialist experiment in some 

(not all) of its homelands, the increasing centralization of command over finance 

capital, and what some see as the criminalization of poverty in economically 

advanced countries.

Exploring the anthropology of structural violence is a dour business. Our job 

is to document, as meticulously and as honestly as we can, the complex workings 

of a vast machinery rooted in a political economy that only a romantic would 

term fragile. What is fragile is rather our enterprise of creating a more truthful 

accounting and fighting amnesia. We will wait for the “glitch in the matrix” so 

that more can see clearly just what the cost is—not for us (for we who read the 

journals or engage in the social analyses are by definition shielded)—but for 

those who still set their backs to the impossible task of living on next to nothing 

while others wallow in surfeit.
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Because of our contact with patients, physicians readily appreciate that large-

scale social forces—racism, gender inequality, poverty, political violence, and 

war, and sometimes the very policies that address them—often determine who 

falls ill and who has access to care. For practitioners of public health, the social 

determinants of disease are even harder to disregard.

Unfortunately, this awareness is seldom translated into formal analytic frame-

works that link social analysis to everyday clinical practice. One reason for this 

gap is that the holy grail of modern medicine remains the search for the molec-

ular basis of disease. While the practical yield of such circumscribed inquiry 

has been enormous, it has led to the increasing “desocialization” of scientific 

inquiry: a tendency to ask only biological questions about what are in fact bio-

social phenomena.1

Biosocial understandings of medical phenomena are urgently needed. All 

those involved in public health sense this, especially when they serve populations 

living in poverty. Social analysis, however rudimentary, in fact occurs at the 

bedside, in the clinic, at field sites, and in the margins of the clinical literature. It

is to be found, for example, in any significant survey of adherence to therapy for 

chronic diseases and in studies of what were once termed “social diseases,” such 

as venereal disease and tuberculosis.2 The emerging phenomenon of acquired 

resistance to antibiotics—including antibacterial, antiviral, and antiparasitic 

agents—is perforce a biosocial process, one that began less than a century ago 

as novel treatments were introduced. Social analysis is heard in discussion of 

illnesses for which a significant environmental component is believed to exist, 

such as asthma and lead poisoning.
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Can we speak of the “natural history” of any of these diseases without address-

ing the social forces, including racism, pollution, poor housing, and poverty, that 

shape their course in both individuals and populations? When some of those who 

suffer from a disease have access to diagnosis and care and others do not, is it 

appropriate to speak of the disease’s “natural history”? Does our clinical practice 

acknowledge what we already know—namely, that social and environmental 

forces will limit the effectiveness of our treatments? Asking these questions needs 

to be the beginning of a conversation within medicine and public health, rather 

than the end of one.

Indeed, the implications of a social analysis of disease extend all the way to the 

molecular level. Asthma, for example, is widely believed to be epidemic among 

children living in the urban United States. A survey of national data revealed that 

black non-Hispanic children had an asthma attack prevalence rate 44 percent 

higher than that of white non-Hispanic children in 2000;3 other reviews have 

also confirmed that black children are more likely to be hospitalized and are 

more likely to die from asthma than their white counterparts.4 Biology alone 

does not account for asthma’s prevalence, and to speak of it in merely biological 

terms falsifies the problem: a comprehensive discussion cannot occur without 

reference to environmental allergens, air and housing quality, and access to 

clinical services. The course of this disease, like that of so many other chronic 

afflictions, is shaped by social forces well beyond the control of patients and 

their families. Pediatricians know this, even though they may lack the analytic 

frameworks (and the professional mandate) required to understand and alter the 

social determinants of the course of chronic asthma. They can see that housing 

and immigration policies, limited access to bank loans, and the lack of a national 

health insurance scheme are somehow related to the distribution and course of 

asthma in children.

A biosocial approach redefines many of our terms. Are our understandings of 

real estate and air pollution as sophisticated as our understanding of the molecu-

lar processes involved in an asthma exacerbation? Are certain children engaging 

in “high-risk behaviors” that place them at heightened risk of asthma? Does 

clinical discussion of the management of childhood asthma focus as much on 

the pertinent social determinants of disease course as on the efficacy of certain 

medications?

When a child comes into the world with heightened risk not readily ascribed 

to genetic predisposition, some would invoke the notion of injustice. If the 

burden of disease is found among children living in urban poverty, most of 

them African American or Latino, we should look to social arrangements rather 

than genetically determined risk for causes. “Structural violence” is one way of 

describing social arrangements marked by racism and other social inequalities.5

In the influential view of sociologist Johan Galtung, structural violence is “the 
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avoidable impairment of fundamental human needs,” embedded in longstand-

ing “ubiquitous social structures, normalized by stable institutions and regular 

experience.”6 Because they seem so ordinary in our ways of understanding the 

world, such violent structures are almost invisible. Disparate access to resources, 

political power, education, and health care as well as unequal legal standing 

are just a few examples. Such arrangements do violence to society’s losers; the 

arrangements are structural because they are embedded in the economic orga-

nization of our social world. Those responsible for maintaining such inequalities 

are not the chief victims of structural violence, as the example of a childhood 

disease like asthma might suggest.

The concept of structural violence is intended to begin, or revive, discussions 

of social forces beyond the control of our patients. Like all concepts, it has sharp 

limitations. Nonetheless, we seek to apply the notion to those tasks that remain 

the primary goals of clinical medicine: preventing premature death and dis-

ability and improving the lives of those we care for. Many medical and public 

health interventions will be ineffective if we are unable to understand the social 

determinants of disease.

The good news is that such understandings are far more “actionable” than is 

widely recognized. There is already a vast and growing array of diagnostic and 

therapeutic tools born of scientific research; it is possible to use these tools in a 

manner informed by an understanding of structural violence and its impact both 

on disease distribution and on every step of the process leading from diagnosis 

to effective care. This means working at multiple levels, from “distal” interven-

tions—performed late in the process, when patients are already sick—to “proxi-

mal” interventions—trying to prevent illness through efforts such as vaccination, 

a cleaner water supply, or improved housing.

DELIVERING AIDS CARE EQUITABLY 

IN THE UNITED STATES

The distribution and outcome of chronic infectious disease are so tightly linked 

to social arrangements that it is difficult for clinicians treating these diseases to 

ignore social factors. AIDS, a relatively new affliction, is considered a social dis-

ease, but clinicians often have radically different understandings of what makes 

AIDS “social.” Although the illness was unknown three decades ago, complica-

tions of HIV infection have become a leading cause of young adult deaths in the 

United States.7 Many doctors have focused on what are termed the “behaviors” 

or “lifestyles” that place some at risk for AIDS, while others are shielded.8 Yet risk 

has never been determined solely by individual risk behaviors. Susceptibility to 

infection and poor outcomes is aggravated, instead, by social factors, including 

poverty, gender inequality, and racism.9 In less than a decade, AIDS became a 
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disease afflicting America’s poor, many of whom engaged in “risk behaviors” 

at a far lower rate than others who were not at heightened risk of infection with 

sexually transmitted diseases.10

Although a more social—and less psychological and behaviorist—reading of 

AIDS risk affords a deeper understanding of the dynamics of the U.S. epidemic, 

no single model captures the complexity of risk for HIV infection and poor 

outcomes. As with childhood asthma, every step of the process occurs in a social 

context and is socially determined. HIV attacks the immune system in only one 

way, but its course and outcome are shaped by social forces having little to do 

with the universal pathophysiology of the disease. From the outset of acute HIV

infection to the endgame of recurrent opportunistic infections, disease course is 

determined by whether or not post-exposure prophylaxis is available, whether 

or not the steady decline in immune function is hastened by concurrent ill-

ness or malnutrition, whether or not multiple HIV infections occur, whether or 

not tuberculosis is prevalent in the surrounding environment, whether or not 

prophylaxis for opportunistic infections is reliably available,11 and whether or 

not antiretroviral therapy (ART) is offered to all those needing it. Throughout 

this usually decade-long process, structural violence has a profound influence 

on effective diagnosis, staging, and treatment of the disease and its associated 

pathologies. Each of these determinants of course and outcome is itself shaped by 

the very social forces that determine variable risk.

Although the variability of outcomes has been especially obvious in the era 

of antiretroviral therapy, it was so even before effective ART became available. 

Leaving aside disease distribution, some might expect that an untreatable disease 

would run the same course in all patients once infection occurs. But diagnos-

ing and treating the chief opportunistic infections that were the cause of death 

among people living with AIDS did not wait for the development of specific anti-

retroviral therapy and specific serologic tests. In the United States, the ranking 

opportunistic infection was Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia, for which delays in 

diagnosis and initiation of therapy proved fatal to many, as did interruptions in 

the lifelong suppressive therapies required to control this and other opportunistic 

infections. In Baltimore in the early 1990s, data showed that race was associ-

ated with the timely receipt of therapeutics: among patients infected with HIV,

blacks were significantly less likely than whites to have received antiretroviral 

therapy or Pneumocystis prophylaxis when they were first referred to an HIV

clinic, regardless of disease stage at the time of presentation.12 The timeline from 

HIV infection to death was further shortened in situations where the far more 

virulent tuberculosis was the leading opportunistic infection, as it is in much of 

the poor world.13 The “natural history” of AIDS is a mirage. It must be replaced 

with biosocial understanding.

This was clear to researchers and clinicians in Baltimore, who described what 
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they termed “excess mortality” among African Americans without insurance. 

Although such terminology was not used in the studies reviewed here, it is pos-

sible to argue that racism and other forms of structural violence were embodied 

as excess mortality.14 What else accounted for racial disparities in clinical out-

comes? Regardless of semantics, few epidemiologists seeking to understand the 

U.S. epidemic were able to ignore the social determinants of both distribution 

and outcome of this disease. Some argued for intrinsic “racial” susceptibility to 

poor outcomes. For others, this was merely a hypothesis to be explored.

As epidemiology, a focus on the standard “risk factors,” which did not con-

sider structural violence, did not lead far. But after documenting racial dispari-

ties in survival rates, the clinicians and researchers in Baltimore asked what 

would happen if race and insurance status no longer determined who had access 

to the standard of care (even before treatment routinely included three-drug 

ART). Their subsequent intervention was more proximal than previous ones, as it 

involved removing barriers to care. They sought to remove the obvious economic 

barriers at the point of care, and they also considered transportation costs and 

other incentives, as well as co-morbid conditions ranging from drug addiction to 

major mental illness. Improvements in community-based care, designed to make 

AIDS care more convenient and socially acceptable for patients, were imple-

mented. The goal was to make sure that nothing within the medical system or the 

surrounding community prevented poor and otherwise marginalized patients 

from receiving the standard of care.

The results registered just a few years later were dramatic: disparities in out-

come tied to race, gender, injection drug use, and socioeconomic status disap-

peared within the study population.15 In other words, these program improve-

ments may not have dealt with the lack of national health insurance, and still less 

with the persistent problems of racism and urban poverty, but they did lessen 

the embodiment of social inequalities as premature death from AIDS. Similarly 

ambitious (if smaller) studies have demonstrated that providers can indeed lessen 

the impact of social inequalities on AIDS outcomes among the homeless, the 

addicted, the mentally ill, and prisoners.16 Making sure that these advances are 

preserved will require a great deal of vigilance, continued investment in proximal 

as well as distal interventions, and, eventually, the equitable use of any new 

therapeutic agents. Preserving these gains will also require increased emphasis 

on community-based care.

The Baltimore experience has implications for the future course of the U.S. 

AIDS epidemic; it has implications for all those concerned with structural vio-

lence in the United States. Eventually, such interventions, or the lack of them, will 

affect the virus at the molecular level. The program was improved in part by link-

ing an understanding of social context to clinical services, but we argue that a 

properly biosocial analysis must embrace an understanding of social inequalities 
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and also molecular-level complexities, in part because we are now witnessing the 

emergence of what might as well be called “MDR-HIV,” or multidrug-resistant 

HIV. Acquired resistance to antibiotics, including antiretrovirals, is necessarily 

a biosocial phenomenon, one that has occurred only since the middle of the 

twentieth century, when effective antibiotics were first introduced. It is worth 

remembering that almost all isolates of Staphylococcus aureus were once sus-

ceptible to penicillin. Today, in the United States and elsewhere, drug-resistant 

strains predominate: rates of resistance range upward of 99 percent of strains.17

Most bacteria, and many viruses and parasites, mutate when challenged with 

antibiotics; the rate at which pathogens acquire resistance may be hastened 

by inadequate or interrupted therapy and by imprudent use of antibiotics.18

Structural violence lessens access to effective therapy but is a rarely discussed 

contributor to epidemics of MDR-HIV. This is a major gap in our understanding 

of AIDS. Consider the implications of an important study by Carlos del Rio and 

colleagues in Atlanta, where Emory University and the public health service have 

established a state-of-the-art HIV clinic in an area close to the epicenter of the 

city’s AIDS epidemic. Like most U.S. clinical care, however, the services offered 

are largely within clinic walls: patients have to reach the clinic and remain in care 

in order to enjoy long-term benefit. As elsewhere, the dominant model is one in 

which patients are prescribed ART by physicians and then seen in follow-up by 

physicians, nurses, and even social workers within the facility, rather than in 

their homes or neighborhoods. Among a largely African American patient popu-

lation with high rates of addiction, housing instability, and co-morbid disease, it 

proved difficult to promote adherence. In one survey, fewer than 15 percent of all 

patients offered ART could be shown to have suppressed viral loads only a year 

after the initiation of therapy.19

Irregular ART will shape the epidemic in novel ways, as intermittent ther-

apy, often attributed by clinicians to patient noncompliance and almost never 

to structural violence, is closely associated with rapidly acquired resistance to 

antiretrovirals. In a study of ten urban centers in the United States, the frequency 

of transmitted high-level resistance to one or more antiretroviral drugs was 

12.4 percent during the period from 1999 to 2000.20 As we’ve argued elsewhere, it 

is not possible to understand the dynamics of drug-resistant epidemics of AIDS, 

tuberculosis, or malaria without understanding structural violence.21 Although 

epidemics of treatable infectious disease are perhaps uniquely susceptible to this 

particular complication of erratic care, structural violence can ensure poor out-

comes for virtually all chronic illnesses for which there is a deliverable: seizure 

disorders, diabetes, hypertension, major mental illness, and several other chronic 

pathologies are managed effectively only when patients are able to adhere to daily 

therapies.

It makes sense to argue that structural violence exacts a new sort of toll as 
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more effective therapies become available to some but not to all. A growing 

“outcome gap”22 is registered even as the fruits of basic and clinical research lead 

to novel and increasingly effective interventions—the darker side of scientific 

progress.

PREVENTING PEDIATRIC AIDS IN RWANDA: 

LESSONS FROM RURAL HAITI

The impact of structural violence is even more obvious in the world’s poorest 

countries, as is the impact of conventionally defined violence. Yet the mecha-

nisms by which poverty and social inequalities come to take their toll among the 

destitute sick are no less numerous; the quality of analysis required to understand 

the dynamics of epidemic disease is no less, and no less biosocial in nature, 

than in affluent, inegalitarian societies. Such analysis has profound implications 

for all those seeking to provide clinical services in what are these days termed 

“resource-poor settings.”

Over the past year, we have sought to address AIDS and tuberculosis (among 

other pathologies) in Africa, the world’s poorest and most heavily burdened con-

tinent. Specifically, we have transplanted and adapted the “Haiti model” of care, 

which was designed to prevent the embodiment of poverty and social inequalities 

as excess mortality due to AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and other diseases of 

poverty.23 In some senses, the model is simple: barriers to care, whether found in 

the clinic or in surrounding communities, are removed as diagnosis and treat-

ment are declared a public good and made available free of charge to patients 

living in poverty. Furthermore, AIDS care is delivered not only at the clinic, in 

the conventional way, but also within the villages in which our patients work 

and live. Each patient offered ART or antituberculous therapy is paired with an 

accompagnateur, usually a neighbor trained to deliver ART and other supportive 

care in the patient’s home. Using this model, we have offered ART to more than 

2,100 patients in rural Haiti. Since conventional clinic-based (distal) services are 

complemented with daily, home-based care, this model is deemed by some to be 

the world’s most effective way of removing structural barriers to quality care for 

AIDS and other chronic disease. It is also a way of creating jobs in rural regions 

in great need of them. We have used a similar model in urban Peru and in Boston, 

Massachusetts.24

Rwanda presents unique challenges, but many barriers to care are quite simi-

lar to those confronted in Haiti and other settings where social upheaval, poverty, 

and gender inequality decrease the effectiveness of distal services and prevention 

efforts. The parallels between the two countries are striking: both are densely 

populated, with over eight million inhabitants in a mountainous area roughly 

the size of the state of Maryland; both are agrarian societies in which the major-
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ity still live in rural regions. Although both countries have endured large-scale 

political violence, that registered in Rwanda was unprecedented in scale. Little 

over a decade ago, Rwanda was rent by war and genocide, itself the result of 

structural violence and also a contributor to the structural violence that persists 

even after the cessation of hostilities.

In the two rural districts of Rwanda in which the Haiti model was introduced 

in May 2005, an estimated 60 percent of inhabitants are refugees, returning 

exiles, or recent settlers; not a single physician was present to serve 350,000 

people. AIDS has recently worsened this tableau, as violence and displacement 

inevitably promote HIV. Although Rwanda is less affected than southern Africa, 

AIDS has become a leading cause of young adult deaths. In spite of significant 

resources allocated to treat complications of HIV infection in Rwanda, almost 

all patients enrolled on ART live in cities or towns. But less than a year after 

our program began in 2005, more than 1,000 rural Rwandans with AIDS were 

enrolled in care using the Haiti model.

To deepen our discussion of interventions designed to counter structural vio-

lence, consider the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV in rural 

Rwanda. Our experience in Haiti led us to conclude that it was possible to use the 

international standard of care—combination ART during pregnancy, followed 

by formula feeding and close follow-up of infants, complemented by sanitation 

projects within the catchment area—in even the most difficult regions, where 

electricity is scarce, food insecurity widespread, and health and sanitation infra-

structure rudimentary at best. Another priority is to interrupt, when possible, 

HIV transmission through breastfeeding by offering similar services not only 

during pregnancy but during lactation. The impact of such an intervention would 

appear to be as effective in rural Haiti as it has been in the United States, reducing 

rates of transmission from as high as 25 to 40 percent to as low as 2 percent. Infant 

mortality from gastroenteritis is higher in bottle-fed infants (usually stemming 

from a lack of clean water to use in preparing formula), but it is lessened by 

the proximal interventions mentioned earlier, reducing mortality among infants 

born to HIV-positive mothers to a level far below the national level among all 

Haitian women, regardless of HIV status.25

At the outset of our project in rural Rwanda, we believed that mother-to-child 

transmission could be prevented only if our program was linked to efforts to 

intervene more proximally to improve water supplies and food security, enabling 

women living in dire poverty to comply with our recommendations. That is, pre-

vention of mother-to-child transmission is possible if barriers to compliance—a

lack of clean water and infant formula, users’ fees for ART and other medical 

services—are removed.

Implementing this approach has not been easy in rural Africa, where policy-

makers, influenced by international regulatory bodies, have continued to advo-
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cate universal breastfeeding, a policy that made eminent sense prior to the advent 

of HIV. (Indeed, an understanding of the outsized influence of international 

policymakers in Africa is part of a proper biosocial analysis.) Both proximal and 

distal interventions require substantial funding if we are to launch novel projects 

in response to novel challenges such as a lethal infectious disease transmitted in 

utero and through breast milk. In the world’s poorest countries, most of which 

are in Africa, public and foundation support for proposed health interventions is 

unlikely if the interventions are not deemed “cost-effective.” At this writing, there 

is substantial opposition to programs that deviate from promoting universal 

breastfeeding, on the grounds that more infants will die from gastroenteritis 

than from AIDS; and this opposition has diminished support for Rwandan 

efforts to replicate the Haiti model. Formula feeding for rural Rwandan infants 

is not feasible, some claim. Others argue that HIV-related stigma will prevent 

Rwandan women from enrolling in such projects, since failing to breastfeed and 

receiving regular visits from accompagnateurs and clinic staff would signal to 

family and neighbors the serostatus of participating women.

That said, opposition to the Haiti model did not come from rural Rwandan 

women living with HIV disease. Since the project is being piloted now and is 

only a few months old, it is too early to declare success. But its feasibility is almost 

certain. In the first six months of operation, more than 31,000 persons were 

screened in the two districts in which we work. With no exceptions, pregnant 

women who were found to be infected with HIV expressed interest in ART to 

prevent transmission, and all of them requested assistance in procuring not only 

infant formula but also the means to boil water and to store the formula safely. 

To refer again to the anatomic metaphor, the distal intervention was to provide 

ART (when possible, a three-drug regimen) to all women in the catchment area, 

with the help of accompagnateurs. Proximal interventions included supplying 

kerosene stoves, kerosene, bottles, and infant formula; food aid was also offered, 

as was, in certain cases, housing assistance.

More than four hundred infants were enrolled in the formula program 

between August 2005 and January 2006. The mean age at enrollment was just over 

ten months, which means that most of the infants in this initial cohort had been 

born before this project was initiated, and therefore neither they nor their moth-

ers benefited from the full package of care, which includes diagnosis of maternal 

HIV infection during pregnancy, ART for mothers, and substantial assistance to 

mothers seeking to prevent transmission through alternatives to breastfeeding. 

Thus some of these infants were infected with HIV prior to enrollment. Yet even 

when these services were offered tardily, this first group of children appear to have 

HIV infection rates of around 10 percent, less than half that expected without 

the intervention. As the program becomes well established, and services become 

available before the third trimester of pregnancy, rates of transmission will con-
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tinue to decline. In fact, the mean age of enrollment in the infant formula program 

continues to drop precipitously, with a current mean age around four months.

To date, there is little reason to believe such interventions will fail. Any failure 

is more likely the result of problems in the program (for example, stockouts of 

drugs or supplies) than the result of stigma or noncompliance by the women 

enrolled in the program. This is because structural interventions of this sort 

remove the onus of adherence from vulnerable patients and place it squarely on 

the providers.

Interventions of a far more proximal character are readily imagined. Poverty-

stricken, post-conflict rural Rwanda is a setting in which the majority of the 

adult population consists of refugees, widows, and genocide survivors; women-

headed households are common and, in eastern Rwanda at least, food insecurity 

is the rule. These are precisely the settings in which projects such as ours are 

rendered more effective by efforts to improve housing, create jobs, and promote 

literacy. Even more important are efforts to increase agricultural productivity 

and to distribute land to women-headed households. Along with many partners, 

including the Rwandan government, we now seek to address structural violence 

in precisely this manner in these two districts.

Where ART is offered but universal breastfeeding is encouraged, a larger 

fraction of HIV transmission to children occurs through breastfeeding than was 

the case previously. Where clean water is unavailable and HIV prevalence is high, 

the policy of universal breastfeeding may be associated with lower rates of infant 

mortality, but infants infected with HIV will later develop AIDS, and the cost of 

pediatric HIV care or lifetime access to ART does not figure prominently in the 

cost-effectiveness analyses now in vogue.26

In middle-income countries with significant gaps between the rich and the 

poor, cost-effectiveness analyses and other metrics are often applied selectively. 

South Africa is one such country. In some ways more like the United States than 

Rwanda, South Africa is a country in which racial identity determined social 

standing for much of its history as a colony or state. Over the past two decades, it 

has become the country with the world’s largest burden of HIV, leading some to 

say that HIV is not tightly associated with poverty, since many far poorer coun-

tries have lower rates of infection. But HIV transmission is more closely linked 

to social inequalities than to absolute poverty.27 As HIV claimed more and more 

black lives, sparing the white and “colored” minorities, more was made of pur-

ported “behavioral” or “cultural” risk factors than of structural considerations, 

such as labor migration and land appropriation.

Structural violence is difficult to eradicate, even when political will is abun-

dant. Post-apartheid South Africa is a case in point. The country is well known 

for its high-end medical services: the standard of care available in South African 

cities is the same as that in Europe and North America. But longstanding poli-
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cies excluded the black majority from access to the goods and services taken for 

granted by more privileged citizens, and the end of apartheid has not yet erased 

these inequalities. Still, the 1994 constitution forbids racial discrimination, and 

more recent policies have in fact pushed for the highest standard of care for all. 

Over the past year, South Africa enrolled more patients on ART than any other 

African country; in several programs, infant formula was to be made available 

free of charge to women who had received ART during pregnancy. But the 

quality of these services has lagged far behind the policies. “Vertical,” or free-

standing, services were established to prevent mother-to-child transmission and 

distribute infant formula, but even for those fortunate enough to receive these 

services, drug stockouts were common, and the quality of counseling and other 

services was often poor. Mixed feeding is common, with many infants receiving 

both infant formula and breast milk.28

As a result of recent changes, South Africa is now registering precisely the 

sort of shift in transmission pattern mentioned earlier: a smaller fraction of all 

mother-to-child transmission occurs during the third trimester of pregnancy 

and a larger fraction through breastfeeding. As long as women remain on ART

during breastfeeding, an overall decline in transmission to children will ensue. 

But there is an urgent need for improving the quality of services and increasing 

community-based accompaniment to support poor women seeking to keep their 

children free of both HIV and waterborne disease. Emerging data suggest that, 

over the past decade and, most significantly, among blacks, infant mortality has 

continued to rise.29

In response to these disturbing developments, some policymakers, not all 

of them South African (and fewer still black South Africans), have counseled a 

return to universal breastfeeding, even though the country is still in the midst of 

an expanding AIDS epidemic and already has the world’s largest burden of HIV

among women of childbearing age.30 Since this is not the standard of care inter-

nationally or for South African whites, it is resisted by those seeking to erase the 

legacy of apartheid. As a compromise, these experts suggest that women who are 

diagnosed with HIV infection while pregnant be assessed for their “likeliness to 

comply” with recommendations regarding infant formula.31 Those deemed likely 

to comply are counseled against breastfeeding; those deemed unlikely to comply 

are counseled to breastfeed. When pressed about what such an assessment might 

entail, researchers and policymakers describe a process that seeks to determine 

who is most able to procure clean water (or the fuel required to boil it) on a daily 

basis. Such an approach means that the poorest women, already those most likely 

to become infected with HIV, will be those least likely to receive the tools known 

to prevent HIV transmission to their infants. Thus the pediatric HIV epidemic 

will persist there, even if mortality during the first year of life is reduced by the 

immunological benefits of breast milk.
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South Africa is frequently described as the continent’s wealthiest country, 

but really it is better seen as a country damaged by a special kind of structural 

violence. Any comprehensive analysis seeking to understand the dynamics of 

the epidemic among children there will necessarily be biosocial, linking the 

history and political economy of southern Africa, including labor migration, 

to the feast-or-famine medical services available in the continent’s wealthiest, 

though inegalitarian, country. Among the African poor, whether they live in 

South Africa or in Rwanda, success in preventing HIV transmission from mother 

to child will likely depend on implementing more proximal interventions.

INCORPORATING STRUCTURAL INTERVENTIONS

IN MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

If structural violence is often a major determinant of both the distribution and 

outcome of chronic disease, why is this or a similar concept not in wider use in 

medicine and public health, especially when our interventions can radically alter 

clinical outcomes? One reason is that medical professionals are not trained to 

make structural interventions. Physicians can rightly note that such interven-

tions are “not our job.” Yet since structural interventions might arguably have 

a greater impact on disease control than conventional clinical interventions, we 

would do well not to confuse our own quests for personal efficacy with the needs 

of the poor.

Just as it is a mistake to focus solely on distal interventions, so too is it a 

mistake to focus solely on structural ones. For decades, those who study the 

determinants of disease have known that social or structural forces account for 

most epidemic disease. But truisms such as “poverty is the root cause of tubercu-

losis” have not led us very far. First, we don’t yet have a curative prescription for 

poverty. But we do know how to cure tuberculosis. Second, those who argue that 

focusing solely on economic development will in time wipe out tuberculosis may 

be correct, but en route toward this utopia the body count will remain high if care 

is not taken to diagnose and treat the sick. The same holds true for other diseases 

of poverty. Clean water and sanitation will prevent cases of typhoid fever, but 

those who fall ill need antibiotics; clean water comes too late for them.

Similar debates about how best to use scarce resources are as old as medicine 

itself. It is in resource-poor settings especially that we must seek to avoid the 

“Luddite trap” that would have us focus solely on prevention, especially now that 

we have effective therapies for almost all the diseases of poverty.32 Prevention and 

care are best seen not as competing priorities but as complementary, even syner-

gistic, endeavors. Yet international public health is today rife with false debates 

along precisely these lines; many of its practitioners have fallen into the Luddite 

trap. For decades, we have seen subtle discussion of the chief social determinants 
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of disease give way to bitter struggles over resource allocation. During recent 

years, these struggles have become even more acrimonious.

How many times have we heard, for example, that AIDS prevention alone 

must suffice in settings of poverty?33 Or that we need not bother with drug-

resistant or extrapulmonary tuberculosis, forms that are difficult to diagnose and 

treat? Or that passive case-finding, rather than more costly efforts to go and find 

the sick in their homes, is all that we can afford? Or that surgical services are not 

cost-effective in rural areas of Africa? The list of impossible choices facing those 

who work among the destitute sick seems endless. There is no good way to tackle 

the health crisis in Africa with the scant resources previously available, and thus 

is structural violence perpetuated at a time when science and medicine continue 

to yield truly miraculous tools. Without an equity plan to bring these tools to 

bear on the health problems of the destitute, these debates will continue to waste 

precious time.34

Returning to our case studies, what might constitute appropriate structural 

interventions offering the promise of decreasing premature morbidity and mor-

tality? Several were mentioned here, but there are many others. In the United 

States and in South Africa, it is possible to decrease the extent to which rac-

ism and poverty become embodied as health disparities. Some interventions are 

straightforward enough, as this discussion has shown. To consider the problem 

in the broadest terms, there is an enormous flaw in the dominant model of medi-

cal care: as long as medical services are sold as commodities, they will remain 

available only to those who can purchase them. Insurance schemes based on 

helping those in greatest need or at heightened risk help to prevent structural 

violence from taking its toll among the poor. National health insurance and 

other social safety nets, including those that guarantee primary education and 

food security and clean water, are important because they promise rights, rather 

than commodities, to citizens. A lack of these social and economic rights is 

fundamental to the perpetuation of structural violence.35

Other, more proximal interventions, though deemed quite remote from the 

practice of clinical medicine, also promise to lessen premature morbidity and 

mortality. For example, at least one study, focusing on African American women 

in Los Angeles, has found less condom use—and thus a greater risk of transmit-

ting HIV—among couples in which the woman is dependent on her male partner 

for rent money.36 How might a right to housing or job security affect the HIV

epidemic among U.S. women living in poverty? To put this in sociological terms, 

interventions that increase the agency (the ability to choose) of the poor will 

lessen the risk of HIV. Similarly, it is not possible to have an honest discussion 

of alcoholism among Native Americans,37 or crack cocaine addiction among 

African Americans,38 without discussing the history of genocide and slavery 

in North America. Again, such commentary is seen as altogether extraneous 
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in medical and public health circles, where discussions of substance abuse are 

curiously desocialized, viewed as personal and psychological problems rather 

than societal ones. Here, too, structural violence is perpetuated through analytic 

omission.

Structural interventions would certainly have enormous impact in rural 

Rwanda. Certain interventions are already under way—provision of ART, infant 

formula, bottles, clean water, containers, fuel, and a cooker—and it is still pos-

sible to improve access to each component of the project: legislation to promote 

the use of generic medications; better distribution networks for ART and infant 

formula; clean-water campaigns; and the development of alternative fuels. More 

proximally still, additional interventions would include enhancing agricultural 

production, creating new jobs outside the agricultural sector, addressing gen-

der inequality through legislation that concerns not only land tenure but also 

political representation (Rwanda has become a leader in this arena by mandating 

gender equity in parliament),39 and promoting adult literacy.

Although these are not the tasks for which clinicians were trained, such proj-

ects are nonetheless central to the struggle to reduce premature suffering and 

death. The importance of such societal projects to the future of health care means 

that practitioners of medicine and public health must make common cause with 

others who are trained to intervene more proximally. Settings as disparate as 

inner-city America and rural Rwanda are similar in the need for basic social and 

economic rights, including national health insurance, improved public educa-

tion, and gender equity in political representation; those who live there need 

more and better jobs, and fair trade policies.

Sometimes public health crises, such as the AIDS pandemic in Africa, can 

lead to bold and specific interventions, such as the campaign to provide AIDS 

prevention and care as a public good.40 When linked to more structural inter-

ventions, such ostensibly specific campaigns can help to trigger a “virtuous social 

cycle” that promises to lessen the burden of pathology borne by children and 

young adults—a major victory in the struggle to decrease structural violence.

CONCLUSIONS

During the nineteenth century, pioneers of modern public health such as Rudolf 

Virchow understood that epidemic disease and dismal life expectancies were 

tied tightly to social conditions. Such leaders did not employ the term “structural 

violence,” but they were well aware of its toll and argued compellingly for proxi-

mal interventions—land reform, education, basic sanitation, sovereignty, and 

an end to political oppression. These interventions are no less needed now that 

we have better distal tools, including vaccines, more accurate diagnostics, and a 

large armamentarium of effective therapeutics. Soon, medicine and public health 
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will boast many of the tools that could conceivably help to prevent structural 

violence, in all its forms, from becoming embodied as adverse health outcomes. 

Although it is true that equitable use of distal interventions does not address 

social inequalities directly, the push for health equity remains a worthy goal for 

all practitioners of medicine and public health.

As increasingly effective interventions are developed, there is great danger in 

failing to consider what occurs when we do not adopt a rights-based approach 

to epidemic disease. Wherever our goods and services remain commodities to 

be purchased, there are always some who are unable to buy them. The poor are 

the natural constituency of public health; physicians, as Virchow argued, are the 

natural attorneys of the poor. In the twenty-first century, the greatest human 

rights struggles will include the right to health care.

In conclusion, it does not matter what we call it: structural violence remains a 

ranking cause of premature death and disability. We can begin by “resocializing” 

our understanding of disease distribution and outcome. Even new diseases such 

as AIDS have quickly become diseases of the poor, and even the development of 

effective therapies may have a perverse effect if we are unable to use them where 

they are needed most. By insisting that our services be delivered equitably, even 

physicians who work on the distal interventions characteristic of clinical medi-

cine have much to contribute to reducing the toll of structural violence. Although 

we may reasonably observe that the structural interventions described here are 

not our responsibility, equity in health care is our responsibility. Only when we 

link our efforts to those of others committed to initiating virtuous social cycles 

can we expect a future in which medicine attains its noblest goals.
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WHAT IS IT GOOD FOR?

War is good for something, or someone, or it would not have persisted for mil-

lennia as a major staple of human interaction. War pays, goes the old saw. But 

what are the wages of war? Whom does it pay, and who pays for it? How does 

it pay? Most important, what are the real costs of war and conflict? My guess is 

that Bertolt Brecht wrote his famous play Mother Courage in order to ask and 

answer some of these questions. And the answers are revealed, over time, to his 

unlikely protagonist, a Swedish market woman and mother seeking to keep her 

head above water in the course of a seventeenth-century conflict whose purposes 

were unclear then and were even more so by 1939, when Brecht created Mother 

Courage. (The play was provoked, say his biographers, by the German invasion 

of Poland in September of that year.) Mother Courage’s ability to answer these 

and other questions comes only as she loses her three children in quick succes-

sion. The lines cited above, in which she claims that war pays more than peace, 

are uttered just as she, a shrewd businesswoman even in the worst of times, has 

reaped a few of the meager and transient spoils of war. But the play is called 

Mother Courage and Her Children because, by the end, the audience or reader 

knows that the affective costs of losing one’s children—and all victims of war are 

someone’s children—are simply too high to calculate.

Today, when we ask questions about the costs of war, we are offered disparate 

quantitative answers. Were I to access a website regarding the cost of war, I could 

read that the war in Iraq has cost the United States, to date, $503,336,825,602 or 
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I won’t let you spoil my war for me. Destroys the weak, does it? 

Well, what does peace do for ’em, huh? War feeds its people better.

Bertolt Brecht, Mother Courage and Her Children
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$275 million per day, as compared to an estimated inflation-adjusted $549 bil-

lion for the twelve-year-long war in Vietnam and $5 trillion for what some have 

termed “the good war,” the Second World War.1 But Nobel laureate Joseph Stiglitz 

and Linda Bilmes have recently called Iraq the “Three Trillion Dollar War,” after 

mining information not readily available to the public:

From the unhealthy brew of emergency funding, multiple sets of books, and chronic 

underestimates of the resources required to prosecute the war, we have attempted 

to identify how much we have been spending—and how much we will, in the end, 

likely have to spend. The figure we arrive at is more than $3 trillion. Our calcula-

tions are based on conservative assumptions. They are conceptually simple, even if 

occasionally technically complicated. A $3 trillion figure for the total cost strikes 

us as judicious, and probably errs on the low side. Needless to say, this number 

represents the cost only to the United States. It does not reflect the enormous cost to 

the rest of the world, or to Iraq.2

They go on to note that “even in the best case scenario,” the U.S. government will 

spend in Iraq twice what it spent during the course of the First World War, ten 

times what was disbursed during the first Gulf War, and a third more than was 

spent in prosecuting the war in Vietnam.

But what do these figures mean, really? Brecht wrote at least nine plays as 

contributions to the combat—the war—against fascism and Nazism. Following 

his vision, it would seem that the challenge of “costing” a war is far more complex 

than might be indicated by whatever procedures were used to offer the figures 

just cited. After all, these assessments are of costs to one nation, already a very 

powerful and wealthy one by the time of the First World War. Imagine what cost 

the Second World War represented to, say, the Russians, who lost an estimated 

twenty-seven million people and had a far weaker economic base; imagine the 

costs to European Jews. Anthropologists know that the true cost of armed con-

flict emerges from qualitative methodologies and locally relevant yardsticks. War 

also wreaks, to use modern parlance, “collateral damage” upon civilians and 

their institutions, including health care, education, housing, telecommunica-

tions, and transport. War is costly in personal, affective terms; physical and 

psychological damage is done to combatants, families, communities; harm is 

done even to a sense of where one fits in the world after peace treaties are signed 

and reconstruction begins. War spoils meanings in complex and enduring ways 

for which we have few metrics.

In short, although the experts can offer only crude measures of the cost of 

war, everyone who has thought about it knows that war costs too much. That is 

no doubt why the rhetoric of war always ennobles sacrifice.

Economists can help lead the way to estimating the social costs of war, but, 

as Mother Courage’s travails suggest, the misery provoked by armed conflict 
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has no end. Hers was called “the Thirty Years’ War,” but do wars ever really 

have a clear beginning and an end? As Beatriz Manz reports from Guatemala, 

costs continue to mount long after overt hostilities draw to a close.3 This is what 

Carolyn Nordstrom means when she reminds us that “violence has a tomorrow.”4

Improving metrics is not a self-sufficient goal. As a physician-anthropologist 

(and parent) concerned with the hopelessly utopian project of ensuring that more 

of us humans reach our full potential and full life expectancy, I am interested 

less in current discussions about how war might become less brutal in the third 

millennium and more in steps that might be taken to abolish it. (This in spite 

of sympathy for and even gratitude to those who fight back, sometimes with 

force, against genocide and atrocity and against the unjust economic and social 

arrangements that almost always underlie armed conflict; this in spite of under-

standing that not all wars are similar.)

It is not easy to say something new about war. I began with three modest 

goals. The first was to draw on my experience as a physician-anthropologist and 

offer glimpses of the myriad means by which war not only ends lives—one of the 

primary goals of war—but also damages them in slow-burning ways, ones that, 

as in the case of Mother Courage, reach from one generation into the next. The 

second goal was to reveal some of the mechanisms by which conflicts of all sorts 

are described in misleading terms. The third goal was to speak to my peers about 

the ways in which anthropology, like other resocializing disciplines, might help 

to curb dishonesty and lessen the damage of war in both the short and the long 

term.

I recommend Mother Courage and Her Children as a text offering great insight 

into war. But I will here introduce a courageous mother, a Haitian detained at 

Guantánamo, whose oldest son is now in Iraq. There’s a gruesome symmetry in 

this circumstance: if Iraq is the current U.S. administration’s best-known failure, 

its policies in Haiti—also disastrous—are perhaps its least well-known failure.

FROM HAITI TO IRAQ:

MOTHER COURAGE AND HER HAITIAN SON

Most historians of war report that conflicts involving armies are built in part on 

lies. At this late date, the lie regarding weapons of mass destruction in Iraq has 

been exposed in a raft of articles and books,5 some of them written by scholars. 

For comparison’s sake, I note that it was not until 1981 that we could read the first 

scholarly assessment of the CIA’s involvement in the 1954 coup in Guatemala, the 

event that sparked another thirty years’ war.6 As Beatriz Manz and others have 

shown, that disastrous and unequal civil war, which included genocidal sprees 

against indigenous people, continues to damage lives over a decade after peace 

was declared.7
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Let me return to the costs of war as calculated on the eve of the invasion of 

Iraq. This story is well documented, if less well known: when one of President 

George W. Bush’s chief economic advisors, then head of the National Economic 

Council, hazarded an estimate of $200 billion to prosecute the war in Iraq, the 

riposte from then secretary of defense Donald Rumsfeld was swift: “Baloney.”8

Rumsfeld’s own estimate, supported by the director of the Office of Management 

and Budget, was $50 to $60 billion, costs that would be shared by other mem-

bers of “the Coalition of the Willing.” Rumsfeld’s deputy Paul Wolfowitz went 

further: the costs of postwar reconstruction in Iraq would be “self-financed,” he 

claimed, through oil revenues from a more efficient post-Saddam Iraq.9 “The tone 

of the entire administration was cavalier,” observe Stiglitz and Bilmes crisply, “as 

if the sums involved were minimal.”10

How did the administration get away with such errors? (Whether they resulted 

from chicanery or misjudgment matters little now.) Why is the true cost of this 

war still no more clearly recognized by the U.S. public than it was by Rumsfeld 

and Wolfowitz in 2003? Stiglitz and Bilmes hazard a guess: “Most Americans 

have yet to feel these costs. The price in blood has been paid by our voluntary 

military and by hired contractors. The price in treasure has, in a sense, been 

financed entirely by borrowing. Taxes have not been raised to pay for it—in fact, 

taxes on the rich have actually fallen.”11

As of 2008, “most Americans” may not have begun to feel the costs, but others, 

not all Americans, have felt them directly. As always in war, the numbers are 

contested. We know how many U.S. troops have lost their lives—some four thou-

sand so far—and we have less exact estimates of how many have been otherwise 

damaged physically or psychologically. Even less clear are the numbers of Iraqi 

dead. When a team from a U.S. research university published, in a prestigious 

medical journal, a community-based study of “excess” civilian mortality in Iraq a 

year into the war,12 the number of deaths they reported—more than one hundred 

thousand between March 2003 and September 2004—caused a huge stir in the 

press. The study and its authors were denounced by the architects of the war, who 

claimed that the large figure should be taken with a grain of salt because of “con-

cerns about the methodology.”13 Yet subsequent inquiry suggests that the study 

was sound,14 while the responses from the powerful were not.15 The popular press 

is diverse enough to include some critical and even self-critical voices, although 

it took the debacle of the missing weapons of mass destruction to instill a sense 

of shame in a cheerleading, war-happy press.16

In its time, Vietnam generated no small number of disputes regarding civilian 

deaths, and excellent studies of mainstream press reporting on the first Gulf War 

have recently been published.17 But if sorting through discrepant accounts is the 

analytic task, few places prepare an anthropologist (or U.S. citizen) better than 

does Haiti, which gave me the interpretive grid that I’ve used to contemplate not 
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only the rest of the world, including my own country, but also war and violence, 

regardless of the scale. And Haiti is tied as surely to my own country as it is to 

Iraq, as the experiences of Yolande Jean and her son reveal.

I’ll start with Yolande’s son, whom I’ll call “Joe” since he’s still in Iraq.

I met Joe because of the aftereffects of a 1991 military coup d’état in Haiti, 

where I’d been working since graduating from college less than a decade previ-

ously. Joe was ten years old in 1991. His parents were poor, but they were able 

to read and write and were interested in teaching others to do so (an estimated 

60  percent of Haitian adults do not know how to read). They became deeply 

involved in a mass literacy movement that had taken root in Haiti around the 

time of that country’s first democratic elections in December 1990. Seven months 

after a landslide victory raised a liberation theologian to the presidency and 

brought more resources to bear on Haiti’s stubborn poverty, a violent military 

coup interrupted democratic rule in Haiti. I have elsewhere detailed the ways 

in which the U.S. government was involved in this coup, a pattern that was to 

be repeated in 2004.18 The ensuing repression was fearsome. Refugees streamed 

out of the cities and into the hills; over the border into the Dominican Republic, 

where they were unwelcome; and onto the high seas.

Fleeing was not an obvious option for a young couple with two small boys. But 

on April 27, 1992, Yolande, Joe’s mother, was arrested and taken to Recherches 

Criminelles, the police station that served as the headquarters of Colonel Michel 

François, the alleged boss of Haiti’s death squads. During the course of her 

“interview” (to use the official euphemism for torture), Yolande, who was visibly 

pregnant with her third child, began to bleed. On her second day in prison, she 

miscarried. She did not receive medical attention.

As Yolande later told me, she decided at that moment that if she survived 

detention, she would leave Haiti. She was released from prison the following 

day. Shortly thereafter, she entrusted her sons to a kinswoman and headed for 

northern Haiti. Her husband remained in hiding. She would not see him again.

I took the boat on May twelfth, and on the fourteenth [the U.S. Coast Guard] 

came to get us. They did not say where they were taking us. We were still in 

Haitian waters at the time. . . . We hadn’t even reached the Windward Passage 

when American soldiers came for us. But we thought they might be coming to help 

us . . . there were sick children on board. On the fourteenth, we reached the base at 

Guantánamo.19

Yolande’s initial instinct—that the U.S. soldiers “might be coming to help 

us”—was soon corrected: “They burned all of our clothes, everything we had, 

the boat, our luggage, all the documents we were carrying.” U.S. television had 

displayed images of Haitian boats burning, but both the Coast Guard and the 

media described the fires as the destruction of unseaworthy vessels—with no 
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mention of personal items. When asked what reasons the U.S. soldiers gave for 

burning the refugees’ effects, Yolande replied,

They gave us none. They just started towing our belongings, and the next thing 

we know, the boat was in flames. Photos, documents. If you didn’t have pockets in 

which to put things, you lost them. The reason that I came through with some of 

my documents is because I had a backpack and was wearing pants with pockets. 

They went through my bag and took some of my documents. Even my impor-

tant papers they took. American soldiers did this. Fortunately, I had hidden some 

papers in my pockets.20

Haiti was full to overflowing with people just like Yolande Jean. Soon the U.S. 

military base on Guantánamo was full to overflowing as well. On May 24, 1992, 

President George H. W. Bush issued Executive Order 12,807 from his summer 

home in Kennebunkport, Maine. Referring to the Haitian boats, he ordered the 

Coast Guard “to return the vessel and its passengers to the country from which 

it came . . . provided, however, that the Attorney General, in his unreviewable 

discretion, may decide that a person who is a refugee will not be returned without 

his consent.” As attorney Andrew Schoenholtz of the Lawyers Committee for 

Human Rights wryly observed, “Grace did not abound; all Haitians have been 

returned under the new order.”21

I won’t go through Yolande’s whole story, which I’ve recounted elsewhere.22 But 

she clearly had her sons on her mind every day. Because of her arrest and torture 

in Haiti and the documents she had managed to save to prove this, she was one 

of the tiny number of those on Guantánamo deemed to be a political refugee; 

U.S. law should therefore have provided her with asylum and a safe haven in the 

United States. But she was not processed through to the United States because she 

was found to be infected with HIV. The authorities had invoked U.S. immigration 

law, which barred immigrants testing positive for HIV from entering the country.

Yolande learned that she would not be sent back to Haiti, but neither would 

she be released to the United States. “Where will I go?” she asked. The answer 

came in the form of no answer: she, and hundreds of others, would simply linger 

in detention in the legal limbo that is Guantánamo, established as a U.S. military 

base in the early twentieth century and subject, clearly, to neither Cuban nor 

U.S. laws. Thus Guantánamo had a meaning for Haitians long before the enclave 

became synonymous with arbitrary and indeed illegal detention.

Many “boat people” from Haiti were lost at sea, but all were welcome nowhere, 

it seemed. In the same edition that announced, “Boat with 396 Haitians Missing; 

Cuba Reports 8 Survivors,” the Orlando Sentinel wrote of “what could be a huge 

problem for the state: An explosion of Haitian migrants to South Florida.” The 

story, which ran on the front page, continued by noting, “Many fear that tens of 

thousands of refugees could sail for Miami around Inauguration Day, Jan. 20, 
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because of President-elect Bill Clinton’s pledge to give Haitians a fair hearing 

for political asylum in the United States.”23 The plight of Haitian refugees had 

become enough of a cause célèbre during the 1992 U.S. elections to spur can-

didates Clinton and Gore, in their official platform, to call for an end to forced 

repatriation of Haitian boat people and to the detention of HIV-positive refugees 

on Guantánamo.24 On January 28, however, Clinton began backpedaling, stating 

that he would continue his predecessor’s policies.

On learning of this, a number of Guantánamo detainees began a hunger strike. 

Yolande, unlike Brecht’s fictitious Mother Courage, decided to act on principle. 

Distrustful of the U.S. military doctors and even her own lawyers, she encouraged 

the other detainees to refuse to eat. This is what she said happened next:

Before the strike, I’d been in prison, a tiny little cell, but crammed in with many 

others, men, women, and children. There was no privacy. Snakes would come in; 

we were lying on the ground, and lizards were climbing over us. One of us was 

bitten by a scorpion . . . there were spiders. Bees were stinging the children, and 

there were flies everywhere: whenever you tried to eat something, flies would fly 

into your mouth. Because of all this, I just got to the point, sometime in January, 

[that] I said to myself, come what may, I might well die, but we can’t continue in 

this fashion.

We called together the committee and decided to have a hunger strike. Children, 

pregnant women, everyone was lying outside, rain or shine, day and night. After 

fifteen days without food, people began to faint. The colonel called us together and 

warned us, and me particularly, to call off the strike. We said no.

At four in the morning, as we were lying on the ground, the colonel came with 

many soldiers. They began to beat us—I still bear a scar from this—and to strike 

us with nightsticks. . . . True, we threw rocks back at them, but they outnumbered 

us, and they were armed. Then they used big tractors to back us against the shelter, 

and they barred our escape with barbed wire.25

Yolande was arrested and placed in solitary confinement in a place called 

Camp Bulkeley. Her version of the story did not make it into the New York Times,

which reported only that “at least seven Haitian refugees protesting their deten-

tion here by refusing food have lost consciousness.”26 No mention was made of 

any retribution by the strikers’ wardens.

Even the lawyers for the Haitian detainees, who reached the base in the middle 

of the strike, seemed a bit annoyed by their clients’ actions: “The hunger strike 

took us all by surprise,” said one, “especially given the fact that the litigation team 

is in the middle of settlement negotiations with the Department of Justice.”27

The Haitians, it seems, were no longer impressed by bureaucratic efforts to have 

them released. On March 11, 1993, eleven prisoners attempted to escape to Cuba 

but were recaptured. Two of the detainees tried to commit suicide, one by hang-

ing. (The similarities with recent hunger strikes and suicides on Guantánamo, 
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during what has been dubbed “the Global War on Terror,” are striking but not 

supernatural.)

Brecht’s Mother Courage was confident that she was a survivor; Yolande, 

less sure, had already decided to pursue her hunger strike until her release from 

Guantánamo. Her letter to her sons was widely circulated in the community of 

concern taking shape in response to the situation there. It was read out loud at a 

New York demonstration by American actress Susan Sarandon.

To my family:

Don’t count on me anymore, because I have lost in the struggle for life. Thus, 

there is nothing left of me. Take care of my children, so they have strength to 

continue my struggle, because it is our duty.

As for me, my obligation ends here. [Joe] and Jeff, you have to continue with 

the struggle so that you may become men of the future. I have lost hope; I am 

alone in my distress. I know you will understand my situation, but do not worry 

about me because I have made my own decision. I am alone in life and will 

remain so. Life is no longer worth living to me.

[Joe] and Jeff, you no longer have a mother. Understand that you don’t have 

a bad mother, it is simply that circumstances have taken me to where I am at 

this moment. I am sending you two pictures so you could look at me for a last 

time. Goodbye my children. Goodbye my family. We will meet again in another 

world.28

The Haitians’ advocates, including a handful of celebrities like Sarandon, 

several human rights organizations, and Haitian refugee groups in the eastern 

United States, stepped up pressure on the U.S. government. And then something 

surprising happened: Judge Sterling Johnson of New York, though a Bush appoin-

tee to the federal bench, heard the case and ruled against the administration. The 

more depositions he heard, the more convinced he became that the detention of 

the HIV-positive Haitians represented “cruel and unusual punishment” in viola-

tion of the Eighth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. In his 1993 ruling on the 

case, he described Haitians detained in Camp Bulkeley in these words:

They live in camps surrounded by razor barbed wire. They tie plastic garbage bags 

to the sides of the building to keep the rain out. They sleep on cots and hang sheets 

to create some semblance of privacy. They are guarded by the military and are not 

permitted to leave the camp, except under military escort. The Haitian detainees 

have been subjected to pre-dawn military sweeps as they sleep by as many as 400 

soldiers dressed in full riot gear. They are confined like prisoners and are subject to 

detention in the brig without hearing for camp rule infractions.29

On March 26, 1993, he ordered that all detainees “with fewer than 200 total 

T-lymphocytes” be transferred to the United States. It was the first time that such 
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laboratory tests had ever been mentioned in a judicial order. A Justice Department 

spokesman complained that “there are aspects of Judge Johnson’s decision that 

we would find it difficult to live with.” The first of these, noted the spokesman, 

“would be the judge’s very expansive view of the rights of aliens, who came into 

American hands purely out of our own humanitarian impulses to rescue them at 

sea.”30 Decades earlier, Judge Johnson had been a JAG officer, a military lawyer, on 

Gitmo, as the base is termed in military argot. Perhaps this gave him perspective 

on the way humanitarian impulses are expressed in an extralegal environment.

Although I was never permitted to go to Gitmo, I later got to know Yolande 

fairly well and visited her and other Haitian refugees in New York and Boston. 

When I first met Joe, he was about twelve; his brother, ten. They were, to me, the 

children of a courageous mother I wished to interview. I wanted to get her story 

out, and I did my best. Yolande’s story was carried in the Boston Globe. But then 

a decade went by, and I confess I didn’t think much about Yolande or Joe. I con-

tinued to work in Haiti and elsewhere and to argue on behalf of sick or afflicted 

Haitians in the United States who were being threatened with deportation.

After the events of September 11, 2001, Gitmo once again exploded in the 

world’s conscience. Now everyone knows that Gitmo is the place where prisoners 

are held at the pleasure of the U.S. government, with no jurisdiction to which 

they can appeal. But the earlier use of Gitmo as a staging area for Haitians not 

deemed to deserve refugee status had been forgotten. It was as if the travails of 

Yolande Jean had been erased from the public memory. I noted this erasure, but 

did nothing. Having written about Gitmo, and having seen my account, like oth-

ers, flushed down the public oubliette, I didn’t see what I could add.

Toward the end of 2005, I received a message from Joe, Yolande’s oldest son. It

was in fact more than a message: he sent me, via a close friend of his, a check in 

the amount of $250. Joe said he wished to support our work in Haiti and to help 

us serve the destitute sick there.

I was grateful for the contribution, for we certainly needed the help in Haiti. 

What struck me most, though, was that it came from Fallujah. Joe had joined the 

U.S. Marines and been sent to Iraq.

I wrote back to him at once, and we stayed in touch through email and, once 

in a while, by phone. For a year, we corresponded regularly, at least once a week, 

but we didn’t talk much about the war or his daily reality. By the time I began 

inquiring anxiously about his safety, he took great pains to let me know that 

he no longer went out on missions “beyond the wire” but instead was respon-

sible for supplying another group of marines out on patrol. He didn’t say much, 

over email, about his activities, noting only how relieved he felt when his “guys” 

returned safely to the forward operating base in Fallujah. More often than not, 

he’d tell me that I was the one who needed to be careful, since he knew about the 

violence and instability in Haiti.
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But I guessed that being in Iraq was both a great outward and internal struggle 

for him. I guessed that Joe was distressed by what he was hearing about Gitmo, 

and I had to assume he was thinking about his own mother’s experience there. 

Once, when I sent him a care package, I weighed carefully what sorts of books 

to include: something light, I thought; some videos and escapist novels. No, he 

responded by email, “send me things about Haiti. Like I told you, I want to go 

back to Haiti one day and work with you.” And so I sent him one of my own 

books about Haiti, with some concern that he might find my detailed description 

of his mother’s stay at Gitmo harrowing or upsetting. He didn’t say one way or 

another, but after he read it, he asked me to send a copy to a friend of his. “He’s 

Native American,” wrote Joe. “He’ll like it.” I sent the book.

After a year of brief but regular emails, our connection deepened. We made 

plans to meet for a meal when Joe was next on leave. I was in Haiti when Joe 

wrote me one Monday in 2007. It was nighttime in Fallujah, and he was leaving 

just then for the States; he’d call me as soon as he landed, he wrote. I forgot to 

ask when, exactly, that would be and so started to worry right away. The most 

dangerous part, I thought, would be getting in and out of Baghdad. My phone 

rang on Saturday, and shortly thereafter I got to enjoy a lengthy reunion with Joe 

and to see his brother briefly. Joe allowed, during the course of a long meal that 

included what I reckoned to be the first red wine he’d had in a while, that the 

main reasons he was planning to stay in Iraq and complete his military tour were 

to ensure that he would have the resources to be able to look after his mother, who 

he knew might fall gravely ill at any time; to send his brother to a proper college; 

and eventually to buy a home and have a family. “I want to look forward, not 

back,” said the irrepressibly optimistic Joe.

Some things we didn’t discuss, including the fact that Joe, like many others 

serving in Iraq, is not yet a U.S. citizen. I felt too uneasy to ask what he thought 

about the war in Iraq. We never discussed U.S. policies in Haiti, nor did we 

discuss his mother’s harrowing experience on Gitmo. But we did discuss his 

younger brother’s plans. Whenever money was tight, Jeff thought about joining 

the military, too. “Do that only as a last resort,” advised Joe. “I’ll find the money 

for you to finish college.” Yet in spite of the many things we left unspoken, there 

was so much remaining to talk about that we called each other often during Joe’s 

leave, and I found his departure more distressing than I’d expected. As of this 

writing, Joe is still in Fallujah.

So what, exactly, is this story about and what might it reveal about the causes 

and consequences of war and conflict? Obviously enough, it’s a story about con-

nections. I let Joe and his family fall out of my life for a decade. Joe’s generosity 

brought us back together. Returning to the theme of Mother Courage and Her 

Children, it is evident that Joe’s mother made a very different set of choices than 

did Brecht’s character. Following the 1991 coup and during her illegal internment 
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on Guantánamo, Yolande’s leadership and convictions led directly to the release 

of the detainees and to the reunification of what was left of her family. She never 

believed that war paid better than peace, and she was willing to take risks to 

make her point.

Next come other connections, of the kind best revealed by linking personal 

narrative to the study of history and political economy. Such connections seem 

at first glance impersonal, since they are invariably about the use or misuse of 

power, including the ability to wage war. The intimate links between my country 

and Haiti, the Western Hemisphere’s two oldest republics, over the past two 

centuries make a shameful story, from an American point of view. And the con-

nection between our country and Iraq will cause us grief, I fear, for generations. 

Fallujah, where Joe is based, is already a proverb for brutality. Just a year ago, 

one U.S. colonel deployed in Anbar province explained his approach to counter-

insurgency: “Fix Ramadi, but don’t destroy it. Don’t do a Fallujah.”31 Fallujah, a 

city of roughly 435,000 people, was reduced to rubble in offensives launched after 

the Republicans decided that the 2004 U.S. presidential elections had filled their 

accounts with “political capital,” and it is to this bloodbath that the U.S. officer 

refers.

But what about our military base so peculiarly located in Cuba? That must be 

a story about connection, too. Jonathan Hansen recently gave a talk about Gitmo 

at Harvard and described the place thus:

A bay, a harbor, a hideout, a home, a military base, a sanctuary, a prison; an out-

post on the threshold of nations where neither Cuban, nor U.S., nor international 

law applies. Guantánamo blurs the categories of modern political representa-

tion. Paradoxically, by doing so, it brings them into sharp relief. The history of 

Guantánamo illuminates the artificial and yet necessary distinctions that construct 

and sustain the modern world. This project is a tale of that world: on the one hand, 

of the interaction of nation-states and of national interest with international law; on 

the other hand, of individuals caught up in the system of states, trying to negotiate 

the tangle of allegiances and affiliations which that system imposes. Guantánamo 

Bay has been there all along—when the Taino Indians met Columbus, when 

Caribbean pirates preyed on the shipping of newly consolidated states, when Spain 

clashed with Britain, when the U.S. defeated Spain, when Kennedy confronted 

Castro, when George W. Bush set out to vanquish terror. To know Guantánamo is 

to know ourselves—as citizens, as a country, as individuals in a world of states.32

Gitmo is a place outside the reach of American constitutional protections, 

so you might think of it as a place of disconnection. But that very disconnec-

tion connects us to that place and to what is done there now, in 2008, when 

Guantánamo continues to serve as a detention center for men captured in Iraq, 

Afghanistan, and other places from which we “render” our enemies to unlimited 

detention. Guantánamo is a place where responsibility can be denied. Like all 
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such denials—about the fate of Haitian refugees, about the price tag on war, 

about the reasons for prosecuting it in Iraq—this act won’t hold up forever. 

Americans should be shamed and disquieted by the things done in their name in 

this place outside the law.

To reiterate: if Iraq is the best known of the current U.S. administration’s 

foreign-policy blunders, Haiti is its best-kept dirty secret.

Between 2000 and 2004, the U.S. administration orchestrated an aid embargo 

against Haiti. Certain kinds of aid continued, however, as groups like the Inter-

national Republican Institute funneled funds to various sectors of what is called 

“civil society”—in the eyes of the people I serve in Haiti and elsewhere in Latin 

America, this phrase invariably designates the minority of those who are not 

poor—in order to weaken the democratically elected government. Similar tactics 

were being used in Venezuela, but the government there was better defended 

than Haiti’s. Mainstream U.S. news sources paid almost no attention to the 

sabotage in Haiti until its aims—which culminated in the kidnapping of a sit-

ting head of state—were accomplished. Finally, in January 2006, investigative 

reporters at the New York Times released a long and devastating report about 

the precise mechanisms by which the government had been overthrown in late 

February 2004.33 After the coup came a long interregnum of lawlessness, just as 

in postinvasion Iraq. One news report in December 2005 named Port-au-Prince 

the kidnapping capital of the world.34

The kidnapping of Haiti’s president, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, has recently been 

the subject of two informative books.35 Reading them is a good antidote to the 

effrontery of American officials. Donald Rumsfeld, soon to be replaced as secre-

tary of defense, dismissed allegations of kidnapping as “ridiculous” (recalling, in 

tone and in credibility, his previous dismissal of a colleague’s estimate of the Iraq 

war’s cost as “baloney”). Our former secretary of state insisted that the Haitian 

president had been flown “to a destination of his choice. . . . So this was not a 

kidnapping.”36 Regardless of your views on the individual probity of the Bush 

administration’s cabinet members, it seems unlikely that the Haitian president 

would choose as his destination the Central African Republic, a country he had 

never visited, one that had had its own coup d’état a few months earlier and was 

known for general lawlessness.

Haitians know a lot about kidnapping, of course. Almost all of them are 

descendants of people kidnapped from Africa. Toussaint L’Ouverture, the Haitian 

general who led the world’s first successful slave revolt, was invited at the dawn 

of the nineteenth century to a parley with French forces and was given the assur-

ances usual in a negotiation between the heads of opposed armies. Instead of a 

parley, what occurred was a kidnapping: he was chained and put on a boat bound 

for France, where he later died, apparently of tuberculosis, in an Alpine prison.

“Extraordinary rendition,” the latest term for kidnapping, fits well with an 
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age that has seen habeas corpus treated as an option, not a constitutional right.37

When the president of our nation’s oldest neighbor, Haiti, is “rendered” all the 

way to central Africa, the justifications offered by those responsible amount to 

no more than dismissals and character assassination.38 The same sense of justice, 

accountability, and respect for public opinion ushered us into an apparently 

unending war in Iraq (“weapons of mass destruction,” “links with Al Qaeda,” 

“greeted as liberators”). The arrogance of power underwrites the connection 

between Joe’s Haiti and his Iraq.

Finally, Joe’s story, like his mother’s and that of the country in which both of 

them were born, raises questions about the kind of world we want to live in, the 

kind of world we want to leave to our children. Does honest analysis of war and 

conflict make any difference at all? Pierre Bourdieu thought so: “To subject to 

scrutiny the mechanisms which render life painful, even untenable,” he wrote, 

“is not to neutralize them; to bring to light contradictions is not to resolve them. 

But, as skeptical as one might be about the efficacy of the sociological message, we 

cannot dismiss the effect it can have by allowing sufferers to discover the possible 

social causes of their suffering and, thus, to be relieved of blame.”39 To the end, 

Bourdieu believed, despite all he had witnessed and written, in what is essentially 

an Enlightenment ideal: that we can lessen social suffering if we understand how 

it is generated and sustained over time, across generations.

MOTHER-COURAGE AND THE FIGHT TO ABOLISH WAR

As a physician, teacher, anthropologist, and parent, I meet almost no one—it 

may be true that I meet no one, period—who favors war. And yet war remains 

a major interest of societies rich and poor; war remains a major source not only 

of death and conquest but of profit; fifty years after the beginning of the nuclear 

era of “mutually assured destruction,” war remains a growth industry. I began 

work on this essay with the hope that it might make a difference: that the efforts 

of academics and journalists might improve U.S. foreign policy (whether toward 

Haiti or in the Middle East); that they might help to shut down Guantánamo and 

other extralegal limbos; that they might stop practices such as extraordinary 

rendition; that they might even contribute to the utopian goal of abolishing war.

But there is of course cause for pessimism. Although the stories of Joe and his 

mother are singular in their detail, the underlying wish—to abolish war—is as 

old as war itself. It is as old as the grief of a parent who buries her children.

There is cause for pessimism, too, if the goal of our writing is suasion through 

enlightenment, through offering details about the causes and consequences, the 

true costs, of war. After all, arguments against war have been laid out persua-

sively enough before. Take, for example, what is often called the Russell-Einstein 

Manifesto (1955), in which two of the greatest minds of the last century insisted: 
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“We have to learn to ask ourselves, not what steps can be taken to give military 

victory to whatever group we prefer, for there no longer are such steps; the ques-

tion we have to ask ourselves is: what steps can be taken to prevent a military 

contest of which the issue must be disastrous to all parties?” Albert Einstein and 

Bertrand Russell had nuclear weapons in mind, of course. The “overkill” such 

weapons promised was insane, they wrote (again and again). And they spoke of 

bonds between families and generations as a force that might rein in the ambi-

tions of bellicose statesmen:

The abolition of war will demand distasteful limitations of national sovereignty. 

But what perhaps impedes understanding of the situation more than anything 

else is that the term “mankind” feels vague and abstract. People scarcely real-

ize in imagination that the danger is to themselves and their children and their 

grandchildren, and not only to a dimly apprehended humanity. They can scarcely 

bring themselves to grasp that they, individually, and those whom they love are in 

imminent danger of perishing agonizingly. And so they hope that perhaps war may 

be allowed to continue provided modern weapons are prohibited.40

Modern weapons, that is, “weapons of mass destruction.” The threat of such 

weapons was brandished to justify the most recent invasion of Iraq, of course: a 

false pretext that was only prelude to a bloody war with more or less conventional 

weapons, and one of hundreds of rash decisions made through arrogance and 

incompetence.41

The testimonies of those who prosecute, participate in, or survive wars are 

countless, a rich literature. The title of Ernst Friedrich’s 1924 work is inspiring: 

War against War.42 Many are stirred, as Bertolt Brecht was, to give war an artistic 

form so as to reveal to a broad audience its stupidity and cruelty.

Brecht’s Mother Courage was a Swedish woman caught up in the informal 

economy of the war—selling food, articles of daily use, and just about anything, 

in the mad optimistic belief that “war feeds its people better.” But war is a machine 

that invariably devours its young. Toward the end, a peasant woman assures 

Mother Courage’s doomed daughter, “There’s nothing we can do. Pray, poor 

thing, pray! There’s nothing we can do to stop this bloodshed, so even if you can’t 

talk, at least pray. He hears, if no one else does.”43

Who knows what God hears?

Nonetheless, there are certainly some things we can do, as scholars, physi-

cians, parents, and kin. There is a nascent movement among scholars and ordi-

nary citizens to fight back against war and injustice. It took just such a movement 

to end the slave trade in the nineteenth century; it took similar movements to 

achieve universal enfranchisement in the United States and abolish apartheid 

in South Africa. Sometimes movements such as these are founded on mother-

courage in the best sense of the term. I have never had much opportunity to 
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follow blogs, but it happens that there is one called “Mother Courage: Musings of 

a Marine Mother.” Allow me to cite a recent posting by this mother:

George W. Bush’s Fourth of July speech to the usual hand-picked audience, this 

time the West Virginia National Guard, plumbed new depths of inanity, propa-

ganda and the dumbing-down of U.S. history. I fired off several angry letters to the 

usual suspects—none were published though plenty of sentiments similar to mine 

were—then saw this riposte written by Marty Kaplan in Thursday’s Huffington Post.

. . . “There are many ways for our fellow citizens to say thanks to the men and women 

who wear the uniform and their families. You can send a care package. You can reach 

out to a military family in your neighborhood . . . You can car pool.” [—A quotation 

from President George Bush]

Instead of sending them a care package, how about sending them home? Instead 

of car pooling, how about an energy policy that prevents our country from financing 

the very nations who hold our economy hostage, let alone the terrorists they quietly 

harbor?

Not surprisingly, my favorite line: “Instead of sending [the troops] a care package, 

how about sending them home?” Pass it on.44

I don’t know that we can stop war. I can’t be sure that the best analysis in the 

world, the best plays imaginable or even a painting as beautiful as Guernica will 

stop the insanity, profitable to some few but devastating to the majority, that is 

war. I don’t know how much I can do as a physician, either. Certainly, I can patch 

up some of the wounds, stanch the bleeding, make sure that blood is stocked and 

safe for transfusion.

But I do know this: we can marshal the evidence against war and we can pass 

it on.
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I have been working in Haiti all of my adult life and in Rwanda since 2005. In

Rwanda, I work predominantly as a physician rather than as an anthropolo-

gist conducting ethnographic fieldwork. Ethnographers of this region know 

the language, culture, and history of Rwanda far better than I do. If I spoke 

Kinyarwanda fluently and had spent many years in Rwanda, perhaps I might 

claim the ethnographer’s privilege of systematic knowledge or offer to decipher, 

as many of my colleagues do, the symbolics or poetics of violence.1 But work in 

Haiti and elsewhere in Latin America has given me rough-and-ready interpretive 

frameworks for understanding violence, both the “event”-centered kind, includ-

ing war and political violence, and the structural kind, including racism and 

other forms of social inequalities.2 In Rwanda, as part of a team reintroducing 

health and social services to a rural region devastated by the 1994 genocide, I

write as an outsider looking at violence in a place that I am getting to know.

The history of war and genocide in Rwanda will be contested terrain for gen-

erations, but some conclusions are inescapable: that European notions of race 

and ethnicity, some of them inspired by colonial-era eugenics, helped to harden 

20

“Landmine Boy”  
and Stupid Deaths

(2008)

Even if our own approach to things is conditioned necessarily by the view 

that things have no meanings apart from those that human transactions, 

attributions, and motivations endow them with, the anthropological 

problem is that this formal truth does not illuminate the concrete, 

historical circulation of things. For that we have to follow the things 

themselves, for their meanings are inscribed in their forms, their uses, 

their trajectories. It is only through the analysis of these trajectories that 

we can interpret the human transactions and calculations that enliven 

things.

Arjun Appadurai, The Social Life of Things
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the precolonial social categories of Hutu and Tutsi; that the biased bestowal of 

colonial-era privileges in a social field of scarcity laid the framework for inter-

group violence that began in 1959, at the close of the colonial era; and that control 

over the state apparatus, and the economic and social privileges associated with 

proximity to political power, was the chief goal of the government leaders who 

were the architects of the Rwandan genocide. Equally inescapable, for Rwandans, 

are the consequences of that damage. As Carolyn Nordstrom notes, “violence is 

not only enacted in the present—the immediacy of an act of harm—but violence 

has a tomorrow.”3 The tomorrow of violence is usually more violence, and it is 

this cycle that has been interrupted in Rwanda, as is the case in much of Western 

Europe over the past half century.

But violence has its tomorrow even in situations in which war and genocide 

have given way to peace and security and the promise of a more hopeful future. 

To better understand violence, and how it is dampened or fanned, we need to 

call not only on history and broad social context but also on personal narra-

tive, on experience. To reflect on the causes and consequences of the Rwandan 

genocide, we might begin with a series of events that occurred in rural Rwanda 

on March 22, 2006, when two children picked up a landmine. This incident was 

just one of many brutal remainders of the genocide, itself the upshot of a complex 

series of precolonial, colonial, and postcolonial processes that laid the ground-

work for what was to happen in 1994.

EVENT AND STRUCTURE: 

ANTHROPOLOGIES OF VIOLENCE

Violence is a frequent theme in anthropological research nowadays.4 It seems 

obvious that it should be—what human society is free of violence?—but it was 

far more rarely the focus of attention during the first century of the discipline, as 

Talal Asad, Orin Starn, and many others have observed.5 Event violence is ethno-

graphically visible—sometimes spectacularly grisly, as was the case in Rwanda 

in 1994. There are dozens of journalistic accounts of Africa’s most devastating 

mass violence, which occurred during the course of a hundred days. However, its 

causes and consequences are complex and too often invisible to those who wit-

ness or chronicle violent events. But it is not enough to understand violence done 

by and to human beings in specific places and times; we must also seek to throw 

light on structural violence, the kind of violence done on a collective and even 

impersonal scale, topics best analyzed using the complementary frameworks of 

history and political economy.

Anthropology aside, there is a vast literature on violence. For centuries, mili-

tary planners and historians have written about how wars of all sorts are pros-
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ecuted. Victims of violence and their kin have also left behind a rich literature, 

to which anthropologists have contributed as well. Some unite scholarly and 

personal investments in the study of violence. For example, Philippe Bourgois, 

like Barbara Rylko-Bauer, is the child of a Holocaust survivor. In recent writings, 

the personal experiences and commentaries of their parents are worked into a 

resocializing analysis in which comments and even silences serve as clues, hint-

ing at this or that less visible event, force, or process.6

Like the genocides of Europe, the Rwandan genocide will one day spawn 

such a literature and, as in the European case, we can expect it to span widely 

discrepant perspectives and explanatory frameworks. One problem with discrep-

ant accounts—and violence engenders them inevitably—is that it takes time and 

careful research to weigh their veracity. In the case of genocide, there are victims 

and there are aggressors, but the victims of genocide are (with rare exceptions) 

no longer present and are thus unable to offer first-person narratives, even if their 

relatives can.7 Some scholars, including Jean Hatzfeld,8 have contributed to our 

understanding of the events of 1994 by interviewing survivors and perpetrators 

alike; these eyewitness interviews are necessarily structured in predictable ways, 

but they offer important first-order data.

In reading interviews with people who are the perpetrators or targets of geno-

cide, interpretive grids of one sort or another both help and hinder attempts to 

reconstruct what happened and how. This necessary sifting and discernment of 

human perspectives and motives can be usefully complemented by a focus on 

things. Things, at least, don’t manipulate their observers—or is that true? Take 

the case of so commonplace an object (alas) as a landmine. While in graduate 

school, I read Arjun Appadurai’s edited volume The Social Life of Things.9 A focus 

on the material—on things—need not detract from the everyday business of both 

physicians and anthropologists, which is a focus on what people say, on what they 

do, and on the ways they construct meaning. On the contrary, the “materiality of 

the social” has long been a source of illumination in anthropology.10

Ever since Bronislaw Malinowski’s report on the kula ring, the meanings 

associated with certain things have been the focus of significant empirical 

research. Anthropologists agree that things take on meaning through exchange 

(sale, trade, other transactions), through rituals banal and freighted, and through 

other processes that confer value on things in the minds of those engaged in 

their circulation. Landmines and other ordnance, though expendable, are no 

exception. In the case of Rwanda, they force us to cast our net well beyond the 

immediate country or culture, since, unlike the cases seen in ritual transactions, 

the path leading from arms dealers to hapless children and other civilians (and 

even, at times, to combatants) involves little commonality, but rather a riven 

diversity, of agency and intent.
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PICKING UP A LANDMINE

On a Wednesday morning in March 2006, while herding cows, two boys picked 

up a landmine. In Rwanda, this is an increasingly rare event, as many efforts have 

been made to find and disarm such weapons.11 (Time will tell whether Rwanda 

has been successful in lessening the tomorrow of violence.) Unfortunately, it is an 

exceedingly common event elsewhere: in the past decade, it was estimated that 

there are 110 million landmines in the ground worldwide, and more than twice as 

many stockpiled. Today, thirteen countries continue to manufacture antiperson-

nel devices, though as little as fifteen years ago that number was more than fifty 

countries12 and almost a hundred private companies, forty-seven of which were 

based in the United States.13 Of those who detonate the landmines unintention-

ally, 80 percent are civilians, one in five of them children; about half die, virtually 

all the rest are injured, and many of them are permanently maimed.14

Both of the Rwandan boys survived. I came to know quite well the one who was 

injured more seriously, as he spent more time in the hospital and needed physical 

therapy, home visits, and social assistance. Around the hospital, reopened less 

than a year earlier, he was termed, affectionately enough, “Landmine Boy,” but 

his real name is Faustin. I met him at ten in the morning on that Wednesday, 

as I was headed out of the hospital to a clinic a couple of hours away. The hos-

pital had been built and was once owned by a Belgian mining company, which 

left Rwanda decades ago. After the war and genocide, the facility fell into dis-

use, essentially abandoned until May of 2005, when we (Partners In Health, the 

Clinton Foundation, and the Rwandan Ministry of Health) rebuilt and opened 

it as the sole hospital serving more than two hundred thousand people, most of 

them resettled refugees, internally displaced persons, with almost all of them 

living in poverty.

By March 2006, we had cobbled together a medical and nursing staff consisting 

mostly of Rwandan professionals and a handful of expatriate volunteers. One of 

my colleagues, a physician from Cameroon, stopped me that morning, saying, 

“Come quickly to the emergency room. Two children have picked up a grenade.” 

At that moment, I did not think it unlikely that someone in the region would have 

picked up a grenade and pulled the pin: after all, the boys live (and we practice 

medicine) in a region hit hard by the war and genocide. The boys said that they 

merely picked the thing up and threw it toward the cows they were herding; the 

cows took the full force of the explosion, and two were killed. It was an hour or 

so after seeing the boys before I began to think about the object itself, what it was, 

and where it had come from. In the meantime, neither I nor my colleagues were 

thinking about anything other than trauma care, which is of course precisely 

what trauma victims need most. In this case, it meant splinting fractures, debrid-

ing wounds, and applying dressings. We worked attentively and in near silence.
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Of the two boys, one, Grégoire, was not seriously injured. The other, Faustin, 

sustained multiple fractures, and many fragments had been blown into his skin. 

I had the privilege of splinting him, pulling the plastic fragments out of him, and 

preparing him for transport. Although we had just rebuilt the operating room, 

we did not have an orthopedic surgeon on staff, and Faustin needed to have his 

fractures set in the operating room with what is called an external fixator.

That was the first hour. The boys, who were alert but very quiet, were not sure 

of their age. (Faustin was in pain, he allowed, but he complained as little as the 

other boy.) One way to assess age when children do not know how old they are is 

to ask, “Were you alive during X or Y or Z?” I learned this in Haiti, where children 

and adults alike remembered certain political events, such as who was president 

at the time. In Rwanda, the major defining moment is 1994. I was pretty sure that 

1994, or the year before, was when the “grenade” was placed and that 1994 was 

also about when these boys were born. But during the first hour of attending to 

these injuries, no one discussed any of this. It was afterward, before the police 

arrived, that I started to ask whether this really was a grenade. Grenades do not 

explode when you step on them or touch them; as anyone who watches movies 

knows, you pull a pin and then it explodes a few seconds later. So another kind of 

explosive device had to be at issue.

Injured by one thing, an explosive device, Faustin, said to be an orphan, 

according to one of the Rwandan nurses, needed another thing: a piece of metal 

to keep his tibia and fibula in place so that the bones would heal in line. It just so 

happens that this device is readily available in most hospitals in the United States. 

Such hardware is hard to come by in Rwanda, but the device that would soon be 

placed in Faustin’s leg was actually invented there. It is called a “Byumba fix,” 

named after a town in the northern part of the country, where tens of thousands 

of landmines, none of them manufactured in Rwanda, were placed in 1993 and 

1994. A Rwandan doctor trained in orthopedics in Belgium was finishing his 

thesis in 1994 when the genocide erupted. Against the advice of his professors, 

he decided to return to his country to care for the wounded, many of whom 

needed precisely the sort of services he had been trained to provide. When in 

1994 Dr. Innocent Nyaruhirira, who would later become a leading figure in pub-

lic health, tried to acquire the necessary orthopedic materials from Belgium, 

he found that the hardware was simply too expensive. So he and colleagues in 

Byumba decided to manufacture the much-needed external fixators on their 

own; one of them, a dozen years later, would end up in Faustin’s left leg.

Once Faustin was en route to the operating room in Kigali, the capital city, 

I checked on the other child, Grégoire, who had been admitted to the pediatric 

ward. I finally had a chance to ask him, “What happened? What was it that you 

picked up?” “Well, we were herding cattle . . . ,” he began, trailing off once again 

into silence. Herding cattle in the middle of the morning meant that these boys 
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were not in school. I sketched Grégoire a grenade and a landmine on a piece of 

paper—we looked up these images on the Internet—and he pointed immediately 

to the latter: “This is what it looked like.”

Grégoire did not have much to say about the incident during his brief hospi-

talization, and Faustin, even in the course of interviews conducted at home, did 

not wish to add much more. “What I’d most like to do,” he said only a few days 

after surgery, “is to go to school.” It turned out that he was not an orphan after 

all, but that his mother, poor and bereft after the genocide, had struggled for years 

with mental illness and had finally placed him with another family in 2004. “My 

mother is not well,” he told me later. “She can’t take care of me, so she brought 

me to a relative, and I live here now. I would like to go to school, but [my adoptive 

family] has no money. So I herd cows every day, make sure they eat, move them 

to new grass.”

When I asked him about the landmine, he was, to my astonishment, apolo-

getic: “I didn’t mean to pick up the grenade. I’m sorry I did it. I didn’t mean to 

kill the cows. I’m sorry. It was an accident. We didn’t know what we were doing; 

it was not our intention to kill the cows.” Even after I reassured him that it was 

not his fault and sought to focus on his recovery and return to school, he sounded 

the same note: “My leg hurts, but I can walk well. I am happy that I can go to 

school and that they are not angry about the cows. If we had known that it was a 

grenade, we would not have touched it or thrown it. We didn’t mean to throw it 

at the cows. We didn’t know it was a grenade.”

RWANDA AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF GENOCIDE

Dramatic enough in itself, the event—two boys pick up a landmine on a sunny 

day in March 2006—demands to be resocialized, linked up to a wider world 

and a longer period of the calendar. How to do this? We begin by noting that 

not a single one of these landmines was produced in Rwanda. The cause of the 

explosion that nearly killed Faustin is to be found in the transnational politi-

cal economy of armaments, in which there are many willing participants, as 

Carolyn Nordstrom explains: “Should any quaint notions exist that mercenaries 

and human rights violators only get weapons from ‘sources in non-democratic 

locations,’ anyone who has walked in warzones, myself included, can easily attest 

to the wide range of supplies available from all the major sellers in the world. 

In one square kilometer of land in central Angola I visited with Halo Trust (the 

British de-mining NGO), they removed land mines manufactured in thirty-one 

countries.”15

About 150,000 landmines were placed in Rwanda, mostly during 1993. Rwanda 

is a tiny country with a population, before the genocide, of perhaps 8.5 million 

people. Yet in 1993 it was the third largest importer of arms in all of Africa, com-
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ing in behind Egypt and South Africa (still under apartheid). On the Rwandan 

government’s 1993 shopping list were 2,000 plastic MAT-79 antipersonnel mines, 

copies of an Italian model purchased in bulk. Experts from the United Nations 

have found thirty-nine types of mines in Rwanda, mostly plastic. Some, it’s 

said, were designed to look like toys. Their provenance: Belgium, the United 

States, Czechoslovakia, Pakistan, China, and all over the former Soviet Union. 

It’s also known that the génocidaire government mined the area around Akagera 

National Park, which is where we live and work—and where these boys were 

herding cattle instead of attending school.

Who funded this appetite for arms? Not the local peasant farmers, who would 

later be the hapless recipients of the shrapnel (as, twelve years earlier, some had 

been the people who had carried out much of the killing: between 14 and 17 per-

cent of the adult male Hutu population participated in the genocide).16 It was 

the government of Rwanda that shaped the postcolonial army. France, as the 

predominant power in the region, also supplied much of the “aid” to Rwanda and 

influenced other donor nations’ priorities in foreign assistance. Peter Uvin has 

argued persuasively that the aid itself helped to set the stage for the genocide.17

The Rwandan genocide resulted in the deaths of up to a million people in a 

few months and later sparked a war in the Congo—a huge part of the tomorrow 

of the genocide. A lot of us remember the machetes; that’s the classic impression 

for anyone who has seen the film Hotel Rwanda or read about the genocide in the 

popular press. But Rwanda’s macabre 1993 ranking as the third-largest importer 

of arms in Africa was not earned by purchase of machetes alone: the government 

that ordered the genocide had procured surface-to-air missiles, rockets and other 

large armaments, automatic weapons—and, of course, landmines. The intimate 

detail of structural violence extends so far that, according to some, even the 

machetes were procured in part with structural adjustment loans.18

The blast that injured Faustin and Grégoire in 2006 was a long-delayed reper-

cussion of the violence of 1994; that much is hardly controversial. Many know 

the story of the Hutu and Tutsi, and some understand that 1994 was not, despite 

quick-release journalistic analyses, either ethnic fratricide or tribal war. Rwanda 

does not have different tribes, and the categories of ethnicity and race are not 

really apt, either. The term “ethnicity,” to say nothing of “race,” did not arrive 

until long after whichever century saw the evolution of such categories. The 

ethnic categories are not exactly a “native” product, as historians of the colonial 

period in Rwanda have argued. Jean-Pierre Chrétien allows that the distinction 

between Hutu and Tutsi arose within a “civilization,” but he and many others 

agree that it is hazardous to guess when certain groups may have “migrated” in.19

We are speaking, rather, about centuries and waves of population movements, 

unrecorded and largely unknowable. Certainly, there is no evidence of genetic 

differences, and yet the idea of alien immigration was all too useful, later, to 
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the Belgians and génocidaires. When the Batutsi are said to have migrated into 

what is now Rwanda, the region was already inhabited by people who called 

themselves Batwa and Bahutu (following convention, I’ve shortened these terms).

The dates are contested, but for centuries Tutsis and Hutus, both ethnically 

Banyarwanda, shared a common language, diet, and cultural heritage. Many 

scholars agree that the so-called tribal categorizations represented, in important 

ways, social distinctions between those who owned cattle and those who farmed 

the land—perhaps initially a division of labor between agriculturalists and pasto-

ralists. Intermarriage was common, and a Hutu could become a Tutsi by owning 

cattle. This is well known—no longer the exclusive affair of specialists—but the 

myth of tribalism dies hard, probably because it is so convenient for people to 

attribute the causes of genocide to an alien mode of thought.

It was convenient for the Europeans, certainly. Unlike much of the rest of 

East Africa, Rwanda was never penetrated, to use the local word, by slave trad-

ers or others seeking bounty. Rwanda’s integration into the time of empire is 

essentially a twentieth-century tale. It is increasingly the fashion, among some 

commentators both in Africa and beyond, to describe precolonial central Africa 

as existing in a golden era when the social groupings just described coexisted 

without conflict.20 Historian Catharine Newbury, however, contends that sig-

nificant social stratification began to take shape well before the arrival of the 

Europeans, which is not surprising: can one imagine an agrarian society without 

social stratification?21

Chrétien argues that, aside from a tiny Tutsi aristocracy, the original dif-

ference was largely one of professions, but that the Belgians promoted it into 

something much larger, and fatal.22 What the colonials focused on when they 

arrived was the tiny Tutsi aristocracy, as Chrétien points out. The vast major-

ity of Tutsis—like the Hutus, peasants who worked the land—were invisible to 

them. Most Tutsis were subject to the same taxes and forced labor as the other 

inhabitants of the colony. The Belgians imagined that Rwanda and Burundi were 

like European feudal states and then shaped these societies to resemble them. 

Chrétien is at pains to say that the Hamitic myth, the notion that Tutsis were 

alien overlords from the north, Europeans in black skin, essentially, is colonial 

fantasy. Europeans (first Germans and then Belgians) helped to rigidify these 

distinctions as part of their obsessions with race and eugenics.23

Colonial Rwanda, mountainous and lush, soon became a major producer of 

tropical commodities, especially coffee and tea. As in the neighboring Congo 

and in the region surrounding the hospital we have rebuilt, mines were dug; 

although these would not prove as important as agriculture, the basic thrust 

of Belgian colonization was, in keeping with tradition, extractive. Who was to 

do the extracting was a problem, and the Belgians followed, fairly religiously, 

the divide-and-conquer approach then à la mode: they used the Tutsi elite, a 
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minority, to control the “peasant majority,” the Hutus. (The Twa, the smallest 

group in all senses, mostly stayed out of the way.) The enforced corvée labor 

contributions of Hutus originated in precolonial times but, scholars report, were 

increased significantly—from one day of labor per week to up to three—once 

Belgian administration was established. But the Belgians seemed to grapple with 

a problem: who was Tutsi, who was Hutu? The notion that it was possible to 

answer this question with a glance was just that, a notion. And so the Belgian 

colonial regime did what colonial regimes often did: it issued ethnic identity 

cards. Soon, one’s ethnic affiliation and social aspirations became a matter of 

public record and much more immutable.

Even during the colonial period, Rwanda was crowded, from the point of 

view of farmers and pastoralists; it is now one of the most crowded countries on 

the face of the earth. Jared Diamond made much of this demographic pressure 

in his book Collapse, describing struggle in a field of great scarcity.24 But the 

1994 genocide was in essence a political process, and planned to the very last 

detail. Most Rwandans I know start the countdown to genocide in 1959. The 

short version: as decolonization swept Africa, the Belgians switched allegiances 

and began favoring the Hutu majority. Decades of preferential treatment for the 

Tutsi elites had engendered deep resentment, again in a field of material scarcity 

and a lack of access to education and other social services. From the moment 

that it was clear that the Belgians would leave and that Rwanda, like the rest of 

Africa, would become nominally independent, struggle for control of the state 

apparatus, the cash cow, began. It was really this—the struggle for control of 

power and wealth—and not any other ideology (ideologies were a means to an 

end) that laid the foundation for what would come to pass three decades later. 

“Ethnic” convulsions—unknown before 1959—were registered regularly in the 

decades that followed.25

France replaced Belgium as the major neocolonial power in Rwanda and had, 

it would seem, no problem aligning itself with the Hutu military governments 

that increasingly controlled not only the state but most commerce. The recipe 

for staying in power was straight from the latter days of colonialism: whip up 

anti-Tutsi sentiment among the Hutu majority, and count on French support. 

Most Rwandans relied on radio communications for news and even orders, and 

this became an instrument for fomenting hatred and violence. Backed by Hutu-

Power extremists, proponents of a virulent Hutu-supremacist philosophy used 

officially sanctioned radio stations to spew forth not only anti-Tutsi (and anti-

moderate Hutu) songs but also more explicit directions to the militias, including 

the interahamwe gangs charged with carrying out the genocide, along with the 

military. These gangs were growing as fast as the ranks of disaffected youth of 

the country, who faced grim prospects as the Rwandan economy continued to 

decline.
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Some analyses have suggested that externally imposed structural adjustment 

programs—advocated by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other 

development experts who had become increasingly prominent in Kigali—served 

to deepen social inequalities within Rwanda, dumping fuel on the fire of alien-

ation and enmity. Economist Michel Chossudovsky notes that postindependence 

Rwanda, while still mired in poverty, demographic pressures, and environmental 

stresses, was in fact registering economic and social progress during the 1970s 

and 1980s.26 The situation began to deteriorate in the 1980s, and the international 

financial institutions intervened, in particular to review Rwanda’s public expen-

diture programs. Inflation and outstanding external debt skyrocketed following 

the devaluation of the Rwandan franc; state administrative apparatus and public 

services, including health and education, began to collapse. The incidence of 

severe child malnutrition increased dramatically, and the number of recorded 

cases of malaria increased by 21 percent in the year following the adoption of the 

IMF program.27

Chossudovsky concludes that the restructuring of Rwanda’s agricultural sys-

tem, as directed by the IMF and the World Bank, precipitated the population’s 

decline into abject poverty and destitution: “This deterioration of the economic 

environment, which immediately followed the collapse of the international coffee 

market and the imposition of sweeping macro-economic reforms by the Bretton 

Woods institutions, exacerbated simmering ethnic tensions and accelerated the 

process of political collapse.”28 Johan Pottier makes a similar point: “The coffee 

crash of 1989 created massive despair among poor farmers . . . the World Bank/

International Monetary Fund failed to bail Rwanda out (whereas Mexico and 

South Korea fared much better when their economies crashed).”29

The aid experts in Rwanda, by and large, turned a blind eye to the growing 

chorus of hate songs, the radio propaganda, and the burgeoning ranks of the 

interahamwe gangs. They were there to do development, as one insightful report 

from their ranks later confessed.30 The aid experts may have failed to see the 

looming catastrophe, but others, including many of those exiled in and after 

1959, saw it coming. A group of exiled Rwandans, including current president 

Paul Kagame, launched a rebel movement, the Rwandese Patriotic Front, from 

Uganda. Still a tiny force, they struck from the north in 1991. It was the position of 

the RPF that “genocide ideology” was of recent origin and that once-insignificant 

differences had been fanned into importance during the preceding century—the 

century of colonial rule. The French had taken up right where the Belgians left off, 

providing military training and matériel to the government. In spite of French 

military support for the government, the rebels gained ground and, as pogroms 

against Tutsis continued, they also gained new recruits.

In early August 1993, a year-long process of hammering out a regional peace 
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plan was completed with the signing of the Arusha Accords in Arusha, Tanzania. 

Eight months later, while en route from Tanzania to Kigali, the French jet of the 

Rwandan dictator Juvénal Habyarimana was brought down by a missile launched 

from within the military base near the airport.

The spark that lit the fuse was the downing of that plane in April 1994. The 

Rwandan government immediately blamed the assassination of Habyarimana on 

the RPF, an accusation echoed in the French press. More independent observers, 

however, and much public speculation laid the blame on Hutu extremists—many 

of them members of the dictator’s own entourage—who ardently opposed the 

Arusha Accords. Within an hour of the plane’s destruction, the interahamwe,

as if waiting for this very signal, swung into action. They clearly had a plan, but 

confusion reigned among others in Kigali.

This was especially true among representatives of the countries implicated in 

the crisis or those living in Rwanda. The U.S. government dithered (to learn how 

much, read the damning assessment by General Roméo Dallaire, the commander 

of the United Nations force stationed in Rwanda),31 although the U.S. ambassador 

did suggest that ethnic identity cards be suppressed—a suggestion rebuffed by 

the French, who held the greatest sway there. The French government, further-

more, continued to back the Hutu interim government to the dreadful end, even 

though some of the troops later dispatched in Opération Turquoise—billed to 

the soldiers as a humanitarian intervention—would voice great bitterness upon 

discovering that things were not as promised by Paris. “‘We have been deceived,’ 

Sergeant Major Thierry Prungnaud told a reporter at a collection site for emaci-

ated and machete-scarred Tutsi survivors in early July of 1994. ‘This is not what 

we were led to believe. We were told that Tutsis were killing Hutus. We thought 

the Hutus were the good guys and the victims.’”32 The UN peacekeeping force, led 

by Dallaire, played an especially painful role: that of impotent spectator to mass 

slaughter of civilians.33

The genocide was halted when the RPF, growing every day and including more 

and more Hutus who did not wish to follow orders to kill their neighbors, swept 

across Rwanda in the summer of 1994. It might be argued that the entire sordid 

mess was over, but the French had one more card to play: Opération Turquoise 

became an operation to protect the génocidaire government as it fled Rwanda to 

refugee camps in Goma, Zaïre. From across Lake Kivu, an almost intact génoci-

daire government clearly intended to attack again and again, until their genocidal 

project was complete. Scores of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) had 

materialized to take care of the refugees, most of them probably Hutus chivvied 

along with threats and dire warnings; many had not in fact taken part in the 

killings. The new administration in Kigali, receiving precious little in the way of 

any international support, threatened to take out the camps if they could not be 
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controlled by the UN and the NGOs.34 Then cholera broke out in the camps, and 

all attention was turned to Goma, and away from Rwanda.

Even though Hutu-generated attacks did come from these camps, the UN

claimed that it was powerless to stop them. The genocide ended in 1994, but 

the violence did not, for the genocide’s architects were allowed to flee west 

(some VIP génocidaires made it to France, the United States, and several African 

nations; warrants for their arrest from the International Criminal Court still 

exist).

A million or so civilians were in a sense held hostage in the camps by the 

interahamwe and a government in exile. Cross-border attacks continued. In 1996, 

the Rwandan transitional government did just what it had threatened to do and 

broke up the camps, encouraging those not involved as architects of the genocide 

to return. It will take a long time for this story to come out, and it is clear that 

many innocents died in the breaking up of the camps, but primary sources are 

already publishing damning accounts. Fiona Terry of Médecins Sans Frontières, 

a group that was working in the Goma camps, made no bones about it: the 

génocidaires, not the humanitarians, ran the camps. As an appendix to her book, 

Terry included materials from the detritus found in the camps.35 She published 

facsimiles of bills and receipts for large arms orders addressed to the Minister 

of Defense, Republic of Rwanda, Bukavu, Zaïre (another site of Hutu-controlled 

refugee camps). The new government in Kigali was proven right: the camps were 

being used as military bases from which to attack Rwanda with sophisticated 

armaments purchased from Russian, European, and U.S. arms merchants. The 

social life of things can be revealed, it transpires, by airway bills and receipts.

In other words, if Rwandans of the 1990s were struggling with manufactured 

categories, they were also struggling with manufactured things: armaments, for 

example, things with a highly active social life. They get around. Italy, the United 

States, and Russia were the major producers of the antipersonnel and landmine 

instruments used in Rwanda,36 while France, Egypt, and apartheid South Africa 

were the Rwandan government’s primary suppliers.37 In short, a violent event 

in rural Rwanda in March 2006 reveals links to at least a dozen other countries 

far from central Africa, links that reach far back in time. This is a lesson that 

anthropology cannot forget, as Eric Wolf reminded us years ago.38

WHAT IS TO BE DONE ABOUT “STUPID DEATHS”?

They say your whole life flashes before you when you are about to die, but I’m 

pretty sure that is not true. When I think of all the dying people I’ve attended—

many of them, happily, stopped dying—I can think of none who have described 

to me a flashing montage of key events in their lives. Some, like the two boys dis-

cussed in this chapter, said very little, at least to me. Of course, many of the dying 
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cannot speak at all; some are mercifully obtunded. But some do talk and even 

sing, often through great pain. In country after country, I’ve seen dying people, 

young and old, who call for their mothers, who worry about unkept promises and 

loose ends, who are frightened, even if resigned (though most are not resigned to 

death itself, in my experience).

When I was a young man, between college and medical school, I had the great 

good fortune to go to Haiti. A country, rather than a person or a book, became 

my teacher. Back then, just about everything seemed instructive: interviews, 

surveys, books, reports, songs, everyday speech, customs, and certainly history, 

the most important resocializing discipline. But for someone on my trajectory, 

a physician-anthropologist in training, it may have been inevitable that I would 

find the most incisive those lessons learned the hard way, by witnessing other 

people’s pain and learning about how they made sense of suffering. The Haitians 

with whom I lived were world experts on the topic. Everyone had a story, and 

almost no one, it seemed, was reluctant to share it.

I learned a lot about death, and in particular about a special type that the 

Haitians termed, simply enough, “stupid deaths.” By this, they did not mean 

deaths by gunshot (there were plenty of these) or in road accidents (as vehicles 

crammed full went teetering down mountain “roads” with no guardrails). A

drowning death in the nearby reservoir was not emblematic of a stupid death, nor 

was going down in one of the overstuffed wooden boats leaving Haiti for Florida. 

Rather, these were tragedies and seen by all around me as unfair.

What, then, were examples of stupid deaths in the eyes of those living in cen-

tral Haiti? Dying in childbirth because obstetric care costs too much was dying 

a stupid death; worldwide, there are five hundred thousand of these each year. 

Dying of malaria was stupid, as were deaths from tetanus, rabies, pneumonia. 

Death from a road accident because of poor medical attention later: stupid. Being 

hauled out of the nearby reservoir by your kin, only to die two weeks later of 

pneumonia in a filthy hospital room: stupid.

Fascinated, horrified, with this typology, I developed my own nosology of 

stupid death and included many others that I knew, from my training in an 

American medical school, to be tragic and unnecessary: malignancies that could 

have been cured with timely diagnosis; third-trimester obstetric catastrophes; 

vaccine-preventable illnesses; and a host of afflictions that our patients would 

have survived had they been born in a country such as the one in which I was 

born. Almost all of these deaths occur among the poor.

But the stupidest of all, I thought, was the industrial-strength murder that 

could come only from bombs, firearms, landmines, and other “modern” ord-

nance of war, with the casualties occurring disproportionately among civilians, 

in particular children like Faustin. So, what is to be done to change this state of 

affairs, in Haiti, in Rwanda, in many other places of today’s world?
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It is possible to discuss “distal” and “proximal” responses to the sort of vio-

lence endured by Faustin and Grégoire. These terms are contested, in part because 

in anthropology (and in epidemiology and other fields) we use these words in a 

fashion quite contrary to the way they are used in anatomy and medicine. If you 

think about an artery, the large end of the vessel is termed “proximal”; the small 

end, the capillaries, is called “distal.” Some colleagues and I recently wrote an 

essay titled “Structural Violence and Clinical Medicine” and spoke about distal 

and proximal problems and responses to a number of pressing health issues, 

from asthma in American cities to AIDS in Africa.39 Perhaps in part because 

the meanings of the words are reversed in different fields of inquiry, Nancy 

Krieger has recently suggested that these terms be banned from discussions of 

causality.40

But in the case of Faustin, our distal responses meant debriding the wounds 

and splinting the fractures; Faustin now walks with the slightest limp. And mov-

ing backward, or proximally, our response means getting children in school—

Faustin is now regularly attending classes. It means providing basic health care, 

as we seek to do in rural Rwanda. It means demining all of Rwanda, a process 

nearly complete, in spite of the misfortune of these boys.41 Finally, it requires 

approaches to the big questions, such as how we might prevent people from plant-

ing landmines in the first place.

In closing, then, what is to be done? As a doctor, I have to admit that it is not so 

easy to place an external fixator. A surgeon in the capital city did this for Faustin. 

But with the right medical equipment, which in this case included orthopedic 

hardware, it is possible to do a good job in this very distal effort. And that is 

really what Rwandans ask of us in the event of trauma. They are unlikely to say, 

“Please, do the ethnography or political economy of brutality; come and study 

the political economy of landmines.” They quite reasonably want action in the 

present, addressing immediate needs such as food, clean water, shelter, schooling, 

decent employment, and accessible health care. Retracing the causal links, we are 

faced with the situation that created Faustin’s injury: a countryside once littered 

with landmines. For that, the remedy is demining. I thought it must be some 

sophisticated procedure, but the process is rather crude: you sandbag the area 

around the landmines and then detonate them. These children were demining, 

in their own way and without the sandbags. Innocently, they mistook a landmine 

for a toy or a trinket.

Gino Strada, a trauma surgeon from Italy, has written eloquently about land-

mines after caring for hundreds of people injured by them. Most were civilians; 

many were children. His book is called Green Parrots, the nickname for what may 

well be the very landmine that Faustin picked up. Made of plastic, they’re in fact 

designed to look like toys. Let me cite Strada’s conclusion:
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We had thought that war was an old, primitive instrument, a cancer that man-

kind did not know how to eradicate; on this point we were mistaken. Tragically, 

we—and not only we—had failed to see that war, rather than being a burden-

some inheritance from the past, was becoming a fearful prospect for our future 

and for generations to come. In the operating theatre we saw the devastation 

produced in human bodies by bombs and mines, by projectiles and rockets. Yet 

we did not succeed in grasping the effects of other weapons, “unconventional” 

ones: finance and international loans, trade agreements, the “structural adjust-

ments” imposed on the policies of many poor countries, the new arms races in 

richer countries.42

For a trauma surgeon, this is going surprisingly far up the causal river from the 

injured person. But his thought-journey toward the source of the problem is 

inspired by his experience of the problem’s effects. It is startling and welcome to 

hear a surgeon speak in such terms, because Afghanistan, Iraq, Haiti, Rwanda, 

and other places riven by violence demand such thinking. There is always going 

to be distal work, the work of patching up children and anyone else who happens 

to be injured in this manner. Clinicians should be proud to do this work. But we 

also need to move closer to the roots of the problem for the sake of prevention, 

and this will be done only by examining the political economy of brutality. The 

global health community, which includes physicians, certainly has a very prag-

matic role to play in this process.43 However, anthropology and other resocial-

izing disciplines are uniquely poised to reveal the complexity of these problems 

and to lay out the challenges faced by all those who seek to lessen the violence 

that maims and kills so many.

Of course, the threat of renewed violence must be there somewhere, even if 

it is not easy to see on the spotless streets of Kigali or in the hills and valleys 

in which we work. None of us knows what lies beneath the impassive faces of 

our hosts, unless they choose to tell us; no one can be sure if reconciliation is 

possible here. But the entire process—from demining to offering alternatives to 

prison for génocidaires willing to atone publicly, as well as the collective refusal 

to sweep the events of 1994 under the carpet but rather to put memories on full 

display—seems more hopeful than in the other strife-torn places in which I have 

served. The social life of ordnance continues, but each year such reminders grow 

less frequent in Rwanda. Certainly there are days when we wonder if stability 

is going to last. There are countless reminders of war and genocide: there are 

landmines, and there are the museums and memorial sites—even the small 

towns in which we work have them, and they are usually located over mass 

graves. A huge building perched on the top of one of Kigali’s hills is still pocked 

with mortar rounds fired in 1994. But this year, as cranes and metal scaffolding 

surround the building, the message, if that’s what it is, seems clear enough: 
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Rwandans are moving forward, even if they know, as we do, that some wounds 

never heal completely.

The government of Rwanda and its citizenry have done much to lessen the 

tomorrow of violence within that country’s boundaries. To study the “social life of 

things” is to examine the ways in which commodities of one sort or another take 

on meaning through social transactions and through their “concrete, historical 

circulation,” as Appadurai noted two decades ago.44 Thus are things, even instru-

ments of death, “enlivened.” But much more can be said, using other frameworks.

Rwanda will emerge from mass violence by seeking to ensure that social 

inequalities—in the recent past, Hutu versus Tutsi, and in the present and past, 

the poor versus the nonpoor—are lessened, re-creating a social field in which 

such distinctions are muted by improving access to the very services that Faustin 

mentioned repeatedly in his brief commentaries on his own experience. He spoke 

of school, cows, and medical care. These are things, too—but should they remain 

commodities only? Should access to school, health care (including, in Faustin’s 

case, orthopedic surgery), and a livelihood be considered mere commodities, to 

be bought and sold? Or does the framework of basic rights have something to add 

as postgenocidal Rwanda seeks to lessen the tomorrow of violence?

Elsewhere, I have argued that the framework of social and economic rights—

the right to health care, education, and freedom from want—will help us to 

imagine a future in which poverty alone does not determine who has access 

to such services.45 That Faustin was not maimed permanently by poverty and 

misfortune, not to be confused with accident or happenstance, is the result of 

his access to modern medical care. By rebuilding a hospital abandoned since the 

genocide, we were able to take care of him a dozen years after the cessation of 

“event violence.” By insisting that education be a right, rather than a commodity, 

we were able to alter his trajectory and allow him to participate in a future in 

which he, a Rwandan citizen, is guaranteed certain rights.

The precise formula by which any of us may participate in a tomorrow with 

less violence is, granted, uncertain. But asking if basic services might be reimag-

ined as rights rather than commodities is precisely the question we must raise if 

we seek formulas that will end, or at least lessen, the status quo in which some 

people are shielded from risk while others, like Faustin, are assured a future in 

which violence plays a major and determinant role. Stopping “stupid deaths” may 

play a larger role in lessening the tomorrow of violence than we, shielded from 

such insults, imagine.
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The fourth part of this book offers critical reflections on human rights regimes 

and on narrowly defined bioethics. To say “regimes” (or even “narrowly defined”) 

is to invoke, again, a sociology-of-knowledge perspective like that of Peter Berger 

and Thomas Luckmann (quoted at the opening of chapter 11).1 For years, I failed 

to apply this perspective to human rights and medical ethics. To be frank, I

simply assumed such topics to be above reproach. As a student and as a young 

physician, I spent many years unaware that there were competing rights agendas. 

Human rights struck me as a generally decent thing to push for, but the Haitians 

with whom I lived and worked taught me that, yet again, such concepts could be 

distorted in predictable ways. My friends and patients in village Haiti were not 

slow to condemn certain human rights groups as “fronts” for antidemocratic 

agendas—and, sure enough, events proved them right. I spent a lot of time cul-

tivating contacts inside rights organizations I trusted and trying to untangle a 

confused, and highly political, swirl of extravagant claims, many of them, as in 

the case of epidemics, completely discrepant.

Along the way, I learned in Haiti that the right to vote, the right to a fair and 

speedy trial, and other political rights were only part of the picture. What about 

the right to education, health care, and freedom from want? my neighbors and 

coworkers asked. So I began, a decade ago, to seek to reflect these views in writ-

ing about human rights. Some of my early work in this vein is published here. 

Introduction to Part 4

Paul Farmer

The bloody massacre in Bangladesh quickly covered the memory of 

the Russian invasion of Czechoslovakia, the assassination of Allende 

drowned out the groans of Bangladesh, the war in the Sinai desert 

made people forget Allende, the Cambodian massacre made people 

forget Sinai, and so on and so forth until ultimately everyone lets 

everything be forgotten.

Milan Kundera, The Book of Laughter and Forgetting
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For a while, it seemed like a lonely agenda to push, at least in bibliographical 

terms. Much later, I discovered an essay by Chidi Anselm Odinkalu, who wrote 

that although “in Africa, the realization of human rights is a very serious busi-

ness indeed,” many Africans “feel that their realities and aspirations are not 

adequately captured by human rights organizations and their language.”2

In these essays, and in my book Pathologies of Power, I’ve sought to avoid 

pitting civil and political rights against social and economic rights. (Such a com-

petitive exercise reminds me of the ill-considered practice of pitting preven-

tion against care, too commonly encountered among public health experts.) I’ve 

sought instead to underline the importance—especially to the poor—of social 

and economic rights and also to acknowledge that, while those of us working 

through nongovernmental organizations can offer pragmatic solidarity to the 

poor, we cannot confer rights: only governments can do that. This reality was 

driven home in Haiti, where thousands of NGOs and missionary groups inad-

vertently undermine the public sector by allowing (and sometimes cheering for) 

the privatization of health, education, and even water.

A couple of these chapters examine the desocialization of medical ethics—a

discipline that seems fated to be desocialized the more it aspires to shape itself 

into a calculus or set of rules. In expressing my doubts about medical ethics, I am 

relieved to be in good company. Jonathan Glover, observing rather drily that eth-

ics “could be more empirical than it is,” opens a daunting interrogation of ethics 

by the twentieth century’s history, in turn letting that history be interrogated by 

ethics. “The aim of using ethics to interrogate history is to help understand a side 

of human nature often left in darkness. It will also be argued that, in understand-

ing the history, philosophical questions about ethics cannot be ignored. Poor 

answers to these questions have contributed to a climate in which some of the 

disasters were made possible.”3 Glover, a bioethicist, takes a huge step back from 

the arcane issues usually treated by bioethicists (organ transplantation, brain 

death, and so on) and offers a sweeping critique of ethics and philosophy.

This historical critique is valuable, but it still leaves us with the mundane 

problems of medical ethics, which include, in my view, the near invisibility of the 

poor in this field. Take the example of our introduction of cancer care into rural 

Rwanda. One of our pediatricians, after giving a talk in a Harvard teaching hos-

pital about our work, was upbraided about “ethical concerns regarding the deliv-

ery of cancer care by people not trained in oncology.” This critique, I might point 

out, was addressed to one of the two practicing pediatricians in rural Rwanda; 

although there is plenty of cancer in such regions, there are no oncologists.

As further examples of the perversion of medical ethics, of its blindness, 

consider these incidents from the past few months. I was recently at a conference 

on multidrug-resistant tuberculosis, which belatedly acknowledged the occur-

rence of up to five hundred thousand incident cases annually. Since so very few 
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of those newly announced cases from previous years were ever treated properly, 

imagine how many prevalent cases remain in the world today, with most of these 

individuals still breathing and still suffering and still infecting others. When 

speaking of the lack of treatment for children with this disease, some mentioned 

“ethical concerns” about using some of the drugs not yet approved for children 

by the Food and Drug Administration or similar regulatory bodies. (One of 

the key classes of drugs, we heard, seemed to cause cartilage damage in beagle 

puppies; it might then retard proper development in human children.) These 

essentially litigious concerns were miscategorized as ethical ones, since of course 

the primary ethical challenge is millions of people not receiving treatment for a 

deadly (and airborne) disease rather than the hypothetical challenge of using old 

drugs in new ways.

AIDS, a “new disease,” offers in so many instances the best example of the fail-

ure and promise of ethics—failure because, as described throughout this book, 

so many experts were willing to declare the disease “untreatable” in settings of 

poverty; promise because so many others (led by AIDS activists and people liv-

ing with AIDS and followed, however timidly, by their caregivers) rejected this 

surrender by proxy. There are many ways to move from premature surrender 

to mounting a defense against premature deaths. I recently wrote a foreword to 

a book about an excellent AIDS program in an East African city in which the 

book’s protagonist, an American physician, observes that “it is easy to sit in a 

conference room and say it is not wise to provide treatment here.”4 He meant this 

as a critique of those who argued that it was not feasible or cost-effective to treat 

AIDS in Africa. But think about this physician’s assertion and ask the unposed 

question: why on earth would it be easy to sit in a conference room, anywhere 

in the world, and argue that it is “not wise” to provide treatment for the leading 

infectious killer of young people? As both an anthropologist and a physician, 

one is supposed to listen carefully to one’s interlocutors, and I assure you that 

it was never easy for me to sit in a conference room or anywhere and argue 

against treatment for AIDS or any other illness on the grounds that patients are 

too poor. Similar sentiments—empathy? sympathy? pity? outrage?—led to the 

required change in the program described in the book: the turning point for this 

American medical professor, we learn, was seeing one of his own students dying 

from AIDS and tuberculosis.

Though empathy served to reveal the untenable nature of such double stan-

dards, it’s important to understand that the work described in that book and this 

one is not built only on the foundation of empathy. It is built on other sentiments, 

too: solidarity (perhaps the noblest of human sentiments); commitment; pity and 

mercy (sentiments not to be scorned in this age); curiosity about problems new 

and old; the desire to be effective as a clinician and teacher (or student); and even 

love (of learning, of using the tools that science gives us, of others).
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The longest chapter in this book, “Never Again? Reflections on Human Values 

and Human Rights” (chapter 23), was part of the series of Tanner Lectures on 

Human Values. It is published in full here, as it seeks to tie together a number 

of themes central to all the work included in this volume. Starting with the 

aim of casting light on ways of generating empathy (and less volatile sentiments 

and programs) for those suffering far away and moving on to the relationship 

between different forms of violence and then to the salutary aspects of humble 

service to the poor, this chapter is guided by the words of Emmanuel Levinas 

on the foundational significance of ethical comportment, what he called “the 

establishing of [the] primacy of the ethical, that is, of the relationship of man to 

man—signification, teaching, and justice—a primacy of an irreducible structure 

upon which all the other structures rest.”5

A moment ago I described empathy as an emotion, a volatile reaction, and 

implied that such emotions are different in kind from programs, institutions, 

and vocations. That would scant the intensity of emotions and their motivating 

power. I might add that one thing that scarcely appears in this book is the deep 

emotion that accompanies the work of solidarity. On any given day, one can 

plumb the depths and peaks of emotion simply by working in a maternity ward 

in rural Africa (if it is not properly stocked and staffed, get ready for the depths). 

When I was a child, I lived not far from towns such as Selma, where the police set 

dogs on peaceful protestors. Going to a museum in Soweto with one’s children 

reawakens the moral shock (my oldest daughter, then eight, asked me: “Now tell 

me, step by step, how apartheid could happen?”). I now sometimes walk through 

the last section of the genocide memorial in Kigali, where one looks at simple, 

life-size photographs of happy kids only to learn, by gazing at the bottom of the 

posters, not only what their favorite hobbies were but how they died—by murder, 

all of them.

Reconciliation has earned a bad name among many in Haiti, since it was a 

code word for impunity. The Haitians taught me that only the aggrieved may 

offer forgiveness. Jean Hatzfeld has just written his third book based on inter-

views with Rwanda genocide survivors and perpetrators, which considers the 

official efforts to hasten this process along. Here’s my chance to say that, as a 

physician working in Rwanda (and working, even, in the prisons), I have grati-

tude and admiration for these official efforts. But I understand that my own views 

are hardly the most important ones, and so I am grateful for Hatzfeld’s yeoman’s 

efforts to bring the key (often discrepant) views into focus. He cites one man, a 

formally pardoned génocidaire whom he knows well, who opines that “recon-

ciliation is a very beneficial political policy.” Survivors have a different view. 

“Yes,” remarks one, “we’re enduring this cohabitation, we’re striving to rise above 

ourselves so as not to load another burden on a head that is already bowed down. 
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Reconciliation? I can’t give you a precise definition of that word. Cohabitation 

is one form of reconciliation, though. Still, trust is unthinkable in the future.”6

It’s not honest, I’ve argued throughout all these chapters, to erase history and 

political economy; it’s not wise, even if it’s expedient. To underscore this point, 

Hatzfeld cites a poet, writing of her experience in Auschwitz and Ravensbrück:

Leaving history behind

To enter life

Try it you lot and you’ll see.7

There come times when writing and social theory fail us all. I’ve lived through 

moments like these, and some of them are noted, if obliquely, in this book. There 

are the patients who die “stupid deaths,” to use the Haitian expression; there is 

the violence one sees coming from miles away and is powerless to stop; there is 

the misunderstanding of one’s peers who have bought into the brightly packaged 

myths and mystifications, however briefly. During these bad times—and times 

are always bad for people somewhere—there is solace to be found in returning 

to first principles and simply remaining at one’s post as a servant attending 

to the needs of the sick and the poor. This is what the theologian Jennie Block 

calls “the ministry of showing up.” Sometimes, I have argued in more than one 

of these chapters, the links between such humble service and more ambitious 

efforts to lessen structural violence come back into view. Decades ago, sociologist 

Robert Merton wrote about the unintended consequences of purposive social 

action: “with the complex interaction which constitutes society, action ramifies, 

its consequences are not restricted to the specific area in which they were initially 

intended to center, they occur in interrelated fields explicitly ignored at the time 

of action. Yet it is because these fields are in fact interrelated that the further con-

sequences in adjacent areas tend to react upon the fundamental value-system.”8

The intended consequence of tending to the sick, or visiting prisoners, or clothing 

the naked, or burying the dead (to name a few of the corporal works of mercy) 

is to help the person at hand or, in the case of burying the dead, to demonstrate 

a belief not only in mercy but in human dignity. The unintended ramifications 

of such efforts, when they are ambitious enough, may be significant, reaching far 

beyond our immediate understanding.

Engaged in such corporal works as tending to the sick or preventing illness 

or assuaging suffering, why write books like this one? Orwell speaks for me: 

“My starting point is always a feeling of partisanship, a sense of injustice.” My 

first editor, Stan Holwitz of University of California Press, encouraged me to 

incorporate some of the indignation that any physician feels when people die of 

readily treatable afflictions; Naomi Schneider (my editor with the same press) 

has encouraged the same candor; and Haun Saussy has been with me throughout 
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these long decades of work and reflection. What place is there, in scholarship, for 

passion? Is it truly “neutral” to remain dispassionate before unnecessary suffer-

ing? Is it always advisable to make a show of neutrality? What if one is hoping, as 

a writer, to “push the world in a different direction,” as Orwell put it?9

The best medical journals routinely (and often correctly, in my view) strip 

affect from even the discussion sections of papers chosen for publication. But 

I could not contemplate the terrible things I witnessed, in Haiti and later else-

where, and strip affect from the less technical part of my writing. I don’t know 

that I’m more emotional, in the face of needless misery, than anyone else, or 

that exceptional bravery and sacrifice move me to tears more than they move 

others. I don’t know if reading about the struggles of those who made difficult, 

even impossible choices—the leaders of doomed popular movements in Latin 

America (such as Oscar Romero), or Dietrich Bonhoeffer, or the nameless (to me) 

monks in Burma—is a more powerful experience for me than for other readers. 

I don’t think so; and while emotion may, in this age of spectacle and virtuality, 

lead nowhere, I am hoping it will strike a spark of activism in some, maybe many, 

readers of this book.
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Medicine and its allied health sciences have for too long been only peripherally 

involved in work on human rights. Fifty years ago, the door to greater involve-

ment was opened by Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, 

which underlined social and economic rights: “Everyone has the right to a stan-

dard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, 

including food, clothing, housing, and medical care and necessary social services, 

and the right to security in the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, wid-

owhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in circumstances beyond his control.”1

But the intervening decades have seen little progress in the efforts to secure 

social and economic rights, even though we can point with some pride to gains 

in civil or political rights. These distinctions are crucial, as a visit to a Russian 

prison makes clear.

21

Rethinking Health 
and Human Rights

Time for a Paradigm Shift

(1999, 2003)

As the global market economy pulverized traditional societies and 

moralities and drew every corner of the planet into a single economic 

machine, human rights emerged as the secular creed that the new global 

middle class needed in order to justify their domination of the new 

cosmopolitan order.

Kenneth Anderson, formerly of Human Rights Watch

From the perspective of a preferential option for the poor, the right to 

health care, housing, decent work, protection against hunger, and other 

economic, social, and cultural necessities are as important as civil and 

political rights and more so.

Leigh Binford, The El Mozote Massacre
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In the cramped, crammed detention centers where hundreds of thousands of 

Russian detainees await due process, many fall ill with tuberculosis. Convicted 

prisoners who are diagnosed with tuberculosis are sent to one of more than 

fifty “TB colonies.” I bring up these colonies in order to illustrate the difference 

between civil rights and social and economic rights. Imagine a Siberian prison 

in which the cells are as cramped as cattle cars, the fetid air thick with tubercle 

bacilli. Imagine a cell in which most of the prisoners are coughing and all are 

said to have active tuberculosis. Let the mean age of the inmates be less than 

thirty years. Finally, imagine that many of these young men are receiving inef-

fective treatment for their disease—which, given drug toxicity, is worse than 

receiving a placebo—even though they are the beneficiaries of directly observed 

therapy with first-line antituberculous agents, delivered (however ambivalently) 

by European humanitarian organizations and their Russian colleagues.

If this seems hard to imagine, it shouldn’t be; I have seen this situation in 

several prisons. At this writing, most of these prisoners are still receiving directly 

observed doses of medications that cannot cure them. For many of these prison-

ers, the therapy is ineffective because the strains of tuberculosis that are epidemic 

within the prisons are resistant to the drugs being administered. Various observ-

ers, including some from international human rights organizations, aver that 

these prisoners have “untreatable forms” of tuberculosis, and few challenge this 

claim, even though treatment based on the standard of care used elsewhere in 

Europe and North America can in fact cure the great majority of such cases.2

“Untreatable,” in these debates, really means “expensive to treat.” For this and 

other reasons, tuberculosis has again become the leading cause of death among 

Russian prisoners, even among those receiving treatment. One can find similar 

situations throughout the former Soviet Union.

Are human rights violated in this dismal scenario? Conventional views of 

human rights would lead one to focus on a single violation: prolonged pre-trial 

detention. Individuals who are arrested are routinely detained for up to a year 

before making a court appearance. In many documented cases, young detainees 

have died of prison-acquired tuberculosis before their cases ever went to trial. 

Such detention clearly violates not only Russian law but also several human rights 

charters to which the country is signatory. Russian and international human 

rights activists have focused on this problem, demanding that all detainees be 

rapidly brought to trial. But an impasse is quickly reached when the underfunded 

Russian courts wearily respond that they are working as fast as they can. The 

Ministry of Justice agrees with the human rights activists and is interested in 

amnesty for prisoners and alternatives to imprisonment. These measures may 

prove helpful, but they will not save those who are already sick.

What of other, complementary approaches, those invoking the rights of pris-

oners? Has agitation for shorter pre-trial detention, in the form of letters and 
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other protests, proven adequate to solve the problem of prison tuberculosis? If

laws were not being violated, but prisoners or former convicts continued to die 

of tuberculosis, would this suggest that the law is sufficient to protect the health 

of the vulnerable? I suggest that the answer to both these questions is no. In fact, 

from the perspective of the poor—and most of these prisoners are poor—neither 

legal nor conventional human rights approaches have even begun to understand 

the nature of the problem.

Let us reconsider tuberculosis in Russian prisons as a question of social and 

economic rights. Such an exercise yields a far longer list of violations—but 

also a longer list of possible interventions. First, pre-trial detention is illegally 

prolonged and conditions are deplorable. The directors of the former gulag do 

not dispute this point. The head of the federal penitentiary system, speaking to 

Amnesty International, described the prisoners as living in “conditions amount-

ing to torture.”3 Some of the more astute prison administrators remind their 

critics that the dismantling of the Soviet economy has led to a sharp rise in petty 

crime—“People now have to steal for food,” in the words of one official4—which 

has swamped the prison system even as “economic restructuring,” planned with 

the help of Western economic advisors, has gutted budgets for prison health 

care.5

Second, detainees are subjected to conditions that guarantee increased expo-

sure to drug-resistant strains of M. tuberculosis. In other words, excess tuber-

culosis risks within prisons and jails should be seen as a violation of rights, a 

violation further compounded by a lack of commitment on the part of many—

including some in the humanitarian assistance community—to providing truly 

effective treatment.

Third, the prisoners are denied not only adequate food but also medical care. 

Again, where does the blame lie? Interview medical staff in these prisons, and 

you will find them distraught about the funding cuts that have followed the 

restructuring and collapse of the Russian economy. In the words of one physi-

cian: “I have spent my entire medical career caring for prisoners with tuberculo-

sis. And although we complained about shortages in the eighties, we had no idea 

how good we had it then. Now it’s a daily struggle for food, drugs, lab supplies, 

even heat and electricity.”6

Fourth, prisoners are dying of ineffectively treated multidrug-resistant tuber-

culosis. Article 27 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which insists 

that everyone has a right “to share in scientific advancement and its benefits,” 

leads us to raise questions of why representatives of wealthy donor nations—

relief workers—are giving prisoners drugs to which their infecting tuberculosis 

strains have documented resistance. Thus the rights of prisoners are violated by 

the logic of cost-effectiveness, which argues that the appropriate drugs are too 

expensive for use in “the developing world,” to which post-perestroika Russia has 
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been demoted. All the prison rights activism in the world will come to naught 

if prisoners are guaranteed the right to treatment but given the wrong prescrip-

tions. All the penal reform in the world will come to naught if prisoners with 

tuberculosis are granted amnesty only to find the civilian TB service demolished 

in the name of “health care reform.” In short, conventional legal and human 

rights views on recrudescent tuberculosis in Russian prisons fail to recognize the 

true dimensions of the problem.

QUESTIONING “IMMODEST CLAIMS OF CAUSALITY”

This picture is further complicated by the competing explanations offered by 

various actors on the scene. Some international health experts insist that the 

heart of the problem lies with Russian physicians, who have failed to adopt 

modern approaches to tuberculosis control.7 Others, basing their arguments on 

technical considerations or issues of cost-effectiveness, argue that multidrug-

resistant tuberculosis (MDRTB) is untreatable in such settings. Experts from the 

international public health community have argued that it is not necessary to 

treat MDRTB—the “untreatable form” in question—in this region, contending 

that all patients should be treated with identical doses of the same drugs and that 

MDRTB will somehow disappear if such strategies are adopted.8 Other experts, 

both Russian and international, claim that the fault for poor treatment outcomes 

lies with the prisoners, who are said to refuse treatment.9

How many of these claims are true? First, it seems absurd to lay the blame 

for a burgeoning tuberculosis epidemic on Russia’s hapless tuberculosis special-

ists, given that economic restructuring (and not ill-advised clinical management 

strategies) has brought the nation’s public health infrastructure to its knees. 

Second, cost-efficacy arguments against treating drug-resistant tuberculosis 

almost always fail to note that most of the drugs necessary for such treatment 

have been off-patent for years. As to assertions that MDRTB is untreatable, they 

are simply not true. Partners In Health has done work in Peru and Haiti showing 

that MDRTB can be cured in resource-poor settings.10 By constituting a coalition 

of international groups able to lobby for lower prices for these drugs, we were able 

to drop prices of many second-line drugs by more than 90 percent in less than 

two years.11 We also know from painful experience in New York prisons that 

failure to identify and treat MDRTB will lead to outbreaks of disease throughout 

a prison system, and thence on to the public hospitals and beyond. Claims that 

low-cost, short-course chemotherapy can eliminate the problem are thus danger-

ously incorrect.12

There is reason to suspect that the other assertion, that prisoners refuse treat-

ment, is also false. How might this claim be assessed? One option would be to 
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ask the concerned parties. During visits to Siberia, I have often asked prisoners 

with tuberculosis, “How many of you want to be treated?” All hands go up. “Why, 

then, is it so widely rumored that you refuse treatment?” “Hearsay,” according 

to some. “Just not true,” another will remark, “but we want treatment that will 

cure us.” In prison after prison, it’s the same story. That conventional therapy 

was failing to cure them was as obvious to the prisoners as it was to the medical 

technologists who, during each month of treatment, documented the presence of 

tubercle bacilli in the prisoners’ sputum.

Clearly, the veracity of competing claims about a matter as complicated as 

epidemic MDRTB cannot be assessed by a show of hands. MDRTB in Russian 

prisons is an example of a complex human rights problem that requires the 

application of epidemiology, subspecialty clinical medicine, and a critical sociol-

ogy of knowledge. Social science can also help to unmask the immodest claims 

of causality filling the explanatory void. Facile claims about the nature of excess 

deaths among prisoners are patterned and predictable. They serve recognizable 

(though hardly honorable) purposes. The analysis also calls for an international 

political economy of relief work—that is, a critical look at how humanitarian 

work is conducted in the global, inegalitarian era.13

But what, more specifically, does a focus on health bring to the struggle 

for human rights? I have argued that a narrow legal approach to health and 

human rights can obscure the nature of violations, thereby enfeebling our best 

responses to them. Casting prison-based tuberculosis epidemics in terms of 

social and economic rights offers an entrée for public health and medicine, an 

important step in the process that could halt these epidemics. Conversely, failure 

to consider social and economic rights can prevent the allied health professions 

and the social sciences from making their fullest contribution to the struggle for 

human rights.

One of the central points in my argument is that public health and access to 

medical care are social and economic rights; they are at least as critical as civil 

rights. An irony of this global era is that while public health has increasingly sac-

rificed equity for efficiency, the poor have become well informed enough to reject 

separate standards of care. In our professional journals, these subaltern voices 

have been well-nigh blotted out. But we heard snatches of their rebuke recently 

with regard to access to antiretroviral therapy for HIV disease. For over a decade, 

those living with both poverty and HIV (they are tens of millions strong, even if 

they have no acronym) have been demanding access to effective therapy. In the 

past several years, these demands have become increasingly specific, as a group of 

rural Haitians living with HIV made clear in a declaration made public in August 

2001. The patients traced the links between the right to treatment and other social 

and economic rights:
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It is we who are sick; it is therefore we who take the responsibility to declare our 

suffering, our misery, and our pain, as well as our hope. We hear many poignant 

statements about our circumstances, but feel compelled to say something clearer 

and more resounding than what we’ve heard from others.

[We] are fortunate to have access to medications and health care even though we 

do not have money to buy them. Many of our health problems have been resolved 

with [antiretroviral] medications. Given how dire our situation was prior to treat-

ment, we have benefited greatly. But while we feel fortunate to have access to these 

services, we feel great sadness for others who don’t receive the same treatment we do.

And in addition to our health problems, we have other tribulations. Although 

less preoccupied with our illness, we still have problems paying for housing. We 

have trouble finding employment. We remain concerned about sending our chil-

dren to school. Each day we face the distressing reality that we cannot find the 

means to support them. Not being able to feed our children is the greatest challenge 

faced by mothers and fathers across the country of Haiti. We have learned that such 

calamities also occur in other countries. As we reflect on all these tragedies we 

must ask: is every human being not a person?

Yes, all human beings are people. It is we, the afflicted, who speak now. We 

have come together . . . to discuss the great difficulties facing the sick. We’ve also 

brought some ideas of our own in our knapsacks; we would like to share them with 

you, the authorities, in the hope that you might do something to help resolve the 

health problems of the poor.

When we the sick, living with AIDS, speak to the subject of “health and human 

rights,” we are aware of two rights that ought to be indivisible and inalienable. 

Those who are sick should have the right to health care. We who are already 

infected believe in prevention too. But prevention will not save those who are 

already ill. All people need treatment when we are sick, but for the poor there are 

no clinics, no doctors, no nurses, no health care.

Furthermore, the medications now available are too expensive. For HIV treat-

ment, for example, we read in the newspapers that treatment costs less than $600 

per year [in developing countries]. Although that is what is quoted in press releases, 

here in a poor, small country like Haiti, it costs more than twice that much.

The right to health is the right to life. Everyone has a right to live. If we were 

not living in misery, but rather in decent poverty, many of us would not be in this 

predicament today . . .

We have a message for the people who are here and for all those able to hear our 

plea. We are asking for your solidarity. The battle we’re fighting—to find adequate 

care for those with AIDS, tuberculosis, and other illnesses—is the same as the 

combat that’s long been waged by other oppressed people so that everyone can live 

as human beings.14

Whether or not we continue to ignore them, the destitute sick are increasingly 

clear on one point: making social and economic rights a reality is the key goal for 

health and human rights in the twenty-first century.
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Although trained in anthropology, I do not embrace the rigidly particularist 

and relativist tendencies popularly associated with the discipline.15 (Nor do most 

anthropologists.) That is, I believe that violations of human dignity are not to be 

accepted merely because they are buttressed by local ideology or longstanding 

tradition. But anthropology—in common with sociological and historical per-

spectives in general—allows us to place in broader contexts both human rights 

abuses and the discourses (and other responses) they generate. Furthermore, 

these disciplines permit us to ground our understanding of human rights viola-

tions in broader analyses of power and social inequality. Whereas a purely legal 

view of human rights tends to obscure the dynamics of human rights violations, 

the contextualizing disciplines reveal them to be pathologies of power. Social 

inequalities based on race or ethnicity, gender, religious creed, and—above all—

social class are the motor force behind most human rights violations. In other 

words, violence against individuals is usually embedded in entrenched structural 

violence.

In exploring the relationships between structural violence and human rights, 

I have drawn on my own experience serving the destitute sick in settings such as 

Haiti and Chiapas and Russia, where human rights violations are a daily concern 

(even if structural violence is not always seen as a human rights issue). I cite 

this experience not to make overmuch of my personal acquaintance with other 

people’s suffering, but rather to ground a theoretical discussion in the reality that 

has shaped my views on health and human rights. Each of these situations calls 

for us not only to recognize the relationship between structural violence and 

human rights violations but also to implement what we have termed pragmatic 

solidarity: the rapid deployment of our tools and resources to improve the health 

and well-being of those who suffer this violence.

Rather than examining in detail the covenants and conventions that con-

stitute the key documents of the human rights movement, my goals here are 

to raise, and to answer, some questions relevant to health and human rights; to 

explore the promise of pragmatic solidarity as a response to structural violence; 

and to identify promising directions for future work in this field. These, I believe, 

are the most important issues raised in this discussion, and the conclusions that 

follow are the most important challenges before those who concern themselves 

with health and human rights.

HOW FAR HAS THE HUMAN RIGHTS MOVEMENT COME?

The field of health and human rights, most would agree, is in its infancy. Attempt-

ing to define a new field is necessarily a treacherous enterprise. Sometimes we 

appear to step on the toes of those who have long been at work when we mean 

instead to stand on their shoulders. Human rights law, which focuses on civil 
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and political rights, is much older than human rights medicine. And if vigor is 

assessed in the typical academic style—by length of bibliography—human rights 

law is also the more robust field. That legal documents and scholarship dominate 

the human rights literature is not surprising, Henry Steiner and Philip Alston 

point out, given that the human rights movement has “struggled to assume so 

lawlike a character.”16

But even in legal terms, the international human rights movement is essen-

tially a modern phenomenon, beginning, some argue, with the Nuremberg tri-

als.17 It is this movement that has led, most recently, to the creation of interna-

tional tribunals to judge war crimes in the Balkans and in Rwanda.18 Some fifty 

years after the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, and fifty years after the 

four Geneva Conventions, what do we have to show for these efforts? Do we 

have some sense of outcomes? When Aryeh Neier, former executive director of 

Human Rights Watch, reviewed the history of various treaties and covenants 

from Nuremberg to the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman 

or Degrading Treatment or Punishment, he concluded, “Nations have honored 

these obligations largely in the breach.”19

Although few could argue against Neier’s dour assessment, the past few years 

have been marked by a certain amount of human rights triumphalism. The fif-

tieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration has led to many celebrations but 

to few careful assessments of current realities. For some, including many in the 

liberation theology movement, human rights discourse is at times so divorced 

from reality that an “alternative language” is necessary if we are to speak of the 

“rights of the poor,” as Gustavo Gutiérrez puts it. The basic problem, in his view, 

is that “liberal doctrines” about human rights presuppose “that our society enjoys 

an equality that in fact does not exist.”20 Jon Sobrino agrees that this lack of con-

nection to reality is one of the reasons that liberal human rights discourses are 

sometimes regarded with suspicion by advocates of the poor:

A major characterization of our era is the formulation and doctrine of human 

rights. And it is of no small merit for our age to have succeeded in conceptualizing 

and universalizing such rights—to have come to be able to speak of the right to life, 

to liberty, to dignity, and to so many other blessings accompanying these. But this 

accomplishment does not yet bring us down to basics. Reality is, after all, anteced-

ent to doctrine, and to the philosophical or theological founding of doctrine. The 

concrete is antecedent to the universal.21

Even those within the legal community acknowledge that it would be difficult 

to correlate a steep rise in the publication of human rights documents with a 

statistically significant drop in the number of human rights abuses. Rosalyn 

Higgins says pointedly:
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No one doubts that there exists a norm prohibiting torture. No state denies the 

existence of such a norm; and, indeed, it is widely recognized as a customary rule 

of international law by national courts. But it is equally clear from, for example, the 

reports of Amnesty International, that the great majority of states systematically 

engage in torture. If one takes the view that noncompliance is relevant to the reten-

tion of normative quality, are we to conclude that there is not really any prohibition 

of torture under customary international law?22

Whether these laws are binding or largely hortatory constitutes a substantial 

debate in the legal literature, but such debates seem academic in the face of 

overwhelming evidence of persistent abuses.

When we expand the concept of rights to include social and economic rights, 

the gap between ideal and reality is even wider. Local and global inequalities 

mean that the fruits of medical and scientific advances are stockpiled for some 

and denied to others. The dimensions of this inequality are staggering, and the 

trends are bad. To cite just a few examples: By 1995, the total wealth of the top 

358 “global billionaires” equaled the combined income of the world’s 2.3 billion 

poorest people.23 In 1998, Michael Jordan earned from Nike the equivalent of 

60,000 years’ salary for an Indonesian footwear assembly worker. Haitian fac-

tory workers, most of them women, make 28 cents per hour sewing Pocahontas 

pajamas, while Disney’s U.S.-based chief executive officer makes $97,000 for each 

hour he toils.24

Although the pathogenic effects of such inequality per se are now recog-

nized,25 many governments, including that of the United States, refuse to redress 

inequalities in health, while others are largely powerless to address such ineq-

uity.26 The reasons for failure are many and varied, but even optimists allow 

that human rights charters and covenants have not brought an end to—and may 

not even have slowed—egregious abuses, however they are defined. States large 

and small—but especially large ones, since their reach is transnational—violate 

civil, economic, and social rights; and inequality both prompts and covers these 

violations.

There are, of course, exceptions; victories have been declared. But not many of 

them are very encouraging on close scrutiny. Haiti, the case I know best, offers a 

humbling example. In that country, the struggle for social and economic rights—

food, medical care, education, housing, decent jobs—has been dealt crippling 

blows. Such basic entitlements, the centerpiece of the popular movement that in 

1990 brought the country’s first democratically elected president to power, were 

buried under an avalanche of human rights violations after the military coup of 

1991. And although human rights groups were among those credited with helping 

to restore constitutional rule in Haiti, this was accomplished, to a large extent, 

by sacrificing the struggle for social and economic rights.27 In recent years, it has 
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sometimes seemed as if the movement to bring to justice those responsible for the 

murder and mayhem that have made Haiti such a difficult place to live has simply 

run out of steam. Despite a few notable exceptions—such as the sentencing of 

military officials responsible for the 1994 civilian massacre at Raboteau—both the 

legal and socioeconomic campaigns are slowed almost to a standstill.28 Although 

wildly discrepant theories are advanced to explain how this struggle has been 

stymied, it is important to underscore the ongoing sabotage by the most power-

ful. Most of the most powerful are not to be found within the borders of Haiti.

Or take Argentina, a far less dependent and immiserated country by all 

accounts. The gruesome details of the “dirty war” are familiar to many.29 Seek-

ing what Neier has chillingly termed “a better mousetrap of repression,” the 

Argentine military government began “disappearing” (as Latin Americans said 

in the special syntax crafted for the occasion) people it identified as leftists.30

Many people know, now, about the death flights that took place every Wednesday 

for two years. Thousands of citizens the government deemed subversive, many 

of them students and most of them having barely survived torture, were flown 

from a military installation out over the Atlantic, stripped, and shoved out of the 

plane. A better mousetrap, indeed.

What happened next in Argentina is well documented, although it is a classic 

instance of the half-empty, half-full glass. Those who say the glass is half full 

note that an elected civilian government subsequently tried and convicted high-

ranking military figures, including the generals who shared, in the fashion of 

runners in a relay, the presidential office. Those who say the glass is half empty 

note that the prompt pardoning and release of the criminals meant that, once 

again, no one has been held accountable for thousands of murders.31 Similar 

stories abound in Guatemala, El Salvador, the state of Chiapas in Mexico, and 

elsewhere in Latin America.32

These painful experiences are, of course, no reason to declare legal proceed-

ings ineffective. On the contrary, they remind us that some of what was previ-

ously hidden away is now out in the open. Disclosure is often the first step in the 

struggle against impunity, and human rights organizations—almost all of them 

nongovernmental—have at times forced unwilling governments to acknowledge 

what really happened. These efforts should serve as a rallying cry for those who 

now look to constitute international criminal tribunals.

Still, the results to date suggest that we would be unwise to place all our hopes 

on an approach that emphasizes legal battles. Complementary strategies and new 

openings are critically needed. The health and human rights “angle” can provide 

new opportunities and new strategies at the same time that it lends strength and 

purpose to a movement sorely in need of buttressing. Pragmatic solidarity with 

those who seem to have suffered human rights abuses—or with those most likely 

to suffer—is one such strategy, as discussed later in this essay.
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CAN ONE MERELY STUDY HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES?

A few years ago, French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu and his colleagues pulled 

together a compendium of testimonies from those the French term “the excluded” 

in order to bring into relief la misère du monde. Bourdieu and colleagues qualify 

their claims for the role of scholarship in addressing this misery: “To subject 

to scrutiny the mechanisms which render life painful, even untenable, is not to 

neutralize them; to bring to light contradictions is not to resolve them.”33 It is 

precisely such humility that is needed, and rarely exhibited, in academic com-

mentary on human rights. Indeed, Michael Ignatieff has underlined, in Human 

Rights as Politics and Idolatry, both the lack of humility and the hypocrisy that 

far too often pervade the statements and actions of a “human rights community” 

tied closely to power:

As the West intervenes ever more frequently but ever more inconsistently in the 

affairs of other societies, the legitimacy of its rights standards is put into question. 

Human rights is increasingly seen as the language of a moral imperialism just as 

ruthless and just as self-deceived as the colonial hubris of yesteryear. . . .

From being the insurgent creed of activists during the Cold War, human rights 

has become “mainstreamed” into the policy framework of states, multilateral lend-

ing institutions like the World Bank, and the United Nations itself. The foreign 

policy rhetoric of most Western liberal states now repeats the mantra that national 

interests must be balanced by due respect for values, chief of which is human 

rights. But human rights is not just an additional item in the policy priorities of 

states. If taken seriously, human rights values put interests into question, interests 

such as sustaining a large export sector in a nation’s defense industry, for example. 

It becomes incoherent for states like Britain and the United States to condemn 

Indonesia or Turkey for their human rights performance while providing their 

military with vehicles or weapons that can be used for the repression of civil-

ian dissent. When values do not actually constrain interests, an “ethical foreign 

policy”—the self-proclaimed goal of Britain’s Labour government—becomes a 

contradiction in terms.34

It is difficult merely to study human rights abuses. We know with certainty 

that rights are being abused at this moment. That we can study, rather than 

endure, these abuses is a reminder that we too are implicated in and benefit from 

the increasingly global structures that determine, to an important extent, the 

nature and distribution of assaults on dignity.

Ivory-tower engagement with health and human rights can reduce us to seminar-

room warriors. At worst, we stand revealed as the hypocrites that our critics in 

many parts of the world have not hesitated to call us. Anthropologists have long 

been familiar with these critiques; specialists in international health, including 

AIDS researchers, have recently had a crash course.35 It is possible, usually, to 
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drown out the voices of those demanding that we stop studying them, even when 

they go to great lengths to make sure we get the message. But social scientists 

with more acute hearing have documented a rich trove of graffiti, songs, dem-

onstrations, tracts, and broadsides on the subject. A hit record album in Haiti 

called International Organizations has a title cut that includes the following lines: 

“International organizations are not on our side. They’re there to help the thieves 

rob and devour . . . International health stays on the sidelines of our struggle.”36

In the context of longstanding international support for sundry Haitian dicta-

torships, one could readily see the gripe with international organizations in gen-

eral. But international health? The international community’s extraordinary lar-

gesse to the Duvalier regime has certainly been well documented.37 Subsequent 

patterns of giving, addressed as they were to the various Duvalierist military jun-

tas, did nothing to improve the reputation of U.S. foreign aid or the international 

organizations; such “aid” helped to arm murderous bands and line the pockets 

of their leaders. Haitians saw international health “aid” either as originating 

from within institutions such as the U.S. Agency for International Development 

(USAID) or as part of the same bureaucracy that shored up dictators. Now that 

there is at long last a democratically elected government, however, the U.S. gov-

ernment has decided to pass its aid (and influence) through nongovernmental 

channels. The Bush administration has exercised its authority to veto already 

approved aid loans from the Inter-American Development Bank. Although few 

outside Haiti seem to be paying attention—notably, human rights organizations 

have had nothing to say about the hypocrisy and disregard for rights apparent 

in such decisions—there is widespread awareness within Haiti of what it means 

to be so generous to dictators and military juntas and to subsequently block a 

series of loans for clean water, education, and health care. Such critiques are 

not specific to Haiti, although Haitians have pronounced them with exceptional 

frankness and richness of detail. Their accusations have been echoed and ampli-

fied throughout what some are beginning to call the global geoculture.38 A full 

decade before the recent various debates over AIDS research, it was possible to 

collect a bookful of such commentary.39

It is in this context of globalization, growing inequality, and pervasive trans-

national media influence (which both exposes and exacerbates such inequality) 

that the new field of health and human rights emerges. Context is particularly 

salient when we think about social and economic rights, as Steiner and Alston 

point out: “An examination of the concept of the right to development and its 

implications in the 1990s cannot avoid consideration of the effects of the glo-

balization of the economy and the consequences of the near-universal embrace 

of the market economy.”40 This context defines our research agenda and directs 

our praxis. We are leaving behind the terra firma of double-blinded, placebo-

controlled studies, of cost-effectiveness, and of sustainability. Indeed, many of 
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these concepts end up looking more like strategies for managing, rather than 

challenging, inequality.

What, then, should be the role of the First World university, of researchers and 

health care professionals? What should be the role of students and others lucky 

enough to be among the “winners” in the global era? We can agree, perhaps, that 

these centers are fine places from which to conduct research, to document, and 

to teach. A university does not have the same entanglements or constraints as 

an international institution such as the United Nations or an organization such 

as Amnesty International or Physicians for Human Rights. Universities could, 

in theory, provide a unique and privileged space for conducting research and 

engaging in critical assessment.

In human rights work, however, research and critical assessment are insuf-

ficient. No more adequate, for all their virtues, are denunciation and exhortation, 

whether in the form of press conferences or reports or harangues directed at 

students. To confront, as an observer, ongoing abuses of human rights is to be 

faced with a moral dilemma: does one’s action help the sufferers or the system? 

The increasingly baroque codes of research ethics generated by institutional 

review boards will not help us out of this dilemma, nor will medical ethics, so 

often restricted to the quandary ethics of the individual. But certain models of 

engagement are relevant. If the university-based human rights worker is in a 

peculiar position, it is not entirely unlike that of the clinician researcher. Both 

study suffering; both are bound to relieve it; neither is in possession of a tried-

and-true remedy. Both the human rights specialist and the clinician researcher 

have blind spots, too.

To push the analogy further, one could argue that both lines of work carry 

obligations regarding the standard of care. What if we are in possession of tried-

and-true remedies? Returning again to the treatment of AIDS and drug-resistant 

tuberculosis, we already have a great deal of knowledge regarding how best to 

manage both diseases. Once a reasonably effective intervention has been identi-

fied, it—and not a placebo—is considered the standard against which a new 

remedy must be tested. In the global era, is it wise to set, as policy goals, double 

standards for the rich world and the poor world, when we know that these are not 

different worlds but in fact the same one? Are the acrid complaints of the vulner-

able necessary to remind us that they invariably see the world as one world, riven 

by terrible inequality and injustice? A placebo is a placebo is a placebo.

As an even sterner rebuke to the self-described pragmatism of those pushing 

for relaxed ethical practices in settings of great poverty, we once again hear 

the voice from liberation theology. This voice does not call for equally good 

treatment of the poor; it demands preferential treatment for the poor. And to 

look at many of its central documents, one would swear that the human rights 

movement was once headed in the same direction: fighting to protect the rights 
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of the vulnerable, over and above the rights of the powerful. Of course, push-

ing for higher standards for the victims is always a utopian enterprise. Many 

factors might limit feasibility, but that didn’t stop the authors of the Universal 

Declaration from setting high goals. That we have failed to meet them does not 

imply that the next step is to lower our sights, although this has been the default 

logic in many instances. Rather, the next step is to try new approaches and to 

hedge our bets with indisputably effective interventions.

How do we best hedge our bets? Providing pragmatic services to the afflicted 

is one obvious form of intervention. In other words, we cannot exclude social and 

economic rights from the campaign for health and human rights. But the spirit 

in which these services are delivered makes all the difference. Service delivery 

can be just that—or it can be pragmatic solidarity, linked to the broader goals 

of equality and justice for the poor. Again, my own experience in Haiti, which 

began in 1983, made this clear. The Duvalier dictatorship was then in power, 

seemingly immovable. Its chief source of external financial aid was the United 

States and various international institutions, many of them ostensibly charitable 

in nature. The local director of USAID at the time had frequently expressed the 

view that if Haiti was underdeveloped, one could find the causes in Haitian cul-

ture.41 The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund seemed to be part 

of the same giant blur of international aid organizations that Haitians associated, 

accurately enough, with U.S. foreign policy.

Popular cynicism regarding these transnational institutions was at its peak 

when my colleagues and I began working in Haiti, and that is why we chose to 

work through nascent community-based organizations and for a group of rural 

peasants who had been dispossessed of their land by the construction of a hydro-

electric dam. Although we conducted research and published it, research did not 

figure on the wish list of the people we were trying to serve. Services were what 

they asked for, and as people who had been displaced by political and economic 

violence, they regarded these services as a rightful remedy for what they had 

suffered. In other words, the Haitian poor themselves believed that social and 

economic rights were central to the struggle for human rights. As the struggle 

against the dictatorship gathered strength in the mid-1980s, the language was 

explicitly couched in broad human rights terms. Pa gen lapè nan tèt si pa gen lapè 

nan vant (there can be no peace of mind if there is no peace in the belly). Health 

and education figured high on the list of demands as the Haitian popular move-

ment began to swell.

The same has been true of the struggle in Chiapas. The Zapatista rebellion 

was launched on the day the North American Free Trade Agreement was signed, 

and the initial statement of the rebellion’s leaders put their demands in terms of 

social and economic rights: “We have been denied the most elemental education 

so that others can use us as cannon fodder and pillage the wealth of our country. 
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They don’t care that we have nothing, absolutely nothing, not even a roof over our 

heads, no land, no work, no health care, no food, and no education. Nor are we 

able freely and democratically to elect our political representatives, nor is there 

independence from foreigners, nor is there peace or justice for ourselves and our 

children.”42

In settings such as these, we are afforded a rare clarity about choices that are 

in fact choices for all of us, everywhere. There’s little doubt that discernment is 

a daily struggle. We must decide how health professionals (from providers to 

researchers) might best make common cause with the destitute sick, whose rights 

are violated daily. Helping governments shore up failing public health systems 

may or may not be wise. Pragmatic solidarity on behalf of Russian prisoners with 

tuberculosis, for example, includes working with their jailers. But sometimes we 

are warned against consorting with governments. In Haiti in the 1980s, it made 

all the difference that we formed our own nongovernmental organization far 

from the reach of the governments of both Haiti and the United States. In 1991, 

after Haiti’s first-ever democratic elections brought to power the leader of the 

country’s popular movement, we immediately began to work with the Ministry 

of Health. But seven months later, a military coup brought an abrupt end to that 

collaboration, a divorce that was to last for three long years.

In Chiapas, the situation was even more dramatic. Many poor communities 

simply refuse to use government health services. In village after village, we heard 

the same story. In some “autonomous zones,” the Mexican army entered these 

villages and destroyed local health records and what meager independent infra-

structure had been developed.43 To quote one health worker: “The government 

uses health services against us. They persecute us if they think we are on the side 

of the rebels.” Our own investigations have been amply confirmed by others, 

including Physicians for Human Rights: “At best, [Mexican] Government health 

and other services are subordinate to Government counterinsurgency efforts. 

At worst, these services are themselves components of repression, manipulated 

to reward supporters and to penalize and demoralize dissenters. In either case, 

Government health services in the zone are discriminatory, exacerbate political 

divisions, and fail utterly to address the real health needs of the population.”44

It’s not acceptable for those of us fortunate enough to have ties to universities 

and other “resource-rich” institutions to throw up our hands and bemoan the 

place-to-place complexity. Underlying this complexity is a series of very simple 

first principles regarding human rights, as the liberation theologians remind 

us. Our commitments, our loyalties, must be primarily to the poor and vul-

nerable. As a reminder of how unique this commitment is, remember that the 

international agencies affiliated with the United Nations, including the World 

Health Organization, are called to work with governments. Think, once again, 

of Chiapas. An individual member of any one of these international institutions 
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may have loyalties to the Zapatistas, but no choice in his or her agency’s primary 

interlocutor: this will be the Mexican government. That membership in a univer-

sity (or hospital or local church) permits us more flexibility in making allegiances 

is a gift that we should not squander by mindlessly mimicking the choices of the 

parastatal international organizations. Close allegiance with suffering communi-

ties reminds us that it is not possible to merely study human rights abuses. But 

part of pragmatic solidarity is bringing to light the real story.

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE, IN HUMAN RIGHTS WORK,

BETWEEN ANALYSIS AND STRATEGY?

If we accept the need to think both theoretically and instrumentally, we find 

there is a difference, in human rights work, between analysis and strategy. Failure 

to recognize this difference can hobble interventions designed to prevent or allay 

human rights violations. In this arena, analysis means bringing out the truth, 

no matter how clumsy or embarrassing or inexpedient. It means documenting, 

as Neier recently put it, “Who did what to whom, and when?”45 Strategy asks a 

different question: What is to be done?

What is to be done? It’s the oldest question around. Sometimes it’s posed in 

a way calculated to discourage discussion, the subtext being that misery and 

unfairness are so ubiquitous that only hopeless romantics would discern oppor-

tunities for effective intervention. But even more frequently, the question is asked 

by people of goodwill. I know, for example, that many students seek opportuni-

ties to play a part in diminishing structural violence or its symptoms. Too often, 

their contributions are diluted when they become ensnarled in institutions—

foundations, aid agencies, government-affiliated groups, universities, political 

parties, even organized labor—that put sharp limits on activism. On the other 

side of the ledger are the purists, who recognize the fundamentally conservative 

nature of such institutions and see themselves as too good, really, to rub shoul-

ders with those who are engaged in providing services.

How can we build an agenda for action that moves beyond good analysis? If

solidarity is among the most noble of human sentiments, then surely its more 

tangible forms are better still. Adding the material dimension to the equation—

pragmatic solidarity—responds to the needs expressed by the people and com-

munities who are living, and sometimes dying, on the edge. When we move 

beyond sentiments to action, we of course incur risks, and these deter many. But 

it is possible, clearly, to link lofty ideals to sound analysis.

This linkage does not always occur in human rights work, in part because of a 

reluctance to examine the political economy of suffering and brutality.

For example, high-minded charters are utopian strategies that may become 

laws to be flouted or obeyed; they are not analysis. The notion that everyone 
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shares the risk of having his or her rights violated is reminiscent of catchy public 

health slogans such as “AIDS is for everyone.” These slogans may be useful for 

social marketing, but they are redolent of the most soft-headed thinking. The 

distribution of AIDS is strikingly localized and nonrandom; so is that of human 

rights abuses. Both HIV transmission and human rights abuses are social pro-

cesses and are embedded, most commonly, in the inegalitarian social structures 

I have called structural violence. Whether one examines these steep grades of 

inequality as an epidemiologist or as a social scientist, one comes to discern the 

context of risk by restoring the history and political economy of these precarious 

situations. There is considerable overlap between “groups at risk”: if you are likely 

to be tortured or otherwise abused, you are also likely to be in the AIDS risk 

group composed of the poor and the defenseless.

Human rights can and should be declared universal, but the risk of having 

one’s rights violated is not universal. Moreover, not every offense should be auto-

matically classified as a human rights violation. Sticks and stones, we know, may 

break bones; and although it is not entirely true that “names will never hurt me,” 

it is usually unwise to take verbal violations as seriously as bodily ones.

Identity politics in the United States have indeed sought to extend the reach 

of rights language. But identity politics have remained parochial and national 

(indeed subnational) in this global era, and in a nation as affluent as our own, 

turning a human rights struggle into a bitter competition for a bigger slice of 

the pie results in the erasure of many linked to our affluence. It makes sense 

to distinguish between a struggle for access to power—breaking the gendered 

“glass ceiling” of transnational corporations, say—and a struggle for access to a 

basic good such as primary health care, especially if the same corporations that 

reluctantly open their boardrooms to a few women and minorities are involved 

in causing the deepening inequality between rich and poor. Should the frenzied 

quest for access to power and wealth be regarded as serving a social good simply 

because those who were historically underrepresented are now filling roles that 

involve replicating inequality?

At the other end of the scale, moral relativism is similarly pernicious. Not all 

forms of suffering are equivalent. The public health and medical communities are 

accustomed to triage, to assessment of gravity, followed by action to address the 

problem at hand. It makes sense, in my view, to distinguish between the harm 

done by six lashes for vandalism—a tremendous cause célèbre when meted out 

to a U.S. citizen abroad, to judge by inches of newspaper copy—and the harm 

done to millions by a lifetime of institutionalized racism.46 To make distinctions 

between committing genocide and censoring intellectuals is not to declare the 

latter trivial. But our job of telling the truth as best we can compels us to weight 

those wrongs differently.

The risk of stretching the concept of rights to cover every possible case is that 
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obscene inequalities of risk will be drowned in a rising tide of petty complaint.47

Only careful comparative analysis gives us a sense of scale; only careful analysis 

brings causal mechanisms into the light. We have seen brisk debate about a 

hierarchy of human rights abuses and about whether it makes sense to consider 

some rights “fundamental.” The struggle for recognition of social and economic 

rights has engendered even more acrimony.48 But this debate has been legal in 

nature—centered in and destined toward law, where it is customary to speak of 

inalienable rights and to wait decades or centuries to see them vindicated.

Merely telling the truth, of course, often calls for exhaustive research. In the 

current era, human rights violations are usually both local and global. Telling 

who did what to whom and when becomes a complicated affair. Take the case of 

Chouchou Louis, a young man tortured to death in Haiti in early 1992. I have told 

his story in more detail elsewhere;49 here I will merely state that I was called to see 

him after he was cast out of police headquarters to die in the dirt. He did just that. 

I was too late, too unequipped, medically, to save his life. Documenting what had 

happened to him was the least I could do.50

Was I to document only the “distal” events? Although all present were terri-

fied, it was possible—in fact, quite easy—to obtain the names of those who had 

arrested and tortured Chouchou Louis. But the chain of complicity, I learned, 

kept reaching higher. At the time, U.S. officialdom’s explanation of human rights 

abuses in Haiti, including the torture and murder of people like Chouchou Louis, 

focused almost exclusively on local actors and local factors. One heard of the 

“culture of violence” that rendered this and other similarly grisly deaths compre-

hensible. Such official analyses, constructed by conflating structural violence and 

cultural difference, were distancing tactics.

Innumerable immodest claims of causality—such as attributing a sudden 

upsurge in the number of persons tortured while in police custody to longstand-

ing local custom—play into the convenient alibi that refuses to follow the chain 

of events to their source, that keeps all the trouble local. Such alibis obscure the 

fact that the modern Haitian military was created by an act of the U.S. Congress 

during the twenty-year U.S. occupation of Haiti, from 1915 to 1934. Most official 

analyses around the time of Chouchou’s death did not discuss generous U.S. 

assistance to the post-Duvalier military: more than $200 million in aid passed 

through the hands of the Haitian military in the eighteen months after Jean-

Claude Duvalier left Haiti on a U.S. cargo plane in 1986. Bush administration 

statements, and their faithful echoes in the establishment press, failed to men-

tion that many of the commanders who issued the orders to detain and torture 

civilians had been trained by the U.S. military in Fort Benning, Georgia.51 At

this writing, human rights groups in the United States and Haiti have filed suit 

against the U.S. government in order to force the return of more than one hun-

dred thousand pages of documents (taken away during the U.S. invasion of Haiti 
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in the fall of 1994) revealing links between Washington and the paramilitary 

groups that held sway in Haiti between 1991 and 1994.52

Elsewhere too the mechanisms of human rights violations have been masked. 

In El Salvador, the massacres of entire villages could not in good conscience 

be considered unrelated to U.S. foreign policy, since the U.S. government was 

the primary funder, advisor, and supporter of the Salvadoran government’s war 

against its own people. Yet officialdom maintained precisely that fiction of deni-

ability, even though the United States was also the primary purveyor of arma-

ments, as physical evidence later showed.53 It was years before we could read 

accounts such as that by Mark Danner, who, on investigating the slaughter of 

every man, woman, and child in one village, concluded: “Of the two hundred 

and forty-five cartridge cases that were studied—all but one from American M16 

rifles—‘184 had discernable headstamps, identifying the ammunition as having 

been manufactured for the United States Government at Lake City, Missouri.’”54

The fiction of local struggles (“ethnic,” “religious,” “historical,” or otherwise pic-

turesque) is exploded by any honest attempt to understand. Paramilitary groups 

linked tightly with the Mexican government were and are responsible for the 

bulk of intimidation and violence in the villages of Chiapas.55 But federal authori-

ties have insisted that such violence results from “local intercommunity and 

interparty tension” or ethnic rivalries.56

Similarly inaccurate were claims that the U.S. military base on Guantánamo 

had become “an oasis” for Haitian refugees in the early 1990s and that Cuba’s 

AIDS sanatoriums were “prison camps.” Immodest claims of causality are not 

always so flagrantly self-serving as those proffered to explain Haiti’s agony, the 

violence in El Salvador or Chiapas, or the contrasting AIDS dramas on the island 

of Cuba. But only careful analysis allows us to rebut them with any confidence. 

We cannot merely study human rights abuses, but we must not fail to study them.

WHAT CAN A FOCUS ON HEALTH BRING TO 

THE STRUGGLE FOR HUMAN RIGHTS?

Medicine and public health, and also the social sciences relevant to these disci-

plines, have much to contribute to the great, often rancorous debates on human 

rights. But what might be our greatest contribution? Rudolf Virchow saw doc-

tors as “the natural attorneys of the poor.”57 A “health angle” can promote a 

broader human rights agenda in unique ways. In fact, the health part of the 

formula may prove critical to the success of the human rights movement. The 

esteem in which public health and medicine are held affords us openings—again, 

a space of privilege—enjoyed by few other professions. For example, it is unlikely 

that my colleagues and I would have been welcomed so warmly into Russian 

prisons if we had presented ourselves as social scientists or human rights inves-
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tigators. We went, instead, as TB specialists, with the expectation that a visiting 

group of doctors might be able to do more for the rights of these prisoners than a 

delegation from a conventional human rights organization. It is important to get 

the story straight: the leading cause of death among young Russian detainees is 

tuberculosis, not torture or starvation. Prison officials were opening their facili-

ties to us and asking for pragmatic solidarity. (In Haiti and Chiapas, by contrast, 

we were asked to leave when we openly espoused the cause of the oppressed.)

Medicine and public health benefit from an extraordinary symbolic capital 

that is, so far, sadly underutilized in human rights work. No one made this point 

more clearly and persistently than the late Jonathan Mann. In an essay written 

with Daniel Tarantola, Mann noted that AIDS “has helped catalyze the modern 

health and human rights movement, which leads far beyond AIDS, for it consid-

ers that promoting and protecting health and promoting and protecting human 

rights are inextricably connected.”58

But have we gone far beyond AIDS? Is it not a human rights issue that Russian 

prisoners are exposed, often during illegally prolonged pre-trial detention, to 

epidemic MDRTB and then denied effective treatment? Is it not a human rights 

issue that international expert opinion has mistakenly informed Russian prison 

officials that treatment with second-line drugs is not cost-effective or is just 

plain unnecessary? Is it not a human rights issue that in relatively wealthy South 

Africa (where a glossy program reminded participants at the thirteenth annual 

AIDS meetings that “medical care is readily available in South Africa”) the anti-

retroviral therapy that could prolong millions of (black) lives is declared “cost-

ineffective”? Is it not a human rights issue that villagers in Chiapas lack access to 

the most basic medical services, even as government medical facilities stand idly 

by? Is it not a human rights issue that thousands of Haitian peasants displaced 

by a hydroelectric dam end up sick with HIV disease after working as servants 

in Port-au-Prince?

Standing on the shoulders of giants—from the authors of the Universal Dec-

laration to Jonathan Mann—we can recognize the human rights abuses in each 

of these situations, including epidemic tuberculosis within prisons. But what, 

precisely, is to be done? Russian penal codes already prohibit overcrowding, long 

pre-trial detention, and undue risk from malnutrition and communicable dis-

ease. Prison officials already regard the tuberculosis problem as a top priority; 

that’s why they let TB specialists in. In a 1998 interview, one high-ranking prison 

official told me that the ministry saw their chief problems as lack of resources, 

overcrowding, and tuberculosis.59 And the pièce de résistance might be that Boris 

Yeltsin had already declared 1998 “the year of human rights.”

Passing more human rights legislation is not a sufficient response to these 

human rights challenges, because those in charge already disregard many of 

those (clearly nonbinding) instruments. The Haitian military coup leaders were 
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beyond the pale. But how about Chiapas? Instruments to which Mexico is already 

signatory include the Geneva Conventions of 1949; the International Covenant 

on Civil and Political Rights; the International Covenant on Economic, Social 

and Cultural Rights; the International Labor Organization Convention 169; the 

American Convention on Human Rights; the Maastricht Guidelines on Vio-

lations of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and the Convention on the 

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women. Each one of these is 

flouted every day in Chiapas.

As the Haitians say, “Laws are made of paper; bayonets are made of steel.” Law 

alone is not up to the task of relieving such immense suffering. Louis Henkin 

has reminded us that international law is fundamentally a set of rules and norms 

designed to protect the interests of states, not their citizens. “Until recently,” he 

observed in 1989, “international law took no note of individual human beings.”60

And states, as we have seen, honor human rights law largely in the breach—some-

times intentionally and sometimes through sheer impotence. This chief irony of 

human rights work—that states will not or cannot obey the treaties they sign—

can lead to despair or to cynicism, if all of one’s eggs are in the international-law 

basket.

Laws are not science; they are normative ideology and are thus tightly tied 

to power.61 Biomedicine and public health, though also vulnerable to being 

deformed by ideology, serve different imperatives, ask different questions. They 

do not ask whether an event or a process violates an existing rule; they ask 

whether that event or process has ill effects on a patient or a population. They 

ask whether such events can be prevented or remediated. A change of approach 

in that direction would have, I believe, a salutary effect on many human rights 

debates. And when medicine and public health are explicitly placed at the service 

of the poor, it provides even greater insurance against their perversion.

To return to the case of prisoners with MDRTB, the best way to protect their 

rights is to cure them of their disease. And the best way to protect the rights of 

other prisoners, and those who take care of them, is to prevent transmission by 

treating the sick. Thus, after years of hemming and hawing, all parties involved 

are being forced to admit that the right thing to do in Russia’s prisons is also the 

human rights thing to do. A variety of strategies, from human rights arguments 

to epidemiologic scare tactics, have been used to make headway in raising the 

funds necessary to treat these and other prisoners. In the end, then, the health 

angle on human rights may prove more pragmatic than approaching the prob-

lem as one of penal reform alone. Previously closed institutions have opened 

their doors to international collaboration designed to halt prison epidemics. This 

approach—pragmatic solidarity—is, in the end, leading to penal reform as well. 

Similarly pragmatic approaches to addressing treatment and prevention of HIV

also promise to reverse scandalous inequalities of risk and access.
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In 1998, working in central Haiti, Partners In Health launched the “HIV

Equity Initiative” in order to complement prevention efforts with antiretrovi-

ral treatment for those for whom prevention had failed. The care component 

includes an uninterrupted supply of antiretroviral agents, but only modest lab 

infrastructure. Use of these drugs is supervised, preferably by community-based 

health workers, called accompagnateurs, who visit patients each day. Between 

10 and 12 percent—too small a proportion—of the more than fifteen hundred 

HIV-positive patients followed in the affiliated clinic receive such therapy. A

clinical algorithm, described elsewhere, is used to identify those patients in great-

est need.62

This project has been limited by an inability to find significant donor support 

for an integrated HIV prevention and care project in a setting as poor as rural 

Haiti. Though we felt we had no choice but to move forward—years ago, HIV sur-

passed tuberculosis as the leading infectious cause of adult deaths in Haiti—we 

had to rely on private donations, support from patients in the United States, and 

the largesse of a major donor who has long supported our work in Haiti. In short, 

we would have much more to report in 2002 if we had been able to find pragmatic 

solidarity in the donor community. Instead, we encountered the argument that 

such projects were neither cost-effective nor feasible in a setting of such profound 

poverty.

All this could change: through the newly established Global Fund to Fight 

AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, the United Nations has promised Haiti sig-

nificant funds for HIV prevention and care. As we and other groups based in 

regions where poverty and HIV are the ranking threats to health contemplate 

the advent of new resources, we need to ask hard questions of ourselves and also 

of those who will evaluate their use. In seeking to promote accountability, will 

we develop yet another set of burdensome reporting requirements that will force 

us to hire expensive consultants from far beyond the boundaries of afflicted 

communities? Or will we seek innovative and realistic means of evaluating the 

impact of long-overdue investments? The point of bringing new funding to allay 

the suffering caused by AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria is not merely to mimic 

existing transnational research projects, already struggling with serious ethical 

dilemmas, but rather to remediate inequalities of access to proven therapies. This 

goal should be embraced without apology.

Embracing this goal, and embedding such actions in the rights framework, 

helps us to answer the question, What is the purpose of the research and evalu-

ation that must certainly accompany such disbursements? Not merely to please 

skeptics, one hopes, since accountability should be to the afflicted rather than 

to the privileged. The purpose of this research should be to do a better job of 

bringing the fruits of science and public health to the poorest communities. If

the purpose of the new funds is also to help us better promote access to health 
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care as a fundamental human right, we will of course be called to address, in 

addition to nascent HIV projects, not only tuberculosis and malaria but also 

eclampsia, cervical cancer, and the long list of maladies transmitted by unsafe 

drinking water. This will mean making common cause with community health 

workers and others in the trenches. In the end, the burden of proof should lie on 

the shoulders of those who argue against making the elimination of inequalities 

of access to prevention and care our top priority in international public health.

I will return to the strategy of pragmatic solidarity in proposing a new agenda 

for health and human rights but will proceed under the assumption that any 

approach to human rights that regards research as an end in itself contains many 

pitfalls—moral, strategic, and analytic.63

A NEW AGENDA FOR HEALTH AND HUMAN RIGHTS

As I’ve argued thus far, we have a long way to go in the struggle for health and 

human rights. We cannot merely study this topic without proposing meaningful 

and pragmatic interventions; but to succeed, we must distinguish between our 

best analyses and our best strategies. The focus on health offers a critical new 

dimension to human rights work and is a largely untapped vein of resources, 

passion, and goodwill.

Is it grandiose to seek to define a new agenda? When one reads the powerfully 

worded statutes, conventions, treaties, and charters stemming from international 

revulsion over the crimes of the Third Reich, it might seem pointless to call 

for better instruments of this sort. Yet events in the former Yugoslavia and in 

Rwanda serve as a powerful rebuke to undue confidence in these approaches: 

“That it should nevertheless be possible for Nazi-like crimes to be repeated half 

a century later in full view of the whole world,” remarks Neier, “points up the 

weakness of that system—and the need for fresh approaches.”64 Steiner and 

Alston, similarly, call for “heightened attention to the problems of implementa-

tion and enforcement of the new ideal norms. The old techniques,” they conclude, 

“simply won’t work.”65

A corollary question is whether a coherent agenda springs from the critique 

inherent in the answers to the questions presented here. If so, is this agenda 

compatible with existing approaches and documents, including the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights? To those who believe that social and economic 

rights must be central to the health and human rights agenda, the answers to 

these questions are yes. This agenda, inspired by the notion of a preferential 

option for the poor, is coherent, pragmatic, and informed by careful scholarship. 

Largely because it focuses on social and economic rights, this agenda, though 

novel, builds on five decades of work within the traditional human rights frame-

work: Articles 25 and 27 of the Universal Declaration inspire the vision of this 
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emerging agenda, which could rely on tighter links between universities, medical 

providers, and both nongovernmental and community-based organizations. The 

truly novel part of these alliances comes in subjugating these networks to the 

aspirations of oppressed and abused people.

How might we proceed with this effort, if most reviews of the effects of inter-

national laws and treaties designed to protect human rights raise serious ques-

tions of efficacy (to say the least)? What can we do to advance a new agenda 

of health and human rights? In concluding, I offer six suggestions, which are 

intended to complement ongoing efforts.

Make Health and Healing the Symbolic Core of the Agenda

If health and healing are the symbolic core of our new agenda, we tap into 

something truly universal—concern for the sick—and, at the same time, engage 

medicine, public health, and the allied health professions, including the basic 

sciences. Put another way, we need to throw the full weight of the medical and 

scientific communities behind a noble cause. Physicians and health researchers 

are not hostile to this cause; quite the contrary. What we lack, with some notable 

exceptions, are concerted efforts to engage health professionals in human rights 

work, broadly conceived. One of those notable exceptions is the recent AIDS 

initiative advanced by Physicians for Human Rights and partner organizations, 

which argues that access to care should be construed as a basic right.66 It is tragic, 

surely, that such initiatives remain unusual within the mainstream human rights 

community.

Although many global health indicators show significant improvement, we 

still have endless work to do before we can claim to have made the slightest head-

way in ensuring the highest possible level of health for all. In fact, several studies 

suggest that inequalities in health outcomes are growing in many places.67 From 

the human rights perspective advanced in this essay, this growing outcome gap 

constitutes both a human rights violation and a means of tracking the efficacy 

of our interventions. That is, reduction of the outcome gap is the goal of our 

pragmatic solidarity with the destitute sick.

Make Provision of Services Central to the Agenda

We need to listen to the sick and abused and to those most likely to have their 

rights violated. Whether they are nearby or far away, we know, often enough, 

who they are. The abused offer, to those willing to listen, critiques far sharper 

than my own. They are not asking for new centers of study and reflection. They 

have not commissioned new studies of their suffering. That means we need new 

programs in addition to the traditional ventures of a university or a research 

center (the journals, books, articles, courses, conferences, research). Law schools 
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have clinics, and so do medical schools. Not only should programs promoting 

health and human rights have legal clinics; in addition, a broad range of health 

professionals should help to establish, in every major medical center, referral 

clinics for those subjected to torture and other human rights abuses as classically 

defined.

But a far larger group calls for our pragmatic solidarity. We need programs 

designed to remediate inequalities of access to services that can help all humans 

to lead free and healthy lives. If everyone has a right “to share in scientific 

advancement and its benefits,” where are our pragmatic efforts to improve the 

spread of these advances? Such efforts exist, but, again, the widening outcome 

gap stands as the sharpest rebuke to the health and human rights community. 

Even as our biomedical interventions become more effective, our capacity to 

distribute them equitably is further eroded. The world’s poor and otherwise 

marginalized people currently constitute a vast control group of the untreated, 

and even cursory examination of the annual tally of victims reminds us that this 

sector also constitutes the group most likely to have their rights violated.

How can we make the rapid deployment of services to improve health—

pragmatic solidarity—central to the work of health and human rights programs? 

Our own group, Partners In Health, has worked largely with community-based 

organizations in Haiti and Peru and Mexico whose expressed goal has been 

to remediate inequalities of access. This community of providers and scholars 

believes that “the vitality of practice” lends a corrective strength to our research 

and writing.68 The possibilities for programmatic collaboration range, we have 

learned, from Russian prison officials to peasant collectives in the autonomous 

zones of Chiapas. Novel collaborations of this sort are certainly necessary if we 

are to address the increasing inequalities of access here in wealthy, inegalitar-

ian countries such as the United States. Relying exclusively on nation-states’ 

compliance with a social justice agenda is naïve at best. At the same time, it is 

important to respect the sovereignty of states, for experience shows that states, 

not “Western” human rights groups, are best placed to protect the basic social 

and economic rights of populations living in poverty. Ignatieff emphasizes pre-

cisely this point. “We are rediscovering,” he notes, “the necessity of state order as 

a guarantee of rights. It can be said with certainty that the liberties of citizens are 

better protected by their own institutions than by the well-meaning interventions 

of outsiders. . . . State failure cannot be rectified by human rights activism on the 

part of NGOs.”69 We will not be excused from discernment.

These questions of new collaborations are raised at a time that is filled with 

contradiction: despite increasing globalization, our action agenda has remained 

parochial. We lag behind trade and finance, since we are still at the first steps 

in the press for universal rights while the Masters of the Universe are already 
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“harmonizing” their own standards and practices. Fifteen years of work in the 

most difficult field conditions have taught our group that it is hard, perhaps 

impossible, to meet the highest standards of health care in every situation. But it 

is imperative that we try to do so. Projects striving for excellence and inclusive-

ness—rather than, say, “cost-effectiveness” or “sustainability,” which are often 

at odds with social justice approaches to medicine and public health—are not 

merely misguided quests for personal efficacy. Such projects respond to wide-

spread demands for equity in health care. The din around AIDS research in the 

Third World is merely the latest insistence that we reject low standards as official 

policy. That such standards are widely seen as violating human rights is no sur-

prise for those interested in social and economic rights. Efficiency cannot trump 

equity in the field of health and human rights.

Establish New Research Agendas

We need to make room in the academy for serious scholarly work on the multiple 

dynamics of health and human rights, on the health effects of war and political-

economic disruption, and on the pathogenic effects of social inequalities, includ-

ing racism, gender inequality, and the growing gap between rich and poor. By

what mechanisms do such noxious events and processes become embodied as 

adverse health outcomes? Why are some at risk and others spared?

Here again, we lag far behind. As Nancy Krieger observes, “epidemiologic 

research explicitly focused on discrimination as a determinant of population 

health is in its infancy.”70 To answer the questions posed earlier, we require a 

new level of cooperation between disciplines ranging from social anthropology 

to molecular epidemiology. We need a new sociology of knowledge that can 

pick apart a wide body of commentary and scholarship: complex international 

law; the claims and disclaimers of officialdom; postmodern relativist readings 

of suffering; clinical and epidemiological studies of the long-term effects of, say, 

torture and racism.71 But remember that none of the victims of these events or 

processes are asking us to conduct research. For this reason alone, research in the 

arena of health and human rights is necessarily fraught with pitfalls: “Imperiled 

populations in developing countries include extraordinarily vulnerable indi-

viduals ripped from their cultures and communities and victimized by myriad 

forms of abuse and violence. Public health research on violence and victimization 

among these groups must vigilantly guard against contributing to emotional and 

social harm.”72

That research is and should remain a secondary concern does not mean that 

careful documentation is not critical to both our understanding of suffering 

and our ability to prevent or allay it. And because of its link to service, we need 

operational research by which we can gauge the efficacy of interventions that are 

quite different from those measured in the past.
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Assume a Broader Educational Mandate

Human rights work usually has a suasive component. If the primary objective is 

to set things right, education is central to our task. But the educational mandate 

should not make two conventional mistakes: we must not limit ourselves to 

teaching only a select group of students who have an avowed interest in health 

and human rights, nor should we focus on trying to teach lessons to recalcitrant 

governments and international financial institutions. Jonathan Mann signaled 

the limitations of the latter approach: “Support for human rights–based action 

to promote health . . . at the level of declarations and speeches is welcome, and 

useful in some ways, but the limits of official organizational support for the 

call for societal transformation inherent in human rights promotion must be 

recognized.”73 A broader educational mandate would mean engaging students 

from all faculties—but also engaging the members of these faculties. Beyond the 

university and various governmental bodies lies the broader public, for whom 

the connections between health and human rights have not even been traced. It

is doubtful that the destitute sick have much to learn from us about health and 

human rights, but there is little doubt that, as their students, we can learn to bet-

ter convey the complexity and historicity of their messages.

Achieve Independence  

from Powerful Governments and Bureaucracies

We need to be untrammeled by obligations to powerful states and international 

bureaucracies. A central irony of human rights law is that it consists largely of 

appeals to the perpetrators. After all, most crimes against humanity are commit-

ted by powerful states, not by rogue factions or gangs or cults or terrorists. That 

makes it difficult for institutions accountable to states to take their constituents 

to task. When in 1994 the United Nations created the post of High Commissioner 

for Human Rights, the $700,000 annual budget was paltry even by the standards 

of a nongovernmental organization. The results were predictable: “With denunci-

ation of those responsible for abuses the only means available for carrying out his 

mission,” the first commissioner “managed to go through his first year in his post 

without publicly criticizing a single government anywhere in the world.”74 It is 

not merely a problem of budgetary constraints. Many of the chief donor nations 

are themselves major violators of one or another of the international covenants 

discussed here. The United States and China are the world leaders in capital 

punishment, and the United States is implacably opposed, it would seem, to the 

creation of the International Criminal Court. And what about Mexico, partner 

with Canada and the United States in the world’s largest “free trade” agreement? 

In Chiapas, numerous observers have documented the displacement and mas-

sacre of presumed Zapatista supporters by paramilitary groups tightly tied to 
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the government: “State and federal authorities have permitted these groups to 

act with impunity, and state Public Security Police have not only failed to protect 

victims, but have sometimes participated in the evictions.”75

None of this is to say that international organizations have little to offer to 

those seeking to prevent or assuage human rights abuses. It is rather to remind 

us that their supposed “neutrality” comes at a great cost, and that cost is usually 

paid by people who are not represented by ambassadors in places like New York, 

Paris, Geneva, Washington, London, or Tokyo. Along with nongovernmental 

organizations, university- and hospital-based programs have the potential to be 

independent, well designed, pragmatic, and feasible. The imprimatur of medicine 

and public health would afford even more weight and independence. And only 

a failure of imagination has led us to ignore the potential of collaboration with 

community-based organizations and with communities in resistance to ongoing 

violations of human rights.

Secure More Resources for Health and Human Rights

In our own era, “growth is wildly uneven, inequality is immense, anxiety is 

endemic,” says Todd Gitlin. “The state, as a result, is continually urged to do more 

but deprived of the means to do so.”76 The halting but ineluctable spread of the 

global economy is linked to an evolving human rights irony: states become less 

able to help their citizens attain social and economic rights, even though they 

often retain their ability to violate human rights. Even where reforms have led 

to the enjoyment of basic political rights, the implementation of neoliberal eco-

nomic policies can erode the right to freedom from want. This is particularly true 

of many developing countries, as Steiner and Alston explain: “Civil and political 

rights have been greatly strengthened in many countries. Nonetheless, related 

contemporary phenomena—including privatization, deregulation, the expanded 

provision of incentives to entrepreneurial behavior, and structural adjustment 

programs and related pressures from international financial institutions and 

developed countries—have had mixed, and sometimes seriously adverse, effects 

on the enjoyment of economic and social rights.”77

Of course, it’s easy to demand more resources; what’s hard is to produce them. 

But if social and economic rights are acknowledged as such, then foundations, 

governments, businesses, and international financial institutions—many of them 

now awash in resources—may be called on to prioritize human rights endeavors 

that reflect the paradigm shift advocated here.

Regardless of where one stands on the process of globalization and its mul-

tiple engines, these processes have important implications for efforts to promote 

health and human rights. As states weaken, it’s easy to discern an increasing role 

for nongovernmental institutions, including universities and medical centers. 

But it’s also easy to discern a trap: the withdrawal of states from the basic business 
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of providing housing, education, and medical services usually means further ero-

sion of the social and economic rights of the poor. Our independent involvement 

must be quite different from current trends, which have nongovernmental orga-

nizations relieving the state of its duty to provide basic services. We must avoid 

becoming witting or unwitting abettors of neoliberal policies that declare every 

service and every thing to be for sale.

How will we live up to the challenge to promote the highest possible level of 

health for all? Universities and medical centers, I have argued, should conduct 

research, but the subject—health and human rights—demands complementary 

services. These services need to be provided urgently but must also be tied tightly 

to demands for social and economic rights for the poor. Linking research to 

service—and to social justice—costs money. An ambitious plan to redress injus-

tice is what we need. “We could do more than we do,” argues Ignatieff, “to stop 

unmerited suffering and gross physical cruelty. That I take to be the elemental 

priority of all human rights activism: to stop torture, beatings, killings, rape, 

and assault and to improve, as best we can, the security of ordinary people.”78

“Unmerited suffering” is what we encounter each day in clinics in Haiti, Chiapas, 

Siberia, the slums of Peru. This suffering can be prevented or, at the very least, 

alleviated. But if we lack ambition, we should expect the next fifty years to yield 

a harvest of shame.

The experience of Partners In Health suggests that ambitious goals can be 

met even without a large springboard. Over the past decade and more, against 

a steady current of nay-saying, we have channeled significant resources to the 

destitute sick in Haiti, Peru, Mexico, and Boston. We didn’t argue that it was 

“cost-effective,” nor did we promise that such efforts would be replicable. We 

argued that it was the right thing to do. It was also the human rights thing to do.

Some of the problems born of structural violence are so large that they have 

paralyzed many who want to do the right thing. But we can find more resources, 

and we can find them without sacrificing our independence and discernment. 

We will not do this by adopting defensive postures that are tantamount to sim-

ply managing inequality with the latest tools from economists and technocrats. 

Utopian ideals are the bedrock of human rights. By arguing that we must set 

standards high, we must also argue for redistribution of some of the world’s vast 

wealth.

Claims that we live in an era of limited resources fail to mention that these 

resources happen to be less limited now than ever before in human history. 

Arguing that it is too expensive to treat MDRTB among prisoners in Russia, say, 

sounds nothing short of ludicrous when this world contains individuals worth 

more than $100 billion.79 Arguments against treating HIV disease in precisely 

those areas in which it exacts its greatest toll warn us that misguided notions of 

cost-effectiveness have already trumped equity. Arguing that nominal legal and 
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political rights are the best we can hope for means that members of the healing 

professions will have their hands tied, forced to stand by as the rights and dignity 

of the poor and marginalized undergo further sustained and deadly assault.
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Bioethics and medical ethics are necessarily contentious enterprises. These fields 

have the potential to embrace not only empiric research but philosophical com-

mentary, informed opinion, and essay as well. The best scholarship in these 

related fields often addresses “unresolved issues” of moral conflict. Some issues are 

unresolved because they stem from novel developments, such as xenotransplanta-

tion or the latest in stem cell research; other issues are unresolved because too little 

attention has been paid to them in recent decades, in part because the discipline 

of medical ethics has arisen in certain social contexts and not in others. We argue 

here that lack of access to the fruits of modern medicine and the science that 

informs it is an important and neglected topic within bioethics and medical ethics. 

This is especially clear to those working in what are now termed “resource-poor 

settings,” or, to put it in plain language, among populations living in dire poverty.

AIDS research has been a case in point. In a commentary on the ethics of HIV

vaccine trials, physician Joia Mukherjee voiced in print what many who do not 

read or write are saying about the ethics of AIDS research conducted in settings 

in which AIDS is now the leading infectious cause of adult death:

When asked, “Have you no morals?” Alfred Doolittle, in George Bernard Shaw’s 

Pygmalion, answered, “Can’t afford them, governor. Neither could you if you was as 

poor as me.” The modern concept of human rights underpins a moral society and 

holds government responsible for fulfilling those rights. From informed consent 

to the right to privacy, civil and political rights have dominated the human rights 

focus of the HIV-1 epidemic. Yet the economic and social rights of people with 

HIV-1 infection, in particular the rights to health care and to share in scientific 

advances, are glaringly disparate between rich and poor countries. This disparity 

has become the focus of debate in transnational HIV-1 vaccine research.1
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Mukherjee’s commentary will resonate with some and rankle others. But many 

who would find her views compelling will never read a medical journal because 

they do not read; others read but do not have access to journals. These are the 

people whose views we seek to transmit in offering a view of medical ethics “from 

below.”

What is meant by “a view from below”? What is not intended by this expres-

sion? We have offered elsewhere a critique of the scholarship on suffering from 

the perspective of people living in great poverty.2 Imbalances of power are present 

in all medical exchanges: between well and sick, expert and nonexpert, white and 

black—the list goes on. But the language of academic medicine and public health 

can mask these asymmetries. In a 1992 book, Howard Brody asserted that “the 

word power is essentially absent from the vocabulary that scholars of medical 

ethics have constructed for their discipline and that has been accepted by almost 

everyone who does work in the field or tries to apply medical-ethics insights to 

the clinical context.”3 Now consider this statement’s meaning when taken beyond 

the boundaries of the world’s most affluent nations, the birthplace of professional 

societies of medical ethicists and bioethicists. Since the topic of medical ration-

ing, which implies scarcity, is a staple of the medical ethics literature,4 it would 

seem essential to consider the effects of rationing on the world’s poor, especially 

the poor of the poorest countries. But when the question “Who shall live?” is 

posed, these people do not figure in the discussion.

Subaltern populations within rich and middle-income countries have long 

been involved in key dramas of medical ethics: witness the withholding of 

treatment in the Tuskegee syphilis study, which followed six hundred African 

American men in Alabama from 1932 to 1972 and continues to have its echoes 

even today.5 Similar experiences have been documented in Europe, South Africa, 

and Brazil.6 But to this day, the poorest people in the poorest countries are likely 

to appear only in the margins of the bioethics literature, if they appear at all. 

We have seen their critiques of research ethics dismissed as confused and ill-

informed commentary or as “conspiracy theories.” But in-depth and sympathetic 

explorations suggest that much is to be gleaned from such critiques.7

The point of view of people living in great poverty anticipates many of the 

perspectives advanced by the “socializing disciplines,” including anthropology, 

history, political economy, and the sociology of knowledge. Resocializing medi-

cal ethics is a necessary move in our globalized, market-driven world, as a rejoin-

der to the dominant psychological or individualist readings of social problems 

ranging from addiction to AIDS to “noncompliance” with medical regimens: 

such readings are in effect a means of blaming the victims and serve to keep 

much-needed resources out of reach.8 Our experience in Haiti and the United 

States suggests that both medical ethics and the human rights discourse that 

supports much of the thinking in medical ethics would profit from a change in 
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perspective. One of us being a physician-anthropologist and the other a special-

ist in health policy, we are equipped to offer divergent views; but we start from 

critiques internal to medical ethics.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH MEDICAL ETHICS?

In the social field in which bioethics and medical ethics have emerged—affluent 

industrialized countries, by and large, and within the past few decades—prac-

titioners of these disciplines are seen, by themselves and by others, as liberal 

reformers. Among them, we can discern three major and overlapping groups. 

Within clinical settings, ethicists are the guardians of morally sound practice 

and a safeguard against abuses. By the close of the twentieth century, most major 

teaching hospitals had ethics committees; many boast in-house ethicists who 

are active in addressing the quandary ethics of individual patients. As often 

as not, ethics consultations in such hospitals address discord between patients’ 

families and medical staff or withdrawal of care for those deemed unlikely to be 

saved by “heroic interventions.” The salutary impact of these developments is 

not disputed.

A second major stream of medical ethics is constituted by the everyday practice 

of ethics within modern biomedical research. The research arena has been home 

to an explosive growth of institutional review boards (IRBs); human subjects 

committees abound. Disclaimers regarding potential personal gain are required 

when one publishes data, and it is not possible to publish even photographs or 

comments of patients without “ethical clearance.” In the university with which 

we are affiliated, students cannot undertake research involving human subjects 

without going through an ethics course and filling out an application. These are 

positive developments, coherent with a philosophy of individual autonomy and 

respect for the patient. But the proliferation of such committees and regulations 

does not correlate with a more ethical treatment of the destitute sick. To observe 

this discrepancy, let us take a global perspective.

It is possible to read, for example, front-page exposés of research projects in 

Africa conducted by First World universities and learn that, although research 

subjects have signed informed-consent forms, they have no clear notion about 

what the research explores or how they figure in the endeavor.9 Other research 

projects, duly blessed by multiple review boards in both the research university 

and the host country, call up memories of Tuskegee. Consider studies involving 

placebo controls in AZT trials attempting to develop a cheaper drug regimen 

to prevent mother-to-child transmission (MTCT) of HIV.10 Research subjects 

found to be infected with HIV received no therapy for their disease if they were 

assigned to the control group. Even though the U.S. Public Health Service had 

begun recommending the use of zidovudine to prevent MTCT in 1994, a review 
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by Peter Lurie and Sidney Wolfe in 1997 counted fifteen studies taking place in 

developing countries in which some or all of the participants were not receiving 

antiretroviral therapy to prevent MTCT.11

Marcia Angell, editor of the New England Journal of Medicine, drew the com-

parison to Tuskegee and chastised the National Institutes of Health and the 

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention for funding several such projects: 

“Many studies are done in the Third World that simply could not be done in the 

countries sponsoring the work. Clinical trials have become a big business, with 

many of the same imperatives. To survive, it is necessary to get the work done 

as quickly as possible, with a minimum of obstacles. When these considerations 

prevail, it seems as if we have not come very far from Tuskegee after all.”12 This 

is not simply a matter of seeking lower costs or larger markets abroad, as busi-

nesses are wont to do. The majority of such international biomedical research has 

inequality as its foundation, and ethical codes developed in affluent countries are 

quickly ditched as soon as affluent universities undertake research in poor coun-

tries. Then come a series of efforts to develop alternative (that is, less stringent) 

codes “appropriate” to settings of destitution.

A third strand of work, less closely tied to clinical care or research endeavors, 

is teaching and scholarship on bioethics and medical ethics. Again, the explosive 

growth of these fields is easy to gauge simply by looking at journals, publications, 

and the number of faculty appointments within schools of medicine, nursing, and 

public health. Many of these scholars have formal training in both medicine and 

philosophy.

Critique internal to this discipline focuses on the technicality or triviality of 

professional commentary, and the gulf between specialist hair-splitting and the 

dilemmas of choice facing patients, families, and caregivers. In this spirit, Larry 

Churchill observes: “Bioethical disputes—as measured by the debates in journals 

and conferences in the United States—often seem to be remote from the values of 

ordinary people and largely irrelevant to the decisions they encounter in health 

care. In this sense, philosophical theorizing might be considered harmless enter-

tainment, which if taken too seriously would look ridiculous, as several Monty 

Python skits have successfully demonstrated.”13 Churchill’s critique of philo-

sophical theorizing is even more poignant when applied to “ordinary people” 

who do not have access to modern health care—to people whose desperation 

might lead them to agree to take part in a Tuskegee-style clinical trial in Kenya 

or Uganda today.

If medical ethics is about decision and informed consent, what of the decisions 

made by the world’s poorest, who are also, by any honest accounting, the globe’s 

sickest? We have found it useful to go directly to the destitute sick and interview 

them about what they regard as their ranking problems and thus to elicit their 

views on the ethics of research.
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In so doing, we emulate certain principles of John Rawls’s theory of justice. 

Rawls is, of course, famous for his difference principle, which requires prefer-

ential treatment for the most disadvantaged, regardless of the social costs this 

principle can entail.14 Critics have rightly noted the principle’s underemphasis on 

health,15 but one can read Rawls as making a broader point about how we should 

view social practices, including the practice of evaluating the common good.

We draw on our experience with infectious diseases in some of the poorest 

communities in the world to interrogate the central imperatives of bioethics 

and medical ethics. AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria are the three leading infec-

tious killers of adults in the world today. Because each disease is treatable with 

already available therapies, the lack of access to medical care is widely perceived 

in heavily disease-burdened areas as constituting an ethical and moral scandal.16

To quote a woman who had returned to central Haiti, dying of AIDS, after years 

in the city, “We’re good enough to study but not good enough to care for.” This 

woman, who later received therapy for her disease and stopped dying, did not 

lose her passion for the topic after her own lack of care was addressed and she 

began to respond to antiretroviral therapy. In another interview, conducted in 

her home, she expounded at some length:17

I was diagnosed [with HIV infection] because of a research project that [a U.S. 

research university] was doing. That was ten years ago. This was in [a slum in Port-

au-Prince]. I went back a lot to have my blood drawn, but I never got any treatment. 

And I knew from the radio that other people received treatment. These were people 

who could pay two hundred dollars a month. They were people who could go and 

make a deposit at a bank and then they’d get their medicines for a month. I came 

home [to central Haiti] to die, but even now that I’m better, I’m still angry about 

it. Ten years of them sucking my blood and nothing! I was a skeleton sitting on 

the bench waiting for them to call my name. It’s when I got to be a skeleton that 

the nurse told me that I didn’t have to come any more. It’s as if poor people were 

animals. But we won’t serve as their guinea pigs [Men nou p’ap sevi kom kobay yo].18

Although the expression “First World diagnostics and Third World therapeu-

tics” may not be the term commonly used in Haiti, the idea behind the expression 

has wide currency among patients and nonpatients there. This is because, for 

many infectious diseases, the research enterprise is fundamentally a transna-

tional one. It is also a fundamentally inegalitarian exercise in the sense that 

medicine and science are expanding rapidly, but in a social context of growing 

global inequality, which ensures that the fruits of medicine and science are not 

available to many who need them most.19

Medicine, public health, and research are all caught up in a web of unequal 

relations. The link between research on AIDS and access to therapy for HIV has 

been the most scrutinized. But other startling examples abound. Organ trans-
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plantation is a disturbing case in point. In countries as poor as Haiti, organ 

transplantation is altogether unknown, but it is common in wealthier but inegal-

itarian countries and regions throughout the developing world. Trafficking in 

organs occurs in predictable ways—predictable, that is, to those who look at 

social inequalities across borders. To quote one anthropologist who works on 

this topic, “the flow of organs follows the modern routes of capital: from South 

to North, from Third to First World, from poor to rich, from black and brown to 

white, and from female to male.”20

The unbalanced dynamic of organ donation in the poor world has been noted 

by other anthropologists21 and by adventurous ethicists as well. Although egre-

gious violations of rights are easily discerned—the literature is rife with stories 

of organs, from kidneys to corneas, quite literally stolen—the greater problem 

is the legal and “ethically approved” transfer of organs across social gradients. 

The ethical codes currently in place, in other words, have not prevented but 

rather have worked to justify abuses grounded, however subtly, in growing 

inequalities.

When someone living in destitution “opts” to sell a kidney and signs all 

informed-consent forms in front of multiple witnesses, is the term “informed 

consent” really meaningful? What degree of “information” grounds the consent? 

One expects that the donor will have been informed about the medical risks 

inherent in the operation, but has there been a discussion about the donor’s 

chances of survival without the money disbursed upon donation?

So it is with much AIDS research. If individuals living in slums in African 

cities, unable to read and write, are to participate in clinical trials, what sort of 

process must they go through in order to provide informed consent? Or is there a 

darker possibility, that research conducted across such deep gradients of inequal-

ity is itself fundamentally coercive unless special measures are taken? And what 

would those special measures be?

These questions get at one of the oldest and most fraught debates within social 

theory: the reticulated relationship between structure and agency. A “view from 

below” would ask how poverty, racism, and gender inequality come to constrain 

agency, the ability to make choices. If one believes—as we do—in the ability of 

research to lessen misery and suffering, what ethical measures might compensate 

for the pursuit of research in settings of great poverty? How might we ensure 

that the measures are not in and of themselves coercive, as many incentives are 

deemed to be?

To answer these and related questions, it is necessary to reframe the prob-

lems at hand—the quest for vaccines, say, or novel therapeutics or organ 

transplantation—as social action in order to have a broader view of the inequali-

ties in which such endeavors are grounded, whether or not researchers see them. 

Efforts to resocialize problems allow all concerned to have a more meaningful 
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understanding of what the research subjects (or organ donors) hope to gain 

from participating in what are, often enough, their only encounters with mod-

ern biomedicine. Even a preliminary attempt to consider these topics in their 

broader social contexts allows us to come to a preliminary conclusion: the more 

desperate the poverty of sample populations (research subjects or organ donors 

who live in poverty, sick prisoners), the greater the constraint on their agency. 

In other words, the steeper the gradient of social inequality across which such 

transactions occur, the greater the risk of abuse without the “special measures” 

we discuss later in this essay.

One of the ways of rethinking medical ethics is to make the “outcome gap” 

a central ethical issue. The term “outcome gap” admits of many meanings, but 

here we follow the example of pediatrician Paul Wise, who some years ago inter-

rogated conventional wisdom regarding low birth weights in the urban United 

States, where race and class are strongly associated with rates of premature deliv-

ery, with weight at birth, and with rates of infant mortality. In the last quarter of 

the twentieth century, these oft-noted disparities of outcome led to a movement 

to divert money from neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) to improving social 

conditions for African American women. But Wise argued that such a diversion 

would not get to the heart of the matter: “Too often, those who elevate the role of 

social determinants indict clinical technologies as failed strategies. But devaluing 

clinical intervention diverts attention from the essential goal that it be provided 

equitably to all those in need. Belittling the role of clinical care tends to unburden 

policy of the requirement to provide equitable access to such care.”22

Arguments about resource allocation—a perennial staple of commentary 

within medical ethics—are not really “socialized,” since they do not include an 

honest accounting of how an affluent society, or even a city, chooses to spend 

available resources. Resocializing the problem of low birth rate would require 

frank discussion of racism, the juxtaposition of subsidies for private enterprise 

and shrinking resources for public facilities, military expenditures, and the 

growing gap between rich and poor. It would also require careful consideration 

of equitable access to clinical care. These topics are rarely encountered in profes-

sional journals devoted to medical ethics. Perhaps they are deemed “too politi-

cal.” Indeed.

And so it is with each of the problems mentioned in this essay: AIDS, chronic 

renal failure, prison-seated epidemics of tuberculosis, and racial disparities in 

infant mortality. Each problem has generated debates within medical ethics, and 

new technologies to address them may generate debates within bioethics. But 

it is possible to discern in scholarly discourse what might be termed a “Luddite 

approach” to the problem: the position that we should halt AIDS research in 

resource-poor settings, we should stop performing kidney transplants, we should 

focus exclusively on prison reform rather than treating epidemic tuberculosis 
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within prisons, and we should stop building NICUs. We might assume that such 

unwelcome conclusions would emerge only as a reductio ad absurdum retort 

to the charge that modern medicine practices and manages inequality (“if you 

insist on treating everyone equally, then you must be against providing excellent 

services to anyone”). But such a position, far from being a mere rhetorical dodge, 

is expressed not only within the medical ethics scholarship but also in its applied 

echoes in clinical medicine, medical education, and public health.

We oppose the Luddite trap. Each of the dilemmas discussed here calls for 

new and better technologies, whether they are for managing renal failure or 

for developing a vaccine for AIDS. To argue, as we do, that the primary ethical 

issue of modern medicine and public health is the outcome gap, itself rooted in 

transnational and growing social inequalities, is not to argue for merely shuf-

fling around research and service priorities with decisions based on primitive 

notions of cost-effectiveness, the latest fashion in policymaking. The problem is 

much deeper. Indeed, we have argued elsewhere that the growing outcome gap 

constitutes the chief human rights challenge of the twenty-first century.23 This 

assertion will seem odd to many who consider themselves experts in the field 

of human rights, accustomed as they are to exhorting governments to respect 

civil and political rights. But social and economic rights are of paramount 

importance in settings of poverty, which are also settings of excess morbidity 

and mortality.

What does it mean, for both bioethics and human rights, when a person living 

in poverty is able to vote, is protected from torture or imprisonment without 

due process, but dies of untreated AIDS? What does it mean when a person with 

renal failure experiences no abuse of his or her civil and political rights, but dies 

without ever having been offered access to dialysis, to say nothing of transplants? 

What does it mean when an African American neonate does not have ready 

access to the care afforded only in a NICU?

The concept of the “Third World” is a clog on the imagination. The world’s 

poor do not live on another planet, nor do they live in countries where such 

technologies are unavailable. Surveys have shown that even in the world’s poor-

est countries, wealthy people have ready access to both antiretroviral agents 

and therapy for renal insufficiency; NICUs are close at hand for infants born to 

affluent families. At the same time, even in wealthy nations, the poor do not have 

reliable access to good medical care or to the fruits of medical science. To give the 

Luddites their due, the ethical problem thus delineated grows more pressing with 

the development of every innovative and more effective therapy. The problem 

is new because some of the diseases and all of the technologies are new. In the 

absence of an equity plan, improvements in care add to a growing outcome gap—

the unmentioned elephant in the room of medical ethics.
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LINKING BIOETHICS TO SOCIAL ANALYSIS:

RETHINKING THE CASE OF TUBERCULOSIS IN PRISONS

We have underlined two steps that would make medical ethics more credible in 

settings of great poverty: using the socializing disciplines to frame the ethical 

dilemmas faced by people without resources or broad agency; and, in a related 

gambit, using them to see the destitute sick not just as reservoirs of antibodies 

or organs but as agents facing economic, social, and political predicaments. A

third step is to link research across steep gradients with the interventions that 

are demanded by the poor or otherwise marginalized. In the cases cited earlier, 

understanding the ethics of AIDS research in Africa or Haiti would rely heavily 

on interviewing people living with both poverty and this disease. But what is true 

for AIDS is true for most other maladies afflicting the poor disproportionately.

The example of prisoners in Russia who are sick with drug-resistant tubercu-

losis helps to underline the shortcomings of current approaches to these prob-

lems.24 To summarize a complex biosocial process in a few words: A doubling 

of incarceration rates occurred after the collapse of the Soviet Union. In “demo-

cratic” Russia, the number of prisoners in the infamous gulag more than tripled, 

with Siberian incarceration rates exceeding, at one point, 1,000 per 100,000 

population (only the United States rivals this ratio). Overcrowding, poor ventila-

tion, interruption of medical supplies and salaries for overworked prison staff, 

and malnutrition led to explosive epidemics of tuberculosis within Russia’s pris-

ons. But theirs was not the tuberculosis seen in Haiti or sub-Saharan Africa. In

some senses, the Russian epidemics were more reminiscent of the prison-seated 

outbreaks documented in New York beginning in the late 1980s: although HIV

was not a factor in the Russian epidemics, they involved strains of highly drug-

resistant Mycobacterium tuberculosis in a tightly packed carceral population.25

Into this dramatic and novel situation came, for the first time, non-Russian 

aid agencies and nongovernmental organizations. To date, there have been few 

thorough studies of this stunning development.26 By the mid-1990s, such orga-

nizations were prominent players in post-Soviet states, all of which had seen 

catastrophic deterioration in their social safety nets and medical systems. The 

nongovernmental organizations were mostly European and North American, 

and in the post-perestroika disarray they had something their Russian (and 

Azeri, Georgian, Kazakh, and so forth) partners did not then have: money and 

clout. The ability of these aid organizations to shape responses to epidemic tuber-

culosis in Siberia was significant. They insisted on what they termed the most 

“cost-effective” approach, the one endorsed by international tuberculosis experts, 

including the World Health Organization: directly observed therapy with “first-

line” antituberculous drugs.
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But some of the Russian prison physicians objected, as did members of Russia’s 

large and crumbling tuberculosis treatment infrastructure: the prisoner-patients 

had drug-resistant tuberculosis and would not be cured by standard first-line 

regimens. Other legal and humanitarian objections were expressed as well. These 

voices were drowned in an undercurrent of officious opinion from the interna-

tional experts and the nongovernmental agencies, which, flush with resources 

and backed by international expert opinion, insisted on giving all prisoners the 

same doses of the same first-line drugs.

In Siberia and in other pilot sites, treatment outcomes were nothing short of 

catastrophic: fewer than half of all patients were deemed cured (expected cure 

rates for supervised therapy of drug-susceptible tuberculosis exceed 95 percent).27

Worse, prisoner-patients who were not cured by therapy with first-line drugs 

emerged from this treatment, if they survived, with “amplified” resistance. That 

is, their prognosis had worsened dramatically even if they were to be afforded 

care with the right drugs.28 But the non-Russian groups, whether international 

tuberculosis experts or aid groups, did not concede that they had made an error. 

Instead, they pressed on, delivering precisely the same medications even to 

prisoner-patients with documented multidrug-resistant tuberculosis.

More delegations visited Siberia in 1998. Members of at least one delegation 

pointed out that drug resistance was not the likely cause of treatment failure; it 

was the cause already documented. Somewhat discreetly, it would seem, the lead 

nongovernmental organization had sent sputum samples for drug-susceptibility 

testing to at least two reference laboratories in Western Europe. Both laboratories 

confirmed that patients within Siberian prisons were sick from highly resis-

tant strains of M. tuberculosis—strains resistant to precisely those drugs being 

administered, under direct supervision, by the nongovernmental organizations 

that had been chastising Russian experts for their lack of knowledge of modern 

tuberculosis control.

Well before 2000, tuberculosis had become the leading cause of death in 

Russian prisons. In Siberian facilities, surviving prisoners had become less and 

less treatable, and patients with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis were cohorted 

behind barbed wire and declared altogether “untreatable.” But this was not the 

case: multidrug-resistant tuberculosis is treatable with other, more expensive 

drugs; data from a slum in Peru and rural Haiti have made it clear that such 

efforts can succeed in settings far poorer than Siberia.29 The real debate was not 

about the efficacy of therapy but about its costs.

In 2001, the lead nongovernmental organization appeared to yield to growing 

pressure from prisoners, their guards, and expert opinion: it would work with 

its Russian partners to treat patients with multidrug-resistant tuberculosis using 

the drugs to which their strains had been shown to be susceptible. It took the 

organization well over a year to procure the drugs. Early in 2002, it announced 
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that the treatment program was to commence right away. The need was great: a 

single oblast in western Siberia counted some two thousand prisoner-patients, 

warehoused with active multidrug-resistant tuberculosis. Drugs began to arrive 

in Siberia, but, unaccountably, no treatment occurred in the ensuing year. In

September 2003, the lead organization issued a press release: they were pull-

ing out of Siberia. As of today, not a single prisoner in Siberia has been treated 

for multidrug-resistant tuberculosis by nongovernmental organizations based 

there for a decade, although thousands, perhaps more, have died of this disease. 

The press release blames Russian officials, particularly those in the Ministry of 

Health, for their intransigence, but it is likely that careful study of what occurred 

will come to a somewhat different conclusion.30

The story is a sad one, but worse is yet to come. Circulating strains of multidrug-

resistant M. tuberculosis will mean that prisoners and detainees are exposed to 

epidemic strains of highly drug-resistant tuberculosis and then do not receive 

care when they need it. The international authorities that presented themselves 

as the patients’ advocates endorsed treatment regimens that, far from curing the 

disease, amplified it. They should have been the first to acknowledge their error 

and then pledge to help correct it. But no mea culpa has been issued by any of the 

decision makers involved.

All interested parties, including those willing to underline the ethical and 

technical lapses of such deficient care, must be part of a broader movement not 

merely to point to error, be it masked or acknowledged, but also to address it. 

In the case of multidrug-resistant tuberculosis in Russian prisons, that means 

staying there and seeing these patients through treatment that is effective, not 

simply “cost-effective.” The practice of giving prisoners with drug-resistant 

tuberculosis drugs that had an effectiveness of zero, whatever their cost, reminds 

us that concepts such as “cost-effectiveness” are in fact ideological constructs. If

we take Rawls seriously, we have to ask ourselves if we truly care about the most 

disadvantaged when we give prisoners therapy of this kind.31 Cases like this one 

outline, in our view, the most pressing questions for medical ethics today.

ALTERNATIVE AND COMPLEMENTARY FRAMEWORKS:

PRAXIS MAKES PERFECT?

Cases like those we have described have received scant attention in the medical 

ethics literature, and much of that attention has been inaccurate. To blame a lack 

of HIV care on beleaguered and cash-poor African governments is similar to 

blaming tuberculosis outbreaks in Siberia on prolonged pre-trial detention or the 

malfeasance of local prison officials. Such observations are superficial and also 

self-serving, since they deflect attention from the truly powerful forces that shape 

epidemics and the actors who declare which interventions are cost-effective and 
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which are not. These decision makers are more likely to be found in New York, 

Washington, Geneva, or London than in Siberia, Port-au-Prince, or Pretoria. 

And those are precisely the people who need to be educated in the workings of 

social inequality, the context and driving force of the world’s great epidemics.32

One lesson of Tuskegee is that ethics may take decades to catch up with observa-

tions that come quite naturally to those marginalized by poverty and racism.

Here we quote another Haitian woman whose commentary easily spans the 

gulf from access to AIDS therapies to the right to employment. She made these 

comments in 2001 after gaining more than twenty pounds on antiretroviral 

medications:

We’re always sick here. If we’re not dying of AIDS, we’re dying of hunger, or both. 

Now that I am better, it’s not as if my problems have disappeared. It’s that I can 

wake up and fight them again. For two years I lay in bed, my children watching 

me die, bringing me sips of water. . . . [Their father] is gone—my sister has seven 

children of her own. All I could think about was what will happen to my children 

when I die? My sister had already purchased my coffin but then [the clinic] gave me 

these [antiretroviral] medicines. Someone comes to see me every day, to make sure 

I take them. The first thing that hit me was hunger. The medicines started killing 

the virus and then I became hungry. But we had no food in the house—how would 

that be possible, if [the father of her children] were gone and I was dying? Charity 

food does not allow you to regain your strength and to feed your children at the 

same time. That’s why we always reach the same conclusions in our [support group 

meetings]. If you want to prevent AIDS among poor women, give them jobs. . . .

I’m happy I’m better, and I’d rather be alive than dead. But all I do every day, still, 

is worry about how I’m going to feed my children. I don’t want to become a thief.

This woman did not need to spend years in graduate school before she could link 

the biomedical, social, and economic constraints on human agency. Medical 

ethics extends to questions of basic equity.

Listening to the afflicted is not merely moral praxis, although it is that. It

affords us rich insights into the sorts of problems that we have outlined in this 

essay. Because the poor quite literally embody many of the ethical dilemmas 

stemming from injustices within medicine and public health, they add insights 

that cannot be obtained through reference to philosophy, statistics, or policy 

papers. Ethical reflection is part of everyday life, and when the stakes are high—

in a squatter settlement in Haiti, say, or a prison in western Siberia—soliciting 

these views is central to the quest for understanding. With the exception of 

sociopaths, as Churchill notes, the capacity to think critically about moral values 

and direct our actions in terms of such values “is common to all of us.”33

Although ethics and philosophy have long been entangled in religious reflec-

tion, there is thus far very little synergy between medical ethics and the one 

branch of theology that concerns itself chiefly with the problem of poverty in 
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the modern world. The conclusions of Marcio Fabri dos Anjos are worth citing 

here: “First, to what level of quality can medical ethics aspire, if it ignores callous 

discrimination in medical practice against large populations of the innocent 

poor? Second, how effective can such theories be in addressing the critical issues 

of medical and clinical ethics if they are unable to contribute to the closing of the 

gap of socio-medical disparity?”34

We anticipate that those who study ethical dilemmas will increasingly be 

called to have a hand in remediating them. These calls will come from “below,” 

from the afflicted themselves. The concept of pragmatic solidarity is instructive 

as medicine, science, and public health stumble and fall in the very regions most 

in need of them. AIDS in Africa and tuberculosis in prisons are cases in point. 

Pragmatic solidarity is a cumbersome term, perhaps, and one that makes many 

academics uncomfortable. Anthropologists, for example, have long argued that 

their task is to observe rather than intervene, but this claim is undermined by 

the arguments that anthropology’s supposed neutrality was in fact perceived 

by others, including those studied, as a small but at times integral part of the 

colonial project.35 So, too, researchers from the modern university are invariably 

actors in a social field, and medical ethicists who work across steep gradients of 

inequality are, all objections to the contrary notwithstanding, powerful actors 

when compared to those they study.

Listening to the poorest will lead us back, inevitably, to the outcome gap. The 

“special measures” mentioned earlier will vary from place to place and from 

problem to problem, but medical ethicists should expect to become part of teams 

seeking to lessen the outcome gap by remediating access to effective medical care. 

And once that step is taken, we will have the option of trying to ignore what we 

are being told by the afflicted, or to take seriously the challenge of linking the 

struggle for social and economic rights—the right to food, housing, clean water, 

education, and jobs—to scholarly inquiry that breaches the frighteningly deep 

gap between the haves and the have-nots.

CONCLUSIONS OR NEW DIRECTIONS?

Like any established fields of scholarly inquiry, bioethics and medical ethics are 

broad and large enough to contain their own internal critics. And like many 

practitioners of an academic discipline, ethicists are not always eager to embrace 

critiques from beyond the field. But this essay is meant merely to complement 

ongoing research and reflection within bioethics and medical ethics.

Writing of AIDS, historian Allan Brandt astutely predicts that “in the years 

ahead we will, no doubt, learn a great deal more about AIDS and how to control 

it. We will also learn a great deal about the nature of our society from the man-

ner in which we address the disease. AIDS will be a standard by which we may 
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measure not only our medical and scientific skill but also our capacity for justice 

and compassion.”36

When Brandt writes of “our society,” he refers to the global village through 

which HIV has raced. HIV treatment, like “our capacity for justice and compas-

sion,” has not been so quick to follow.

Research in medical ethics has thus far been conducted largely in affluent and 

industrialized nations. Yet these “resource-rich” settings are tied, and intimately 

so, to the poorest parts of the world. As a matter of self-awareness on the part of 

bioscientists and social researchers, the central topics of bioethics and medical 

ethics need to be linked to questions of social justice and to consideration of 

how inequalities of all sorts are also linked. In almost all countries in which 

medical ethics and bioethics have taken root—which is to say in most countries, 

at this writing—access to care, even access to informed participation in clinical 

trials, is determined as much by social standing as by disease process. This basic 

epidemiological and social fact emboldens us to close with a warning: if social 

inequalities persist and grow, we will no longer be welcome to conduct research 

or even to comment on it. To cite Joia Mukherjee again, “If the medical com-

munity is to use data generated in high-burden and vulnerable populations to 

develop an HIV-1 vaccine, we must ensure that the global community will help 

governments fulfill the right to health and share the fruits of research with the 

world’s poorest communities.”37
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PRELIMINARIES

A lecture on human values? Since all humans have values, to claim expertise in 

the universal arena of value-making is necessarily a perilous activity. Arguments 

abound. Are some values truly universal, the products of growing up in a human 

body and within a human family of some sort or another? Or are all human 

values socially constructed, with no real bedrock but what we create through 

culture? Aren’t all values by definition human? Many ethologists and sociobiolo-

gists dispute this last point fiercely.

I would like to consider a small aspect of these issues: how photographs and 

stories may be used to spark reflection on human, and humane, values. Chas-

tened by Susan Sontag’s admonition that “no ‘we’ should be taken for granted 

when the subject is looking at other people’s pain,”1 I note at the outset that the 

stories in question belong to other people, not to me; the photographs I will speak 

23

Never Again? Reflections on 
Human Values and Human Rights

(2005)

To designate a hell is not, of course, to tell us anything about how to 

extract people from that hell, how to moderate hell’s flames. Still, it 

seems a good in itself to acknowledge, to have enlarged, one’s sense 

of how much suffering caused by human wickedness there is in the 

world we share with others. Someone who is perennially surprised that 

depravity exists, who continues to feel disillusioned (even incredulous) 

when confronted with evidence of what humans are capable of inflicting 

in the way of gruesome, hands-on cruelties upon other humans, has not 

reached moral or psychological adulthood. No one after a certain age 

has the right to this kind of innocence, of superficiality, to this degree 

of ignorance, or amnesia.

Susan Sontag, Regarding the Pain of Others
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of were taken by me and by other physicians working with Partners In Health, a 

nongovernmental organization seeking to put into practice the belief that health 

care is a human right. Partners In Health has worked in rural Haiti for many 

years; we have also had the privilege of caring for patients in places as far-flung 

as Peru, Siberia, and Rwanda.

In the course of doing this work, we’ve learned a great deal about how best to 

deliver medical care to the very poorest, to prisoners, and to the victims of vio-

lence. This work has also taught us that those seeking to serve such patients must 

know something about human rights. We’ve learned, for example, that there is 

no single coherent “human rights movement”; rather, there are heterogeneous 

groups of people with very different conceptions of how rights are related to 

values and different conceptions of how human rights and values should come 

into play, particularly in the course of responding to the problems of persistent 

poverty and inequality, violence, and even epidemic disease.

This diversity of opinions and our own experience working among the desti-

tute sick have also forced us to consider the following questions: Should access to 

health care be considered a human right? If so, what kind of right is it? What is 

the relationship between social conditions and human rights?

Answers to these questions are powerfully contested within various human 

rights movements. There are reasons why some who do not live in poverty—for 

example, people who give or read lectures such as this one, and those who write 

about rights—do not always wish to see an analysis of poverty and inequality 

figure centrally in debates about human values and human rights. One reason 

is that the affluent share a single world with the poorest, just as the violent share 

a world with victims of violence and the healthy share a world with the sick. In

Regarding the Pain of Others, Sontag explores human values and human rights 

and also the role played by photographs, reminding us that viewer and victim 

share the same time and space: “Being a spectator of calamities taking place in 

another country,” she warns, “is a quintessential modern experience.”2 But the 

notion that we belong to different worlds—the First and Third, for example—is a 

fiction that can be conjured or shattered by photographs and stories, depending 

upon the ways in which they are presented. Sontag exhorts us that “to set aside 

the sympathy we extend to others beset by war and murderous politics for a 

reflection on how our privileges are located on the same map as their suffering, 

and may—in ways we might prefer not to imagine—be linked to their suffering, 

as the wealth of some may imply the destitution of others, is a task for which the 

painful, stirring images supply only an initial spark.”3

Proximity and connections are often the subtext of current-day discussions 

of “globalization,” and these discussions, too, bring their own arcane debates. 

Here I will reflect on extreme suffering as it occurs in this global web of hidden 

connections. If we are located on the same map as the suffering of others, how 
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do we describe the fact that some of us are shielded from violence and epidemic 

disease while others are faced, from birth forward, with enormous risks? One 

way to trace this geography of unequal risk is to consider how structural violence 

is meted out to the poor in myriad ways. This phrase, “structural violence,” 

has been known to cause epistemological jitters among researchers into social 

process. Scholars I much admire—in particular, Loïc Wacquant and Philippe 

Bourgois—have taken me to task for relying on a concept that does too little to 

parse very different kinds of violence.4

There are, to be sure, many kinds of violence, and a term that attempts to 

bridge the social (including the historical and economic), the psychological, and 

the biological without making the necessary distinctions may both create an 

unwanted black box in the place of human motivations and leave us no way of 

measuring the degrees, assessing the kinds, and forecasting the consequences 

of violence and rights violations. Even if, descriptively, it makes sense to say 

that societies built on deep inequality consist of wall-to-wall structural violence, 

such an analysis leaves us at a loss for prescriptions and for ways to distinguish 

legitimate from illegitimate force.

For scholarly as well as practical reasons, I desire to do a better job of parsing 

the concept of structural violence and cataloging its many forms. That would also 

promote the human values that might lessen the toll taken by the violence and 

disease that are so tightly bound to poverty and social inequalities.

Part of my difficulty in making sense of violence stems, no doubt, from my 

experience working as a physician in settings of great poverty. The physician’s 

task is to serve the sick; medicine is more a vocation than an analytic discipline. 

But many doctors know a great deal about structural violence. Violence in one 

form or another is frequently the force that propels people into our clinic waiting 

areas; violence, which we have little difficulty in tracking to its sources, can inter-

rupt or frustrate the job of identifying and remedying disease.

Structural violence is embodied as epidemic disease, violations of human 

rights, and genocide; it becomes visible, I argue, through stories and images that 

convey its damaging effects. But we must be conscious of the often discouraging 

limitations of stories and images whenever we seek, to use Sontag’s words, “to 

moderate hell’s flames.”5

EPIDEMIC DISEASE AS STRUCTURAL VIOLENCE

It was the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas who observed—and I’m just para-

phrasing here—that ethics precedes epistemology. Our responsibility to each 

other precedes and grounds our duty to discover the truth. But where does ethics 

start? What makes a problem an ethical problem, as opposed to a merely techni-

cal or public relations one?6 Can ethical thinking assume the willingness to act 
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ethically? Do theory and rhetoric lead to action? Since these questions too have 

been argued for ages, I will start in what is, for me, an uncontentious arena: the 

medical and public health challenges before us right now.

The control of epidemic disease may seem an unlikely place to start in discuss-

ing human values, but the numbers are telling. Even if we consider only the big 

three infectious killers—AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria—we are faced with 

tens of millions of preventable deaths slated to occur during our lifetimes. A

recent document from the United Nations suggests, for example, that more than 

eighty million Africans might die from AIDS alone by 2025.7 A similar toll will 

be taken on that continent by tuberculosis and malaria. Adding other infectious 

killers to the list, the butcher’s bill totals hundreds of millions of premature 

deaths over the next century.

Sadly, these numbers have lost their ability to shock or even move us. What 

are the human values in question when we hear, and fail to react to, the news that 

each day thousands die of these maladies unattended? Where, in the midst of all 

these numbers, is the human face of suffering? Can the reader discern the human 

faces in these reports? A failure of imagination is one of the greatest failures 

registered in contemplating the fate of the world’s poorest. Can photographs 

and personal narratives play a role, even as rhetorical tools, in promoting those 

human values that might lessen the magnitude of these disasters?

The strategy of countering a failure of imagination by having readers see the 

face of suffering is an old one in human rights struggles, as old at least as the 

eighteenth-century antislavery movement. Images, stories, and first-person testi-

mony—rhetorical strategies or documentation or both?—remain the most relied-

upon means of rendering these abstract struggles personal. Personalizing human 

suffering can help to make rights violations real to people who are unlikely to 

suffer them. Sometimes the challenge is to use narrative and imagery to shift the 

issue from “preserving my rights” to “defending the rights of the other person.”

Sontag has written compellingly of the minefields one must traverse to use 

vivid images relating the pain and suffering of others. Writing of famine, geno-

cide, and AIDS in Africa, she warns that the photographs “carry a double mes-

sage. They show a suffering that is outrageous, unjust, and should be repaired. 

They confirm that this is the sort of thing which happens in that place. The 

ubiquity of those photographs, and those horrors, cannot help but nourish belief 

in the inevitability of tragedy in the benighted or backward—that is, poor—parts 

of the world.”8 I would endorse the first message and, of course, reject the second. 

But Sontag’s point is that we cannot guarantee that the right message will be 

received, especially when predominant views and narrow interests tilt toward 

leaving the unfortunate to their fates. The same critique of inefficacy has been 

leveled at the use of personal narratives.

For me, too, the ethics of responding to the large-scale misery still rife in 
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the modern world precedes the epistemological issues. And to prevent us from 

assuming that these tragedies are inevitable, I turn to the experience of a young 

Haitian man who lay dying of AIDS and tuberculosis only a year or two ago. The 

story of his illness, and also of his failure to die, offers us a chance to consider 

the role human values play in confronting what is surely one of the greatest 

moral challenges of our times: addressing, through medicine and public health, 

inequalities of risk and outcome that have grown as steadily as has the gap 

between the richest and the poorest.

On the afternoon of March 17, 2003, four men appeared at the public clinic 

in Lascahobas, a town in central Haiti; each carried one corner of a makeshift 

stretcher. On the stretcher lay a young man, eyes closed, seemingly unaware of 

the five-mile journey he had just taken on the shoulders of his neighbors. When 

they reached the clinic after the four-hour trip, the men placed their neighbor, 

Joseph, on an examination table. The physician tried to interview him, but Joseph 

was already stuporous. His brother recounted the dying man’s story.

Joseph, twenty-six years old, had been sick for months. His illness had started 

with intermittent fevers, followed by a cough, weight loss, weakness, and diar-

rhea. His family, too poor, they thought, to take him to a hospital, brought Joseph 

to a traditional healer. Joseph would later explain: “My father sold nearly all that 

he had—our crops, our land, and our livestock—to pay the healer, but I kept 

getting worse. My family barely had enough to eat, but they sold everything to 

try to save me.”

Joseph was bed-bound for two months after the onset of his symptoms. He

became increasingly emaciated and soon lost all interest in food. As he later 

recalled, “My mother, who was caring for me, was taking care of skin and bones.”

Faced with what they saw as Joseph’s imminent death, his family purchased 

a coffin. Several days later, a community health worker, employed by Partners In

Health, visited their hut. The health worker was trained to recognize the signs 

and symptoms of tuberculosis and HIV and immediately suspected that the 

barely responsive Joseph might have one or both of these diseases. Hearing that 

their son might have one last chance for survival, Joseph’s parents pleaded with 

their neighbors to help carry him to the clinic, since he was too sick to travel on 

a donkey and too poor to afford a ride in a vehicle.

At the clinic, Joseph was indeed diagnosed with advanced AIDS and dissemi-

nated tuberculosis. He was hospitalized and treated with both antiretrovirals and 

antituberculous medications. Like his family, however, Joseph too had almost lost 

faith in the possibility of recovery. He remembers telling his physicians, early in 

the course of his treatment, “I’m dead already, and these medications can’t save 

me.” Contemplating a photograph taken by Dr. David Walton as Joseph began 

his treatment (figure 23.1), one can readily understand why he had given up hope.

Despite his doubts, Joseph dutifully took his medications each day, and he 
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slowly began to improve. Several weeks later, he was able to walk. His fevers sub-

sided, and his appetite returned. After discharge from the hospital, he received 

what is termed “directly observed therapy” for both AIDS and tuberculosis, vis-

ited each day by a neighbor serving as an accompagnateur. After several months 

of therapy, Joseph had gained more than thirty pounds (figure 23.2).

Now, a couple of years later, Joseph frequently speaks in front of large audi-

ences about his experience. “When I was sick,” he says, “I couldn’t farm the land; 

I couldn’t get up to use the latrine; I couldn’t even walk. Now I can do any sort 

of work. I can walk to the clinic just like anyone else. I care as much about my 

medications as I do about myself. There may be other illnesses that can break 

you, but AIDS isn’t one of them. If you take these pills, this disease doesn’t have 

to break you.”

What sort of human values might be necessary to save a young man’s life? 

Compassion, pity, mercy, solidarity, and empathy come immediately to mind. 

But we also must have hope and imagination, not to mention know-how, in 

order to make sure that proper medical care reaches the destitute sick. Naysayers 

still argue that it is simply not possible, or even wise, to deliver complex medi-

Figure 23.1. Joseph shortly after being diagnosed with AIDS and disseminated 
tuberculosis but prior to receiving therapy, with his mother. Photo by David A. Walton.



Figure 23.2. Joseph after six months of AIDS and tuberculosis therapy. Photo by 
David A. Walton.
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cal services in settings as poor as rural Haiti, where prevention, they insist, 

should be the sole focus.9 Joseph’s story answers their misgivings, I feel, both in 

terms of fact (you can successfully treat advanced AIDS in this setting, and good 

treatment serves to strengthen prevention programs) and in terms of value (it 

is worthwhile to try to do so). Certainly Joseph and his family would agree, as 

would thousands of other Haitians who have benefited from these services.

But is the story over? Are the human values of compassion, pity, mercy, soli-

darity, and empathy all there is to it? How might the notion of rights reframe a 

question typically put as a matter of charity or compassion? Conversely, what 

happens when other, unfortunately undeniable, human values come into play in 

settings of epidemic disease? What happens when the human values in question 

are selfishness, greed, callousness, resignation, or just plain lack of imagination?

We know at least one answer to these questions. The director of Partners In

Health and I were in Kenya in January 2004. Along the shores of Lake Victoria, 

we visited a number of communities seemingly bereft of young adults. We had 

not met any poor Kenyans receiving antiretroviral therapy—to date the only 

effective means of treating AIDS—and were anxious to learn more about efforts 

to introduce this therapy to the Lake Victoria region, one of the epicenters of the 

AIDS pandemic, where surveys of young adults over the past two decades indi-

cate rates of infection that range upward of 30 percent.10 Many of those people 

infected are dead or dying—even now, well over a decade after the introduction 

of effective antiretroviral therapy. In some areas, kinship networks have been 

nearly overwhelmed: in certain villages, children of those who die of AIDS are 

placed in orphanages almost as often as they are placed among their extended 

families. These days we hear a lot about the need for compassion for AIDS 

orphans, who number in the millions in Africa alone, but what arrangements 

might have prevented them from being orphaned?

The medications that saved Joseph’s life are commodities available anywhere 

in the global economy to those who can pay for them, in Kenya just as elsewhere. 

The people who have died without a single dose of effective therapy over the past 

decade were, almost without exception, people who lived and died in poverty. 

In order to make sure that poor people dying from AIDS stop dying, it will be 

necessary to move beyond what Sontag referred to as the “unstable emotions” of 

compassion or pity,11 to more stable arrangements for all those afflicted with this 

and other treatable diseases.

Translating compassion, pity, mercy, solidarity, or empathy into policy or 

rights is a difficult task. But it is not impossible. How might we draw on certain 

human values to promote the notion of a right to health care and spark the 

imagination? A subsequent visit to Kenya, a year after the first one and again in 

the company of the director of Partners In Health, reminded us of the power of 

photographs. This time, we were traveling with the head of missions of a large 
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charity that had recently received a significant amount of funding for AIDS relief. 

“Treatment is important,” he remarked after a day of home visits, adding that 

he’d recently seen before-and-after-treatment photographs of a man whom he 

assumed was Kenyan, since these images had appeared in a Kenyan newspaper. 

“The difference between the two photographs was extraordinary,” he added. It

was clear that he’d been moved, and it seemed, too, that he was in a position to 

do something about it—to translate his reaction to the photographs, however 

“unstable,” into interventions designed to save the lives of those already sick. The 

photographs, it turns out, were the same ones you see here. Joseph’s images had 

made it across the world from Haiti to Kenya.

Do the destitute sick of Haiti or Kenya ask for our pity and compassion? Often 

they do. But can’t we offer something better? The human values required to save 

one person’s life, or to prevent children in a single family from losing their parents, 

surely include pity and compassion, and those sentiments are not to be scorned. 

Sometimes it is possible to save a life, to save a family. But “scaling up” such efforts 

requires a modicum of stability and the cooperation of policymakers and funders 

who are themselves unlikely to suffer the indignities of structural violence.

Partners In Health has worked for a long time in a small number of settings, 

seeking to make common cause with local partners to establish long-term medical 

projects that strengthen, rather than weaken, public health. This means strength-

ening what is termed “the public sector” rather than, say, other nongovernmental 

organizations like ours or private clinics and hospitals. Against the reigning cult 

of private initiative, profits, and civil society, we hold that nongovernmental orga-

nizations can and should strengthen the faltering public sector.12 We proceed 

in this manner because we’ve learned that the public sector, however weak in 

these places, is typically the sole guarantor of the right of the poor to health care. 

Our own efforts take seriously the notion of the right to health care and also to 

freedom from hunger, homelessness, illiteracy, and other problems encountered 

in settings of great poverty. Others involved in nongovernmental organizations 

are also learning these lessons when they seek to inspire projects by appealing 

to social justice and a rights framework rather than by appealing to what Rony 

Brauman of Médecins Sans Frontières has termed “the politics of pity.”13

To move from pity and compassion for a sufferer like Joseph—a young man 

with a story, a face, and a name—to the universal values inherent in notions of 

human rights is a long leap. For many, especially those far removed from condi-

tions such as those faced in rural Haiti or rural Kenya, the struggle for basic 

rights lacks immediacy. But sometimes we can entrap ourselves into becoming 

decent and humane people by advancing sound policies and laws. The road from 

unstable emotions to hard entitlements—rights—is one we must travel if we are 

to transform humane values into meaningful and effective programs that will 

serve precisely those who need our empathy and solidarity most. In other words, 
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we at Partners In Health are not opposed to pity, but we’re anxious to press for 

more: for policies that would protect vulnerable populations from structural 

violence and advance the cause of social and economic rights.

Social and economic rights, which include the right to health care, have been 

termed the “neglected stepchildren” of the human rights movements and have 

been held up in opposition to the political and civil rights now embraced, at least 

on paper, by many of the world’s most powerful governments. So striking is this 

division within the rights movements that some have come to refer to social and 

economic rights as “the rights of the poor.” Certain African voices, at least, have 

argued that human rights language is not widely used on that continent because 

so little attention is paid by the mainstream human rights organizations to health 

care, clean water, primary education, and other basic entitlements. This means 

that little attention is paid to the voices of those who do not enjoy these rights.14

The language of political rights has become meaningless to many people living 

in the worst imaginable poverty. Conversely, the language of economic rights is 

sometimes viewed as exorbitant and irresponsible—a menacing blank check to 

be foisted on those lucky enough to live in the midst of plenty.

This growing rift, I would argue, is the most pressing human rights problem 

of our time. As long as mainstream human rights organizations do not under-

stand poverty and inequality as human rights violations and view them simply as 

distracting background considerations, there is little hope of advancing the case 

for social and economic rights. Any doctor or public health specialist concerned 

with the health of the poor should agree. As long as certain fruits of modernity—

in speaking of AIDS, certain diagnostic tests and medications—are considered 

commodities rather than rights, such sentiments as pity and compassion are not 

likely to be translated into meaningful changes for the millions who now need 

these resources to survive.

FROM EPIDEMICS TO MASS KILLINGS:

ARGUING GENOCIDE

Photographs, as we have seen, can provide a glimpse of the scandal of untreated 

disease and trigger the need to make sense of a problem such as AIDS in Africa; 

stories such as Joseph’s can “humanize” a colossal and impersonal catastrophe. 

But questions remain: When and where are such strategies effective? How does 

one measure efficacy?

Take the case of genocide, one of the defining human rights questions of our 

time. The term is of recent provenance: it was coined by Raphael Lemkin in the 

mid-twentieth century to describe the policies of the Nazis. Although a fairly 

precise definition was proposed originally for the term, it is not often invoked. 

The feeling, among many, is that we know genocide when we see it. But do we?
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Visuals have always been an important part of the evidence advanced in 

arguing genocide. Again, we are leery of misusing images, because, as Sontag 

warns, “As one can become habituated to horror in real life, one can become 

habituated to the horror of certain images.”15 But we shouldn’t have to apologize 

for reporting what is really occurring. On February 23, 2005, Nicholas Kristof 

published an article, “The Secret Genocide Archive,” in the New York Times,

noting that “photos don’t normally appear with columns in this newspaper.” 

Kristof continues:

But it’s time for all of us to look squarely at the victims of our indifference. These 

are just four photos in a secret archive of thousands of photos and reports that doc-

ument the genocide underway in Darfur. The materials were gathered by African 

Union monitors, who are just about the only people able to travel widely in that 

part of Sudan. . . .

I’m sorry for inflicting these horrific photos on you. But the real obscenity isn’t 

in printing pictures of dead babies—it’s in our passivity, which allows these people 

to be slaughtered.

During past genocides against Armenians, Jews and Cambodians, it was pos-

sible to claim that we didn’t fully know what was going on. This time, President 

Bush, Congress and the European Parliament have already declared genocide to be 

underway. And we have the photos. This time we have no excuse.16

In his column, as in my telling of Joseph’s story and its echoes in Kenya, Kristof 

credits photographs with extraordinary evidentiary power—power that was not 

to be found, it would seem, in the equally graphic and far more detailed verbal 

testimony from Sudan that had been in heavy circulation for more than a year 

previous. The power of the photograph, in his view, brings something new, some-

thing inarguable, to the equation.

And yet, as Sontag observes, photographs have long been used in this man-

ner: “For a long time some people believed that if the horror could be made 

vivid enough, most people would finally take in the outrageousness, the insanity 

of war.”17 Earlier she asks: “Who are the ‘we’ at whom such shock-pictures are 

aimed? That ‘we’ would include not just the sympathizers of a smallish nation or 

a stateless people fighting for its life, but—a far larger constituency—those only 

nominally concerned about some nasty war taking place in another country. 

The photographs are a means of making ‘real’ (or ‘more real’) matters that the 

privileged and the merely safe might prefer to ignore.”18

Even during the course of the earlier genocides mentioned in Kristof ’s piece, 

photographs of the slaughter existed; though widely circulated, they failed to stop 

the violence from continuing. There are also omissions in Kristof ’s inventory of 

recent genocides. One that didn’t make his list, at least not in the column cited, 

occurred in Rwanda, where I have the great privilege of working as a physi-

cian. During the 1994 Rwandan genocide, some eight hundred thousand people, 
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perhaps more, were killed in a hundred days. Survivors continue to grapple with 

the legacy of the killing, and not the least of their problems is how to discuss or 

represent what happened during that year. For a long time, it was true that most 

people not from that region were simply unaware of the magnitude of the killing. 

A movie about the Rwandan genocide, which dramatizes the struggle of one 

middle-class Rwandan hotelier at a time when close to a million died, is far more 

likely to result in widespread awareness of events already well chronicled and well 

photographed in scores of books.

But such movies are not always honest about the history of such conflicts or 

why they happen. Do they, too, contribute to the belief that such tragedies are 

inevitable “in the benighted or backward—that is, poor—parts of the world”? Do 

images and films and personal narratives erase the political economy of suffering 

in Rwanda and Haiti and elsewhere? The film industry has little stomach for 

exposing the inner workings of structural violence.

What is most often left out of the story? An honest and unromantic look at 

that genocide would focus on the region’s history and its relation to the rest of the 

world. This is what Sontag means when she asks us to reflect “on how our privi-

leges are located on the same map as their suffering.” Although much is made of 

the primitive agricultural implements used to do the killing, tiny Rwanda was 

in 1993 the continent’s third largest arms importer, behind Egypt and apartheid 

South Africa: some of the killing was in fact executed with modern weapons 

acquired from arms dealers operating out of Europe and elsewhere, far from 

central Africa. And every honest exploration of the Rwandan genocide shows 

the key roles played by the government of France, which abetted the killers, and 

by the United Nations and the United States, which did little to stop them.19 A

geographically broad web of violence linked events in Rwanda, and later Zaïre, 

with the complicity, rather than the detachment, of the industrial powers and of 

that mysterious entity “the international community.”

The roots of what was termed, somewhat misleadingly, “ethnic fratricide” 

reach deep into the bloody soil of the colonial era, during which first German 

and then Belgian authorities laid down in great anthropometric detail the real 

and imagined differences between the Hutu and Tutsi “races”—a term I place in 

quotation marks because it is technically incorrect and historically tendentious. 

Although social distinctions between these groups are real and long predate 

European penetration of central Africa, colonial regimes ascribed to the region’s 

inhabitants immutable physical and social characteristics, buttressing and hard-

ening hierarchies of human worth that had been less rigid in centuries prior to 

European contact.20 Layered upon this political and ideological foundation for 

inequality was the more recent field of growing social scarcity that served as an 

incubator for a bitter struggle for power—a slow-motion social catastrophe that 

incited little interest among the powerful international actors who might have 
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acted to avert what came to constitute the world’s largest mass killing in the latter 

half of the twentieth century.

Certain international actors, however, were far from passive bystanders. After 

the Rwandan military officer Juvénal Habyarimana seized power from fellow 

Hutu Grégoire Kayibanda in 1973, the new dictator promised to ease growing 

tensions between the “Hutu Power Movement,” with which he and his predeces-

sor were associated, and the Tutsi minority once favored by the Belgian colonial 

administration. Instead, the Habyarimana government was “relentless in the task 

of discrimination [against] and scapegoating” of Tutsis,21 all the while siphoning 

off vast sums of government funds and foreign aid on the side. This did not deter 

those sending aid to an increasingly génocidaire government.

Reminded by Sontag of our obligation to locate our privilege on the same 

map as the suffering of our contemporaries, consider Franco-Rwandan relations. 

Journalist Philip Gourevitch underlines the close ties between the governments 

of Habyarimana and François Mitterrand, ties that strengthened the Hutu-

dominated military considerably. These ties were not focused exclusively on 

economic or development assistance:

A military agreement signed in 1975 between France and Rwanda expressly forbade 

the involvement of French troops in Rwandan combat, combat training, or police 

operations. But President Mitterrand liked Habyarimana, and Mitterrand’s son 

Jean-Christophe, an arms dealer and sometime commissar of African affairs in the 

French Foreign Ministry, liked him too. (As military expenditures drained Rwanda’s 

treasury and the war [between the Habyarimana government and the Rwandan 

Patriotic Front] dragged on, an illegal drug trade developed in Rwanda; army officers 

set up marijuana plantations, and Jean-Christophe Mitterrand is widely rumored 

to have profited from the traffic.) France funneled huge shipments of armaments 

to Rwanda—right through the killings in 1994—and throughout the early 1990s, 

French officers and troops served as Rwandan auxiliaries, directing everything from 

air traffic control and the interrogation of RPF prisoners to frontline combat.22

The role played by France was dishonorable; the roles played by other powers 

were hardly glorious; United Nations efforts were, at best, wholly ineffectual. 

Others attempting to salve the suffering, including those working in nongov-

ernmental organizations and human rights groups, were overwhelmed. In some 

instances, these organizations made things worse. It has been claimed that 

humanitarian aid to refugees of the Rwandan genocide served to prolong the 

conflict; some veteran humanitarian groups eventually conceded that they were 

doing more harm than good working in Rwandan refugee camps in Zaïre.23

As post-genocide Rwandans struggle to confront a burgeoning AIDS epi-

demic, itself accelerated by violence and poverty, the bloody residue of 1994 

proves difficult to wipe away.24 It even clings to health care providers concerned 

only to serve the sickest, regardless of their social or ethnic identities.



Figure 23.3. In the chapel of Ntarama, Rwanda, 
March 2005, nearly eleven years after the Rwandan 
genocide claimed eight hundred thousand lives. 
Photo by Paul Farmer.
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Some in Rwanda believe it is unwise to try to wipe away the residue of geno-

cide. Better to display it. There are many genocide memorials in Rwanda; survi-

vors have their reasons for leaving the evidence intact. I took a photograph (figure 

23.3) inside a church in the village of Ntarama, about an hour from the capital city 

of Kigali. Not far from the church, a banner promising “Never again” was draped 

over more bags of bones (figure 23.4). Since I do not work in that village, I am 

relying on others brave enough to tell their stories and on those who translated 

them from Kinyarwanda into English. Dancilla was born and raised in Ntarama; 

she lives there still and helps to tend the church, which is now a genocide memo-

rial. Here is her story:

When the militia came in April 1994, I hid in the little church at Ntarama with my 

children. There were several thousand people crammed into the building—people 

who could not run into the hills. Our men had left us there as they thought we 

would be safe. In previous years when the government came to kill, they usually 

killed the men and left the women and children alone. We were very frightened but 

could not imagine what was going to happen.

Figure 23.4. “Never again” banner, Ntarama, Rwanda. Photo by Paul Farmer.
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The gendarmes arrived and broke some holes in the wall of the church—which 

you can still see today. They threw grenades into the crowds of people, then fired 

shots into the congregation. The noise of screaming and the mess was awful.

There were parts of bodies everywhere. I was covered by dying people, blood and 

filth. Some were still moving slowly, but most were dead. Then the doors were broken 

down so that the militia could come in and find anyone still alive—then they finished 

them off with machetes. I could hear the militia going about their “work” while my 

friends and neighbors groaned and breathed their last. I dared not move and thought 

I would suffocate under the bodies while I waited my turn to be butchered. There 

were so many people in there that they did not find me buried under the bodies.

After the militia left and everything was silent and dark, I crawled out from 

under the corpses. I learned later that my husband had been killed not far away 

from the church. My two children had been killed in the church also.

We survivors of Ntarama decided not to bury our loved ones. Why do we leave 

the bones of our families lying on the floor of the church? It would be easier and 

better for us to bury our loved ones and give them dignity. But that would also 

make it easy for everyone to forget. We do not want people to forget. Everyone must 

know what happened because of the extremists and because of the hatred. If people 

forget what happened when the UN left us, they will not learn. It might then hap-

pen again—maybe to somebody else. We owe it to our families to make the world 

remember. That is why we wait here like this. It makes me happy that people can 

come here and learn what happened, or that people far away can know about this 

place. For the sake of the future we must keep this memory alive.25

Dancilla’s experience is far from unusual, except that, left for dead, she survived 

to recount her story. Psychological horrors aside, it was not difficult to meet her 

or to document her story. Her account also belies the claim that only machetes 

were used to kill eight hundred thousand people in a hundred days. The grenades 

and guns Dancilla mentions were not made in Rwanda, and following the paper 

trail will likely reveal that even the machetes were imported—some with the help 

of loans from aid agencies deeply implicated, some have argued, in setting the 

stage for what was to follow.26 Once again, it wasn’t a failure of intelligence, to use 

the jargon of our times, that allowed genocide to happen.

What human values might have stopped or at least slowed these mass killings? 

How might we have “moderated the flames” of the hell that was Rwanda in 1994? 

Indignation is not enough, we know; nor is the goodwill of people like you or 

me. Nor do “bearing witness” and providing documentation suffice; these were 

abundant at the time. Even United Nations officials ostensibly in a position to 

do something to save lives in Rwanda found themselves hobbled by forces much 

larger than they were.

Take the experience of Lt. General Roméo Dallaire, who led the UN peace-

keeping force in Rwanda and survived the genocide, although some of his troops 

did not. The impotence of his office is evident in his memoir Shake Hands with 
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the Devil. Dallaire watched as Rwanda went up in hell’s flames and hundreds of 

thousands of people were murdered at close range, but he found his every move 

hampered by bureaucratic processes and worse. Dallaire couldn’t get the extra 

troops he needed; nor could he get materials, armored vehicles, even water. The 

French government, as noted, helped to arm and train the génocidaire govern-

ment and stymied peacekeeping in ways that will eventually come to light: long-

overdue investigations of French complicity in the genocide are now under way 

in both France and Rwanda. The U.S. administration, still smarting from the 

killing of American soldiers in Somalia, pressed for a reduction in the size of the 

peacekeeping force in Rwanda and refused to commit any troops to the effort. 

African lives, it seems, just weren’t worth it. A passage from Dallaire’s memoir 

merits highlighting:

As to the value of the 800,000 lives in the balance books of Washington, during 

those last weeks we received a shocking call from an American staffer, whose 

name I have long forgotten. He was engaged in some sort of planning exercise and 

wanted to know how many Rwandans had died, how many were refugees, and 

how many were internally-displaced. He told me that his estimates indicated that 

it would take the deaths of 85,000 Rwandans to justify the risking of the life of one 

American soldier. It was macabre, to say the least.27

A cost-effectiveness analysis, a price tag, applied to a peacekeeping effort in Africa. 

Macabre indeed. And how terrible it felt, we learned, to have survived when so 

many others died.28 Dallaire does not mistake himself for a vulnerable Rwandan. 

He does not claim to be the victim. But he did not stand aside and let things take 

their course: he tried to act on his realization and, by his own account, failed.29

Dallaire has often said that what happened in Rwanda was made possible by 

the world’s racism. The world’s indifference to the fate of a large subset of human-

ity continues to haunt him. He wasn’t able to stop the genocide, but he couldn’t 

walk away from it. He wanted to make sure the lesson would not be forgotten, and 

so he spoke out about the genocide after he was relieved of his duties in Rwanda. 

This included testifying at tribunals to judge the guilty. For his pains, Dallaire 

was given a stern dressing-down by his superiors in the Canadian armed forces:

Either Dallaire had to abandon the “Rwanda business” and stop testifying at the 

tribunal and publicly faulting the international community for not doing more, 

or he would have to leave his beloved military. For Dallaire, only one answer was 

possible: “I told them I would never give up on Rwanda. . . . I was the force com-

mander and I would complete my duty, testifying and doing whatever it takes to 

bring these guys to justice.” In April 2000 Dallaire was forced out of the Canadian 

armed services and given a medical discharge. Dallaire had always said, “The day I

take off my uniform will be the day that I will also [answer for] my soul.” But since 

becoming a civilian he has realized that his soul is not readily retrievable. “My soul 

is in Rwanda,” he says. “It has never, ever come back, and I’m not sure it ever will.”30
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The list of human values that would be relevant to averting genocide, if we agree 

that values might avert genocide, grows long in considering even a few para-

graphs from Dallaire’s book or from the many others written about the Rwandan 

genocide. These values are, by and large, the same ones that might avert deaths 

from untreated infectious disease. But once again we must ask if values alone can 

prevent death on a massive scale.

A good lecturer shouldn’t repeat himself, at least not too much. But the forms 

of violence, the epidemics killing the poor, and human rights abuses of all sorts 

make up a catalog of repetitions. The most massive and lethal upheavals, espe-

cially genocides, are inevitably followed by pledges “never again” to countenance 

genocide. “Never again”—again and again. As one journalist recently wrote in 

reporting from Darfur:

There are mass graves and there is mass rape. Men and boys are taken away to be 

killed.

Then the government denies the scale of the violence. It keeps journalists out, 

blocks aid workers.

Many more die from hunger and disease. The world expresses concern but does 

too little, invariably too late.

A handful of foreign troops are allowed to deploy, but they are too few and their 

mandate is too restrictive to allow them to intervene and fight the killers.

Yes, we have been here before.

Bosnia, Rwanda and those are only the ones that have happened in our own 

time.

I gave up having any faith in the phrase “never again” after Rwanda.

I now add another verbal formulation to the list of redundant phrases.

It is the sentence “We must learn the lessons.”

It is of course invariably the precursor to the words “never again.”

“We must learn the lessons of the Holocaust, or of Cambodia, or of Bosnia, 

or of Rwanda . . . and make sure that things like this” . . . and you know how this 

sentence ends . . . “things like this never happen again.”31

Staring at the “never again” banner in Ntarama, it occurred to me that al-

though the photographs of Joseph and others had a certain persuasive power in 

promoting AIDS treatment in Haiti and in Africa, there is little reason to believe 

that even more graphic images might have moved those with power to avert 

genocide in Rwanda or Sudan. The Rwandan genocide was among the world’s 

most reported and photographed of mass killings. But abundant documentation, 

visual or otherwise, had virtually no role in halting that genocide. It was in fact a 

Rwandan rebel force—a military action, performed by people wielding guns, not 

cameras—that halted the killing. This is one of those unpleasant facts that gall all 

those who hope that knowledge and documentation will sway the powerful and 

alter the course of history.
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HUMAN SUFFERING AND

THE POLITICS OF REPRESENTATION

This is the world in which we live, the world in which we consider the meaning 

of human values. A world in which one is obliged to apologize for displeasing 

images, even in the print news media. A world in which certain images are 

dismissed as gratuitous or even pornographic, while the policies and arms sales 

that feed the killing depicted in those images are ignored, as are most of the 

political and economic mechanisms by which structural violence is perpetuated. 

A world in which we cannot, granted, be sure that such images will do anything 

to move the viewer beyond the unstable emotion of pity or revulsion to meaning-

ful action.

Contemplating Darfur leads me back to Haiti. The UN undersecretary-general 

for peacekeeping, Jean-Marie Guéhenno, recently traveled from Darfur to Haiti, 

commenting that many Haitians endure conditions worse than those suffered 

by internally displaced Sudanese.32 The situation is certainly dire some two cen-

turies after Haiti, once France’s most lucrative colony, became an independent 

republic. There should have been much to celebrate at Haiti’s bicentennial in 

2004: the country is in many senses the birthplace of values that we celebrate 

as modern, as it was the first nation in the world to outlaw slavery—the source 

of vast European profits—after the slave revolt that transformed the colony into 

Latin America’s first sovereign nation. Haiti’s second constitution, promulgated 

in 1805, declared that all citizens, regardless of skin color, were to be known as 

nègres; prohibited foreign ownership of land; and reclaimed as the country’s 

name the term used by the island’s indigenous people. Haiti meant “high coun-

try” to the original inhabitants, millions of Arawak who had almost all died out a 

century after Christopher Columbus established Europe’s first New World settle-

ment in 1492. The constitution declared “the Black Republic” a safe haven not 

only for escaped slaves from other colonies and from its only sovereign neighbor, 

the United States, but also for indigenous people lucky enough to have survived 

their first contact with the Europeans.33

Haiti in 1804 had few friends. The small country, in cinders after a decade of 

war waged successfully against Europe’s greatest powers, was surrounded by the 

slave economies of Jamaica, Cuba, and the southern United States. Its leaders 

tried to make some friends by helping Simón Bolívar and others cast off colonial 

rule in the New World. One of the conditions of this assistance—imagine Haiti 

offering foreign aid to Bolívar!—was that slavery be abolished in the nascent 

republics of South America. And Haitian troops, former slaves, marched east to 

abolish slavery in what is now the Dominican Republic.

Haiti’s first century as an independent nation was a difficult one. Bolívar 

did not keep his promise and in fact tried to block Haiti’s formal participation 
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in international affairs. The Dominican Republic, after independence, became 

and remains a country in which racism—and dislike of all things Haitian—is 

tolerated or condoned.34 Throughout the nineteenth century, Haiti remained 

isolated by trade embargoes and the world’s refusal to recognize the sovereignty 

of a country born of a slave revolt. The twentieth century was no better: gunboat 

diplomacy was followed, in 1915, by U.S. military occupation. Franklin Delano 

Roosevelt ended the occupation in 1934, but decades of military and paramilitary 

dictatorships ensued. Haiti’s first democratic elections were not held until 1990.

What transpired over the next fourteen years is much disputed, but it needn’t 

be: Haiti’s brief experience with democracy is readily documented if one searches 

long and hard enough for the facts. Honest and careful historians will no doubt 

hash it out in scholarly texts to come, should the fate of democracy in Haiti 

ever prove worthy of impartial judgment. What we know is this: that in spite of 

a spectacular coup attempt (by Duvaliériste and paramilitary forces) between 

the elections and the installation of the elected president, the inauguration of 

liberation theologian Jean-Bertrand Aristide took place on February 7, 1991. 

Father Aristide’s government’s policies reflected liberation theology: ambitious 

programs to promote adult literacy, public health, and primary education were 

quickly launched, as were campaigns to raise the minimum wage (opposed vigor-

ously by Haitian and U.S. factory owners) and to promote land reform (opposed 

by those with large and often fallow landholdings). Tensions were high, and in 

September 1991 the Aristide government was overthrown by yet another military 

coup, this one anything but bloodless. And another military dictatorship began.

Earlier I promised to focus on proximity and connections, to continue follow-

ing Sontag’s exhortation that we look hard at the ways in which our privileges are 

located on the same map as others’ suffering—“in ways we might prefer not to 

imagine.” This strategy is especially revealing, and painful, to Americans seek-

ing the truth about Haiti. It is an incontrovertible fact that the modern Haitian 

military was supported by the foreign government that had created it during 

the U.S. occupation of Haiti. (Some will note a certain symmetry, here, with the 

recent history of Rwanda. But in the case of Haiti, as elsewhere in Latin America, 

it was the U.S. government and not France that gave assistance and training to 

the army.) The degree to which the first Bush administration secretly abetted 

the 1991 coup, its claims to the contrary aside, is much debated. But there is no 

doubt that a CIA asset in Haiti formed and led the vicious paramilitary group 

named FRAPH, credited with many of the murders committed during the years 

following the coup.35

By 1992, Haiti was like a burning building from which the only exit was 

over the border shared with the Dominican Republic or across the sea. Tens of 

thousands of refugees headed for the United States; the United Nations con-

demned the U.S. policy of forcibly returning Haitian refugees and declared post-
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coup Haiti “a human rights nightmare.” Hundreds of thousands were internal 

refugees, partisans or suspected partisans of Aristide, fleeing their homes in the 

urban slums that had been targeted by the military and paramilitary forces to 

rural refuges or to the neighboring republic, famously hostile to Haitians.

Endless negotiations, orchestrated by the United Nations and the Organiza-

tion of American States, seemed to lead nowhere—the military dictators refused 

to budge—until there was a change of administration in Washington, D.C. 

During his campaign, Bill Clinton had promised to stop the forced repatriation 

of Haitian refugees and to restore constitutional rule to Haiti. President Clinton 

did not find, in his own country, much support for his proposed sanctuary of 

Haitian asylum-seekers. The flood of unwelcome refugees to Florida played a 

role in forcing his administration to stanch the flow of new arrivals by stopping 

military and paramilitary terror in Haiti.

Given the topic of this lecture, I’d like to turn again to the role of photographs 

in shaping the policy that eventually led to the reestablishment of constitutional 

rule in Haiti. The insider’s tale has recently been published by John Shattuck, a 

self-described “human rights hawk.” A human rights lawyer and former vice 

chairman of Amnesty International who had taught at Harvard, Shattuck joined 

the Clinton administration in June 1993, as assistant secretary of state for democ-

racy, human rights, and labor. “Soon after taking office,” Shattuck recalls, “the 

administration of Bill Clinton was confronted by the post–Cold War forces of 

disintegration. Within 18 months, disaster had struck in Somalia, Rwanda, Haiti, 

Bosnia, and China. Human rights conflicts were erupting or escalating in virtu-

ally every part of the world.”36

Conflagrations in Rwanda and Haiti came to occupy much of Shattuck’s time, 

but since Haiti is a close neighbor with strong ties to the United States, it is not 

surprising that the crisis in “our backyard,” then generating huge numbers of 

refugees, loomed larger than the catastrophe evolving in Rwanda (the govern-

ment of France, malicious enough in Haiti, focused more on its own “sphere 

of influence”). Shattuck’s account of how the United States came to intervene 

in Haiti is interesting for many reasons, but one of them is surely that we get a 

clearer view of how decisions about such grave matters are made.

Clinton himself favored using military force, if necessary, to restore democ-

racy in Haiti: “the strategy had many opponents inside the Beltway, but the 

President knew it was time to reach over their heads and take it to the public.”37

How did Clinton come to feel so strongly about this matter when Washington’s 

power elite saw little reason to waste time and energy or to jeopardize American 

lives on account of Haiti? How did his government manage to promote what was, 

in the United States, a fairly unpopular policy? Shattuck reports that he called 

the U.S. ambassador in Haiti, asking him for photographs of the atrocities taking 

place there. In the end, he reports, it was Amnesty International that proved 
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more helpful on this score: there was, as I mentioned earlier, plenty of documen-

tation about what was going on in Haiti. Shattuck’s job was to brief the president 

on September 14, 1994, since Clinton himself planned to present his proposal to 

the U.S. public the very next day. Shattuck continues:

Early in the afternoon of September 14, I spread my photos of the disfigured faces 

and bodies of Haitians who had recently been attacked by the FRAPH on a coffee 

table in the Oval Office. Examining them closely one at a time, the President swore 

quietly, “Those bastards,” and vowed that Haiti’s reign of terror would be brought 

to an end. The statistics I summarized for the President spoke for themselves—

more than three thousand killed since the 1991 coup against Aristide, including 

nearly a thousand in the first eight months of 1994; mass graves found by human 

rights monitors; an estimated 300,000, or 5% of the population, driven into flight 

or hiding; and thousands of cases of mutilation, rape, and beating of Aristide sup-

porters by the regime’s network of gangs. As I talked, the President stared at the 

hacked and mutilated bodies of men, women, and children trapped on an island 

ruled by thugs.38

And so the deed was done: constitutional rule was restored to Haiti in 1994 

with U.S. military force, a policy buttressed with photographic evidence of 

the butchery that had prevailed during the previous three years. Not a single 

American life was lost from hostile fire during the course of the operation. 

But there are many ways to undermine popular democracy, and what followed 

was a decade of “structural adjustment” programs forced on Haiti by the same 

international community which had declared that Haitian democracy should be 

restored. Aristide served out what little was left of his term and became, in 1996, 

the first Haitian president ever to hand over power to another elected president—

on precisely the day such a transfer of power was slated to occur.

Aristide was reelected in 2000, the first year he could run again according to 

the Haitian constitution. A second Bush administration was installed at almost 

the same time that Aristide returned to office. The strength of the Haitian leader’s 

mandate—Aristide won more than 90 percent of the votes cast—did not mean 

that he would have any economic strength, since the bulk of his political support 

came from the poor rather than from Haiti’s wealthy elite, notoriously reluctant 

to pay taxes. And it is clear that the “new” U.S. policy gurus on Haiti were the 

same people who had disparaged the left-leaning Haitian populist during the 

Bush Senior administration.

What ensued is, again, readily documented: a virtual embargo on aid or cred-

its to the cash-poor Aristide government. The impact of such policies in a country 

as poor as Haiti is readily imagined: facts and figures abound.39 Haiti in 2004 

was the most impoverished nation in the hemisphere and one of the poorest in 

the world. There was simply no way to ease poverty in Haiti without access to 

credits or the ability to recover the billions that had been extorted from Haiti in 
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the preceding centuries. Every credible economist examining the case came to 

precisely this conclusion, that the aid embargo was strangling Haiti. Shortly after 

its bicentennial celebration, marked solemnly by post-apartheid South Africa but 

by precious few other nations, Haiti endured its thirty-third coup d’état and in 

the course of that spring lost tens of thousands to violence, floods, and epidemic 

disease.

Questions remain. In many ways, Haiti was the first state in the Western 

Hemisphere to put into practice the modern notion of rights: it was the first 

nation to proclaim universal equality among races, and the first to offer a sanc-

tuary to oppressed refugees. Then why is Haiti so burdened with violence and 

degradation and disease? Why does every tropical storm lead to more loss of 

life and devastation in Haiti than in neighboring countries? Why is Haiti the 

hemisphere’s most HIV-affected nation? Why was this the island on which polio, 

declared eradicated from the Western Hemisphere in 1989, reemerged? Why is 

Haiti, the source of much of eighteenth-century France’s wealth, now one of the 

poorest and most volatile countries on the face of the earth? Why is political 

stability so elusive, and violence and rights violations so endemic? Why is it so 

difficult, even when the tools of the trade are made available, to practice good 

medicine and public health in the Western Hemisphere’s neediest nation?

To answer each of these questions, it is less useful to examine the culture of the 

“natives” than to seek to understand Haiti’s history and its place in the modern 

world economy. I have tried to do that elsewhere and stand by my conclusion that 

Haiti’s poor majority is by no means to blame for the mess it finds itself in, today 

or at any point in the last two hundred years.40

Not all the news from Haiti is bad. We know from our own experience that it 

is possible to deliver high-quality health care in rural central Haiti, where there 

are neither paved roads nor electricity. Haiti can also claim to have led the charge 

against AIDS in the poor world, having launched some of its first integrated 

prevention and care programs; Joseph’s experience is not rare in central Haiti. 

These public health efforts have not gone unnoticed. As the neighboring republic, 

with a gross national product several times that of Haiti, retreated from its goal of 

offering all poor Dominicans access to modern AIDS care,41 some Haitian public 

health leaders pressed on.

A new funding mechanism, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and 

Malaria, allowed Haiti to ramp up longstanding efforts to prevent new infections 

and to improve care for the sick. Even as some poor nations seemed ready to 

concede defeat in the struggle against what had become the world’s leading infec-

tious cause of adult deaths, Haiti could point to real victories. Laurie Garrett, 

writing in the New York Times in July 2004, noted that “a new Global Fund report 

shows that of the 25 projects supported by the fund for more than a year, 80% 

have already either achieved or even surpassed their five-year goals. As chaotic as 
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it is, Haiti surpassed its 2006 targets after only a year of Global Fund support.”42

Another article, even more detailed and based on reporting from central Haiti, 

was titled “Rural Haitians Are Vanguard in AIDS Battle.”43 People like Joseph, 

and those who cared for him, were leading a movement not only to make AIDS 

prevention and care a right but also to revitalize Haiti’s shattered public health 

sector, often with assistance from the Global Fund. It seemed to be working.

It was optimism born of just such experiences—and a belief in the suasive 

power of photographs and narratives—that led friends and coworkers from 

Partners In Health to put together a photographic exhibit called Structural 

Violence: A View from Below. Most of the pictures were taken in Latin America. 

Many of these photographs were of my own patients, and all of them were taken 

by my colleagues, some of whom chose the photographs and the title of the 

exhibit; others did the work of hanging them in a public space in a Harvard 

University building and designing and mailing an invitation.

The response to the exhibit was largely positive, judging from comments in 

the guest book. One photograph, however, offended a visitor, who wrote in the 

guest book, “Not appropriate at all.” This verdict was underlined twice and also 

telephoned to the building administration as a formal complaint. To avoid giving 

offense to this visitor and—presumably—others similarly affected, the organizers 

of the photography show took the picture down.

The offending photo (figure 23.5) is one in a series of informal portraits of a 

Haitian woman struggling to survive breast cancer and poverty. It was taken by 

her physician, once again Dr. David Walton, during the course of a home visit. 

Like most women living in dire poverty, Lorièze, who is from the same town as 

Joseph, had been diagnosed tardily. In her case, the tumor had already consumed 

much of her breast. She had a mastectomy at the Partners In Health hospital in 

central Haiti. Afterward, another physician carried some of the tissue to Boston 

in order to find out if Lorièze might benefit from chemotherapy. She would, and 

she did. These interventions were delivered with technical competence and hope 

and a great deal of love—some of the human values central to good medicine.

Surgery and chemotherapy—services hard to come by in rural Haiti and avail-

able to the rural poor, to my knowledge, only in our hospital—gave Lorièze a 

second lease on life. The photo was taken with the subject’s blessing, as were 

the other photographs in the display. Indeed, many of our patients, including 

Joseph, have asked that their pictures be taken; many have asked for copies of 

these images. What about this photograph, I wonder, prompted such an extreme 

reaction? It can’t be just the depiction of a breast (a spectacle to which the general 

public is no doubt as inured as I am, a medical professional). Is it the suggestion 

of disease, surgery, pain, and other things we prefer not to think about? Or is 

it the deeper history that the photograph expresses, if we only know how to 

decipher it?



Figure 23.5. Lorièze after surgery and chemotherapy for breast cancer, Lascahobas, 
Haiti. Photo by David A. Walton.
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Lorièze is doing much better, according to her doctors. But nothing will 

change the fact that she wandered around Haiti’s towns for more than a year, 

looking for someone to diagnose and treat her illness, and found nobody. There 

is no right to health care for the Haitian poor. Breast cancer is awful anywhere; 

so are other malignancies, AIDS, drug-resistant tuberculosis, and a host of other 

diseases that afflict the poor disproportionately. But once afflicted, the victims of 

structural violence are in a very different situation than others diagnosed with 

the same illnesses. The destitute sick, if they are ever diagnosed, are unlikely to 

receive proper therapy for their afflictions. Again, there is no right to health care.

Surely the right to health care, like other social and economic rights, is 

important. It grows more so as modern medicine delivers increasingly effective 

therapies: just over a decade ago, there was no treatment for AIDS. But people 

living with AIDS face many other problems. Those we serve in Haiti, Rwanda, 

Peru, Boston, and Siberia have told us in no uncertain terms that food, housing, 

jobs, and shelter—freedom from want—are the rights they care most about. Yet 

these are not the rights commonly discussed in the affluent world, where civil 

and political rights have long dominated the agenda, when human rights are 

discussed at all.

Have we tried hard enough to push for the rights of the poor? Surely the 

answer to this question is a resounding no. As I noted earlier, there’s a good deal 

of ambivalence within human rights circles about most social and economic 

rights. Is the right to health care somehow different? We’ve discovered that some 

people who don’t think much about the right to food or housing or employment 

are sympathetic to the right to health care, perhaps because almost anyone, rich 

or poor, can imagine what it would be like to be sick and without medical care. 

When health services are for sale and the destitute are not, by definition, capable 

buyers, what happens to them? In Haiti, only an hour and a half from Miami, 

civil and political rights are important—nothing could be more clear from 

recent news as scores die each week, fighting to restore constitutional democracy 

there44—but the daily struggle is mostly for survival. And although Haitians do 

not enjoy the right to health care, they do, in my experience, have systematic and 

comprehensive notions about such rights.

An expanding notion of human rights (and I’m not just talking about the 

theory) is now emerging, but it is coming from the poor rather than from the 

mainstream human rights groups that receive their funding from the power-

ful.45 Many of the patients we serve are articulate in asserting that tout moun 

se moun—everyone is human. The currency of this proverb is striking in Haiti, 

the very land in which human rights have so long had little practical reality. 

The subtext of tout moun se moun is usually that poor people deserve access to 

food, education, housing, and medical services. We hear this sort of commentary 

almost every day in our clinics in central Haiti.
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The commodification of medical care is one of the biggest human rights issues 

facing the “modern” world today.46 Why use quotation marks around the word 

“modern”? Scare quotes are typically a craven ploy, but I use them here because 

the woman whose picture offended the viewer, though undeniably our contem-

porary, lives in a low-medieval hut, with a dirt floor and a thatch roof. There is no 

running water. As in Kenya and even Rwanda, modern health care is available, 

for a price, in the private clinics of the city, but she received it for free in a rural 

squatter settlement only after a long time spent knocking fruitlessly on the doors 

of those modern clinics as a patient without money. Until she wandered into our 

clinic and hospital, she was effectively locked out of the modern world, with all its 

shiny laboratories and amazing medications.

The experience of a Haitian woman dying of breast cancer, her death delayed 

by desperate but effective measures, offers more lessons about structural violence, 

itself an effect of the dizzying social inequalities spanned by our lives and work. 

All those involved in her care agree that it is “not at all appropriate” that only 

a tiny fraction of the afflicted have access to proper medical care. We join our 

voices to those of our patients, who, not having visas to leave their countries, 

cannot be “empowered” to come and tell their stories in Boston or New York or 

Geneva or Salt Lake City.

Spanning the worlds of rich and poor is what human rights organizations, aid 

organizations, and universities do; so do rich-world governments. The images 

and narratives shown so far, and also the histories of Haiti and Rwanda, all 

remind us of proximity rather than distance. Wealthy and powerful institutions 

have certain obligations to the rest of the world. What are these obligations? Do 

wealthy and powerful people who do not support the noxious policies of their 

own governments have obligations to the victims? No good answers to these 

questions are forthcoming as long as those who can span these worlds do not 

understand the struggles of people facing poverty and disease.

Are photographs of awful suffering “not at all appropriate,” are they cause for 

apology when printed in the New York Times because they break down boundar-

ies erected in order to keep misery far away? Are disturbing images of ongoing 

suffering “inappropriate” because they undermine facile and fashionable notions 

of “empowerment”—facile because the concept lacks any meaning if not linked 

to social and economic rights, including the right to health? None of this is to 

say that representation of the sufferings of others is not fraught with danger. 

Sontag examines the photographic record of black victims of lynching in early 

twentieth-century America and asks: “What is the point of exhibiting these 

pictures? To awaken indignation? To make us feel ‘bad’; that is, to appall and 

sadden? To help us mourn? Is looking at such pictures really necessary, given 

that these horrors lie in a past remote enough to be beyond punishment?”47 But 

recall that the images and stories shown here, during this lecture, are those of 
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our contemporaries, caught up in the same web of privilege and suffering as we 

are. Are these photographs and stories disturbing because they depict not people 

from another era but rather fellow beings who share our time and (in the era of 

globalization) space—people who really are destitute and sick and frightened, 

and would be so whether or not someone took their pictures or told their stories?

The list of questions, worrying this thin membrane separating the fortunate 

from the unfortunate, goes on and on.

The political and moral culture of affluent universities (or mainstream human 

rights or aid organizations) seems, at times, not to share a planet with rural 

Haiti or with Rwanda. Major campus and institutional struggles have often con-

cerned issues of representation. Representing is inherently controversial: I can 

easily agree with the proposition that the photographer (even the physician-

photographer) stands, through luck, privilege, education, and social status, in 

an unequal relationship to the person photographed. As a graduate student in 

anthropology, I heard frequent discussion of who has the right to take a photo-

graph and display it. Academics and commentators such as Sontag have written 

tomes on photography, and anthropologists have a strange obsession with repre-

sentation (in both artistic and political senses).

But the photographs in the Partners In Health exhibit and in this lecture were 

displayed not to exploit the suffering of others but to bring people whose lives 

are different and far less difficult—that is, people like us—into a human rights 

movement to which the fortunate would have a great deal to offer. The goal of 

these photographs and stories is to inspire, not offend; to alter the fates of people 

like Joseph, Dancilla, and Lorièze—and others who may not survive. When 

linked to other forms of analysis (in the case of the photographic exhibit, to 

books and articles and lectures—the traditional products of a university), these 

photographs do not simply move people to pity or indignation, useful though 

those feelings may be. The photographs are meant to take us beyond superficial 

analyses of longstanding ills. The point is to testify to deep questions of history 

and political economy and to offer us all a chance to think about health care as 

a right. Dismissing such images as “not at all appropriate” is an excellent way of 

stopping that conversation and of undermining our understanding of why, for 

example, the likeliest outcome for the poor in Haiti, Kenya, or Rwanda would be 

death without even a diagnosis, much less therapy.

An apology from a New York Times columnist serves, as no doubt intended, 

to draw our attention to an ongoing catastrophe. His apology is “strategically 

useful as a rhetorical tool,” to echo Loïc Wacquant again. Our eyes are drawn to 

these images. But we are also often called to avert our gaze from suffering. An

anonymous visitor’s expression of anger cannot readily be glossed as “political 

correctness”—the blanket claim, typically heard from conservative corners, that 

such images have no place in public spaces. These sentiments bespeak, I believe, 
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a very different malady: a desire to avert our gaze from things that should in all 

propriety make us uncomfortable. Of course, we should also try to approach 

this peremptory comment—“not at all appropriate”—as generously as we can. 

Personal experience is immediate and truthful as far as it goes; an avowal of dis-

comfort can never be dismissed. But one might wish that such images would at 

least inspire pity and compassion, regardless of the viewers’ personal experiences. 

Better still that they inspire more stable emotions, such as empathy, and result in 

solidarity—in some ways surely the most noble of human sentiments.

In reflecting on human values, wouldn’t it be wonderful if the comment was 

meant to tell us that it is “not at all appropriate” that some die of treatable diseases 

while others are spared that risk? Or that photographs from Darfur or Rwanda 

should spark, among the millions who see them in print or broadcast or posted 

on the Internet, the desire to stand with the victims, to stop the killing? Because 

without such sentiments, we will not forge a movement to reverse the trends now 

registered, and we will live in a world divided, in an increasingly violent fashion, 

between haves and have-nots.

Such sentiments, of course, will not suffice. But the promise of social move-

ments based on solidarity and empathy remains alive, however tenuously. For 

“never again” to inspire something other than cynicism, nothing less than a 

movement will do.

HUMAN VALUES AND SOCIAL MOVEMENTS

Why do we need a movement to promote the “rights of the poor,” and how might 

such a movement prevent events like those registered in Haiti, Rwanda, and 

Sudan? The relationship of poverty to human rights is no mystery to those who 

live in poverty, as we learned in rural Haiti; nor is the relationship of poverty 

to violence, including extreme violence and genocide. I’ve learned a great deal 

about rights by listening to people in rural Haiti. Every year for the past decade, 

our Haitian patients and coworkers have sponsored a conference on health and 

human rights. In 2004, as in previous years, the huge crowd included patients 

with AIDS who were actually receiving proper therapy for the disease at no cost 

to them. This was the only way they could receive such care, as a public good 

rather than as a commodity. Many more in the audience were dying of untreated 

or inappropriately treated AIDS, but these individuals—not yet patients, to their 

dismay—were from elsewhere in Haiti and were there to fight for their right to 

health care.

One of the speakers that year was none other than Joseph (figure 23.6). Since 

the time of his miraculous resuscitation, he has been involved in AIDS preven-

tion efforts; he has become, as had many of those gathered together for the 

conference, an eloquent spokesperson on behalf of people living with AIDS 
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and in poverty. On that day, as he spoke, he projected photographs of himself 

before and after treatment—the very same photographs I’ve shown you, the same 

photographs that had made their way to Africa and beyond. As elsewhere, the 

photographs drew applause. In the hands of Joseph, the images were a witness 

not only to the miracles of modern medicine but also to the power of first-person 

testimony. He spoke with passion and with a certain humor about his own near-

death experience and about his hopes for the future. “One of the things I’d like 

to do is to learn how to read,” he said. “It’s ridiculous that even today adults who 

are poor do not know how to read.”

A number of questions were raised, largely for the sake of discussion. More 

likely, they were “rhetorical tools,” aimed perhaps at members of the audience 

who were health professionals or policymakers, a distinct minority in rural Haiti. 

Should people dying of AIDS be spared only if they can pay for the antiretroviral 

therapies that will save them? Should people living in poverty have a right to 

primary education, to learn how to read? Should they have the right to food 

and shelter? Should poor women have the right to benefit from early detection 

Figure 23.6. Joseph speaking in front of his own before-and-after photographs, 
Tenth International Seminar on Health and Social Justice, Cange, Haiti. Photo by 
Joia Mukherjee.
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of breast cancer? And when it is detected, should they have the right to chemo-

therapy? The people who showed up to discuss health care in a church in rural 

Haiti knew that the answers were self-evident: yes, of course. But such questions 

would strike some of my colleagues in both the international health and human 

rights “communities” as absurd. This is because most external determinants of 

disease—poverty, inequalities of all sorts—are still considered off-topic by many 

human rights experts and policymakers.

The view of many of my academic colleagues seems to be that good scholar-

ship and activism don’t mix. The view of many of my human rights colleagues 

seems to be that social and economic rights—those violated in settings of poverty 

and disease—are “pie in the sky.” We’re having a hard enough time, I’m scolded 

by friends in large human rights organizations, getting civil and political rights 

respected. The view of many in both sectors seems to be that, if such rights are to 

be promoted, then the victims themselves should be “empowered” to start their 

own social movements. And yet it is not possible to argue that those gathered in 

central Haiti need to form a movement to promote human rights; they already 

have. The missing movement is the one that would occur among the privileged; 

it would be one based on solidarity and empathy, rather than some sort of shared 

experience.

The people living with HIV who spoke at the conference were aware of the 

long list of reasons marshaled by university-trained experts to show that we 

cannot provide “cost-effective” care for AIDS, for example, in the world’s poor-

est communities. Typically, the list of reasons is not overtly racist or sexist, nor 

does it include anything approaching frank contempt. Instead, the reasons (or 

excuses) for not addressing these complex diseases are framed more subtly: 

fairy tales about primitives who, lacking “a concept of time,” are unable to take 

medicines on schedule, for instance. The Haitian AIDS sufferers had heard 

these stories and retorted, as they had done in previous conferences on health 

and human rights, “We may be poor, but we’re not stupid.”48 They were familiar 

with the thousand other excuses we dish up to explain genocide, human rights 

abuses, the persistence of poverty, the growth of inequality, and the futility of 

trying to fight diseases as complex as breast cancer and AIDS in places as poor 

as Haiti.

Relativism is a part of the problem. Why is it impolitic in the groves of aca-

deme to argue that dying of never-treated AIDS in a dirt-floor hut in Africa is 

worse than dying of AIDS in a comfortable hospice in Boston after having failed 

a decade of therapy? I’ve been present for both kinds of death—at matside and 

at bedside. No death of a young person can reasonably be called good. But I’ve 

seen almost nothing worse than dying of AIDS and poverty, incontinent and 

dirty and hungry and thirsty and in pain. I’ve experienced almost nothing worse 

than hearing that a Rwandan woman raped during the genocide and now dying 
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of AIDS cannot be treated because she cannot afford the various laboratory tests 

and medications required to treat her disease. I’ve seen almost nothing worse 

than a poor Haitian woman dying of breast cancer without any care at all, leading 

to what’s called, aptly enough, a fungating mass that completely replaces nor-

mal breast tissue and then consumes flesh and bones—an excruciatingly painful 

death uneased, in settings of poverty, by palliative care or even wound care. That 

is the fate that structural violence reserves for those living with both poverty and 

disease.

So it is with human rights violations as conventionally defined: the victims 

are disproportionately to be found among those living in poverty. Ask those 

who’ve invested their lives, their medical careers, in providing medical services 

to some of the most desperately endangered people in the world. Dr. Gino Strada, 

a successful Italian transplant surgeon, decided that he would try to help civil-

ians—most of them children and the great majority of them poor—who had 

been injured by landmines and other man-made pathogens. After a decade of 

this grueling work, in Rwanda and Pakistan and many other places, Dr. Strada 

concludes that he was wrong not to have done all his homework on what might as 

well be termed structural violence: “In the operating theatre we saw the devasta-

tion produced in human bodies by bombs and mines, by projectiles and rockets. 

Yet we did not succeed in grasping the effects of other weapons, ‘unconventional’ 

ones: finance and international loans, trade agreements, the ‘structural adjust-

ments’ imposed on the policies of many poor countries, the new arms races in 

richer countries.”49

Whether or not we see these horrible deaths, whether or not we avert our gaze, 

they are happening. Those who must face structural violence every day encounter 

precious little in the way of support for the right to food, water, housing, or medi-

cal care. Even within the human rights movement, where civil and political rights 

are privileged, there is far too little support for social and economic rights. Maybe 

magical thinking persuades us that when political rights are granted, economic 

rights will follow. But that step-by-step attitude has not always been the ortho-

doxy: there are historical precedents for enshrining social and economic rights in 

official human rights declarations. One need only read the Universal Declaration 

of Human Rights: Articles 25 and 27 seem to speak directly to the issue of what 

“human values” might mean:

Article 25: (1) Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health 

and well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and 

medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of 

unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood 

in circumstances beyond his control. (2) Motherhood and childhood are entitled to 

special care and assistance. All children, whether born in or out of wedlock, shall 

enjoy the same social protection.
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Article 27: (1) Everyone has the right freely to participate in the cultural life of 

the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its 

benefits.

And these articles are actionable, at least on a small scale and almost surely on a 

much larger one, if we can find the rhetorical tools necessary to bring the privi-

leged on board as we build a movement to promote the rights of the poor. Indeed, 

following this mandate led Partners In Health from rural Haiti to shantytowns 

in Peru to prisons in Siberia and on to the former killing fields in Rwanda. But 

for these basic rights to be extended to all those who need them—a prescription 

that would prevent, in my view, much of the violence discussed here and much of 

the terrorism about which we read—we will need a movement based in nations 

like the United States, wealthy nations that now control the fates of billions who 

live far from their shores.

The tasks at hand in each of these places are overwhelming. A daunting to-do 

list serves as a reminder that only a social movement involving millions, most of 

us living far from these difficult settings, could allow us to change the course of 

history. But history also provides us examples of just how powerful broad-based 

social movements can be. Some have argued that the first great human rights 

struggle—to abolish the slave trade and slavery itself—got its start when the 

Englishman Thomas Clarkson, born in the late eighteenth century, submitted an 

essay in Latin just prior to graduating from Cambridge University. It was an essay 

about slavery, an enterprise in which his home country was deeply invested but of 

which he had no personal experience. In his memoirs, a source for an important 

new book by Adam Hochschild, Clarkson recalls his own inner debate as he rode 

back to London after graduation. He stopped by the side of the road, unable to 

ride on as his thoughts about slavery consumed him. “Are these things true?” he 

asked himself. “The answer followed as instantaneously. ‘They are.’” His initial 

conclusion: “‘Then surely some person should interfere.’ Only gradually, it seems, 

did it dawn on him that he was that person.”50

Clarkson asked a very “unpostmodern” question. Yes, or no, are these things 

true? And he came up with a very unpostmodern answer. Yes. Surely someone 

should interfere with this man-made abomination, slavery?

And interfere he did. Clarkson and his friends and consociates, some of them 

former slaves, spent decades building an antislavery movement, performing the 

hard chores of what we now call “community organizing.” He and a dozen or so 

others, many of them Quakers and several of them influential in England, began 

a vast campaign. They went from town to town, traveling tens of thousands of 

miles on horseback, to collect signatures for petitions, to call town meetings, and 

to research the slave trade, gathering expert witnesses and amassing testimony. 

Photography did not yet exist, but those spearheading the movement relied heav-
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ily on stories and images, including the infamous floor plans of a slaving ship, 

as rhetorical tools and as documentation. Personal narratives were offered by, or 

written about, former slaves. Although the antislavery documents compiled for 

the lower house of Parliament were praised for their “dispassionate” tone, there 

was no doubt that the sugar boycotts and giant parchment petitions were fueled 

by indignation. These rhetorical tools proved effective.

If the antislavery movement sounds like an up-to-date organization, this is 

because it was. Imagine what these people were up against. They lived in a mon-

archy; very few British subjects could vote. England derived huge profits from the 

triangular trade; that was in part why it ruled the waves. Sugar, rum, tobacco, and 

other tropical produce had become everyday staples in Europe and the emerging 

“new world” on which we stand today—“necessities,” if you asked the people 

lucky enough to enjoy them—and yet the movement attained its goal within a few 

decades of Clarkson’s epiphany.

The story of the antislavery movement does not teach us, as blurb writers 

like to say, that one person can change the world. That may be argued, but the 

lesson to be gathered from the abolitionists is that broad social movements can 

have great force in the world. The human rights movements of today have too 

often been co-opted by powerful states, whose leaders have their own reasons 

for claiming to respect human rights. But powerful governments do not form 

movements. Their citizenry might.

VIOLENCE AND VALUES:

REHABILITATING COMPASSION, PITY, SOLIDARITY, EMPATHY?

It’s a fact that abominable events and processes—from torture to slavery to geno-

cide to unassuaged suffering from epidemic disease—are documented and recog-

nized as such even as they are occurring. But recognition is not enough. Sontag 

says it best: “What does it mean to protest suffering, as distinct from acknowledg-

ing it?”51 Even protest is not enough. If ever we are to say “never again” and mean 

it, we will need more than resolutions and more than photographs or stories or 

museums or Hollywood-style movies. We need another modern movement, a 

globalized movement that will use whatever facts, stories, and images it can to 

promote respect for human rights, especially the rights of the poor. For such a 

movement to come about, we need to rehabilitate a series of sentiments long out 

of fashion in academic and policy circles: indignation on behalf not of oneself but 

of the less fortunate; solidarity; empathy; and even pity, compassion, mercy, and 

remorse.

Sparking such emotions with testimony and photographs is one thing; linking 

them effectively, enduringly, to the broader project of promoting basic rights, 

including social and economic rights, is quite another. Stories and images need 
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to be linked to the historically deeper and geographically wider analyses that can 

allow the listener or the observer to understand the ways in which AIDS, a new 

disease, is rooted in the historically defined conditions that promote its spread 

and deny its treatment; the ways in which genocide today, like slavery before it, 

is a fundamentally “transnational” event; the reasons why breast cancer is inevi-

tably fatal for most affected women who live in poverty; the meaning of rights in 

an interconnected world riven by poverty and inequality. In short, serious social 

ills require in-depth analyses. We are living, it is true, at a time when movies and 

gossip are more likely to garner widespread attention than are scholarly books 

or lectures or long essays. And yet comparable troves of attention are required 

to reconfigure existing arrangements if we are to slow the steady movement of 

resources from poor to rich—transfers that have always been associated, as in 

Rwanda and Haiti, with violence and epidemic disease.

I entitled this Tanner Lecture “Never Again” because the human values I

prize are those that would make such horrors—dying unattended from treatable 

disease, facing genocide—things of the past. The lecture was meant to be ambi-

tious and humble. The lecture is ambitious because I promised to link poverty 

and inequality to epidemic disease and genocide and to argue that a broad-based 

movement founded on the values of solidarity and empathy could attack twenty-

first-century poverty and inequality. In so doing, we would make a signal contri-

bution to preventing violence, since it is almost always rooted in precisely those 

social arrangements I’ve termed structural violence. This is as true in Haiti as it 

is in Rwanda and Sudan; it is true elsewhere, too. The lecture is humble because it 

raises many questions, and I don’t know the answers. It is often better simply to 

say so, as the Polish poet Wisława Szymborska has observed: “I just keep on not 

knowing, and I cling to that like a redemptive handrail.”52

Szymborska’s poem “Tortures” packs violence and its increasing interconnec-

tion with history into just a few lines:

Nothing has changed.

The body still trembles as it trembled

before Rome was founded and after,

in the twentieth century before and after Christ.

Tortures are just what they were, only the earth has shrunk

and whatever goes on sounds as if it’s just a room away.53

We live in a world in which violence and epidemic disease, only a room away, are 

intimately linked to those who are spared. A world bound tightly together and 

yet held firmly apart. A world in which violence—the reflection, surely, of certain 

values—seems to be ineradicable. A world in which terror is met with more 

terror. We live in a nation and world in which there exists great and alarming 

confusion about the term “moral values.”
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I’ve tried to dissipate some of that confusion by making use here of stories and 

images while linking them to a deeper analysis that is not visible in either image 

or personal narrative. That is, I’ve tried to use the media that create an illusion of 

immediacy, to remind us of the very real closeness among people and places that 

our society keeps as far apart as it can. Our collective inattention is periodically 

broken by stories and arresting images. In such lucid and engaged moments, we 

can seek to understand the violence of our world system, which it is suddenly 

once again fashionable to call an “empire.”54 To claim, after all we have seen and 

heard, that such violence will never again occur is not only to ignore the lessons 

of history but to be willfully blind to structural violence.

Understanding the nexus of violence and disease is a discouraging enough 

endeavor. Whether or not this or other similarly sorrowful exercises prove useful 

to those seeking to improve the health and well-being of the world’s poor—

whether or not we can say “never again” with any conviction—will depend on 

our collective courage to examine and understand the roots of modern violence 

and the violation of a broad array of rights, including social and economic rights. 

To argue that such an undertaking leads to nothing “actionable” is to raise a 

white flag and to surrender our chance to lessen the heavy toll of both violence 

and disease.
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rebuild a collapsed state might have a more successful outcome” (Rieff, “No Exit Strategy,” p. 33). 

Phillips seeks to lay out the U.S. administration’s “mistakes in Iraq so that it does not repeat them 

elsewhere” (ibid., p. 34).

Rieff concludes: “Both books illustrate and exemplify the extraordinary consensus about the 

duty to intervene that has arisen over the course of the post–cold war world. We have not yet begun

to pay the price for this not because we do it ineptly but rather because it rarely seems possible except 

on the far fringes of the political right and left, what with the ‘historical compromise’ between the 

Bush Administration and the human rights movement over humanitarian intervention, if not over 

torture, rendition, the Patriot Act and myriad other issues, to have a serious conversation about 

whether the United States has any business trying to create democracy by force of arms. Instead, 

the consensus not just of two writers and activists but of the great and the good from the Ken-

nedy School of Government, to 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, to the thirty-eighth floor of the UN, to 

10 Downing Street seems to be that we—whether the ‘we’ in question proves to be the United States, 

the UN or that mythical entity, the international community—must learn to do this sort of thing 

better, more effectively, perhaps more humanely” (ibid., p. 36).
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Allow me to begin, as philosophers so often have, by considering an altogether 

hypothetical situation. Let’s say we’re in a First World medical school. Let’s add, 

merely for the sake of argument, of course, that it’s a very large medical school in 

the Northeast of the United States—in fact, the world’s largest medical school, in 

terms of wealth and prestige; pronouncements from its faculty have considerable 

weight. Allow me to proceed as if I myself were on the faculty of said school and 

perhaps even, to round out the argument, an alumnus who for years has been able 

to move between a city in the Northeast and, say, a small and very poor island 

nation, one hard by the United States, with a big AIDS problem. Let’s pretend, 

again for the sake of argument, that it’s Haiti.

As a grateful member of the university community, I would want to be of 

service to the next generation of students. One way to do that would be to 

serve on what’s termed “the international committee,” which oversees student 

research and training abroad. Now say it’s 2000, and an increasing fraction of 

students are interested in studying in Africa and working on AIDS, the world’s 

leading infectious cause of young adult deaths. To further complicate the situa-

tion, imagine that students and some faculty members are pushing for consensus 

regarding the necessity of AIDS treatment in the African setting, or in Haiti, 

where the university has research and training partners. Imagine that this con-

sensus would later come to pass but is not forthcoming initially, in part because 

treatment with antiretrovirals, or ARVs, is not deemed “cost-effective” in poor 

societies.

Let us say that, at the very time it’s proving difficult to get most faculty to 

agree with the proposition that it is feasible to treat AIDS there, the university 
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continues to send students off to Africa to participate in research on AIDS. The 

students end up, in this hypothetical scenario, in African research settings in 

which no therapy is available to patients with AIDS. Yet when students receive 

funding to do their research projects, let’s imagine that they are dispatched south 

with a month’s supply of ARVs on the off chance that they, the students, might 

somehow be exposed to HIV infection.

Here are some of the ethical questions that might arise: What obligation do 

those students and researchers and faculty have to insist that the African patients 

in question receive proper AIDS therapy? How are cost and effectiveness—the 

key words of the regnant paradigm in what’s now termed “global health”—

calculated? Are the students, researchers, and African nonpatients really from 

different “societies”? How do ethical dilemmas so described fit into a broader 

rights framework?

I suspect that certain ethicists and moral philosophers (whether writing from 

utilitarian, Kantian, or Rawlsian perspectives) would discuss such a scenario in 

terms of the ongoing debate about “the moral significance of distance.” In this 

emerging literature, the African nonpatients, some of them research subjects, 

would be termed “the distant needy.” To draw on a recently published book on 

the topic, The Ethics of Assistance, edited by Deen Chatterjee, the terms of the 

debate are as follows: “If we have duties and obligations toward each other in 

everyday moral contexts, should these duties be extended to the distant needy? If

so, what should be the nature and role of institutions implementing such duties 

beyond our own borders of special ties and communities? Though moral phi-

losophers have pondered these questions in the past, such issues have become the 

focus of especially intense debate.”1

These philosophers’ awareness of “the distant needy” is most welcome, just as 

the medical students’ ARVs would have been most welcome in Africa. But the 

notion of the “moral significance of distance” generates as many questions as 

it answers. Would our neighbors in equally poor Haiti be classed as the distant 

needy, or would they be “the nearby needy”? What if we were speaking of those 

Haitians (or Africans or Dominicans) who work to keep our universities spar-

kling, Haitians who live right around the corner from here? Are they suddenly 

members of a newly discovered and remote society? Also, what sparked this 

“especially intense debate,” and what are its contours?

Chatterjee offers one common explanation for a growing interest in theories of 

justice that look beyond the boundaries of a single nation-state:

Today we live in a world in which spheres of interaction are constantly expanding, 

while advanced technology makes it easy to reach the distant needy and vividly 

broadcast their plight to all. In parallel with the growth of these global relation-

ships, there has been an enormous increase in ethicists’ interest in questions regard-

ing the morality of affluence in a world of poverty and the individual’s response to 
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it. In addition to creating new perspectives on individual moral obligation, this 

discussion is transforming political philosophy. While the initial florescence of 

interest in theories of justice that began with John Rawls’ A Theory of Justice (1971) 

solely concerned relationships among fellow-citizens, theorists of social justice now 

frequently attend to issues of global inequality and institutional responses to it.2

Many, professional ethicists and otherwise, have expressed skepticism about 

foundational and normative accounts that are not linked closely to social analy-

sis. If an eighteenth-century French philosopher had evoked the plight of the 

poor in Haiti as an example of “the moral significance of distance,” we would 

immediately argue that he was obscuring historical reality, eliding the fact that 

his own country created Haiti as a slave colony. Knowledge of the slave trade 

and related colonial policies would lend necessary context, pointing to the moral 

significance of proximity, not distance. Only the stubborn resolve to desocialize 

our understanding of Haiti and France would lead us to underline distance and 

happenstance rather than proximity, causality, and connection.

Notions of distance and proximity are not merely social constructs, but they’re 

social constructs nonetheless. Many discussions of distributive justice across 

national boundaries reveal a startling naïveté about how political economies 

work now, and also about how our current social inequalities came to be. To

understand that, one must go back to history and other socializing disciplines. 

Despite talk of globalization as a recent phenomenon, we have long lived in a 

world in which it was possible, for example, for the Caribbean soil of Haiti to 

furnish two-thirds of pre-revolutionary France’s tropical produce, just as it is 

possible today for a Haitian housekeeper to tend to our teaching hospitals.

It’s a world in which a Ghanaian-born student at Harvard Medical School 

might return to Ghana to do a summer of Harvard-sponsored research on the 

causes of the brain drain affecting the country of her birth, and no cognitive 

dissonance ensues; a world in which recent events and processes are speeding (or 

slowing) the emergence and retrenchment of social inequalities almost invisible 

to some who easily traverse national boundaries, while the same social patholo-

gies are glaringly obvious to others who share, however fleetingly, the same 

social field. It’s a world in which HIV and other pathogens spread readily across 

such boundaries while the fruits of science, including treatment, are blocked 

at customs. A world in which even discussions of distributive justice erase our 

historically forged connections with the some of the poorest people in the world, 

rendering any honest accounting of justice impossible—allowing some to appear 

generous and others only needy.

It will be my thesis here that we need more, not less, attention to theories of 

justice. But we need these discussions to be grounded in a sound knowledge of 
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social history, social process, social connection. It is good that ethics should aim 

to internationalize itself, but it is insufficient. Peter Singer recalls that when he 

first read A Theory of Justice, he “was astonished that a book of nearly 600 pages 

with that title could fail to tackle the injustice of unequal wealth between dif-

ferent societies.”3 Not to have noticed the existence of that form of inequality is 

a gross oversight, and Singer is to be commended for wishing to remedy it; but 

only one philosopher among the thirteen represented in Chatterjee’s volume 

bothers to scold fellow philosophers for their lack of understanding of the his-

tory of transnational resource flows.4 Philosopher and political scientist Thomas 

Pogge enlarges on Singer’s astonishment, turning it into something of a rebuke, 

a rebuke based on a deeper knowledge of facts about our world: “By seeing the 

problem of poverty merely in terms of assistance, we overlook that our enormous 

economic advantage is deeply tainted by how it was accumulated over the course 

of one historical process that has devastated the societies and cultures of four 

continents.”5

In my view, Pogge is on precisely the right track here. If we want to discuss our 

obligations to the “distant needy,” we need first an honest discussion about how 

our world got to be the way it is and where it is going. For it’s a shared principle, 

in many discussions of justice, that if we have done harm to someone, we have 

special obligations to that person, who is more accurately described as our victim 

and less as a needy but remote citizen of another “society.”

Linking social analysis to moral reasoning is a time-honored way of exploring 

ethical dilemmas, and here I will focus on examples gleaned from working as 

a physician in Haiti, in Rwanda, and in parts of Boston that aren’t even a mile 

away from Harvard Medical School. I am not about to frame my examples as an 

“international” comparison or even a transnational one. They point to a translo-

cal analysis, certainly, but geography is not the heart of the matter so much as 

social disparities are.

Although there are many types of social disparity, twenty-first-century pov-

erty deserves particular attention. Poverty is succinctly defined as a lack of money, 

but twenty-first-century poverty is also about things like access to antiretroviral 

medications and other fruits of science and progress. Although much work in 

the social sciences relevant to medicine now “studies up” social gradients, most 

work, and certainly my own, is conducted in settings of poverty. Sometimes these 

are settings of extreme poverty, where the major struggle of the day is against 

hunger and violence and disease; sometimes these are settings of relative poverty, 

where the struggle is against racism, say, or the lack of basic social entitlements 

such as medical insurance or affordable housing. Contemporary ethical problems 

are rooted in these disparities as much as violence and terrorism are. So too are 

contemporary human rights struggles.
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I propose four basic theses:

First, that social inequalities, both local and translocal, can be measured but 

often are not. However, we still lack the metrics necessary to describe the social 

cost of such inequalities.

Second, that these inequalities not only are a source of many ethical dilemmas 

but also constitute in and of themselves our chief, if too little examined, ethical 

dilemma. The outcome gap and the survival gap—for example, life expectancies 

that rise in some places even as they fall in others—also constitute our most 

pressing human rights problem.

Third, that the desocialization of translocal ethical dilemmas is not only a 

serious epistemological problem but one that further compounds the ethical and 

human rights dilemmas discussed here.

Fourth, that the engagement of rich-world universities in poor-world research 

poses ethical problems quite distinct from those identified by institutional review 

boards. Some of these ethical problems are related to our understanding of what 

we, as members of universities, owe the destitute sick.

And now, on to the detailed examination.

1. Social inequalities can be measured, but we lack the metrics necessary to describe 

the true social cost of such inequalities.

There’s a brisk debate these days about social inequalities, how to measure them, 

and whether they’re growing or shrinking. It’s useful to divide this discussion into 

smaller components. What do we mean by “social inequalities”? Social categories 

are an example. For every rigid category imaginable—race is the classic example in 

this country and in many others, as caste is in India—there exists a significant body 

of empirical data showing how slippery it is, how thoroughly it depends on pro-

cesses of social construction and imagination rather than the perception of natural 

fact. But inequality itself is not so easily argued away. The term “social inequalities,” 

as used here, refers to those stemming from racism, gender bias, or economic depri-

vation. In worlds both rich and poor, such inequalities are linked together in obvi-

ous and less obvious ways. Although you may find gender inequality manifest in the 

glass ceiling of Fortune 500 companies or in tenure decisions, it is among the poor 

that it takes its greatest toll. There is, almost everywhere, a noxious synergy between 

gender- and race-based inequalities and economic inequalities: for example, the 

majority of poor women in the United States are women of color.

Before turning to metrics, it’s worth asking whether social inequalities are 

growing or shrinking as what is loosely termed the “global economy” grows. Let 

us turn, in other words, to the globalization debates that serve as the backdrop 

to the ethical dilemmas mentioned so far. Allow me to quote economist James K. 

Galbraith, who reviewed this topic a few years ago in a paper for Daedalus. “So 
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what are the facts?” he asks. “Has globalization hurt or helped? Oddly, research-

ers do not know; mostly they do not ask.” Galbraith steers those interested in 

measuring the growth or decrease in inequality to the issue of manufacturing 

pay, examining global patterns in the years before 1998, the last year for which he 

had data. “When the global trend is isolated,” he writes, “we find that in the last 

two decades, inequality has increased throughout the world in a pattern that cuts 

across the effect of national income changes. During the decades that happen 

to coincide with the rise of neoliberal ideology, with the breakdown of national 

sovereignties, and with the end of Keynesian policies in the global debt crisis of 

the early 1980s, inequality rose worldwide.”6

As might be expected, economists hold widely varying views on this topic, 

and even the terms of debate are contested. Some argue that all boats are being 

lifted by sharp increases in the volume of global trade; others complain that 

years of growth in global trade have meant more suffering for the world’s poor; 

still others continue to argue, in more Victorian fashion, that inequality spurs 

development. These arguments are usually more polemical in character than 

based on empirical data, but Galbraith’s basic conclusions are acknowledged 

by participants on all sides of the globalization debate. In his most recent book, 

Jeffrey Sachs, who bemoans facile antiglobalization protests and favors greatly 

increased trade, outlines the rising disparity between nations and regions over 

the past few centuries.7 But trade agreements, which are crafted by the powerful, 

have long been unfair to the poorer partners.

Thomas Pogge reviews data regarding secular trends in global inequality, 

noting that the income gap between the world’s richest 20 percent and its poorest 

20 percent has increased from a ratio of 30:1 in 1960 to 60:1 in 1990, and then 

to 74:1 in 1997. He asks, “If the global economic order plays a major role in the 

persistence of severe poverty worldwide and if our governments, acting in our 

name, are prominently involved in shaping and upholding this order, then the 

deprivation of the distant needy may well engage not merely positive duties to 

assist but also more stringent negative duties not to harm.”8

The causes of increased inequalities are not the only point, nor are their 

dimensions or temporal trends: injustice and unfairness are themselves the point. 

As Amartya Sen argues in his latest book, Identity and Violence,

Even if the poor who are engaged in the globalized economy were becoming just 

a little richer, this need not imply that the poor are getting a fair share of the 

benefits of economic interrelations and of its vast potential. Nor is it adequate to 

ask whether international inequality is getting marginally larger or smaller. To

rebel against the appalling poverty and staggering inequalities that characterize 

the contemporary world, or to protest against the unfair sharing of the benefits 

of global cooperation, it is not necessary to claim that the inequality not only is 

terribly large, but is also getting marginally larger.9
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What about metrics? Several analysts, including Dan Wikler and Dan Brock, 

have shown us just what we don’t know about measuring health equity. In the 

first of nine questions posed about metrics, Brock asks, “How should states of 

health and disability be evaluated?”10 In 1979, in his Tanner Lecture, Amartya Sen 

was asking, simply enough, “Equality of what?”11 When we hear the word “cost,” 

we think of costs in dollars or pounds or euros. But for anyone interested in 

understanding cost, we have to broaden our analysis substantially, since inequal-

ity becomes embodied in strange ways.

Starting in the 1970s, Michael Marmot published a series of papers suggesting 

that the health of populations was related not only in linear fashion to mea-

sures such as GDP but also to indices of social inequality. Specifically, he and 

his coworkers examined mortality among individuals of different “employment 

grades” in the British civil service. Whether death was due to coronary artery 

disease or to other major causes of mortality registered in the dataset, those 

lower on this middle-class totem pole fared worse than those higher up. What’s 

more, the problem seems to have grown worse in the ensuing thirty years. Citing 

work published in 1996, Marmot reports that “both for ischaemic heart disease 

and suicide the social gradient became considerably steeper over the last twenty 

years.”12

This line of inquiry was taken up by Richard Wilkinson, who in 1996 pub-

lished a book called Unhealthy Societies: The Afflictions of Inequality. In it, he 

used associations between indices of social inequality and health outcomes 

such as life expectancy at birth to argue that unequal societies are noxious to 

health in ways that are poorly understood. This and similar arguments, using 

data from more affluent nations, have spawned what is now a cottage industry 

exploring such concepts as “social capital.” Some of that research has been 

conducted at the Harvard School of Public Health, where Ichiro Kawachi, Norm 

Daniels, Bruce Kennedy, and others have come to argue that “justice is good for 

our health.”13

Justice in what framework of institutions? As we deepen our understand-

ing of social process, administrative and political boundaries become blurred; 

something that might reasonably be called a global society emerges. Universities 

are part of it. It’s a dizzyingly unequal space, as anyone who makes the short trip 

from Harvard to Haiti can tell you. In this world, proximity, not distance, is king; 

connection, not disjuncture, is important. How do we calculate the cost of global 

inequality? As the rich grow richer, as the poor fail to grow richer, and as the 

world grows smaller, what sorts of costs might we expect? Amartya Sen’s Identity 

and Violence, evaluating the social costs of inequalities of all sorts, takes issue 

with the tendency, increasingly fashionable among pundits and certain scholars, 

to divide the world along “civilizational” lines:
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In partitioning the population of the world into those belonging to “the Islamic 

world,” “the Western world,” “the Hindu world,” “the Buddhist world,” the divisive 

power of classificatory priority is implicitly used to place people firmly inside a 

unique set of rigid boxes. Other divisions (say, between the rich and the poor, 

between members of different classes and occupations, between people of different 

politics, between distinct nationalities and residential locations, between language 

groups, etc.) are all submerged by this allegedly primal way of seeing the differ-

ences between people.14

Ethicists, sociologists, economists, specialists in public health often think 

about the social cost of inequalities in a way that subsumes pretty much every-

thing under the rubric “social.” But most of the literature on this topic, valuable 

though it is, has focused on inequalities within a given “society”—a term used, 

in much ethics literature and in human rights reporting, as a gloss for “nation.” 

In this way of seeing social pathologies, what occurs within the borders of that 

nation is what counts; connections to other places and other times are hidden. 

What happens when we insist that both the local and the translocal, the regional 

and the global, are part of the same question? Sen has long pushed us to address 

the thorny topic of how we might measure the costs of social inequalities, encour-

aging us to pay attention to proximity and connections, for the rich world and the 

poor world are, of course, part of a single world.

How visible translocal social inequalities are, and how noxious or costly 

they’re seen to be, is related to one’s relative position in hierarchical social net-

works. I’d wager that, given changes in telecommunications, our comfort and 

excess are more readily visible to the world’s poor than their suffering is to us. But 

conspicuous consumption in the face of famine and disease may lead to resent-

ments of which we are only dimly aware. This one-way mirror forms part of the 

social backdrop for contemporary discussions of medical ethics.

Two thousand years before Rousseau, sages and prophets made inequality a 

topic of philosophical inquiry. The Greek lyric poet Alcaeus is said to have writ-

ten the following in the sixth century b.c.:

The worst of ills, and hardest to endure,

Past hope, past cure,

Is Penury, who, with her sister-mate

Disorder, soon brings down the loftiest state,

And makes it desolate.15

Resentment born of indignities is difficult to measure, but it is nonetheless real. 

It is, apparently, not an exclusively human response, if researchers into primate 

behavior are to be trusted. The link between inequality and violence is the sub-

ject of a large and growing literature. I’ll return to this question in considering 

violence in Rwanda and Haiti.
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2. Social inequalities are a source of many ethical dilemmas, but they also consti-

tute our chief ethical dilemma.

In the previous three decades, much of the literature in medical ethics has focused 

on issues such as research ethics, organ transplantation, xenotransplantation, 

brain death, and the quandary ethics of the individual in, for example, an inten-

sive care unit. But many people are spared such ethical dilemmas because they 

never have a chance to become patients at all. Poverty and inequality are tightly 

linked to access to health care—not that access to care, or to high-quality care, 

is the only determinant of outcomes. As Fabienne Peter notes, “access to health 

care is only one social factor among others that influences people’s health.”16

Persistent poverty and inequality are thus the hidden source of many of the ethi-

cal problems examined at length in the medical ethics literature. I’d argue that 

they constitute in and of themselves our biggest human rights challenge.

When we enlarge the debate to include not merely access to health care but 

also access to education, clean water, and other basic economic and social entitle-

ments, we move ethics toward the most significant human rights struggles before 

us today—the social and economic rights of the world’s poor, wherever they live.

In my work, I’ve sought to apply rights language to the problem of who 

has access to what. Rights language, like moral and ethical reasoning, is used 

for all manner of purposes, some of them less compelling than others. One

disturbing trend has been the use of rights language by powerful governments 

such as our own to justify military adventures: nothing could more effectively 

deprive rights language of its moral force. Another persistent problem is a rift 

in the human rights movement about aims and goals, dividing those who give 

primary or exclusive attention to guaranteeing political and civil rights from 

those who advocate the extension of social and economic rights. It was no 

surprise to me to learn that in settings such as Haiti and Rwanda, many of my 

patients spoke about substantive entitlements, including the right to health care, 

clean water, primary education, and food. It was more of a shock to discover the 

reluctance of mainstream rights organizations in the United States and Western 

Europe to devote attention to basic social and economic rights: such aspira-

tions are regarded as “unrealistic,” “difficult to legislate,” and even deleterious 

to more pressing struggles for civil and political rights. The lines were much 

more sharply drawn than I understood, with the world’s largest and most vocal 

human rights organizations lined up almost exclusively behind civil and politi-

cal rights.

In one bizarre example from the field, for years more concern was focused 

on determining whether HIV testing in Africa or Haiti had been preceded by 

adequate “pre-test counseling” than on ensuring that those tested would have 

access to care. Local cultural norms have nothing to do with this obsession; it 
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derives rather from the fact that the voluntary counseling and testing models 

were exported to these sites from the United States, where civil rights, though 

not as strong as they should be, have long trumped economic rights, including 

the right to health care.

The standoff, without concession, between different rights camps is no mere 

ideological disagreement. Principles have consequences. The choice of civil and 

political rights over social and economic rights permits the United States to be 

simultaneously the world’s most prominent human rights scold and “an impla-

cable opponent of the right to development.”17 Another consequence is that rights 

controversies, like the ethical ones to which they’re closely linked, are too rarely 

understood in social context: they easily turn into desocialized debates cast in 

narrowly legal terms. The failure to understand social context and historical 

background is, for me (speaking, I fear, for the minority in our profession), the 

major epistemological problem in medical ethics.

3. The desocialization of ethical dilemmas is not only a serious epistemological 

problem but one that further compounds ethical dilemmas.

If I’ve persuaded some of you that social inequalities are noxious and growing, 

and that poverty and inequality are the leading human rights problems of our 

time, why are these topics not the focus of more attention in medical ethics? 

One reason is that growing disciplinary focus and subspecialization lead, often 

inadvertently, to the evacuation of social dynamics from such inquiry.

The critique of desocialization can take various forms and point to various 

goals. When anthropologists, for example, talk about desocialization, their point 

is to reintroduce culture. My teacher and friend Arthur Kleinman got into hot 

water with some colleagues in medical ethics when he published an overview 

of the field, taking them to task for failing to ground philosophical debates in 

social and cultural analysis. He focused less on political economy and more on 

what he terms the “local social worlds” of those generating or responding to 

ethical constructs. He wrote, for example, that “medical ethics and human rights 

concerns must be centered in ethnographically informed evaluations in which 

local knowledge and local moral processes are made as salient as are the issues 

in global ethical discourse.”18 Here, I am complaining about something different: 

a “global ethical discourse” that does not study history and political economy is 

dishonest.

Kleinman’s critique of rights and ethics discourse and the one I am attempt-

ing to sketch here are complementary but not identical. Kleinman sought to 

underline the importance, to ethics, of local moral worlds that did not figure in 

most normative, foundational, or technocratic accounts.19 What underpins my 

critique, in addition to relief that Kleinman and other anthropologists have done 
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the heavy lifting necessary to raise ethicists’ awareness of local moral worlds, is 

the concern that ahistorical foundational accounts of global health equity tell 

lies about how the world got to be the way it is. Professional rewards come to 

those who stay within their specialty and wield its tools elegantly. I have nothing 

against elegance or focus, but it strikes me as artificial to keep history and politi-

cal economy remote from epidemiology and other ways of measuring health 

status.

Examples are legion. Research conducted in the midst of great violence doesn’t 

reference it, since there’s no room for it in our scholarly journals. I remember 

one study, published in a pediatric journal in 1999, about AIDS in Rwanda. The 

article made no mention of violence, even though the research had been con-

ducted between 1988 and 1994, a time of bloody social upheaval, and even though 

violence and social inequalities were linked to the AIDS epidemic well before the 

1994 genocide. Nowhere in the argument, but only in the acknowledgments, does 

violence deserve a mention: “This article is dedicated to the memory of the moth-

ers, children, and personnel of the project and of the members of the Department 

of Pediatrics who were murdered in 1994 during the genocide in Rwanda.”20 The 

authors weren’t blind, but they had a narrow—perhaps realistically narrow—idea 

of what their disciplinary colleagues would consider relevant.

I’m not alone in lamenting the desocialization of ethics and medicine. 

Although I’m unaware of comprehensive reviews under this rubric, scholars 

from various disciplines—sociologists of science, anthropologists, psychologists, 

demographers, epidemiologists, economists, and even philosophers—have sig-

naled the advance of this trend throughout the twentieth century. As specializa-

tion proceeds, and new or hardened disciplinary boundaries are erected, there is 

also a tendency to explore certain social phenomena with little attention to con-

text. For example, fields such as psychology, usually considered a social science, 

have become focused exclusively on individual, rather than social, psychology. In

this way, many social pathologies can be reclassified as personal failings, as Dan 

Wikler has shown in considering the topic of personal versus social responsibility 

for health.21

This blindness to context amounts to taking sides. It serves the interest of 

some and not others to keep the social roots of suffering and disease out of view. 

Most would agree that the sufferers themselves are not well served by any analysis 

that elides a history of how things came to be the way they are. Do we focus on 

distance or proximity? On static assessments of disease status at a point in time 

or on causality and history? When we focus on the social roots of suffering and 

disease, we return inevitably to the question of justice, but armed, this time, 

with a better analysis of how things came to be the way they are. This necessarily 

means disturbing the status quo, as the nineteenth-century Swedish dramatist 

August Strindberg wryly noted:
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What is philosophy?

A seeking of the truth.

Then how can philosophy be the friend of the upper classes?

The upper classes pay the philosopher, in order that he may discover only such 

truths as are expedient in their eyes.

But suppose uncomfortable truths should be discovered?

They are called lies, and the philosopher gets no pay.

What is history?

The story of the past, presented in a light favorable to the interests of the upper 

classes.

Suppose the light is unfavorable?

That is scandalous.

What is a scandal?

Anything offending the upper classes.22

Strindberg was joking, of course, but his point was serious. Social history, the 

sociology of science (including social science), and political economy all steer 

us back toward the social inequality at the root of so many problems in ethics. 

Strindberg mentioned scandal. Well, what about the scandal of medical research 

in Africa or India? In the late 1990s, an acrimonious debate was played out in the 

pages of the New England Journal of Medicine, after scholars drew attention to 

the total lack of care received by the control group in a study of mother-to-child 

AIDS transmission. What sparked anger was the analogy—in fact, the direct 

comparison—drawn between the Tuskegee syphilis study and current AIDS 

research.23 We like to think that we have learned the lesson of Tuskegee and are 

now equipped with the necessary moral and institutional safeguards. But in 

Africa, apparently, sick mothers and children can be used like lab rats. There is no 

anger like that of an ethicist whose hypocrisy has been unveiled! These debates 

are not generated by rogue editors in Boston; they are not going away. They are 

grounded in the history and political economy of our world.

4. The engagement of rich-world universities in research conducted in the poor 

world poses ethical problems quite distinct from those identified by institutional 

review boards.

Clinical trials conducted in the poor world are already a subject of discussion for 

a host of deontological and practical reasons. Leaving aside clinical trials, what 
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about our mere presence in the poor world? What are the effects of this proxim-

ity? What about the obligation to do no harm or, to speak honestly, to stop doing 

harm? Thomas Pogge is brutally honest about the fallacy of theories of justice 

that magically efface the histories of injustice linking the rich world to the poor 

world.24

Sometimes the best of intentions lead to unintended harm. Peter Uvin’s Aiding 

Violence: The Development Enterprise in Rwanda explores how the international 

aid apparatus helped lay the foundation for genocide in that country. Inter-

national aid, especially when conducted by governments, quickly turns thuggish, 

this much we know. But if we ever expected nongovernmental humanitarian 

aid to Rwanda to be ethically straightforward, consider the experience of the 

humanitarians who’d come to Rwanda just before, during, or after the genocide.

Most found it nearly impossible to practice medicine there. They could not 

even be sure in what nation they were practicing, since the boundaries of the 

struggle to save lives kept shifting and cutting across the lines of military and 

political struggle. After the cessation of hostilities within Rwandan borders, the 

humanitarians who’d worked in refugee camps in Zaïre were in an exception-

ally difficult position. Many of the camps were in fact run not by the United 

Nations but by the authors of the genocide, who had fled Rwanda with enormous 

resources of cash and armaments and set up a parallel government in exile, a 

government that openly declared its plans to continue the war and complete its 

genocidal project. More to the point, the génocidaires profited directly from the 

humanitarian aid that poured into Zaïre after the genocide. Fiona Terry, working 

with Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) in the camp in Goma, writes searingly 

about mistakes made in allowing humanitarian aid to be diverted to génoci-

daires and the former Rwandan military, which had regrouped in and around 

the camps:

The camps had been used as a base from which the former extremist government, 

army, and Interahamwe militias launched raids on Rwanda to continue the killing 

they had started in April 1994. The Rwandan government had warned on several 

occasions that it would break up the camps if nothing was done to control this 

threat on its border, but no outside state was willing to send armed forces into this 

dangerous quagmire. Hence those responsible for genocide, the greatest crime 

against humanity, remained living with impunity in camps run by the United 

Nations, and the very system established to protect the refugees became the source 

of their peril.

The history of the Rwandan refugee camps graphically illustrates the paradox 

of humanitarian action: it can contradict its fundamental purpose by prolonging 

the suffering it intends to alleviate. Relief agencies rushed to avert immediate 

disaster among the refugees pouring into Tanzania and Zaïre, but inadvertently 
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set the scene for the eventual disaster that [one of the camp’s residents, a civilian] 

described. Former leaders manipulated the aid system to entrench their control 

over the refugees and diverted resources to finance their own activities. In short, 

humanitarian aid, intended for the victims, strengthened the power of the very 

people who had caused the tragedy. The consequences were devastating.25

The consequences in question included prolonging the conflict in the Congo, 

where millions have perished over the past several years. But the real cost of 

such misadventures is not always seen immediately, as Amartya Sen explains in 

considering the Irish potato famine of the mid-nineteenth century. During the 

worst years of the famine, there was little in the way of rebellion, even as ships 

heavily laden with food and other goods left Ireland bound for England. But is it 

possible to understand the century of conflict that later ensued without reference 

to grievances registered much earlier? Sen sounds a similar warning in consider-

ing Africa today:

The neglect of the plight of Africa today can have a similarly long-run effect on 

world peace in the future. What the rest of the world (especially the rich countries) 

did—or did not do—when at least a quarter of the African population seemed to 

be threatened with extinction through epidemics, involving AIDS, malaria, and 

other maladies, might not be forgotten for a very long time to come. We have to 

understand more clearly how poverty, deprivation, and neglect, and the humilia-

tions associated with asymmetry of power, relate over long periods to a proneness 

to violence, linked with confrontations that draw on grievances against the top 

dogs in a world of divided identities.26

Top dogs. Not everyone within the university sees himself or herself as a top 

dog, especially in this society, where money and fame accrue elsewhere. But we 

are very highly placed dogs, and it behooves us to consider the obligations of the 

university to the poor world.

CONCLUSIONS

The research university enjoys special prestige in the world today. As First World 

universities “go global” in various ways, including their newfound enthusiasm 

for global health, they are caught up in a web of preexisting meanings. Their 

reputation precedes them, and it’s not all favorable. Certainly, universities are 

part of the rich world, which is often seen skeptically or with warranted envy in 

settings in which disease is rampant and life expectancy is falling—but aspira-

tions are not. So much of this asymmetry is linked to growing economic inequal-

ity, which is shaped in part by rich-world policies that are too rarely the focus of 

critical scrutiny. Or, rather, the critical evaluation that you might readily hear 
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from poor people, if you were in a position to listen to them, is inaudible on the 

heights where we seek truth and think of doing good. To quote James Galbraith 

again, the rise of inequality

has been, it would appear, a perfect crime. And while statistical forensics can play 

a small role in pointing this out, no mechanism to reverse the policy exists, still 

less any that might repair the damage. The developed countries have abandoned 

the pretense of attempting to foster development in the world at large, preferring 

to substitute the rhetoric of ungoverned markets for the hard work of stabilizing 

regulation. The prognosis is grim: a descent into apathy, despair, disease, ecological 

disaster, and wars of separatism and survival in many of the poorest parts of the 

world.27

Apathy, despair, disease, ecological disaster, and wars of separatism and survival in 

many of the poorest parts of the world. And, as Galbraith warns us, there exist “no 

mechanisms to reverse” the policies that have brought us to this point. How, then, 

do we pursue, with the best of intentions, work in the poorest parts of the world?

Let me be more optimistic than Galbraith and suggest some steps. One first 

step is to acknowledge the appalling poverty that is the lot of so many; another is 

to generate knowledge that can be of use in the world today and make sure that 

it is shared equitably. Imagine if all the discoveries made with public funding—

those made under National Institutes of Health sponsorship, for example—were 

to become freely available to the world’s poorest people. This public funding 

amounts to billions of dollars; what if those expenditures were harnessed to the 

largest, most direct type of universal public interest?

In 2001, Médecins Sans Frontières requested a license from Yale University 

to buy generic stavudine, a bedrock of many ARV regimens, from an Indian 

company that had offered to sell it in South Africa for approximately 3 percent of 

the price of the branded version. Though Bristol-Myers Squibb had an exclusive 

license to sell the drug, Yale was the key patent-holder because the drug had been 

developed at Yale, again with significant public funding. Within three months 

of receiving the request from MSF, Yale and Bristol-Myers Squibb announced 

that they would permit the sale of generics in South Africa and that the price 

of brand-name stavudine would be slashed thirtyfold—from $1,600 to $55—for 

governments and nongovernmental organizations in sub-Saharan Africa.28 In

contrast, in June 2005, Emory University sold its royalty rights in the antiretro-

viral Emtriva (emtricitabine) to Gilead for $525 million. While Emory could have 

used this sale to negotiate conditions for Gilead’s licensing, registration, and 

patenting practices, it has not yet done so. Thus, while Emtriva is recommended 

by the World Health Organization as a safer and more effective alternative to 

lamivudine in its first- and second-line antiretroviral therapy guidelines, its pro-

hibitive pricing makes it largely unavailable across the developing world.
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I don’t think it’s too harsh to say that Emory is neglecting its obligations. It

becomes easy for Emory to do so in part because in this society, universities 

belong to the not-for-profit sector and therefore frame the building up of their 

own endowments and intellectual property portfolios as a virtuous action. This 

is not entirely wrong: we need universities like Emory and Yale; the whole world 

benefits from them. But a benefit that is more direct would be a greater benefit. 

We must not fail to situate the privilege of the rich-world, not-for-profit univer-

sity in a wider context, one in which, I’m afraid, the cynicism of many a Haitian 

or Rwandan observer finds its basis.

When Brown University set up a historical commission to look at that fa-

mously liberal institution’s ties to the slave trade, the purpose was not simply 

grandstanding, the public display of white guilt, or the achievement of a reputa-

tion for purity, but the resocializing of our understanding of privilege and its 

sources. In this regard, by scrutinizing themselves and their history, universities 

can join understanding to action and furnish a pattern to actors larger and better 

organized than themselves—corporations and governments, for example.

A further goal might be to link our research and teaching to service designed 

to alleviate some of the most devastating problems. Universities must become 

more involved in the delivery of basic services to—and in the promotion of 

basic rights for—the poorest citizens of our globalized planet. None of this is to 

argue that research universities should abandon their focus on generating new 

knowledge and adopt, instead, a fundamentally humanitarian goal—although a 

little more generosity in this regard could hardly hurt our standing in the eyes of 

the world’s poor. It’s rather to argue that these problems cannot be wished away. 

We will be faced with hunger, thirst, disease, and violence as long as we venture 

forth into the world as it is and has long been. Developing new partnerships with 

groups based on service missions can help universities behave ethically, and less 

blindly, in Africa, for example.

Although in some universities there is a disdain for all things practical and 

applied, that could never be the case in a medical school. I believe that every part 

of the modern university can learn from its medical school’s respect for practical 

applications. I mean, specifically, the establishment of teaching hospitals, often 

the major purveyor of quality services to the destitute sick of American cities. 

Over the centuries since their founding, our institutions have grown into islands 

of privilege and, I believe, decency. Precisely how decent we will appear to poster-

ity remains a question. In order to span the rich world–poor world divide in an 

ethical way, we need to continue to promote the quest for theories and practices 

of justice that are honest about proximity and causation. It’s less about assisting 

the distant needy and more about remaking a broken world. As David Hume 

wrote 250 years ago, in the heyday of the slave ship and the sugar plantation, “the 

boundaries of justice still grow larger.”29
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Since I’ve recently been working in Malawi, where maternal mortality is said to 

be the third highest in the world and where hunger and other afflictions abound, 

I’ll cite a recent essay by an expert on the country: “The tenets of liberalism 

in both politics and economy are now shared by all the political parties [in 

Malawi]. . . . Everybody, it seems, is committed to multiparty democracy, human 

rights, and the market economy.”1

How are democracy, human rights, and a “market economy” linked together? 

Are they so linked for the poor in particular? Amartya Sen, among others, has 

offered compelling evidence that genuinely democratic governance is associated 

with more development and less poverty.2 But there is no magic formula that 

leads from the “shared tenets” of “multiparty democracy, human rights and the 

market economy” to a reduction in the appalling privations still faced by many 

Africans and by hundreds of millions elsewhere.

Our ostensible beneficiaries are sometimes called the “voiceless poor.” But 

the epithet is misapplied. They have much to say, and they do so, as any clinician 

or anthropologist knows. Whether or not we listen to them is a different story. 

Are human rights and public health groups even prepared to listen? In an essay 

entitled “Why More Africans Don’t Use Human Rights Language,” legal scholar 

Chidi Anselm Odinkalu puts it this way:

In Africa, the realization of human rights is a very serious business indeed. In

many cases it is a life and death matter. From the child soldier, the rural dweller 

deprived of basic health care, the mother unaware that the next pregnancy is not 

an inexorable fate, the city dweller living in fear of the burglar, the worker owed 

several months arrears of wages, and the activist organizing against bad govern-
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ment, to the group of rural women seeking access to land so that they may send 

their children to school with its proceeds, people are acutely aware of the injustices 

inflicted upon them. Knowledge of the contents of the Universal Declaration [of 

Human Rights] will hardly advance their condition. What they need is a movement 

that channels these frustrations into articulate demands that evoke responses from 

the political process. This the human rights movement is unwilling or unable to 

provide. In consequence, the real-life struggles for social justice are waged despite 

human rights groups—not by or because of them—by people who feel that their 

realities and aspirations are not adequately captured by human rights organiza-

tions and their language.3

Odinkalu’s language is uncompromising. But I don’t want to mislead you into 

thinking that there is little but conflict between human rights groups and the 

humans desiring to win rights. Despite neoliberal orthodoxy in both interna-

tional health and human rights, much has changed over the past few years, and 

some of it for the better.

Allow me to take the example of AIDS. The recent influx of funds designated 

to treat poor people with AIDS in the spirit of providing a public good, rather 

than a commodity—the result of efforts on the part of groups led by people 

living with HIV, student activists, and a small number of organizations serv-

ing the destitute with or at risk of AIDS—has challenged modern public health 

orthodoxy. Pushed by international financial institutions, this orthodoxy has 

too often sought (and still seeks) to “cap” health expenditures and focus on “cost 

recovery” in some of the most afflicted places in the world.4 This is like a call for 

conserving water just after the house catches fire. But imposing user fees and sell-

ing therapy for AIDS did not work in Africa. It was not until diagnosis and care 

were made rights rather than commodities that people living with AIDS and in 

poverty had any hope of help. Although many will come to understand that it is 

ultimately cost-effective to lessen, through the only means possible, the horrific 

mortality registered among poor people living with HIV, the large-scale efforts I

am referring to were not launched on grounds of cost-effectiveness. Instead, they 

were the result of powerful thinking about ethics and the alleviation of suffering. 

Human rights and social justice, once staples of public health, are slowly being 

revived on a grand scale.

How did this come to pass? Could this experience shape rights-based ap-

proaches to other problems of poverty? Speaking from our own experience, 

Partners In Health, which had focused on AIDS prevention for over a decade, 

launched AIDS treatment for the poor of central Haiti in 1998, an initiative 

cheered by patients but dismissed by influential international health leaders as 

neither cost-effective nor sustainable.5 PIH was then small and without the influ-

ence necessary to do more than challenge such orthodoxy. So we turned to the 

human rights community, launching, in 2001, the Health Action AIDS campaign 
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with Physicians for Human Rights (PHR). To make a long story short, Jim Kim 

and I went to the PHR board and argued that this was what a human rights 

campaign around AIDS needed to look like: we sought to protect the civil and 

political rights of people living with HIV at the same time that we protected 

their right to live. And that goal simply could not be achieved without diag-

nostic tools, medicines, and even food and water. PHR, it transpired, had never 

before launched a campaign for social and economic rights. But together we did 

so energetically, and this effort galvanized many students across the country, 

echoed and amplified the voices of courageous AIDS activists, and preceded the 

creation of the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria as well as 

major bilateral programs such as the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS 

Relief (PEPFAR). These funding mechanisms may have their weaknesses, but 

at least we’re no longer spending all our time arguing about whether or not we 

should even try to prevent and treat these three major infectious killers.

“FOOD, FOOD, FOOD”

The willingness of the public health community to embrace and promote 

the right to health is the fulcrum of our ability to address these complexities. 

Particularly crucial are the responses of global public health leaders. For exam-

ple, will the inexorable rise of drug-resistant HIV, TB, and malaria lead those 

who are themselves at no risk of these diseases to argue, whether from Geneva or 

New York or London, that it is acceptable to use now-inexpensive first-line drugs 

for AIDS, TB, and malaria, but that it is neither sustainable nor cost-effective to 

treat more complex forms of these diseases? What if we confess, from Haiti or 

Rwanda, that many of our patients are hungry and that, last time we checked, 

the only treatment for hunger is food? What if we tell those who hold the purse 

strings that we do not really know how to treat diseases, much less how to prevent 

them, without promoting basic social and economic rights for the poor? Will the 

next orthodoxy in public health be that it is acceptable to offer medicines but 

not acceptable to offer access to microcredit, school fees, or food? That it is not 

“sustainable” to pay community health workers for their labor on behalf of their 

neighbors, even though we pay ourselves handsomely enough as international 

health consultants engaged in a network that spans rich world and poor?

Not long ago, in Malawi, I spent time doing home visits to people living with 

(or dying from) HIV. Most of these patients had not yet received antiretroviral 

therapy; several also had tuberculosis. They were slated to be enrolled in a treat-

ment program that, though community-based, did not pay community health 

workers; nor did it include assistance with transportation to and from health 

centers; nor did it include food or the means to buy it. At the end of the day, over 

dinner—my colleagues and I enjoyed ready access to food—I mentioned that I
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had been invited to give a talk to the American Public Health Association and 

asked what they thought what my message should be. “Food, food, food,” intoned 

one of my colleagues, a former medical student of mine who had completed his 

training and had spent eighteen months in Malawi working on a research effort. 

One word, repeated three times. But we all knew just what he meant: that without 

what some term “wraparound” services (including food), it will not be possible 

to scale up ambitious programs, because poor people in places like Malawi often 

don’t have enough to eat, nor do they have the resources to go to health centers 

for a work-up, or the money to pay whatever hidden user fees lurk in ostensibly 

free AIDS treatment programs.

Over the past few years, we’ve seen some governments adopt, sometimes 

reluctantly, treatment programs that are “free” to their poor citizens. The poor 

show up, only to learn that it costs money to be tested for HIV or that they need 

an ID card or another laboratory test or a chest film. We’ve seen programs that 

claim to prevent transmission of HIV from mother to child but do nothing (or 

not enough) to provide breast milk substitute, weaning foods, or clean water to 

women living in poverty. We’ve even seen programs providing free therapies 

even as condoms or prophylaxis for opportunistic infections are sold through 

social marketing schemes funded by resource-rich institutions. These institu-

tions have promoted a public health orthodoxy that leads most people in the 

richer countries to conclude that it is impossible to sustain public health inter-

ventions that do not generate profit or break even.

Food, food, food. How on earth can we make sure that people sick with con-

sumptive diseases like AIDS or tuberculosis recover unless they have access to 

both medicines and food? That said, even those of us involved in treating such 

diseases in places like Malawi or Rwanda or Haiti (where food riots recently 

claimed several lives) know that there is a role for sustainable development. That’s 

why we’re involved in efforts to improve seed quality; increase access to fertil-

izer, water, and microcredit; and implement land reform. These will be difficult 

programs; “mission creep” will abound. But if we believe in health and human 

rights, we will need to broaden, very considerably, our efforts to promote social 

and economic rights for the poor. This, I would argue, is the leading human 

rights issue now facing public health.

THE CASE OF MATERNAL MORTALITY

Lest this sound too general, allow me to consider maternal mortality. Gender 

inequality and poverty—together, not apart—are the cause of almost all deaths 

during childbirth. Half a million women die each year in childbirth, almost 

exclusively poor women. These deaths can be prevented, but to do so requires 

that women with obstructed labor have access to modern obstetrics: an operating 
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room, electricity, sutures, blood, clean wards, and good postoperative care.6 (The 

major infectious diseases—AIDS, TB, and malaria—also cause a significant share 

of maternal mortality.)7 I wish that someone had told me when I first traveled to 

Haiti, in 1983, that to promote human rights there, we’d need to build operating 

rooms and procure equipment and supplies; it would have saved us a great deal of 

time and made us more effective. We did learn that lesson, but only after presid-

ing over the grisly spectacle of young women dying because they were pregnant 

and poor.

One community-based survey conducted in rural southern Haiti in the early 

1980s pegged maternal mortality at 1,400 per 100,000 live births—far and away 

the highest in the hemisphere.8 In rural Haiti, rates of cesarean delivery were 

about zero. Imagine my surprise when I later learned that, elsewhere in Latin 

America, public health advocates were fighting to reduce rates of cesarean deliv-

ery. This is the nature of inequality in Latin America: human rights activists 

could in one setting (Mexico) spend their efforts trying to reduce the number 

of cesareans, while others, similarly inspired, work in Haiti to increase poor 

women’s access to cesarean delivery. I’d say something here about the ironies of 

inequality if the story weren’t so abominable as to be beyond irony.

I saw the same thing again recently in Malawi. In the largest public maternity 

ward in the country, in Lilongwe, two obstetricians and a handful of nurses 

were struggling mightily to deliver twelve thousand babies each year. This is 

slightly more than the number delivered in Harvard’s Brigham and Women’s 

Hospital, where I was trained and still work. The Brigham delivers more babies 

than any other hospital in New England: we have, in just that one hospital, more 

than one hundred obstetricians, without counting the dozens of doctors and 

students training in obstetrics and gynecology. In the Malawian hospital, there 

is a single operating room; in the Brigham there are more than forty, with four 

in the women’s health center alone. It’s almost unheard-of for women to die 

during childbirth in the United States, though victims of maternal mortality in 

this country, too, are predominantly poor women of color. Here are some num-

bers: the maternal mortality ratio in Malawi is pegged at 1,800 per 100,000 live 

births. In the United States, an estimated 17 women die per 100,000 live births. 

Twenty-nine other nations, most of them affluent countries with national health 

insurance, match or beat the U.S. ratio. The figure for Iceland is zero.9

In Malawi, I spent some time with Tarek Meguid, one of the two obstetricians 

tending to the women who deliver their babies, or fail to do so, in the maternity 

hospital. The day I first visited, Tarek showed me a hospital that was fairly clean 

but sorely lacked supplies and personnel. The blood bank closed at 5 p.m.; the only 

way to care for critically ill women or infants was to transfer them to another 

under-resourced public hospital 2 kilometers away, a difficult procedure since 

calls had to be made, transport arranged, and so forth. Tarek spoke explicitly in 
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human rights terms even as he detailed the material shortcomings of his facility. 

Outside the doors of the single operating room was a gurney piled high with 

surgical drapes in tatters. “This is an abuse of human rights,” he said, lifting up 

one of the rags. “It would never happen if people considered the women we serve 

as human beings.” It pained the doctor that the rate of maternal mortality within

the hospital was 300 per 100,000 live births. Cold comfort: this appalling figure 

already represented a sixfold reduction from Malawi’s national rate.

Should there be a right to sutures? To sterile drapes? To anesthesia? In 2007, 

colleagues and friends at PHR took on the issue of maternal mortality in terms 

that explicitly referred to social and economic rights. In support of their efforts, 

PIH helped to organize a focus group for PHR’s investigation into maternal 

mortality in Peru. CARE Peru, a local organization with experience providing 

services to women in remote rural areas, was also instrumental in the project.10

But to bring down the rate of maternal deaths among poor women in Peru and 

elsewhere, a wider network of partnerships will be necessary. We will need elec-

tricity. We will need gloves. We will need sutures and antihemorrhagics. We 

will need drapes and hot, clean water. We will need unfettered access to family 

planning. Making these demands is uncharted territory for human rights organi-

zations, but if we are to move beyond studies, conferences, and exhortations and 

actually reduce the number of deaths, nothing less is required.

Many groups understand that it’s impossible to make rights meaningful 

without material resources like those I have just mentioned. But human rights 

orthodoxy has left us weak in this arena. While many who care about rights are 

prepared to discuss gender inequality, too few of us are ready to buy generators, 

c-section kits, sutures, or operating-room lamps. Not even contraceptives are 

given pragmatic consideration. But how on earth will we ever stand in solidarity 

with women living in poverty if we’re unable to move resources, including the 

fruits of modern science and technology, to them?

Of course, public authorities are the ones who can move such resources most 

effectively and equitably. A significant part of our work must consist of pressur-

ing political officials to enact redistributive transfers on the scale required—and 

holding them accountable for performance. Yet even as we grapple collectively 

with the political challenge, those of us positioned within well-resourced private 

institutions can and must find short-term strategies to move vital goods quickly 

from settings where they abound in dizzying excess to places where their utter 

absence exacts a daily toll of suffering and death.

But many nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), including human rights 

organizations, regard such pragmatic solidarity as beyond their mandate. Re-

search universities are, by and large, even more oblivious, and rich-world public 

health authorities are trammeled by the administrative boundaries of county, 

state, and nation, even as they know that Malawi’s nurses, like Malawi’s epidem-
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ics, transcend borders: nurses move out, epidemics move in. The NGOs that fight 

for the right to health care by serving the African poor directly frequently do 

so at the expense of the public sector. Too often, their efforts create a local brain 

drain by luring nurses, doctors, and other professionals from the public hospitals, 

like the one in Lilongwe, to “NGOland,” where salaries are better and the tools of 

our trade more plentiful. The chronic dearth of resources that undermines staff 

retention in the public sector results not only from corruption, a frequent topic 

of commentary in the international press, but also from the effects of structural 

adjustment programs, so frequently lauded by the “international community.”

How can this sorry human rights situation best be addressed? It’s been ana-

lyzed exhaustively in survey after survey. And although I confess that PIH, an 

NGO, has moved into Malawi, I’ll add quickly that we do not wish to expand 

the population of NGOland, nor to repeat our past mistakes. NGOs committed 

to the rights framework have to learn how to strengthen the public sector, since 

only governments can guarantee their citizens’ rights. No one elected us, the 

denizens of NGOland, to set things right. We’re all self-appointed. Those of us in 

NGOs and public health will have to learn to move beyond crude notions of cost-

effectiveness and sustainability and return to the concept of social justice, which 

once inspired public health but now seems to embarrass us. First World universi-

ties, which are very much in evidence in African capitals, not only have to learn 

how to challenge public health and rights orthodoxies; they also have to learn 

how to share their abundant resources if they wish to conduct research across 

steep grades of inequality. It’s fine that there are more American pediatricians 

than African ones in some of that continent’s poorer cities and towns, including 

Lilongwe, but what are our long-term plans for helping to rebuild health care 

infrastructure and for training and retaining local professionals in these areas? 

What are our plans for making certain services, including safe childbirth, a right 

rather than a commodity?

All this is to say that health and human rights must move beyond the tradi-

tional exhortatory role, which stems from insisting on respect for conventions 

to which most states are signatory, to considering such prosaic issues as supply 

chains for sutures, generators, magnesium sulfate, and operating-room lights. 

And, of course, we need to do this at the same time that we continue and expand 

our struggle for civil and political rights. Enforcing rights is another matter 

altogether, since it is often the signatory states themselves who are responsible for 

rights violations, from torture to neglect of the public sector. Even less exposed to 

human rights activism are the shadow governments above the state: the interna-

tional financial institutions, the tacit pacts among powerful nations that agree to 

disagree on Darfur or to ignore genocide in Rwanda until it’s too late or to turn a 

blind eye to the worsening concentration of health and wealth in our inegalitar-

ian world.
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But where’s the lesion, as we doctors say; what is the source of the problem? 

Health and human rights must have a legal framework to impose on national 

governments, true, but who is responsible for spending caps on health and educa-

tion in the world’s poorest countries? Certainly not the hapless medical profes-

sionals of those countries, and not the Ministries of Health, either. How can 

legislation be effective when governments such as Malawi’s and Haiti’s work 

with national budgets far less than that of a single Harvard teaching hospital? 

To understand why there are so few personnel and supplies in Malawi’s largest 

maternity hospital, we’ll need more than a local or national frame of analysis; 

we’ll need to lift our eyes to look hard at history, political economy, and the 

powerful transnational institutions that have determined many policies in post-

colonial Africa and in much of Latin America. Where is the support for applying 

a legal framework to those institutions?

The yield on an expanded and pragmatic view of health and human rights 

might be greater than we think. Preventing disease, saving lives, eradicating 

malnutrition, and promoting universal primary education will help to reverse 

the concentration of power in the hands of a few. It might not be naïve to argue 

that when people are not facing both destitution and disease, they should be more 

able to participate in civic processes, both local and national (although, granted, 

this hopeful hypothesis is not always borne out in affluent democracies). In short, 

as a public health activist, I advocate challenging the present priorities that place 

civil and legal rights first and adjourn substantive social and economic rights for 

another day. It is when people are able to eat and be well that they have the chance 

to build democratic institutions.

MEASURING THE EFFICACY OF ACCOMPANIMENT

So where does one start in an effort to support “an expanded and pragmatic 

view of health and human rights”? There is no secret formula, only brute needs. I

mentioned food, and also sutures, medications, electricity, water, and other basic 

goods that may not seem very sexy to most people now commenting on health 

and human rights. Is this all there is to it—the transfer of ordinary enough mate-

rial resources, not forgetting money, to the people and places that lack them?11 We 

at PIH have found the recruitment and training of community health workers to 

be a means of working simultaneously on several aspects of the tangle of poverty 

and disease.

As research shows, under-resourced systems such as public-sector hospitals in 

places like Haiti and Malawi are unable to retain the nurses and doctors trained 

there. Here is another cruel paradox: since the local medical personnel were edu-

cated, by and large, within publicly financed facilities, their medical training has 

been supported as much by the local poor, who are taxed indirectly, as by private 
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financing; and yet these doctors and nurses are leaking out of the public system.12

In order to reverse the brain drain, we will have to invest heavily in institutions 

such as the maternity hospital in Lilongwe; we will have to make sure not only 

that health professionals receive salaries that are adequate but also that they have 

the tools of their trade. One study in urban Kenya shows that, although young 

physicians are unhappy with their salaries and the way they’re treated by their 

superiors, they are also unhappy because they don’t have the diagnostic tools and 

medications needed in order to treat their patients. “Before training,” said one 

young Kenyan physician, “we thought of doctors as supermen . . . [now] we are 

only mortuary attendants.”13 How long can African doctors and nurses tolerate 

being little more than spectators to the grisly parade of suffering and premature 

death within the walls of that continent’s public hospitals? No small amount of 

that suffering originates within these beleaguered institutions, as witness recent 

reports of nosocomial outbreaks of tuberculosis, including extensively drug-

resistant strains (XDR-TB).14

Complementing the hospitals and clinics so desperately in need of renewed 

investment, community health workers (CHWs) are the pillar of the approach 

we’ve devised to deliver high-quality, free health care in settings of extreme pov-

erty. Community health workers are mostly poor people; most have little in 

the way of formal education; most were unemployed or underemployed prior 

to becoming CHWs. I insist on the designation “community health workers”

as distinct from community health volunteers (CHVs), the preferred term in 

NGOland. The word “volunteer” sounds noble but reflects the fact that many 

NGOs and governments do not pay local people who contribute time and labor to 

improving the health of their communities. Community health workers are paid, 

however modestly, for their efforts on behalf of their neighbors. Such compensa-

tion constitutes, unfortunately, yet another challenge to a regnant orthodoxy—in 

this case, the assumption that local community members’ time and effort need 

not be valued as highly as those of other partners in health work.

As community members in many settings assume a greater role in health 

action, a debate simmers over equitable payment for all those who work within 

the community health arena. Some would have you believe that there’s no differ-

ence between CHWs and CHVs—that is, between a model in which local people 

are paid for their work and one in which they are expected to perform similar 

tasks with no remuneration. This is a fraud perpetuated by our own “community 

of experts.” Those experts who argue that we should encourage volunteerism and 

not pay the poor for their labor have not imagined themselves in the situation 

of the vast numbers of rural or urban poor people who would happily become 

community health workers. The problem with volunteerism is that the people 

called upon to donate their time are themselves poor (and often sick) and can 

scarcely afford to spend hours each day checking on their neighbors when they 
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are obligated, NGO fantasies to the contrary, to plant millet and corn in order 

to feed their own families. That local people are sometimes prepared to accept 

the nonremunerated CHV role does not mean they don’t prefer (and need) the 

CHW model. If volunteers are poor enough to warrant food assistance, they may 

declare themselves happy enough to volunteer in order to obtain such support; 

however, this mutually tolerated fraud is in no way genuinely mutual: the “inter-

national health community” promotes it, and the rural and urban poor tolerate 

it because without this charade, they would receive even less assistance in their 

efforts to prevent premature death in their beleaguered communities.

We have argued—and argue is the operative word—that community-based 

care involving CHWs is the very highest standard of care available to the poor 

who live with chronic disease, whether that disease be AIDS or diabetes or major 

mental illness. There’s a reason that we have taken the model developed in Haiti 

and applied it not only in rural Rwanda or urban Peru but also in the poorer 

parts of Boston: in seeking to promote excellent outcomes in treating chronic 

infectious disease, we’ve found that doctors and nurses, and even social workers, 

cannot ensure that our patients are able to adhere to complex regimens unless 

our patients are offered what we’ve referred to as “accompaniment.”15 We’ve come 

to understand that something far better than supervision emerges when we sup-

port CHWs with even modest honoraria or incentives.

Over the past decade, we’ve sought to present the task of sustaining community-

based care in settings of poverty as a human rights challenge. Don’t expropriate 

the labor of the poor; champions of volunteerism within our ranks should feel 

free to volunteer but should be uncomfortable asking the destitute to do the same. 

So, although we’re embarrassed that the honoraria we provide to our CHWs are 

so modest, we nonetheless insist on supporting them and seek to promote such 

remuneration in all the settings in which we work. We’ve rejected the community 

volunteer model and its underlying assumption that poor people’s work can be had 

for nothing. We’ve been rebuked for this stance, but the rebukes have never come 

from the CHWs or their families or their patients. The rebukes have come from 

our peers, those obsessed with “sustainability” and “cost-effectiveness.” Within 

international public health circles, we’ve found ourselves swimming against a 

strong undercurrent of censorious opinion.

Perhaps if our profession had embraced a rights-based model rather than 

those now in vogue in public health, we would not be forced to spend so much 

effort arguing that such care is cost-effective, although it almost certainly is.16 We 

have every intention of stooping to the level of our critics in an effort to show that 

our model is indeed sustainable—we’re not proud. But we also argue that the first 

thing to be sustained is First World commitment to global pandemics and other 

problems of the world’s poor and that this is the way to begin a “virtuous social 

cycle” that might lift the destitute sick out of extreme poverty.17
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To bring these disparate themes together in a rights-based framework is, I

hope, a useful exercise, as we seek to chart directions for the health and human 

rights movement. If we believe that health care is a right, we need to address 

problems such as AIDS and maternal mortality with the highest standard of care 

possible. If we believe that the treatment for hunger is food, we need to address 

food insecurity with both short-term and long-term strategies, even if this means 

that we must learn about improving seed quality and procuring fertilizer and 

promoting fair trade, which means taking on rich-world agribusiness subsidies. 

If we believe that it’s wrong to appropriate the labor of the poor, we need to insist 

that community members doing health work be compensated for their labor. If

we put even a shred of stock in the notion of solidarity, then we must press for 

basic social and economic rights for the poor, regardless of whether we term our 

efforts “wraparound services” or accompaniment.

CONCLUSIONS: A NEW (OLD) RIGHTS PARADIGM

In many senses, nothing I’ve written here is new. The struggle for social and eco-

nomic rights has been outlined many times before, the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights mentions these rights explicitly, and 155 countries have ratified the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. My own coun-

try is not among them, which will not surprise public health advocates, since we 

all have a long way to go before we see the right to health care in the United States. 

But if the basic ideas are hardly novel, the commitment and opportunity to turn 

them into action mark a fresh departure.

There’s much to be done right now if we wish to address orthodoxy in health 

and human rights. U.S.-based human rights organizations focused on social and 

economic rights are mostly still small and new. However, their work is gather-

ing momentum, and they are not timid about tackling tough problems. Larger, 

established organizations that have traditionally focused exclusively on civil and 

political rights are also coming on board. Amnesty International (AI) now boasts 

leadership with a clear commitment to social and economic rights and has begun 

to implement programming in this arena.18 Indeed, the right to health, and the 

reduction of maternal mortality in particular, will be a central focus of Amnesty’s 

forthcoming campaign on economic and social rights.

To fully grasp the significance of Amnesty International’s recent inclusion of 

social and economic rights in its proposed programming, it is worth considering 

not only the importance of the right to health care—including the right to safe 

motherhood, which is the primary goal of AI’s new effort to decrease maternal 

mortality—but also the cost of erasing the social and economic underpinnings 

of rights abuses writ large. The narrowly restricted view of rights that has domi-

nated the rights movements based in (and funded by) affluent democracies since 
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the outset of the Cold War has not only erased any serious consideration of 

social and economic rights but also distorted or at least shaped our understand-

ing of rights abuses as conventionally defined in North America and Western 

Europe.

It’s hard enough, some argue, to understand recent violations of civil and 

political rights (What, precisely, constitutes such violations? When do they 

occur? Why? How might they be prevented? What effective legal remedies exist?), 

not to mention allowing that there are other rights. This elision, this erasure, has 

not always occurred because of pressure by powerful ideological forces on rights 

groups, through funding restrictions and within an ethos shaped by the Cold 

War, to privilege some rights over others. This has certainly happened, as Carol 

Anderson insists in her magisterial Eyes Off the Prize,19 but more insidious and 

corrosive erasures also occur. The social constructs now identified as human 

rights have, in every setting, a history.

Since no social movement is immune from the heavy hand of history, it is 

important to understand the history of the modern, contested rights movements 

based in what are termed Western democracies and to see what, during these 

often bitter struggles, has been brought into relief and what has been erased. 

Elsewhere and quite recently, discerning observers have written about the sinister 

ways in which human rights struggles in and regarding Haiti—the very place 

where French claims to promote “The Rights of Man” were revealed as hypocrisy, 

since Haiti, not France, was the first to abolish slavery—have been set back in 

recent years through funding from self-declared human rights groups.20 But, as 

Odinkalu noted in the blistering critique cited earlier, Amnesty International 

is not funded by powerful governments; it remains, to this day, an organiza-

tion funded by individuals objecting to torture and other forms of abuse and to 

the silencing of the citizenry and the press. (An aside: my first experience as a 

member of a human rights organization was as a college student, when I joined a 

group writing letters on behalf of people designated by Amnesty as “prisoners of 

conscience.” I’ve never regretted it.)

But even groups leery of funding from powerful governments, including 

Amnesty International, may be “blinkered,” as Naomi Klein explains in a new 

book that every proponent of human rights should read.21 She reminds us that 

Amnesty International, in the “loaded context” of the Cold War, developed a 

“doctrine of strict impartiality: its financing would come exclusively from its 

members, and it would remain rigorously ‘independent of any government, 

political faction, ideology, economic interest or religious creed.’” This was a 

reflection of much-needed integrity at a time in which rights were too often 

defined and supported in order to meet the needs of the powerful. But in its 

eagerness to eschew any partisan bias, writes Klein, the self-defined independent 

human rights organization neglected to bring into relief the social and historical 
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backdrop of the rights abuses then occurring in Latin America. Mistakes arose 

whenever it was deemed unnecessary to explain why such abuses occurred, and 

whenever the sole point was to document and describe abuses. What was really 

at stake, then as now, Klein argues, was lost in the grim details of detention, tor-

ture, and disappearance: “Amnesty’s position, emblematic of the human rights 

movement as a whole at that time, was that since human rights violations were a 

universal evil, wrong in and of themselves, it was not necessary to determine why 

abuses were taking place but to document them as meticulously and credibly as 

possible.”22

In the 1970s, Latin America was the cauldron of the struggle for human rights 

in this hemisphere. Tens of thousands of civilians—this is a low estimate—died 

during efforts to promote basic rights, however they are defined. Almost no one 

would argue that headway was made during that decade, whether one defined 

rights primarily as civil, political, economic, or social. Although this death and 

suffering gave rise to “transnational” rights movements including Amnesty and 

many others, there remained a fog over those who sought to link, during military 

dictatorships, gross and obvious violations of rights (torture, murder, the silenc-

ing of the press) to the more insidious erosion of the rights of the poor to health 

care, primary school, water, and employment. The former list of rights generated 

the lion’s share of commentary among the emerging mainstream rights orga-

nizations; the latter list of rights generated little commentary among those able 

to write about what was occurring in so many countries, including Argentina. 

Klein’s assessment of this failure is worth citing at length:

The narrow scope is most problematic in Amnesty International’s 1976 report on 

Argentina, a breakthrough account of the junta’s atrocities and worthy of its Nobel 

Prize. Yet for all its thoroughness, the report sheds no light on why the abuses 

were occurring. It asks the questions “to what extent are the violations explicable 

or necessary” to establish “security”—which was the junta’s official rationale for 

the “dirty war.” After the evidence was examined, the report concludes that the 

threat posed by left-wing guerrillas was in no way commensurate with the level 

of repression used by the state. . . . But was there some other goal that made the 

violence “explicable or necessary”? Amnesty made no mention of it. . . . It offered 

no comment on the deepening poverty or the dramatic reversal of programs to 

redistribute wealth, though these were the policy centerpieces of junta rule. It care-

fully lists all the junta laws and decrees that violated civil liberties but named none 

of the economic decrees that lowered wages and increased prices, thereby violating 

the right to food and shelter—also enshrined in the UN charter.23

Amnesty’s selective attention, even at this moment of bold confrontation, 

shows the effort to forget precisely what we in the public health and human rights 

movement need most to understand, namely, the ways in which poverty seeps 

into every aspect of both health and rights. At the grotesque tip of the abuse 
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iceberg, the sorry spectacles of Guantánamo or Abu Ghraib or state-sponsored 

torture and execution must not command all our outrage; the long and painful 

processes through which the world’s poor meet a premature end deserve it too. 

When we can discuss solemnly the “right to sutures” even as we discuss gender 

inequality and torture, we will have succeeded in shifting the agenda in a way 

that makes sense to the world’s poor and marginalized. And that should be the 

goal of the health and human rights movement in the twenty-first century.
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Haun Saussy: Paul, from a beginning in ethnography, with its emphasis 

on the local, the specific, and the directly observed, you have gone on to offer 

accounts of what goes wrong with the whole human species in its many social 

subdivisions: ideas about “structural violence,” inventories of the horrors of war. 

The categories you operate with on this level seem even broader than the kinds 

of interactions you were observing at work in the local, specific connections 

that were the subject of your earliest published writing—namely, the relation 

between Haiti and its powerful neighbor, the United States, over a long period. 

Some of your readers have criticized this leap to a global framework as rife with 

problems: according to them, it’s so broad that it disables individual agency; 

it is driven by moral concerns that may not apply universally; and it has to be 

justified only “rhetorically,” that is, as a ploy for capturing the attention of lay 

readers. Do you see the shift in the focus of your writing in the same way?

Paul Farmer: No. For me, it has nothing to do with being a rhetorical ploy. 

Working with you on this collection forced me—forced us—to think about 

types of writing and to decide whether to move chronologically or in terms of 

broad themes. In the end, we broke things down into broad themes rather than 

following strict chronology.

For an example, I’d like to go back to a paper that I wrote (you read the 

drafts) in 1987 and published in 1988: “Bad Blood, Spoiled Milk.” It’s the open-

ing chapter of this book. That paper was trying to stand up to various sorts of 

demands. One demand was just obvious: what does a graduate student working 

in Haiti write about? In the 1950s it would have been one thing; in the 1970s it 
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would have been another. For me, having started work in Haiti in 1983, hav-

ing started a proseminar in anthropology in 1986, I was very much concerned 

with the fashions of the moment. I remember an essay by George Marcus and 

Michael Fischer, from Anthropology as Cultural Critique, where they said that 

an anthropology accountable to history and political economy had yet to be 

written.1 They had the pulse of the moment. It would be hard to think of a 

clearer formulation of what was needed in Haiti just then. Haiti has a way 

of forcing its students to the same combination of interpretation and social 

process, regardless of academic fashion. What else did Alfred Métraux try 

to do in the 1950s, what else did Sidney Mintz try to do in the 1970s?

I think that what drove me was not so much the content of anthropology 

at that moment, or going to medical school, or belonging to a certain school 

of thought, but really Haiti. The whole idea that we laid out in that article, 

although it’s heavy on symbolic analysis, psychiatric nosology, and other 

things that I may have been studying at the time, gets back to the very dif-

ficult circumstances of life in that place. I was responding not to Marcus and 

Fischer’s demand as such but to the situation in the place where I was doing 

anthropology.

These days, with a lot of demands on my time, clinical demands, departmen-

tal demands (I’m a department chair now, and that takes up time), when I do 

have a chance to read and write, I still think about that framework. I might, for 

example, be writing on the life history of a colleague’s parent, as in the case of 

three colleagues: Barbara Rylko-Bauer, whose mother was an enslaved doctor 

in one of the labor camps in Poland during the Second World War; Philippe 

Bourgois, whose father was arrested and deported to another camp; and Alisse 

Waterston, whose immediate family escaped the carnage of that war and went 

to Cuba—three families whose lives were interrupted by the Nazi regime. The 

three children have written personal narratives about families whose whole 

course was transformed by a global war that began in Europe. How do I com-

ment on these biographical narratives, twenty-something years after Madame 

Gracia told me what she expected from the scholarship I was doing about her 

village? How would I comment on them in a scholarly journal? The need for an 

anthropology accountable to history and political economy couldn’t be clearer. 

How would you do a good job by considering these stories as just individual 

biographies? It’s no different with the Haitian village I work in, where people’s 

livelihoods were ruined by a hydroelectric dam in the 1950s, where disease and 

mortality affect people daily in ways that derive from social conditions. I just 

don’t think the move from small to large is a rhetorical one; I don’t think that’s 

true.

Another, more significant trend in the things I write about comes out in 

your organization of this book. It goes from “Ethnography, History, Political 
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Economy” to “Anthropology amid Epidemics” and then to “Structural 

Violence” and to “Human Rights and a Critique of Medical Ethics.” Each 

of these sections is asking, in a similar way, what are the large-scale social 

forces that determine and drive these local and observable phenomena? For 

me, that’s the same model I apply to the international health bureaucracies, 

looking at policy; that’s the model I apply to human rights, to a critique of 

human rights rhetoric. And you know, because you originally edited those 

pieces, that I was trying to write about these questions back in the 1990s. 

You’ll find them all over my first book, AIDS and Accusation (1992). I’d like 

to think that it is not a rhetorical ploy or a change, but an interpretive grid 

that is useful for understanding a number of very different phenomena.

One thing that is different is my clinical writing, which is not really 

included in this volume. We talked about including some of it, but I didn’t 

feel that it fit. There, the interpretive framework is set in advance. If I go to 

rounds, I’ll offer an identification of the patient, the chief complaint, past 

medical history, the physical exam, laboratory studies, and then, for the 

infectious-disease consultant, an assessment and recommendations. When 

you write for a clinical journal, you have a methodology piece, a description 

of the patient, the interventions, the outcomes, and the conclusion. I felt that 

I couldn’t incorporate that kind of writing into this book.

Nonetheless, anthropology and clinical medicine have in common a basis 

in observation. When you used the phrase “directly observed” in your ques-

tion, you may have been thinking of ethnography but also of directly observed 

therapy. As Clifford Geertz said, the chief rhetorical ploy of contemporary 

anthropology is showing that you were there. I wouldn’t make light of show-

ing that you were there. In medicine, being there and directly observing the 

therapy are critical to good outcomes in chronic disease. This is true of many 

diseases, not just AIDS but also diabetes, major mental illness, and coronary 

heart disease. The notion of directly observed therapy—of accompaniment, 

of accompanying someone over time (that’s a theological term, originally, if 

I’m not mistaken)—comes down to the same thing: what you can see with 

your own eyes.

If there has been a shift in the writing, it would be a shift in the subject. 

I’m learning along the way. Could I write AIDS and Accusation again today? 

I couldn’t write the Haiti books again for Rwanda or Lesotho; I wouldn’t have 

time to learn those societies from the ground up.

HS: You’ve been a fairly persistent “agent of change” in the world of medicine 

and aid. But how does the expert in a region (say, Haiti) and in a problem (say, 

HIV or multidrug-resistant tuberculosis) gain credibility as a voice addressing 

worldwide problems like war and inequality?
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PF: Do you really think I have credibility in addressing war and inequality? 

I’m not so sure. I understand that I have credibility on global health, on setting 

infectious-disease policy globally, on certain pandemics, and I would hope I

have some credibility in terms of having put more than twenty-five years, my 

whole adult life, into implementation and delivery around these topics. I don’t 

think that can be taken away from me or us. We have been there; we’ve done the 

work. If you take a head count, Partners In Health currently employs more than 

eleven thousand people and supports close to fifty institutions, most of them in 

the public sector, in ten countries. Seventy percent of our workers are commu-

nity health workers who have never held a job before. This is cumulative—not 

an argument that’s right or wrong. I would imagine that my credibility in this 

sphere comes from something other than having great writing or theories.

What can I point to? I can say, “We built that hospital.” But I can’t say, “This 

work has had great impact in reducing economic inequality or preventing con-

flict.” I don’t think I have that credibility. That’s one reason I am turning to things 

like job creation as a way of breaking the cycle of poverty and disease. On areas 

like Haiti, I think that depth of experience does give you credibility. I would hope 

I have some about Haiti, more so than on Peru, Rwanda, Lesotho, Russia.

A lot of my credibility comes from being a doctor. Let me tell you a story. 

A few years back, we were hosting a five-year-old child who had a malignancy 

called a Wilms tumor invading her kidney, plus metastases in her lungs; it was 

a lot for a five-year-old to handle. Because she required extensive radiation 

therapy, which couldn’t be done in Haiti, she came to Boston with her mother 

and stayed in our apartment, a practical solution since I was traveling a lot 

anyway. I’d come home from the hospital, have dinner with them, hang out, 

play with the kid, and so on. One evening, some students came to visit the 

kid—they were great with her—and they said to me that they had been reading 

one of my books. The girl’s mother overheard this and said, “Dr. Paul, you never 

told me you knew how to read and write.”

HS: So your reputation as an infectious-disease specialist didn’t automatically 

transfer into other domains. I might imagine that the broader your reach, 

the more difficult it is to have an effect; is this so? Is there a difference in the 

personal efficacy of the specialist with something of a technical approach and 

that of the generalist addressing moral issues on a global scale?

PF: I never wished to inhabit a public persona. It’s still not my wish, and I don't 

much care for it. The real issue for me is around being an agent of change, and 

linking humble pragmatism and service to solid analysis and understanding. 

At Partners In Health, I’ve been asking: What makes us different? Maybe not 

a lot; maybe we exaggerate the differences. There are a lot of nongovernmental 
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organizations out there doing impressive and desperately needed work for 

people’s health and well-being. If anything makes us different, it’s the feedback 

loop we’ve set up, linking service to research and teaching. Most NGOs have 

no capacity in research or teaching, and most universities have no capacity 

in service. That’s a mistake. To lack the vision to understand that we will not 

drive forward our work as agents of change without systems analysis, system-

atic reflection on practice—that’s a mistake. Systems thinking, isn’t that what 

history and political economy are? Isn’t that what engineering is? Applying it 

to these stubborn problems, as we can do through our academic tie-ins, is an 

added level of what the old-school people used to call praxis.

HS: Tracy Kidder’s Mountains Beyond Mountains was published in 2003. Since 

then, such organizations as PEPFAR (the U.S. President’s Emergency Plan for 

AIDS Relief) and the Gates and Clinton Foundations have poured billions of 

dollars into health care in the poor world. (Indeed, Dr. Anthony Fauci, director 

of the National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases, credited you and 

PIH with the change in thinking that made these dollars available for AIDS, 

malaria, and tuberculosis treatment.)2 How has the landscape changed for you 

and your coworkers in recent years, and what do you foresee in the near term?

PF: The landscape has changed in enormous ways, most good, some not so 

good. Anybody who tells you that PEPFAR and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, 

Tuberculosis, and Malaria are just fraught with problems and not worth their 

salt is clearly not involved in humble service. You go from 2002, when there 

was not a single international financing agency working to treat AIDS, tuber-

culosis, and malaria, which were taking six million lives a year, no work even 

to prevent these diseases or develop new diagnostics—you go from that bleak 

picture to having these fantastic bilateral or multilateral mechanisms focused 

on integrating prevention and care. (Dr. Fauci, I’d like to add, gets a big piece of 

the credit for making this happen.) That has changed the landscape irrevocably. 

Ever since, it has been impossible for anyone to say, “Well, we’ve never had the 

experience of treating a chronic, lifelong medical condition among the poor, so 

it can’t be done.” Now that these countries and agencies have had that experi-

ence, they can’t go back. It’s irrevocable.

Disbursements began in 2003 for the Global Fund, in 2004 for PEPFAR. This 

is recent history. What is interesting, after five years, is how quickly people for-

get. If we cannot seize the moment and strengthen health systems for the poor 

globally, including in the United States, we’re in trouble. We take what in public 

health terms we call “vertical enthusiasms”—that is, a program only for malaria, 

safe motherhood, AIDS, breast cancer, or Burkitt’s lymphoma—and try to use 

that exclusive interest to strengthen health systems writ large. That’s the land-
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scape now. There’s a chapter in the book about this: “Integrated HIV Prevention 

and Care Strengthens Primary Health Care: Lessons from Rural Haiti,” which 

some colleagues, including a student of mine, and I published in the Journal of 

Public Health Policy in 2004—less than a year after we received the first Global 

Fund grant in the world.3

If you look back at the tempestuous debates over primary health care in 

2009, I believe you’ll ask yourself, which of the issues being debated now was 

not already apparent in the first AIDS treatment delivery system in the develop-

ing world? Anyone who is trying to work on delivery, and there are millions of 

us, will see that you can’t avoid these questions. In the newspapers, it’s always 

presented as a zero-sum game, as if funds for AIDS are automatically taken away 

from, say, epilepsy. This mentality of limited resources is so damaging: “If we 

do AIDS, we can’t do epilepsy, or we can’t do lymphoma; if we do treatment, 

we can’t do prevention; if we do Comp Lit, we can’t do Greek”; and on and 

on it goes. Yes, resources are scarce. But the resources are less scarce than ever 

before in human history. (I was saying this back in 1999, if you’ll remember, in 

“Pathologies of Power: Rethinking Health and Human Rights.”)4

People, never patients, often say to me, “You work on TB, but what about 

cancer?” I try not to be defensive and I respond, truthfully enough, “Of course 

I work on cancer!” For me, it was never about this or that disease, but rather 

about other questions: What about the people we are serving? What ails them? 

What are their primary problems? Why would we single out one? The answer 

is, if you can channel these vertical enthusiasms into broader issues, that’s good. 

I’ve written about cancer, AIDS, surgery, tuberculosis, but always to try to frame 

specific diseases in the larger context of primary care.5

HS: Seen in relation to the Global Fund and PEPFAR, PIH was ahead of the 

trend, as it had been providing free medical treatment for years to thousands of 

people abandoned by their existing health systems. What does it mean that the 

PIH argument is now so widely accepted? Does the PIH model of care translate 

readily into new areas? Are there hitches in its adoption or adaptation?

PF: Free medical care: it’s not thousands now, but millions, who have benefited. 

What I find startling is how much the term “free medical care” rankles people. 

Some sociologist should be able to figure it out, but it’s puzzling to me. I just did 

a blurb for a report about health as a human right. Instead of free medical care, 

I said, the commodification of medical care should scandalize us. It startles me 

to see that people are so irritated by the term “free medical care.” When I say 

“people,” of course, I don’t mean the poor, who say, “Free medical care? Bring it 

on!” But policymakers in Africa and Haiti take issue with it. In our publications 

and materials at PIH, we’ve learned to be very careful about the words we use. If
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you say “accessible medical care,” it shocks people less than “free medical care,” 

although the meaning can be the same when you’re talking about poor people.

The patients were being abandoned because there wasn’t a language in which 

to present their claims and needs. Public health people don’t like human rights 

language very much. They prefer public health language, the language of “public 

goods for public health.” What does that mean? It means free medical care. It

means a system where you don’t pay more if you’re sick and poor, and you’re 

protected from the regressive consequences of a commodity-based financing 

scheme. I’m a pragmatist; I’m not trying to win a seminar-room argument. 

We’re trying to see health care extended to more and more people, along with 

basic services such as clean water and primary education.

Let me signal to you another worrisome trend in the language about health 

interventions: the term “task shifting.” It’s a phrase used to discuss the resources 

that have recently become available to treat chronic, serious disease among the 

poor. But there’s a hypocrisy in the term. It makes it sound as if professional A,

a doctor, say, was devoting time and effort to treating AIDS and TB, and this 

work was then shifted to a nurse or other heath worker. That misrepresents the 

history. In general, nobody was providing care at all. The “shifting” was from 

providing no care to providing care, but the phrase disguises that fact. However, 

to point this out annoys health policy people. So why say it? To win an argument? 

No. But in a book like this, we should say it.

When you ask about how things have changed since our arguments have 

become “widely accepted,” I want to know which arguments of ours have been 

so widely accepted. Free health care? No—not accepted. The “right to health 

care” argument? No—not accepted. It’s a big struggle; that’s why you and I are 

bringing out this book. The “public goods for public health” argument? We’re 

getting there, somewhat. And, finally, the “breaking the cycle of poverty and 

disease” argument? This is much more widely accepted, at last.

The arguments have always been multivocal. We’ve been trying to do several 

things at once: argue for health care not as a commodity but as a right; advance 

the use of disease-specific funding and interventions as a way of strengthening 

health systems; advocate making health care accessible to the poor and those 

in need; and propose adopting other health care models, such as investment in 

health care as a way of bringing countries out of poverty. The obscenity of hav-

ing to pay for medical services, of being unable to, and dying as a consequence; 

the utility of a rights notion; the limitations of a rights notion; the importance 

and utility of public health notions—all these have been voiced by us. But 

as pragmatists, we’ll try anything, we’ll go anywhere, if it will help the poor 

majority. In a book like this, we have the space to make deeper, more complex 

arguments about these issues, something going beyond single solutions for 

specific contexts.
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Hitches in adoption and adaptation? Absolutely. We’ve covered a number 

of them in the book.

HS: The initiation of PEPFAR and American involvement in the Global Fund 

have had the effect of swelling the ranks of NGOs active in the developing 

world. Has this been an unalloyed benefit to the people these organizations 

serve? What do you see as the long-term effects of this increase in charitable 

action? What about the models on which these organizations are built?

PF: It is not an unalloyed benefit. It is an alloyed benefit. In Haiti, we have what 

we call “the Republic of NGOs.” President Clinton asked me to make a list of 

the various NGOs working in Haiti so that their efforts could be coordinated. 

This week, for the Clinton Global Initiative and the UN, we’ve pulled together 

and are about to publish the list, and we have found over nine thousand NGOs

in Haiti. And imagine how many more we may have missed if we had caught up 

with all the peasant cooperatives and little church initiatives. The Republic of 

NGOs: it’s startling.

Last week, I went directly from Haiti to Rwanda to see my family and give a 

talk. Another of the speakers at the conference was Dambisa Moyo, who wrote 

the book Dead Aid. She made the argument that no country has ever been 

pulled out of poverty by aid of that sort. I don’t know about this as a general 

argument; I would like to cast a wider net and, for instance, ask Jim Kim’s 

opinion about the East Asian rebuilding efforts after the war and the emergence 

of the “tiger economies.” But I have to say that the idea that charity is going 

to substitute for social justice and equity is dangerous. The idea that charity is 

always bad is also a dangerous idea. I think that swelling the ranks of NGOs can 

be good, it can bring good consequences. But is it really the long-term strategy 

for dignity and rights? And the answer is no; the long-term strategy is that 

people know they have certain rights.

That’s what FDR said, not just in 1944 but in the 1920s and 1930s. Cass Sunstein, 

in his book on Roosevelt’s last inaugural, The Second Bill of Rights, points out that 

this is not something Roosevelt started saying just before his death; he was saying 

it all along. If I’m not mistaken, he couldn’t walk for the last twenty-four years 

of his life. Although he was a rich man, he knew what it was like to be in need. 

Roosevelt was saying, “I believe in labor rights. I believe in a safety net. I believe 

in access to education.” And I think that’s the bottom line for human dignity.

You know, you went to a prep school; I went to a public school. I didn’t even 

know what a prep school was. But we both got into a fancy university, which is 

where we met at the age of eighteen, in the first week of school, I might add. I

got there because from the age of five until I was eighteen, I had the right to go 

to a public school. Now I’m not claiming that it’s the great leveler or equalizer; 
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we all know it’s not. But the important thing is that there was never a question 

about whether or not I was entitled to a free public education. NGOs are great, 

but we NGOs are not going to solve the problems of the poor.

HS: According to a 2004 New England Journal of Medicine article, “In the 

United States, as many as 50 percent of patients receiving antiretroviral therapy 

are infected with viruses that express resistance to at least one of the available 

antiretroviral drugs.”6 What’s the situation with resistant strains of HIV in the 

world (including the United States)? What’s to be done about it? I think I can 

anticipate your answer: dosages must be adequate and uninterrupted, and for 

that, they must be free and administered with supervision. But what, if anything, 

distinguishes drug resistance in the HIV epidemic from that seen with TB?

PF: You did anticipate my response. Therapy must be uninterrupted, which 

means that it must be accessible or, in many cases, free. There are lots of reasons 

for that way of administering the drugs, chief among them the need to avoid an 

epidemic of drug-resistant HIV. But in terms of outcomes, similar arguments 

could be made for diabetes, hypertension, major mental illness, and so on. If

you’re interested in the outcome for the patients, the argument that we must 

be mindful of the potential for developing resistance in the pathogens could be 

made for other pathologies for which we have a deliverable. It’s very expensive to 

give bad medical care to poor people in a rich country. One reason is the advent 

of drug resistance. Argentina, a relatively rich country in comparison to the 

places where we work, spends two-thirds of its public AIDS budget on second-

line antiretrovirals because they “burned” the first ones by creating resistance.

About drug resistance in HIV and in TB, I could list you ten differences hav-

ing to do with modes of transmission, the nature of diagnosis and treatment, 

and so forth, but for this question I don’t think the differences are significant. 

The main point, the model, is that every infectious pathogen, and even the 

vectors (think of mosquitoes), over time will acquire resistance to the strategies 

we’ve put in place. Be it parasites, viruses, bacteria, microbacteria, over time the 

pathogens will develop resistance to the strategies we’ve devised to stop them. 

Mosquitoes develop resistance to DDT; the malaria parasite develops resistance 

to the drugs. We, the hosts, adapt, and so do the pathogens and the vectors.

What can be done? The only ethical way to slow the advent of acquired drug 

resistance is to put in place good programs of prevention and care available to 

everybody who needs them.

HS: PIH has worked hard to document the health outcomes of its initiatives 

as part of the process of arguing for the broader adoption of its model. Clearly, 

when mortality goes down or when people suffering from HIV are able to add 
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years to their lives thanks to free antiretrovirals, the outcomes are positive. But 

what about the wider effects, economic and other, of providing free high-quality 

health care to poor people? Or the true costs, again in a wider frame than the 

patient’s individual case, of not providing such health care?

PF: The broad effects of investments in health care are just as visible as the ill 

effects of leaving things undone. We came to Haiti with a narrow agenda, just 

to cure the sick, and we found that for systemic reasons we couldn’t do that well 

without getting involved in clean water, in economic projects, in social organi-

zation. We’re proud to show that the many parts, the many pillars, reinforce one 

another and make life more livable for people whose times were about as hard as 

times can be. I’d like to say that PIH has not done this alone. What we’ve done, 

we’ve done through teaching and research, with the help of Harvard University 

and the Brigham and Women’s Hospital. That’s how we were able to document 

what we were doing. If anyone gets the idea that we were doing this alone, that’s 

the wrong message. We had the resources of a university and a teaching hospital 

behind us. Every university should have that, the University of California, Yale, 

Duke, and so forth.

HS: What about the argument one sometimes hears that saving the lives 

of poor people in poor countries only adds to the population and resource 

burden on the earth and is therefore a soft-hearted approach with untoward 

consequences?7

PF: It’s interesting that in twenty-six years I’ve only heard this a couple of 

times. Maybe it is often thought. But you know how much public speaking I do 

to lay audiences—Girl Scout troops, church ladies, graduate schools—and it’s 

really rare that one hears that. The few times I’ve heard that argument, it came 

from experts, not laypeople. In all these years of shilling for the poor, that ques-

tion has come up only a couple of times. People do ask about family planning 

and other areas, for which we have informed responses. Every other major 

question, I’ve been asked thousands of times.

What about it? Well, you know my stock answer: one could argue that unfet-

tered pandemic disease is not the best way to control population size.

HS: Your recent writing identifies the state as the crucial agent in guaranteeing 

universal access to health care. But your work could not have been done without 

the support of private foundations and far-seeing individuals. Is there a paradox 

here? Could a skeptic look at the development of your thinking and say that you 

came to the state only after the hook had been baited and states were ready to 

negotiate because of a self-interest created by private charity?
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PF: Maybe. I look back to what I was reading and writing in the 1980s. If you 

were working in Haiti then, what did you want? A decent state that was not a dic-

tatorship. Call me old-fashioned, but I like this idea of one person, one vote. We’re 

not just now tacking on the state as an afterthought. If we start in Haiti under 

dictatorship, if we start in a federal prison system in Russia, if we start in Rwanda 

with a government that’s trying to break the cycle of poverty, wouldn’t you have 

three different types of state? In graduate school, I read Michel-Rolph Trouillot’s 

Haiti, State against Nation. This problem of the state, of resistance and private ini-

tiative, is one I’ve been struggling with my whole adult life. I’ve heard this cynical 

narrative about NGOs trying to make a claim on state resources too, but it’s not 

the way it worked for us. There are a lot of private charities that get in too deep and 

then want to be bailed out. But we—all of us NGOs together—should not do that.

HS: In “Getting There from Here,” published in the New Yorker, Atul Gawande 

observes that “every industrialized nation in the world except the United States 

has a national system that guarantees affordable health care for all its citizens. . . .

But each has taken a drastically different form, and the reason has rarely been 

ideology. Rather, each country has built on its own history, however imperfect, 

unusual, and untidy.”8 In contrast to this argument for historical specificity and 

path-dependency, the PIH model is designed to be extensible and generalizable. 

Does the PIH experience indicate a path for creating universal health care systems 

where none have yet been implemented, including, perhaps, in the United States?

PF: I’ve been asked a lot for my view on American health care. Well, “it would 

be a good idea,” to quote Gandhi. I’ve seen the very best in American health 

care and the very worst. If someone has a complex medical emergency and they 

can be schlepped from rural Maine or Jordan or Haiti and end up at a place 

like the Brigham, that’s good for them. But the expenditure of 16 to 20 percent 

of GDP that we currently have is not sustainable with an aging population. 

I get that. It’s too expensive. So at what points can a layperson like me who 

doesn’t know the American health system make an inroad? Universal access is 

important. Bringing Americans into the network. I feel the same way about the 

Guatemalans or the Bolivians. It doesn’t matter to me who the patients are. I do 

know that giving poor people bad medical care in a rich country is a bad idea.

Looking at this as an American, a doctor, but no expert on health care in the 

United States, the debate seems to me entirely ideological, not driven by data or 

evidence. If it were an evidence-driven debate, we would have a public option 

already enshrined as law. And so I’m watching, just as an American, and saying, 

I hope we do a good job.

Atul is a friend and colleague; we trained together. Back in medical school, 

we would see the same patients, and I would read his notes: they were both 
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concise and elegantly written, and I always said, “There’s only one surgeon I

know at the Brigham whose notes on a chart are worthy of the New Yorker.”

We gave a talk together at the American Surgical Association, and he said 

something about my work, our work, that disturbed me a little bit. He said, 

“I’m not a humanitarian or a generous person like Paul; I’m just trying to use 

the data to improve surgical services for a wide number of patients.” I said, 

“Atul, (a) I find you perfectly humanitarian in your clinical work; and (b) we’re 

also trying to use these data to move forward better delivery systems.” So I’m 

not sure where he got that. But in his article, the thing that must be intriguing 

to Americans and especially to those in political power is this: in the same 

country, even the same county, you can have clinical results that are all over 

the map, radical differences in quality and outcome.9

So does PIH indicate a path? I’ll say one thing. On chronic disease, the 

highest standard of care is community-based care, with community health 

workers. Whether we have lots of doctors per capita or very few, community-

based care is still the highest standard of care for chronic disease. The model of 

accompaniment that we developed in Haiti in the 1980s—we ended up bringing 

it to Boston to improve the management of chronic disease where people were 

falling through the cracks.10

There’s one more thing about the model we developed out of our Haitian 

experience. The United States now has high unemployment and a financial 

crisis. Wouldn’t it be good to create a half-million jobs in America to do some-

thing generative and decent? Train five hundred thousand or a million com-

munity health workers; they would enjoy the work, build social capital, and use 

this as a springboard for getting into college or another degree program and 

finding other jobs that might be even more rewarding. Or some might like to 

remain health workers forever. I think it’s a good plan for lots of reasons. One, 

outcomes; two, it’s a dignified job, taking care of other people; three, we need 

some quick wins. You don’t think you could get people in an area with crushing 

unemployment like New Haven or Hartford to accept an offer of training and 

payment? It’s not rocket science.

HS: What do you see as having been accomplished by slogans like “Three by 

Five,” the push declared by the World Health Organization to start 3 million 

poor patients on antiretrovirals by 2005? Do such initiatives deliberately set 

impossible targets, counting on failure to have an educational effect? Do they 

perhaps contribute to cynicism about the effectiveness of multinational health 

bureaucracies?

PF: I was involved in that one, so I can tell you: it was aspirational, always, but 

it was never intended to set up conditions for failure. I don’t know if Jim Kim 
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invented the slogan, but in his time at the WHO he was the force behind “Three 

by Five.” We fought hard to meet the target and got to 1.9 or 2 million in 2005, and 

I could hardly believe we did so well. At the time, Jim said, “I’ll take the rap for 

failing.” Well, if that’s failure, then what about every other global health initiative?

The smallpox eradication initiative: there’s an example of success. I’ve been 

teaching about the smallpox campaign, using an article by Paul Greenough 

that’s a critique of the heavy-handed approaches applied in the service of an end 

that I think we would all agree was noble.11 What I want the students to grapple 

with is that this was a huge public health victory, the big victory of the twentieth 

century, but what are the costs? How do we calculate them? I’m not trying to 

have students agree with what I think about it; I want them to struggle with it 

as I have. The goal was to eradicate smallpox—and guess what, it worked. It was 

the perfect vertical program: there was no nonhuman host to serve as a reser-

voir; we had a Cold War truce to work on this; no one’s interests were served 

by smallpox continuing to be a threat. The counterargument for the class, just 

last week at Harvard College, was an article by Ciro de Quadros, the man 

credited with the successful eradication of polio.12 It’s really about the struggle 

between the vertical and the horizontal, in medical terms; but Greenough, as a 

social scientist, comes in to show the high political cost of enforcing vaccina-

tion practically at gunpoint. Eradication programs are possible only if there’s 

universality. They went in and they were tough. It worked, but now there will 

be decades of discussion about the cost. Yet the benefit, to use crass terms, the 

return on investment for that intervention, is huge.

“Three by Five” was a great idea. There was so much resistance to it, but the 

idea was to set a goal and try to meet it. By the way, the 3 million target was far 

exceeded as of mid-2006. As for contributing to cynicism, I just don’t believe 

it. A lot of bureaucracies, according to Max Weber, are cynical whether we will 

or not.

HS: What are the implications of the current financial crisis for the objectives 

of PIH and similar organizations? Is the news simply bad, or does the immi-

nence of recession or depression change public attitudes about spending and 

investment in a constructive way?

PF: If you’re trying to raise money for eleven thousand employees serving some 

millions of patients, it feels very burdensome and daunting. In December 2008, 

Ophelia Dahl and I wrote a memo to our donors, where we made the argument 

that in times of financial crisis it is imperative that we find more resources, not 

fewer, to protect human lives—a very Rooseveltian sort of argument.13 It was 

difficult, as you know, but our donations were up something like 18 percent 

over the past two years. How was that done? By daily efforts. At the same time, 
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our expenditures were planned to be up 22 percent. Our reasonable, optimistic, 

engaged objectives—for building new hospitals, accommodating new patients—

could not be met. Not because we shrank, but because we couldn’t grow fast 

enough to meet need and capacity.

The imminence of depression hasn’t changed Americans’ attitude about 

the need to be generous toward those less fortunate. It may have even made for 

better attitudes. I was worried that people would say we can’t feed our own, but 

that hasn’t happened. Public attitudes toward supporting our work have never 

been better. The problem is that the public doesn’t have the resources it used 

to have. The contraction of the world economy has been real, cutting into the 

savings of generous individuals. So we have been trying to double the size of 

our donor base rather than double the size of the gifts. A broader appeal has a 

lot going for it. I think that this crisis will force us to reexamine our dependency 

on carbon fuels, for example. With fifty hospitals, we have a lot of energy needs.

The most important thing for a group like PIH is not to get stuck in para-

digms and models that we mastered years ago, ideas that worked before. You 

have to keep innovating. The “learning institution” is not a goofy corporate 

idea. According to Weber, any institution can get stuck. If we are to be a nimble 

institution, we have to respond to new conditions, whether financial, environ-

mental, epidemiological, or social. All those things are fundamentally social. 

Berger and Luckmann were right.14
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A round decade ago, I dedicated a book to Haun Saussy. I was lucky enough to have met 

him during my first week of college—a sunny fall day in 1978. It was clear, even then, that 

Haun was an editing marvel (he was seeking contributions, from a group of eighteen-year-

old creative writing students, for a literary magazine), but little did I know then how im-

portant our friendship would prove to my own intellectual development. Haun scrutinizes 

everything I write. This holds as true for my first papers, published in the late eighties, as it 

does for those published in the past couple of years—and even for those never before seen 

in print. For three decades of friendship and wise counsel, my greatest debt as a physician-

anthropologist who seeks to put pen to paper is to Haun.

My debts to others are many and no less heartfelt. I have received steadfast encourage-

ment from Fritz and Yolande Lafontant, Ophelia Dahl, Jim Yong Kim, Didi Bertrand, 

Thomas J. White, and the staff of Partners In Health.

For indispensable academic advice and guidance over the years, I am indebted to 

 Arthur Kleinman, Leon Eisenberg, Byron Good, Mary-Jo DelVecchio Good, and Barbara 

Rylko-Bauer.
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E DI TOR I A L NOT E

The essays in this book were chosen to reflect the main interests of Paul Farmer’s writ-

ing; to show the interconnectedness of his contributions in anthropology, medicine, health 

policy, and political advocacy; and to give a sense of the development of his ideas over 

more than a quarter-century of activity. The order in which they are presented is roughly 

chronological, but also by field: the reader can observe Farmer solidifying his grasp of 

issues in Haiti, then extending the insights to other places and other issues. Some of the 

pieces are chapters excerpted from Farmer’s books; a number were written in collaboration 

with colleagues. Each chapter shows, I feel, a turning point in his work: a concern discov-

ered, a claim documented, a challenge announced. The original contexts in which these 

essays appeared are highly dissimilar. Some of the chapters were research papers submitted 

to specialized journals for anthropologists or medical practitioners; others were editorials 

invited by the same journals; still others began as lectures for a broad public or addresses 

to professional associations. All have been edited in order to make them freestanding es-

says and, in some cases, to bring their content up to date. (The first three pieces, however, 

have not been extensively updated. Their arguments are inseparable from their historical 

context, namely, an early stage in the understanding of AIDS.) Notes have sometimes been 

added to allow cross-referencing among the various essays. Digressions and repetitions 

have been trimmed, as have a number of illustrations. I am grateful to Paul for discussing 

these changes with me on many occasions and giving them his approval and for helping 

me, a philologist, understand his area of endeavor.

Haun Saussy

Editor ial Note and Cr edits
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CR E DI T S

Chapter 1, “Bad Blood, Spoiled Milk: Bodily Fluids as Moral Barometers in Rural  Haiti,” 

was first published in American Ethnologist 15, no. 1 (1988): 62–83. Reproduced by permis-

sion of the American Anthropological Association. Not for sale or further reproduction.

Chapter 2, “Sending Sickness: Sorcery, Politics, and Changing Concepts of AIDS in 

Rural Haiti,” was first published in Medical Anthropology Quarterly 4, no. 1 (1990): 6–27. 

Reproduced by permission of the American Anthropological Association. Not for sale or 

further reproduction. Additional passages are derived from “AIDS and Accusation: Haiti, 

Haitians, and the Geography of Blame,” in Douglas A. Feldman, ed., Culture and AIDS: 

The Human Factor (New York: Praeger, 1990), pp. 67–91; and from “AIDS-Talk and the 

Constitution of Cultural Models,” Social Science and Medicine 38, no. 6 (1994): 801–9.

Chapter 3, “The Exotic and the Mundane: Human Immunodeficiency Virus in Haiti,” 

was originally published in Human Nature 1 (1990): 415–46, copyright © 1990 by Walter 

de Gruyter Inc., New York. It is reprinted with the kind permission of Springer Science+

Business Media.

Chapter 4, “Ethnography, Social Analysis, and the Prevention of Sexually Transmit-

ted HIV Infection among Poor Women in Haiti,” was originally published in Marcia C. 

Inhorn and Peter J. Brown, eds., The Anthropology of Infectious Disease: International 

Health Perspectives (Amsterdam: Gordon and Breach, 1997), pp. 413–38.

Chapter 5, “From Haiti to Rwanda: AIDS and Accusations,” was first published as the 

afterword to the second edition of Aids and Accusation (Berkeley: University of Califor-

nia Press, 2006).

Chapter 6, “Rethinking ‘Emerging Infectious Diseases,’” is taken from chapter 2 of 

Infections and Inequalities: The Modern Plagues (Berkeley: University of California Press, 

1999), pp. 37–58. An earlier version was published as “Social Inequalities and Emerging 

Infectious Diseases,” Emerging Infectious Diseases 2, no. 4 (1996): 259–69.

Chapter 7, “Social Scientists and the New Tuberculosis,” was first published in Social 

Science and Medicine 44, no. 3 (1997): 347–58.

Chapter 8, “Optimism and Pessimism in Tuberculosis Control: Lessons from Rural 
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